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Leims capensis crauishayi, 709.

saxatilis aurantii, subsp. Ji.,

497.

victoria, 708,

Lialisjicari, 1069.

Ligidium bosniense, 837.

fragile, 831.

gracile, 832.

germanicum, 835.

hypnorum, 829.

japoniciim, 830. , .

latum, sp. 11., 834.

longicaudatum, 83S. -

7iodiclosum, 837.
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Ligidium {Typholigidium) ctscum, 838.

Limnodynastesjletcheri, 1071.

Liogryllus bimaculatus, 1037,

Liphistius malayanus, sp, n., 770.

Liponycteris nudiueutris, 692.

Liponyssus gordonensis, sp. ii.,

973. '

sylviarum, 975.

Listrophoroides, gen. xi„ 999.

aethiopicus, sp. n., 999.

Listrophorus bottrae, sp. n., 999.

Lophiomys imkausi, 1091.

Lophoceros jacksonii, 910.

Lophuromys aquilus aquilus, 703.

Loxodoa africanus (z. 9, l.), 1094.

Lutra macidicollis, 489.

Lyhius albicauda albieauda, 911.

Lycaon pictus, 710.

Lycophidmin acuiirostre, 877.

capense, 878, 1080.

jacksonii, 878.

scmiannulis, 878.

Lygodaotylus, 845.

grotei, 940,

picturatiis,9il.

fischeri scheffieri, 940.

Lygosoma, 859.

ferrandii, 96?.

sundcvalli (z. s. i-.), 962, 1093.

(Emoa) battersbyi, sp. «.

1070.

(Hinulia) monotropis, 1072,

S'woj^^', 1072.

tenure, 1072.

(Homolepida) mjobergi, 1073.

(LiolepisiiiQ,) challevgeri, 1073,

entrecasteauxii, 1076.

(Rhodona) bipes, 1077.

bougainvillii, \(yjl,

punctatpvittatum, 1073.

iy«x caracal nubicus, 733.

3Iabuia, 867.

comorensis, 950.

diesneri, 957.

• hildtbrandtii, 059.

Mahuia irregularis, 962.

maoidilabris, 950.

oJs/i, 960.

planifrons, 956.

striata, 9f)0.

frtrw, 058.

var. isselil, 959.

Malaconotuspoliocephalus blanched, 905.

Manis javauica, 517.

pentadacti/la, 517.

tetradactyla, 517.

Mantis religiosa, 1041.

Martes Jiavigula (z.s. i..), 1094.

Maxera marchali, 1032.

Megachile sp., 1016.

pilicrus, 1018.

Melanoseps, 862.

a^cr var. longlcauda, 963.

Melieraxanorii s metabates, 915.

poliopterus, 916.

Melipona braunsi, 1019,

Melitlophagus pnsillus vieridioiialis, 009.

Mellivora capcnsis, 712.

r«i;e/, 489.

Mephitis amazonicus (z. s. i..), 1094.

Merops apiasier apiaster, 909.

Meso2)hoyx intermedins brachyrhynchus,

917.

Microdon sp., 1018.

Microgale, 523.

Microgomphodon, 1053.

Microparra capensis, 921.

Microtiis agrestis puncius, siibsp. n., 80S,

arvalis arvalis, 868.

• calypsus, subsp. n., 869.

/et;/s, 869.

Milviis migrans parcuiilus, 913.

il/ojjs osborni, 695.

Motacilla aguimp, 901.

Muvgos mungo colonus, 719.

il/«s vmsculus, 402, 703.

Mycetcs caraya (z, s. li.), 1094.

Mylabris dicincta, 1021).

ociilaia vai". tricolor, WIS.

Myogale, 524.

Myrmecophaga didactyla, 517.

>«a^t (/.. s I,.), 517,' 1094.
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l^aia haie, 893-

niffricollis, 890.

Nccrosyries vioiiachus, 916.

Negritomyia maculipcnnis, 1016.

Ncjihelc penens jjcneus, 1030.

li'cusiicosaurics, 1048, 1051.

Nomia sp., 1017.

JSucras, 852.

emini, 949.

kiloscB, 951.

Numida mitrata, 920.

coronata reichcnowi, 920.

Nycteris capensis, 692.

damarensis, 486.

Impida, 693.

^wi-eofo, 693.

marica, 693.

Nyctinomtis bocagei, 486.

Odynerus tropicalis, 1016.

G'^cophylla smaragdina, 1027.

QSdura tryoni, 1071.

Omomantis sebrata, 1 040.

Orectocera diabolus, 1015.

Oreotragus oreotragus, 499.

schillingsi, 734.

Ornithlestcs, 1046.

Ornithorhynchus, 635, 643, 647.

Orycteropus capennis, 518.

Otocyon virgatus, 711.

Otomys angioniensis elassodoii, 705.

nyillcB canescens, 705.

Oi!«.s Icucotis ? granti, 912.

Ourebia cotloni, 734.

Oxybelis boulengeri, sp. n., 1062.

Oxyrhopus trigeminus, 106(5.

Pachydaciylus, 846.

bibronii, 94]

.

boulengeri, 941.

Palophus greyi, 1039.

Paltoihyrctis tarsaius, 1025.

Panisctis ojiaculus, 1017.

Pantodactylus schreibersii, 1061.

Paniophthalmus argyropasius, 671.

Pantophthalmus batesi, sp. n.,

566.

hellardii, 587.

chuni, 576.

conspicabilis, sp. n., 577.

conspicuus, sp. ti., 577.

frauenfeldi, 565.

hellerianus, 569.

.

picttis, 675.

splendidus, sp. n., 589.

tabaninus, 562.

va.riegatus, sp. n., 592.

versicolor, sp. u., 572.

viitatus, 586.

Paj327?o demodociis, 1029, 1030.

Papio cynocephalus, 689.

neumanni, 690.

i:esseWa^«<7)z, 690.

Paratetranychus indicus, sp. n.,

990.

Paraxerus ochraoetis ochraceus, 699.

palliaius siiahelicus, 698.

Parotomys (Liotomys) liitlcdalei, 490.

Passer domesticus, 741.

Pedetes cafer, 496.

s'urdaster, 706.

Pelomedusa galeata, 930. •

Pelomys fallax fallax, 704.

Pelusios nigricans, 930.

Periglischnis internqHus, 987.

Peripatus, 655.

Pcropus variegatus, 1074.

Pctrodromus matschie, 696.

nigriseta, 696.

Feiromys iypicus, 496.

PhcBochcerus cBtkiopicm massaicus, 737.

africanus (z. s. l.), 667.

Phascolomys miichelli (z. B. L.), 656.

Phelsuma, 846.

Philothamnus semivariegatus, 879.

Phyllastrephus cabanisi succosus, 906.

Phylloperits africanus, 920. '
i >

;

Phymateus viridipes, 1038. ;'^

Physoccphala sp., 1015.

Pipisircllus /cuhlii fnscrdui, G9i.

nanus, 094.

Pfso?j sp., 1017.

Placochelys, 1054. -
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Placodus, 1053,.;

Plaginlcpis (Anoplolepis) aistodiens,

1026.

Flagiosam-us, 1052.

Plagiostenoptcrina suhmctallica, 1010.

IHataleaalba, 917.

Imcvi'ocUa leucorodia, 917.

Tlatecarpus, 1051, 1055.

Platypholis, 840,

P/flit^/iira sp., 1017.

Flections elongatus, 1017.

Podiccps Tuficollis capensis, 919.

Polyborides iypicus, 910. '

Poli/chrus marmuraius, 1061.

Polyspiloia (sncginosa, 1039,

Popillia ligulaia, 1028.

Porcula, 537.

salvania, 539.

Poiamocharttshcissavia (z, s. l.), 657.

porous, 536.

Potamogale velo.v, 524.

Procavia brucci maischiei, 738.

—^ -;—- pritiwitsi, 739.

capensis, 499.

terrioola schusteri, 739.

Procolopkon, 1047, 1053.

Procompsognathus, 1045.

Proleics cristaius termes, 720.

Proneusticosmirus, lOol.

Pronolagus orassioaudatus rupeslris, 498.

Prosqualodon davidi, 638.

Prozeuglodon atrox, 627, 649.

Psammochares sp., 1014, 1015, 1016.

venans, 1023.

Psammophis angolcnsis, 887.

^^ hiseriatus, 887.

sihilans, 8S6.

suhtceniatus, 884.

Psuedechis aualralis, 1073.

Pseudoci'eoboira wahlbcrgi, 1041.

Pseudurhgnohus imngcns, 1 037.

Pseudotarsonemoides spinitar-

sus, sp. 11., 997,

Pgcnonotus dodsoiti, 900.

tricolor micrus, 905.

Pyrosymna amhigua, 880.

Pytelia afra oinerigtda, 903.

Python sebce, 875.

Quelea sanguiniroslris intermedia, 903.

RopJdceros camjiestris nemnanni, 734.

Raphio7-hynchvs planiventris, 596.

Rattus rait'Us alexundrimts, 701.

{Mlhomys) walamhce pcdcstcr, 701.

chrysophilus singidw, 702.

{Masfomys) couoha, 492.

hildebrandlii, 703.

iniorudoii, 702.

(Praomys) delcctorum, 702.

namaqucnsis, 491.

Redunca rcduucu toki, 735,

Rhabdomys pmiiiiio hechuance, 492.

diiuinutus, 705.

Rhamnophis Jacksonii, 879.

Rhainphiophis oxyrhynchus, 883.

lihinocalaiims ineleagris, 8S9.

Rhinodon typicus, 656.

Rkinolophiis lobatus, 693.

Rhinonyssus (Neonyssoides)

nucifragae, sp. n., 975.

Rhinoplilus cincius cinctus, 921.

Rkodogasfria viirea, 1031.

Rhynchium ep., 1018.

Rhynchocyon, 524.

peterd pctersi, 696.

swyn/iertoni, 69(5.

Rhynchotragus Icirki iiyikcB, 735.

Riparia fuligala rufigula, 907,

Rousetius leachi, 692.

Saccostomus hilda, 495,

Sarcojihilus harrisi (z. s. i-.), 655.

Sargus sp , 1017,

SarJcidiornis melanotics africanis, 919.

Scalops, 524.

Scapanodon di/plexsiai, 063.

Scapanus, 524.

&'t'/'o!!c3, 8()2.

Scl/ islooera grcg((.riu, li)'68.

Scolecoseps, 862.

Scopus uinbi-ctta hannermanni, 918.

Sebastes -marimis, 501.

Sepsina, 862.

Scrinus sulphuralus siiclleyi, 902.
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SerpcntariiiK scr-pciifarins^ gamhieiids

(z. s. L.), G57-

^eymouria, 1047.

Simocephaliis vyassa, 878.

Simoides crassipcs, 101 G.

Sisyrnodytcs sp., 1018. -

Soleiwi/on jmradoxurus, .523.

Sorc.v, .524.

Sphr>!ophry7ic variahUh, 1071.

Sphodromaniis viridis^, 1040.

Spizaetus hellicosus, 914.

Spreo superlms (z. s. r-.), 655.

Sicaiomys lovcridyei, 701.

muarn^m, 701.

Slenodacfyliis, 843.

StcrnoilKBrna derhiaiius, 932.

nifiricans, 932.

dnuaiiis, 9-32.

Sirepiopelia semUorquata semitorquata

,

911.

Sfriiihio camelus massaiciis, 921.

syriacus (z. s. i;.), 1093.

Struthiomimus, 1046.

Sfylogaster sp., 1017.

&<.? cristaius, 542.

leucomysfax, 5} 2.

——scrofa, bZb, 542.

Synaffris esutuans, 1023.

Synayris carinafa tivv. alhonotata, 1015.

Tachyorycics damon, 700.

iheanus, 700.

Ta^pff, 524.

crrco; c^^^f?., 800.

Tamandua tdradacfyla, 517.

Taphozotm mmiritianus, 092.

Tapinocephalia, siiborci. n., 071.

Tarbophis semianmdatus, 881'.

Tarsoncmclla, subgen. n., 995.

Tarsonenms transluccns, -995.

(Tarsonemella) africanus,

sp. n., 995.

Taicrona miliaria sicllcB, 490.

muanscB, 700.

swaythlingi, 700.

vicina vicina, 699.

Teracolus casta, 1030.

Tcstudo loveridgii, 928.

Testudo pardallis, 925.

procterse, sp. n., 928.

tornicri, 931.

Tclranychm cratagi, 991.

Thalassochdys carctfa, 933.

Thallomys nitela, sp. n., 493.

scotti, sj). 11., 494.

shortridgei, sp. n., 492.

Thdoiorms Jcirllavdii, 887.

Theropithccus, gdada (z. s. l.), 1094.

Thescdemuriis, 1016.

2%os adusiics notatns, 709.

mesomdaa mcmillani, 710.

Thmso2)s rothsdiildi, 879.

7'kre.^kiornis afhiopica, 910.

Thrivaxodon, 1053.

Thryonomys swindcriamis variegaius,

708.

Tif.anosuchia, siibord. n., 071.

Tiianosuchus cloeiei, 001.

Toxascaris leonina, 657.

Toxochdys, 1051, 1053.

Trachyphonus margaritalus (z. s. i,.),

655.

Trachytes? austeni, sp. n., 971.

Tragdaphus scriptus massaicus, 736.

Trematojis, 1049.

Treron delalandii granti, 911.

Trivieo'orhiims tritceniatus, 882.

Trionyx triunguis, 933.

Tropidonotus olivaccus, 876.

Tropidophortis assamensis, 779.

berdynorei, 776.

cocincineiisis, 780.

hainanus, sp. n., 779.

laotus, sp. n., 777.

microlepis, 781.

queenslandiw, 1073.

robinsoni, 11Q.

siiiicus, 780.

i/iaz, 781.

Tylosaurus, 1051.

I'ympanocryptis ccphalus, 1076.

TypJdops, 1079.

dinga, 873.

excentricus, 864.

mandensis, 873.

'—^macruroy&T. Am?«So,, 873.

Tiy^o a^ia afflnis, 911,
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Urceginthiis niassensis, 902.

Uranooentroduii, lOlU.

Ursus anglicHS, 1007.

Varanu^, 850, W^b.

nilotioiis, 948,

ucellatns, 948.

var. hclli, 1072.

Vulpes cliama, 488.

Walterinnesia (eiji/ptia 1081.

XenopeUis unicolor (z, s. i..), 656.

Xylocopa caffra, 1014, 1018.
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Xi/loaopa inconstans, 1014.

nigrita, 1014.

torrida, 1019.

Zamcnsls arcnarius (z. s. i-.), 1094.

Zeuglodon elliotsmithi, s[).ii., 625.

intermedius, sp. n., (»29, 649,

652.

otiiris, 032, 648, 652.

sensitivus, sp. u., 618.

zitleli, 627.

Zonocerus elegans, 1038.

Zonuriis, 849.

tropidostcrnum, 947.
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26. On Mammals collected by Captain Shortridge during

I he Percy Sladen and KafFrarian Museum Expedition

to the Orange River. By Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S.,
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(Published by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.)

Thanks to the generosity of the Percy Sladen Trustees, and
the kind co-operation of the authorities of the King William's
Town Museum, Capt. Guy Shortridge, already so well known as

a collector in Burma and elsewhere, has been enabled to make
a collecting expedition to the Middle Orange River, a region
whence the British Museum has received but very few mammals,
and one whose faunal characteristics much needed investigation.

The only considerable collections that have been received from
this direction were one made in Little ISTamaqualand by Mr. 0.

H. B. Grant for the Rudd Exploration*, a later one formed by
Messrs. Woosnam & Dent in Bechuanaland f, and finally that
obtained on Mr.. Woosnam's expedition to Lake Ngami and
described by Oapt. Dollman J.

The present collection was obtained in the neighbourhood of

XJpington, on the Middle Orange River, and forms a very
important addition to our materials for the study of the mammal
fauna of South-West Africa. It consists of 378 specimens

* See Thomas & Schwann, P.Z.S. 1904, vol. i. p. 171.

t Schwann, P. Z. S. 1906, vol. i. p. 101.

t Ann. & Mag. N. H. (8) vol. vi. p. 388, 1910.

Froo. Zool. Soc—1923, No. XXXII. 32
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representing 34 species, and as these were all obtained in the

course of two months, it forms a striking tribute to Capt. Short-

ridge's energy and collecting ability.

We have had occasion to describe five species and sub-species

as new, partly from the collection itself, and partly from other

collections which the study of the fresh material has enabled us

more fully to understand. Such more accurate discrimination of

earlier material is by no means the least of the benefits to science

rendered by the collection of such series as the present.

Half of the collection, including all the.types, is presented to

the National Museum by the Percy Sladen Trustees, and half is

returned to the Kaftrarian Museum, King William's Town, of

which Oapt. Shortridge is Curator, lie has sent us the following

report on this expedition, and as it gives a good account of the

natural characteristics of the region, we have thought it well to

publish it nearly i7i extenso :

—

"Through the kindness of the Administrator, Sir Fredei-ick

de Waal, special shooting facilities were obtained; while by

arrangement with Dr. L. Peringuey, Director of the South African

Museum, considerable rail fare reductions were secured.

" During the first six weeks I was joined by Mr. A. White, who
was sent by Dr. Peringuey to gain experience in trapping and

other field work, in which he proved himself a keen and useful

assistant.
^' Later, during my visit to and below the Augrabies Falls

(which by crossing a number of side streams were seen while in

flood) I was accompanied by Mr. W. Louw, who acted as

assistant, and Dutch interpreter. i

" The country generally, with its sparse rainfall, but remarkable

strip of rich irrigable soil that varies from a width of under a

hundred yards to over two miles on either side of the river, is

in some ways quite like Egypt on a small scale, and should be

capable of great development, although the river itself, with its

dense belt of low trees, and muddy water, is more reminiscent of

the Jordan.
" This belt is by far the most striking feature in the district.

The trees grow only on the low ground that is periodically flooded,

and consist , largely of Willows, Mimosa and other shade trees.

There is little or no real undergrowth, and prior to cultivation

the soil between the trees is bare and loose. An extraordinaiy

variety of birds collect and breed here.

" On either side of this alluvial belt the country is bare and

arid, sparsely covered with very low scrub with here and there a

few isolated kopjes, which are supplemented to the westward by

considerable ranges of rocky hills that commence about halfway

between TJpington and Kakamas.
" In several places on the north bank strips of typical red

Kalahari sand extend to the river, which roughly forms the

southern bounclary of the Kalahai-i. The river itself should not

otherwise prove an important barrier between any two faunistic
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regions, as it is intersected for nearly its whole length between
Upington and the Falls by innumerable islands which are often

only divided by narrow channels, most of which cease running or

become entirely dry when the river is low ; while again the tree

belt is broken in several places for short distances by rocky hill

ranges that run astride of the river.

" The first three camps (altitude 2,GOO ft. approximately) were
made at Lonisvalo, a now but very progressive irrigation settle-

ment on the south bank of the river, at points between ten

and fifteen miles west from Upington ; but as Louisvale is not
marked on small-scale maps, all specimens obtained in that

district were labelled :
' Near Upington —south bank of Orange

River.'
" These camps, although within a few miles of each other,

enabled me to make collections among kopjes and rocky areas

;

salt-bush and typical open country ; the river tree belt ; and near

cultivation.
" The fourth camp (altitude 2,000 ft. approximately) was

made on the north bank of the river, close to the little known
Orange River (Augrabies) Falls, about ninety miles west of

Upington.
" The river here splits up into several streams, the main and

two subsidiary Falls descending into a narrow gorge, said to be

about 500 feet in depth. Two otliers—one almost equal in volume
to the main fall—enter several miles lower down.

" Except for a few squatters, who are chiefly engaged in

looking after herds of donkeys and goats, there is no population

in the neighbourhood.

"A fifth camp (altitude 1,500 ft. approximately) was made
also on the north bank, about twelve miles below the Falls, a few
miles above where the dry Molopo joins the Orange River, which
has widened out again into large pools that resemble a string

of lakes, shut in by high rocky hills and thinly fringed \vith

trees.
'' Except for a few wandering Hottentots the country here is

entirely uninhabited.
** It may be noted that neither Chryaochloris nor Cryptomys

were met with, I found no signs of molehills and was assured

by residents that they did not exist in the region.
" Hedgehogs, if not absent, must be extiemely rare, as they

appear to be practically unknown along this section of the river.

Shrews may occur, but there is little doubt that they are generally

scarce throughout the dry South-Western area.

"Antbears, judging by the comparative scarcity of their burrows,

are not plentiful.
*• At Upington I saw part of an old dry skin of a Pangolin that

had been obtained in that district.

" A few residents spoke vaguely of Wild Pig from some of the

islands, but their present occurrence is exceedingly doubtful.
" Among the larger game reported to occur within from 50-100

32*
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miles of Upington in the direction of the Kalahari Desert may be

included :—Red Hartebeest, Blue Wildebeest, Black Wildebeest

(said to exist in a wild state), Gemsbuck, Kudu (a single straggler

was recently repoi'ted from near the Falls), Springbuck, Duiker,

Zebra, Lion, Leopard, Wild Dog, Spotted and Jirown Ilytena,

Proteles, and Ci/niehcrus."

1. Oercopithecus pyqerythrus Cuv.

cJ. 228. 2- 7,195. Louisvale, near Upington. 2600'.

f? . 343. Augrabies Falls, 90 miles W. of Upington. 2000'.

" Plentiful among the trees that fringe the banks of the Orange

River, probably rarely if ever leaving the wooded course of the

river, along which it is said to extend as far as its mouth,

although, as there is an extensive break in the wooded area below

the Falls, this remains to be confirmed.

Like the Burmese and Malay Crab-eating Monkeys they take

readily to water when hunted. Often doing a considerable

amount of damage among crops and fruit ; their consequent

persecution has rendered them rather shy.

Baboons were observed among the rocky hills at and below the

Falls ; but nowhere further east."

2. Nyctbris bamarensis Pet.

377, 378. Louisvale.

The specific distinction of damarensis from capensis depends

mainly on the greater size of the ears, but there is some variation

in the size of these organs, and every probability that the two

forms will be found to intergrade. Dr. Andersen, however, has

recognised damarensis as a species, and we therefore provisionally

follow his example.

3. Eptesicus capensis a. Sm.

. Six males, thirty-one females, in skin, and seven in spirit.

Louisvale.

" By far the most plentiful bat in the district. Appearing well

before dusk, frequently collecting in large numbers over water.

Most of the specimens obtained were found roosting in hollow

trees along the banks of the Orange River ; bvit also hiding by day

under the loofs of houses."

4. Nyctinomus bocagei Seabra.

6 . 245, 250, 251, 314, 379. 2 - 267, 315.

" Obtained in hollow trees ; singly or in pairs ; often in

company with Eptesicus. Seldom observed in flight, bvxt possibly

a late flyer.

A Fruit-bat, considered to be somewhat rare, occurs around

Upington, having possibly found its way there since the culti-

vation of fruit was started."
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5. Elephantulus uupestris a. Sm.

c?. 24, 60, 86, 89, 126, 133, 146, 153, 226. $. 52, 69, 114,

123, 124, 132, 145. Louisvale.

" A rock Elephant-shrew, the only species observed, although

an individujil described from open country near Upington on the

nortli banlf of tho river may prove to be a species of Macro-

scelides.

Tliere is a nairow naked gland, most conspicuous in adult males,

and exuding moisture when fresh, on the underside of the tail,

about half an inch from its base, which is easily noticeable during

life owing to the slight swelling of that portion, and has a distinct

although inofTensive smell of musk.
Elephant-shrews are amongst the most attractive of all small

mammals. When caught alive they are quiet and seemingly not

very timid ; never attempting to bite even if a finger is placed

inside their mouths. When handled, the snout—which is very

sensitive—is moved about in a circular manner to avoid any
contact. Extremely active ; their movements are Jerboa-like,

and when hopping among rocks curiously resemble a small ball

bouncing about. Although normally diurnal, during the hot

season they are more frequently to bo seen at dusk, and even on

moonlight nights. This appears to be the case with a large

number of small desert mammals, many of which may become

diurnal during the cold weather. Although without doubt chiefly

insectivorous, they may occasionally be taken in traps baited with

mealies. No Elephant-shrews were observed in the rocky country

around the Augrabies Falls."

6. FelIS TARDUS L.

S. 374. Kakamas, 60 miles W. of Upington. 2300'.

" Rare along the Orange River between Kakamas and Upington,

although apparently becoming rather more numerous in the rocky

hill country in the neighbourhood of the Augrabies Falls.

Said also, together with Gyncelurus, to become more plentiful

northwards in the Kalahari area."

7. Felts ocreata cafra Desm.

5. 206. Louisvale. 2600'.

354. Skull only. Upington district.

*' Fairly plentiful, and, as usual, very destructive to poultry and

small game. Yeiy numerous further north, judging by the

number of Karosses sent down.

A cat that is undoubtedly F. nigri2Jes has been described to

me from the Zwart Modder district, some 100 miles north of this

river.

Karosses made from the skins of F. serval and F. caracal are
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frequently obtained from Reitfontein and elsewhere in the

neighbourhood of the Kalahari."

8. Genetta b^elina Thunb.

c^. 350, Louisvale. 2600'.

364. Skull only. TJpington distiict.

363. Skull only, Augrabies l^^ills.

*' Said to be fairly plentiful, and evidently becoming decidedly

more numerous further north, judging from the number of

Karosses sent down from Ileitfontein and elsewhere."

9. HeRPESTES B.ATLAMUCUI A. Smith.

cf. 19, $.8,26. Louisvale. 2600'.

365, 366, 367. Skulls only. TJpington district.

Hitherbo the type of this species—B.M, No. 46.6.1.14—has

been the only example of it in the British Museum, so that these

specimens form a valuable accession. That type, which is also

the type of Smith's hadhts, was obtained " between Latakoo and
the tropic "—probably therefore on the Molopo iliver.

" Not plentiful. In this district at any rate, like the Vervet
and local tree-rat, they seem to be strictly confined to the belt of

trees on either side of the Orange Iliver.

Said never to occur among kopjes or in open country. Although
occasionally living in burrows excavated either by themselves oi^

Zorillas they are very largely arboreal, and are active tiee-clirabers,

which would be necessary in an area so frequently inundated.

To a certain extent diurnal.

Tliey are said occasionally to take to a vegetiirian diet, and to

be fond of digging up and eating ground-nuts. One specimen

was caught in a trap baited with mealies.

A grey mongoose—probably //, pulveruleniiis—was twice

observed in rocky country away from the river."

10. CyNIOTIS PENICILLATA G. CuV.

S. 14, 22,213, 244. ?. 20, 189.

Probably referable to C. p. pallidior Thos. and Scliw., of which
they would appear to be bleached summer examples.

" Plentiful, diurnal, gregarious.

These meerkats were nearly always found living with or close

to colonies of Xerus capensis, and they do not appear to interfere

with each other. In any case, it is impossible to distinguish

their warrens.

I never observed Suricaia in this district. Wherever it is

plentiful it is very conspicuous and easily obtained, frequenting

the same localities as Cynictis and Geosciurus ; so that, even if

according to a few residents it actually does occur locally, it can
be by no means numerous. It is reported from the country
round Kenhart."
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11. Oanis mesomelas Schr.

$ . 344. Augrabies Falls. 2000'.

353. Skull only.

" Fairly numerous, especially in the neighbourhood of hills or

rocky country. As with other small carnivora, judging from
local Karosses, becoming considerably more abundant further

north.

African jackals are far less noisy than the Indian species, which
may be heard during tlie night at all times."

12. Yulpes chama a. Sm.

356-8. Skulls only. Upington district.

These skulls were purchased. The exact locality where they
were obtained is unknown, except that it was in the vicinity of

the Orange River.
" As Karosses made from fox skins from Reitfontein are

scarce and rather expensive, it appears that they are either com-
paratively rare or dilticult to procure. Said to exist close to the

Augrabies Falls, but I could obtain no other information regarding

their occurrence near the river,"

13. Mellivora ratel Sparrm.

352. Skull only. Upington district.

" Widely distributed, but not plentiful. Entirely nocturnal

and seldom seen. Tracks were observed near the Augrabies

Falls, while among rocks a deserted bees'-nest was found that had

evidently been disturbed by one of these animals."

14. IcTONYX STRiATUS Perry.

cJ. 72, 121, 159, 202, 248. $. 18, 119, 120, 188, 249.

Louisvale.

368. Skull only. Upington district.

" Plentiful, nocturnal. Yery easy to trap. It is easily tamed,

even if caught when nearly or entirely full-grown, when it will

seldom, if ever, make use of its offensive scent."

15. LUTRA MACULICOLLIS Licht.

$. 322. Young, sex unknown, 321. Louisvale. 2600'.

" Not plentiful. If, as is reported, Aonyx cajyensis also occurs

in this district, this species is probably the more numerous. Yery
few otter tracks were observed anywhere along the river."

16. GeOSCIURUS CAPENSIS NAMAQUENSIS Licht. '

.,

cJ . 13, 21, 201, 311. 2 . 12, 190. Louisvale, near Upington,

S. bank of river. 2600'.
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These specimens are quite unlike those of G. capensis pre-

viously in the Museum, and show, by their pale cinnamon-buffy

colour, that the Groimd Squirrel of the Kalahari and Nama-
qualand should be subspecifically distinguished from the ordinary

more brownish form of the rest of the colony.

Although Lichtenstein's description of his Soiurus namaquensis^

is curiously inapplicable to Geoscmrus—" corporo supra nigro
;

subtus brunneo," yet the locality, the presence of white lateral

lines, and the universal assignation of his name to the Cape

Ground Squirrel, seem to render it certain that it really was

referable to this animal, and we can only suppose that he had a

vexy dirty specimen in the old Ilolthuisen collection. This

squirrel is also the Scmrus levaillantii of Kuhl.
" Plentiful, diurnal, gregarious.

During the hot weather their coats become particularly short

and ragged.

There is no doubt that Geosciurus, Cijnictis, and also Saricata

where it occurs, frequently inhabit the same warrens, as traps

often catch them alternately.

Probably the thickness of their skins, in addition to their

unusually great muscular strength, protect them to a great extent

from the smaller carnivores. These squirrels are savage, and in

captivity do not make good pets, as they are uncertain in temper."

17. TaTERONA MILIARIA STELL^E Wr.

J. 49, 69,200, 240, 243, 246, 247, 263. $. 50, 51, 158,

212, 215, 286, 312.

These specimens average paler than the original series from

Kuruman, but this would seem to be due to seasonal bleaching,

as Mr. Woosnam's skins were collected in April and May, and

the present set in full summei-—November to January.
" Plentiful. Social, rather than gregarious. Attracted by

cultivation. Nocturnal. Away from settlements chielly occurring

along the beds of dry water-courses.

Their burrows, which are easy to find, are excavated among tiie

thick scrubby bushes that grow in such localities."

18. Desmodillus auricularis a. Sm.

c? . 171, 175, 210, 225, 234, 238, 239, 300, 302, 317. 2 . 176,

178, 179, 205, 209, 216, 217, 232, 233, 237, 298, 299, 301, 319.

Louisvale. 2600'.

d. 349. $. 338. Augrabies Falls.

I^'hese specimens vary very considerably in colour, many being

as pale as the Kalahari D. a. pudicus l")ollm., while others closely

match the true D. auricularis. It wouhl seem therefore that we
are here on the meeting ground of the two forms.

There seems a tendency for the darker coloured animals to have

* Cat. Rer. Nat. p. 2, 1793.
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larger bullae ; but many more specimens are needed before this

can be definitely asserted,
" Plentiful ; occurring in flat open country.

Their burrows, which are excavated in open sandy patches, are

circular, small for the size of the animal, and generally more or

less perpendicular, resembling those of an open country elephant-

shrew (i/ac?'0.9ce^?'(ies). Nocturnal. Attracted by cultivation, and
said occasionally to a2:)pear in large numbers.

Individuals from the same locality varied consider.-ibly in

colour."

19. Parotomys (Liotomys) littledalei Thos.

40 specimens. Louisvale.

Quite agree with the specimens from Bushman Land (Kenhart)
obtained and presented by Maj. Littledale. This striking animal
must be very restricted in range as it was only described in 1918
in spite of its evident local abundance.

There is a good deal of variation in the general colour, but the

more brightly toned specimens just match the type from Tuin,

Kenhart.
"Local, but extremely plentiful where they occur; their

presence coinciding with the large but rather infrequent patches

of a succulent species of salt-bush, which they appear almost

exclusively to feed on.

Diurnal, not attracted by cultivation. Their burrows, which

are excavated among the roots of thick masses of salt-bush, are

very conspicuous, being interpolated above ground with thick

networks of sticks, and the amount of this work possibly makes
them appear to be even more numerous and more gregarious

than they really are.

Not readily trapped, this genus being probably less omnivorous
than most other small rodents."

20. Rattcts (Praomys) namaquensis A. Sm.

36 specimens. Louisvale.

c?. 325, 326, 333, 329. $. 327,331, 334,336. Augrabies

Falls, 90 miles W. of Upington. Mammae 1-2=6.

" A rock rat. Plentiful on either side of the Orange River

betAveen Upington and the Augrabies Falls ; but strictly confined

to kopjes and rocky country. Appearing to become rather less

plentiful among the hill ranges below the Falls. This may,
however, be only a local scarcity owing to a shortage of their

favourite food, or on account of frequenting similar situations it

may compete with Petromys.

The occurrence of this rat is easily ascertained, as it closes up
the entrances of rock crevices with large masses of small sticks

and grass, probably as a protection against enemies, these
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structures being perforated by tunnels just large enough for them
to pass through.

Nocturnal. Feeds largely on the seeds of Kamel-thorn and
other leguminous bushes. Not attracted by cultivation."

21. Ra'itus (Mastomys) coucha A. Sm.

6. 57, 151, 191-194 (young), 266, 296. ? . 191, 192 (young),

313, 316. Louisvale.

" Fairly plentiful, but far outnumbered by lihahdomys pumilio,
I'atera, Desmodillus, etc. Nocturnal : attracted by cultivation,

and sometimes entering houses. Immature individuals are very
different in colour from adults, being dark bluish slate."

22. Mus MuscuLus L.

d . 135, 235, 241. $ . 105, 113, 303, 373. Louisvale.

" Fairly plentiful in stores and houses, but, as elsewhere, has
not taken to an outdoor existence as it lias done in Australia.

;

possibl}' finding it difficult to compete in this country with the
large number of small indigenous rodents.

Imported house rats have not yet found their way to settle-

ments along this part of the river, probably on account of the too

recent extension of the railway."

23. Rhaddomys pumilio bechuan^ Thos.

42 specimens. Louisvale. 2600'.

The deep grey Namaqua form griseus is readily distinguishable

from any of these specimens, but the paler deserti of the Kalahari
is more doubtfully separable.

Several examples from Louisvale have the hind foot recorded

as 27 mm. in length, the same as in the oi-iginal type, while
others have the foot considerabl}'^ shorter. In colour also there
is marked variation in the general tone.

The skulls have unusually heavy supraorbital ridges, and their

bullae are larger than in most forms of the group—about 7*0 mm.
in length.

" Diurnal. Particularly plentiful in the vicinity of cultivation,

where it probably outnumbered all other small rodents,"

24. Thallomys shortridgbi, sp. n.

d. 169, 170 (young). $.1,180,181. Louisvale.

" Shot in tree. Arboreal, not occurring away from the
wooded area along the river bank. Not plentiful. Mammai
0-2= 4."—G. 0. S.

A brown species with very slightly developed face markings.
Size about as in nigricauda, or slightly smaller. General colour

above brown—near " Brussels brown "—not so greyish as in other
species. Under surface white, but the bases of the haiis are
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mostly slaty ; in the type of nigricauda they are slaty laterally,

white-based centrally, and in kalaharicus and the Mossamedes
species {nitela^ see below) they are wholly white. Face grey, but
the brown of the crown reaches as far forward as between the eyes.

Dark facial markings scarcely developed at all, the darker edges of

the orbit quite naiTow and inconspicuous, and not extending
forwaids or backwards as an ocular streak. Ears about of the
colour of the head ; hairs behind them huffy brown. Hands and
feet white, with darker patches on the metapodials. Tail long,

black, scarcely so thickly hairy as in nigricauda.

8kull with well-marked supraorbital ridges, long palatal fora-

mina, and rather small bullae, much smaller than in kalaharicus,

rather smaller than in nitela, those of nigricauda not known.
Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh :

—

Head and body 150 mm. ; tail 189 ; hind foot 29 ; ear 22.

Skull : greatest length 35"5
; condylo-incisive length 34 ; zygo-

matic breadth 185 ; interorbita.l breadth 5
;
palatal foramina 86 ;

bullno G'9 ; upper molar series (worn) 5'G.

Type. Old female. B.M.. No. 23. 5.9.156. Original number
180.' Collected 2 December, 1922.

This species is distinguishable from T. nigricauda by its slaty-

based belly hairs, its larger feet, and the marked reduction in the

development of the black facial markings.
Oapt. Shortridge made special mention of this striking species

as being quite new to him, and we have much pleasure in naming
it in his honour.

[In working out Thallomys shortridgei we have found that the

genus would appear to contain six species, which might be

arranged as follows :

—

A. Black jEliomi/s-\ike face markings strongly

developed.

a. Bulla) comparatively small, about 7 mm. in

length. Angola 1. T. nitela, B]p. n.

b. Bulltii large, over 8 mm. in length. East
Africa 2. T. loringi HcW.

B. Black face markings less developed.

c. Face markings medium.
a^. Hairs of chest wholly wliite, of belly

slaty at base. Namaqualaud 3. T.longicaudaThoi.
6^. Hairs of whole underside white to

base. Kalahari 4, T. kalaharicus DoWm.
d. Pace markings practically absent.

c^. Belly hairs slaty based. Orange Kiver. 5. T. shortridgei T. & H.
d^. Belly hairs white at base. E. Africa. 0. T, sootti, sp. n.

The teeth of all are of about the same size—5*6-5*9 for tlie

upper series—with the excei)tion of T. longicauda, in which this

measurement is only about 5' 1 mm.
Details of the new species :

—

T. nitela, sp. n.

Size comparatively large. Central dorsal area huffy brown.

Sides and flanks markedly greyer. Under surface white, the hairs

white to their bases. Forehead grey. A strong black facial line

running from the side of the muzzle through the eye nearly to
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the ear. Oheeks grey, but a distinct whitish collar running up
from the throat towards the ear. Hands and feet white, with
small darker metapodial patches. Tail strongly pencilled, deep
black.

Skull with bullae smaller than in loringi, larger than in short-

ridgei.

Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh :

—

Head and body 160 mm. ; tail 191 ; hind foot 30 ; ear 22.

Skull : front of incisors to back of m^ 18"8
;
palatal foramina

8'7
; upper molar seiies 5*9.

Hah. Mossamedes. Type from Bombon^, altitude 3200' ; other
specimens from Ponangkuma 3300'.

Type. Adulb male. B.M, No. 9. 10. 1. 49. Original number
17.

_
Collected 11 March, 1906, by Dr. W. J. Ansorge. Six

specimens.

A very well-marked species, with its black facial lines, white
belly, whitish collar, and bushy black tail.

T. scotti, sp. n.

General colour pale greyish buffy becoming stronger bufty on
the rump, sides greyer bufty ; under surface sharply defined pure
white, the liairs white to their bases. Head grey ; facial streaks

present, in the form of a blackish clouding round the eyes, but
far less developed than in T. nitela. Ears with fine butfy hairs

and a buffy tuft at their anterior base. An indistinct whitish
collar perceptible below ears. Hands and feet white, the latter

wholly white, the former with small dark metatarsal patches.
Tail as usual greyish brown basally, black for the greater part of

its length, not very bushy.
Dimensions of the type, apparently not fully adult :

—

Head and body 140 mm. ; tail 150 ; hind foot 24.

Ilab. British East Africa ; type from the Yata Plains, two
days' march East of the Thika lliver where it joins the Tana.
Altitude 4000'.

Type. Immature female. B.M. No. 12. 5. 19. 17. Collected
19 November, 1911 and presented by R. L. Scott, Esq.
By its reduced facial markings and wholly white belly hairs

this species is readily distinguishable from the other East African
form, T. loringi, while its paler general colour is also characteristic.

We have named it in honour of its collector Mr. li. L. Scott,

to whom the National Museum owes many important donations.]
" Entirely arboreal, and confined to the tree belt that fringes

the Orange lliver. This belt is liable to partial or complete
inundation during the frequent rising of the river, being
occasionally under water to a depth of from six to ten feet, at
which times these rats must live entirely among the topmost
branches of the trees.

Shy, and a very active tree climber. Apparently mainly
nocturnal, although occasionally to be seen high up among the
branches of trees in the early evenings before sunset, so that
during the cold season they may become partly diurnal. Breeding
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in hollow branches, the entrances to which are guarded by large

conspicuous structures of sticks, one of these, which was about

fifteen feet from the ground, measuring over six feet in length
;

while another was built under the roof of a seldom-used Kaffir

hufc. I did not find this species plentiful, although it is said at

times to occur in comparatively large numbers."

25. Saccostomus nxhUM Schw.

J, 59, 161, 182. $.98,127. Louisvale.

These specimens agree closely with the original series from

Kuruman, but our attention has been drawn to the set from

Molopo and Lehutitung, in the real Kalahari, determined by

Oapt. Dollman as S, anderssoni de Wint.*, which he distinguishes

from hildce. by the slightly lighter colour of the adults and mvxch

lighter colour of the young, specimens of a similar age being

present in both sets.

In this separation we quite agree with him, but not as to the

reference of the Kalahari form to the Damaraland species, the

difference in colour being in our opinion sufficient for the dis-

tinction of the two. We therefore now describe

Saccostomus pagei, sp. n.

General colour above very light, nearly matching Eidgway's

"drab- grey," still paler on the sides, much paler and less buflfy

than in S. anderssoni, rather paler than in S. hildce. Half-grown

specimens like the adults or even paler, while in S. hildce these

are markedly darker than their parents.

Other characters as in S. hildce.

Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh :

—

Head and body 124 mm. ; tail 53 ; hind foot 19 ; ear 18.

Skull : greatest length 33 ; condylo-incisive length 31 ; upper

molar series 48.

Hah. Kalahari and Northern Bechuanaland. Type from

Lehutitung, 3300' ; other specimens from the Molopo River.

3000'.

Type. Adult male. B.M. No. 10. 6. 3. 54. Original number
18. Collected 18 May, 1909, by R. B. Woosnam. Nine

specimens.

The striking difierence in the colour of the young is the main

reason for distinguishing this animal from S. hildce. In S. ander-

ssoni the adult is decidedly darker.

We have named this Kalahari species after Mr. John Page,

one of the Kaffrarian Museum Trustees, to whom Capt. Shortridge

has been very much indebted for help in many ways both in

regard to his King William's Town work, and especially in relation

to his collecting trip to the Kalahari region.

" Fairly plentiful, but pi'obably owing to the fact that other

small rodents occurred in greater numbers in similar localities,

not often trapped.

Noctui-nal ; attracted by cultivation.

* Ann. & Mag. N. H. (8) vi. p. 398, 1910.
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This is one of the species that is said occasionally to occur in

large quantities. This is a peculiarity of many of the small

Karroo rodents, which may in some cases be a migratory move-
ment, but it is equally probable that at times a favourable

season, or temporary absence of some plague or enemy, enables

them to breed in abnormal numbers."

26. Pedetes cafer Pall.

(S . 122, 208, 220, 222, 223, 320. $ .' 41 , 165, 174, 207, 218,

219, 231. Louisvale.

" Nocturnal. Plentiful around Louisvale, especinlly near

cultivation. Rather stupid and clumsy, and, although somewhat
similar to, possessing little of the agility of a Wallaby or even the

Australian Kangaroo Rat (Beltongia), which perhaps they more
resemble in their movements and habits.

Easy to shoot with a lantern at night. Normally, when
hunted; they make for the nearest burrow. Their large burrows,

w}uch occasionally have an emergency outlet, nre usually excavated

in open sandy patches."

27. PLySTRIX AFRICiE-AUSTRALIS Pet.'

351. Skull only. Upington district.

Apparently rather rare generally, although probably occurring

wherever there are lai-ge enough areas of broken locky country

to afford them plenty of cover.

Tracks, shed quills, and old burrows were observed near and
below the Augrabies Falls.

28. Petromys typicus A. Sm.

cS. 330, 337. ?. 341. Augrabies Falls, Orange River, 90
miles W. of Upington. 2000'.

$. 346, 347. Below Augrabies Falls, 100 miles W. of

Upington. 1500'.

Comparing this series with the set obtained by Mr. Grant
at Klipfontein, Namaqualand, thei-e seems at first sight a
good deal of difference in colour, the present series being
paler. This difference, however, proves to be due to season,

those from Klipfontein having been collected in the winter
and those from Augrabies Falls in the summer. Moreover,
some of the latter show new hair, as strongly coloured as in

the Klipfontein specimens, pushing through the old blackened
fur.

"First obtained among hills and rocks at the Augrabies
Falls, afterwards in similar localities twelve miles below.
Although it was easy to ascertain where they occurred, they
did not appear to be particularly plentiful, and were not leadily

trapped. This may be the eastern limit of their range,
although possibly extending as far as a line of rocky hills that
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runs astride of the river about halfway between Kakamas
and Upington. Though previously considered to be entirely

diurnal, during the hot season at any rate they become most
active towards sunset, while several Avere caught in traps set

overnight.

They creep rather than jump among the rocks, and did not

aj)pear to be particularly active. Their habit of filling up the

entrances of their hiding places between crevices with a network

of sticks resembles that of Rattus namaquensis, except that

l.'irger and stouter sticks of succulent plants are laigely used.

Petromys, like Thryonomys, is a most dilKcult animal to prepare,

the skin i)eing of the consistency of wet blotting-paper. It may
be noted that a large area of broken hilly country is often like a

forest in that small mammals are generally more numerous
among the outside hills and rocks, in the same way that there is

more life near the edge of a forest. A female examined contained

one young."

29. Lepus saxatilis aurantii, subsp. n.

d.72, 73. $.74,118. Louisvale. 2600'.

" Not at all confined to rocky country—plentiful around

cultivation."—G. 0. S.

General characters of ordinary saxatilis, the ears not especially

lengthened as in the Namaqua subspecies megalotis. Colour

above, where unbleached, rather paler grey than in tvuQ saxatilis,

but bleaching in summer to a much greater extent, the dif-

ference in summer specimens of both very striking. Type with

its vinbleached hairs "light buff" tipped with black, its bleached

areas wholly dull sandy. Crown bleached dull brownish. Throat-

band pale greyish buflfy.

Skull with very large bullae, markedly larger than in the longer-

eared viegalotis.

Dimensions of the type, measured in the flesh :

—

Head and body .540 mm. ; tail 117 ; hind foot 126; ear 137.

Skull : greatest length 101 ; condylo-incisive length 89 ; length

of bulla 14.

Type. Old femaie. B.M. No. 23.5.9.173. Original number
118. Collected 23 November, 1922.

"While December specimens of L. saxatilis from Central Cape
Colony are little paler or more bleached than winter ones, these

November examples are all strikingly paler than any specimens

of the group tha,t we have seen, whatever time of year they were
killed. Such patches of fresh fur as are present are also some-

what paler than occurs in true saxatilis. The ears of this form

are only of the same length as in true saxatilis, hot of the

extraordinary dimensions of those pf L. s. megalotis, while on the

other hand its bullre are larger than those of any others of

the group.
. .

'
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" Rather plentiful. Attracted by cultivation. Like Pedetes

easily shot in cultivated ground by night with a lantern, at which

times they become dazzled by the light and unusually sluggish in

their movements. Sometimes put up by day among thick salt-bush.

Kohl-hans or llhebok-haas of the l)utch.

Another hare, known locally as Vlack-haas, without doubt a

local form of Lepus capensis, is reported from this district. It is

said to occur in open country and not to be attracted by cultivation.

Described as being shy, solitary, and rather rare."

30. PnoNOLAaus cuassicaudatus rupesteis A. Sm.

cJ. 15, 142, 149, 150, 155. $.154. Louisvale. 2600'.

$ . 332. Augrabies Falls. 2000'.

We are now quite convinced that Smith's immature type of

Lepus rttpesiris should be referred to the Namaqualand form, to

which in 1904 Thomas and Schwann assigned the later name of

Lepus melanurus llupp., the latter being therefore a synonym
of the former.

These specimens are more suffused with rufous than most of

the examples from Namaqualand, but the difference would

appear to be one of season.
" Plentiful where they occur, the range coinciding Avith that

of rocky kopjes and hill ranges, where they are frequently to be

found in considerable numbers ; otherwise not gregarious to the

same degree as a European rabbit. Shy, and rarely appearing

before dusk, and even then seldom wandering far from cover.

Occasionally the entrances of their hiding places under rocks are

protected by an entanglement of sticks and brushwood, but this

may indicate breeding places and afford protection for their

young. When in the open they are comparatively slow as

compared with typical hares, relying more on quickness in dodging

behind rocks or under crevices. Often fi'equenting the same

localities as Procavia capensis, although many places where they

may be numerous will not afford suitable cover for Dassies, which

prefer kopjes and other situations wliere there are abundance of

large loose boulders. These rabbits are difficult to prepare, the

skin being exceedingly tender, especially on the tail. The fur

comes out very easily, and when shot the cloud of fur readily

indicates a hit. They are said to pull out large quantities for

the purpose of making nests for their young.
Klip-haas or Rooi-haas of the Dutch."

31. Antidorcas EucuoKE Zimm.

$ . 375. Horns only. Upington district.

•
" Springbuck seldom wander close to the Orange lliver nowa-

days in this district, but are said to be still reasonably plentiful

in the direction of the Kalahari and elsewhei'e inland,"
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32. Oreotraous oreotragus Zimm.

6 . 340. 2 . 345. Augrabies Falls.

$. 355. Skull only.

" Klipspringeis exist in small numbers among the rocky hills

and ravines in the vicinity of the Augrabies Falls, and may
becon\e more numerous in the hill country still further west.

A pair were put up on one of the islands near the Falls, which

crossed over a shallow branch of the river to the mainland when
hunted.

I have heard of no other locality eastwards along the river

between the Falls and Upington where they occur, although they

are said to reappear near Prieska.

The hair of Klipspringers was formerly much in demand among

the Boers for stuffing saddles.

Apparently—apart from stragglers—the only other resident

buck occurring near the river is the Steinbok, A single indi-

vidual was observed about twelve miles south of Louisvale.

They are well known locally, although not considered plentiful."

33. Hippopotamus amphibius L.

204. Incisor picked up from bed of river near Upington.

" The portion of a tusk sent was picked up in the bed of the

Orange River near Louisvale, and presented by Mr, D. Biggs.

Although Hippopotami have long been extinct above the

Augrabies Falls, fragments of tusks are not infrequently picked

up in or near the river bed.

A small school of Hippo are said to exist in the lower reaches

of the Orange River, but as this is a very uninhabited region few

authentic reports are available about them.

Cornell, in his fairly recent book, 'The Glamour of Prospecting,'

mentions having seen them, so that there is every reason to believe

they are still there."

34. Prooavia capensis Pall.

c?. 329, 335. $.328,342. Augrabies Falls. 2000'.

359, 360. Skulls only. Upington district.

361. Skull. Augrabies Falls.

203. Skull. Kopje 12 miles from Louisvale.

" Plentiful among rocks and hills around and below the

Augrabies Falls. There are few suitable localities for Rock Dassies

near Upington ; although a skull was picked up on a large isolated

kopje about twelve miles to the south of Louisvale.

Diurnal ; but during the hot weather seldom showing them-

selves except during the early mornings and evenings."

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1 923, No. XXXIII. 33
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1. Introduction.

The work of Parker and subsequently that of Glaupp, Bolder, and
others, on the skull of Salmo, constitutes the basis of our knowledge
of the cranial development of the Teleostomi. Further contri-
butions have been made by Stohr, McMurrich, Allis, Winslow,
Swinneiton, and Pehrson amongst others. In 1910 Allis pub-
lished a paper dealing in some detail with the cranial anatomy of
the mail-cheeked fishes. Tliis jiaper dealt with the osteology,
and to some extent the latero-sensory canals and muscles of the
adult cranium, but, so far ns I am aware, no work hns so far been
(lone on the development of the cartilaginous skull of any of the
Scorp.'enidaj. It is hoped that the present paper will take a step
towards meeting this deficiency in that it describes the chondro-
cranium of a fairly representative member of the group.
The following description is not an exhaustive comparative

account, and few generalizations will be made ; it deals with the
development of the chondrocranium from a very early stage up
to the time when the cartilaginous elements of the head are
fully developed. Certain comparisons with other forms will be
made where points of special interest or peculiarity arise.

The work was undertaken at the suggestion of Prof. MacBride
and I wish to take the opportunity of thanking him and
Mr. H. G. Cannon for many helpful suggestions.

* Coniniunicatcd by Prof. E. W. MacBbide, F.R.S., F.Z.S.

33*
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2. Material and Methob.

Some difficulty in obtaining all the desirable material has

rendered the series of developmental stages a little incomplete,

for I was unable to procure any specimens between the 5*5 mm.
and 25 mm. stages. 'I^his leaves rather a large gup during which

a consideral)le development of cartilage takes place, it is not

difficult, hoAvever, to reconstruct the more important processes

which occur during this period.

I had at my disposal large quantities of specimens from the early

segmentation stages up to the 55 mm. stage, and three or four

specimens ranging between 25 and 30 mms. The abundance

early stages compensates to some extent for the lack of some of

of the later stages.

Text-figure 1.

Stage 3. External features.

It has been found most convenient to divide the following

account into four parts :

—

Stage! . The unhatched embryo.

,, 2. The 4-5 mm. larva.

„ 3. The 5'5 mm. larva.

,, 4. The 25 mm. post-larval stage.

Stages 2 and 3 are close together, but the dilFcrencos betweoii

them are sufficient to justify their separate consideration. The
specimens for stages 1-3 were supplied from Lowestoft and those

for the 25 mm. stage Avere supplied by the Board of fisheries for

Scotland at Aberdeen. Fixation was in every case in formalin.

Consequently it was not easy to follow much of the histological

details of the formation of cartilage, though preservation was
otherwise satisfactory. The principal stains used were thionin

and orange G, Mallory's triple stain and picronigrosin. For the

first stage specimens were removed from the egg capsule for

sectioning. The diameter of the curled up embryo is at this

stage about 1 mm. The eyes can already be seen with the naked

eye and serve as a useful guide for orientation. The 4-5 mm. larva

has just escaped from the egg capsule and still retains a large

yolk sac. In most respects it closely resembles the 5-5 mm. larva.

In the latter (text-fig. 1) the yolk sac is considerably reduced

though it is still a fairly substantial body. The principal features

of this larva are the vei-y long tail, the large eyes, and the distinct

cranial flexure. The mouth is still in a more or less ventral
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position, but has shifted further forward than in the 4-5 mm.
stage. The auditory vesicles are fairly well advanced and can be
seen clearly in whole mounts. Large pigment cells are to be
seen over the posterior part of the gut, and there is a row along
the ventral side of the tail. The 25 mm. specimens are of a post-

larval stage and exhibit roughly the form of the adult.

Reconstructions were iii each case made from series of transverse

sections cut at 10 /x. These were examined with the aid of a
squared eyepiece micrometer, and lateral and dorsal views were
plotted directly on to squared paper. The details of this method
are described in a recent paper by Wells (1922) on the chondro-
cranium of Clupea. As it is necessary in this method to have a

•

Text-figure 2.

N --' Aud.c.

"'----
Tr.

Stage 1. Lateral view of clioiulrocraiiiuin.

base line from which all measurements are made it is usual to

assume that some element in the head, generally the notochord
or some piece of cartilage, is straight. I have been able to avoid
this assumption by plotting an accurate outline of the head
before sectioning it, and then taking all measurements from the
outline. Other methods of reconstruction are described by Norman
(1923) in a paper dealing specially with the subject.

3. The Chondrocranium

a. Stage 1 . The unhatched embryo.

This is the earliest stage it was found piofitable to investigate

(text-fig. 2). The head skeleton is in an extremely elementary
condition, and is represented principally by tracts of procartilage

and connective-tissue cells which are becoming concentrated into

the positions in which cartilage is subsecjuently to be laid down.
It is always a mstttor of soino difficulty to draw a definite line

between procartilage and cartilage proper. The trabeculjB at

this stage appear to be in an intermediate condition. The outline

is quite definite, but the cells have not become thoroughly welded
together to form a solid matrix. The trabeculoe are very short
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paired rods, ending freely at both ends and lying just below the

apex of the notochord and behind the forebrain. There is a

marked cranial flexure. At present there is no sign of the para-

chordals.

The visccrnl skeleton is represented by a relatively extensive

but barely differentiated mnss of procartilage. In this it is

possible to distinguish on each side an element running down-
wards from the auditory vesicle. This eleinent ultimately gives

rise to the jaw suspension apparatus. At the foot of it the

procartilage runs forwards for a short distance indicating the

position in which Meckel's cartilage is to be laid down. This

cartilage appears later as a condensation on each side which grows
fonVards as the cranial flexure is eased and the mouth moves
forwards. At the present stage the mouth has not appeared.

The rest of the mass of procartilage extends upwards and back-

wards and constitutes the rudiments of the branchial bars.

b. Stage 2. The 4*5 mm. larva.

The trabecula9 have at this stage lengthened considerably

(text-fig. 3) and form a roof to the mouth, which has now made
its appearance. The parachordals are now established and are

continuous with the trabeculae, but where they form the floor of

the auditory capsule they are in a procartilaginous condition.

They cannot, however, be distinguished as anterior and posterior

plates as in the case of Salmo, Gasterosteus, etc. The trabeculse

are closely approximated along the whole of their length and end
freely anteriorly, though there is at their extremity a condensation

of connective tissue representing the ethmoid plate. The noto-

chord reaches well forward and turns down under the rudiment
lof the infundibulum.

In the visceral skeleton Meckel's cartilage lias made its appear-

ance, its two components being joined anteriorly by a tract of

procartilage. A substantial bar of cartilage articulates with the

lower jaw near its posterior end and with the lower surface of thti

auditory capsule. This element, which appears to be a piece of

continuous cartilage, later gives rise to the hyomandibular,

symplectic, and quadrate cartilages. Pouchet (1878) employed the

term " primordial temporal " to a somewhat similar element which
he found in certain forms. As " temporal " is now obsolete

as an alternative name for the hyomandibular, and as I am
unaware of any name at present in use which could rightly be

applied to the bar which, in Sebastes, joins the lower jaw to the

auditory capsule, I propose for convenience to call it the temporal

cartilage. From the posterior side of this temporal cartilage a

branch is given off which turns inwards and forwards as the

ceratohyal to join the anterior end of a mass of cartilage from
which the branchial bars are beginning to be differentiated. The
point at which the ceratohyal branches off is composed of rather

immature cartilage which later becomes more compact and forms
the stylohyal.
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A remarkable feature which has become evident at this stage is

the precocious development of the visceral skeleton. The lower
jaw, temporal, ceratohyal, and to seme extent the first two
l)ranchial bars are all distinguishable, while the cranium consists
only of the simple parallel trabeculse and the barely established
parachordals. It is interesting at this point to note in connection
with the form assumed by the parachordals that Pilatoff (1916)
has shown that if the auditory vesicle of Bufo is transplanted to a
position overlying the trabeculse a cartilaginous capsule tends to

Text-figure 3.

Aud.c.

•••• Mk. ^

Stage 2. Lateral view of chondrocranium.

form round it, while the parachordals from which the vesicle has
been removed do not form a capsule. It is pointed out that
the formation of the cartilaginous capsule is not an inherent
property of the parachordals, but depends upon the presence of

the vesicle.

From now onwards the mouth tends to move forwards and
upwards, and Meckel's cartilage follows it by growth at the
anterior end.

c. Stage 3. The 5 "5 vim. larva.

The trabeculse have still further lengthened and are now joined
anteriorly in an extensive but very thin ethmoid plate (text-fig. 5)
which as yet shows no sign of any of the upgrowths which later

form the investment of the olfactory organs. According to
Gaupp it has been shown that in Salnio salar the cartilage of the
ethmoid plate is formed from the epithelium lining thereof of the
mouth, and is therefore ectodermal in origin. In Sehastes at this

stage it can still be seen from the structure of the ethmoid plate

that it is formed from a single layer of cells. But a study of the
4*5 mm. stage shows that these cells are derived from a local

condensation of connective tissue.
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The notochord still reaches well forward and maintains a

marked flexure (text-fig. 4). Another peculiarity to be mentioned

here is that there is no sign of a fenestra hypophyseos which is

normally present in a tropibasic chondrocranium at this stage.

The trabeculto nre still closely approximated along the whole of

their length. The parachordals are now well developed and form

broad, saucer-shaped bases to the auditory vesicles.

The visceral skeleton has maintained its advance over the

cranial elements. The lower jaw has now attained a considerable

length, but there is sfcill no vestige of an upper jaw. In this

peculiarity the development resembles that of the larval Clupea

Text-figure 4.

Stage 3. Lateral view of chondrocranium.

(Wells, 1922) in which the upper jaw does not appear until the 13

mm. stage. The temporal cartilage (text-fig. 4) has lengthened,

but has otherwise undergone no change except for the fact that

the hyomandibular portion is better defined. There is at present

no foramen for the hyomandibular branch of the Vllth nerve.

It appears that the nerve becomes enclosed in the cartilage later

on. The cartilage joining the coratohyal to the temporal is now
constricted to a narrow stylohyal. Considerable development lias

taken place in the branchial bars (text-fig. 6). There is a median
copula communis to which the ceratohyal and the first three

branchial bars are attached. The fourth bar is free and the fifth
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has not yet appeared. The branchial bars occupy a rather

advanced position. They form a kind of ridge on the iloor of the

mouth, the copula communis being at a higher level than the gill-

Text-fiffure 5.

Text-figure 6.

C.H.-
C.Com.

Stage 3. Dorsal view of

branchial bars.

Stage 3. Dorsal view of
chondrocranium.

bars which slope downwards and backwards in relation to it.

The interior of the mouth is thus in the form of an inverted V
when viewed in transverse section.

d. Stage 4. The 25 mm. Stage.

The chondrocranium may now be looked on as fairly complete

(text-figs. 7, 8, and 9). A certain amount of ossification has

taken place. As already mentioned I was unable to procure any

specimens between this and the 5'5 mm. stage, and at first glance

it would seem that the gap is so large that it would be a matter

of difficulty to connect the two stages with any profit. However,

by a careful study of the complete chondrocranium and by
analogy with the changes which take place in other forms, it is

possible to reconstruct from a general point of view the processes

which bring about the conditions found in the present stage.

The ethmoid region of the mature chondrocranium of Sebastes

(text-fig. 7) bears a strong resemblance to that of Sahno, and

there can be little doubt that it arises in much the same manner.

In the 25 mm. stage it consists of a substantial mass of cartilage

roughly triangular in shape when viewed from the side. The
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base of tliis triangle consists of a thickened plate representing the

originally thin ethmoid plate. Above and continuous with this

lies the nasal septum which expands posteriorly to foriri a vertical

pillar, the antorbital planum. The upper part of the antorbital

planum tvirns backwarils in the form of two lateral horns, the

ta3nia3 marginales (text-fig. 8) approaching the extroniities of tiie

epiphysial bar and postorbital processes presently to be described.

Tiie antorbital planum is pierced on either side by the foramen

for the olfactory nerve. The ethmoid structure has evidently

arisen from a median ridge and posterior upgrowth on the

ethmoid plate, the former giving rise to the nasal septum and the

latter to the antorbital planum. It is probable that at a slightly

R.A.P

Stage 4. Lateral view of cliondrocraiiium.

earlier stage the t:enicB marginales were connected with the

epiphysial bar, and afterwards ])ocame sopjuiited as is the case in

Gasterosleus {iiwhmevtnn, lUO'i). 'IMiis point will be referreil to

again later.

The fused trabeculse are now hardly recognisable as such.

They are represented by two median pieces of cartilage, one of

which is attached to the ethmoid region wliile the other is a small

piece of free cartilage level with the posterior border of the eye.

The former remnant of the trabeculfB consists of a thickened base

resulting from the fusion of the two originally separate elements,

bearing a plate-like upgrowth which constitutes an interorbital
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septum. This fragmentation of the trabecula? is not uncommon
in Teleosts. A somewhat similar process takes place in Gyclo-

2)teriis (Uhlmann, 1921).

Above the nasal septum lies a slightly elongated rostral

cartilage. It shows no connection either with the ethmoid or

palatine cartilages.

The parachordals have given rise to a substantial investment
of the auditoiy capsules and posterior part of the brain. The
notochord has retreated considerably relative to the auditory

capsules, and is now bridged over by cartilage. Below and in

front of the articulation of the hyomandibular with the auditory

capsule a process projects forwards on eitlier side. These probably
represent the anterior part of the parachordals. The trigeminal

nerve passes out through a notch above them. The auditory
capsules are now completely enclosed and the cartilage is continued
as a roof over the hinder part of the bi'ain. From the side wall

of the brain there runs forward on each side a postorbital process

which joins the ends of a transverse bridge, the epiphysial bar.

This bar (text-fig. 8) cuts off the posterior dorsal fontanelle, and
the fontanelle is divided into lateral halves by a taonia tectum
medialis, a thin band of cartilage joining the epiphysial bar with
the posterior covering of the cranial cavity. In Salmo, Amia
(Pehrson, 1922), and others the epiphysial bar, beiug connected

also with the taeniae margiuales, forms in addition an anterior

dorsal fontanelle which gradually fills up. This anterior roofing

in does not occur in Sehastes. In Amiurus (Kindred, 1919) a

permanent anterior fontanelle is formed which, howevei", does not

close up, while \\\ Gasterosteus the fontanelle is formed, but the

epiphysial cartilage, as is probably the case in Sehastes, becomes
disconnected from the ethmoid region.

It is now necessary to consider how the cranial elements

developed from the parachordals have a,risen. It is obvious that

there has been a vigorous upwaid growth from the edges of the

cartilage which in the 5*5 ram. stage foi'med the base of the audi-

tory capsule. This growth has extended so far as to roof over the

posterior part oi the cranial cavity. Tlie postorbital processes

have evidently grown forwards from the lateral walls of the

cranium, but it is difficult to say whether the epiphysial bar has

arisen independentlj'^ or whether it has been formed by the joining

together of processes growing upward from the ends of the post-

orbital processes. Independent formation is the more common
condition among Teleosts. The taenia tectum medialis is probably

a backward growth from the epiphysial bar. This is how it is

formed in Gyclopterus, and in Sehastes the anterior part of the

band is broad and strong while the posterior part is very thin and
frail.

The changes undergone by the jaw arches au<l visceral skeleton

are almost as great as these displayed by the cranium. The lower

jaw is a long, rod-like cartilage bearing coronoid and retro-articnlar

processes at the point of its articulation with the quadrate. In
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this respect it resembles the lower jaw of Amia. In place of the

temporal cartilage we have now the ' clearly differentiated

hyomandibular, symplecbic, and quadrate. The hyomandibular

presents a rather unusual appearance. It is club-shaped and

very long. At its point of articulation with the auditory capsule

it has a broad plate-like head which is continued downwards as a

comparatively slender stem mei-ging into the symplectic. The
latter is also rather longer than usual and runs down close to

the lower margin of the quadrate. This is a very large plate of

cartilage extended upward and backward as a metapterygoid

process. Posteriorly the quadrate is in intimate association with

Text-figure 8.

T.T.WI

Aud c.

Stage 4. Dorsal view of chondrocranium.

the sj'^mpleotic but is not continuous with it. The upper jaw,

consisting of the palato-pterygoid cartilage, is now esl-ablished and
runs from the upper anterior angle of the quadrate up to a point

level with the anterior end of the rostral cartilage. The posterior

end of the palato-pterygoid is very slender. It passes close to the

mai'gin of the ethmoid plate but is not articulated with it. At
its extremity it turns outwards (text-fig. 8), reaching almost to

the surface of the snout.

The fact that the upper jaw is connected with the quadrate

only by a very slender piece of cartilage suggests that it may have
arisen independently and grown back to meet the dorso-anterior
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angle of the quadrate. This supposition is strengthened by a
comparison with the conditions found in the chondrocranium of
the larval Chf.pea, in which the upper jaw also arises at a late stage
and grows back to join the quadrate in a slender connection. A
somewhat similar process occurs in Amiurus and Syngnathus, in

each of which the palatine arises separately.

It appears that the quadrate, symplectic, and hyomandibular
have all arisen from the original temporal cartilage. In such a
case it might be expected that the three elements were formed
separately in the earliest stages, then became fused to form the
temporal and finally separated again. In studying the earliest

stages in which tlie temporal can be distinguished I have not
been able to trace any division. But in these early stages the

Text-figure 9.

A

,-Ep.Br

Stage 4. Dorsal view of brancliial bars.

cartilage is in an immature condition, and it is very hard always

to be certain whether it is continuous or not. It would also be

difficult to reconstruct the details of the process by which the

differentiation of the hyomandibular, symplectic, and quadrate

has come about. It is worth noting that in the 5*5 mm. stage the

hyomandibular part of the temporal is very short and that it has

become greatly lengthened in the intervening period. The long

hyomandibular is a feature correlated with the rather unusual

depth of the head in the adult Sebastes.

The stylohyal is now a small cartilage articulated with the

hyomandibular and ceratohyal. The latter is in the form of a

very large plate bearing a, posterior process for the articulation

with the stylohyal. The anterior pai-t of the ceratohyal tends to
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become more rod-like. It is possible that the expansive form of

the ceratohyal is correlated with the fact that the gill-bars reach

far forward, in that its position suggests that it serves as a

protection to the anterior parts of the bars, the posterior parts

being of coui'se protected later by the development of the

opercular bones. The anterior junction of the ceratohyals is

surmounted by a short tongue of cartilage, and there passes back

a median bar, the basi-branchial, corresponding to the copula

communis (text-fig. Si). To this bar ai-e attached the fiist four

branchials. The fifth pair are free but articulate with one
another at their bases. The third pair is peculiar in that the

base of each is produced forwards in two downwardly directed

processes. The ceratobranchials are very long and fairly

stout near their articulation with the basibranchial ; further

back they become very slender, but before meeting the epil>ran-

chials they become thicker again. Perhaps the most important
development of the branchial elements lies in the appear-

ance of the epibranchials. These aie possessed by the first

four bars but not by the fifth. They are short in comparison
with the ceratobranchials and of a slightly irregvdar, twisted

shape.

Here again it is difficult to fill in any details during the

preceding period of development. This, however, is not of great

importance as the branchial bars have not undergone any striking

changes beyond the addition of the fifth bar, the epibranchials,

and a few subsidiary elements.

4. Summary.

1. There is a pi-ecocious development of the visceral skeleton.

2. In at least the earlier stages there is no sign of a fenestra

hypophyseos.

3. The cranial flexure is retained for a considerable period after

hatching.

4. In the 5*5 mm. stage the hyomandibular, symplectic, and
quadrate are represented by a simple temporal cartilage.

This appears also to be a single piece of cartilage in the
earlier stages.

5. The upper jaw does not appear until a compai^atively late stage,

and there is evidence that it aiises independently and grows
back to meet the quadrate.

6. The anterior part of the trabeculae gives rise to an interorbital

septum of rather limited area.

7. There is a free rostral cartilage situated above the nasal
septum.

8. The lower jaw is Jong and exhibits prominent coronoid and
retro-articular processes.

9. The hyomandibular is club-shaped and very long. Its length
is correlated with the special depth of the; head.
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5. Abbeeviations,

Aud.c Auditui-y capsule.

15.

B

Basibraiichial.

Br Brancliial bars.

C.Br Ceratobranchials.

C.Com Copula communis.
C.H Ceratohyal.

C.P Coronoid process.

Ep.B Epiphysial bar.

Ep.Br Epibrancbials.

Eth Ethmoid plate.

F.O Olfactory foramen.

Hym Hyomandibular.
I.S Interorbital septum.

Mk Meckel's cartilage.

Nch Notochord.

N.S Nasal septum.

Par Parachordals.

P.P Palato-pterygold.

Po.P Postorbital process.

Q Quadrate.

RAP Retro-articular process.

RC Rostral cartilage.

Sty Stylohyal.

Sy Symplectic.

Tmp Temporal

.

T.M Taenia marginalis.

T.T.M. ... Tffinia tectum medialis.

Tr Trabecula3.
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Order EDENTATA.

Tlie tongues . of the Edentata are characterised by a high

degree of specialisation of their extrinsic muscles, and by a

slight or moderate development of their glands and gustatory

organs. Their mobility is greater than that of all other

Mammalian tongues except those of Zaglossus and Acanthoglossus.

In the Myrmecophagida) and Manidje the mobility is designed

mainly for the purposes of prehension ; but in other Edentates

prehension is combined with a mechanical action of the food.

Form, Apex and Lateral Borders:—The tongue is long,

vermiform and not flattened anteriorly in the Myrmecophagidfe

(text-fig. 50) ; it is cylindrical posteriorly and flattened anterior!}^

in the Manid?© (text-fig. 52) ; it is long, flat and triangular in

the Dasypodidse and Orycterojms (text-fig. 52) ; and it is short,

with the usual Mammalian form in the Bradypodidai*.

The apex is rounded in the Bradypodidse ; it is pointed in

Orycteropus ; and it bears peculiar globular or pointed organs

in the other Edentates. These take the form of globular

expansions of the whole apex in the Myrmecophagidae and

Dasypodidse, or of a button-like structure attached to the centre

of the apex in the Manidse (text-figs. 50 and 52). No trace

of this terminal swelling is present in the Bradypodidse and

Orycteropus. I was unable to examine the swellings micro-

scopically to settle their nature, as the tongues are preserved

in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons. Some authors

regard them as sense organs, and Mayer (14) described the

swelling in Myrmecophaga as gustatory in function. Perhaps

* See text-fig. 10 in my paper on the anatomy of Bradypus (26).

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1923, No. XXXIY. 34
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they are allied to the marginal lobes in Gcdeopithecus, the

Pinnipedia and Oetacea.

Mayer (14) described two small sharp processes, with their

ends directed forwards and inwards, beneath the apex of the

tongue oi Dasj/pus peba, J), decern-, D. novem-, and 1). octocinctus.

They receive prolongations of the lingual musculature. Their

function is probably to capture and grip food, and Mayer

thought they might open and close and be useful for killing

insects.

Text-figure 50.

The tongues of the Myrmecophagidse. A : Tamandua tetradactyla ; B.C.D : the

front, middle, and back of the dorsum in MyrmecopMga jubata ; E : side

view of the tongue in Myrmecophaga showing the sheath (SH.) for the

tongue.

The lateral borders are not distinguishable on those tongues

which are cylindrical throughout (Myrmecophaga, Tamandua,

Cycloihurits). In Manis the flattened anterior part has a

pronounced edge, but the posterior cylindrical part has no

distinct edge. In the Dasypodidaj and Orycteropus the lateral

borders are pronounced and moderately thick, but the Biady-

podidae have borders of considerable vertical depth. Lateral -^

oro'nns are only found in some specimens of Basypus.

Sulci and Ridges

:

—Median dorsal sulci are found in Manis,
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Myrmecophaga and Orycteropus. In 2fanis (text-fig. 52) there

is a wide, sliallow gi-oove on the flattened anterior part of the

tongue. In Orycteropus (text-fig. 52) a fine groove runs along

the greater part of the dorsum. And in Myrmecophaga (text-

fig. 50) there is a shallow groove behind the circumvallate papillae
;

Avhen it is traced forwards it merges into a central strip of the

tongue in which the mucosa is thrown into transverse folds.

Numerous fine transverse sulci are fovind in these animals and in

Tamandua, and Cyclothurus.

Median ridges are present on the inferior surface of the

tongue in Orycterojius and Tatusia. In the former (text-fig. 52)

there are three ridges and many transvei'se sulci ; in the latter

there is a single ridge.

In the case of Edentates with long, vermiform, protrusible

tongues there are sheaths into which they can be retracted.

In text-fig. 52 is shown a corrugated cuff-like sheath in Manis.

Circumvallate Pajnllce :—The following list summarises the

observations made by myself and those recorded by others :

—

Family MYRMECOPHAGlDiE.

Myrmecophaga juhaia : 2 vallate papillae (Flower, 8 ; and
self).

„ didactyla : 2 vallate papilla; (Carus and
Otto, 4).

Tamandua tetradactyla : 2 vallate papilke (Mayer, 14;
Miinch, 16)

Cyclothurus : 2 vallate papillae.

Family Dasypouidje.

Podwisotzky (19) showed how all species have two vallate

papilUe, and this has been confirmed by observations of many
authors on all known species of Basypus, Tatusia and Toh/peutes.

The records have been collected by Oppel (17).

Family Bradypodid^.

Bradypus tridactylus : 2 vallate papillfe (Cuvier, 6
;

Sonntag, 25).

,, „ : 3 vallate papillfe (Mayer, 14).

,, ,, : 2 vallate papillae (Mayer, 14).

,, cuculliger : 2 vallate papillae (Briicher, 2).

Choloepus didactyius : 2 vallate papillae.

Ghlamydophorus tricncatus : 2 vallate papillae (Tuckerman, 21 ).

Family Manid^e.

Manis pentadactyla : 3 vallate papillae in a triangle

(Cams and Otto, 4).

„ tetradactyla : 3 vallatepapillaeina triangle (Mayer, 14).

,, ,, : 2 vallate papillae (Oarus and Otto, 4).

,,
javanica : 3 vallate papillae in a triangle.

„ „ : 3 vallate papillae in a triangle (Oppel).

34*
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Family ORYCTEROPODiDiE.

Orycteropus ccqyensis : 3 vallate papillos in a triangle.

,, ,, : 3 vallate papillee (Rapp, 20).

It is thus evident that with very few exceptions the American
Edentates have a pair of circumvallate papilUe, wheieas tlie

African forms have three papilla? disposed in a triangle with the

apex directed backwards.

The papillae are frequently found retracted within a deep fossa,

but those in some of the Dasypodidse stand up very prominently.

In the specimen of 2\Uusia shown in text-fig. 51 they are veiy

prominent, and it is at first sight difficult to distinguisli them
from the larger fungiform papilla? on the posterior part of the

oral division of tlie dorsum.
The vallats papillae are close to the epiglottis in the Brady-

podidse, Dasypodidte, Myrmecophagidse and Orycterojnis, but they

lie far from it in Manis, thus making the basal part of the

tongue long.

In Tamandua (text-fig. 50) there are two small pin-hole-like

pits in front of the vallate papillaa, but I was unable to make a

histological examination to ascertain whether or not they receive

the secretions of glands.

The vallate papillce are circular on plan, and cylindrical or

conical on elevation, with the apex of the cone attached to the

tongue. The surface is smooth or granular, and a histological

examination shows that the granular eflfect is produced by
several secondar}'^ papilla?. The fossa is well marked, and the

vallum frequently overlaps the edge of the papilla?. Oppel (17)

has published an illustration of a section through a papilla in

Manis javanica, showing how the long axes of the taste-buds

run downwards and outwards towards the fossa which passes

under the base of the cone-like papillae.

Tuckerman (31) pointed out that the papillae in Dasypns i^eha

resemble those of the higher Mammalia, but those of Chlamy-
dophoncs truncatus are veiy similar to those of the Marsupialia

;

their resemblance to the anterior papillae in Belideus and
Phalangista is very marked indeed.

Fungiform Papillce :—I did not observe any trace of fungiform
papillae in ]\[yrmecophaga, Tamandua, Cyclothurus or Manis, nor
has any other anatomist described them. They are present in

all other Edentata, but they are never very numerous. No
apical cluster exists, but they have the usual arrangement in rows

of varying degrees of obliquity beliind that in the Dasypodida?

;

and they stretch right across the dorsum (text-fig. 51). In the

Bradypodida? * the apical cluster varies in size, but the papiljjo

do not cross the middle line. In Orycteropibs there is no apical

cluster, and the papillte only form a dorsal bounding zone.

Tuckerman (21) points out that some of the papilla? are sunk in

* See foot-note on page 515.
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little hollows in Dasypus peha ; and those lying on the posterior

part of the tongue have well-developed taste-buds. No papillae

fungiformes are present on the lateral borders.

Lateral Organs

:

—There appears to be considerable variation

in the lateral organs, for the views of various authors are

conflicting. I observed no trace of organs in Mi/rmecophaga

jiibata, Tamandua tetradactyla, Cyclothurus didactylus, Manis
(ap. ?), Orycteropus capensis, Jiradypus tridactylus, Tatusia (sp. ?)

and Dasyp>us villosus. Mayer (14) observed them in Myrmeco-
phaga and the Dasypodidse. Boulart (1) and Tuckerman (21)

Text-figure 52.

Text-fisfure 51.

The tongue of Tatusia. '^ P 1 ^^

The tongues of the Mnnidse. A.I3 : fiont mid back

of the tongue of Manis ; C : under surface of

the apex of the tongue of Manis ; D : the

tongue of Orycteropus capensis.

found them in Tatusia, and the latter author found them taking

the form of minute openings in several Armadillos ; taste-buds

and serous glands were connected to them. Gmelin (9) found

no trace of organs in Orycteropios, the Armadillos and Sloths, and

Podwisotzky (19) saw them in Dasypus sexcinctus. So it is

evident that the organs are variable in the Dasypodidse, but

usually absent in the other Edentates.

Conical Fapillce:—These papillse are well-marked in the

Bradypodidre, Dasypodidco and Orycteropus, but I found no trace

of them on naked-eye examination in the Myrmecophagidse or
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Manis. In the species in which I observed them they have the

usual arrangement in an npical chister, and in rows of varying

degrees of obliquity behind that. They are also present on the

lateral borders, but they are restricted to a narrow bounding

zone on the inferior surface of the tongue. They stretch back

to the neighbourhood of the epiglottis, but those on the base of

the tongue are not very large. In Orycteropus (text-fig. 52) the

individual papillfe are easily distinguished ; in the Bradypodidse

they can only be detected through a lens ; and in the Dasypodidte

they vary in prominence to such a degree that the dorsum,

appears granular {Dasypus) or almost shaggy (Tatusia). Some ot

the types of conical papillre in the Dasypodidse and Bradypodidse

are shown in text-fig. 53.

Oppel (17) described scanty conical papillae in Manis, and

Tuckerman (21) stated that those in Dasypus villosus are inter-

mediate in character between the coronate and fasciculate

papillte in Marsupials and the mechanical papillae in higher

Mammalia. Secondary papillae are found on many of the

main ones.

Text-fififure 53.

A A /A in^ inrinf

The papillie in tho Edentata, a-c i conical papillaj ; d-h ; ciicumvallatc

papillas cut vertically ; i-k : fungiform papilla>.

Glands:—Op])e\. (17) and Podwisotzky (19) mapped out the

serous and mucous glands of the tongue in Manis javanica.

They showed that the mucous glands form a cluster on the base

of the tongue, whilst the patch of serous glands lies far forwards

round the vallate papillae. Owing to the large size of the

salivary glands the mucous glands are not very numerous. I did

not observe any patulous glandular orifices in the Myrmeco-

phagidte or Orycteropodidre. In the specimen of Manis at my
disposid the base of the tongue was concealed to a considerable

extent by the sheath. But in Bradypus I observed a number of

orifices and lymphoid nodules. No apical gland of Nuhn is

present.

The serous glands vary in the Dasypodidae ; they are numerous

in Dasyptis vUlosus, but scanty in D. peha.

Lytta

:

—The only Edentates which possess a lytta are Manis

gigas and M. javanica. It has been described and figured by

bppel (17) and Rapp (20) ; and Mayer (14) poicts out that it is
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large as in many Carnivora. I was unable to cut into the
tongues of Manis, Myrmecophaga or Orycteropus, but I found no
trace of it in Taniandua, Braclypus, Dasypus or Tatusia.

Thefrenum is short in all Edentates.

There is no trace of plicae fimbriata^ or f'renal lamellae. The
musculature and elastic tissue have already been fully described
by Owen (18) and others. No intermolar eminence is present.

Sir William Flower (27) came to the following conclusions as

regards the affinities of the Edentates;—"All the American
Edentates at present known, however diversified in form and
habits, belong to a common stock. The Bradypodidce, Mega-
theriidce, and Myrmecophagidce are closely allied, the modifications

seen in existing families relating to food and manner of life.

The ancestral forms may have been omnivorous, like the present
Armadillos, and gradually separated into the purely vegetable
and purely animal feeders; from the former are developed the
modern Sloths, from the latter, the Anteaters. The Armadillos

are another modification of the same type, retaining some more
generalised features, as those of the alimentary organs, but in other

respects, as their defensive armature, remarkably specialised.
" The two Old-World forms Manidce and Orycteropidce are so

essentially distinct from all the American families, that it may
even be considered doubtful whether they are derived from the
same primary branch of mammals, or whether they may not be
offsets from some other branch, the remaining members of which
have been lost to knowledge."

It was shown above that the tongues of the American
Edentates have two circumvallate papillas, whereas those of the
Old-World forms have three ; and it is only in rare specimens
that this arrangement is departed from.

If the Armadillos were like the ancestral forms, as Flower
believed them to be, it is necessary to see whether their tongues

could have been transformed into those of the Myrmecophagidse
and Bi-adypodidse. The tongue of any Armadillo is long and
triangular, with a slightly bulbous apex and a good supply of

fungiform and conical papillae ; and in some species there are

lateral organs. If the tongue be simply shortened, with loss by
absorption of the apical swelling, it would become indistinguish-

able from that of JBradypus. Conversely, enormous elongation

of the tongue, with retention and specialisation of the apical

swelling, produces a tongue like that of Tamandua or Myrmeco-
phaga ; and as the tongue in these insectivorous animals is merely
a glutinous finger, the conical and fungiform papillae on the
dorsum would undergo disuse atrophy. So it is evident that the

mere changes in form, with or without disuse atrophy, would
convert the tongue of an Armadillo into that of a Sloth or an
Anteater.

The tongue of Manis resembles those of the Myrmecophagidse
in its general form, and in the specialisation of the apex to form
a sensory organ ; but the likeness between them stops there.
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These resemblances are the result of convergence and are,
consequently, no test of affinity. There is, moreover, no resem-
blance between the tongues of Manis and Orycteropus, beyond
the characters of the circumvallate papillae. If they have arisen
from a common form, the great contrast between them is the
result of adaptation to a particular diet and mode of feeding. And
there appears to be no affinity between the tongues of the African
and American Edentates. So it is evident that the characters of
the tongues lend additional support to Flower's views on the
mutual affinities of the Edentata.

Order DERMOPTERA.
The tongue of Galeopithecus volans (text-fig. 54) is long,

narrow and thick, and its free part is of considerable extent.
The upper surface is chocolate-coloured, but the lower surface is

pale. The apex is rounded, devoid of a notch, and divided into
lobules by fissures, which pass backwards and inwards for a
considerable distance on the inferior surface. The lateral borders
are full and rounded, and have well-marked lateral organs at
their posterior extremities. A well-marked median dorsal sulcus
runs back along the greater part of the oral division of the

Text-figure 54.

The tongue of CaJeopiiAecMs wo^aws. A: dorsum; B: under surface

;

C : vallate papillic of a second specimen.

dorsum, but no transverse fissures diverge from it. The median
ventral sulcus is equally well-marked, and transverse sulci diverge
from its posterior part. There is no trace of a foramen caicum
of plica? fimbriatae, and the frenum is very short. No frenal
lamella is present.

Papillce

:

—The whole of the dorsum from the apex back to the
epiglottis is covered with thickly-set, sharp, hard conical papilla;
which have the usual arrangement in clusters and rows; and
they increase in size from within outwards, and from before
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backwards. They also cover the upper part of the Literal borders,
but they are not present on the inferior surface of the tongue.
They are of a simple character. In one tongue I was unable to
detect any circumvallate or fungiform papillae ; but these were
probably buried under the conical papilla;. In a second tongue
the conical papillre were short, the fungifoi-m papillae were scanty,
but had the usual arrangement; and there were two large

vallate papillpe, Avith a minute one in between.
Lateral Organs :—Owing to the great length of the oral part of

the tongue, the lateral organs appear to be placed far back on the
lateral borders. They are as well marked as those in Primates

:

and each consists of eleven laminas separated by deep sulci.

Suhlingua :—Gregory (10) pointed out the Galeopithecus has a
sublingua similar to tliat in Tupaia, but I was unable to detect
either a sublingua or plicoe fimbriatre in three tongues.

No lytta is present, and no gland orifices are visible on the
bnse of the tongue.

Order INSECTIVORA.
The tongue, like other anatomical characters, is very simple in

tlie Insectivora, and it is possible to show how the tongues of

animals belonging to other Orders can be derived from them by
specialisation of certain structiires or areas. In the present
paper the structural characters alone are dealt with, the phylo-
genetic considerations being postponed till all the systematic
papers of this series have been completed.
The tongue is long and narrow in all species, and its free part

is of considerable length. It usually thickens gradually from
before backwards ; but its thickness is not greater in proportion
to its length in Erinaceus (text-fig. 55). The oral part of the
dorsum is long, and the pharyngeal part is short in all species.

The apex is rounded, truncated or pointed, and is usually devoid
of a notch. The lateral borders are rounded, but they only
possess lateral organs in Erinaceus.
Median dorsal sulci are absent, but transverse ridges and sulci

may be produced by the impression of the palatal rugJB on the
tongue. Median ventral sulci are absent, but median ventral
crests are present in Talpa (text-fig. 56) and Khynchocyon (text-

fig. 57); they are blunt in the former, and sharp in the latter.

Circumvallate Papillce

:

—In the Insectivora there are two
large papillas, or three papillae in a triangle with the apex turned
backwards. And the following list contains the observations of

myself and others :

—

Family Erinaceidse :—Two papillae in Gymnura rafflesii.

Three papillae in all species of Erinaceus.
Family Oentetidre ;—Three papillae in Centefes, Ericulus and

Mierogale.
Family Solenodontidae :—Three .papillae in Solenodon para-

doxurus.
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Family Potamogalidse :—Three papillae in Poiamogale velox.

Family Chrysochloridie :—Three papillte in all species of

Ghrysochloris,

Family Talpidse :—Two papillae in all species of Talpa, Myogale,

Condykii'a, Scapunus and Scalops.

Family Soricidse :—Two papilla; in all species of Sorex.

Three papilloe in Rhynchocyon.

The papillae are round or oval on plan, and cylindrical or

conical on elevation. The surface is smooth or granular, and
there may be a small central depression. The fossa and vallum

are well-marked. Carlier (3) showed that the papillae in Erinaceus

europceus contain .serous glands and ganglion cells, and their

connective-tissue cores are very cellular. The ducts of these

serous glands open along with those of the serous glands within

Text-figure 55.

The tongue of J?WMaceMS eMro^««s. A: dorsuin; 13: under surfnce

;

C-E : vallate papillai.

the base of the tongue. The only other Mammals, so far as I am
aware, in which there are glands within the vallate papillae are

the Chiroptera.

Fungiform Papillce :—These papillae are never very numerous,
but more are present in Erinaceus and Ghrysochloris (text-fig. 55)
than in any other genus. It may be difficult to detect them, for

they are usually very small. Dobson (7) points out, however,
that they are prominent in Gyinnura rafflesii and Ghrysochloris

villosa. They may be composed entirely of epithelial cells, as in

Erinaceus, or they consist of both epithelial and connective-tissue

elements.

Cortical Fapillce

:

—In all species the conical papillae are

numerous and closely packed. They are usually very small on
the oral part of the dorsum; and they are usually small on the
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base as well. The basal papilla3 are large in Centetes and Chryso^

chloi'is.

"When examined through a hand lens they are seen to be

simple in character, having one, two or three points. In Chyso-

chloris scoop-shaped forms are present. In many species they are

composed entirely of epithelium, which is strongly cornified, the

component cells being formed of the strata from the surface down
to the Malpighian layer. The different forms are met with in

genera of the same family ; thus Oymnura has bifid papillse, but

Erinaceus has them divided into three points. So it is evident

that the forms are simpler than in animals belonging to all the

Orders hitherto considered in this series of papers.

Text-figure 56.

C
The tongue of TaZpa ««roj>«a. A: dorsum; B : under surface

;

C : cross-section showing the oval lytta.

Lateral Organs:—Many authors have described the lateral

organs in Erinaceus, and some have stated that these structures

are absent in all other genera. With both these remarks I am
thoroughly in accord.

In Mrinaceus europcGUS, according to Mayer (14) and Ginelin (9),

the organ consists of two large folds well provided witli taete-buds

and fat. In the animal examined by myself (text-fig. 55) the

organ varied on both sides. On the right side a fissure, with

slightly curved ends, much as in Hydrochoirtis capyhara ; on the
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left side the fissure undercut part of the dorsum, thereby

prodvicing an overhanging lobe.

Glands :—I agree with Carlier (3), Oppel (17) and Podwisotzky

(19) that the serous glands are very highly developed, and the

mucous glands are scanty in Erinaceus. As v^^as mentioned
above, serous glands are present even within the vallate papilke in

E. europceios. No apical gland of Nuhn exists in any Insectivore.

The frenuon linguce is short in all Insectivora except Tupaia.

And it is line in Erinaceus, but thick in Talpa, Jihynchocyon, etc.

In no case is there any ti-ace of frenal lamelke as in the Lemuroid
Primates.

Snblingua :—It has been shown by Owen (18) and Garrod that

thei-e is a aublingua in Tujxiia ; Owen described it as a fimbriate

])lica, but Gai'rod described it as resembling that in Cltiromys.

Vogt and Yung (24) recoixled tlie presence of a subliiigua in

Text-figure 57.

The tongues of Chri/socJtloris trevelyani (A and B) and Ithynchoci/on (C and D).

In both cases a third papilla is concealed in the linear groove on the back

of the dorsum.

some Insectivora. I found no trace of the sublingua in Erinaceus,

Centetes and Chrysochloris, but it may be i-epi-esented by the
median ventral ridge in Talpa and Rhynchocyon. That ridge may
correspond to the median crest which is found on the ventral
surface of the sublingua in the Marsupialia and Primates. In
that case the remainder of this organ has been absorbed into the
tongue.

Lytta:—It has been shown by Nussbaum (28), Oppel (17),
Hesse (11), and Ludwig Perdinand, Prince of IJavaria (13), that

the lytta is well-developed in Erinaceus exhropceus, Sorex fodiens
and Talpa europcea. It is composed of muscle fibres, fat and
fibrillar connective tissue, but no cartilaginous elements are

present. The histological details are given fully in the papers
enumerated above. I observed a very pronounced lytta in
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Rhynchocyon. The lytta in the Insectivora is in many ways
similar to that in the Lemuroid Primates.

Musculature :—Tliis lias heen fully described by Carlier (3) and
Oppel(17).

Conclusions.

1

.

The tongiirs of the Edentata and Insectivora are of particular
interest, for they afford clear illusti-ations of some of the principles
which should guide us in settling the blood-relntionships of

animals. Thus they exhibit primitive, convergent and adaptive
characters.

2. The tongues of all the American Edentata can be derived
from Armadillo-like forms.

3. The tongues of the Myrmecophagida? are similar in many
ways to that of Manis, but the resemblances have been produced
by convergence.

4. All American Edentata have two circumvallate papillae, but
the African forms have three in a triangle.

5. The differences between the tongues of Manis and Oryo-
teropus are the result of adaptive modifications.

6. It is a well-established principle of phylogeny that obser-

vations should be drawn from all parts of the body ; and
conclusions as to affinities should not be based on the examination
of a single organ. The truth of this can be seen in a study of the
Edentata ; for an examination of the tongue alone would make
one agree that Manis and the Myrmecophagidge are closely

related ; an exjxmination of the entire anatomy of these animals
shows that that is not true.

'

7. The tongues of the Edentata are more mobile than those of

all other Mammals except Acanthoglossus and Zaglossus.

8. The tongue of Galeopithecus has affinities with those of the
Insectivora. The characters of its apex, however, are unique.

9. The tongues of the Insectivora are very primitive, for their

mechanical pnpillaB are simple, their gustatory papilloa are not
numerous and they have traces or complete examples of the lytta

and sublingua. Many of their characters are similar to these of

the Lemuroid Primates.
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2d. The External Characters of the Pigmy Hippopotamus
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The fresh material upon which the observations contained in

tills paper are hased was examined in the Society's Prosectorium
immediately after the death of the specimens. In the case of

some of the Suidje, like Porcula and Hylochoerus, I have been
compelled to rely upon dried skins in the British Museum.
The only rare species examined was the Pigmy Hippopotamus,

of which a single old male example, presented by the Duke of

Bedford on December 16, 1913, died February 11, 1919.

Section SUINA.

Family Hippopotamid^.

0h(EE0PSIS hberiensis.

Owing to its smaller head, much shorter body, and relatively

longer legs, the Pigmy Hippopotamus differs markedly in

external appearance from its larger ally. It was generically

Proc. Zool. See—1923, No. XXXY. 35
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separated from the latter, owing to the loss of a pair of incisor

teeth in the lower jaw.

Thelmuzzle is provided with short scattered bristles, but, apart

Text-iigure 30.

Hind foot of Ckceropsis liheriensis trom above.

Text-figure 31.

The same from below.

from these, the facial vibrissiXJ characteristic of the normal terres-

trial mammalia appear to be unrepresented. The nostrils are

widely separated, oblique, A^alvular slits, capable of being tightly
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closed, and look forwards and upwards from the summit of the

muzzle. There is no differentiated rhinarium.

The ears are small, simple, and, like the nostrils, capable of

being tightly closed. The hollow of the outer side is furnished

with three soft, ridge-like thickenings which, when the ear is

folded, are pressed together so as to block the orifice. (Text-

fig. 33, A.)

Text-figure 32.

A. Kiglit fore foot of Clioeropsis liheriensis from

B & C. The same foot from the outer and inner sides.

below.

The/eef are of the most primitive type found in the Artio-

dactyla. They are symmetrical or nearly so ; the tips of the

four toes rest on the ground, and Avith the help of a well-

devoloped plantivr pad support the weight of the animal when

walking or standing.

The two main digits, morphologically the third and fourth,

are united for the greater part of their length by integument,

but they are not tightly and compactly welded together. The
35*
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depression between them on the upper side is tolerably deep
;

they can be sepsirated to a considerable extent, and their distal

ends carrying the hoofs are free. The hoofs are small and

bluntly pointed, and there is no clear line of demarcation

laterally between their edges and' the area of flat horny integu-

ment constituting the sole of the toe.

The lateral digits are much smaller, are free from webbing, and

the small hoofs encircle their tips.

The sole of the foot is covered with naked wrinkled skin. On

the area between the plantar pad and the edge of the webbing

uniting the two larger digits there is a shallow depression which

may be glandular, ))ut J. was unable to investigate its nature by

sections. The plantar pad is irregularly heart-shaped, being

narrow and more or less truncated in front, where it stands up as

Text-fiffure 33.

A. Eav of diccropsis Uheriensis.

13 & C. Dorsal nnd lateral views oftlie tail of tlie snnu

a well-defined horny cushion, and widely rounded behind, where

it is ill-defined and gradually blends with the integument above

or behind it. (Text-figs. 30-32.)

There is no marked difference in size or structure between

the fore and hind foot, except that in the latter the two
smaller digits are alike in size, whereas in tlie formei- the

outer digit is considerably thicker and larger than the inner.

This is the only particular in which there is distinct asym-

metry in the feet.

The feet of living examples of Hippopotamus amphihius

that I have seen differ from those of Chosropsis liberiensis in

being much more compactly built. There is no great difterence

in size between the four digits, and since they are much more
closely united by integument, the feet are incapable of the
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expiiiKsion observable in C/ueropsis. In the greater freedom of
tlie digits the latter genus stands nearer to the Suidte *.

Tlie tail is short. Its base is broad Avith convex edges, but
its distivl half is thin, parallel-sided, strongly compressed, and
provided with stiff short bristles. It serves apparently merely
as a cover to the onus, and in the female of the genital orifice as
well. (Text-fig. 3:), B, 0.)

The penis is quite siuiple, cylindi-ical for the greater part of its

length, and somewhat abruptly attenuated at the apex, the
orifice being terminal. The penis is like that of >Sus scrofa, but
has no spiral twist when retracted.

Family SuiD^.

The Rhinarium.

The general character of the rhinarium in the Suidje is well

known. It is a movable disk, the upper and lateral edges of

which project to a greater or less extent beyond the skin of the

muzzle. Its anterior moist surface is nearly flat, its upper
])ortion being nearly naked, and the lower covered with

short, stifi", spai'se hairs. Tlie area below the nostrils is usually

wider than thfi area above them, and the edges are, generally

speaking, convex, although the lower is less curved than the

upper. The nostrils look straight forwards, and are set on each

side of the middle line of the disk some distance apart. They
do not extend to its lateral edge, the lateral narial slit being

absent or so short as to be practically negligible. Their inner and
upper edges are sharply defined, but the outer blends gradually

with the adjacent surface of the rhinarium.

In most of the genera of the famil}^

—

Sus, Fotamochcerus, and
Dicoti/lesf {Tayassu and Pecari)—the variation in shape and
structure is comparatively slight, and the differences shown in

the sketches may be individual and not specific oi- generic. In

nil these cases the median height is less than the greatest widtli

by aboxit one-fourth or less, and the sides from the widest points

a. little below the nostrils are inclined inwards and upwards in

a nearly straight line to the cmwed summit, and the distance

between the nostrils is more than one-third but le.ss than one-half

the median height.

In an example of Sus scrofa the widest part is just below the

inferior edge of the nostrils, and the infero-lateral margin is

rather markedly convex, and the sides from the level of the

* In the monnted specimen of Hippopotamus ampJiibins in the Natural History

Museum, the chiuiicters of the feet here mentioned iirc not so iippnrent. The
npproxininte equality between the four digits is seen, but there is a deep depression

between the second and third, making the feet look more like those of Choeropsis.

This, however, is probabl}- due to the shrinkage of the interdigital tissue with
drying,

t For convenience I retain in this paper the old familiar name Dicoti/les for the

American Suida;.
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nostrils slope upwards and inwards with a slightly sinuous curve

to the narrowed, rounded summit. In S. lencomystcuv the

gi-eatest width is about midway between the nostrils and the

lower edge, which is straighter than in ^S'. scrofa, and the height,

as comfjared with the width, is considerably greater tlian in ilie

latter. (Text-Iig. U.)
In Potamochiiarus porcus the upper edge is much more wideJj''

rounded tJian in the two species of Sus, and the ini'ero-lateral

margins at the widest part of the rhinarium below the level of

the nostrils is not so widely rounded, the edge from that point

inclining inwards and upwards, being very lightly concave.

(Text-fig. 35, 13.)

Text-figure 34.

A, B. Front and side views of rhinarium oi Sus leucomystax.

C, D. The same of S^ts scrofa.

In two species of Peccary, the collared {D. tajacu=torqicaius)

and white-lipped (D. pecari=labiatus), the rhinarium is as wide
on a level Avith the, upper edge of the nostril as below that

point, which is not the case in tius or Potamochoirus. (Text-

fig. 35,0.)
In Phacochcerus the rhinarium differs from that of the genera

described above in several particulars. It is about twice as wide
as high, has a lightly convex upper edge, the lateral margins
sti'ongly convex round the nostrils, and sinuously concave below
where tliey form a definite angle with the lower edge, which is

lightly concave, especially in the middle line. (Text fig. 35 A.)

It is not possible to determine the exact shajie of the rhinaria
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on dried skins ; but so far as I can judge from material in the

Natural History Museum, the rhiuarium of Uylochcerus is rela-

tively much larger than in Potamochoerus, and approaches in

relative width that of Phacochcerus.

Porcula, as might be expected, appears to resemble Sics in the

shape of this organ.

Text-fieure 35.

A. Front view of rhinariura of FJiacochoerus africanvs.

B. The same of Fotamochoerus porcus,

C. The same of Dicotyles pecari.

The following table of measurements in mm. Avill show the

principal distinctive features of the rhinarium of Phacochcerus as

compared with that of the other genera :

—

' Height.
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The Facial Vibrissa}.

The full complement of facial vibrisssa characteristic of the

Mammalia can sometimes be detected in the Suida3, but I have

failed frequently to trace the genal tufts, owing to their being

either suppressed or indistinguishable in the tliick clothing of

coarse hair which generally covers the cheek. The mystacials

Text-figure 36.

A. Side view of head of Potamochcerus porcus showing facial vibrissas.

B. The same of Dicotyles pecari.

C. Base of the ear of P. porcus.

are relatively short and scattered, and apparently of less import-

ance than the others, probably on account of the prominence and
sensitiveness of the specialized rhinarium. The lower lip is

always provided with scattered submentals approximately as long

as the mystacials ; but the superciliaries and suboculars are

always long and plentiful as if the protection of the eye was of

importance. Typically the interramal tuft is composed of about

half a dozen moderately long vibrissse.
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In the two species of Peccary {D. tajacu and pecari) I have
found all the tufts developed as described above, and, in addition,

the two genal tufts, the loAver situated in a line with the slit of

the mouth and beneath the anterior angle of the eye, the upper
higher up and beneath and behind the posterior angle of the eye.

(Text-fig. 36, B.)

In Potamochocrus porcus the ocular and interrainal vibi-issse are

well developed, and I detected two genal tufts, the upper situated

as in JJicoti/les, the lower set very far back beneath the base of

the ear on the angle of the lower jaw. The upper tuft, however,
was only distinguishable from the normal coarse hairs of the

cheek by rising from a low integumental swelling, and the
liomology of the lower tuft with that of Dicotyles is rendered a

little doubtful by its abnormally backward position. (Text-

fig. 36, A.)
In dried skins of Poreula salvania the buccal, ocular, and

interramal vibri.ssse are normally developed, but the genals are

indistinguishable.

In Phacochcants the buccal and ocular vibriss?e alone seem to

be constant. In one case I detected a few bristles set about
one inch below the subocular wart, which I believe to represent

the upper genal tuft; but I could find no trace of the lower genal

tuft, unless a short row of black bristles beneath the white fringe

on the cheek is to be referred to it. The interramal is repre-

sented at most by one or two long bristles.

In dried skins of Hylochcerus the buccal and ocular vibrissse

are as in Phacoclioerits, but the genals are not traceable in the

long hairs of the cheek. I may here add that the fringe of pale

hair on the cheek in Hylochaerus seems to overlie an area of skin

with special glandular activity.

The Ear.

Boas (Die Ohi'knorpel . . . der Saugethiere, 1912) describes and

figures the ears of Sus scrofa and Dicotyles tajacu. Each is

provided with tliree supporting ridges, the anterior of which is

curved backwards at the base, where it arches over a deep groove

bovmded below by an oblique thickening or ridge, which is itself

defined by a deep groove from the basal thickening which descends

to the auditory orifice. The anterior edge of the pinna is turned
backwards in both genera, and the posterior edge as well in

Dicotyles. At the base of the anterior edge there is a small

excrescence.

In Potamochm^us porcus the anterior edge is folded backwards

at the base, but there are no definite tragal or antitragal

thickenings. There is a feebly-developed anterior and posterior

supporting ridge, and the former rises inferiorly close to the

basal thickening, which is divided into an upper and a lower

part by a deep groove or cleft. The part above this groove forms

an abbreviated longitudinal thickened ridge, well defined in
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front, but blending behind with the integument of the ear. It

suggestively resembles the supratragus (plica principalis) of the
ear of typical mammals, the retention of which in the Suidse
would be of interest, but Boas does not identify it with that
ridge. The part below the groove descends into the tubular
25art of the ear, and is pierced inferiorly by the auditory orifice.

Its upper edge, just beneath the supratragal ridge, is raised
posteriorly into a rounded excrescence. (Text-fig. 36, C.)

The ears vary in size and shape according to the genera. In Sus
scrofa and Potamochcerus porous the posterior edge is lightly con-
cave above and widely rounded below, the apex being more elon-

gated in the latter than in the former genus. In Phacochcerus the
posterior border is not widely rounded inferiorly, but is emarginato,
and above the emargination there is an angular lappet.

The Feet.

The feet of the Suidse differ from those of the Hippopotamidje
in that progression is bidigital, the weight oi the body resting

Text-fio^ure 37.

A. Lower view of foot of Stis scrofa.

B. Section of foot of the same.

upon the hoofs of the second and third digits, those of the first

and fourth at most touching the ground with their tips. There
is no median plantar pad, but the third and fourth digits are
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provided beneath with two horny pads behind the nail of the

hoofs, constituting a pair of heels. The nails of these digits are

narrowed apically, flattened on the inner side, and fit together

like those of typical ruminant Artiodactyles.

Except for the well-known variation in the case of Dicotyles,

where the fourth or outer digit of tlie hind foot is absent, the

inner being retained and used for scratching, the feet of the

difterent genera and species of Pigs are very much alike. The
interdigital depression is shallow, sparsely hairy, and iiot glan-

dular, and the back of the pasterns and fetlock to a point

just above the lateral hoofs is usually naked, although in

Text-li<rurc 38.

A. Lower view of left liincl foot of Blcotylos.

B. The same from the side.

C. Lower view of foot of Fhacochoerus, sliowiiig the fusion of the heels.

an example of Sus scrofa there was a median line of hair extend-

ing almost down to the heels. The foot of Phacochoerus diffei'S,

however, from that of Dicotyles, Sus, Porcida, and Potamochcerus

in having the heels united ; but the degree of fusion is, I think,

variable, although in some cases it is very marked and practically

complete. Judging from dried skins, Uylochoerus has separated

heels like Potamochcerus. (Text-ligs, 37, 38.)

I have fou^^d no specialized glands in the feet either of

Dicotyles or Phacochaerids, and with regard to the incidence of

the glands that have been recorded in otlier genera, further

information is required before definite conclusions can be reached.
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Those on the carpus of the common pig are well known, and are

said to occur in both boars and sows, I figured and described

them as seen in a wild boar, Sus scrofa, but I subsequently failed

to find a trace of them in a sow of this species and also in a sow

of the Japanese species, /Sics leucovii/stax, and I similarly failed

in the case of a boar of the Indian species, Sus cristatus.

I have had no opportunity of studying further the peculiar

glands in the feet of the male of Fotatnochoei'ios porcus, which I

described a few years ago (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1916, p. 747), and
can add nothing to the original account.

Section TYLOPODA.

Family Oamelid^*.

The Muzzle.

The facial vibrissje in this family are so poorly developed as to be

practically negligible.

Text-figure 39,

A. ^lotalavsul gliiiid of the Alpaca {Lama /jlama).
^

U. Mnzzlo of Lama huanacus with the lips spread and the nostrils

dilated,

C. The same of L. victic/na with the lips only partially spread and

the nostrils nearly closed.

The muzzle has the upper lip completely cleft, the two halves

being freely movable and separated by a philtrum of naked skin,

which extends down to the premaxillary gum-pad against which

* In all the examples of Lama that I have dissected, and in the one example of
Camelus dromedarius, I found the so-called '• water-cells " of the rumen packed
with food and not filled with water. They are no douht primarily " food-cells,"

and secondarily become filled with water in Camelus when food is unobtainable.
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the lower incisors bite. The two halves of the upper lip hang
down on each side of this pad. The upper surface of the nose

and tlie area all round the nostrils, which are elongated dilatable

slits, are covered with fine short hairs.

In Lama vicugna and htccmacus* the internarial septum is

hairy, and the philtrum is a short area about twice as long as

wide when expanded. (Toxt-fig. 39, M, 0.)

The muzzle of Camelus dromedarius closely resembles that of

Text-figure 40.

'

A, Muzzle of CameJns dromedarius with nostrils nearly closed.

B. Nostrils of tlie same dilated.

Lama, but is much deeper below the nostrils and has the phil-

trum very much longer, Inferiorly, moreover, the philtrum is

continued on each side as a narrow strip along the inner edge of

the lips, while it is slightly expanded above and abuts against the

inner ends of the nostrils. The nostrils are long and valvular,

* In Lydokker's Catalogue of Ungulates, iv. p. 302, the Iluanaco is cited as
Xiama glama hnanacus, on tlie assumption that it is the wild form from which the
domesticated Llama and Alpaca were derived. The differences between the wild
and the tame animals are, however, too well marked to warrant the unqualified

acceptance of that opinion. The Llama, indeed, majr represent a species wholly
reclaimed from the wild state.
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and are lined for some distance inside with short luiir. (Text-

fig. 40, A, B.)

'JHie complete cleavage of the upper lip by a philtrum, and the

mobility of its two halves inferiorly where they project below and

on each side of the premaxillary gum-pad, are characters of the

Tylopoda as remarkiibla as any that are usually cited as diagnostic

of that section of Arfciodactyla.

The Occipital Gland o/Camelns.

In my paper on the Specialised cutaneous scent-glands of

Ruminants (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1910, p. 973), I described the

occipital gland of the two species of Camelus as observable on

the living animals. I there stated that there are a pair of such

glands. That was an error due to the interpretation of the gland

by touch. There is a single gland, about as wide as long and

Text-figure 41.

A. Tmnsvorso section of the occipital gland of Oamelus dromedarius.

B. Longitudinal section of the same.

C. Haso of eav of Lama vicugna.

J). The same of Camelus dromedarius.

covered with hair. It is composed of thickened skin, Avhich

gradually thins out marginally where it runs into the normal

skin at the back of the liead. Its lower half is rather thicker

than the upper, and in the middle there is a wide and tolerably

deep longitudinal depression, and it was the resulting biconvexity

of the gland which deceived me into thinking there were two.

(Text-fig. 41 , A, B.)
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The Ears.

The ears of Lama ai-e long, narrow, and pointed *. On their
inner surface they are strengthened by two longitudinal ridgefi.

The posterior of these is slightly oblique, and does not descend
inferiorly into the posterior portion of the ear. The anterior is

straighter, and inferiorly rises close to the basal thickening,
which forms a rounded prominence. This thickening is pierced
below by the auditory orifice. These ears are remarkably like

tho.se of the typical Rximinant Artiodactyla. (Text-fig. 41, 0.)
The ear of Cavielus dromedarius is much shorter and Avider

and less fi-eely movable on the head than that of Lama. The two
internal ridges are soft, low, and short, and probably little more
than functionless vestiges of those present in Lama. The basal

prominence is tolerably similar to that of Lama, but at its upper
extremity there is a deep transverse groove cutting ofi" a ridge,

the position and structure of which suggest its homology with
the supratragus of normal mammals. The posterior extremity of

the ridge turns upwards behind the base of the anterior of the
two soft ridges above mentioned. -(Text-fig. 41, D.)

The Feet.

In T^ama the feet are long and narrow, each of the digits

being provided with an elongated cushion-like pad, rounded
behind and narrowed in front, where it runs into the small,

somewhat nail-like hoof. Distally the digits are capable of being
widely separated by a deep cleft between them. Behind this cleft

the soles are united, but the extent of their fusion varies to a
certain degree. In an example of Z. glama the fusion was so
complete as to obliterate superficially all trace of the line of
junction. But in L. vicugna there was a tolerably deep, wide,
and long groove between them. A similar but shallower and
narrower groove separated the heels in an Alpaca ; and in this

animal the cleft between the digits extended half-way along
the soles, whereas in L. glama and L. vicugna the interdigital

cleft was shorter. On the upper side of the foot there is

a long, deep, interdigital depression lined with glandular integu-
ment, secreting a waxy substance smelling like the urine of

Mus mnscidus. In L, vicugna and Z. glama the floor and sides

of this depression were naked, but in an Alpaca they wei'o clothed

with hair for the most part, only the distal edge of the depression
being naked on both fore and hind foot. On the latter the
proximal deepest portion, where the skin is most active, was also

naked, whereas on the fore foot the corresponding spot was
clothed with short radiating hairs. (Text-figs. 42, 43.)

In the Proceedings of this Society for 1916, p. 748, 1 described
and figured the two metatarsal glands of Lama vicugna. The

* In the tlomesticatod races, but not in the wild species, the tips of the ears are
typically at all events, curved slightly fgrwards.
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Text-figure 42.

A, B. Upper nud lower views of foot of Lama glama (Alpaca variety).

C. Section of foot of Lama glama (common variety).

Text-figure 43.

A, B. Upper and lower views of foot of Lama Jiuanacus.
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naked, depressed glandular area, overlapped by hair, was about
four times as long as wide, and gradually narrowed at its distal
end. In a male Alpaca the glandular area Avas more exposed
than in the Vicuiia, was not depressed but flat, and was only
overlapped by hair at the extreme margin above distally. It was
also shorter and differently shaped, its length being 1| inches and
its breadth | of an inch; the lower border was sinuously convex
and the upper had a submedian bulge; its proximal and distal
ends Avere approximately equal in width, the former being
7| inches from the hock, the latter 5 inches from the fetlock.

(Text-fig. 39, A.)

The feet of Gamelus dromedarius are more specialized than
those of Lama. The two digits are fused nearly up to the hoofs,

so that their under sides form a continuous sole, about as wide as
long, with at most, a shallow, irregular, median crease to mark

Text-figure 44.

Upper view of foot of Camelus dromedaritis.

the line of union. At the digital end of the sole there is a

tolerably deep angular emargination where the digits are free

and diverge from one another. The fore foot is both wider and
longer than the hind foot, and in the specimen examined was
narrowed posteriorly, the hinder edge of the sole, or heel, showing
a shallow angular emargination. In the hind foot, on the con-
trary, the posterior border of the sole was convexly rounded, and
formed a continuous curve with the lateral margins, which, like

those of the fore foot, were tolerably evenly but lightly convex.
This hind foot was asymmetrical, the inner digit being larger

than the outer, and the proximal cleft between them Avas tAvisted

externally at its deepest part. On the upper side of both fore

and hind foot there is a deep, long interdigital depression lined

throughout with hair, and glandular, the secietion having a

strong odour like the urine of Mus musculus. The skin of the

PROC. ZooL. See— 1923, No. XXXYI. 36
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sole is not very tliick at the heel, but it thickens towards the

hoofs, forming a strong junction at this point between the two
digits. The inner surface of each digit between this junction and

the hoof is naked. (Text-figs. 44, 45.)

l^he Penis.

Athough the penis in the OamelidjB has been previously

described, this organ in the Mammalia generally is so important
from the systematic standpoint that I venture to dx\aw attention

to the profound differences it exhibits in this family from that of

the rest of the Artiodactyla. In the latter the glans is alwavs

Text-fiffure 45,

A, B. Lower view of fore and hind foot of 0. dromedarius,

C. Section of foot of the same.

soft and flexible. Considering its length, it seems remarkable
that in no case has an os penis or baculum been developed. In
the Camelidse also there is no baculum, but the tip of the glans

instead of being soft is rigid, hard, and apparently cartilaginous.

The apex, moreover, is bent sharply to the left, like a stout hook,

underlying and apparently acting as a guard to the slender,

straight, forwardly dii'ected process, at the tip of which the genito-

urinary orifice opens.

In the Alpaca and in Lama huanacus the hook is simple and
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nearly straight. In the latter it is slender, and is bent at right

angles to the axis of the glans ; whereas in the Alpaca it is

stouter, and is bent at an obtuse angle. In Gamelus dromedarius
the hook forms an almost rectangular bend, but is slightly curved

and has a lightly convex anterior and a concave posterior edge.

Text-figure 4G.

A. Tip of glans penis of Lama Jiuanacus iroin above.

I), C. Lower and upper views of the same of L. glama (Alpaca).

D. The same of Camelus dromedarius from above.

Externally on the right side it forms a shoulder-like excrescence,

defined posteriorly by a deep concavity from the main pai't of the

glans ; and on the left side there is a soft projecting lappet on the

glans behind and beneath the base of the little process carrying

the genito-urinary orifice. (Text-fig. 46.)

36*
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(a) Introduction and Acknowledgments.

In spite of, as compai'ed with the vast majority of Diptera,

imposing size and striking coloration—characters likely to attract

the attention of collectors in countries in which the flies forming
the subject of this paper ai-e found—Pantophthalmidre (formerly
known as Acanthomeridfe) are singularly rare in collections. It

is difficult to suggest even a possible reason for this, unless it is

to be found in the habits of the adult insects, which probably
spend most of their time in the dej)ths of Neotropical forests.

At the present moment the series of these great Diptera in the
British Museum (Natural History), though doubtless the most
extensive in any collection in Europe, consists of only sixty

specimens. These, however, include no fewer than twenty-four

examples from the collection of the late M. J. M. F. Bigot,

which Mr. J. E. Oollin, F.E.S., has most generously presented to

tlie National Collection during the preparation of this paper.

The fact that among M. Bigot's series of specimens are the

types of five species, described by himself, Macquart or Bellardi,

renders this addition peculiarly valuable, and its timely acqui-

sition has enabled the writer in the course of subsequent pages

to elucidate for the first time a considerable amount of synonymy.
It is therefore a pleasant task hereby to express to Mr. Oollin, on
behalf of the Museum, sincere thanks for his public-spirited and
most welcome gift.

Acknowledgments are also due to Professor E. B. Poulton,

F.R.S., F.Z.S., for the kind loan of the Pantophthalmid material.
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amounting to twenty specimens, in the Hope Department of the

Oxford University Museum ; and to Dr. Hugh Scott, F.E.S.,

for similarly allowing the author to examine a female of Pant-

ophthabims chuni Enderl. and a larva (represented in text-fig. 1,

on p. 557) of P. tahaninus Thunb.,both of which are the property

of the Uiiiversity Museum of Zoology, Oamhridgo.
It only remains to add that, unless otherwise stated, all speci-

mens mentioned in the following pages, including the types of

new species, are in the British Museum (Natural Histoi-y).

(b) Bibliography/.

Apart from descriptions of genera and species already pub-

lished, references to which will be fonnd in the " tSysteiuatic

Portion " (h) of this paper, the more important items comprised
in the scanty literature of Pantophthalmidje are the following :

—

Brauer, Fr.—Description of a dried larva of Pantopkthalmus
(Acanthomera) frauenfeldi Schin. Denkschr. K. Akad.
Wiss., Math.'-Naturw. 01., Bd. xlvii. p. 25, Taf. ii.

figs. 25a-25e(Wien, 1883).

OsTEN Sacken, Baron 0. R.—" Fam. Acanthomerida?." Biol.

Oentr.-Amer., Diptera, vol. i. pp. 63-68 (1886).
FiEBRiG, K.—" Eine morphologisch und biologisch interessante

Dipterenlarve aus Paraguay (Acanthoviera teretruncmn

sp. n. Fiebrig)." Zeitschr. f. wiss. Insektenbiologie,

Bd. ii. pp. 316-323, 344-347, figs. 1-19 (1906).

WiLLiSTON, S. W.— " Family Acanthomeridfe." Manual of N.
Amer. Diptera, 3rd Ed., pp. 173-175, figs. 2, 61, 62

(London : M'"m. Wesley k Son, 28 Essex Street, Striuul,

1908).

Enderlein, G.—" Die Dipteren-Familie Pantophthalmida3." Zool.

Anzeiger, Bd. xli. pp. 97-118, figs. 1-15 (1912).

Enderlein, G,— " Weitere Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Pant-

ophthalmiden." Zool. Anzeiger, Bd. xliv. no. 13, pp. 577-
586 (July 28, 1914).

Hermann, F.—" Ein neuer Pantopkthalmus nebst kritischen

Bemerkungen iiber die Systematik der Pantophthalmiden
(Dipt.)." Deutsche Ent. Zeitschrift, Jahrg. 1916, pp. 43-

49, Abt. 1, 2 ri916).

(c) Geographical Distribution.

Pantophthaimid ae are confined to the Neotropical Begion,
where, however, their range is wide, extending from Mexico to

Paraguay, and including at least a portion of the West Indies.

It is true that, as pointed out by Osten Sacken {loc. cit. p. (SiS),

Thvxnberg's statement {cf. infra, p. 562) as to the provenance of

the type of Pantophthalmus tahaninus—the first species of this

family to be described— "still requires confirmation." Neverfche-
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less, considering that some eleven years ago the same species (sub-

sequently regarded by Knab as new, and described by him under
the na,me Pantophthalmusfastuostis) was found by Mr. F. W.Urich
breeding in IVinidad ; that, as is Avell known, the Dipterous
fauna of the West Indies generally is " essentially a common one,

with a strong South American facies" *
; and that the islands of

the Lesser Antilles are only separated one from another by short

intervals of sea—there can be no real reason to doubt the accu-

racy of Thiniberg's century-old assertion that the type of this

species came fi-om St. Bai-thelemy I.

(d) Taxonomic Position.

' WillistonC North American Diptera,' 3rd Ed., p. 175, 1908), who
places the " Family Acanthomeridjs " between Stratiomyiidse and
TabanidiB, writes :

— " The relationships of the family are very

close indeed to the Stratiomyidfe, and the families might, very

properly, be united," Kertesz, however, in vol. iii. of his ' Oata-

logus Dipterorum,' published in the same year, gives the families

embi-aced by the volume in the following sequence: Sti^atio-

myiidte ; Erinnida3 (Xylophagidpe) ; Coenomyiidse ; Tabanidfe

;

Pantophthalmidfe ; Rhagionidse (Leptidje olim). Enderlein, on
the other hand (Zool. Auz., Bd. xli. p. 97, 1912), considers that,

from a phylogenetic standpoint, the PantophthalmidjB are extra-

ordinarily closely allied to the Xylophagidae and Ccenomyiidaj,

and that the morphological relations between all three are so pro-

nounced that they might be regarded as groups belonging to a

single family, namely the Xylophagidse. The latter would then

be divided into the subfamilies Xylophaginro, Coenomyiince, and
Pantophthalminpe. Remarking that the presence or absence of

spines on the scutellum, the relative size of the head and diffei-ences

in bodily shape, whether slender or thickset, furnish insufficient

grounds for the separation of families, Enderlein proceeds to

show with the help of a diagram *that in venation also the dif-

ferences between Pantophthalmidfe, Xylophagidae, and Coeno-

myiidjB are unimportant. Hermann, in his paper published four

years later, while criticising Enderlein somewhat severely in con-

nection with other details, nevertheless (Deutsche Ent. Zeitschr.,

Jahrg. 1916, p. 47, 1916) expresses his complete agreement with

him (and disagreement with Kertesz) in respect of the closeness

of the relationship between the Pantophthalmidse, regarded as a

family, and the Xylophagidse and Coenomyiidae.

There can be no doubt that the views of Enderlein and-

Hermann as to the systematic position of the Pantophthalmidfe

are correct, and indeed, in order to be satisfied upon this point,

it is only necessary to compare two representative species, such

as l*antophthalmus pictus Wied. and Xylophagus rujiceps Lw.
In view of the life-history of Pantophthalmidse {vide infra (f )),

* Williston, Trans. Eut. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 445 (1896).
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it is perhaps worth while to recall that the preliminary stages of

Xylophagidte and Coenomyiidse are also associated with trees,

albeit in a dead or mouldering condition, the larvfB, which in

the case of the two latter families are carnivorous and predaceous,

living in decaying wood and under bark.

(e) Bodily Dimensions in Pantophthalmidie compared with those

of Exceptionally Lccrge Diptera belonging to other Families.—
Giantism.

Although, as will be seen directly, in wing-expanse, and of

couise in length of leg, Pantophthalmidte are surpassed by

certain Tipulidse of abnormal size, while length and wing-expanse

in the largest species are about the same as or somewhat below

the corresponding dimensions of the largest representatives of the

Mydaidte, the members of the present family as a whole are

undoubtedly by far the bulkiest, and therefore the largest of all

Diptera.

Among slenderly built Diptera, the largest forms are to be

found in the Tipulidae, wherein, as regards actual size, certain

species of the genus Gtenacroscelis Enderlein are probably Avith-

out existing rivals. Thus, a male belonging to a variety of

Ctenacroscelis brobdignagius Westw., from China (N.-W. Sze

Ohuen), just over 39 mm. (1| inch) in length, has a wing-expanse

of 104 mm. (rather more than 4 inches), while the outstretched

legs cover an area at least 6| inches in length by 5 inches in

breadth.

Although the family Mydaidse includes a number of species,

the representatives of which are of moderate dimensions, certain

members of the genus Mydas, which are among the largest

of Diptera, are relatively gigantic. By way of illustration,

mention may be made of Mydas prwgrandis Austen, a male of

which from Brazil has a wing-expanse of 85 mm. (between 3;| and

3^ inches), while the length of this insect, exclusive of the long

and prominent antenna), is 48 mm. (between 1| and 2 inches) "-\

The dimensions of this species, in fact, as represented at any rate

by the type and paratype (both males) in the National Collection,

are but slightly larger than those of the somewhat aberrant re-

presentative of the Pantophthalmidae originally described by the

* Writing with reference to what is almost certainly the female of this species,

of which ho gives a life-size illustration derived from a photograph, Williston

(N. American Diptera, pp. 16, 17, fig. 1, 1908) furnishes considerahly higher measure-

ments, remarking :
—" The largest specimen of a iiy of which I have knowledge is

that figured herewith natural size, pertaining to an indeterniinahle species oi Mydas
from South America. The length of this specimen from the tip of the antennee to

the extremity of the abdomen, is sixty-seven millimeters, or, omitting the antennie,

iifty-two millimeters ; the expanse of wings one hundred and seventeen millimeters,

or a little more than four and one-half inches. The smallest dipteron that I have ever

observed in the examination of many thousand specimens and five or six thousand

species, is a cecidomyid measuring a trifle less than one-half millimeter, also omitting

the antennse. In other words, the Mydas is more than one million times the size

of the cecidomyid. Possibly there are still greater discrepancies between the largest

and smallest specimens of the order, but in all probability not much."
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niithor as lihaphiorhynchus rothschildi, for which a new genus is

erected in tlie present paper {cf. p. 596).

Tuining to the Asilidse, we find in this enormous family a wide
range in size, and a considerable nmnber of species Avhich, though
smaller than the larger examples of the genus Mi/das such as

that just mentioned, are yet of exceptional dimensions, some of the

largest forms being met with, for example, in the genera Fi-o-

agonistes, Alcivius, Phellus, Blepharotes, Ilyperechia, and Frocta-

canthus. A male belonging to an undescribed species of

Froagonistes from Madagascar, 41 mm. (between \^ and 1| inch)

in length, has a wing-expanse of 80 mm. (between 3 and

3| inches); while, owing to the extraordinary length of the hind

legs, the space from the tips of these, when outstretched, to those

of the similarly extended front legs measures at least 82'5 mm.
(3^ inches). The slender-bodied Alcimus hrevipennis Ric, fron.'

Natal, has in the female sex a length of 44 mm. (just under

1| inch), though its wing-expanse amounts only to 55 mm.
(between 2 and 2| inches). Among the much more stoutly built

representatives of the Australian genus Phellus, a female from

South Queensland, belonging to a species as yet undescribed,

measures 50 mm. (just under 2 inches) in length inclusive of the

ovipositor, and has a wing-expanse of 81 mm. (a little under

3| inches). The female of Blepharotes coriarius Wied., from the

same i^egion, may measure 42 mm. (between 1| and 1^ inch) in

length, and have a wing-expanse of 76 mm. (3 inches). Several

of the species of Ilyperechia are bulky-bodied flies of large size, one

of the largest being H. (Laphria) consimilis M^ood (syn. Dasyllis

usamharm Lichtwardt), of which the type (a female from Natal)

is 33 mm. (over 1| inch) long, and has a wing-expanse of 62"5 mm.
(very nearly 2^ inches). Among narrow-bodied Asilidse (sub-

family Asilinse), an exceptionally large species is Froctacanthus

(Asilus) penultimus Walk., the type of which—a male from India

—is 40 mm. (over 1^ inch) long, and has a wing-expanse of

60 mm. (between 2\ and 2| inches).

Lastl}^, as regards Pantophthalmidse other than the species

already mentioned, the wing-expanse in the case of females

belonging to the largest forms such as Fantophihalmus hellardii

Bell, may amount to 84'5 mm. (a little over 3^ inches), and the

length over all {i.e. including the ovipositor but not the antennae)

to 54 mm. (over 2 inches) ; while the broad, flat abdomen may
measure 22 mm. (considerably more than | inch) in width at its

widest point. In the female sex of certain other species, notably

Fantophthalmus tahaninus Thunb., dimensions are often little

below those just given. Species of Pantophthalmidpe hoAvever

exist, in which, so far as it is at present possible to judge from

the limited amount of material available for examination, the

same standard of bodily development is not attained ; and on

the other hand there are indications that, in some cases at any

rate (as, e. g. in F. tahaninus), the average size of the males is

considerably less than that of the females.
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The fact remains, however, that in the adult state dimensions
in Pantophthalmido) as a whole are greatly in excess of the normal
in Diptera, and this small group of large flies consequently forms
an interesting case of the phenomenon known as giantism, con-

cerning which Williston \^oj). cit. p. 17) writes as follows;

—

" Giantism in any group of animal life is a specialization, and is,

in general, an indication of approaching decadence ; endui-ingly

small races are never the descendants of giants, for decrease in

size means lessened vitality and incipient extinction. No strong
or dominant group of flies, like the Tachinidfe, Dolichopodidae,

Syrphidse, or Bombyliidte, has ever had in the past a larger

average bodily size than is found among their living representa-

tives. On the other hand, those families composed to-day chiefly

of large forms are ones already past their prime. These con-

clusions seem established for the larger forms of life, and I believe

that they are in the main also applicable to insects."

(f) Life-history and Bionomics.

Until the year 1906, knowledge under this heading was limited

to a brief, illustrated description by Brauer of a dried larva of

Pantophthalmus (Acanthoinera) frauenfeldi Schin. from Bogota

{cf. "Bibliography," p. 552); and Osten 'Sacken's statement
(Biol. Centr.-Amer., Diptera, vol. i. p. 66), published three years

later on the authority of Mr. G. 0. Champion, that " Acantho-
mercB are found in forests, alighting on trunks of trees." In the

year referred to, however, Karl Eiebrig, of San Bernardino,

Paraguay, working under the disadvantages contingent upon
isolation and lack of entomological literature, published a most
interesting account (cf. " Bibliography," p. 552), illustrated by a
series of figures, of the external and internal anatomy of the larva

of Pantojihthahmis j^ictus Wied. {infra, p. 575). From the larvie

found by him, Fiebrig succeeded in breeding out a pair of

imagines, which, owing to the disadvantageous conditions just

mentioned, he regarded as belonging to a new species, and
accordingly described under the name Acanthomera teretriincum.

Thanks to Fiebrig's observations, which were actually made in

1905, and were confirmed seven years afterwards by Mr. F. W.
Urich, in Trinidad, in the case of another species {Pantophtludmus
tabaninus Thunb.), we now know that larva? of Pantophthalmidte
have the extraordinary habit—unique .among Diptera, so far as

the present writer is aware—of boring in the solid wood of living

trees, in which they make " nearly horizontal " tunnels, and feed

upon the exuding sap. Although Fiebrig does not mention the
name of the tree in Avhich he found his larvae, he states that its

wood is " among the toughest of Paraguayan timbers, hard as

these in general are," and that the tunnels made by the maggots
are " sharply gouged out."

In view of Fiebrig's detailed account, which should be consulted

by the student, it is scarcely necessary here to do more than di-aw
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attention to the accompanying figure (text- fig. 1). which displays

the chief features in the external morphology of a larva—probably

nearly adult—of another species of the genus Pantophthahnus

.

This larva, which is preserved in spirit, is 32-5 mm. (just over

1| inch) in length, while the average ventro-dorsal diameter of

the body-segments is 9'75 mm. It was taken, with at least five

other larvc-e of the same kind, in the Island of Trinidad, B.AV.I.,

in borings in the trunk of an Erythrina, a leguminous tree, which

attains a height of from 15 to 20 feet.

Text-figure 1.

Larva of FantopUhalmus tabaninus Thnnb. (lateral view), from boring in trunk of

Jirj/tJirina tree {lU. comllodendrum L. ?), Trinidad, B.W.I., March 1912

{F. IF. Urich). X 2k— From specimen Idndly lent by Dr. Hugh Scott,

University Museum of Zoology, Cambridge.

a, labrum; b, left mandible; c, left anterior (prothoracic) spiracle or stigina;

d, dorsum of 8th post-thoracic segment, vphich is very heavily chitnnzed ; e, t lebrig s

"finger-shaped bodies"— in all probability an auxiliary respiratory apparatus,

employed when the posterior stigmata are unable to function, owmg to the larval

tunnel being full of sap.
, r « i -n »

The stout labrum and the extremely powerful mandibles togetlier torm a clriU,

l)y means of which the larva is able to bore in solid wood; the equally heavily

chitiiiized dorsum of tlie Sth post-thoracic segment closes the tunnel from behind,

and protects the larva from an attack in the rear. The posterior stigmata open on

tlie posterior (ventral) surface of this segment, in a mouth-like chamber between it

and the 9th post-thoracic segment, which bears the " finger-shaped bodies.' When
tlie latter segment is in the position shown in the figure, the posterior stigmata are

completely closed. ^ e ,.\

In the adult Pantophthalmid larva, the number, size, and arrangement of the

backvvardly directed spines on the Sth post-thoracic segment^ perhaps afford

characters of specific importance (c/. IJrauer, loc. cit. Taf. ii. figs. 25 a, 25 b).

In the Trinidad larva, the longitudinal strips of chitin em-

bedded in the integument of the prothoracic segment, to which

the striped appearance of the latter is due, are reddish brown,

while the powerfully developed labrum and mandibles, and the

heavily chitinized dorsal surface of tlie Sth post-thoracic segment

are deep black ; the prevailing tint of the remainder of the body

is that of old ivory. Tliere can be little doubt, however, that

prolonged immersion in alcohol has had a bleaching effect, snice

Fiebrig describes the nine "soft" body-segments in the larva

discovei-ed by him as " bluish green," owing to the " intense blue

tint " of the abundantly developed fat-body ; it is also worthy of
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note that in life, accoi^ding to the same author, the " finger-shaped

bodies" (see text-fig. 1 and explanatory text) are bright green.

The dorsal surface of the pi^othoracic segment, though far less

heavily armoured than that of the 8th post-thoracic segment,

nevertheless, strengthened as it is in the manner already referred

to, is quite hard, and may well serve to protect the tunnelling

larva against possible injury from sharp splintei'S of wood.

An intei-esting point with reference to the living larva of

>Pantophthalmus 2nctus is noted by Piebrig, who writes that,

" when in the tiee-trunk it produces rasping sounds, distinctly

audible up to a distance of some four paces."

The pupal envelope, according to the some observer, is vertically

truncated at each end, " the anterior extremity being formed by
_

a stout, richly sculptured plate of chitin," which serves to protect

the pupa from a frontal attack. Although this armoured shield

is not broken through by the imago in emei'ging, it may be that

the facial "beak," that is so conspicuous a feature in many Pant-
ophthalmidje though not exhibited by all species, or always

developed in both sexes, when present assists the fly in making
its escape from the pupal envelope. The latter, we are told by
Fiebrig, " after the emergence of the imago, projects about half-

Avay out of the larval txinnel " ; but the same authority is unable

to state whether the pupa makes its way to this point by its own
efforts, or whether the pupal envelope is dragged along with it

by the escaping fly.

" Metamorphosis," writes Fiebrig, " appears to be very pro-

tracted. A larva .35 mm. in length, and apparently nearly full-

grown, was kept under observation from July 31, 1905, onwards.

The imago emerged in the afternoon of January 11, 1906, a few

weeks before which date it was found that the insect was still in

the larval state ; this would point to a pupal stage of very short

duration."

Whether larvas of Pantophthalmidte are of economic importance,

as destroyers of timber of commercial value, is an interesting

point which awaits determination. So far as can be ascertained,

the wood of Erythrina [E. corallodendrum L. ?), in which the

larv£e of Pantophthalmios tabaninus Thunb. were found by Mr.
F. W. Urich, in Trinidad, is of little or no utilit3^ But the

possibility of commercial value is at any rate not excluded in the

case of the unknown Paraguayan tree referred to by Fiebrig, as

to which we are told that the wood is exceedingly hard and
exti'emoly rich in sap, " yielding an abundance of evil-smelling

fluid on being injured."

(g) Pseiulo-Parasites.

Pseudo-paiasites in the shape of Gamasid mites are of extra-

ordinarily common occurrence on Pantophthalmidte, and many
instances of such infestation are recorded in the following pages.

The mites, on being submitted by the author to his colleague

Mr. A. S. Hirst, F.Z.S,, for identification, were found by him in

J
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every instance except one to be conspecific, and to be nymphs of

a species of Trachytes, which Mr. Hirst will describe in a forth-
coniing paper as new {cf. p. 565). In the single case forming the
exception, the pseudo-parasite was determined by Mr. Hirst as
an adult female of Macrocheles, sp, incert. {vide p. 588). It would
seem that these pseudo-parasites must infest the borings of the
larva), and attach themselves to the flies as the latter emerge
from the pupa-case,

(h) S'l/stematic Portion.

Taking into account synonymy already established, the total

number of species of Pantophthalmidfe at present recognized
amounts to twenty-four. In the following pages ten species,

previously described by various authors, are admitted as valid

and commented upon, notes being given on the specimens of

these species in the British Museum (Natural History), or other-

wise available to the writer for examination ; the names of nine
other species, hitherto accepted, are sunk- as synonyms; and six

species and one genus are described as new. As the result of

this paper, therefore, the number of known species of Pant-
ophthalraidpe, including those that the author has been unable
to examine, will stand at twenty-one. It is explained below that,

in agreement with Kertesz, and contrary to the course adopted
by Enderlein, the genus Paniophthahnus Thunb. is treated as
including Acanthomera Wied. In view of the limited amount
of material at the author's command, and since as yet both sexes
are known in the case of only a minoritj' of species, with much
regi'et no attempt has been made to construct a synoptic table.

Should the publication of the present paper fortunately result in

a considerable expansion of the National Collection of these
interesting Diptera, the construction of a reliable table of the
kind in question may eventually' be possible.

Genus Pantoplithalmus Thunberg,

Paniophthahnus Thunberg, Gotheborgs Kongl. Wettenskaps
ooh Witterhets Samhallets Nya Handlingar, iii. Delen, p. viii

(1819).

Acanthomera Wiedemann, Diptera Exotica, Pars i. p. 60(1821).
Megalomyia Bigot, Ann. Soc. Ent. France, 5" Ser., T. x.. Bull,

p. v (1880).

Megalemyia Bigot, Ann. Soc. Ent. France, 6" Ser., T. i. p. 455
(1881).

After due consideration, it has seemed better to follow Kertesz
(Cat. Dipt. iii. p. 294 (1908)), who gives the synonymy printed
above, rather than Enderlein (Zool. Anz., Bd. xli. p. 100 (1912)),
by whom Paviophthalmus Thunb. and Acanthomera Wied. are
treated as generically distinct. The course adopted by Kertesz
appeals the more reasonable one under the circumstances, in spite
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of lack of complete agreement among the ypecies mentioned or

described in the following pages, in respect of certain structural

details. Included among the latter are :—The degree of develop-

ment of the facial " beak "
; the shape of the terminal segment of

the maxillary palpus; the shape of the terminal division of the

third (compound) segment of the antenna in the female; and

the presence or absence of a distinct snbfemoral spine on tlie hind

legs.

Although, by concentrating attention on one or other of these

characters and disregarding the remainder, it Avould perhaps be

possible in the case of certain species to select distinctions of

apparently generic value, yet in other forms intergradations

occur which make the drawing of a hard and fast line of demar-

cation impossible. Thus, to take only one of the characters

referred to :—Enderlein (/oc. cit. p. 99), writing of the terminal

division (called by him the tenth segment) of the female antenna,

says that this " in Pantophthalmus tapers gradually to a point,

but in Acanthomera and Rhaphiorhyuchus becomes but little

narrower towards the end, and then, just before the tip, is

suddenly pointed." This statement is certainly true if we com-

pare the antenna of the female in species such as Pantophthalmics

tahmdnus Thunb., or P. bellardii Bell, (both of which belong to

Pantophthalmus, sensu stricto) with that of the female of e. g.

Paidophthalvms {Acanthomera) chuni Enderl. IBut when we
examine the antenna in the female of PantophthalTnus ir'utiis

{Acanthomera jncta) Wied.—a species with a well-marked sub-

femoral spine, and the genotype of Acanthomera—we find that it

is intermediate between tlie two conditions. Moreover, in the

female of Pantophthalmus vittattis {Acantlioiaera viltata) Wied.

—

a species assigned by Endei-lein himself [loc. cit. p. 107) to

Pantophthalmus—the terminal division of the anteiinais precisely

of the type regarded by Enderlein as characteristic of Acanthomera.

As regards the maxillary palpus, the tei-minal segment of this

structure is also subject to a certain amount of variation in shape

in <lillerent species. Although usually slender and cylindrical,

and, at least in the female sex, longer than the remainder of the

palpus, it is sometimes shorter and also stouter, albeit never

swollen in themanner characteristic of the terminal segment of

the palpus in Rhaphiorhynchus.

That Enderlein is in error when he asserts {loc. cit. p. 100) that

in Pantophthalmus, sensu stricto, the facial beak is represented

merely by a "rounded tubercle-like swelling" is pointed out by
Hermann (Deutsche Ent. Zeitschr., Jahrg. 19'l6, p.48 (1916)), who
shows that in P. alienus Herm. the absence of a sid)femoral spine

on the hind legs is correlated with the presence of a "long,

pointed, tooth-like facial process." A further example of the

condition seen in P, alienus Herm. is afforded by the new species

described below as P. latest (cf. p. 566), in the male of which, at

any rate, while the fjicial beak, though small, is conspicuous and
sharp-pointed, the posterior femOra ai-e either without a spine
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on the under suiface, or display the merest vestige of such a
structure.

The trutli is that characters such as those mentioned above,
however valuable for the distinction of species, are of less than
generic importance, and, were it necessary, many arguments in
support of this contention might be furnished from the accepted
taxonomy in other families of Diptera.
Among characters of specific importance in the genus Pant-

ophthalmus, may be mentioned wing-markings and, although this
does not apply to the males of certain species wluch have the
thorax unicolorous or nearly so, the viarkings on the dorsum of the
thorax.

Wing-markings, in spite of their general similarity (with
certain exceptions) throughout the family Pantophthalmidfe, will
be found, if close attention be paid to details, to afford useful
assistance not onlj in the distinction of species, but in the correct
association of the sexes of the same species—a matter in some
cases probably of far greater difficulty. Osten Sacken, in the
course of a valuable disquisition on structural peculiarities and
characters of specific importance in Pantophthalmidfe (" Acantho-
meridse," Biol. Centr.-Amer., Diptera, i. pp. 65-66 (1886)), does
not refer to wing-markings, but writes as follows with regard
to maridngs on the thorax:—"The arrangement of the stripes
and spots on the thorax, an apparent monotony notwith-
standing, offers excellent characters for the recognition of the
species, and especially for the assorting together of male and
female specimens of the same species." As regards the value of
thoracic markings for the association of the sexes of a f^iven
species, the statement just quoted is only partially true. It cer-
tn.inly hold goods in the case of I'antophthalmus tahaninus Thunb.
(the synonymy given on p. 562 below is based on and supported
by the characteristic thoracic markings exhibited by this species),
and P. vittatus {Acanthomera vittata) Wied. (as also in that of
Rhaphiorhynchus planiventris Wied.) ; but it is entirely
inapplicable to a species such as Faniophthahmts pictus {Acantho-
mera picia) Wied., in which the dorsum of the thorax is con-
spicuously striped in the female, but almost uniformly silvery, or
at any rate without corresponding stripes, in the male. While
the presence of sharply-defined, dark longitudinal stripes on the
dorsum of the thorax (scutum) is characteristic of the female sex
in Pantophthalmus (and also in Rhaphiorhynchus), there are in
addition to P. pictus Wied., at least three species, including one
described for the first time in the following pages, in which while
the female is as yet unknown, the thorax in the male is without
such stripes. In these species the dorsum of the male abdomen,
be it noted, has a silvery sheen. It is to be hoped that males and
females of the species in question may ere long be caught in coiiH,
or bred from larvse or pupae taken in the same tree-trunk, other-
wise the correct association of the sexes in these cases may remain
a matter of doubt for an indefinite period.
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In addition to sexual dimorphism of the kind just referred to,

difficulties of determination in this genus are increased by the

fact that in the case of certain species (at any rate P. tabanimis

Thunb. and P.pictus Wied.— see below) the female abdomen, at

least in dried specimens, sometimes shows colour-dimorphism as

well. Failure to realize the occurrence of this phenomenon led

Enderlein into error in constructing his synoptic tables (Zool.

Anz. xli. pp. 101, 107 (1912))—a fact which has already been

pointed out by Hermann (Deutsche Ent. Zeitschr., Jahrg, 1916,

p. 48 (1916)).

The number of species of Pantophthalmus recognized as valid

in Kerbesz's ' Catalogus ' (vol. iii. 1908) is fourteen. This total

does not include Acanthomera teretruncum Fiebrig (= Pantoph-

thalmus pictiis {Acantho7nera picta) Wied.), since the description

of the latter (1906) appeared between the compilation and

publication of tho volume of the late Dr. Kert6sz's monumental
work in which the Pantophthalmidoe are included. Between
1908 and the present time, descriptions of nine species of Pant-

ophthalmus supposed to be new have been published, includ-

ing seven by Enderlein and one each by Hermann and Knab

;

while Enderlein has rightly sunk Fiebrig's designation Acantho-

mera teretruncum as a synonym, besides disposing of P. helleri

Enderl. in a similar manner. Thus for the moment the number
of species of Pantophthalmus assumed to be valid stands at

twenty-two. In the following pages, however, the names of no
fewer than nine of these are shown to be synonyms, while six

species are described as new ; so that, as the result of the

present paper, the genus Pantophthalmus is to be regarded as

consisting of nineteen recognized species.

The genotype is Pantophthalmus tabanimis Thunb.

Pantophthalmus tabaninus Thunb.

Pantophthalmus tabaninus Thunberg, loc. cit. p. vii (1819),

Acanthomera seticornis Wiedemann, Auss. zweill, Ins. i.

p. 108, Taf. ii. figs. l-«-l c (1828). [New synonym,]
Acanthomera heydenii Wiedemann, oj). cit. p. 555 (1828).

[New synonym.]
Acanthomera immanis Wiedemann, op. cit. ii. p. 623 (1830),

[New synonym,]
Acanthomera rubriventris Bigot, Ann. Soc, Ent. France, 5*^ Ser.,

T. X., Bull. p. V (1880). [New synonym.]
Pantophthalmus Jasluosas Knab, Insec. Inscit. Mens. vol. ii,

no, 2, p. 27 (February 1914). [New synonym.]

According to Thunberg (loc. cit.), the type of P. tabaninus was
obtained in St. Barth61emy I., in the- West Indies.

Among the synonyms recorded above, the name Acanthomera
seticornis (like Pantophthalmus tabaninus itself) was originally

applied to the c? insect, while the designations Acanthomera
heydenii, A. immanis, and A. rubriventris were bestowed upon
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the 2 ' A study of the thoracic markings, which are character-
istic of this species and present a striking agreement in both
sexes, leaves no doubt as to the correctness of the synonymy here
given. In spite of the fact tha,t Pantophthalmns gigas Enderlein
(Zool. Anzeiger, Bd. xli. p. 110, fig. 7 (1912)), described from
the $ sex, is stated by its author {loc. cit.) to be devoid of pn,le

spots on tlie lateral margins of the second and third abdominal
tergites, it would seem not unlikely that this supposed species is

also identical with F. tabanimts Thunb.
The representatives of Pantopldhahnus tabanimts Thunb. at

present contained in the British Museum (Natural History) are
as follows:—One 6 , (?) Trinidad, B.W.I. (G. Robertson—ex coll.

W. W. Saunders)
;
one $ , Venezuela, before 1847 (purchased

from — Dyson)
;
one ? , Brazil, before 1849 {Mrs. Noel) ; one S ,

locality unknown (e.u coll. Alexander Fry) ; one 6 , Trinidad,
B.W.I., before 1878 {Mrs. Cutter) ; one. c? , Macapti, R. Amazons'
Brazil, 25. ii. 1896 (i5'. E. Austen), "on board Messrs, Siemens
Bros.' Cable S.S. Faraday" ; one $, Nicaragua {jE. A. Burns);
one 5 ,

Colonia Hansa, Santa Catharina, Brazil (purchased from
H. Rolle). Presented by Mr. J. E. Collin, F.E.S., from the
Bigot collection, we also have the four specimens (inpluding the
type) of Acanthomera rtibriventris Big., which are all $ 2 from
Guatemala ; and two cJ cf of P. tabanimts, likewise from Guate-
mala, which, in Bigot's series, were placed with a c? of P. vei-si-

color Austen (see below), above the label "Acanthomera seticornis,

Wied. c? ," in Macquart's handwriting.
The Hope Department of the University Museum, Oxford,

possesses two d c? and two $ $ of P. tabanimts ; of the former,
one specimen is labelled " seticornis Wied,," but is without any
indication as to provenance, while on the label of the other is

written "Para. Higgins, 1868"; there is nothing to show the
origin of the two $ $ , which are labelled " R. planiventi-is."

The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine has a $ of P.
tabaninus from Para, Dec. 1922 {Dr. Clarke).

In this species, in Avhich the female usually, although not
invariably, much exceeds the male in size, the ground-colour of
the dorsum of the abdomen ranges from cinnamon-rufous* or
vinaceous-rufous to blackish-brown or black. The dark thoracic
stripes are the same in all cases, and, at least in the specimens
available to the writer for examination, the silvery-white
triangular spot near each posterior angle of the second and third
abdominal tergites is always visible, although in some individuals
less conspicuous than in others. In the case of the type of

P. tabanimts, which, from the details furnished by Thunberg, is

evidently a male, the dorsum of the abdomen, according to the
original description, is " bi'own "

; Wiedemann (loc. cit.) describes
the dorsum of the abdomen in Acanthomera seticornis as " vivid

* For uninos nnd illustrntions of colours used for descriptive purposes in the
prcsonfc pnpor, sco Rid^wiiy, 'Color Stnndnrds nud Color Noinenclaturo ' (Wnsh-
ingtou, 1).C. Tublislied by the Author, 1912).

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1 923. No. XXXVII. 37
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ferruginous-yellow" (sehr brennend rostgelb), and the same region

in A. immanis as "ferruginous." In the type of A. ruhriventris

Big. the ground-colour of the first four abdominal fcex'gites is

between ferruginous and vinaceous-rufous, while the hind borders

of the second and third tergites, and the hind border of tho

fourth tergite except its lateral extremities, are black. Of tho

three paratypes of A. ruhriventris, one agrees with the type in

the coloration of its abdomen, while in the case of the other two

the dorsum of the abdomen is reddish-brown. In the series of

specimens of F. tahaninus in the National Collection, other than

those just mentioned under Bigot's designation Acanthomera

ruhriventris, the six males have the dorsum of the abdomen
(except its basal angles and the lateral borders of the first three

tergites, which are black in this sex) cinnamon-rufous, vinaceoiis-

rufous, or ferruginous, while the venter is seal-brown. Of the

four females comprised in the same series, one has the dorsxuTi of

the abdomen (except the lateral margins, which are black) dull

ambei--brown, while in the case of the other three individuals the

corresponding region is for the most part blackish-brown ; the

venter in each specimen is dark seal-brown. Among the four

examples of P. tahaninus in the possession of the Hope Depart-

ment, University Museum, Oxford, the two males have the

dorsum of the abdomen cinnamon-rufous, apart from the black

lateral borders of the first three tergites, and the basal angles of

the fourth tergite, which are brown or blackish-brown. In one

of the two females in the Oxford collection, the dorsum of the

abdomen, with the exception of the small silvery-white spot near

each posterior angle of the second and third tergites, is uniformly

velvety-black. The corresponding region in the other specimen

is brownish black, with an ochraceous-tawny transverse area in

the centre of the hind border of the first segment, extending on

to the front margin of the second ; on the latter segment there is

also a deep, brownish-tawny, transverse band, Avhich is not vei'y

sharply defined, and does not reach the lateral extremities of the

tergite ; on both the second and third tergites, in front of the

hind margin, there is a black transverse band.

It is interesting to note that, in the case of one of the

females of P. tahaninus in the National Collection (the specimen

refetred to above as having been taken in Brazil prior to 1849,

by Mrs. Noel), the abdomen shows a very heavy infestation by
nymphs of a Gamasid mite. The pseudo-parasites, which, in the

dried condition at any rate, are light ochraceous-bufF in colour,

and measure about 0'4 mm. in length, are present to the number
of many hundreds on the dorsal surface of the abdomen, where

they are packed so closely as to form large patches, while quantities

are to be seen crowded together beneath and partially concealed

by the hind margins of the tergites. Further specimens of the

mite, although in small numbers as compared with those on the

dorsum, are also visible on the venter. The male P. tahaninus

taken by the writer at MacapA, R. Amazons, 25. ii. 1896, on
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boai'd the Cable S.S. Faraday, shows a considerable number of
what is evidently the same pseudo-parasite on the dorsal surface
of its abdomen, while many instances of similar infestation in
the case of specimens of other species of Pantophthnlmidje are
noted below. Since therefore, even among the limited series of

these flies available to the author for examination, representatives
of various species are infested in this manner, it would seem that
for some reason members of this family are peculiarly subject to
to invasion by this Acarid. The author's colleague, Mr. A. S.
Hirst, F.Z.S., to whom the mites have been submitted, has
kindly supplied the following note:—"The pseudo-iDaiasites are
nymphs of a species of Trachytes, a Gamasid mite, and presumably
are predatory forms, possibly feeding upon small mites or insects
inhabiting the tunnel of the fly-larva. This habit of attaching
itself to an insect host is no doubt of benefit to the mite, by
Avidening its area of distribution."

Pantophthalmus frauenfeldi Schin.

Acanihomera frauenfeldi Schiner, Ileise der osterreichischen
Froaatte 'Novara' um die Erde, Zool. Theil, Bd. ii. Di])tern,

p. 78 (1866).

Of this species, the National Collection possesses a $ from
Bogota, Colombia {ex coll. — Stevens, 1856), in which country the
type was obtained ; and a second $ , from Peru {ex coll. J. M. F.
Bigot; presented by J. E. Collin). The latter specimen, with
the type of Acanihomera crassijyalpis Macq. {— RhajMorliynchus
planiveniris Wied.), and two other $ $ of Rhajjhiorh'ynchus
planiventris Wied., stood in the Bigot collection above the label

^'Acanihomera crassipalpis, Macq., n. sp. $ ," in Macquart's
handwriting.

Including the facial beak and ovipositor, the original Museum
specimen measures just over 31 mm. in length, instead of 35 mm.,
which is the length of the type (also a $ ) as given by Schinei-.

The total length of Bigot's example, measured in the same Avay,

is 32 mm.
In the Hope Department, University Museum, Oxford, there

is a solitary $ of F. frauenfeldi from Macas, Ecuador (purchnsed
from Stevens, 1862). The dimensions of this specimen, which is

veiy much larger than the examples in the National Collection,

are as follows:—Total length, including facial beak and ovipositor,
42-25 mm.; greatest width of abdomen (across hind margin of

second tergite) 16-25 mm. ; Aving-expanse 74-6 mm. The teiminal
segment of the palpi in the Oxford specimen is slender, straight
and cylindrical, whereas the corresponding segment in the British
]\luseum 2 fi'O"^ Bogota is curved outwaids at the tip and
distinctly swollen towards the base; in the $ from the Bigot
collection the palpi are damaged.
Two nymphs of the usual species of Gamasid mite {cf. remarks

under F. tahaninus above) are visible on the dorsum of the
abdomen of the $ from Bogota.

37*
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Pantophthalmiis batesi, sp. n. (Text-fig. 2.)

(S .— Leugtli (one specimen) 24 mm. ; width of liead 6'4 mm.

;

greatest width of abdomen (across hind border of second tergite)

8 mm, ; length of wing 18'5 mm.
Itelatively small and {in S sex at least) somewhat narrow-bodied

species, loith, in S ? « small but conspicuous, sharp-pointed facial
" beak," unstrij)ed thorax, and ochraceons-orange abdomen, which

along each lateral margin bears a series of sooty-blach s^jots or

elongate blotches, and dorsal stirface of luhich, except anterior

borders of second tofifth seginents inclusive, hasfrom certain angles

the appearance of burnished silver; luing-markings presenting a

general resemblance to those of P. tabaninus Thtmb., but ivith

conspicuous differences, notably a curved pale mark connectingfork

of third longitudinal vein with costa ; posterior fem.ora icithout,

or loith 'merest vestige of, a spine on under sutface.

Head in (^ sex mere flattened in an antero-posterior direction

than that of P. iahaninus Thunb., and consequently less hemi-

spherical in outline when viewed from above; face, except beak,

dusky drab
;
jowls and basi-occipital region clove-brown, clothed

with similaily coloured hair; occiput olive-bufi"; facial beak

blackish brown at base, distal attenuate portion chestnut-brown
;

palpi light .sepia-coloured, darker towards distal extremities

;

second segment * clothed beneath, towards distal extremity, with

blackish- brown hair, terminal segment curved, .slender, tapering

to the tip ; first and second segments of antennce luisset-coloured,

first segment thinly clothed Avith brownish hair, second segment

Avith some glistening orange-buff hair on distal margin (third

segment missing in case of type). Thorax : ground-colour of

dorsum cinnamon-drab, thinly suflTused above with smoke-grey

pollen, while lateral borders of dorsum are olive-bufl* pollinose

;

main portion of dorsum (.scutum) marked Avith five dull-black

spots, of which two, smaller than remainder and nearly circular,

are situated on line of transver.se suture, one on each side of

middle line ; remaining spots transversely elongate and situated

on hind border, one in middle line, the other two occupying the

postalar calli, except inner extremities of latter; scutellum dull-

black or blackish-brown, anterior angles and lateral borders

smoke-grey pollinose
;

pleurre and pectus black ish-broAvn and

* Noto on tho number ofsegments in the maxillary palpus in Piiiitophtlinlniidiu.

—

Fiebvijj (Zi)itHclir. f. wiss. Insoktciibiol., Ijd. ii. p. 310, ]0O0), in (loscribiiisir tlie

species nanieil by liim Acanthomera teretruncnm {=l\intophtJialmus jiictns

{Acanthomera picta) Wicd.), spoaks of "tbe vebitively long, tlivoe-jointcd palpi."

Williston (Noitb American Diptera, 3vd Ed., p. 173, 1908), in ii >.bort genevnl

account of the " Family Aeanthoincrid*," states that tlio palpi are "two-jointed."

IiMstly Endi'vleiu (Zool. Anz., Hd. xli. p. 09, 1912) says that in Pantopbtiialmidie,

owing to tlie irregnlar transvei'se wrinkling of the paljjus basad of the terminal

segment, it is im))ossil)le to determine whether this portion is further segmented or

not. 'I'lierc can ho no doubt, however, that tho maxillary palpus in tiiis family
consists of three segments, in which, while tlio second is often marked by con-

spicuous annul! or transverse wrinkles, tbe first owing to its shortness may easily

be overlooked, although in many si)ecies distinguishable by darker coloration and a
different arrangement of the hair.
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clothed with fine similarly coloured hair, dorsum, and lateral

extremities of pronotum, clothed wtili ochraceous-bufF hair.

Abdomen: first tergite with each lateral extremity broadly black,

though just in fi'ont of hind margin of segment black area shows
a deep indentation of ground-colour above and below ; second

and tliird tei'gites with a scutiform or elongate black spot

occupying each anterior angle, extreme hind margins of posterior

angles of second tergite also black; fourth tergite with anterior

two-thirds of lateral exti'emities sooty black ; lateral extremities

of fifth tergite blackish-brown ; sixth tei'gite entirely ochraceous-

orange ; a straight transverse band running right across fore

border of fifth tei-gite devoid of silvery sheen ; on each of the

three preceding tergites corresponding non-silvered band tapers

towards lateral extremities of the tergite, which it fails to reach,

Text-fiirure 2.

Fantophthahnus batesi Austen, <?. X IJ.

while its hind margin, which exhibits a backwardly directed

projection in middle line, is more or less brace-shaped ; lateral

extremities of tergites clothed on dark areas M'ith dark brown or

blackish-brown hair, and elsewhere clothed with yellowish,

cinnamon-coloured, or brownish hair, remainder of dorsum clothed

with minute, scattered, and veiy inconspicuous cinnamon-bufl

hairs, which on sixth tergite are somewhat longer ; venter

orange-buff, partially suffused with a silvery sheen (especially

distinct on first three sternites), and sparsely clothed with hair

similar in colour to that on dorsum, but longer. Wings light

sepia-coloured, marked as shown in fig. 2, the most conspicuous

markings being tliose on the costal border, consisting of two

irregularly shaped dark blotches and two cream-buff or pinkish-

buff marks ; of the latter, the one nearer the base of the wing,
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which extends from the costa to the upper distal angle of the

second basal cell and includes the aiiterior transverse vein,

resembles the corresponding mark in the wing of P. tabanlnus

Thunb., but is more sharply defined ; the veins separating the

second posterior marginal cell from the discal cell, and the

fifth posterior marginal cell from the second basal cell are each

enclosed in a shai^ply deHned, cream-buff" spot; a faint, elongate,

cream-bufl' spot is visible on the sixth longitudinal vein, in the

centre of the lower margin of the anal cell, and both basal cells

are cream-buff" at the base; veins sepia-coloured, except in the

lighter areas where they are cinnamon-bufF or pinkish-bnft*, first

lono^itudinal vein where enclosed in more distal of the two dark

costal areas, and fifth longitudinal vein except at base and tip

of second basal cell, darker than most other veins or portions

of veins. Hcdteres cinnamon-buff". Legs : hind femora slightly

incrassate towards distal extremity; femora, front and middle

til)ife, and last four segments of all tarsi russet, russet-brown,

or chocolate-brown, hind tibiaj blackish-brown, first segment of

all tarsi bright mustard-yellow, narrowly russet-brown at extreme

tip, last- segment of all tarsi russet, paler than three preceding

segments ; claws russet-brown at base, then blackish-brown or

black; pulvilli and empodia ochraceous-buff" or ochraceous-tawny ;

femora, front and middle tibisR, and second and two following

set^ments of all tarsi clothed mainly with russet-brown, dark-

brown, or blackish-brown hair, first segment of all taisi exce[)t

extreme tip clothed with glistening Naples-yellow hair, inner and

flexor surfaces of front tibise, anterior and posterior surfaces

of proximal portion of hind femora, and last segment and

extreme tip of first segment of all tarsi clothed with russet-brown

or chestnut-brown hair, hind tibife fairly thickly clothed with

blackish-brown or black haii*, which, except hair on flexor surface

of hind femora, is longer than hair on legs elsewhere.

Brazil : Villa Nova, R. Amazons (/f. W. Bates).

The species described above, whicli is dedicated to the meinoiy

of its discoverer, the well-known author of 'The Naturalist on

the River Amazons,' is readily distinguishable from any of its

congeners included in the present paper. From P. tahaninus

Thunb,, in addition to the points of diflference to which special

attention has been shown in the foregoing description, P. batesi

is separable, intei- alia, owing to its unstriped tliorax, and, at any

rate in the d sex, the silvery sheen on the dorsum of the

abdomen. From the two following species, in both of which, at

least in the cJ , the dorsum of the abdomen is likewise " silver-

washed," P. batesi may be distinguished in the same sex, intej'

alia, by its abdomen being narrower and spotted with black along

the lateral margins. From P. hellerianus Fnderl., of which a

re-description is given below, P. batesi is furtber distinguishable,

owing to its much more clearly marked wings, to the presence of

dark spots on the thorax, and to the surface of the latter not

being silvery.
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Pantoplithalmus liellerianus, Ended. (Text-fig. 3.)

Acanthomera helleriana Enderlein, Zool. Anz., Bd. xliv. no. 13,

p. 581 (July 28, 1914).

Since the original description of this species, which is at
present only known in the male sex, in some respects requires
amplification, P. hellerianus Enderl. is redescribed below. In the
case of the specimen in the National Collection, at any rate,

the brown or greyish-brown, W-shaped mark on the dorsum of
the thorax, on which Enderlein lays stress, is only visible when
the insect is viewed at a fairly low angle from behind, and even
then it is not very distinct.

(S .—Length (one specimen) 29*5 mm. ; width of head 8*4 mm.

;

greatest width of abdomen (across third tergite) 12*2 mm. ; length
of wing 23-2 mm.

Dorsal surface of both thorax and abdomen, at least in 6 ,

" washed " ^vith silver, lohich on thorax is duller, but on abdomen
has a more pronounced silken sheen; facial "beak'' very small

and inconsjnciious ; dorsum of thorax (scutum), ivhen viewed from
certain angles, loith 7nore or less distinct traces of longitudinal

stripes ; dorsuin of abdomen unicolorous, tvithout definite lateral

spots, broad, flat, and somewhat ovate pyriform in outline when
viewed from above, ivith sharp edges to third and folloiving tergites ;

wings pale, ivitJi (excejyt when vieived against a dark background)

faint, ill-defined markings; hind legs with a small subfemoral

spine.

Head in S distinctly flattened in antero-posterior direction
;

upper portion of face, except immediately adjacent to bases of

antennae, isabella-coloured ; remainder of face, including base of

beak, as also jowls and basioccipital region, dark mummy-brown
or blackish-brown, tip]^of beak, which scarcely protrudes beyond
enveloping hood formed by base, chestnut-brown, shining

;

occiput cream-buff pollinose
;

jowls clothed with brownish or

dark brown hair, with an ochraceous-tawny gleam at base, basi-

occipital region clothed with ochraceous-tawny hair ; first and
second segments of palpi greyish cinnau)on-brown, clothed with

dark brown hair, terminal segment tawny or cinnamon-rufous,

curved, slender, and tapering ; first segment of antenna mummy-
brown, second segment tawny, fringed below Avith minute, ochra-

ceous-bufi' hairs (third segment missing in specimen described).

Thorax : dorsum of main portion (scutum), whenviewed at an angle

from behind, exhibiting a pair of admeclian, dai'ker (shimmering
greyish-olive), longitudinal stripes, commencing on fore border,

converging and diminishing soinewhat in width as they proceed

backwards, and becoming narrower and indistinct after passing

transverse suture
;
posterior portion of scutum with a similar,

median, longitudinal stripe, commencing in prescutellar gi-oove

and tapering ofi" and disappearing about halfway between latter

and transverse suture ; dorsum of scutum clothed with fine

yellowish hair; scutellum, which, except on anterior angles, is
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mainly sepia-coloured, clothed with similar hair; outer extrenaities

of humeral calli cinnamon-rufous, shining, a ridge of fairly long,

shining, tawny-olive or cinnamon-buft' hair on each side of dorsum,
connecting humeral with corresponding postalar callus, postalar

calli mainly mummy-brown, clothed with similarly coloured hair;

pleurse and pectus mummy-brown, clothed with hair of similar

colour, a tuft of bright ochraceous-tawny hair on each side, in

prothoracic region. Abdomen: ground-colour of dorsum russet,

lateral extremities of first tergite broadly, and those of fourth

tergite narrowly sepia-coloured, anterior angles of second and
third tex'gites similai-ly tinted ; first tergite clothed with fine

cinuamon-bnir hair, longer and more conspicuous on lateral

Text-fieure 3.

Pantojththalmus heUe7-ianus 'Ewdavl., $. X 1^.

extremities, where, except on anterior angles, it has an ochra-

ceous-tawny tinge ; lateral extremities of second tergite clothed

with fine, short, appressed, cinnnmon-buff hair (sepia-coloured

area occupying each anterior angle clothed with shining cin-

namon-brown hair) ; lateral extremities of third and two following

tergites fringed Avith cinnamon-brown hair ; sixth tergite largely

clothed with similar hair, which is longer on hind border ; venter
uniformly tawny. Wings pale mouse-grey, first costal and sub-

jacent cell mummy-brown or sepia-coloured, two dusky (dusky-

drab), more or less quadrate blotches on costal border, separated

by cream-butf interspaces
;
proximal blotch including rather less

than distal half of first basal cell, but not extending to tip of

latter ; distal blotch, which in specimen desciibed at least is

the darker of the two, including distal sixth or seventh of first
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longitudinal vein, and area immediately below as far as third

longitudinal vein ; tip of wing, including distal j^ortion of first

submarginal and entire second submarginal cell, except its

extreme base, somewhat darker than hind border (when viewed

against a light background), and separated from distal costal

blotch by an ill-defined and irregular pale area ; costa ochi^aceous-

tawny or light cinnamon-brown (mummy-brown at base and
above distal costal blotch), remaining veins cinnamon-brown,
ochraceous-tawny or ochiaceous-b\iflf (in dnrker areas corre-

sponding in tint to adjacent membrane). Halteres: stalks cinna-

mon-buff, knobs blackish brown. Legs : hind femora of uniform

tliickness (nob incrassate towards distal extremity) ; femora and
tibiae russet-coloured, clothed with fine, dark brown hair, flexor

surfaces of front tibiae clothed with short, glistening, ochraceous-

tawny hair; first segment of front and middle tarsi ochraceous-

buff (cinnamon-brown at extreme tips on flexor surface), first

segment of hind tarsi cream-buff (light cinnamon-brown at

extreme tips on flexor surface), last four segments of all tarsi

ochraceous-tawny, clothed Avith minute, appressed hairs of similar

colour ; claws rufous-tawny at base, then black
;

pulvilli and
empodia ochraceous-butf.

One cS , Brazil : R. Amazons (precise locality unknown) (II. W.
Bates).

Pantophthahnus hellerianus, which, in the S sex at any rate,

agrees with F. m-gyropastus Big., in having the dorsal surface of

the abdomen silvery, is readily distinguishable from that species,

tjiter alia, by the dorsum of the main portion of the thorax being

not only much paler but also devoid of dark spots (cf. notes on
F. argyropastus below). For distinctions from P. hatesi Austen,

vide supra, p. 568.

Finally it may be added that the example of P. hellerianus in

the National Collection exhibits, on the dorsal surface of its

abdomen, several specimens of the pseudo-parasitic Acarid

mentioned in the present paper in connection with P. tabaninus

Thunb., and other species ; in this case there is also a number of

very much smaller mites on the doi'sum of the thorax.

Pantophthalmus argyropastus Big.

Megalomyia argyropasta Bigot, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., 5° Ser., T. x..

Bulletin, p. v (1880).

Megalemyia argijropasta Bigot, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., 6' Ser., T. i.

pp. 455,458(1881).

An examination of the holotype male of this species, formerly

in the Bigot collection and presented to the British Museum
(Natural History) by Mr. J. E. Collin, F.E.S., shows that, in spite

of Bigot's misleading statement to the effect that the thoi-ax is

marked with " three, somewhat indistinct, blackish bands," the

dorsum of the main portion of the thorax (scutum) is actually

imicolorous, with scarcely a trace of longitudinal stripes, but
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spotted as in P. batesi Austen, that is to say, with a pair of small,

blackish-brown, adniedian spots on the transverse suture, a large

seal-brown blotch in front of the scutellum, and the postalar

calli similarly marked ; the humeral cnlli are pale drab-grey

poUinose above. The dorsum of the main portion of the thorax
being dark brown, with a thin, smoke-grey, faintly silvery,

polliuose covering, clothed with fine, cinnamon-buff' or drab-

coloured hair, the general appearance of this part of the body
resembles that of moleskin. The dorsum of Uie abdomen, which
is miicolorous and, when viewed at an angle from behind, appears

dull Mars-bi'own, has a bright silvery sheen when regarded from
other directions.

Pantojihthahnus argyropastus is one of the smaller representa-

tives of its genus, the type, Avhich is from Panama, measuring
only 24'5 mm. in length.

Pantophthalmus versicolor, sp. n. (Text-fig. 4.)

6 .—Length (three specimens) 27 to 30 mm. ; width of head
7*75 to just over 8 mm.; greatest width of abdomen (across third

tergite, exclusive of fringe of hair) 12*2 to 14"25 mm. ; length of

wing 22-25 to 24-6 mm.
Medium-sized species, ivith smallish head, which is distinctly

fiattened antero-posteriorly, striped thorax, and {at any rate in J )

vivid ferruginous or orange-ricfous, sharp-edged abdomen ; facial

tubercle or " beak " in <S either indistinguishable, its position

marked by a pit, or minute and vestigial; abdominal tergites luithout

lateral spots, though basal angles of first tergite extensively, and
those of second tergite narroivly, muonmy-broivn ; iving-markings

in <S resembling those in same sex of P. tabaninus Thunb. ; hind

femora of uniform thickness, ivithout a spine on under surface, and
ivith terminal spine represented only by a blunt projection.

Jlead : face and jowls m\immy-browu, a transverse, horizontal,

smoke-grey, polliuose streak on front mai-gin of jowls connecting
each eye with buccal cavity ; occiput greyish-olive, posterior

orbits silvery-white pollinose; jowls clothed with mummy-brown
hair, which is shining ferruginous at base ; first and second
segments of palpi clove-brown, clothed, like the terminal seg-

ment except distal extremity of latter, with brownish-ferruginous
hair, terminal segment russet (brownish at base), cylindrical,

straight, bluntly pointed at distal extremity ; antennce in c?

lighter or darker cinnamon-brown (terminal style ochraceous-
tavvny), third (compound) segment viewed from side bluntly

lanceolate in outline, second segment midway between base and
distal extremity bearing a circlet of short, sparse, cinnamon-
brown or ochraceous-tawny hairs. Thorax : ground-colour of

dorsum of scutum mummy-brown or olive-brown ; dorsum smoke-
grey or pale smoke-grey pollinose in front, on humeral calli,

lateral margins, lateral expansions of transverse suture, and on
postalar calli ; central region of dorsum beaiing three conspicuous,

dark, converging, longitudinal stripes (approximately equal in
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breadth, except that outer stripes are usually somewhat broader
in front), extending from front to hind margin, hut confluent

posteriorly after passing transverse suture, outer stripes black or

blackish-brown, medinn stripe paler, dark mummy-bi'own, some-

times less noticeable than outer stripes ; behind transverse suture

a short blackish-brown or dark brown longitudinal stripe on each

side, extending from suture to postalar callus, and on inner side

of this stripe a .somewhat oblique, shining, chestnut-brown stripe
;

doi'sum, excej^t main portion of upper surface of scutellum, which
is bare, thickly clothed with fine, silky, glistening, reddish-brown,

ochraceous-tawn}'^ or tawny-olive hair, which on lateral borders is

longer than elsewhere ; scutellum mummy-brown, dark senl-brown,

or russet-brown, more or less distinctly shimmering silvery-white

Text-figure 4.

PantopJdhalmus versicolor Austen, <J . X If

.

or shimmering smoke-grey pollinose above, excei»t on hind border;

pleuree and pectus chocolate-brown or warm sepia-coloured,

clothed with tine and fairly long, dark brown or reddish-brown

hair. Abdomen: second and two following tergites each with

a reddish-brown transverse band, just in front of hind margin

and widely separated from latei'al extremities in each case, pos-

terior half of fifth tergite with an ill-defined blotch of similar

colour in centre, not leaching hind margin ; first tergite thinly

clothed with fine hair, Avhich is ochreous and recumbent except

on basal angles where it is brownish and erect ; second and three

following tergites sparsely clothed with minute, appressed, glis-

tening, ochraceous-tawny hairs, which in the case of second and
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third tei'gites at any rate are only noticeable on close scrutiny,

sixth tergite clothed with longer hair of similar colour; lateral

extremities ol' second tergite, except posterior angles, clothed

with dark brown or brownish hair, those of third and fourth

tergites fringed with longer, outstanding, closely set, shining,

cinnamon-rufous or russet-tawnj'^ hair, lateral extremities of fifth

tei'gite with a shorter, thinner, and paler fringe of similar char-

acter ; first sternite mummy-brown or sepia-coloured (hind border

smoke-grey or drab-grey pollinose), clothed with fine and fiiirly

long, erect, dark brown hair; remaining sternites sepia-coloured,

lateral extremities of third and following sternites paler (ochra-

ceous-tawny) ; second and two following sternites (except lateral

extremities of third and fourth), and central poi-tion of fifth

sternite thinly clothed with fine, dark bi'own hair, which on

second sternite, at least anteriorly, is longer and erect, but else-

where is shorter and appressed ; sixth sternite, and lateral

exti-emities of the two preceding sternites, clothed with russet-

tawny hair; membrane connecting sternites with corresponding

tergites longitudinally wrinkled, dark brown in case of first seg-

ment, and in case of succeeding segments dark brown in front

and ochiaceous-tawny behind. Wings sepia-coloured, with pale

(cream-bufi") markings as shown in text-fig. 4, these markings
occupying cori'esponding positions to those in wing of P. tabaninus
Thunb., but somewhat more restricted in extent; darkest areas

in wing are those which are usual in this family, namely first

costal cell and cell immediately below, second costal cell except

its distal extremit)', first basal cell except its base and tip, and a

smaller and somewhat ill-defined area including stigmatic region,

exteiiding from costa to distal half or three-fourths of discal cell,

with an outward extension along third longitudinal vein ; veins

for most part ferruginous or mummy-brown, paler in pale aieas.

Squamce blackish-brown, fringed with similarly coloured hair,

and also with a tuft of shining tawny or russet hair. Ilcdte.res :

stalks ochi^aceous-buffi or ochraceous-tawny, knobs mummy-
brown. Legs uniformly russet or chestnut-brown, tarsi some-
times paler (cinnamon-x-ufous) ; legs clothed with glistening

hair of similar colour, long and fine on front and hind femora
short elsewhere, hair on femora sometimes ai)i)eaiing dark brown,
sometimes tawny; claws orange-cinnamon or russet, their distal

exti-emities black
;

pulvilli and empodia ochraceous-bufi[" or

orange-lmff.

Guatemala and Mexico. Holotype, Pancina, Vera Paz,

Guatemala [G. 0. Champion)', two paratypes, Cuesta de Misantia,

Mexico {M. Tnijlllo). The holotype is the specimen briefly

described, but not named, by Osten Sacken (Biol. Oentr.-Amer.,
Dipt. i. p. 68).

Through the kindness of Mr. J. E. Oollin, the British Museum
(Natural Histor-y) has received a solitary cJ of this species, which
unfortunately is in poor condition and is Avithout a locality

label. In the Bigot collection, whence it was taken, this fly was
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associated with two J c? of P. tahaninus Thunb. and all three spe-

cimens stood above the label " Acanthomera seticornis Wied. c? ,"

in Macquart's handwriting {vide supra, p. 563).

In the male sex, at any rate, Fantophthalmtis versicolor, by

means of the characters mentioned in the diagnosis printed in

italics nbove, is readily distinguishable from any of its congeners

at prosont known. From the male of P. tahaninus Thunb., for

which at the first glance it might possibly be mistaken, the male

of the present sjiecies can be distinguished at once owing to its

smaller and differently shaped head, duskier and differently

striped thorax, and broader and flatter, sharp-edged abdomen,

the sides of which are devoid of white spots, and are not black on

the basal half.

Pantophthalmus pictus Wied.

Acanthomera picta Wiedemann, Diptera Exotica, p. 61, Tabii.

fig. 2 (1821).

Acanthomera Jlavipes Macquart, Mem. Soc. roy. des Sc, de

I'Agric. et des Arts de Lille, Ann6e 1846, p. 42, Tab. i. fig. 2

(1847). [New synonym.]

Acanthomera magnifica Walker, Ins. Saund., Diptera, Part i.

p. 74, pi. 1. fig. 1 (1850). [New synonym.]

Acanthomera teretruncum Fiebrig, Zeitschr. f. wiss. Insekten-

biol., Bd. ii. pp. 345-347, figs. 17-19 (1906).

Of this species, which is the genotype of Acanthomera Wied.,

the British Museum (Natural History) possesses a S from an

unknown locality in Brazil (purchased from — Argent, 1847) ;

a $ (the holotype of Acanthomera magnifica Walk.), from
" South America " {ex coll. W. W. Saunders) ; and a second $ ,

taken at Sapucay, Paragu.ay, 21. i. 1905 ( IF. Foster). The type of

Acanthomera magnifica V^alk. represents a form of the species in

which the dorsum of the abdomen is for the most part ferru-

ginous, tawny, or orange-cinnamon instead of black, the latter

colour being confined to the base (first visible tergite, except its

hind border), ovipositor, and a blotch at each lateral extremity

of the second to the fourth tergites inclusive. Tn the case of the

type of A. magnifica, moreover, the whitish transverse streak

near each posterior angle of the third ventral scute is wanting,

but this is doubtless due to individual variation.

From the Bigot collection, thanks to the generosity of Mr. J. E.

Collin, the National series has been enriched by the type of

Acanthomeraflavipes Macq. (stated by Macquart— Zoc. cit.—to be

from Brazil),'and two other $ $ , all of which unfortunately are

without locality labels. In the case of Macquart's type the

abdomen is russet-brown (" brun vineux," apud Macquart, loc.

cit.), a fact which misled Enderlein (Zool. Anz., Bd. xli. p. 101

(1912)) into treating A.fiavipes Macq. as specifically distinct from

A. picta Wied. Enderlein, however (t. cit. p. 105), is perfectly

correct in regarding A. teretruncum Fiebrig as a synonym of
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A. picta Wied., and indeed, so long ago as 1908, the present

writer placed a manuscript note in the Museum collection

drawing attention to this identity.

The species under discussion is represented in the Hope Depart-

ment of the Oxford University Museum by two $ $ ,
one of

whicli is of ordinary size (total length, including ovipositor and

facial beak, 41-2 mm. ; wing-expanse 73 mm.), while the other

is a diminutive example, with dimensions (total length, including

ovipositor and facial beak, 29 mm. : wing-expanse 50-5 mm.) much
below normal. Both specimens are unfortunately without locality

labels; the larger of the two is labelled " Miers coll.," while the

other, probably collected by Bates on the Amazons, bears a label

in Westwood's handwriting, with the words " E Mus. Saunders.

1867."

In the wing-marking of Fanlophthahuus pictus a. characteristic

feature is a broad,dark brown, Li-shaped blotch, the shoi'ter arm

of which meets the costa in such a way as to include the tip of

the mediastinal vein, while the longer arm embraces the thiid

longitudinal vein between the anterior transverse vein and the

bifurcation of the former, without being in contact with either.

Fiebrig's interesting observations on the preliminary stages

atid bionomics of " ^. teretruncum" have already been referred

to (vide suj'ira, p. 556).

Pantophthalmus chuni Enderl.

Acanthomera chuni Enderlein, Zool. Anz., Bd. xli. ' no. 3,

pp. 102, 103, fig. 4 (December 20, 1912).

This fine species—described by its author from two $ $ from

Peru, in the Zoological Museum, Stettin—is represented in the

National Collection by a single $ from lirazil (11. Amazons

—

precise locality unknown: IT. W. Bates), measuring 42 mm. in

length from the tip of the prominent facial beak to the end of

the ovipositor, and having a wing-expanse of 70*6 mm. On the

second and third abdominal tergites, conspicuous against the

velvety-black or sooty-black gro\ind-colour, are half-a-dozen

specimens of the Acarid pai-asite already noticed in connection

with several other species.

By the courtesy of Dr. Hugh Scott, the writer has been per-

mitted to examine a 5 of this species in the ITniversity Museum
of Zoology, Oambi'idge. Except that its dimensions (length from

tip of facial beak to end of ovipositor 29 mm., wing-expanse
53"75 mm.) are much below normal, this example, which was
likewise taken on the River Amazons {Nevile Goodmcm, 1879),

agrees with that already mentioned.

In spite of certain apparent discrepancies, there can be no
doubt as to the correctness of the identification of the Brazilian

specimens i-eferred to above. The description of P. (Acanthomera)

chuni furnished by Enderlein is seriously misleading in more than

one respect. In the first place the German author speaks of the
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face as being " very broad and very greatly widened in front "
;

a comparison, however, of the British Museum specimen with
examples of other species shows that the $ of P. chuni is in no
way abnormal in this respect. Secondly, both in the diagnostic
table on p. 102 {loc. cit.) and in the detailed description on the
following page, Enderlein speaks of a single, relatively narrow
thoracic stripe. On the other hand, in actual fact, not only does
the dorsum of the thorax exhibit the three dark tlioracic stripes

so constantly seen in representatives of the family Pantoph-
thalmidaj, but, even regarding the thoracic markings as con-
sisting of a single stripe, bearing on its surface a pair of paler,

admedian stripes, the measurements given by Enderlein himself,

which agree in detail with the corresponding measurements taken
from the British Museum specimen, show that as a characterization

"relatively narrow" is entirely unwarranted.

Pantophthalmus conspicabilis, sp. n. (Text-fig. 5.)

2 •—Length (one specimen), including ovipositor and facial

beak, 42 mm. ; width of head 10'5 mm. ; width of front at vertex
1-8 mm. (immediately above base of antennae just under 2 mm.);
lengtli of facial beak just under 3 mm.; greatest width of

abdomen (across third tergite) just under 16 mm. ; length of wing
31'5 mm.
In 5 sex, at least as represented hy typical specimen, a grey and

black species, loith prominent, sharp-pointed facial beak ; almost

parallel-sided front; conspicuously striped thorax; blunt-edged

abdomen, which on dorsal surface, on each lateral border, hears ttoo

co7ispicuo'us silvery-white spots and a fringe of short hair ; icings

marbled ivith sejna and light hihff, somewhat resembling those of
Pantophthalmus (Acanthomera) chuni Enderl., Imt differing in

details of pattern ; and with hind femora incrassate toioards tips,

and bearing a small spine on under surface and a large terminal
spine.

Head: face and jowls sepia-coloured or mummy-brown, inner

margin of each eye bounding face with a narrow, smoke-grey,
pollinose edging, which above sends ofTan extension to meet base

of facial beak, while below a similar but silvery-grey extension

connects pollinose edging of eye with buccal cavity ; facial beak
long and sharp-pointed, its expanded basal portion dark brown
above, russet-brown on sides below, the shining tip blackish-

brown ; front (frons) of moderate width, and only very slightly

broader at its anterior extremity than at vertex ; front and
occiput, including posterior orbits, uniformly olive-bufF or pale

olive-buff pollinose, except that the conspicuous ocellar tubercle,

Avhich is distinctly separated from vertical margin of occiput,

is mummy-brown, and that in certain aspects, at least in

t^'pical specimen, behind ocellar tubercle, on vertical margin
of occiput, and also on central anterior portion of front,

above base of antennoB, ground-colour shows through pollinose
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covering, nud appears more or less tawny or ochraceous-sahnon-

coloured ; upper portion of occiput, except posterior orbits,

clothed with line, ochraceous-buff hair, basioccipital region and

lower portion of occiput, except posterior orbits, clothed, like

jowls, with fine, brownish or dark brown hair; first and second

segments of palpi dull tawny-olive (second segment dark brown
shortly before distal extremity), clothed on sides and below with

blackish hair which is longer towards tip of second segment,

distal segment russet-coloured with a thin greyish-pollinose

covering, cylindrical and acuminate, considerably thicker than

base of proximal segment, but less swollen than is typically the

case in the genus lihaj)hiorhynchii,s, distal segment at base and on

outer surface bearing a few short black hairs ; antennce in $
5*6 mm. in length in case of type, agreeing generally in shape,

and in form and relative dimensions of the eight divisions of the

third (compound) segment, with antenna of rantojyhthahaus

(Acanthomera) chuni Enderl., $ , as figured (Zool. Anz., Bd. xli.

no. 3, p. 104, fig. 4, December 20, 1912) by its author; first and

second segments of antennpe mummy-brown, distal extremity of

second segment sparsely fringed with short, ochreous hairs,

proximal division of third segment mummy-brown, next six

divisions tawny, terminal (elongate and attenuate) division paler

(pinkish-cinnamon), entire antennae, when viewed from certain

angles, clothed with a thin, silvery-grey, pollinose covering.

Thorax: dorsum of main portion (scutum) silvery-grey (a deep

border on each side, extending from humeral to postalar calli

inclusive, silvery), median area in front of transverse suture when
viewed from certain angles tinged with pinkish-cinnamon (at

least in case of type), owing to ground-colour showing through

;

from inner end of each humeral callus a conspicuous, blackish-

brown longitudinal stripe extends backwards, each stripe being

fairly broad in front and diminishing in width as it passes back,

until at a point about one-thii'd of the distance between trans-

verse suture and pi'cscutellar groove it becomes suddenly attenuate,

and is thence continued as a narrow extension as far as the pre-

scutellar groove, in front of which it is connected Avith its fellow

;

attenuate portion of blackish-brown longitudinal stripes 'scarcely

noticeable from certain angles, and completely visible only when
insect is viewed at a low angle from behind ; in middle line,

between the two blackish-brown stripes, is an incomplete, paler

(brownish-drab) longitudinal stripe, which, commencing as a

deltoid expansion resting upon posterior commissure between the

attenuate ends of the blackish-brown stripes, extends foi^wards,

disappearing (in case of type, at least) before reaching trans-

verse suture, but reappearing on level of latter, and tapering to

a point and terminating between humeral calli; on upper

margin of lateral silvery border on each side, between inner

extremities of humeral and postalar calli, is a narrow, longi-

tudinal brownish streak, which, following configuration of

thorax, curves outwaids in front of transverse suture, and makes
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a similar but rather flatter curve behind it; scutellum mummy-
brown (posterior border, which is thickly covered Avith small,

polished, rounded tubercles, mainly blackish -brown), lateral

extremities of dorsal surface silvery-grey ; dorsum of scutum
clothed with fine, short, silky, yellowish or brownish hair, which
becomes longer on hind border; scutellum, except anterior half

of dorsal surface, which is bare, clothed with short, dark brown
or blackish-bi"own hair; pleurse and pectus mummy-brown
(appearing darker when viewed from certain angles), clothed
with fine, dark brown hair. Abdomen (at least in case of type,

and except as regards the lateral silvery-white spots) uniformly
blackish-brown or brownish-black above and below (ventral

surface perhaps rather more brownish than dorsal) ; second and

Tcxb-fi"ure 5.

Pantophthalmus conspicabilis Austen, ? , X IJ.

third tergites each with a conspicuous, silvery-white spot on each
side, close to posterior angle ; lateral borders of dorsum clothed
with blackisn-brown hair, which on second and two followino-
tergites forms a not very conspicuous fringe on each side (on
lateral margins of fourth tergite the fringe is longer and sparser
than on the two preceding tergites) ; first sternite, and central
area of second, clothed with fine, dark brownish hair. Wings
marked as shown in text-fig. 5, the dark blotches on costal border
sharply defined and conspicuous; veins sepia-coloured or
cinnamon-brown, in pale areas usually paler (pinkish-cinnamon).
Ilalteres : stalks cinnamon-brown, knobs blackish-brown. Legs :

front femora with a small but distinct terminal spine, which on
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1923, No. XXXVIII. 38
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middle femora is represented by a blunt triangular projection

;

hind legs with a veiy small, somewhat blunt and triangular, sub-

femoral spine ; terminal spine on hind femora large, long (1 mm.
in length) and sharp ; length of hind femur (exclusive of terminal

spine) 15-6 mm.; hind femora distinctly thickened towards distal

extremity, clothed with fine, short, blackish hair, which is longer

on flexor surface and, owing to greater density, especially notice-

able between subfemoral spine and tip, distal extremities of

extensor and posterior surfaces clothed mainly with bright,

appressed, russet-coloured hair; hind tibise thickly clothed with

fine, black hair, longer than elsewhere on extensor surface, where

it forms a conspicuous fringe; femora reddish-brown, darker

towards distal extremities, tips of hind pair reddish-brown ;
front

tibiie russet-coloured, clothed on flexor surface with short,

olistening, ochraceous-tawny hair; middle tibiai russet-brown,

clothed for most part with dark brown hairs ; hind tibite black

;

first segment of tarsi buff-yellow, extreme tip brown ; remaining

segments of front tarsi sepia-coloured, second segment, except

distal third, and extreme bases of following segments cinnamon-

buft', last three segments of front tarsi clothed above with dark

brown hairs, tip of last segment and distal angles of preceding

^segments clothed with bright ochraceous-tawny hairs ; second

seo'inent of middle tarsi cinnamon-brown, darker at distal

extremity, last three segments of middle tarsi dark brown, clothed

above with similarly coloured hair, tip of last segment clothed

with tawny hair; last four segments of hind tarsi blackish-brown,

second segment paler at base ; claws orange-cinnamon or russet,

their tips black ;
pulvilli and empodia ochraceous-tawny.

Colombia (— Chevrolat) : ex coll. W. W. (Saunders.

In the 5 sex, at any rate, the handsome species described

above, although at the first glance presenting a certain superficial

resemblance to Pantophthalmus (Acanthomera) chuni Enderl.

{vide supra), is distinguishable inter alia owing to the pallor of

the front (frons) and of the dorsum of the thorax ; the reduction

in the striping of the latter as regards the median longitudinal

stripe and the distal extremities of the paired dark stripes; and

the shorter, much moi'e densely hairy and consequently apparently

stouter hind tibife. In the case of the type, at least, of P. con-

spicabilis, as compared with the specimen of P. chuni referred to

on p. 576, the lateral silvery-white spots on the dorsum of the

abdomen are blunter and rounder.

This species is in any case closely allied to, and may ultimately

prove to be identical with, Pantophthalmus kerteszianus {Acan-

thomera kertesziana) Enderlein, described (Zool. Anz., Bd. xliv.

no. 13, p. 578, July 28, 1914) from two ? $ from Peru, in the

Museums of Budapest and Stettin. Since, however, Endei-leiu

(t. cit. p. 579), in describing the wing in P. kertesziamcs, says

that the " basal fourth and a large spot on the anterior margin "

are " pale ochreous," it seems wiser, provisionally at any rate, to

regard P. conspicahilis as distinct.
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Pautophthalinus conspicuus, sp. n. (Text-figs. 6, 7.)

5 ,—Length (one specimen), including ovipositor and facial

beak, 36"2 mm. ; width of head 9*4 mm. ; widtli of front at vertex

1 -8 mm.
;

greatest width of abdomen (across third tergite)

14-5 mm. ; length of wing 28 mm.
In $ sex, at least in case of typical specimen, a grey, honey-

yellow or isabella-coloured {probably in life green) and black

sjyecies, with facial beak represented by a blunt, rounded prominence,

conspicuoitsly Uack-strijyed thorax, blunt-edged abdomen, and no

subfemoral spine on hind legs; lateral borders of first four

abdominal teryites black, with two large, silvery-white spots on each

side ; vnngs marked as shown in text-fig. 6, broadly cream-buff or

buff-yellow at base; hind femora somewhat incrassate towards tips,

hind tibiae thickly clothed toith black hair, appearing stout.

Head : front (frons) light greyish-olive pollinose, of moderate

and uniform width, oceUar tubercle black; face and jowls

mummy-brown, tip of bluntly rounded facial beak reddish, inner

and lower orbits bordering face and jowls narrowly olive-bufl

pollinose, jowls and basioccipital region clothed with dark brown

or blackish-brown hair ; occiput dark olive-bu(F pollinose, appear-

ing bulfy-bi-own in certain areas and mummy-brown below

vertex, clothed with fine, brownish hair, which has an ochraceous-

tawny or cinnamon-brown sheen, posterior orbits light buff'

pollinose, bare; first and second segments oi palpi sepia-coloured,

to"-ether shorter than distal seghient and clothed with dark

brown or blackish-brown hair, distal segment russet-coloured,

cylindrical, tapering somewhat towards tip and ending bluntly,

with a few blackish hairs on inner side towards base; aniennce

thinly olive-bufFor smoke-grey pollinose, first and second segments

tawny, distal e.x^tremity of se.cond segment fringed with bright

ochraceons-tawny hairs, third (compound) segment russet-brown,

terminal division paler (cinnamon- or pinkish-cinnamon-coloured).

Thorax : dorsum of main portion (scutum) pale smoke-grey pol-

linose (ground-colour largely chestnut-brown or russet, ground-

colour of humeral calli pinkish-bufi*), with two • straight and

complete, converging, longitudinal black stripes of uniform width,

which in front are in contact Avith inner ends of humeral calli,

and posteriorly meet together in prescutellar groove ; in middle

lino a brownish, du,sky stripe (visible at least when insect is

regarded at an angle of 45° from behind), commencing on front

mavo-in as an elongate black spot, extends backwards and becomes

indistinct shortly after passing level of transverse suture

;

scutellum, except lateral extremities, Avhich are whitish-grey

pollinose and clothed with pale hair, blackish- brown, clothed

above with short blackish hair, and below with brownisli hair

:

dorsum of scutum clothed in front with short yellowish hair, and

posteriorly with short blackish or black hair, on each side above

pleuraj and in front of transverse suture an area of longer, dark

brown or brownish hair, posteriorly ochraceous-tawuy at base

;

38*
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pleurte and upper border of pectus black, clothed with black or

blackish hair, central area of pectus light greyish-olivo poUiuose

(ground-colour chostnut-brown), clothed with fine, cinnaniou-buff-

coloured hair. Abdomen; first four tergites, at least incase of

type, honey-yellow or isabella-coloured, here and there irregularly

mottled with dnrk green or greyish-olive, their lateral extremities

black, fifth tergite dark olive, rather less than posterior half of

preceding tergite similarl)^ coloured in centre, second and third

tergites each with a large, bluntly triangular, silvery-white spot

in each posterior angle, not quite reaching hind margin in either

case, lirst tergite with a pair of very small v/hitish spots in

corresponding position but further from hind margin, ovipositor

black or blackish-brown (distal extremity cinnamon-coloured);

Text-fiajure 6.

FantophtJialiinis conspiciins Anstcu, ^. X I5.

lateral boxxlers of first four tergites, except silvery-white spots,

clothed with fine, short, black hair, Avhich, though longer on outer
edges, does not form a conspicuous fringe ; first four tergites,

except lateral extremities, sparsely clothed with short, or minute
and inconspicuous, ochraoeoiis-buff or ochraceous- orange ha,irs;

first four sternites clove-brown (their lateral extremities blackish-
brown), with a shimmering, smoke-grey, poUinose covering and
sparsely clothed with short, ochraceous-orange hairs, ventral
surface of projecting lateral extremities of first four tergites
black, fifth sfernite blackish-brown, sparsely clothed with
similarly coloured hair, coloration of ventral surface of ovipositor
same as that of dorsal. Wings: infuscated (blackish-brown) area
chiefly confined to distal third and jwsterior two-thirds, but first
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basal cell with an elongate dusky blotch occupying part of its

distal two-thirds, but not extending either to tip or to hind
border of the cell, an elongate brovvni.sh streak in second costal

cell above foregoing blotch, a large pale spot on fork of third

longitudinal vein, and a more or less distinct pale streak along
costa at tip of marginal cell ; infuscated area in discal cell not in

contact with boundaries of cell at any point except on anterior
biisal transverse vein, across centre of which it is connected
with large infuscated area in second basal cell, which again
is continuous with infuscated axillary cell and alula, through
infuscjition occupying greater part of anal cell; veins mummy-
brown or cinnamon-brown. Ilalteres: stalks tawny-olive, Icnobs

dusky dull green or dusky olive-green. Legs : coxse and tro-

chanters tawny or russet-coloured, clothed mainly with tawnj^ or

ochreous haii's, front coxte on outer side blackish and clothed with
similarly coloured hair; front and middle femora with a bluntly

triangular projection at distal extremity, terminal spine on hind

femora not unusually large ; front and middle femora chestnut-

brown, with an ill-defined dark brown band before distal ex-

tremity, hind femora similarly coloured but darker, femora
clothed mainly with dark brown or blackish hair, front and
middle femora sparsely clothed at base on under side with short

tawny hair, tips of all femora, at least above, and base of hind

femora, clothed with glistening cinnamon-rufous hair, par-

ticularly noticeable at tips of hind femora on extensor surface,

where it is short and closely appressed ; front tibiae russet, clothed

largely with short, glistening tawny or cinnamon-rufous hairs,

with longer and sparser dark bi'own hairs on extensor surface,

middle tibia? chestnut-brown (darker on anterior surface), extensor

surface sparsely clothed with dark brown hair, flexor surface and
tips, which are paler, clothed with short, glistening, appressed,

cinnamon-rufous hair; hind tibise black (extreme tips paler and

clothed with ochraceous-tawny hair) ; first three segments of front

and middle tarsi, except tips, ochraceous-buff, last two segments

and tips of preceding segments cinnamon-brown ; front and middle

tarsi entirely clotiied with glistening, appressed, ochraceous-

tawny hairs, longer at distal extremity of upper surface of ter-

minal segment, minute or short elsewhere; first segment of hind

tarsi warm bulF or cinnamon-buff (extreme tip faintly cinnamon-

brown), clothed with short, glistening, appressed, cream-bufF hair;

last four segments of hind tarsi cinnamon-brown, clothed (as

also extreme tip of first segment) with glistening, appressed,

ochraceous-tawny hairs ; claws tawny or russet-coloured, their

tips black; pulvilli and empodia ochraceous-tawny.

British Honduras: Oorozal, 26. ix. 1922, "came to light, at

night " {Dr. F. L. Davis). The collector of the type, who has

been kind enough to present the specimen to the National

Collection, writes that, although resident in British Honduras

for very many years, he cannot remember having met with this

species previously.
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Apart from the coloration of the abdomen, as exhibited in the

case of the typical specimen at least, Pantophihalmus conspicuus

in the $ sex exliibits a certain superficial resemblance both to

P. chuni Enderl. and P. conspicabilis Austen. From both of

these species it is, however, distinguishable inter alia owing to

the wings being broadly pale (cream-buft* or buft- yellow) at the

base, and to the facial beak being bluntly rounded at the tip

instead of acuminate. From P. chuni, apart from any other

characters, it is further distinguished by its stout, furry hind

tibise, and pale front (fions).

The type of P. conspicuus was originally preserved and sent to

the Museum in spirit, find there is reason to believe that, owing

either to this, or to natural post-mortem changes, tlie coloration

of the disc of the abdomen (exclusive of tiie lateral borders) has

suffered alteration, and that it was originally green. This at iiny

I'nte seems a natural deduction from the fact thtit traces ol' green

are visible hero and there in the first four abdominal tergites,

and that the halteres are still more or less green {vide descrip-

tion above). In any case, this is not the only instance in which

a representative of this family is more or less green in life, since,

according to the late Prof. Hermann (Deutsch. Ent. Z., Jahrg.

1916, Heft i. pp. 43, 45, April 1, 1916), the Brazilian Pant-

ophthalmits alienus Herm., in the female sex at any rate, in

which the ground-colour of the abdomen is dull velvety-black,

has the hind margins of the first four tergites apple-green, Avhile

there are indications that in life the scutellum and halteres are

of the same colour. It is of course well known that in those

instances among Diptera—highly exceptional if the Ohironomidte

be excluded— in which the predominant colour in life is green,

the green pigment after death is often or usually, largely or

entirely, i-eplaced by yellow. As cases in point, it will suffice

to mention Oxycera trilineata Fabr., and other Stiatiomyid.'e,

such as the South American Odontomyia pulchra Wiod. ; Tabaims
fasciatus Fabr., of West and Central Africa ; and the European
J) idea alneti Fin.

What is almost certainly the male sex of P. conspicuus is

represented by a solitary (S {cf. text-fig. 7) from the R. Amazons,
Brazil (II. W. Bates), in the Hope Department, UniverKsity

Museum, Oxford (ex coll. W. W, Saunders). - The dimensions of

this specimen are as follows :—Length 29'6 mm. ; width of hend

just over 8 mm. ; greatest width of abdomen (across hind margin
of second tergite) 9'4 mm. ; length of wing 24*4 mm. Viewed
from above and slightly from in front, the dorsum of the thoiax,

except the hind border of the scutellum, is unstriped and
uniformly silvery, forming a striking colour-contrast with the

dorsum of the abdomen, which is ochraceous-tawny ; the lateral

extremities of the first four abdominal tergites are black and
deflexed, while the posterior a.ngles of the second and third

tergites are each occupied by a large, bluntly triangular, silvery-

white spot, lateral borders and spots being scarcely noticeable
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from above. The other principal external characters are as fol-

lows:

—

Head : frontal and vertical triangles smoke-grey pollinose,

ocellar tubercle dark brov^^n ; face and jowls sepia-coloured, jowls

clothed with hair of similar hue, inner orbits bordering face

narrowly pinkish-buff pollinose ; facial beak represented by a low,

elongate oval, tawny-brown area, which is scarcely noticeable
;

occiput shimmering golden-ochraceous-buff pollinose, with darker
reflections, and clothed with fine yellowish hair

; falpi similar

in colour to those of $ , but distal segment considerably (about
one-third) shorter than second; antennce sepia-coloured, style

paler, third (compound) segment cuneate, flattened from side to

side, and deepest (in a dorso-ventral direction) at about one-
fourth of its lengtli from the base. Thorax : rather less than

Text-figure 7.

Presumptive ^ of Pantophthalmus consj>iciius Austen. X IJ. (Prom a specimen

in the Hope Department, Universitj' Museum, Oxford).

posterior half of scutellum blackish-brown, clothed with brownish
hair, dividing line between infuscated and silvery areas straight

;

dorsum of scutum, except lateral borders immediately above
pleurae, clothed with fine, short, reflexed, whitish hair, lateral

borders clothed with longer hair, light ochraceous buff in front

of, and yellowish behind transverse suture, under side of

postalar calli blackish-brown ; viewed at a slight angle from
behind, dorsum of scutum shows unpigmented longitudinal

stripes, corresponding to the paired blaclc stripes and commence-
ment of a median stripe exhibited by the $ ;

pleurre and lateral

borders of pectus dark clove-brown or blackish-brov/n, clothed

with similarly coloured hair, remainder of pectus light ochraceous-

buff, clothed with fine, silky hair of similar colour. Abdomen :
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venter ochraceous-buif, pinkish-bufl" pollinose, sparsely clothed

with tine, glistening ochreous hairs, lateral extremities of sternites

brownish ; dorsum, except lateral borders of first four segments,

clothed with ochreous or ochraceous-bufF hairs, for most part

minute and inconspicuous except on first and sixth segments,

lateral borders of first four tergites, exce])t silvery-white spots,

clothed with black or blackish hair. Winys {cp. text-figs. 6 »Si 7)

with markings corresponding extremely closely to those exhibited

by 5 , but tips paler. Halteres cinnamon-buflf. Legs agreeing

in all essential respects Avith those of $ ; coloration of hind coxje

and their hairy covering as in case of adjacent area of pectus.

Pantophthalmus vittatiis Wied,

Acanthomera vittata Wiedemann, Auss. zweifl. Ins. i. p. 109

(1828).

Acanthomera fulvida Bigot, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., 5*"- Scr., T. x.,

Bulletin, p. v (1880). [New synonym.]

A note in the National Collection in the handwriting of the

late Baron 0. il. Osten Sacken, and bearing the initials " 0. S.,"

confirms the correctness of the identification of P. vittaius

{Acanthomera vittata) Wied. as given above.

The following are the specimens of this species in the British

Museum : a J , from the R. Amazons, Brazil {II. W. Bates)
;

a 2 , also from Brazil, but exact provenance unknown, taken

prior to 1849 {Mrs. Noel)\ and two $ $ (the type and paratype

of Acanthomera fulvida Big.), from Guiana {ex coll. J. Bigot

:

presented by J. E. Collin, F.E.S.).

The two latter examples represent a form of P. vittatus in

which the dark lateral spots on the dorsum of the abdomen are

equally well developed in both sexes. Bigot himself {loc. cit.)

mentions only a single specimen, but, since the alteimative

measurements given by this author agree with the respective

lengths of the $ $ referred to, his remark '' Speci7nen uniciom"

is probably a lapsus calami.

There are six specimens of P. vittatus—all 5 $—in the Hope
Department of the University Museum, Oxford. Of these, three

are simply labelled " Miers coll.", and bear no further indication

of provenance ; of the remainder, one has a label with the words

"S. S. Saunders, Bahia, Bz."; another is labelled "E Mus.

Saundei"s, 1867"; and a label attached to the sixth example

shows that this specimen was taken in Brazil, and purchased

from Higgins in 1871. Considerable variation in size is notice-

able in the Oxford series ; while the dimensions of the largest

$ (total length, including ovipositor and short facial beak,

32'25 mm. ; wing-expanse 57 mm.) are approximately the same
as those of Mrs. Noel's specimen in the National Collection, the

corresponding measurements of the smallest example in the

possession of the Hope Department are 24*6 mm. and 40 mm.
respectively—practically the same as those of the smaller of the
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two 2 2 from the Bigot collection, presented to the British

Museum by Mr. Collin.

The c? find 5 in the British Museum, collected respectively

by H. W. Bates and Mrs. Noel, are each pseudo-pai-asitized by
nymphs of the usual species of Gamasid mite. In the case of

the c5' , there is only a single Acarid, which is on the upper

surface of the abdomen ; the pseudo-parasites on the $ are

present on both sides of the abdomen, and, although only in

small numbers, aie more plentiful above than below. One of the

specimens in the Oxford collection is similarly infested.

Pantophthalmus bellardii Bell.

Acanthomera hellardii Bellardi, Saggio di Ditterol. Messicana,

Appendice, p. 16, Tav. iii. fig. 11 (1862).

Acanthomera championi Osten Sacken, Biol. Centr.-Amer.,

Diptera, vol. i. p. 67, Tab. iii. fig. 16 (1886). [New synonym.]

Paniophthalmus helleri Enderlein, Zool. Anz., Bd. xli. no. 3,

pp. 108, 110, (igs. 8, 1) (Dec. 20, 1912).

Although nothing can be said with reference to the male of

P. hellardii, since it is at present unknown, in the female sex,

as shown by the extensive series of specimens available to the

writer for comparison, the species is normally one of the finest

of its family, and is conspicuous, even among the huge Diptera

with which this paper is concerned, as much on account of the

dark coloration of the body and wings, as by reason of the shape

of its shining abdomen. While females of P. bellai'dii of ordinary

size are certainly not larger—perhaps if anything actually less

bulky—than corresponding examples of P. tahaninus Thunb.,

the great breadth often exhibited by the flat abdomen, combined
with the shining black surface of the first four abdominal tergites

(except the base, hind border and lateral extremities of the first,

and the hind borders and lateral extremities of the remainder),

serves to make the present species noticeable among its congeners,

among which, in actual size of the largest examples, females of

P. tahaninus are its only rivals. It is therefore not a little

curious, as well as unfortunate, that the holotype of P. hellardii

—formerly in the Bigot collection, and generously presented to

the British Museum (Natural History) by Mr. J. E. Collin,

F.E.S.—is one of the smallest Pantophthalmids yet seen. The
dimensions of a large female of P. hellardii in the National

Collection are as follows :—Total length (ovipositor and short,

blunt, facial beak included) 53'5 mm.; greatest breadth (measured

across the third abdominal segment) 20'o mm.; wing-expanse

86 mm. (nearly 3|^ inches). The corresponding measurements
in the case of the type are respectively 24, 9*5, and 43 mm.
Moreover, apart from its diminutive proportions, the type of

P. hellardii is anything but typical, since it is faded, rubbed, and
somewhat shrunken, having in all probability originally been
preserved in spirit before being pinned. Nevertheless, the
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specific identity of Bellardi's type with even the largest member
of the series of specimens under discussion is beyond question,
and the examination of a small female of F. bellardii, which has
been in the National Collection for upwards of fifty-five years,

entirely supports this conclusion. In the latter specimen, as in

the type, the shining transverse bands on the dorsum of the
abdomen are russet-brown instead of black, and a similar colora-

tion is exhibited by one or more of the lai-ger females of

P. bellardii in the British Museum.
The particulars with reference to the fifteen specimens of

this species (including the type and paratypes of Acanthomera
championi 0. Sack.) in the National Collection are as follows:

—

One 5 (liolotype of the species), Mexico (— Salle), ex coll. Bigot,

presented by J. E, Collin, F.E.S. ; one $ (type of Acanthomera
championi 0. Sack.), Chontales, Nicaragua {E. M. Janson) ; one

2 , Orizaba, Mexico (— Salle) ; one $ , Bugaba, Panama (G. 0.

Champion); one 2 , R. Dagua, Colombia (\V. F. E. Rosenberg) ;

one § ,
provenance unknown \ex coll. W. W. Saunders). The

remaining nine specimens, presented to the British Museum
(Natural History) by Mr. J. E. Collin, F.E.S., previously formed
part of the collection of the late J. M. F. Bigot, where they were
placed above the label " A. heydeni, Wied." * Of these examples,
one is from Mexico, two are from Nicaragua, and the remainder
(if the general label can be trusted) from Brazil,

Of the two females of F. bellardii belonging to the Hope
Department, University Museum, Oxford, one is from Chontales,
Nicaragua, 1870 (^, M. Janson), the other from Peru ("E Mus.
Saunders, 1867 ").

From what has been stated above, it will have been seen that

P. bellardii, at any rate in the female sex, is, like other species

of Pantophthalmidro, subject to great variation in size.

Infestation by Gamasid nymphs of the usual species is

exhibited by at least two of the specimens in the National
Collection ; in the cases referred to, the pseudo-parasites in small

numbers are clustered together beneath the hind mai-gins of one
or more of the distal abdominal tergites, commencing with the
fourth. An Acarid pseudo-parasite of a different kind, deter-

mined by Mr. A. S. Hirst as an adult female of a species of

Macrocheles, was found on the front (frons) of one of the
Brazilian females from the Bigot collection.

According to Enderlein (Zool. Anz., Bd. xliv. no. 13, p. 585,
July 28, 191 4), P. helleri Enderl. is a synonym of P. {Acantho-
mera) champioyii 0. Sack. It would be impossible to arrive at

such a conclusion from a perusal of Enderlein's original descrip-

tion of P. helleri {vide sujyra), in which the front (frons) in the
female is explicitly stated to be narrowed posteriorly, and to be
less than twice as long as broad.

* Acanthomera heydenii Wicd., though tvcnted as a valid species by Eiiderloin
(Zool, Anz., Bd. xli. p. 102 (1912)), is iu reality synonymous with FanfopJtthalmus
tabanimis Tiiunb, (c/. p, 5G2),
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Pantoplithalmus spleiididus, sp. n. (Text-fig. 8.)

5 ,—Length (one specimen), including ovipositor and facial

beak, 37-0 mm. ; width of head 8'4 mm. ;
width of front at

vertex 1-25 mm.
;
greatest width of abdomen (across base of third

tergite) 12-6 mm.; length of wing 28 mm.; wing-expanse

64*65 mm.
In 5 sex, at least as represented by type, handsome, blackish-

hroivn, black and orange-rufous species, with sviall, inconspicuous

and only moderately sharply jjointed facial beak ; dorsum of thorax

hearing a jxiir of admedian, sharply defined and conspicuous, pale

olive-buff pollinose, longitudinal stripes, apparent colour of which

is, in certain aspects, someivhat altered by hairy covering ; blunt-

edged abdomen, in which ante7'ior portion of both second and third

tergites is shining, and dorsinn of which is black at base, then

largely orange-rtcfous, with a black border on each side, in which

are a small lohite sjjot, and iioo short, transverse, silvery-white

streaks ; dusky wings, with sharply defined, cinnamon-buff' mark-

ings, as shoum mi text-fig. 8; hindfemora and tibim not so thickly

clothed with hair as to appear furry, hind femora fairly stout,

somewhat, though not very noticeably, incrassate towards tips, and

with small subfemoral and terminal spines.

Head: front (frons), jowls and basioccipital region black or

blackish-brown, face mummy-brown, inner orbits bordering face

and at least upper portion of front more or less bufFy-brown or

sepia-coloured ; front of moderate width, somewhat broader at

anterior extremity than at vertex ; ocelli, at least in type, orange-

cinnamon ; facial beak shining black, its base enveloped above

with a narrow, matt, mummy-brown covering
;
jowls and basi-

occipital region clothed with fine, blackish-brown or dark

mummy-brown hair ; occiput smoke-grey pollinose,^ posterior

orbits narrowly pale smoke-grey ;
palpi black or blackish-brown,

distal segment somewhat swollen, pointed at tip, distinctly shorter

than remaining portion of palpi, which is clothed with blackish

hair, distal segment clothed with similar hair at base, and bear-

ing two or three hairs of same kind at tip ; antenna; slender (i. e.

depth of third (compound) segment not greatly increased at base),

blackish-brown or black, paler towards distal extremity, terminal

division of third segment greyish cinnamon-coloured at tip, first

and second segments somewhat sparsely clothed with black hairs.

Thorax : dorsum, so far as can be seen, with no trace of small or

minute, shining, rounded, wart-like tubercles, with which as a

rule in Pantophthalmidae this region is characteristically and

plentifully besprinkled ; scutellum, sides of main portion of dorsum

(scutum) behind humeral calli, and central area of dorsum in

front of prescutellar groove and behind ends of olive-buflf pollinose

stripes chestnut-brown, this hue being darker on sides of scutum

and brighter in case of scutellum ;
admedian, olive-buff pollinose

stripes separated in middle line by a narrow, tapering, chocolate-

brown stripe, and bordered on each side by a much broader,
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blackish or blackish-brown longitudinal stripe, which, commencing

on front border and occupying entire space between humeral callus

and corresponding admedian stripe, is continued backwards to

prescutellar groove, becoming constantly narrower as it passes

backwards, and in particular diminishing markedly in width after

passing beyond end of olive-bulf stripe, which itself disappears

shortly after crossing transverse suture ; behind latter, bordering

each blackish or blackish-brown stripe on outer side, is a fairly

broad, curved, shining stripe ; humeral calli light ochraceous-buff

in front, blackish-brown behind, outer extremity in each case

shining, pointed, and reddish-brown ; olive-buft' poUinose stripes

clothed with fine, ochraceous-tawny hair, remainder of dorsum of

Text-figure 8.

Fantophthalmus splendidus Austen, ? . X H-

scutum covered with fine russet-brown or russet-coloured hair,

lateral borders of scutum in front of transverse suture clothed

with dark brown hair, scutellum and oblong median area

immediately in front of it clothed with bright russet-coloured

hair
;
pleurse and pectus mummy-brown, clothed with similarly

coloured hair, rounded knob below base of wing on each side

shining blackish-brown. Abdomen : first tergite black, clothed

with fine black or blackish hair, and having on each lateral edge,

a short distance in front of posterior angle, a small white spot

;

second and two following tergites orange-rufous (shining anterior

border of second tergite mainly reddish-brown, at least in case of

type), lateral borders black, shading oft" somewhat into brown on
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inner margin, a short, transverse, silveiy-white streak just in

front of each posterior angle of second and third tergites ; apart
from silvery-white streaks just mentioned, on both second and
third tergites non-shining area is confined to posterior lialf of

segment, is of less depth tlian shining ai-ea in front of it, and has
its extremities, which are far from reaching lateial margins,
tfipored and rounded off; fifth tergite black, moderately shining
and narrowly margined (incompletely so in front) with orange-
rufous ; remaining tergites blackish-brown or dark brown
(terminal lobes or valves ochraceous-buff, sjiaisely clothed with
ochraceous-tawny hairs); orange-rufous area of dorsum, as also

Mtli tergite, thinly clothed with glistening, decumbent, ochraceous-
tawny hair, shining anterior border of second tergite clothed with
similar hair, second and following tergites othervv'ise for most
part thinly clothed with black hair ; venter black (second and two
or three following sternites shining), thinly clothed with black
hairs. Wings (apart from cinnamon-buff markings) mummy-
brown over rather less than proximal three-fourths of costal

border, then lighter or darker sepia-coloured, typical specimen at

any rate with a distinctly paler area in centre of certain cells,

such as discal and second posterior ; cinnamon-buff" markings
more sharply defined and more restricted than in case of several

other species of Fantophihalmus already described, chief markings
being at base of basal cells (whence extensions are emitted, to

costa on humeral transverse vein, and along fifth longitudinal

vein), between costa and proximal extremity of discal cell (includ-

ing anterior transverse vein and an extension thence for somo
distance along third longitudinal vein), and streaks embracing
respectively distal extremity of second, and anterior branch of

third longitudinal veins, and distal boundaries of second basal and
discal cells; costa clove-brown at base, otherwise mainly cinna-
mon-brown, veins elsewhere mummy-brown in darker, ochra-
ceous-tawny in lighter areas. Halteres : (in dried condition, at
any rate) stalks mummy-brown, knobs buff-j^ellow. Legs, except
first segment of hind tarsi, uniformly black and clothed with
black hair ; first segment of hind tarsi light orange-yellow,

clothed with short, ochraceoue-orange hairs, tip of segment
blackish-brown or black, clothed with similarly coloured hairs,

extreme base of segment also blackish-brown; claws black;
pulvilli and empodia ochraceous-buff.

Panama: Chiriqui Volcano, between 5000 and 9000ft., 1915
{ff. J. Watson).

Owing to its distinctive coloration and markings, Pantoph-
thalmtis splendidus—in the $ sex at any rate—cannot be confused
with any of its congeners already known.
The specimen from which the above description has been drawn

up beai's, on the fifth and following abdominal segments, a small
number of nymphs of the species of Gamasid mite (genus Trachytes)
that has been mentioned so often in the course of this paper as
occurring on various species of Pantophthalmidse. In addition to
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these pseudo-parasites, a few other nymphal mites, apparently

conspecific with tlie foregoing, were found on the left side of

the tliorax, among the hair on the antei-ior border of the meso-

pleui'a,

Pantophthalmiis variegatus, sp. n. (Text-fig. 9.)

5 .—Length (four specimens), including ovipositor and facial

beak, 29-5 to 36-25 mm.; width of head 7*5 to 9-2 mm. ; width

of front at vertex 1*4 to ]*5mm.; greatest width of abdomen
(across hind border of second tergito) 9*8 to 13'0 mm. ; length of

wing 25-0 to 28*5 mm. .

Strongly marked species, tvith, in $ sex at any rate, dorsum

of thorax vinaceous-buff, conspicuously striped and spotted with

hlach or hlaclcish-hroion, and with dorsum of abdomen ochraceous-

orange or orange- rufous, with sharply defined blade lateral borders,

in each of xohich are four transversely elongate, silvery -white spots,

the fourth pair of spots less conspicuous than the others and some-

times indistinct ; facial beak prominent bttt not sharp pointed;

tvings strongly infuscated, m,ummy-broiun at base, then sepia-

coloured or fuscous, with ochraceous-bu.for cream-buff marlcings as

shoivn in text-fig. 9 ; hind femora incrassate towards tips, with very

small terminal spine, subfemoral spine liJceivise small, difficult to

distinguish among the hair.

Head : front (frons) warm bufi", of moderate and uniform

width; in middle line, just above bases of antennte, a narrow,

short, somewhat sagittate, brownish streak ; ocellar tubercle black,

bluntly ovate, sharply defined and conspicuous ; face dark seal-

browa (facial orbits narrowly olive-buff), below facial beak with

an ochi-aceous-orange transverse band, extremities of which turn

upwards on each side of base of beak, a similar but piler (light

ochraceous-buii) band, about half_ the depth of the former,

immediately. above bases of palpi; jowls and basioccipital region'

mummy-brown or cinnamon-brown, clothed with similarly

coloured hair; facial beak of moderate length, blunt (not sharp-

pointed) at tip, which is shining black or blackish-brown,

proximal three-f6urths of beak enveloped, except below, with a

matt, dark seal-bi'own, smooth (not transversel}'' rugose) covering
;

occiput light buff ("immediately adjacent to posterior orbits

ochraceous-buff), clothed with glistening, ochraceous-buff hairs,

which become brownish towards , tips ; first and second seg-

ments of palpi sepia-coloured or dark brown, clothed witli

reddish-brown or dark brown hair, and together longer than or

at least as long as distal segment, latter blackish-biown or black

(s(3pia-coloured at base), moderately swollen beyond proximal

fourth, and sparsely clothed, at least on outer side and at base,

with short, reddish-brown hairs ; antenoue warm buff, second

segment with a circlet of russet- coloured hairs at distal extremity,

third (compound) segment slender, showing but little increase of

depth at base. Thorax : dorsum of main portion (scutum)
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vinaceous-buff pollinose, with, as shown in text-fig. 9, on anterior

two-thirds a pair of fairly broad, black or blackish-brown longi-

tudinal stripes, and on each side, behind transverse sutvu-e, a pair

of similarly coloured spots, the larger of which occupies postalar

callus, while the other, much smaller spot is situate above base of

wing, just behind outer extremity of transverse suture ; a short

distance in rear of latter, each longitudinal stripe becomes partially

obliterated or is tapered off obliquely from in front outwards,
and is then continued to prescutellar groove by a narrower and
paler extension, each extension ending on anterior wall of groove
in a somewhat ill-defined, darker, spot-like termination, which
is in contact with its fellow ; scutellum black or blackish-brown,

its outer extremities silver-grey pollinose on a pale ochraceous-

Text-figure 9.

Pantophthalmus variei/alus Auiteu, ^ . Xl},.

bufl' ground; dorsum of scutum clothed with ochraceous-buft'

hair, stripes, spots, and scutellum clothed with brownish or dark

brown hair ; humeral calli warm buff or cream- buff, outer

extremities and a spot on upper surface at base dark brown
;

pleurajand pectus mummy-brown, clothed with similarly coloured

hair. Abdomen: first four tergites, at least in typical series,

ochraceous-orange or orange-rufous, their latei-al extremities,

which are somewhat deflexed, black and sharply defined, with a

transversely elongate, silvery-white spot in posterior angle of

each tergite, spots on fourth tergite smaller than the other.s and
sometimes indistinct ; remaining tergites, including ovipositor,

mummy-brown, a larger or smaller area in centre of base of fifth
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tergite ocliraceous-orange or orange-x'ufous ; sixth and seventh

tergites, fifth tergite except ai-ea just mentioned, and lateral

borders of preceding tergites, except silvery-white spots, clothed

with dark brown, bhxckish or black hair ; first tergite, except

lateral exti-emities, thinly clothed with fine, decumbent, glistening

ochraceous-buft' hairs, remainder of ochraceous-orange or orange-

rufous ai-ea of dorsum very sparsely clothed with short or minute

hairs of similar colour; venter mummy-brown, thinly clothed

with fine, darJc brown hair. Wings : markings very similar to

those exhibited by Pantophthalmus batesi Austen {cf. figs. 9 and 2);

costa, from a sliort distance beyond base, mainly cinnamon-

coloured ; veins elsewhere partly mummy-brown, partly sepia-

coloured, except in pale areas where they are cinnamon-buff;

teguliform swelling at base of costa ochraceous-bulf, large and

conspicuous, llalteres (in dried condition at any rate) sepin-

coloui-ed. Legs : first segment of all tarsi (except extreme tips),

also extreme bases of following segments in case of front pair,

honey-yellow, ochraceous-bufF or creain-bufi", clothed with short,

glistening, cream-coloured or cream-buff hair ; legs otherwise

clove-brown or chocolate-brown (last four segments of hind tarsi

sometimes blackish-brown or black), clothed with fine, similarly

coloured or blackish hair, which is closely set on hind femora and

tibisa, so that these segments, or at least hind tibiae, have a furry

appearance; claws black, sometimes russet-coloured at base;

pulvilli and empodia ochraceous-buff.

Brazil. Holotype, precise locality unknown, before 1849

{Mrs. Noel); one paratype, Parana, about 1906 {E. DuJcinfield

Jones); a second paratype, precise locality unknown, ex coll.

J. Bigot (presented by Mr. J. E. Collin, F.E.S.). A third para-

type, without any indication of locality, but bearing two labels,

each with the words " seticornis, Wied.", and in one case with the

addition of "E Mus. Saund.-: 1867. \M" in J. 0. Westwood's

handwriting, is in the possession of the Hope Department,

University Museum, Oxford. The holotype is the specimen

called by F. Walker (List Dipt. Ins. in coll. Brit. Mus., Pt. i.

p. 210, 1848) Acanthomera seticornis Wied. The paratype from

the Bigot collection was placed by its original OAvner above the

XahQX'' A.frauenfeldi, Schiner." It may be of interest to note

that, in the wings of the paratype from Parana, the second

posterior cell .is closed and petiolate, altliough in all other respects,

apart from post-mortem shrinkage of the abdomen, the specimen

is normal.

While the thoracic spots in the case of Pantophthalmus

variegatics, $ , are similar to those exhibited by both sexes of

P. vittatns Wied., though the posterior lateral spot is much

larger in the species characterized above, the distinctive tlioracic

stripes in P. variegatus will at once serve to separate it, not

only from P. vittatus, but also from any other Pantophthalmid

in which at any rate the female sex is known.

It only remains to add that nymphs of the usual species
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of Gamnsid mite, albeit in: sinall numbers, are present on the!

abdominal tergites ot at least two of the paratypes, as well as on
thotse of the liolotype of P. variegatus.

Genus Rhaphiorliynchus Wiedemann. , . ;;

Ithaphiorhynchths Wiedemann, Diptera Exotica, Pars i. p. 59

(1821). .

In spite of the lapsie of more than a century since this genus
was first described, the genotype, Rhaphiorhynchus planiventris

Wied., is still the only species that can be assigned to it ; as

explained below (c/*. p. 597), it now seems more reasonable ta

found a distinct genus for Ithaphiorhynchus rothsohUdi Austen,

' " Text-figure 10.

Left inaxillary palpus oi Uliapliiorhynchus planiventris Wled. ; a, ^ ;,b, ?;'

Inner (ventral) aspect in each case.

which was described in 1909. At the same time, the distinctive

ishape of the terminal segment of the palpus in lihaphioi'hynchua

planiventris, especially in the female, precludes any thought of

including this species in the genus Pantophthalmus. As shown,

in fig. 10, the distal segment of the palpus in Uhaphiorhynchus,

while distinctly swollen and fusiform in the male, is enormously

dilated in the opposite sex and, viewed from below, is decidedly

reuiform. A prominent and sharp-pointed facial beak, and a

Piioc.ZooL. 800.-1923, No. XXXIX. 39
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well-developed subfemoral spiilia on tlie hind legis are priesent in

both sexes. .,

Rhaphiorhynchus planiventris Wied.

iniaphiorhynchus planiventris Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot. i.

p. 60, Tab. ii. Hg. 1(1821).
Acanthomera orassipalpis Macquart, M6nl. Soc. roy. des Sc,

de I'Agric. et des Arts de Lille, Annee 1846, p. 43, Tab. i.

lig.3(1847).
Acanthomera higoti Bellardi, Saggio di Ditterol. Messicaha,

Appendice, p. 16, Tav. iii. fig. 10 (1862).

The specific identity of Acanthomera ctasaipalpi's Macq. and

A. higoti Bell, with llh. planiventris Wifed. Was recognized long

ngo by Baron 0. R. Osten Sacken (Biol. Centr.-Amer,, Diptera,

vol. i. p. 66 (1886)).

The undermentioned s^ecimen^ oi lih. planiventris are in the

British Museum (Natural History) :—One 6 , David, Chiriqui,

Panama, and one $ , Bugaba, Panama, 800-1500 ft.—both col-

lected by Mr. G. 0. Champio7i, and determined by Osten Sacken

(loc. cit.) ; one $ , Provincia Sara, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia,

February-April, 1904 {J. Steinhach). From the Bigot collection,

Mr. J. E. Collin has kindly presented the type of Acanthomera

a-assipalpis Macq. (a $ , stated by Macquart, loc. cit., to be from

Guatemala), and two additional $ 2 » iroia Chontales, Nicaragua,

all of which, with a $ of Pantophthalmus (Acanthomera) fi'auen-

feldi Schin. {vide supra, p. 565), were placed by Bigot above a

label inscribed " Acanthomera crassipalpis Macq., n. sp. $ ."

In the Hope Department of the University Museum, Oxford,

this species is represented by three $ $ , of which two are from

Chontales, Nicaragua, 1870 {E. M. Janson), while the third is

simply labelled " America aeq."

The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine possesses a $ of

Jih. planiventris fi^om the 11, Amazons, Brazil, " on board

S.S. ' Hildebrand,' 25. ii. 1920, 6.30 p.m." {Dr. Clarke).

All three Oxford specimens show the nymphal stage of the

usual species of Gamasid mite on the dorsal surface of the

abdomen ; in two instances, however, only a single parasite is

visible, while in the third case the nymphs number less than

a dozen.

Genus Atopomyia*, nov.

Dis'tinguish'ed, at least in S sex, from both Pantophthalmus
Thunb. iand lihaphiorhynclius "Wied. by the narrow, elongate

iha"pe of the body, and thfe form of the third (compound) segment
of thfe i^'ntenna. The lattei*, instead of its broader (proximal)

portion b'6irig moi-e or less abruptly truncate (or tapering quickly

to ii poilit), and bea,ring terminally a fine, setiform arista (as in

•
.

* (JroTJ-os, sll-ange, extvaorcliiiary, yivia, a lly.
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PantophthalmUs c?), or being Iftrtceolato (as in RhapJiiorhijndkxis

jdaniventris Wied., <S , aptid Macquart, Af^rrt. Soc. Roy. des Sc,
de I'Agi-ic. et des Arts de Lille, Annee 1838, 2'^'n'« Partie,

pi. 20, figs. 5, 3 ft, 1838)j IS narrow and subulate, >vith its

terminal .annulus elongate, rod-like, abruptly attenuate and
pointed at the tip, and bearing a few minute Jiairs towards the
find, in addition to a louger recUmlxint haif above and beloW)

just before the middle. Distinguished further, from both genera
mentioned, by the palpi (at least in 6 ) being densely clothed

with Stiff" bait, instend of the distal segment, being poetical I}"-

bare ; distinguished also from Rhaphiorhynchus by distal segment

Text-fiirure 11.

Left antcnua of Atopom-yia rolhschildi Austcu, <J,from the inner side.

of palpi not being characteristically swollen as in that genus, and
being decidedly shorter than remaining portion of palpus, instead
of vice versa. Face with a large, thick beak, pointed at tip,

thickened portion more or less distinctly wrinkled transversely.

Dorsum of thorax, at least in J of genotype, devoid of the small
or minute, rounded, wart-like tubercles, which, though varying
greatly in different species in size and number, are characteristic

of the majority of Pantophthalmidae, though apparently not
present in all, at any rate in both sexes. Hind legs with a large
subfemoral spine ; terminal spine on hind femora very small, at
least in genotype.

Genotype

—

Rhaphiovhynchus rothschildi Austen.

Atopomyia rothschildi Austen.

Rliaphiorhynchus rothschildi Austen, Novitates Zoologies,
vol. xvi. p. 129 (May 1909), and vol. xvii. pi. xv. lig. 1

(December 1910).

Although at the time of describing this striking species the
author considered that there were no real grounds for separating

it from RItaphiorhynchus {c/. Austen, L cit. vol. xvi. p. 130), it

seems advisable on further consideration to reverse this view,
especially when regard is paid to the important palpal characters

to which attention is di-awn in the generic diagnosis above.

The type of A. rothschildi—a <S from Buenavista, Bolivia

(,/. Sleinhach)—is in the Tring Museum, and the British Museum
(Natural History) possesses a paratype of the same sex from
Ecuador {Backley). Duiing the fourteen years that have elapsed

sinc^ the species was described, no further specimens of it have
39*
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been added to the National Collection or seen liy the author ; hiit

it may be noted that two 6 6 oi A. rothschildi, fioni Peru and

Cliiriqui, Panama, respectively, were in the })osse.ssion of the late

Professor Hermann {cf. Hermann, Deutsch. Exit. Z., Jahrg. 1916,

Hefti. p. 47, PJIG).
: .

. According to Loi-d Rothschild (Nov. Zool. vol. xvii. p. 461 <

December \^d\()'),Atopoinyia rothschildi mimics theHymenojiteron

Pepsis elevata Fabr., which is doubtless the explanation of the

curious contrast in its general yj/ctes presented by this species, as

compared with any other Pantophthalmid at present known.
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31. New (Irjpfcosfcome Beetles. By S. Maulik, F.Z.S.

[Received May 7, 1923 : Read May 29, 1923.]

(Text-figures 1-8.)

In the present paper are described one new genus and six new
species of Ilispinfe and Cassidinas. Two facts are interesting:
the association of two Hispids of the same genus, structurally
dilferent but having strong resemblance in superficial colouring,
in the same food-plant ; and secondlj'^, the newCassid beetle from
Palestine possesses a claw-structure which is not found usually
in this group of beetles. These facts are described in detail
below.

Text-figure 1.

Dovsal view of CalUspa ahnora.

CaLTJSPA ALMORA, sp. n.

Body elongate. Colour shining yellow ; mouthparts, anten nse,

trochanter, apices of femora, and bases of tibiaj pitch-black

;

underside brown. -
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Head smooth, impunqtate, and slightly producerl between the

bases of the antennte. The antenn£e are hardly thickened towards

the apex, the apical joint pointed, subnitid ; the third joint is

longer than the second, but slightly shorter than the first and

Becpnd combined. Prothorax almost as long as broad, slightly

narrowed in front; the basal margin bisinuate, the sides straight

nnd margined, the anteiior angles roiinded, the posterior acnte.

The upper surface with a longitudinal depression on each side,

and also with one in the middle at base ; in the lateral depressions

{vre some coarse jmnctures; the middle longitudinal area slightly

convex, but having sipiilar pupctures except along a narrow

middle line ; some of the punctate portions are slightly depressed.

Scutellam oblong, sides straight, anterior edge broadly I'ounded
;

surface smooth, shining, impunctate, JSlytrn very slightly broader

at base than the prothorax, parallel-sided, punctate-striate; besides

the short scutellar row on each elytron there are eight rows at

the base and ten rows in the middle ; the interstices are smooth
and flat. The punctures are much stronger in the middle area

than elsewhere. Underside smooth, shining, impunctate except

for a few coarse punctures on the sides of the thoracic sterna.

Length 5 mm.
India: the Himalayas, Almora; 4500 ft., Khaula (//. G.

Champion).
Type in the British Museum.
l^escribed from six examples.

This species is rehvted to G. nigritarsata Maulik, which is from

Ceylon, but diflers in the coloration, the relative lengths of the

second and third joints of the antenn.'o, and the structure of the

prothorax with its punctation.

DOWNESIA SASTHI, Sp. n.

Body elongate, narrow. * Colour shining broAvn, with the eyes,

antenna), and the apical area of the elytra black.

Head with the eyes large; the interocidar space smooth, with a
few punctures. The antennae are short, scarcely reaching the
middle of the pronotum, very slightly thickened towards the apex,
and covered with hair, more so towards the apex ; the first joint

rounded, the second longer than the third, tlie third, fourth, fifth,

and sixth almost equal to each other in length, from the seventh
to the eleventh slightly thickened, the last tlie longest and bluntly

pointed, rrothorax quadrate, longer than broad, ver}'^ slightly

narrowed behind, the sides parallel and margined ; the anterior

angles rounded, the posterior ones emarginate. Basal margin at

the middle deeply channelled. The upper surface sparsely and
confusedly punctate, there being less punctures in the middle than
elsewhere ; the front rounded m.'irgin impunctate. Scutelhim
small,' impunctate. Elytra broader at the base than the prothorax,
parallel-sided, very slightly constricted in the middle ; at the
rounded apical angles the margin is explanate. Each elytron has
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six rows of punctures on tlie apical surface : the first runs along
the suture right to the apical surface, where it does not become
double, the next row of punctures divides itself into two on the
black apical surface of the elytra, then another row commencing
from the humeru^s soon becomes double, finally there is the
marginal single row ; on the apical area the third interstice is

raised into a short, sharp costa; all the interstices have the
appearance of being slightly raised ; on the brown portion of the
elytral surface the punctures are surrounded' by a black ring,
and hence appear much larger than those on the black area; a
scutellar row is absent. Underside smooth, shining, impunctate.

. ,
Text-figure 2. ,

Dorsal view of Downesia sasthi.

The tarsi of the front legs almost equal in length to the tibi:©

and larger than those of the other legs. The claw-joint of the

tarsus projects beyond the third joint.

Length 5-6 mm.
W. Himalayas : Kumaon (//. G. Champion). Found on Thy-

sanolcena agrostis.

Type in the British Museum.
Described from nine examples.

These nine examples were sent with four examples of

Downesia gestroi Baly, all found in sheaths of JVei/raudia, to
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.Mr. G. 0. Champion, who was good enough to affoi-J me. the

opportunity of examining them. ;

ii
The superficial resemblance between D. g^stroi and D. sasthi is

!so remarkable that they were considered as the same species. The

structural differences between them are considerable, and warrnnt

the erection of a new species. The close association of these two

structurally different forms, but possessing a sti-ong superdcial

resemblance, in the same food-plant is intei-esting, and is sugges-

tive of some form of mimicry. D. cei/lonica Maulik, J), rotana

Maulik, and D. kanare7isiifWelse have also similar coloration^of the

elytra, viz. the apical portion is black while the basal is brown.

Kari, gen. noy.

This genus is erected for the insect of which a detailed

description is given below, according to the following characters :

(1) the shape of the body, parallel-sided, rounded posteriorly, the

pronotum transversely elliptical
; (2) the structixre of the antennse,

which partly lie in the channel on each side of the cavity in which

the head is imbedded
; (3) the peculiar structure of the tarsus,

in which there is no felt covering on the underside, and the

deeply bilobed charactei*, especially of the thiid joint, is absent.

The structure of the tarsi suggests that they have been adapted

to a desert life. The drab colour of the insect seems to support

this view. At present there are no data available with regard to

the larva) and tlie bionomics of the insect. By the shape of the

body and the antennal channels it is related to the genus Glypho-

casis, but the structure of the tarsus places this genus in a unique

position.

Kari brunnea, sp. n.

Body oblong, parallel- sided, rounded posteriorly; the front of

the pronotum slightly drawn forwards ; in profile tlie dorsal side

of the insect has a slight elevation posteriorly. Colour dull

brown ; the posterior undulated edge of the pronotum opposing the

anterior similarly undulated edge of the elytra, black; the eyes,

moiithparts, and the five apical joints of the antenna} black or

piceous.

Head imbedded in' a hollow, each side of which forms a channel

in which lie the six basal joints of the antennae. The clypens flat,

indented with large coarse pits, some of which ai-e confluent with

each other and bear a few erect haii'S. The antonnje pass just

beyond the base of the pi-othorax on the underside, the first joint

thickened, club-shaped; the second small,- rounded ; the tliiid

longer than the fourth, which is equal in length to the fifth ; the

sixth slightly shorter than the fifth ; seventh to eleventh joints

form an elongated thickened club. The whole antenna is sparsely

covered with short, erect, whitish hairs. Froihorax transversely

oval, broader than long, as broad at the base as the el3tra ; the

middle of the slightly drawn out front edge with a very shallow
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"emargination ; each half of the basal margin bisinuate, the lateral

margins rounded. The edge all round, except the basal black

portion, bears short, erect, whitish hairs, is uneven, more so at the

lateral rounded portions, and is generally darker than the ground-

colour of the pronotum. The upper surface is very uneven,

having the following structure : the middle of the basal area is

enormously raised into t.wo high peaks (they being the highest

points of the surface) with a depression between them ; on each

side of these there is a broadly convex, uneven, and oblique area

sloping down to the edge; anterior and posterior to these swollen

areas are deep depressions ; in front the surface also slopes down,

and is broadly convex and tuberculate, narrowing down in the

middle into a longitudinal ridge which reaches the front edge ; on

either side of this ridge the surface is deeply depressed ; the frontal

area, including the swollen and the depressed portions, contain

Text- figure 3.

Dorsal view of Kari hrunnea.

round black spots ; the posteriorly situated depressed areas also

contain similar spots ; some^ of these may be impresspd pits or

punctures. Scutellum triangular, with the surface fairly plane.

Elytra : the front black edge is bisinuate on each side and

roughly serrate. The edge all round is roughly serrate, darker

than the body-colour, and bears short, erect, whitish hairs.

Each elytron is punctate, and with costse and tubercles. The

whole surface is very sparsely scattered over with short, erect,

whitish hairs which are visible under a high power. The suture

is strongly raised. On each elytron there are four costje : the first,

that nearest to the suture, is the strongest, running the whole

length parallel to the suture, and in its posterior portion at several

places swollen into tubercles and joined to the suture and to

the second costa by many short transverse cost* ; the second and
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thinl c,o;s(ta5 are feebler, and arising froTn the hu\norns they break

pp \;itiO tubercle? posteriorly without reaching tl\e apical area of

the ^lytrou ; thp fourth cojifc,i is hardly developed at the baijie, but

more strongly so posteriqrly, bending round to join the first costa

on the apical ar^a j between th^ fpurth cos,ta and the margin,

Text-figure 4.

Ventral view of Kari brunnea.
;

which is also raised, the surface is much depressed, containing

deeper punctures and much broken up at various places by
swellings. Underside more shiny than the uppersido. The
epipleurre of the elytra and the under surface of the pronotum
bear a few scattered dark punctures. The legs are very sparsely

Text-fiffure 5.

Under surface of tarsus of Kari brunnea.

scattered over with short, erect, whitish hairs. The first joint

of the tarsus is constricted at the base and dilated at the apex ; the

second is broader than long, slightly eniarginate at the apex ; the

third is similar to the second in structure, not deejily bilobed as

is usual iu the Ohrysomelidse j the claw-joint arises from the base
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of the third, long, more or less eylindrieal, projecting much

beyond, as broad at the base as at the apex ; the claws are simple.

There is no felt covering underneath, as is usual in the Chryso-

melid.-e. Viewed from above, the tarsus appears to have uniform

breadth throughout its length, and is covered with stiflF, erect

hairs. Each side of the first, second, and third joints has a little

strongly chitinized projection which is reminiscent of the lobes

of the joints; these projections are clearly visible when the tarsus

is viewed sideways, and on their underside thev bear tufts of

bristles, so that there are altogether three pairs of them.

Length 5 xnm.

Locality/. Palestine, 10 miles east of Jerusalem, lUUU tt.,

17. iv. 1922 (P. A. Buxton).

Type in the British Musenm.

Pescribed from ox\e example.

Cassida rati,, sp. n.

Body subtviangulav. Colour yellow-brown ; elytra with ill-

dedned darker patches, the explanate margin at the anterior and

posterior angles with deep red-brown patches, the sutural angles

deep red-brown ; underside (except the legs) seining black.

Te3{t-figure 6.

Dorsal view of Cassida rati.

Head with the clypeus triangularly elevated towards the base

of the antenna, otherwise the surface is plane, having stiff', long

hairs at the sides. The antennse pass beyond the anterior angles

of the explanate margins of the elytra ; the first joint elongate,

thickened ; the second short ; the third, fourth, and iifth almost
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equal to each other in length ; the sixth shorter, slightly clilatecl

«t the apex; the seventh still shorter, moi^e thickened ; the eighth

to eleventh slightly thickened, blnck, and more hniry. Prothorax

much narrower than the base of the elytra, broader than long.

The sides rounded and front margin Widely arched ; each half of

the basal margin bisinuate and edged with black. Tho surface

is convex, smooth, shining, impunctate, and slightly sloping from
the base to the fjont ; on each fjide of the disc there are two
indistinct, roundish, darker patches. The explanate margins are

tiansparent, with a honeycomb structure. SctUellum triangular,

smooth, impunctate. Elytra much broader at the base than the

prothorax. A little posti^rior to the sbutellum thb surface is raised

into a hump (not visible in the illustration). Gn each elytroii

there are nine rows of rather coarse punctures ; the two nearest

to the suture run right up to the* end, the others converge and
terminate on the apical area of the elytron ; besides these rows

a few punctures may be said to represent a short scutellar row,

and some very coarse pits, more regular posteriorly, along the

extreme margin may represent a tenth row of punctures. The
interstices are more or less costate, particularly the first two.

The surface has some indistinct patches of dark-brown colour
;

the red-brown fascia on the explanate margin at the anterior

angles (which are rounded) continues as a lateral band, joining

the similar fascia at the posterior angle. The explanate margins
transparent and with a honeycomb structure. Underside : the

abdominal sternites sparsely covered with brownish hairs ;
those

on the side longer. The claws simple, projecting slightly beyond
the bilobed joint.

Length 7 mm. ; breadth 6 mm.
India: Mauipnr (Doherty).

T'ype in the British Museum.
Described from one example.

CaSSIDA MANIPUniA, sp. n.

Body subtriangular. Colour yellow-brown, Avith darker brown
patches on the elytra. The anterior lateial angles of the ex-

planate margin of the elytra are very sharp.

Head with the clypeus slightly convex, smooth, impunctate.
The antennas extend beyond the anterior angles of the explanate
margin of the elytra ; first joint elongate, club-shaped ; the second
almost as long as the third, constricted at the base a little dilated

towards the apex ; the third, fourth, and fifth almost equal to eacli

other in length; the sixth shorter ; seventh to eleventh a little

thicker, more hairy; the last two piceous. /'/n^/iorarc elliptical,

much broader than long, the front margin widely aiclied. Tiie

disc convex, slightly sloping from the base to the anterior

maj'gin, smooth, impunctate. The explanate margin transparent,

with a honeycomb structure. Scntellum triangular, sinootli,

shining, impunctate. Elytra much broader at tlie base than
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the prothorax. That the- anterior lateral angles of the expla-
nate margins of the elytra are acute and sharp is an important
character. A little posterior to the scutellum there is a hump
(not visible in the illustration). On each elytron theie is a-

short scutellar row consisting of a few punctures, and ten rows
of coarse punctures, including the extreme marginal one which
consists of a few coarse pits. The rows are not very regular, in
some places the punctures being confused. The interstices are
more or less costate. The dark brown patches are obsolescent,,
there being two, one below the humerus and the other at the;
posterior angle, dark pitch-black ; these may form with the obso-
lescent patches a lateral baud. The explanate margins are
transparent, with a honeycomb structure. Underside uniformly

Text-5ffure 7.

Dorsal view of Cassida manipuria.

brown, with the middle area of the abdomen a shade darker.
Tlie claw-joint hardly projects beyond the bilobed joint ; claws
simple.

Length 7 mm. ; breadth 6 mm. . . . . ,

India : Manipur {Doherty).

Type in the British Museum.
Described from two examples, one of which is defective.

OasSIDA DIMBAKAn, sp. n.

Body elongato-ovate. Colour uniformly brown above ; under-
side black, except the legs and the sides of the abdomen.

Head black, with the clypous llat. Tlie antenna) hardly

reaching the base of the elytra ; the first joint thickened, club-
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shaf)'6d{ the second smallet ; the third, fourth, and fifth almost
equal to each other in length ; the sixth and seventh slightly

shorter; the eighth to elevehth formed into a thickened club,

which is piceoiis. Prothorasb broader than long, as broad as the
elytria At the base, the lateral angles being near the base ; the front

nial'gih uniformly arched. The upper surface slopes from the base
to the anterioi' margin, convex and impunctate ; the explanate
margin with a honeycomb structure. Scutdlnm small, tri-

angular, smooth, and im.punetate. Elyti^ ovate, with the sides

and the explanate margin's sloping dowh. Oti each elytron,

Text-fiffure 8.

Dorsal view of Cassida dimbakar,

besides a very short scutellar one, there are eleven other rows
of punctures ; the fourth row is irregular and confused, the rows
meeting in pairs on the apical area. The interstices n)ore or less

costate. Underside : abdominal sternites slightly covered with
hairs.

Length 5*5 mm.
India: ex coll. Linn. Soc. ,

2^9/pe in the British Museum.
Described from one example.
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32. On the Display of the Magnificent Bird-of-Paradise,

IHpliyllodes magnijica ImnsteinL Ey D. Setii-Smith,

l^Z.S.

, [Received June 9> 1923 : Read Jurio 12j 1923.]

(Text-figures 1-4.)

At a meeting of this Society, held on February 20th, 1923,
I made some remarks on the nuptial display of tlio various
species of the Paradiaeida), and referred especially to tliat of

JDiphyllodeSi of which there was a male example of the form

Text-figure 1.
;

First attitude of display.

from south-eapt New. Guinea (Z). m. Awnsieim) in the Society's

collection. The remarks then made and the drawings exhibited

were the residt .of brief observations, the bird having only
recently commenced to display j but since then it has given many
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exhibitions, having been displaying on and oil" for the past five

or six months.
Fm-tlier observations have revealed certain details in the

attitude adopted that were not at first apparent.

Dr. Philip Manson-Bahr has spent many hours in sketching

this very difficult subject, and his series of beautiful coloured

drawings now exhibited will be fully explnined by him*. For

my own part I decided to try and photograph the bird during

display, knowing that in the dull light in which \hQ cage

is situated and the presence of intervening bars it was impos-

sible to obtain. presentable pictures, but hoping to, secure records

Text-figure 2.

' Second attitude of dispk)'.

of the dilTerent positions adopted, from which it would bo possible

to make accurate drawings.

Before describing the display of this species it will be as well

to give a brief description of the bird itself. About the size of

a Starling, it has the top of the head covered with velvet-like

feathers of a brownish colour; the back is metallic reddish

chestnut, becoming oraiige on the lower back, the wing-coverts

yellow with a distinct shade of orange, the abdomen and under

tail-coverts blackish purple. The tail, which is veiy short

. * Dr. Manson-Htthr's sorios of coloured drawings of this bird liave beeu rrescuted

by him to the Zoological Society and placed in the Library.
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except for its two middle feathers, is dark brown, the central

pair of feathers being produced into very narrow plumes some

nine inches in length and of a brilliant metallic green on the

upper surface—they cross one another and spread outwards in

opposite curves. Covering the under surface of the body from

the throat, and occupying the whole of the breast, is a shield of

rich velvet-liko green, the lower feathet-s tipped with metallic

blue, and down the middle of this, commencing below the black

throat, is a narrow band of square-ended feathers of a rich

metallic eiiierald-greon. From the hind neck grows a broad

Text-figure 3.

Final attitude with moutli open.

fan-shaped hood of pale yellow plumes, with the texture of spun

glass, flanked on each side by tufts of reddish-brown feathers.

The bill and feet are blue, and the inside lining of the mouth
delicate green.

Birds-of-Paradise comprise one of the few groups of Passerine

birds that are polygamous, and where polygamy prevails in birds

it is generally accompanied by great adornment of the male eex.

Various attitudes of display are ado[>ted, calculated to exhibit

these adornments to the best advantage.

The methods of adornment of the moles in the Birds-of-

Paradise are very varied and the attitudes adopted during

display differ in every genus, that of Diphyllodes being entirely

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. XL. 40
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unlike that of any other Bird-of- Paradise so far as our know-

ledge of these hirds goes; and, before the specimen now in the

Society's Gardens connnenced to display, this remarkable per-

formance had apparently never been witnessed.

There is more than one attitude of display assumed in the

case of most birds, and in D. m. huusteini there appear to be

three or four which, as a rule, follow one another in regular

sequence, though frequently the final attitude is assumed without

the others.

When inclined to display the bird sits on the perch with the

plumage rather relaxed and utters two or three notes sounding

Text-fiffure 4.

Final uttitudc with mouth chiscd.

like qiia-qua-qua, and then suddenly adopts the attitude depicted

in text-fig. 1, the pectoral shield being brought into prominence

and its sides thrown up considerably above the level of the head

—

at the same time the tail being thrown sideways. In the second

stage the body is brought into a horizontal position, the sides of

the pectoral shield erected, and the central tail-feathers held

above the level of the body with their brilliant metallic surfaces

visible from the front (text-fig. 2).

In a third stage, which is not often observed, the head is thrown

further back and the erected tail more forward, the two long.
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Iilnnies reacliing to the liead and beiiig swayed from side to side.
in botli of these and in the final stnge the bill is from time to
time opened to exhibit its delicate preen lining.

In the final stage, Avhicli is depicted in text-figs. 3 and 4, a
complete transformation takes place, the body being suddenly
brought into an erect position, the nucluil hood of pale yellow
feathers flnshed into prominence above the head, the pectoral
shield lowered to form a broad ribbon-like strip of bright green,
down the centre of which now appears a narrow band of iridescent
feathers of emei-nld-green or brilliant blue according to the angle
of the light in which it is viewed, while at the lower extremity
of the sliield appears a narrow edging of the same hue.

40«
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1. Intuoduction.

"The Cetacea rtr© connected with the marine Cn'l'nivor<^s

through tlie genus Zeuglodon, as Huxley has shown, and the points

of resemblance are so marked that the affinity cannot be doubted''

(O. 0. Marsh, 1877).

It has been suggested, in the past, tha,t these water-living

forms, which preserve in their skeletal parts characteristics

linking them with the ancestors of modern Oarnivora, were the

actual ancestors of the whales and the dolphius, i. e., the

Cetacea. The Zeuglodonts were therefore grouped together as

the Archseoceti. This sugge.?tion of a Carnivore (or Oreodont)

ancestry seems to have been universally admitted until Matthew
and G-regory (1910) pointed out various characteristics which
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seem to link tlie Zeuglorlontidas more closely with Insectivore

antecedents. In the meantime, the intimacy of tiie lelationsliip

between Zenglodontidai and Cetacea has been reallirmed by

numerous observers, including amongst many. others Abel (1905-

•1913) and Winge (1919,' 1921).

Previous investigation of the group has naturally centi-ed

.around the osteological remains, and has shown (Andrews, 1907)

that they probably arose " on the northern shores of the

JJthiopiah land in the early part of the Eocene period," and that
" by the end of the Middle Eocene the true Zeuglodonts had

.come into existence, and had,spread rapidly over the earth, their

remains being found in the upper part of the Eocene of Americn,

England, and New Zealand."

Since the appearance- of Professor G. Elliot Smith's important

contribution to the study of the form of the endocranial cast

(1903) no new feature of the cerebral anatomy of these foims has

been recognised, so far as I have discovered, although Stromer

(1908) has figured v/hat is apparently a unique natural endo-

cranial cast in a form which he styles Zeuylodpn osiris.

Shortly after the publication of Professor Elliot Smith's article,

Mr. H. J. L. Beadnell gave him an almost perfect natural endo-

cranial, cast of a Zeuglodont collected in the Egyptian Eayum at

the locality known as the Gar-el-Gehannem. Professor Elliot

Smith kindly placed it at my disposal some time ago. I was assisted

in the ''development" of this natural cast by Professor D. M. S.

Watson, who carefully removed most of the adherent bone and
matrix, giving the I'esult which has been accurately reproduced

by Miss Davison in text-figs. 1, 2, and 3. This specimen has

since been. given to the British Museum by Professor G. Elliot

Smith and is distinguished by the collection number M. 1212li.

The majority of the rematining figures have been drawn by
Mr. Poulton, artist to the Anatomical Institute of University

College, London.

Owing to the courtesy of the British Museum officials, of

Dr. A. Smith Woodward, and especially of Dr. 0. W. Andrews,

who has assisted me at every turn in this work, I have been able

to draw upon the paleontological resources of tliat institution.

The Zeuglodont material there has been examined and extremely

satisfactory casts made of the brain-cases, through the skilful

work of Mr. L. E. Parsons.

The conclusion of this research would have been impossible

apart from the courtesies that have been extended to me not only

•by the above-mentioned persons, but also by Sir Arthur Keith
and Mr. Burne of the Royal College of Surgeons. To one and all

.1 tender my grateful thanks.

2. Material.

One of the most important results that has emerged from the

research is the definiteness with which Ave can now determine
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certain different Zeuglodont species. The species Zeuglodon osiris

Dames, 1894, was originally known from its lower jaw and certain

other skeletal remains. Stromer (1903) correctly identified the

skull of this creature, having in his possession an almost complete

head. In a later paper, however, Stromer (1908) has caused con-

fusion by referring an entirely different Zeuglodont to the same
species. It became necessary, therefore, to discover which form

actually was Zeuglodon osiris and, working with this information,

to arrange our series.

In this matter two lines of evidence have substantiated our

findings. Elliot Smith (1903) described an imperfect endo-

cranial cast (M. 8150) which was known to have come from

a skull (M. 8150) determined as Zeuglodon osiris Dames by

Dr. Andrews in Egypt at that time. Fortunately, casts both of

the cranial cavity and of the skull itself were amongst the British

Museum material. In addition there were two skulls in the

Museum, both of which were termeA Zeuglodon osiris. A more

intimate survey of these two skulls (M. 10228 and M. 10173) has

rendered necessary their separation into two different species.

Further, by means of the matrix in which they are embedded,

Dr. Andrews is able to recognise them as probably coming from

two entirely different beds of the Middle Eocene epoch. The

first (M. 10228) possesses the same characters as M. 8150, and is

actually Zeuglodon osi7'is Dames (see text-fig. 14) from the Qnsr-

el-Sagha Series. These two skulls (M. 8150 and M. 10228) con-

form entirely to the description of that type given by Stromer

(1903).
This primary orientation having been achieved, it became

api)arent that the second skull (M, 10173), hitherto classed

indiscriminately as Zeuglodon osiris, Avas not Zeuglodon osiris but

another form altogether. The matrix in which it is embedded

shows that it probably comes from the Birket-el-Qurun Series

(Operculina-Nummulite beds). Its characters are intermediate

between those of Zeuglodon osiris of the Carolia beds and Frozeu-

glodon airox Andrews (M. 9266) from the Ravine beds. The

endocranial casts confirm these facts ; indeed, it was the serial

conformity of the casts which led us to a re-examination of the

osteological features.

Therefore, three of the endocranial casts here described come

from skulls whose osteological features are known. Further, as

a group, these three skulls and their casts may be conveniently

regarded as a phyletic series. In view of this fact, Dr. C W.
Andrews has kindly written an account of the osteological

features of the new form (M. 10173), which we will call provi-

sionally Zeuglodon intermediiis, sp. nov., and has stated its geo-

logical liorizon to have probably been the Birket-el-Qurun series

{vide p. 35, ' The Topography and Geology of the Fayum Province

of Egypt,' H. J. L. Beadnell, Survey Department, Cairo, Egypt,

1905).
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3. The Two Enbocranial Oasts unaccompanied by
Osseous Remains.

Unfortunately there are no bony remains associated with the

natural cast (M. 12123) spoken of at the outset. This cast,

altliongli belonging to some Zeuglorlont, is so entirely diflCTent

from any one of the phyletic series that it certainly comes from a

species of Zeuglodont not known in the British Museum collection.

Lack of information prevents our associating it with any other

Zeiiglodont hitherto described. This cast presents chai-acters

which indicate its affinity with the natural cast (M. 120G6)

described by Elliot Smith (1903)—which also was unaccompanied
by any osseous remains—i-ather than with any member of this

so-called phyletic series. This natural cast does not come from
another member of the same species as that described by Elliot

Smith, nor is it an endocranial cast of Zeuglodon osiris. Ooin-

parison with a duplicate (M. 12066) of the natural cast described

by Elliot Smith and with Zeuglodon osiris (M. 10228) demon-
strates a wider degree of separation from both of these than could

bo accounted for on a specific differentiation alone ; we may be

dealing here with different genera.

In the case of these casts (M. 12123 and M. 12066) the absence

of knowledge concerning the skeleton and the exact horizon from
which they have come makes it an invidious matter to establish

new species. At the same time it is necessary, in order to avoid

confusion in description, to associate some name with each of

these casts since they represent at least different species, if not

genera. Since we owe to Professor Elliot Smith our first detailed

account of the brain in the Archaioceti, and especially the recog-

nition that '• the dilierences" (i. e., between the endocranial cast

of Zeuglodon osiris and tlie natural cast (M. 12066) in his hands)

"are sufficiently pronounced to indicate a generic distinction

between the two specimens "
; I propose to term the form from

which this type of cast is derived Zeuglodon elliotsmithii, sp. nov.

The second natural cast (M. 12123)—the one which Professor

Elliot Smith has given to me for description—I will call

Zeuglodon sensitivus, sp. nov., since it was in this cast that a
marked hypertrophy of the trigeminal apparatus was first

recognised.

3, a. Zeuglodon SENSITIVUS, sp. nov. (M. 12123.)

The most complete endoci^anial cast of a Zeuglodont yet

discovered is that represented by Stromer (1908) in situ, in the

skul] of what he has there called Zeuglodon osiris. It is not
the Zeiiglodon osiris of his earlier (1903) paper, but more nearly

resembles the Prozeuylodon atrox Andrews or is intermediate
between Prozeuglodon atrox and the Zeuglodon intermeditts of

this paper.

The peculiar resemblance of the general configuration of the

fore-brain and olfactory peduncles in the Zeuglodont brain to
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the corresponding regions of the reptilian brain was emphasized

by Elliot Smith (1903), and is shown to distinct advantage in

the lateral aspect of the natural endocranial cast (text-fig. 1) here

under description.

This appearance is accentuated by the apparently reptilian

" lobus olfactorius " formed by the anterior part of the cerebrum
in Sfcromer's specimen. This pai-ticular resemblance is probably

superficial. Instead of passing with a gradual expansion into the

front end of the hemisphere as the stalk of a pear is attached to

the smaller end of the fruit, the olfactory peduncle in the

Zeuglodont is attached to the hemisphere on its ventral surface

in the characteristically mammalian fashion, in front of the area

of which the still prominent tubercula olfactoria form a part

(see text-fig. 3). Behind the position of the attachment of the

olfactory peduncle there is an obvious depression in the lower

and anterior part of the lateral aspect of the cerebral hemispheres,

which 1 consider to be a definite Sylvian depression (in the sense

Text-fiofure 1.

Mt

Sagittat s/nt/s

Medfsn tentoriaf
cfepressfon

ner^e /^/.»^"«o- -depression

Gassertan
qiin(f/fon.

Lateral viow of natural endocranial cast of Zeuglodon sensitivus, sp. nov. M. 12123.

About J nat. size.

that that term is used in the lower Mammalia). This view is

corroborated by the fact that the groove is occupied by the large

middle cerebral vessels. Stromer's specimen shows not merely a

large portion of the endocranial cast, but also a mould of the

whole interior of the brain-case, including the olfactory peduncle

from its origin in the olfactory bulb in its insertion into the

brain. The length of the olfactory peduncle there is more than

double the antero-posterior length of the cerebral hemispheres

themselves, while the relative size and shape of the bulbar

terminal dilatation is clearly distinguishable.

I am able to recognise in this cast (M. 12123) that the optic

nerves formed the basal angles of Elliot Smith's "prismatic

olfactory peduncle" {vide "anterior view" inset to text-fig. 2).

Although this involves a considerable reduction of the actual

dimensions of the olfactory peduncles in cross-section, as stated

by Elliot Smith, it is still obvious that the sense of smell was of

significant importance to the Archreoceti.
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"Zeuglodon ist mindestens zu den hemiunosmatisclien Siiiige-

tliieren zu reclmen im Gegonsatze zu den anosmatischun Zahn- und
liiiTbenwaleu und ist audi durch normal verlaut'enden Nasen-
rachengiinge von letzteren unterschieden," says Stromer. In his

insistence on the retention of a sense of smell by these creatures,

he is justified even though his term *• hemianosmatic" seems
philologically meaningless.

Along the dorsal border of the lateral aspect of the cast the
olfactory peduncle appears to merge into the sagittal sinus, which
is continued over the cerebrum towards the anterior border of

the cerebellum, where it dips into the " median tentorial depres-

sion " and receives veins from the cerebellar surface.

Tlie cerebrum on either side is seen to be bounded by the

sagittal sinus above and by the cerebellum posteriorly (which
excludes all view of the mid-brain region from the dorsal or

lateral aspect). Ventrally there is to be seen anterior to the

region of the cerebellum designated "paraflocculus," a rounded
roll-like structure continuous anteriorly with the ophthalmic and
maxillary divisions of the trigeminal nerve. This bulging mnss
is a huge Gasserlan ycmglion which rivals the cerebral hemisphere
in "size, helps to mould the lateral contour of the brain-cose, and
gives rise to its three proportionately large trunks. Coursing
over the lateral aspect of the Gasserian ganglion (well illustratetl

in text-lig. 1) are the middle cerebral vessels. IJetween these

confines (sagittal sinus above, cerebellum behind, and G;isserian

ganglion below) in Zeuglodon sensiiivus the cerebrum bulges out,

displaying a perfectly smooth hemispherical surface with the
exception of the previously noted Sylvian depression.

Behind the cerebrum lies the apparently irregular mass of the

cerebellum elevated to a height of approximately 15 mm. above
the cerebrum. From this it is separated by a tentorial sulcus,

which is of especial depth in the mid-line, forming a " median
tentorial depression." The most obtrusive feature of the cere-

bellum from the lateral aspect is unquestionably the lobus floccu-

laris (consisting of the flocculus and the paraflocculus).

Elliot Smith has called this region the " paraflocculus" in his

description of the Zeuglodont brain, and this name is i-etained in

these figures. It seems that in most aquatic mammals the para-

flocculus is the portion of the lobus floccularis which undergoes
greatest expansion. The term paraflocculus may therefore be
regarded, for the purposes of this paper, as synonymous with
the lobus floccularis.

Despite Bolk's association of the paraflocculus with tail-move-

ments, bears which have no tail (as Elliot Smith has pointed
out to me) liave, nevertheless, a well-marked paraflocculus. Ikit,

whereas the paraflocculus is present in most land-mammals, it

becomes especially hypertrophied in all marine Mammalia irre-

spective of the stock from which they have sprung. Thus
creatures so divergent as Otaria and Monachus (Carnivore),

Trichechus manatus (of Ungulate origin), and Phoaena (probably
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of Insochivore origin) all possess liypertropliied parafloccuH. Tins
convergent hypertrophy of the same cerebellar region must arise

from some cause common to nil. Ferrier was one of the first to

emphasise the functions of the cerebellum as primnrily concerned
with equilibration. Ingvar (1918) hrts sui)ported this conception,

and he finds a certain pattern of equilibratory localisation in the
•orgnn. This pattern is that of a "compass," a lesion in any
given pai't of the cerebellum entailing a defect in co-ordinating
muscle-movement in such a way as to resist falling in that

direction ; i. e., the animal falls in the direction indicated by the
site of the lesion. This theory seems adequate to account for

the p.'iralloccular expansion exlubited by marine Mammalia, for

pedurjc/e

Text-figure 2.

^'f^.'^°S-y Anterior view.

Olfactory peduncle.

(ophthalmic n.

^axillary n.

'Optic nerve.

sgittol s/nus.

Cerebral hem/sphere.

Gasser/srr ganglion.

Median tentona/^
depression.

Piece of
matri*:

Middle cerebral
vessel.

Parafloccuius. leash. Lobus melius cerebelli.

Dorsal nnd anterior views of n.itufi*! endocriiiiial cast of Zeu'cflodon sensitivus, sp. iiov.

M. 12123. About i nat. size.

.the parafloccuius is situated entirely laterally in the cerebellum,

and these cresitures are . under the necessity of resisting con-

tinuously the tendency to "rolling," which the lluid medium
postulates. In brief, it is a mechanism evolved to preserve

an even, keel.

The " parafloccuius " is bounded above by the region which in

the subsequent account is referred to as the lobus medius.

Anteriorly, the parafloccuius abuts on the cerebrum and the

Gasserian ga.nglion ; inferiorly, upon the eighth nerve and the

petrous temporal and the casts of the foramen lacervim medium
and the foramen lacerum posterius ("jugular leash" of the

figures). Posteriorly, it is in contact with, the exoccipital bone.
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Medially from this region can be seen an elevation of the lobus

meilius of tiie cerebellum, which is the most posterior structure

from the lateral aspect. It probably corresponds to the region

which gives rise to the cei'ebellar tonsil of human anatomy.

Text- fig. 2 presents all those features emphasized by Elliot

Smith (1903) in his specimen {Zexiglodoiv elliotsmithii of this

paper). This natural cast reproduces very faithfully the convo-

lufcional pattern of the cerebellum and the position of the various

maniugoal vessels, particularly the sagittal sinus. This latter

Text-figure 3.

tO/Factory peduncle.

^ Opt/c nen^e.

%~~^^^0p/?t/?3//7?/c. d/V/si'on

oF trigeminus.

/l^3x/7/ar/ d/V/s/'on
of tr/^ern//7us.

fntertubercu/ar sulcus.

Tubercu/um o/factor/um.

Gasserian ganglion.

Tuber cincereum.

Mandibular
division of
trigeminus.

—Acoustic
nerve

Medulla oblongata.

•Ventral view of natural eiidocranial cast of Zeuglodon sensUious, sp. nov. M. 12123.

About i nat. siy.e.

structure was described by Elliot. Smith (1903) as the "dorsal
rostrum." The knob-like elevations along its course are appar
renfcly veins entering it from the diploe of the skull. They bear
an extraordinary resemblance to human Pacchionian bodies.

Posterior to the prominence of the sagittal sinus and separating
it from the cerebellum is again seen the deep '' tentorial median
depression " already referred to, from which the tentorial sulcus

runs laterally on each side separating cerebrum and cerebellum.

.¥rom this aspect, too, the cerebellum is seen in complete detail

—
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tlie enlarged lolnis floccularis on either side and in tlie'mid-rogion
tlie so-called lobus medius. The lobus medius of the cerebellum
IS shown to be markedly asymmetrical. A bilaterally symmetrical
projection into the posterior part of the tentorial median depres-
sion possibly represents the lobulus simplex of Bolk. If so, it is

very small, and the lobus anticus is completely hidden from sight
underneath it.

The hemming in laterally and anteriorly of the hemispheres at
their ventral margins by the Gasserian ganglia is obvious from
this aspect— forming a unique arrangement for a mammal. In
no other mammal have these ganglia been described as visible

from the dorsal aspect of the brain. The ganglia therefore are
peculiar as constituting a factor in the modelling of the roof of
the cranial cavity.

The ventral surface of the natural cast (text-fig. 3) gives im-
portant confirmation of the inferences drawn already. Through
this cast we are able to infer the extent and size of the huge
Gasserian ganglia. With these must be related a correspondingly
extensive area of grey matter in the medulla oblongata and coid
(substantia gelalinosa Uolandi). The rcaomblanco of this ns])ect

of the casts to the ventral surface of the brain of Ornithorhynchus
(which is the only mammal that provides a suitable comparison,
by virtue of its similar functional specialisation) is undoubtedly
the clue in this arrangement. Anteriorly', the ophthalmic trunk of

the trigeminus overlaps the optic nerves and olfactory peduncles.
The course of all three structures is pivrallel for some distance
until the regioi^ of the tuberculum olfactorium is reached. The
maxillary division of the trigeminus is there attached to the
ganglion^ Between the ganglion and the tuberculutn the optic

nerve (not visible as a distinct elevation on the surface of the
cast) must have skirted the lateral aspect of the tuberculum till

it reached its posterior margin, where it bent medially to meet
its fellow of the opposite side in the optic chiasma, the position of

which can be recognised at the posterior end' of an "inter-tuber-
cular sulcus" lying in the mid-line between the two tubercula.

Directly posterior to this point there is a single median elevation
present in the three casts. It is obviously the site of the
strongly-marked tuber cinereum and hypophysis. Behind this

region the Gasserian ganglia diverge, giving place first of all to a
slight central depression, then to a broad flat surface. This wide
divergence and a bulging of the cast on either side of the mid-line
may be due in large measure to the forward jutting of a tuberculum
quinti upon either side correlated in size with the enormous
Gasserian ganglia. In the cast we have no indication that an
elevation due to a pons Varolii, as such, was present, and probably
it possessed no lai'ger pons than the Prototherian. The " bulging
of the cast" postero-medial to the Gasserian ganglion may there-
fore be interpreted as the upper portion of the tuberculum quinti.

Behind it lies a transversely running depression in the region
where the pons would normally lie. It is possible that this
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depression is due to the constricting influence of a small pons, such

as was probably present. In other words, the substantia gelatinoaa

expanded anterior and posterior to this site to form the promi-

nences evident in the cast. More posteriorly the base of the

brain passes gradually into the medulla oblongata. In many
mammals (e. g., Ungulata) the transverse width of the medulla

oblongata is very appreciable, but in these creatures the transr

verse width is never so great (relatively) as in animals (e. g., Orni-

thorhynchns) which rely to a greater extent upon the " fifth nerve

sense." The great increase in transverse width found in the

Zeuglodontidse is to be regarded as a corroboration of the obser-

vation already made concerning the size of the tuberculum quinti.

In the cast there is no trace of the origin of either the third,

fourth, or sixth cranial nerves. The origin of the seventh, and

eighth is also obscure, though the latter is exposed for a portion

of its course through the petrous portion of the temporal bone.

The cast ends abruptly before the emergence of the IX, X, and

XI complex of cranial nerves. The study of the skeletal parts

Text-fisnre '4.

Jugular leash.

Acoustic nerfe.

^6us mec//us cercbelli

P<>r3f/occo/ui

Broken margin
of csst

Postorior view of natural endocranial cast of Zeuglodon aensitivtis, sp. iiov.

,M. 12123. About J nat sine.

confirms what has been stated concerning the splaying apart

of the Gasserian ganglia (and incidentally of the posterior parts of

the cerebral hemispheres and the lobi flocculares of the cerebellum)

by the expansion of the tubercula quinti.

No new anatomical feature from this aspect (text-fig. 4) is

revealed. The natural cast has been severed transversely at the

hinder end of the cerebellum. The important fact to be remem-

bered is that the lobus anticus and lobus posticus are probably,

totally hidden from external view ; and the central mass of the

cerebellum, as exhibited in dorsal or posterior view, is composed,

entirely of the lobus medius (of Elliot Smith), while laterally on

either side lies the lobus fioccularis. Posteriorly to the acoustic

nerve and venti-ally from the lobus fioccularis ('• paraflocculus " of

the text-figures) is to be seen an ill-defined mass, which represents,

the cast of the jugular vein and the associated nerve-structures,

which finally emerge at the foramen lacerum posterius. I have,

called this region the " jugular leash."
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3. h. Zeuglodon Ei.LioTSMiTJiii, sp. nov. (M. 12066.)

Turning now to the lateral view of Zeuglodon elliotsmithii,

M. 12066 (text-iig. 5), and comparing it with Zeuglodon sensi-
tivus (text-fig. 1) we recognise in both the general Zenglodont
characters, which may be summarised as including a hyper-
trophied cerebellum tending to grow forwards over the cere-
abrum, hypertrophied trigeminal apparatus, and a diminutive
reptilian-like cerebrum bounded by tlie two former behind and
below, and an unusually well-marked sagittal sinus above and in
the mid-line.

It will be noted that in Zeuglodon elliotsmithii the fore brnin
is very flnttened and slopes upwards and backwards evenly
towards the cerebellum, that the cerebellum is only slightly

elevated (1-10 mm.) above the flattened cerebrum, and that
appears almost vertical from the lateral aspect. In all these
features this brain contrasts strongly with that of Zeuglodon sensi-

tivus. Further, the trigeminal apparatus, although hypertrophic,

Text-figure 5.

Ssgttta/ sinus

Ce'rebrs/ hem/sphere

,Lobcjp mecfius'

cerede/U.

O/factorype</unc/e

'
\ (jasseri3n ^

Broken ma/ym ofcast, ganghon. Midd/e cerebral i^esseJs. i

Lateral view of endocranial cast of Zeuglodon elliotsniithi, sp. nov. M. 12060.

About i iiat. size.

does not seem (juite so pronounced as in Zeuglodon sensiiivus,

although the fragmented nature of the cast, in this region, renders
a final statement upon this particular point impossible.

The features to which reference has been made are to be recog-

nised from the dorsal aspect also. Note further from this aspect

that the lobus medius ceiebelli of Zeuglodon elliotsmithii is sym-
metrical, whereas the other is markedly asymmetrical (c/. text-

fig. 2), a point which is also clearly evidenced in the posterior

views (text-figs. 4 and 7).

As these figures have been drawn to scale it is clear that many
features, such as the general flattening of Zeuglodon elliotsmiihii,

shown by the increased bi-parafloccular width, its general triangular

outline as seen from the dorsum, and its slender transversely-

elongated cerebellum mark the brain as characteristic and distinct

from that of Zeuglodon sensiiivus. These facts are brought out

by a comparison of the table of brain-measurements (vide infra).

Thus both the greater width and length of the. cerebral hemi-
spheres emphasize the flatness already leferred to, while both the
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total length and height of the bvain-mass were considernhly

Kniiiller in this species.

The bulk of the endocranial cast (average of five separate

measurements by water dispUxcement) of Zeuglodon ellioisviithii

Text-fisfure 6.

Otfactory pe<func/e.

Trigeminus.

MiM/c cerebra/
vessels

Carebral he&iispliere.

Parsflocculus.

Lobus mecfius
cerebelli.

Dorsal view of endocranial cast of Zeuglodon elliotsmithii. M. 12066.

About \ iiat. size.

wns 300 c.c. Elliot Smith gives (1903) 410 c.c. ns the bulk of

this " natural cast (including that of a considerable qnantity of

matrix attached to the base of the brain and some smsill fiag-

ments of bone)," but states that the actual weight of the brain

Text-fin;ure 7.

LobuS niec/ius
cerebelli'.

Pjr.3f/occu/u3. /f ^ ^,

%4

Broken mc>r(^in ofcast.

Posterior view of endocranial cast of Zeuglodon elliotsmithii. M. 12060.

About i nat. size.

wns probably "nearer 300 grammes," In this latter estimate I

am inclined to agree. But whereas the bulk of Zeuglcdon elliot-

S'tiiithii could not have been very much greater than 300 c.c, that

of the natural cast of Zeuglodon sensitivus (in which the medulla
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oblongata is absent) was 490 c.c, or nearly 200 c.c. larger. This

is of some interest not only in demonstr-ating the specific (if not

generic) difference between these two Zeuglodonts but lilso in

showing that the brain-capacity of certain Zeuglodonts was con-

siderably greater than that of some existing Oetacea—because

the brain-weight of Kogia (Haswell) is only 455 grammes.

All these distinctions between these two forms are certainly

not to be accounted for by a difference in the sex or age of the

individuals. They should therefore be separated as distinct

species, as has been done here, until fresh data shall be forth-

coming when it may be possible to associate one or the other of

these forms, Zeuglodon sensitivus or Zeuglodon elliotsmithii, with

the species now recognised from skeletal parts alone, such as

Zeuglodon zitteli.

4. The three Endochanial Casts forming a Phyletic Series.

4. a. PROZBuaLODON atrox Andrews. (M. 9265.)

In the * Descriptive Catalogue of the Tertiary Vertebrata of

the Fayum of Egypb,' Dr. Andrews described briefly the out-

standing features of this cast, pointing out its correspondence

Avith Elliot Smith's general account of the Archfeoceti (1903).

It is unfortunate that in this important cast from the lowest bed

Text-figure 8.

Sagittal sinus.

Lobus mecfius cere6e//A

Medulla oblongata.

AliMIe cerebral
vessels.

Casserian
ganglion. -Acoustic nerye.

Lateral view of endocranial cast of Frozeuglodon atrox Andrews.

About i nat. size.

M. 9265.

of the Middle Eocene there is no reproduction of the anterior

portion of the cranial cavity, because this region would supply

important data concerning the degree of trigeminal specialisation

in this early representative of the group—data which now must

be inferred from the evidence afforded by other regions.

It is astonishing to find in this earliest-known Zeuglodont an

extravagantly expanded cerebellum. It is the dominant portion

of the brain from lateral, dorsal, or posterior aspects. It rises at

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. XLI. 41
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certain' points taken along the tentorial sulcus to a height of

35 mm. above the cei*ebral surface and nowhere is it less than

Text-figure 9.

Middle cerebri/
yfsse/s covering
Gasserian^
ganglion

Flattened, cerebrum. Saqiital sinus.

Median tentorial
depression.

Paraflocculus.

Lotus medius cerebe///.

Medulla oblongata

Jugular
leash.

Dorsal view of eiidocranial cast of 4. a. Frozeuijlodon atrox Andrews. M. 9265.

About \ nat. size.

20 mm. higher than the cerebral surface. This one characteristic

immediately brands this brain (however Zeuglodont in type) as

something entirely distinct from what has hitherto been described

Text-figure 10.

Lobus medius cerebelli.

Paraflocculus

Jugular leash

Posterior view of eiidocranial cast of Prozeuglodon atrox Andrews. M. 9265.

About \ nat aize.

in the literature. The size of the cerebellum is immense and the

size is not confined to one part of the organ only ; the parafloc-
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^culus is hypertrophied, but so, too, is the lobus medius and, in
addition, the latter is markedly asyrnmetrioal.

These facts are readily appreciated from the figures. The
lateral aspect is instructive as revealing the relative size of the
cerebrum and the cer-ebellum. Couising over tlie latter from the
top to lateral angle is a ridge, probably indicating the site of a
venous cliannel, which converges upon the jugular leash posterior
to the acoustic nerve.

From the posterior aspect we are impressed with the vertical
^'lie" of the paraflocculi and their size relative to the lobus
medius. The massive "jugular leash" undoubtedly accommo-
dates the venous channels and the posterior cerebral nerves.
The dimensions of the medulla oblongata should be noted for

comparison with the later forms to be described.

Text-figure 11.

Intertubercular sulcus.

Gasserian
ganglion. Tuber cinereum.

Psrafhcculus.

Ju^u/sr /essh.

Afedu//s ob/onffots.

Ventral view of endocrauial cast of Proseucflodon atrox Andrews.

About i nat. size.

M. 9265.

The ventral view of Prozeuglodon atrox should be compared
Avith text-fig. 3. It will then be recognised that the structures

-on the basal surfade of Prozeuglodon atrox are entirely comparable
with those found on the basal surface of Zeuglodon sensitivus.

It is typically Zeuglodont in character— a fact which we will find

to be of great significance in comparing these endoci-anial casts

with that of Prosqualodon. No features call for special attention

at this stage of the discussion other than those noted in the

figures themselves.

4. h. Zeuglodon intermedius, sp. nov. (M. 10173.)

Zeuglodon hitermedius from the middle beds of the Middle

Eocene shows from the lateral aspect features comparable in

41*
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most points with those of Proseuglodon atrox, save for the more

marked sagittal sinus, larger Gasserian gangUa, and a greater

backward thrust of the paraflocculus.

From the dorsal aspect it is evident that there is a greater

Text-figure 12.

Cerebral hemisofisrc.

Ssqittal sinus.

Olfactory

„ ,
Jugular leash

Gasserian ganglion Middle cerebral vessels '

Lateral view of endocranial cast of Zcuc/lodon intermedins, sp. nov. M. 10173.

About ^ nat. size.

lateral thrust of the paraflocculi also, a fact still more emphasized

in the posterior view. The prominence of the sagittal sinus is

Text-figure 13.

, Olfactory peduncle.

Ma'ifitlary division

of trigeminus.

Say/ital sinus

Trigeminus & middle
cerebrjl vessels.

Paraflocculus,

Jugular leash.

Dorsal view of endocranial cast of Zeuglodon intermedius, sp. nov. M. 10173..

About ^ nat. size.

Avell shown from the dorsal aspect also, but tlie median tentorial

depression is not quite so pronounced.

An arresting feature of this cast is the transversely running
furrow subdividing the central mass of the cerebellum and'
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disappearing laterally below the paraflocculi. Here it separates
the paraflocculus above from the structures of the jugular leash

below. It is clue to a kind of secondary tentorial bony projection
on the interior aspect of the occipital bone. The presence of this

bony strut is perhaps to be associated with the increasing width
of the occipital region. This furrow is wider and more dorso-
ventrally situated in the cast of Prozei(,glodon atro.v ; whereas in

Zeuglodon osiris (vide infra) ifc is still transverse but very wide
and scalloped out, showing tliat with the extreme width of the
skull of Zeurjlodon osiris the bone has become greatly reinforced
in thickness internally. It is well to note such cases as these

Text-figure 14.

Lotus mecf/us cerebeJIi.

Paraf/occu/us.

Posterior view of 6ndocranial cast of Zeuglodon intermedius, sp, nov.

About i nat. size.

M. 10173.

where the modelling of the skull undoubtedly influences the

shape of the endocranial contents, because it shows that the inter-

play of factors (^. e., brain upon skull and skull upon brain) in

cavity-modelling is ceaseless and reciprocal.

Coincident with the lateral expansion of the brain-substance

there has been no widening of the medulla oblongata or the

aporburo of the foramen magnum [vide Tables), but the thickness

of the medulla oblongata lias decreased somewhat and so ifc

presents a somewhat more ellipsoidal transverse section.

The cubical capacities of these two casts was 790 c.c. for

Prozeur/lodon atrox and 785 c.c, for Zeuylodon intermedius. As
the cast of Prozeuglodon atrox v/as very incomplete anteriorly it

is evident that its cubic bulk must have been considerably over

800 c.c.

The degree of likeness between these two forms both cranially

and endocranially is so great that they may be regarded as very

closely related phyletically. Because of this the decreased volume

of the brain of Zeuglodon intermediums, in accordance with the

"law of increasing brain weight" expressed by Marsh, indicates
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a degenerating condition in this later Zeuglodont type. When,
we i-ealise that ;>art joassw with this decrease ii:i volume there

is an actual inci-ease in the lateral thrusting of the brain-mass

and with it of the Gasserian ganglia, and a relative flattening

of the mass of medulla oblongata, it seems clear that this

degeneration is priniarily trigeminal in nature.

4. c. Zeuglodon osiiiis Dames. (M. 10228.)

A comparison of the lateral aspect of the cast of Zeuglodon

osiris from the upper beds of the Middle Eocene with the pre-

ceding forms is very striking. One gathers the impression that

the brain-mass is shrivelled and shrunken, a conception that is

strengthened by examination of the dorsal and posterior views.

If we take the features seriatim we find first of all that the

Gasserian ganglion is relatively small as compared with the other

forms, but its stranded position (laterally to the cerebrum—see

dorsal view) shows that this creature is descended from a type in

Text-figure 15.

Cerebral hemisphere
Lobus medi'us cerebelli,-

Paraflocculus.

Trigeminus.

Gasserian ganglion. \^^'---^Li

Medulla
oblongata.

'Jugular leash.

Lateral view of endocranial cast of Zeuglodon osiris Danies. M. 10228.

About ^ iiat. size.

which the trigeminal apparatus was of a much more imposing

nature. The " gouged out " cerebrum leveals a degenerate con-

dition of this organ. Obviously the olfactoiy region has become
even more atrophied than in the other known Zeuglodonts.

Despite the opportunity offered by this atrophy anteriorly and

the <iiminishecl size of the cerebellum posteriorly the cerebrum is

dimiiautive.

The ceiebellum is still large but it is crumpled. The pnra-

flocculi no longer bulge over the acoustic region, but are

contracted towards the lobus medius. The latter is very

asymmetrical. The space between the middle cerebral vessels

and the jugular leash, and lateral to the paraflocculus, seems to

have been devoid of brain-substance in the recent condition and
to have been occupied by venous sinuses.
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The lobiis medius, or area crescens, is not only veiy asym-
metrical but is poorly developed, and the paraflocculi form by far the
greatest part of the cerebellar mass. The posterior view affords

perhaps the completest picture of this atrophic brain, for here Ave

recognise the general flattening out or " cake-like " appenrance of

Text-fiffure 16.

Offactory peduncle.

Ssgittat sinus,

'r/gemtnus

M'M/e cerebmr/
t^essel

_^V, Cerebri/ hem/sp^ipre

Gasserran gang/io/7
& mtcfd/e
cerebri/ ves^efs

Psrjfyoccijlus

Jugular lessh. 'US med/us cerebetli.

'A^edu//a oblongata.

Dorsal view of eudocranial cast of Zeuglodon osiris Dames. M. 10228.

About ^ nat. size.

this brain (which came from a perfect skull) and also the
extremely long but narrow cross-section of the medulla oblongata.

This view of the medulla oblongata coupled with the latei-al view

Text-figure 17.

Lobus medius cerebelli.

Posterior view of endocraiiial cast of Zeuglodon osiris Dames. SI. 10228.

About ^ nat. size.

of this region corroborate the inference we have ah'eady drawn
tliat in Zeuglodon osi7Hs we have the degenerate offspring of a,

specialised race.

The degree of this degeneration is perhaps most graphically

shown if we compare the cubic capacity of this brain (480 c.c.)
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with those of the foregoing which are ahuost twice the size.

An examination of the tables and the diagrams of the skulls will

show that this discrepancy in brain -capacity is not due to any
diminished bodily size in Zeioglodon osiris, for although the skull
may be somewhat shorter it is absolutely wider than those of the
other two forms.

One can only conclude that we have here an obvious dwindling
in brain-substance which has affected not only the trigeminal
,'ind olfactory regions but with them the cerebrum, cerebellum,
and the medulla oblongata. The whole evidence goes to show
that the devolutional potentialities exhibited in the specialisations
(chiefly trigeminal) of Prozewjlodon and the group it typifies have
found in Zeuglodon osiris (M. 10228) their logical finale.

6. The ZooLOGicAii Position of the Zeuglodontid^.

Certain facts arising from our study of these endocranial casts

claim our immediate attention. The first of these is the tri-

geminal specialisation. ; In all of the Zeuglodonts (although
coming from different horizons) the essential features noted in

Zeuglodon sensitivxis apply. In all, the Gasserian ganglion assists

in modelling the roof of the cranial cavity. The inference is

justified that the group, as a whole, rested from the outset upon
this specialisation for its subsequent achievements.

It seems to be a law of general evolutionary application that

specialisation of one *' sense " entails as its corollary the atrophy
of one or more of the other avenues of sense-perception. Thus,
birds become specialised as to sight but lose their appreciation of

smell ; the same is true, though in different ways, for Teleostean

fishes and for Primates. In Ornithorhynchus, which specialises

in its " fifth nerve sense," we find a relative atrophy of both smell

and sight. In Zeuglodontidro the sense of smell has certainly

been largely lost as a result of their adoption of a water habitat,

a,nd it seems likely that sight also was of diminished value.

To the loss of smell and the abortion of the basal (olfactory) parts

of the cerebrum with their effect in limiting the longitudinal exten-

sion of the hemispheres and consequently of the cranial cavity,

reference was made by Elliot Smith (1902 and 1903). A I'elative

loss of sight, with a resulting diminution of the mid-brain and
thalamic regions, may assist in accounting for the smallness of the

cerebrum in Prozeuglodon and also for its lack of growth in the

two later forms from the upper horizons. It assists in the under-

standing of the propinquity of the cerebellum to—or, rather, its

overgrowth over—the cerebrum, and affords further reason for

the diminished longitudinal extension of the cerebral axis (because

of a wasting mesencephalon and optic thalamus and the con-

sequences entailed thereby) throughout the series.

13ut it seems to me that the lateral expansion not merely of

the brain-stem itself but also of the cerebellum has been provoked
mainly by the trigeminus, and that a specialisation of this nerve

has been the most significant factor in determining the queer
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contour of the Zeuglodont brain. Of course, the enlarged cere-

bellum has played a role in the lateral expansion of the cranial
cavity, but the extraordinary dimensions, even for an Eocene
animal, of this cerebellum can only be explained by the tribute
coming from trigeminal nerves whose Gasserian ganglia rival the
cerebral cortex in size. Hence the inlluonce of the cerebellum is

fundamentally trigeminal in origin.

It is true then that, although the trigeminus has played the
chief part iia this expansion, the internal factors include also an
olfactory and a visual factor and may well have been assisted in

Zeuglodonts, as Andrews (1908) suggested, by the "pressure
on the anterior end, more or less in the direction of the long
axis," during motion through the water, "and during very rapid
movement this pressure must be considerable."
Now a reduction in value of the sense of smell and possibly of

sight and a compensatory dependence upon the sense of touch in

the muzzle

—

i, e., a certain degree of trigeminal specialisation

—

are equally to be anticipated in the ancestors of modern Cetacea.

Might it not be that the Z^uglodontida), in this respect as in their

osteological conformity, are to be regarded as ancestral to Cetacea?
This might be admitted if it wei-e not for the demonstration of
the already-marked specialisation of Prozevglodon airox and the
gradual deterioration by specialisation within the phyletic
series as already discussed. In this light the passage of Cetacean
ancestors through a "trigeminal" stage in evolution can only be
cited as convergence, or may be explained by the hypothesis that
the Zeuglodontidse and the true ancestors of Cetacea may have
had a common ancestry in the earliest Eocene.

Despite the positive views concerning the ancestral relation-

ship of Zeuglodontidse to Cetacea stated at the outset, it must
not be assumed that palaeontologists are agreed concerning this
interpi^etation.

As eai'ly as 1877 Marsh said: "That the connection (between
Zeuglodon and Cetacea) was a direct one, however, is hardly
probable, since tlie diminutive brain, large number of simple
teeth, and i-educed limbs in the whales all indicate them to be an
old type Avhich doubtless branched off from the more primitive
stock leading to the Carnivores."

Weber (1886, p. 243) also referred to Zetiglodon as "einen verun-
gliickten Yersuch Cetaceen herauszubilden," and although there
have been wavering opinions by many since, which even Weber
himself has shared, many, such as Miiller, Fraas, and Stromer,
have enunciated the same view.

Fraas, in 1905, summed up the evidence to that date available
and showed that the Zeuglodontidse, arising from some possible
Creodont stock, have passed through some stage corresponding
to his Eocetus (Mesocetus) and, by differentiation, have produced
various forms, including the gigantic ones which generally have
marked the acme of evolutionary progress in many groups of
animals, after which the race has disappeared. He has felt it
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impossible to regard such later gigantic fortns as ancestral to

the later Squalodon series of animals, which appear to be more
definitely related to the progenitors of the modern Cetacea.

According to Winge (1919, 1921) Fraas "considered both Proto-

cetus and with it other Zeuglodonts as a side branch from the
Carnivores which did not lead in the direction of true whales."

Stromer (1908, p. 174) also states: "Icli halte also einstweilen

fiir geboten die Zeuglodontidte flir eine ahnliche Parallelreihe der

Denticeten anzusehen, wie sie neuerdings innerhalb vieler eugeren
Saugethier-abtheilungen nochgewiesen wurden. Sie hatten schon
im Obereozan ihre Bliitezeit unter Entwickelung von Riesen-

formen wahx-end die anderen fast gleichartig aber viel weiter sich

differenzierend langsamer sich entwickelten und wieder in mehrere
Zweige auseinandergingen, die auch in vieler Beziehung einander
parallel fortliefen. In diesem Sinne also nehme ich wie Weber
(1886, S. 243) Zeuglodon als 'einen verunglUckten Yersuch
Cetaceen herau,szubilden ' lialto aber fih* noch nicht beweisen dass

alle Archajoceti so auf zufassen wai'en."

Abel, in liis later works (1913), does not appear to have any
doubt that the Zeuglodontidro lie off the direct line, with the^

possible exception of the so-called Microzeuglodontidfe. Because

of their great specialisation, the degree of which would entirely

unfit them for such an evolution, I am entirely in agreeiaient

with the opinion that no Zeuglodont here examined can be

regarded as ancestral to Cetacea.

It is a curious fact that tliese highly specialised animals havei

so wide a geological distribution, and one in favour of their

marine life. This wide distribution may have occurred before-

the trigeminal specialisation, so characteristic of all these Fayum
forms, was attained. This makes the examination of the endo-

cranial casts in Zeuglodontida? found elsewhere in Europe, in

America, and in Australia of the greatest importance because the

facts put forward demonstrate ovir lack of knowledge concerning

the evolutionary history of the whales and also because " the

distribution of the Zeuglodontidse and other shallow-water fauna""

has been used (Stromer, 1906, and Andrews, 1907) to indicate

the location of the shore-lines of previous land-connections

between the Old and New Worlds. I consider that in the

demonstration of this tactile specialisation in Zeuglodonts their

restriction to a shore-line distribution is shown to be highly

probable.
'

•

The parallel origin of the Zeuglodontidre and the Sirenia

—

probably in the Lower Eocene—is very striking. The grade of

cerebral organisation in both is approximately similar, but the

cerebellum of Zeuglodontidro seems to indicate that its life was

somewhat less retired than that of Sirenia. Andrews (1907) has

shown that " freedom from competition and, to some extent, from

powerful enemies, Avould offer' exceedingly favourable conditions

for the rapid spread and multiplication" of these groups in the

Eocene seas. Thus both groups became widely disseminated, but
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whereas the Sirenia have persisted as " living fossils," despite
their humble grade of intelligence, the Zeuglodontidas have long
since disappeared.

This disappearance is to be correlated with the fact that,

whereas the Sirenia chose an eminently retired and sluggish

mode of existence, the Zeuglodontidse were more active. They
came into more direct conflict with other marine forms and,
specialised as they were, did so. at a disadvantage and were over-
whelmed in the struggle for existence.

The present study therefore indicates that the scepticism of

Marsh and Fraas was entirely justified and that Winge (1921)
is incorrect in regarding the Zeuglodontida} as ancestral to

Cetacea. The oingin, dispersal (into so many strikingly different

forms and all over the globe), and disappearance of this group
geologically is a demonstration of the conception put forward by
Marsh (1877) that "In every primitive type which was destined

to survive many geological changes there seems to have been a
tendency to throw off lateral branches which become highly

specialised, and soon die out, because they are unable to adapt
themselves to new conditions."

7, Comparison of Zeuqlodont and Prosqualodont Brains.

The above paper Avas practically ready for the press when
Prof. Elliot Smith received from Tasmania, through the great

courtesy of Prof. Flynn of the Zoological Department in the

University at Hobart, a splendid cast of the cranial cavity of

Prosqualodon davidi which he has recently described. Plaster

replicas of the skull from which this cast was made were pre-

sented by him to the Bi-itish Museum of Naturar History and
to the Zoological Department of University College, London. I

have had the privilege of studying these casts and the endocranial

cast.

The lateral view of this cast (text-fig. 18) reveals an astound-
ing likeness to the Zeuglodont endocranial cast. We meet with
the same cerebellar enlargement, expanding forwards over the
cerebrum, and quite an enlarged trigeminus.

It is obvious that such striking similarities would not exist in

the absence of some close relationship between these forms, but
the data will reveal that this relationship is not a filial one as it

has frequently been conceived.

It is to be noted that the parallocculus is I'ecognizable laterally,

but is submerged by a widely and generally expanded cerebellum.
The cerebrum is emancipating itself from the cerebellar growth
as its great height posteriorly shows. Anteriorly the rapidly
dwindling olfactory apparatus is attached in a " nipple-like

"

fashion to the cerebrum and considerably ventral to it is a
well-marked optic chiasma. The middle cerebral vessels reveal
a course comparable with that seen in the Zeuglodonts and
posteriorly there is a well-marked jugular leash.
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The dorsal view corroborates what we have ah-eady detected

from the lateral aspect. The wide expanse of the "area crescens"^

cerebelli is the most obtrusive feature and after that the

expanding cerebrum. The double olfactory peduncle is clearly

seen but no Gasserian ganglion is visible (text-fig. 19).

The posterior view is instructive in revealing an enlarged oval

transverse section of the medulla oblongata and still further

illustrates the nature of the cerebellar expansion (text-fig. 20).

Perhaps the most informative of all is the ventral view, because

we are able to i-ecognise the true size of the trigeminus (which

is quite large), the relatively enormous width of the base of the-

brain, the marked development of the optic chiasma, and the-

relative atrophy of the olfactory apparatus. There is an entire

absence in this brain of anything corresponding to the tuber-

culum olfactorium or " intertubercidar sulcus " of the Zeuglo-

donts, but we find a ridge on either side of the middle line medial

Text-figure 18.

Lobus medius
^ cerebe//i.
(generslfy expanded.)

Olfsctory
peduncle.

Trigsmintjs. /eash.
M/W/e cerebri/ vesse/s.

Lateral view of eiidocranial cast of Prosqualodon davidi Flynn.

About J iiat. size.

to the trigeminal region which may be due to the carotid artery

and accompanying venous sinuses. The tuber cinereum in not
apparent in the cast, but must lie between these ridges (text-

fig, 21).

Prosqualodon davidi Flynn comes from the Miocene deposits of

Tasmania, and the characters which it presents linking it to the
Zeuglodonts might well be interpreted as illustrating its origin

from the Zeuglodont family if our information were not so-

complete as it is now.
The actual bulk of this endocranial cast is approximately

750 c.c, i.e., not quite so great as that of Zeuglodon iniermedius..

This fact itself is sufficient to show that the Eocene form which
gave rise to Prosqualodon must have possessed a brain-capacity

very much less than that of Prozeuglodon atrox or of Zeuglodon
iniermedius. This follows from the well-known " law of increasing

brain weight" put forward by Marsh and supported by all
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palseontological endocranial investigation up to the present

•time.

Quite apart from this there is ample evidence against the view

that a Zeuglodont, even one so primitive as Prozeuglodon^ could

have given rise to Prosqnalodon. This is very evident if we call

to mind thoSo features pointed out in detail for Zeiujlodon sensi-

tivus (vide text-fig. 3) and repeated by all the Zeuglodonts. It

was shown in that case that the site of the insertion of the

olfactory peduncle in the Zeuglodonts had been drawn, as it were,

during atrophy under the fore brain on to the basal aspect. This

•contraction of the area between the olfactory peduncles and the

tuber cinereum demonstrated for us the relative atrophy of the

Text-figure 19.
,

0/factory pedunc/e.

Cerebra/ /lem/sphere.

Trige/ninus.

Lobus mecfi'us
cerebelli,
(genera///
expanc/ed.)

Paraf/occo/aS.

Jugo/ar
/easA

^Medu//a ob/ongata.

Dorsal view of endocranial cast of Frosqualodon davidi Flynn.

About J nat. size.

optic chiasmatic region in Zeuglodonts, and, fortunately, the cast

of Prozeuglodon atrox in this crucial region is sufficiently perfect

to illustrate the fact that these changes were already well marked

in the Zeuglodonts of the -.earliest Middle Eocene deposits of the

Fayum {vide text-fig. 11).

In the case of Prosqii^alodon davidi, on the other hand, we find

that the course of its evolution has been entirely different.

There is evidence here of an initial expanding of this basal area

between the insertion of the olfactoi-y peduncle {vide text-fig. 21)

and the tuber cinereum (which lies somewhere between the
" carotid ridges"). Crossing this wide interspace in Prosqualodon

dixvidi we find in th.e well-defined optic chiasma the evidence of
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the retention of elaborate visual capacities in the Miocene—an
utter impossibility in the offspring of the Zeuglodonts here
described at any epoch.

It is of some value to appreciate how great a degree of
^trigeminal specialisation is compatible with future evolution.
For it is evident that Prosqualodon davidi has an enlarged
trigeminus, even though we do not find such gross enlargement
of the Gasserian ganglia as in the Zeuglodonts. It has already
been indicated that " a certain degree of trigeminal specialisation"
is to be expected in the ancestors of Cetacea. It seems unques-
tionable that the initial widening of the Prosqualodont, as Well
as that of the Zeuglodont, brain and medulla oblongata is due
not merely to the passive recession of the sense of smell but
rather to the active hypertrophy of the trigeminal apparatus,
which in an aquatic mammal provides so much more information

Text-figure 20.

Lobus medi'us cerebe///.
(generg//y ej<pan&e&.j'

Mec/uJ/s ob/onggpa. Trigeminus.

Posterior view of endocranial cast of Trosqualodon davidi Flynn.
About J iiat. size,

•concerning food, friends, and foes [than do the senses of smell
or sight.

Prosqualodon davidi teaches us therefore that the evolution of the
Cetacean stock, while it depended to some degree upon an initial
trigeminal specialisation, was not effected by any sudden reliance
upon this sense to the neglect of other important senses, but
depended upon an orderly and " balanced " correlation of this
hypertrophy with a concurrent aggrandisement of the visual and
auditory senses. In this connection it is significant that the most
expanded portions of the fore brain in Prosqualodon davidi appear
to be the *' occipital " and " temporal " regions

; i. e., posteriorly
and laterally, where one may reasonably conclude that these
senses were finding cerebral representation. Whether Fraas is
correct in believing that even the more primitive Protocetus
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is also off the main line of Cetacean evolution would probably be

indicated by an examination of the endocranial casts with regard

to these details.

The conformation of the district between the olfactory

peduncles and the chiasma—in fact, the whole " mamma-like '*

appearance of the antero-ventral portion of the fore biuin in

Frosqualodon davidi, contrasting as it does with the same region

in the Zeuglodonts—is consonant with the homologous region in

true Oetacea. A comparison of this region with the ventral

aspect of the brain in the foetal Ifonodon or adult Kogia (vide

figures in Elliot Smith's account, 1903) demonstrates the truth

of the conception that the ancestors of true Oetacea went through

Text-figure 21.

, Olfactorypedunc/e-

Carotid ridge.

MiddJe cerebral
vessels.

Trigeminus,
(Mandibular
• dii^ision.)

Parafloctuh

Medulla oblongata.

Ventral view of endocranial cast of Frosqualodon davidi Flynn.

About \ uat, size.

a stage of " expansion of the basal regions of the brain " (witness,

the "desert region" of Broca in Oetacea) not displayed by

Zeuglodonts but evident enough in Frosqualodon.

What this expanded "desert region " or tuberculum olfactorium

in whales exactly signifies, we are not as yet able to definitely

state. Since this area is the site of the palteostriatal cortex

overlying the palaeostriatum (Dart, 1920) it follows that the

persistence of a large " desert region " is dependent on factors-

other than olfactory, i. e., factors which have determined the size^

of the palseostriatura itself. The consideration of what these

factors actually may be lies outside the scope of this article, but

the essential point affecting ouv argument here is that these:
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factors, whatever their nature, played an enhanced r61e in the
ancestors of Cetacea, whereas they were recessive and negligible
in the Zeuglodontidfe.

The evidence afforded by this cast therefore supports the
conclusions which we drew in tlie earlier part of this paper
concerning the deflection of the Zeuglodont line from the course
of true Cetacean evolution, but supports the conception that
iSqucdodon has at least close allinities with the true Cetacean
stock.

8. The Trigeminus and the Law of Infiltration in
Cerebellar Evolution.

In conclusion, it is necessary to call to mind certain general
facts about the cerebellum which appear to throw light upon the
strange and generalised hypertrophy of that organ in this group.
We know that animals with very sensitive whiskers and

bristles (such as certain Rodentia) depend largely for their
power of equilibration upon stimuli which arise in nerve-endings
situated in relation with the proximal end of these whisker-like
structures and affected by their faintest movement. Such stimuli

are communicated to the cerebellum by way of the trigeminus.
In Ornithorhynchus, instead of bristles, there is a remarkable
development of special receptive end organs in the delicate snout
served by the trigeminus. The bristles round the mouth-parts
of the Sirenia may be active in a similar way in addition to their
function as tactile end organs.

The more recent researches of Ingvar (1918) have placed the
morphological survey of the cerebellum by Elliot Smith upon an
even firmer basis : for he has extended liis research into the
lleptilian and Avian series and has shown that here, too,

the same sulci and three lobes are distinguishable. Such a
division into three lobes does not appear to obtain in Fishes or
Amphibia. It seems therefore that the advent of the middle
lobe synchronises with the origin of a neopallium in the cerebral

cortex. The researches of HaHcr(1900), of linger (1906), and
of Crosby (1917) have shown that the first clearly defined

neopallium pi-imordium makes its appearance in the Reptilia, and
in these creatures the tripartite structure of the cerebellum is

also clearly to be recognised for the first time.

Recognising the relationship which the development of the
neopallium has to the expansion of the cerebellum in Mammalia
it is, at first, most disconcerting to find in a group of Eocene
mammals with such ill-developed neopallium a cerebellum of

extravagant proportions which has not merely obliterated all

ti-aces of the mid-brain from the surface but threatens to cover

the cerebrum also by its forward expansion.
The cerebellum is usually relatively large in Eocene mammals

and yet such a bizarre arrangement as is present in Zeuglodonts

can have only one explanation. We may eliminate the neopallium

Pboc. Zool. See—1923, No. XLII. 42
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as an explanation because of its slight development and the

doubtful presence of a pons Varolii, and it is equally unlikely

that the spino-cerebellar contribution could have been so great

as to account for the whole of the cerebellar expansion. But

we do know that so diminutive and primitive a mammal as

Ornithorhynclms, with a well-developed trigeminal apparatus can

and does possess not only an unexpectedly large neopallium, but

also a relatively large convoluted cerebellum. The absolute and the

relative size of the Gasserian ganglia in Zenylodon sensiiivus, and

indeed in all ZeuglodontidiB here represented, are far more

strikin" than they are in Ornithorhynchus. There can be no

doubt that the atierent impulses reaching the cerebellum from

the anterior end of the body in Zenglodontidio were of particular

value in supplying these animals with information concerning

disturbances of equilibration. The distribution of the trigeminal

tract within the cerebellum is not fully known, but it is believed

by many investigators that in Mammalia there is a tract for

conveying trigeminal impulses to the cerebellum. The huge

cerebellum in the Zeuglodontidse may well be due to the fact

that, by a rapid and hypertrophic development, the trigeminus

provided it with very precise information concerning its position

in space and hence afforded to this primitive creature a ready

solution of the problem of equilibration in a fluid medium.

I have said that the distribution of a direct trigeminal tract

within the cerebellum is not fully known ; it would be nearer the

truth to state that it is frequently affirmed but is sometimes

denied. Since such denial exists it is valuable to put forward

other supporting evidence. It seems to me that the denial of

the existence of a direct trigeminal connection with the cere-

bellum can only come from an imperfect appreciation of the

developmental history of the cerebellum and a consequent failure

to recognise its extent in the brain-axis—or else fi'oni a tendency,

very manifest during the last two decades, to regard the cere-

bellum as an overgrown part of the vestibular apparatus.

As regards the development of the cerebellum it must be

remembered that the cerebellar ridge first appears in early

embryos miich further forward in the hind brain (metencephalon)

than would be anticipated on the "vestibular" hypothesis.

Even in human developmental history, the nerve which is more

obviously associated with the cerebellum is the trigeminal nnd

not the vestibular. Ingvar(1918) finds that "Die Basis (cere-

belli) ist frontalwarts gerichtet. Von dem ventralen Rande

dieser Basis laufen die kriiftig entwickelten N. N. Trigemini

aus"; or (on p. 343) " Ventralwiirts grenzen die Cerebellar-

wiilste an die Insertionstelle des Trigeminus."

It is not absolutely certain what actual neuromere of the hind

brain gives rise to the cerebellum, nor is that question pertinent

to the present discussion. The embryological facts significant

here are: (1) that the cerebellum arises in the most antoiior

portion of the hind'brain roof, and (2) that the territory of the
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neural tube in this vicinity is associated in the vertebrate embryo

with the trigeminus (c/. Wilson and Hill, 1902; Streeter, 1908),

while the aconstico-facialis mass lies entirely posterior to the

trigeminus and is related to a different territory which lies medial

to it. Hence, any encroachment of vestibular fibres from its

territory of the neural tube into the territoiy which is related

to the trigeminus is a secondary phenomenon whether con-

sidered phylogenetically or ontogenetically, even though such

fibres be direct fibres. In other words, the appearance of vesti-

bvdar fibres in the cerebellar region is an intrusion just as

certainly as is the appearance of the mesencephalic fibres of the

trio-eminal in the mid-brain, or of thalamic fibres in the fore

brain.

The simplest cerebella reproduce more or less faithfully this

condition characteristic of the embryos of all Vertebrates. They

are mere ridges roofing the most anterior portion of the fourth

ventricle and are consequently a link between trigeminal terri-

tories and contain decussations of the trochlear and trigeminal

nerves (Herrick, 1914; Larsell, 1920; Palmgren, 1921).

In the simplest cerebella intrusions of alien fibres are already

found, even as we find alien fibres iu the simplest-known fore

brain and tectum opticum. These intrusions occur in the cere-

bellum in such a way that just as we find the olfactory apparatus

is relegated to the periphery of the fore brain and the optic fibres

to the periphery of the mid-brain, so we find that the trigeminal

territory forms the true fringe of the cerebellum. Consequently,

Beccari, Ingvar, and others (Kappers, 1921) have found a direct

distribution of the trigeminus to the cerebellum {e. r/., in

Reptilia).

Topographically, the contribution of the vestibular nerve to the

cerebelhim is always surrounded by the trigeminal territory and

the fibres proceeding to the cerebellum therefrom. Ingvar (1918)

has shown (in Mammalia) a distribution of the vestibular com-

ponent mainly in the flocculus, lingula, and nodulus, and thus

peripherally to tlie still more recent intrusions of spino-cerebellar

contributions. On the other hand, spino- and olivocerebellar

fibres have not been demonstrated in such peripherally lying

parts such as the lobus floccularis, and it is to be noted {vide

Kappers, 1921) that this region is not dependent upon a cerebro-

pontine contribution ; whereas the clinical researches of Winkler

have corroborated the conception that the latest portions of

the cerebellum in the phylogenetic sense are more centrally

situated.

This "laminar" arrangement of the cerebellar constitution, as

it might be termed, although not so clearly defined as the some-

what similar arrangement of successive fibre-intrusions into the

fore brain, is nevertheless present. It is to be expected also

from the fact that those tracts, which later in phylogeny become

incorporated with any region, attain this incorporation by infil-

tration and a spreading apart of the pre-existing mechanism.

42*
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Tlie arrangement may be expressed by stating that the vestibular,

olivary, spinal, and cerebro-pontine contributions successively

come to reach the ceiebellum by penetrating a territoiy which
was originally, and so ancestrally, trigeminal.

As has been suggested already, this phenomenon of " pene-

tration " may be illustrated equally well by the injiltralions of the

mid-brain, thalamus, or fore brain, or by the infiltration of the

hippocampnl commissure by the corpus callosum in the fore brain

of Mammalia as shown by Elliot Smith. In brief, if we accept

the doctrine of the segmental arrangement of the neural tube

elements, it is to be anticipated that the principle finds illus-

tration in the development of the majority of the inter-segmental

and supra-segmental apparatuses.

The language of neurology is devoid of any term which
describes conveniently this uniformity of behaviour in the laying-

down of subsequent formations in the neural tube. Jt should

prove of service therefore to descriptive neurology to recognise in

this uniformity the consistent working of a general principle

Avhich underlies the whole architecture of the biain and which we
may term for convenience the Laio of Infiltration.

By an inverse reasoning, if this law is correctly conceived, a

peripheral or fringing arrangement of the trigeuiinal territory

itself, and of fibres known to proceed to the cerebellum from it,

corroborates the identification of the trigeminal apparatus with

the cerebellum and the function of equilibrium, more primitively

even than the vestibular apparatus.

These matters have been neglected by those who assert that

the auricle of the cerebellum, or lobus floccularis (Kappers, 1921),

is the oldest part of the cerebellum. It is not the auricle, but the

anterior medullary velum which would better deserve this appella-

tion. The " vestibular" liypothesis has been attractive because

it has seemed to demonstrate the fact that the cerebellum was
** equilibratory" from the beginning. But this hypothesis tends

to ignore the equilibratory potential of all tactile sense, it fails to

account for the existence of a cerebellum (Cyclostomes) which

has no auricle, and does not account in any way for the striking

relationship which the trigeminal nerve always has to the cere-

bellum in all Vertebrata.

The fifth nerve displays a relationship to that segment of the

neural tube, in which the cerebellum becomes developed, Avhich is

paralleled only by the relationsliip of the olfactor}'- nerve to that

segment of the tube in which the prosencephalon, and of the

optic nerve to that segment in which the mesencephalon is deve-

loped. The oldest part of the organ is the trigeminal territory

itself just as the olfactory sensorium was the oldest representative

of a fore bi'ain and the visual sensorium of a mid-brain.

I have discovered that Spitzka (1886) put forward a somewhat
similar view concerning the cerebellum nearly forty yeais ago :

—

" I am inclined to consider it as a homologue of the gelatinous

nucleus of the fifth paii^, and as in a primitive relation with that
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nerve
;
that subsequently tlie auditory nerve entered into con-

nection with it, and that, incieasing in dimension with its in-
creasing neural connections, it attained the high development
found m the human cerebellum through the spinal and cerebral
tracts that are detached into its medullary substance," There-
fore the i^resent statement of this relationship, although more
detailed, cannot be regarded as a novelty.

If we consider the nature of the iniiuences at work in the
production of the early chordate brain, it is evident that the more
anterior segments were concerned in the production of the
olfactory and visual specialisations. These specialisations were
bought at the price ' of successive anterior segments of the
primitive vertebrate skin and neural tube. When these anterior
segments lost by their specialisation the capacity for the appre-
ciation of pressure, the succeeding segment wiiicii retained this
power grew forward invading the territory of the more specialised
segments lying anterior to it. Such an invasion meant an in-
crease or hypertrophy of this (trigeminal) segment and a special-
isation within it of the tactile function. How exuberant has
been its response to this demand is demonstrated by the fact that

—

amongst Mammalia, for instance—it subserves the tactile sense
.
for the entire region anterior to the second cervical nerve, with the
exception of the vestigial somatic elements of the vagus (Arnold's
nerve).

The information conveyed by the trigeminal system proved
extremely valuable, because it told the animal so much about
what moved in space around it and also about its own position in
sjKice. Hence the central processes from the trigeminal ganglion
assumed a sudden reflex ascendency over an increasing number
of the succeeding segmental nerves through the radix descendens
and the substantia gelatinosa Ilolandi in most Vertebrata. Even
in Man the descending root of the trigeminal represents one of
the most impressive features of the medulla oblongata. Always
a striking feature in Mammalia, this reflex dominance is shown
to its best advantage (in living forms) in Ornithorhynchus ; in
this creature the trigeminal seems to exert a reflex control over
practically the whole of the spinal cord.

Thus there has been a downward encroachment of the trige-

minus upon lower segments of the medulla oblongata in a fashion
comparable with the upward encroachment of the vestibular
nerve into the trigeminal territory or of the mesencephalic root
of the trigeminal upon optic territory. It is a further example
of the Law of Infiltration. Seemingly this encroachment afforded
the bridge whereby the spino-cerebellar systems were conducted
to the originally trigeminal territory of the cerebellum. For the
spinal fibres naturally lay peripheral to the infiltrating descending
root of the trigeminus, and as the spinal fibres coursed towards
the cerebellum tiiey came to embrace the trigeminus trunk before
piercing its territory to enter the cerebellum. The differentiation
into anterior and posterior spino-cerebellar tracts emerged from
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a I'olatiouship piiuiarily not to the cerebelluiu as such, but to the

trigeminus.

So, in addition to the fringing above mentioned, a graphic

picture of the central role which the trigeminal has played in the

origin of the cevebelluui is afforded by the relation of the anterior

and posterior spinocerebellar tracts to the trigeminal nerve

(in most Yertebrata) and by the central position of the trigeminus

in the pons (in higher Mammalia),
Considering the nature of the impulses it conveyed, it is not

surprising that the trigeminal nerve, which has had such diverse

evolutionary possibilities in all vertebrate groups, should have
been very intimately conceined in the emergence and evolution

of the cerebellum in Vertebrata. Nor is it surprising that we
should find illustrated in the Zeuglodontidae a group of primitive

mammals taking to a water life at a stage so plastic that the

trigeminal apparatus should become sufficiently specialised and
hypertrophic to determine, through its moulding of the cere-

bellum and the spinal cord, the Avhole course of evolution (or

devolution) of its central nervous system.

9. Note on the Skulls puom aviiioii the Endooranial Casts

DicsoniiJEu ]JY Dii. ])aiit wEiiK TAKEN, l^y C. W. Andiiews,

J3.Sc., F.ll.S. (British Museum of Natural History.)

(Published by permission of the Trustees.)

Unfortunately, from the nature of the case, the skulls belonging

to the two natural casts above described are unknown, having
been destroyed by weathering, but those from which the remaining
casts were made are preserved and are here discussed. Four such

skulls are known. Of these, two [M. 8150 (a cast) and M. ] 0228J
certainly belong to Zeuglodon osiris Dames, from the Qa,sr-el-

Sagha beds (Upper Mokattam= Bartonian), north of Lake l^irket-

el-Qurun in the Fayum. One (M. 9266) is the skull of

Prozeuglodon atrox Andrews, from the lower part of the Birket-

el-Qurun beds in a valley twelve kilometres W.S.W. of the

Gar-el-Gehannem, lying to the west of the lake. This last speci-

men may be regarded as the paratype of the species and is

described and figured in the British Museum Catalogue of the
Fossil Vertebrata of the Fayum (1906, p. 243). The fourth skull

(M. 1.0173), forming the middle term of tlie series, seems from
the nature of the matrix to have been obtained from the Bii-ket-

el-Qurun beds at the western end of the lake, from an horizon

intermediate between those from which the other species were
found. This, however, in the absence of deiinite information
from the collector is not certain. This sk\dl appears to belong to

a hitherto-undescribed species which has been called Zeuglodon
intermedins by Dr. Dart, the chai-acters of which are given
below.

Numerous other Zeuglodont remains have been collected from
various horizons in Egypt, and there is some difleience of opinion
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as to their detennination and relationship to one another. For

the purposes of the present paper these may be disregarded and

the series represented by Prozeuglodon atrox, Zeuglodon inter-

medius, and Zeuglodon osiris alone considered. The characters of

the skulls of these species completely support ]>. Dart's conclu-

sion, founded on the endocranial casts, that these three species

represent terms in a phyletic series.

The skull of Prozeuglodon has been described in detail in the

catalogue (loc. cit.), so that here it Avill only be necessary to refer

to a few characters easily comparable with those of the other

forms. The occipital surface (text-fig. 22) above the foramen

magnum is wider thnn high (if the height* be taken as 100, the

width is 110) and it is only gently concave from side to side. The

foramen magnum and the occipital condyles are both large. The

convexity of the portion of the cranial wall formed by the parietal

Text-figure 22.

Lambdoid crest

Scjuamcus portion
of tervpora/.

Masto/d
process of

I
—

petrosa/. Psroccipital process
Occipital condy/e

magnufn.

Occipital surface of skull of Frozeiicflodoti atrox Andrews. M. 9266.

About 5 iiat. size.

and squamosal is greater than in the later forms, while the sagittal

crest is much less developed. The posterior border of the narial

opening is over the space between the first and second premolars

and the snout is less prolonged anteriorly than in the Inter

forms. Some of the above peculiarities may be dependent to

some extent on the circumstance that the skull described is not

quite adult.

The type-skull M. 10173 of Zeuglodon intermedius (text- fig. 23)

is not complete, the zygomatic arch and the terminal portion of

the snout being missing ; the teeth also are much broken. In it

the width of the occipital surface (text-fig. 23) is much less

in i)roportion to its height* (height 100, width 66), and it is

much more concave from side to side than in Prozeuglodon.

* In each case tlic height is measui'ed from the upper border of the foramen

magnum to the point of union of the sagittal and lambdoidal crests.
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But the concavity is I'egular and the middle poi'tion of the lamb-
doidal crest is not suddenly reflected backwiuds as in Zeuglodon
oslris. The occipital condyles and foramen magnum are relatively

smaller than in Prozeuglodon, the occipital crest more developed,

and the convexity of the lateral cranial surface less marked. The
snout was more slender and more prolonged in front of the narial

opening than in Prozeuglodon.

This skull, both in the form of its occipital surface and in other

points, closely resembles that described by Stromer as Zeuglodon
osiris [in his paper of 1908) and distinguished by him as Mn.9.
It is very different from that described by the same writer as

Zeuglodon osiris in 1903 and called in his later paper Mn.l.
This latter seems to be the true Zeuglodon osiris, its lower jaw

Text-figure 23.

portion -

—

of tempore/.

Psroccipita/
process.

Occipital concfy/e.

Fcramen
magnum.

Occipital surface of skull of Zeuglodon intermedins, sp. n. M. 10173.

About 5 nat. size.

agreeing very closely with that of the type-specimen of the
species as described and figured by Dames (1894). Mn.9 is either

the present species {Zeuglodon intermedins) or a form between it

and Prozeuglodon.

The skulls of Zeuglodon osiris from which endocranial casts

have been made are two in number. One (M. 8150) is very
incomplete and reveals only the dorsal contour of the brain.

Tlie endocranial cast of this skull was figured and described by
Prof. Elliot Smith (1903). The other skull (M. 10228) is a

nearly perfect sjiecimen, and in order that the endocranial cast

might be made it was skilfully cut into sections and the matrix
removed by Mr. L. E. Parsons (text-fig. 24).

The occipital region of this skull agrees exactly with.Stromer's
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specimen Mii.l. It is remarkable for its extreme narrowness
compared with its height, the lateral portions of the Jambdoidal
crests being sliarply deflected backwards so that the deeply con-

cave occipital surface has the appearance of being pinclied in at

the sides, "^riiis character is also Avell shown in the cast of the

second skull (M. 8150). If the height be taken as 100 the width
is about 44. Tlie occipital condyles and foramen magnum are

Text-figure 24.

ismbdo'tf rrest

process of

Parocc/pital process. Occ'p'te/ contiy/e.

Occipital surface of skull of Zeuglodon osiris Dames. M. 10328.

About 4 nat. size.

still smaller than in Zeuglodon intermedms and the convex
sagittal crest is much higher. Tlie side walls of the skull show
little traces of convexity. The snout seems to have been rela-
tively narrower and perhaps the nostril opened rather further
back than in Zeuglodon intermsdius.

The changes occurring in the stages described are :

—

(1) Increasing narrowness and concavity of the occipital
surface above the foramen magnum, due mainly to the
folding back of the high lambdoidal crests

;

(2j increased height of the sagittal crest;

(3) the reduction in the size in the condyles and foramen
magnum

;

(4) decreasing convexity of the lateral cranial walls accom-
panying the depression of the upper portion of the
brain

;

(5) the increase in length and slenderness of the snout and
the probable recession, to some extent, of the narial
opening.

Changes (1) and (2) result in the increase of the surface for
the attachment of the jaw-muscles, and are no doubt correlated
with the increasing size and strength of the mandible.

In Frozeuylodon the two posterior upper premolars have a large
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postero-internal buttress supported by a Large distinct root.

In the two species of Zeuglodon this buttress is reduced in size

and probably had no distinct root, though from the state of

preservation of the specimen this cannot be definitely settled.

Some dimensions in millimetres of the skull in the three forms
are given below. These in some instances must be regarded as

approximate only :

—

1
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EXHIBITIONS AND NOTICES.

May 8th, 1923.

Dr. A. Smith Woodward, F.R.S., Vice-Pre-sident,
in the Chair.

The Skcretary exhibited, .ind made remarks upon, a series of
photographs of Big Game from Ohoma, North Rhodesia.

Miss L. E. Cheesman, F.E.S., F.Z.S., exhibited, .and made
remarks upon, (1) living specimens of Ferijxttus from Trinidad
and (2) a section of a nest of the Stingless Bee from Australia.

Mr. F. Martin Duncan, F.R.M.S., F.Z.S., gave .an account
of some of the residts of his recent work on the microscopic
structure of Mammalian liairs, with especial reference to the
liairs of the Primates, and illustrated his remarks with a series
of photomicrographs taken to demonstrate the character of the
cuticular sciles.

May 29tli, 1923.

Dr. A. Smitu Woodward, F.R.S., Vice-President,
in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following Report on the Additions to
the Society's Menagerie during the month of April, 1923:

—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during
the month of April were 367 in number. Of these 90 were
acquired by presentation, 50 were deposited, 215 were purchased,
and 12 were born in the Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :

—

2 Adult male Lions (Felis leo), from Nairobi, presented b}'

Major-Genernl Sir Edward Northey, K.O.M.G., C.B., F.Z.S.,

on April 9th.

2 Common Wombats {Phascolomys mitchelli), from Australin,
.and 2 Tasmanian Devils {Sarcophilus harrisi), from Tasmania,
purchased on Api-il 20tl).

2 Superb Glossy Starlings (Spreo superhus) and 1 Abyssinian
Barbet {Trachyplionus margaritatus), from Noith-East Africn,

new to the Collection, presented by Mr. Alfred Ezfn, O.B.liJ.,

F.Z.S., on April 15th.
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A collection of animals from Gambia, presented by H.E. Oapt.

0. H. Armitage, O.M.G., D.S.O., F.Z.S., consisting of a Wart-
Ilog, 6 Guinea Baboons, Marabou Storks, ifeo.

A small collection of birds from Colombia, presented by
Mr. W. K. Pomeroy, F.Z.S., containing 2 Prince Albert's

Ourassows and several Tanagers.

A Tail-lined Tree-Snake, Dendrelaphis caudolineatus, and an
Iridescent Snake, Xenopeltis imicolor, from Singapore, both new
to the Collection, presented by the Singapore Natural History

Society.

Dr. G. M. Veveus, F.Z.S., exhibited, under microscopes, a

series of preparations of the parasitic Protozoon Balantid'mm
coli, and described a case of Balantidiosis in a Brazilian Tapir

now in the Society's Gardens.

Prof. J. P. Hill, F.R.S., Vice-President, exhibited a series of

photographs of the Australian Lung-Fish (Oeratodas) and of the

rivers which it inhabits, and drew attention to the urgent need

for effective protection of this rare Vertebrate.

Dr. N. S, Lucas, F.Z.S., exhibited, and made remarks upon,

a mucous cyst from the frontal sinus of a Cercopitheque.

Mr. C. Tate Regan, M.A., F.R.S., exhibited lantern-slides of

photographs of the Spotted Basking Shark (Rhinodon typicus),

and made the following remarks :-—
The first of these photographs represents a specimen 38 feet

long captured by Captain Charles Thompson off Miami, Florida,

in 1912. It was set up by a taxidermist, mounted on a truck,

and taken round for exhibition. At the time certain American
newspapers published stories about it that were not strictly

accurate, and to the effect that it was a monster unknown to

science that had been blown up from the depths by a volcano,

etc., etc. The second photograph represents a Rhinodon about

30 feet long, which was run into by a large steamship off the

coast of Brazil and was carried along for several hours, with the

anterior \ of the body on one side of the bows and the rest on
the other ; when the vessel stoi:)ped it floated free and sank

{cf. Gudger, Natural Histoi-y, xxiii. p. 62, New York, 1923).

Mr. Regan also exhibited some deep-sea fishes taken by the

'Dana' expedition, under the leadership of Dr. Johannes
Schmidt. This expedition cleared u}) the life-history of the

Common Eel [Amjuilla vulgaris), but it also accomplished much
other work of great importance. The fishes exhibited belong to

the very rare and little-known genera G'ujanhira and iSlylophorvs^

which agree in having telescopic eyes placed close together and
directed forwards. One Gigantura had swallowed a Chauliodiis

considerably lai^ger than itself.
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June 12th, 1923.

Sir 8. F. IIaumer, K.B.E., F.Il.S., Yice-Piesident,

in tiie Chair.

The Secretak? read the following Report on the Additions to

the Society's Menagerie during the month of May, 1923 :

—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the
month of May were 214 in number. Of these 149 were acquired

by presentation, 32 were deposited, 22 were purchased, 2 were
received in exchange, and 9 were born in the Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :
—

2 Elephants {Elephas maxmius), from Burma, presented by
Dr. Saw Po Min on May 16th.

A collection purchased from the Soud.an Government on
May 14th, consisting of 1 female Giraffe {Giraffa camelopardalis),

1 Wnvt-llog (Phacochoerus africanus), 4 Arabian Bustards [Eupo-
dotis ar(d)s), and 2 Northern Secretary-Birds {Serpentarius

serpeniarius gamhiensis).

2 Abyssinian River-Hogs [Potamochoerus hassama), new to the
Collection, purchased on May 5th,

Mr. D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., and Dr. P. H. Manson Baiir,

D.S.O., F.Z.S., exhibited phofcogra.plis and sketches, and made
remarks upon, the display of Huiistein's Magnificent Bird-of-

Paradise {Diphyllodes magnifica hunsteini).

Miss Alyse Cunningham exhibited, and made remarks upon,
a Cinematograph record of the Gorilla "John."

Mr. E. G. BouLENGER, F.Z.S., exhibited and described models
for the rockvvork for the Society's new Aquarium, made by
Miss Joan B. Pr,octer, F.Z.S.

Mrs. Neale exhibited a living Tree-Hyrax {Dendrohyrax
dorsalis).

Dr. II. A. Baylis, F.Z.S., exhibited, and made remarks upon,
a Nematode Worm, Toxascaris leonina, from the Domestic Oat.

Pituitary Gland and Axolotl Metamorphosis.

Mr. E. A. SpAuii, F.Z.S., exhibited specimens showing the
metamorphosis of axolotls induced by injection of pituitary

gland anterior lobe extract, and made the following remarks:

—

Recent studies on the relationship between amphibian meta-
morphosis and endocrine organs have demonstrated the significant

role of both the thyroid and pituitary glands. The acceleration

of the metamorphosis of tadpoles to frogs when fed with thyroid
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tissue and tlie failure of thyroidless tadpoles to change until

given either thyroid diet or iodine, followed by the conversion of

axolotls to salamanders by thyroid diet, showed conclusively the

importance of the thyroid and thyroid iodine. Although pitui-

tary diet does not induce metamorphosis in either tadpoles or

axolotls, pituitaryless tadpoles fail to transform, whilst axolotls

injected with extract from the anterior lobe of the pituitary

gland assume adult characters as rapidly as individuals treated

with thyroid, which is evidence in favour of the significance of

the anterior lobe of the pituitary in metamorphic changes.

The results of experiments briefly outlined here show that the

anterior lobe contains an active principle functioning in a definite

maimer in metamorphosis. Previously only young axolotls had

been used, but larger specimens, in some cases beyond that size

at which they change in normal environment, were taken, and by
tri-weekly injections caused to transform to adults. The rate of

metamorphosis depended on the size of the animal and the temi)eia-

ture. The first signs of change appeared much later in the older

specimens, but providing the dose was sufficient the process was

more rapid. Within two or three weeks of the first injection the

change begins and is usually complete by the 40th day in medium
size or the 48th day in the oldest types under suitable conditions

of tomperature. The limits of the latter are 22°-24'^ C, when the

animal remains quite normal thioughout the experiment. Low
temperature retarded the change, and if too high the animal

became sluggish, refusing food, with no noticeable increase in

the rate of change.

The approximate limits of the minimal dose were found, but

it was not possible to give any relation between tlie minimal

dose within these limits and the weight, as the complexity of

the factor.-;, both internal and external, made the production of

identical conditions each time, and hence uniformity, impossible.

The limits were '5 grs. of fresh gland per -5 c.c. injection for

small individuals to 1"5 grs. for full-grown animals.

Weights and measurements were taken on days alternating

with those upon which injections were made throughout the

period of the experiment, but no increase in growth was noted,

only a decrease. This does not deny the growth-promoting

properties of the anterior lobe, for the animals used were adult

and sexually n)ature, so that reduction previous to metamorphosis

was to be expected.

Having ascertained these details, the change resulting from

the injection of the anterior lobe extract was applied aa a

biological test in the examination of the purity and strength

of commercially prepared extracts. Quantities up to 1/10 of a

clinical dose could be tested in this manner. Of twelve so tested

only one successfully brought about the change, although as

many as 20 injections were made. The dose was the same in

each case, the quantity stated by the manufacturer being taken

as a basis and equivalent to the minimal dose as found in previous

experiments,
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The cunse of failure was probably due either to loss of potency
(luring process of manufacture or presence of impurities having
an inhibitoiy effect. As regards the first, the strength of the
dose was doubled with no result, so that it was not a question
of quantity. Tlie only impurity, apart from those accumulating
in process of prejiaration (a very small amount, if present), and
investigation of which was beyond the scope of this work, was
the posterior lobe of the gland. The difiiculty in separation of
the two lobes in dissection and diffusion of active principles
during dissection would account for its presence.

It has recently been shown that there is a pigmentation factor
located in the posterior lobe, and by its action on the frogs'

melanophores a quantitative estimation can be made by deter-
mining that concentration which just gives a response. This
method .was successfully applied here and the quantity of

posterior lobe in each extract calculated.

Further, many animals treated refused food, the water in the
container became cloudy, smelling of urine, and some eventually
died, after becoming greatly distended with fluid, which was
found to contain 2'1 per cent, of urea. As the symptoms were
the same in each case, and occurred only in specimens injected
with extracts and not controls, the cause must have been the
same, and introduced by the extract. Therefore the factor was
apparently contained in the posterior lobe and responsible for

inliibition of activity of anterior lobe secretion. It was possible

to compare roughly the amounts present by judging effects on
specimens.

On comparing these observations with the results obtained
from the pigmentation work, the respective amounts in each
extract did not correspond, which seems to show that there were
two factoi'S at least which were not identical—the one control-

ling pigmentation response of the melanophores and the other
associated in some way with the flow of iii-ine and inhibiting
action of anterior lobe. It is doubtful whether the pigmentation
factor itself had any such action. >>

In conclusion, it can be seen that the anteiior lobe extracts as

at present manufactured aie not pure, containing posterior lobe,

which may completely mask metamorphic action of anterior

lobe, although a small quantity has no effect. The varying
amount in which it ma}?^ be present shows consistent composition
and is not maintained in manufacture. Again, the stated amounts
of gland present in commercially prepared extracts is not to be
relied upon, as tested by this method.

Piioc. ZooL. See—192a, No. XLIII. 43
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ABSTRACT OF THE PEOCEEDINGS

OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.*

May 8th, 1923.

Dr. A. Smitu Woodward, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary exhibited, and made remarks npon, a series

of photographs of Big Game from Choma, North llhodesia.

. Miss L. E. CuEBSMAN, F.E.S., F.Z.S., exhibited, and made
upon, (1) living specimens of Feripatus from Trinidad, and
(2) a section of a nest of the Sbingless Bee from Australia.

Mr. F. Martin Duncan, F.Z.S., gave a resume of a paper
by Mr. H. Burrell, C.M.Z.S., "Note on a Hibernating Female
Specimen of the Marsupial Acrohates pi/gmceus."

Mr. F. Martin Duncan, F.Z.S., gave an account of some
of the results of his recent work on the microscopic structure of

Mammalian hairs, with especial reference to the hairs of the

Primates, and illustrated his I'emarks with a series of photo-
micrographs taken to demonstrate the character of the cuticular

Scales.

* Tbis Abstract is piiblislied by (be Soeiety at its ofliees, Zoological Gardens,
Regent's Park, N.W., on tlje Tnesilny following tbe date of Meeting to winch
it ri'fers. It will be issued, al(»ng witb tlio 'I'rocecdings,' free of extra cliargo,

to all Follows who fubfcnbe to tlio Publications; but it may bo obtained on tlio

day of publication at tlie price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free lor

the sum of Hix ShiUinyii per unuum, payable in advance.
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The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will

he held on Tuesday, May 29th, at 5.30 p.m., when the following

Communications will he made :

—

C. Tate Regan, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S.

Tiie Skeleton of Lepidosteus, witli Remarks on the Origin

and Evolution of the Lower Noopterygian Fishes.

Dr. Chas. F. Sonntag, F.Z.S .

The Comparative Anatomy of the Tongues of the Mam-
malia.— IX. Edentata, Dermoptera, and Insectivora.

S. Maulik, F.Z.S.

New Cryptosome Beetles.

The following Papers have been received :

—

R. Broom, F.R.S., O.M.Z.S.

On the Structure of the Skull in the Carnivorous Dino-
cephalian Reptiles.

y. A. Mackintosh, B.Sc.

The Chondrocranium of the Teleostean Fish Sehastea

marinus.

The Publication Committee desire to call the attention of

those who propose to ofler Papers to the Society, to the great

increase in the cost of paper and printing. This will render it

necessary for the present that papers should be condensed, and
be limited so far as possible to the description of new results.
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CommujiicMtions intended for the Scientific Meetings should

be addiessed to

P. CnALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretary^

Z(Hjr.ooTCAL Society of London,

JI|';oi:nt's Paiik, Lonijon, N.W. 8,

May l^th, 1922.
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ABSTRACT OF THE PROOEEDINGS

OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.*

May 29th, 1923.

Dr. A. Smith Woodward, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretauy read a Report on the Additions to the Society's

Menagerie daring the month of April 1923.

Dr. G. M. Vevers, F.Z.S., exhibited, under microscopes, a

series of preparations of tlie pnrasitic Protozoon Balantidium coli,

and described a case of Balantidiosis in a Brazilian Tapir now in

the Society's Gardens.

Prof. J. P. Hill, F.R.S., Vice-President, exhibited a series of

photographs of the Australian Lung-fish (Ceratodits) and of the

rivers it inhabits, and drew attention to the ujgent need for

efiective protection of this rare Vertebrate.

Dr. N. S. Lucas, F.Z.S., exhibited, and made remarks upon,

a mucous cyst fiom the frontal sinus of a Cercopitheque.

Mr. 0. Tate Regan, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited, and made
remarks upon, photographs of the Spotted Basking Shark

{Hhinodon typicus). Mr. Regan also exhibited some deep-sea

fishes taken by the ' Dana ' Expedition, under^the leadership of

Dr. Johannes Sclimidt. The fishes exhibited belonged to the

very rare and little-known genera Gigantena and StylophomSy

which agree in having telescopic eyes placed close together and
directed forwards.

* Tliis Abstmct is published by tlie Society at its ofTices, Zoologiciil GardpiiB,

liogont's I'nrk, N.W., on tlio Tuesday following tlio date of Meeting to wliicl*

il refers. It will bo issued, along with tlie 'Proceedings,' free of extra ciiarge,

to all Fellows wbo subscribe to tlie Publications; but it may be obtained on ilie

diiy of publication at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free lor

the sum ^f Six Shillmgs per aunuui, payable in advance.
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Mr. C Tate Regan gave a resicniS of his paper on ** The
Skeleton of Lepidosteus, witli Remarks on tlie Origin and Evo-

lution of the lower Neopterygian Fishes."

Communications by Dr. Ohas. F. Sonntao, F.Z.S., on *' The
Comparative Anatomy of the Tongues of the Mammalia.—
IX. Edentata, Demoptera, and Insectivora," and by Mr. S.

Maulik, F.Z.S., on " New Cryptosome Beetles," were taken as

read.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Ihisiness will be

held on Tue.sdiiy, June 12tli, 1923, at 6.30 r.M., when the

following Communicixtions will be made :

—

R. Broom, F.R.S., C.M.Z.S.

On the Structure of the Skull in the Carnivorous Dino-

cephalian Reptiles.

N. A. Mackintosh, B.Sc.

The Chondrocranium of the Teleostean Fish Sehastes

viarinus.

R. I. PococK, F.RS., F.Z.S.

The External Characters of the Pigmy Hippopotamus

(Chcerojns liber iensis) and of the Suid® and Camelidie.

Major E. E. Austen, D.S 0., F.Z.S.

A Revision of the Family Pantophthalmidre (Diptera), with

Descriptions of new Species and a new Genus.

Raymond Dart, M.Sc, M.B., and C. \V. Andrews, D.Sc , F.R.S.,

F.Z.S.

The Bniin of the ZeugloHontida; (Cetacea), with a Note on

the Skulls from Which the Endocranial Casts were taken.

Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., F.Z.S.. and M. A. C. Hinton, F.Z.S.

On Mammals collected by Capt. Shortridge during the

Percy Sladen and Kaffrarian Expedition to Orange River.
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The following Papers have been received :

—

II. C. AnRAiiAM, F.Z.S .

A new Spider of the Genus Liphislhis from the Malay-
Peninsula, and some Observations on its Habits.

A. SuuBA Ran, B.A., M.Sc, F.R.M.S., and P. H. Joiinsox
.

p.Sc, F.z.s !

~"

Observations on the Development of the Sympathetic
Nervous System and Suprarenal Bodies in the Sparrow.

Malcolm A. SMirn, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.Z.S.

A Review of the Lizards of the Genus Tropidophorus on the
Asiatic Mainland.

The Publication Committee desire to call the attention of
those who propose to oiler Papers to the Society, to the great
increase in the cost of paper and printing. This will render it

necessary for the present that papers should be condensed and
be limited so far as possible to the description of new results.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings should
be addiessed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretary.

Zoological Society of London,
Regent's Park, London, N.W. 8.

June 5th, 1923.





No. 243 .

ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS

OF TUE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.*

June 12tli, 1923.

Sii- S. F. llARMER, K.B.E., F.ll.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The SaCRKrARY read a Raport on the Additions to the Society's

Menagerie during the month of May 1923.

Mr. D. Setu-Smitii, F.Z.S., and Dr. P. H. Manson Batih,

D.S.O., F.Z.S., exliibited photographs and sketches, and made

remarks upon, the display of Hunsbein's Magnificent Bird-of-

Paradise {biphi/llodes magmfica huiistehii).

Miss Alysk Ounninoiiam exhibited, and made remarks upon,

a Cinematograpli record of the Gorilla " John."

Mr, E. G. BouLENGiiiR, F,Z.S., exhibited and described models

for the rockvvork for the Society's new Aquarium, made by

INliss Joan B. Procter, F.Z.S.

Mrs. Neale exhibited a living Tree-Hyrax {Dendrohyrax

dorsails).

Dr. H. A. Baylis, F.Z.S. , exhibited, and made remarks upon,

a Nematode Worm, Toxascaris leonina, from the Domestic Cat.

Mr. E. A. Spaul, FZ.S., exhibited, and made remarks upon,

Axolotls in which metamorphosis had been induced by pituitary-

gland injection.

Mr. N. A. Mackintosu, B.Sc, communicated his paper on

" The Chondrocranium of the Teleostean Fish Sehastes marimis."

Eesent
Tliis Abstract is published by the Society at its ofllces, Zoological Gardens,

Ke"fiiit's Parlf, N.VV., ou tbe Tuesday following tlie date oC Meeting to which

it Idlers. It will bo issuoel, along witli the ' rroceodings,' free of extra ciiiirgB,

to all iKillovvswlio subscribe to iho rublications ;
but it niny boobtnincd on Die

day of vniblication at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for

the sum of Six Shillings per aunum, payable in advance.
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;Mi-. R. I. PococK, F.Il.S., F.Z.S., gave a resume of his paper

on " The External Cliaiacters of the Pigmy llippopotauius

{Chceropsis liberiensis) and of the Siiidie and Canielidic."

Major E. E. Auste:^, D.S.O., F.Z.S.,gave a resume of liis paper
" A Reviyion of the Family Pantophtlialmidje (Diptera), with

Descriptions of new Species and a new Genus."

Prof. G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S., F.Z.S., gave a resume of tlie

paper by Mr. Raymond Dart, M.Sc., M.B., and Df. C. W.
Andrews, F.R.S., F.Z.S., on " The Brain of the Zenglodontidaj

(Cetacea), with a Note on the Skulls from Avhich the Endocxunial

Casts were taken."

Communications by Dr. R. Broom, F.R.S., C.M.Z.S,, "On the

Structure of the Skull in the Carnivorous Dinocephalian Rep-

tiles," and by Mr. Oldfield Tuomas, F.R.S., F.Z.S., and Mr.
]M. A. 0. HiNTON, F.Z.S., " On jMammals collected by Capt.

Shortridge during the Percy Sladen and KafiVarian Expedition

to Orange River," were taken as read.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will be

held on Tuesday, October 23rd, 1923, at 5.30 p.m.

A notice stating the Agenda for the Meeting will be circulated

early in Octobei".

The following Papers have been received :

—

II. 0. Abraham, F.Z.S.

A new Spider of the Genus Liphisthis from the Malay
Peninsula, and some Observations on its iJabits.

A. Subba Rau, B.A., M.Sc, F.R.M.S., and P. H. Johnson,

JJ.Sc, F.Z.S .

Observations on the Development of the Sympathetic

Nervous System and Suprarenal liodies in the Sparrow.
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Malcolm A. Smith, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.Z.S.

A Keview of the Lizards of the Genus Tropidophorus on the
Asiatic Mainland.

J. G. II. Frew, M.Sc, F.Z.S.

On the L;ii'val Anatomy of the Gout-fly {Chlorops Uvniopus
Meig) and two related Acalyptrate Muscids with Notes on
their Winter Host-plants.

Arthur Lovekidok, F.E.S., O.M.Z.S .

(1) Notes on Mammals collected in Tanganyika Territory,
1920-1923.

(2) A List of the Lizards of British East Africa (Ugan da
Kenya Colony, Tanganyil^a Territory, and Zanzibar) with
Keys for the Diagnosis of the Species.

The Publication Committee desire to call the attention of
those who propose to ofier Papers to the Society, to the great
increase in the cost of paper and printing. This will render it

necessaiy for the present that papers should be condensed, and
be limited so far as possible to the description of new results.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings should
be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretary.

Z ooLOGicAL Society op London,

Regent's Park, London, N.W. 8.

June \Mt, 1923.
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NOTICE.

The ' Proceedings ' foi* the year are issued in four parts, paged consecutively,

so that the complete reference is now P. Z. S. 1923, p. . . . The Distribution
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Part I. issued in March.
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'Proceedings,* 1923, Part II. (pp. 181-481), was published on July Gth,

1923.

The Abstracts of the ' Proceedings,' Nos. 241-243, are •
contained in this Part.

The dates of Publication of 'Proceedings' 1830-1858 will be found in the

' Proceedings ' for 1893, page 436.

The dates of Publication of ' Transactions' 1833-1869 will be found in the

' Proceedings' for 1913, page 814,
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ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS.

Owing to fclie cost of printing, tlie Publication Committee
V)eg to draw the attention of Antliois submitting papers for

publication by the Society to the following Regulations, If the

conilitions are not observed, papers may have to be returned :

—

1. MSS. submitted for publication must be written in a clear

and legible handwiiting, or, preferably, be type-written, and
must be in final form for printing. The MSS. should be written

on one side of each sheet only, and the pages clearly numbered.
All tables of contents, references to plates, or legends to

illustrations in the text, etc., must be in their proper places,

with page and plate numbers left blank ; and the position for

the text-figures must be indicated. References to literature must
be exact, with the page number as well as the volume number
and date.

2. Proofs and their Correction.—Two copies of the slip

proof, and a page proof for final revision, will be sent to the

Author, but it is important that all serious corrections be

made on the slip proof. Expenses for proof corrections are very

heavy, but, if the MSS. comply with Regulation 1, should not

exceed 25 per cent, of the printers' charges. If the cost of

corrections exceeds 25 per cent., a proportion of the excess will

be chfirged to the Author.

3. Revised proofs must, if possible, be returned within one

week from the date of their receipt by the Author.

4. The Author receives 30 co[)ies of reprints free, and, with

iho snnction of the Publication Committee, may obtain leave to

buy extra copies, at the cost price charged by the printers and
engravers to the Society. The number of separate copies

required must be stated when returning the proof.

5. Illustrations.—Drawings intended to be reproduced as

line-block text-figures sliould be drawn with a good black ink,

such MS " Process Rhvck " or the best " Indian ink " on white
" Hristol board." All lines and dots must be clear and sharp,

nnd no washes or colours used. Wash drawings are not suitable

for reproduction as text-figures. All necessary lettering must
be clearly, but lightly, indicated in pencil, so that the engravers



ma}' insert sliavp, -well- drawn letters. Eacli drawing sliould be

numbered to tiill)' with the text-figure numl)er given in the MSiS.,

and be accompanied by a short, concise, and legible descriptive

legend. When making drawings for text-figures, or grouping
drawings, it should be borne in mind that, when reduced, the

figures must not exceed the dimensions of the printed matter on
the page of " Proceedings," viz. :^—3| x 6j inches, llrawings or

photographs intended for I'eproduction as plates will have to be

reduced, when necessary, to fit a space of 4^-''^ x 7 inches.

6. CoPYUiGiiT.—No use whatever is permitted of the type or

illustrations prepared for the Society's Publications other than

for the Separate Copies mentioned above, unless the leave of the

Committee has been obtained, and recorded on the Minutes.

Permission is given only with the consent of the Authors of the

papers, if alive, and the source of the text and illustrations shall

be stated in the work in which they are used. The use of

illustrations from the Society's Publications, if within five years

of the date of publication, will be granted only upon the payment
of half the cost of their production. All comminiications made
to the Society .shall, if accepted for publication, be reganled as

the property of the Society, and not returned to the Authors,

except for the purpose of comparison with the proof when set up
in type.

Note.—The Publication Committee is always ready to give

Authors who apply for it, permission to reproduce matter that

they have contributed to the Society's " Proceedings " and
" Transactions," but the Society has been advised that a formal

assignment from Authors is necessary to enable it to protect

copyright against third parties.
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Mr. J. S.vniNR, Mr. N. A. ViaoRS, and other eminent Naturalists,
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The Society consists of Fellows, Imperial rcllow3, Honorary,

Foreign, and Corresponding Members, elected according to the

Ey-Laws. It carries out the objects of its foundation by means

of its collection of living animals, by its Library, and by its

Scientific Publications.

The Onice of the Society, llegent's Park, N.W.S, where all com-

mnnicatious should be sent, addressed to "The Secretary," is open

from Ten till Five, except on Saturdays, when it closes at One r.M.

The Library, under the superintendence of Mr. F. Martin Duncan,

F.R.M.S., F.R.P.S., F.Z.S., is open daily (except Sunday) from

Ton A.M. till Five p.m. ; on Saturdays, Ten a.m. till One p.m.

The Library is closed from- Good Friday to Easter Monday, and

upon all other Eanlc Holidays. It is also closed annually for

cleaning during the month of September.

The Meetings of the Society for General Business are held in

the Meeting Room at the Society's Office on the third Wednesday

of the month at 4.30 p.m. except in September and October.

The Meetings for Scientific Eusinoss are held in the Meeting

lloom at the Society's Office fortnightly on Tuesdaj-s, except in

July, August, September, and December and January, at half-past

Five o'clock p.m.

The Anniversary Meeting is held on the 29th of April, or the

nearest convenient day, at Four p.m.

Tho Society's Gardens are open daily from Nine o'clock until

Sunset, or 8 p.m. when sunset is later. Dr. G. M. Vevers is the

Superintendent, Mr. D. Seth-Smith, Curator of Mammals and

Birds ; Mr. Edward G. Boulengor is Director of the Aquarium
;

Miss Joan B. Procter, F.L.S., is Curator of Reptiles ; Miss L. E.

Cheesman, F.E.S., is Curator of Insects ; Dr. C. F. Sonntag

is Anatomist; Dr. N. S. Lucas, Pathologist; Prof. 11. T. Leipcr,

F.R.S., with tho assistance of a panel of experts, examines

and reports on the Parasites ; Prof. G. H. Wooldridge, F.R.O.V.S.,

is Honorary Consulting Veterinary Surgeon ; and Dr. R. W. A.

Salmond, O.B.E., Honorary Radiologist to the Society. Applica-

tions for anatomical or pathological material, or for facilities for

work in the Prosectorium should be addressed to the Secretary.

TERMS FOR THE ADMISSION OF FELLOWS.

F'joLLOWS pay an Admieeion Fee of £5, and an Annual Contri-

bution of .£3, duo on tho Ist of January, and payable in advance,

or a Composition of £45 in lieu thereof; the whole payment,

including the Admission Fee, being £50.

No person can be deemed a Fallow until the Admission Fee

and first Annual Subscription of .£3 have been paid, or the

annual payments have been compounded for.

Fellows elected in November and December are not liable for

the Subscription for the year in which they are elected.



PRIVILEGES OF FELLOWS.

Fkllows liave Personal Admission to the Gardens upon signing

tlieir names in the book at tlie entrance gate, and may introduce

Two Companions dail}-.

The WiFji; or IIusband of a Fellow can exercise these privileges

in the absence of the Fellow.

Until further notice, Fellows will receive 40 undated Green

Cards, available on any Sunday or week-day up to the end of

February of tlie year following the year ot' issue, and 20 White

Cards available on any week-day up to the same date. Twenty

of the Green Curds may be exchanged for a book containing two

Orders for each Sunday in the year. Twenty AVhite Cards may

bo exdianged for a book of dated Wock-day Orders, cacli Order

available for any day during the week except Sunday. Special

children's tickets are no longer issued, but the Green and White

Cards are perforated, and each half is valid for a Child under twelve

years of age. It is particularly requested that Fellows loill si(j)i

every iiclcet before it goes out of their possession. Unsigned tickets

are not valid.

Fellows are not allowed to pass in friends on their written

order or on presentation of their visiting cards.

Fellows have the privilege of receiving the Society's ordinary

rublications issued during the jear upon payment of tho additional

Subscription of One Guinea. This Subscription is due upon the

1st of January, and must bo paid before tho day of tho Anniversary

Meeting, after which the privilege lapses. Fellows are likewise

entitled to purchase these rublications at 20 per cent, less than

the price charged to tlic public. A further reduction of 20 per

cent, is also made upon all purchases of Publications issued prior

to 1881, if above the value of Five Pounds.

Fellows also have the privilege of subscribing to the Annual

Volume of ' The Zoological llecord,' which gives a list of the Works

and Publications relating to Zoology in each year, for the sum of

Two Pounds Ten Shillings. Separate divisions of volumes 39

onwards can also be supplied. Full particulars of these publica-

tions can be had on application to the Secretary.

FraLows may obtain a Transferable Ivoiir Ticket admitting

two persons, available throughout the whole period of Fellowship,

on payment of Ten Pounds in one sum. A second similar ticket

may be obtained on payment of a further sum of Twenty Pounds.



Any Fjjllow who intends to be absent from the United Kingdom

during the space of at least one year, may, npon giving to the

Secretary notice in writlnr/, have liis or her name placed upon the

" dormant list," and will then be called upon to pay an anniial

subscription of £1 only during such absence, or in the event of

returning to the United Kingdom before June 30th in any year to

pay the balance of the ordinary subscription. After three years a

Dormant Fellow must make a further application to be retained on

that list.

Any Fellow, having paid all fees due to the Society, is at liberty

to withdraw his or her name upon giving notice in writing to the

Secretary.

Ladies or Gentlemen wishing to become Fellows of the Society

are requested to communicate with "The Secretary."

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,

Secretari/.

Eegent's Park, London, N.W. 8.

December, 1923.

MEETINGS
OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
FOR

SCIENTIFIC BUSINESS.

1924.

Tuesday, February 5 and 19.

„ March.,, 4 and 18.

„ April 1 and 15.

„ May 6and20.

„ June 3.

„ October 21.

„ November 4 and 18.

The Chair iviU he ialcen ai half-^ast Five o clock precisely.



ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

Tnii; scientific publications ol: the Zoological Society o£ London
are of two kinds—''Proceedings/' published in an octavo

form, and " Transactions," in quarto.

According to the present arrangements, the " Proceedings''

contain not only notices o? all business transacted at the scien-

tific meetings, but also all the papers read at such mcetinga

and recommended to be published in the "Proceedings" by

the Committee ot Publication. A large number oL' coloured

plates and engravings are issued in the volumes oC the

" Proceedings/' to illustrate the new or otherwise remark-

able species of animals described therein. Amongst such

illustrations, figures of the new or rare species acquired in a

living state for the Society's Gardens are often given.

The "Proceedings" for each year are issued in four parts,

paged consecutively, during the months of iMarch, June,

September, and December. From January 1901 they have

been issued as two half-yearly volumes, indexed separately.

An " Abstract of the Proceedings " is published by the

Society on the Tuesday following the date of the Scientific

Meeting to which it refers. It is issued along with the " Pro-

ceedings," free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to

the Publications, but it may be obtained on the day of publi-

cation at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post free

for the sum of Six Shillings per annum, payable in advance.

The "Transactions" contain such of the communications

made to the Scientilic Meetings of the Society as, on account of

the nature of the plates required to illustrate them, are better

adapted for publication in the quarto form. They are issued

at irregular intervals.

Fellows and Corresponding Members, upon payment of

a Subscription of One Guinea before the day of the Anni-

versary Meeting, are entitled to receive the Society's

Publications for tlie year. They are likewise entitled to

purchase the Publications of the Society at 20 per cent, less

than the price charged to the Public. A further reduction

of 20 per cent, is made upon purchases of Publications

issued prior to 1881, if they exceed the value of Five

Pounds.
Fellows also have the privilege of subscribing to tlie

Zoological Ilccord for a sum of Two Pounds Ten Shillings
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Though our knowledge of the structure of the Anomodoutia
and of the various suborders of the Theriodontia is fairlj com-
plete, the more primitive groups^the Dromasauria and the

Dinocephalia—are still very imperfectly known. Of the Dino-
ceplialia we know a good deal of both the skull and skeleton of

the Tapinocephaloid group, but of the TitanosuchusA\kQ forms
we know very little of either the skull or skeleton. The present

.short paper will add something to our knowledge of these latter

types.

The chief reason why so little is known of the giant Dino-
cephalians while the Anomodonts and Theriodonts are so well

known, is that the Dinocephalians in South Africa are in older

beds, where they cannot be easily picked out from a loose shale,

but are usually in masses of extremely hard limestone. If

unweathered out it is only with great difiiculty that the bone
can be distinguished from the matrix ; and when weathered
usually much is hopelessly gone and probably much still in the

very hard .stone. Hence it happens that only a verj^ few skulls

are in any museums, and, so far as I know, only two mounted
skeletons.

The first Dinocephalian remains from South Afi'ica were
collected by Dr. W. G, Atherstone in 1872 and described by
Owen in 1876. The front end of a snout of a large form was
named Tapinocephalus atherstonei. Some vertebrse and other

remains were referred to this species, but theie is some doub|t

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. XLIY. 44
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wliethei" the reference is correct. Nothing was known of the

affinities of the form until many years hater.

In 1879 Owen described under the nsime Titanosuchus ferox

some jaw fragments that had been discovered by Mr. T. Bain.

Many years earlier, fragmentary remains of reptiles which we
now know are allied to the South African Dinocephalians weie
described from the Permian rocks of Russia. Seeley in 1888
visited Russia, examined the specimens described, and figured

two genera represented by fair skulls

—

Beuterosaurus and Rhopa-
lodon. In 1892 he described the first good skull of a South
African Dinocephalian—a skull in the Cape Town Museum
collection,—which he named Delphhwgnalhus conocephalus, and
he founded the order Dinocephalia for the reception of this form
and Tapinocephalits.

For many years nothing futther was added to our knowledge
of the Dinocephalia. When in London in 1909 I examined
some specimens which had been in the Seeley collection. The
most important was a very fine skull of a large Tapino-
cephaloid reptile, which I referred to Tapinocephalus aiherstonei,

and of which I gave figures. Another important specimen was
the top of the head of a Titanosuchid, which I refeired to

Titanosuchus ferox. In 1910 I gave a re-description of Delphino-

gnathus. Between 1911 and 1915 in various papers I gave
figures and descriptions of the skull and the principal bones
of the skeleton of the small Dinocephalian, Moschops capensis.

From imperfect remains I had previously described a considerable

number of Dinocephalians

—

Eccasaurus priscus, Pelosuchus
priscus, and Taurops macrodon of the Tapinocephaloid group, and
Archceosuchus cairncrossi, Titanosuchiis cloetei, and Scapanodon
diiplessisi of the Titanosuchid group,

In 1914 Watson described fully all the material in the British

Museum. TMie skull which 1 had i-eferred to Tapinocephalus
atherstonei he believed to be a now genus and species, and named
it Jfor'i)iosau7'U3 seeleyl. A second impei-fect skull lie called

Pnigalion oioeni. A third very imperfect skull he nnmed Lamia-
saurics neiotoni. This third skull has a snout of the Titanosuchid
type, but an occiput rather of the Tapinocephaloid type ; and
when in 1914 I examined the specimens in the British Museum,
I could not feel at all satisfied that the snout belonged to the
occiput. I am therefore pleased to see in Watson's pnper on the
Theriodontia (1921) that he also recognized there may be an
error in referring the snout and occiput to the same animal. To
avoid confusion it will be well to regard the snout as the type of

Lamiasatirus newtoni. Watson refigured the top of the skull of

the Titanosuchid which I had referred to Titanosuchiis ferox,
adding the premaxilla, which he found belonged to it. In 1921
he gave new restorations of the skull of Rhopalodon fischeri, and
finding further fragments of tlie supposed TitayiomcJius skull,

discovered that it belonged to a distinct type which he named
Anteosaurus viagnificus.
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In recent years Haughton lias described a complete skull of

Tajnnocephcdus atherstonei and a new Tapinocephaloid, Slruthio-

cephcdus w/iaitsi, and the skull of a small and probably immature
Titanosuchid under the name of Moschosaurus longiceps.

In 1914 van Hoepen briefly described a new Titanosuchid under
the name Jonheria truculenta.

SCAPANODON DUPLESSISl BrOOm,

In 1904 I gave under the above name a brief description of a

new type of Titanosuchid reptile. The type consisted of jaw
fragments witii teeth. It was distinguished from Titanosuchus

ferox Ow. by having relatively much smaller molar teeth, and in

those molais having flattened spade-like crowns. The type came
from Zeekoegat, in the Prince Albert distiict. Nothing further

has been known of this form till recently.

A few months ago I visited Mr. W. van der Byl at Abraham's
Kraal, also in the Prince Albert district, and looked over the

large number of specimens that he had collected in recent years

on the farm. Among these wms the weathered skull of a large

Titanosuchid. On critical examiuation this proves to be

Text-fia;iire 1.

Side view of skull of Scapanodon diiplcssisi Broom. About ^ iiat. size.

Scajjanodon diqylessisi, and reveals to us the main features of the

skull apart from the palate.

The skull has the nasal, frontal, and parietal regions badly

weathered, and the matrix where unweathered is extremely hard.

Both sides of the skull are fairly well preserved, and portions of

all the teeth of the upper jaw are to be seen.

The general appearance of the skull will be best understood

from the figures given. Though the bones of the frontal region

are greatly thickenetl, there is no evidence of great bony bosses

overhanging the oibits as in Anteosaurus. The pineal foramen
is very large, and the occiput is very much flatter and broader
than in Anteosaurus. The whole skull is also relatively much
broader in Scapanodon.

44*
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There are five large incisors in each premaxilla. Tlie teeth

are not well enough preserved to show whether they were

pointed or had, like the front teeth of the Tapinocephaioids, ii

large basal keel. But there seems a little evidence in favour of

at least an expandeil base. The roots are very long. The fifth

incisor is directed more outwards than the others. Between the

fifth incisor and the canine is a fair-sized diastema in which the

lower canine lies when the jaws are closed. In the very large

majority of the Kairoo carnivorous reptiles the lower canine

passes into a deep cavity in front of the upper canine, but inside

the edge of the jaw. In Saq'tanodon there is no doubt that the

canine passed up outside the edge of the jaw, as portions of both

lower canines are preserved occupying the space between the

fifth incisor aiul the upper canine.

Text-figure 2.

Uppci' view" of sl;ull of Scapanodon diijolessisi Ihooni. About j nat. size.

The upper canine is a large rounded tooth.

The molars aie apparently 14 in number. The anterior are

the largest, and they steadily decrease in size in passing back-

wards.

The nasal bones are completely weathered away, and the

frontals badly Aveatliered and largely gone. Enough is left to

show the np2)er margin of the orbit. From the structure of the
parts of the frontal remaining it is probable that there was a
considerable thickening of the bones in the frontal region.

Though portions of the prefrontals and lachrymals remain, the

limits of these bones cannot be made out.

The jngal bones ai'e, however, well preserved, that of the right

side being practically pei'feet. In front it passes well forwards
above the posterior end of the maxilla. It forms the whole of
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the lower border of the orbit. Posteriorly it forms with the

sqiinmosal the sliort, deep, lower temporal arch. The posterior

process of the jngul reaches to the descending part of the

squamosal. Its lower border is curiously and very coarsely

roughened.
The squamosal is a very large bone with an ascending, a

descending, and an anterior pi'ocess. The ascending process forms
the back of tlie temporal fossa, and articulates with the parietal

and the tabular. The descending process passes downwards and
slightly forwards. It has a. moderately developed outer side and
a larger occipital face. The occipital face almost completely

covei"S the huge quadrate.

There is a small quadrato-jugal which must be very largely, if

not completely hidden from external view by the squamosal.

The quadrate is very badly weathered, but must have been a

Text-ficure 3.

Oblique section from the nasal region to the largest part of the pterygoids,

in Scapanodon duplessisi Broom. About \ nat. size.

large bone. The upper portion lies far up inside the folded

squamosal.

The occiput is not very well preserved, but appears to be

essentially similar in structure to the fairly well preserved

occiput of the genus to be next described.

The parietals are very thick and the pineal foramen large.

The postfrontals and postorbitals are very badly preserved.

Much of the lower jaw can be seen on one or other side. The
general structure appears to be fairly similar to that of the jaw

in the Tapinocephaloids. The dentary has a distinct though

probably short coronoid process. The angular is large, and forms

the greater part of the outer side of the back part of the jaw.

The surangular is a powerful bone with a very thick upper edge^

which, when the jaw is closed, lies outside the descending process

of the squamosal as shown in text-fig. 1.
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A slightly oblique transverse section through the slaill shows
something of the structure of tlio palate. The section is illus-

trated in text-fig. ii; it passes from what is the middle nasal

region above to near the middle of the deepest part of the ptery-

goids, and shows the great size of the pterygoids. Inferiorly

they ai'e somewhat parted, but above they unite in forming a
very high median crest. On each side a section of the ectoptery-

goid is seen, and above this the powterior spurs of the palatines.

On one side a considerable portion of tlie maxilla is cut across

;

on the other a part of the jugal and a very small part of the
maxilla,.

Owing to the extreme hardness of the matrix, no attempt has
been made to clear the palate ; and as in the following type the
palate is fully revealed, it seems unnecessary, for doubtless the
structure will be very similar in Scapaiiodon to that seen in the
other genus.

DiNOPHONEUS INGENS, gen. et sp. nov.

This noAV genus and species are founded on two skulls discovered
by ]\Tr. M. J. van Wyk on the farm Kookfontein, in the Prince
Albert district. Though the two skulls ai^e apparently the same
species, to avoid Siwy possible confusion specimen B will be
regarded as the type.

Specimen A consists of a nearly complete skull which has the

Text-figure 4.

''iliP^j.

Side view of skull of JJinopIwneus ivgens, gen. et sp. nov. About i nat. size.

frontal and parietal regions and part of the occiput beautifully
weathered out, but with the lower half of the back of the skull
completely enclosed in very hard matrix. Most of the snout is

preserved, biit weathered above badly and with the front teeth
mostly gone. 'J'he greater part of the left mandible is preserved,

.

but much of it is in hard matrix. The fiont and back parts of
the left mandible are preserved in fairly good condition. Of
specimen A there is a fine scapula and, presumably, other skeletal
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remains—another scapula, a humerus, and many vertebrre—also

belong to it.

Specimen B consists of the greater pai-t of a second skull of

apparently the same species. This skull was found near the

other, and is made up of a large number of considerably Aveathered

sci-aps. Fortunately it is possible to join all the principal

portions, and it is found that nearly the complete skull can be
restored. The palate is practically'' perfect from the occiput to

the front of the prevomers. Much of both maxillfe are present,

but very little of the premaxilla?. Much of the left jugal arch

is preserved, and the whole of the occipital and squamosal regions

are neai'ly complete with the parietals and frontals above, '.i'hese

latter are,.however, much weathered.

Text-fiffui-e 5.

Upper vinw of skull of Dwophoneus inffcns, gen. et sp. nov. About ] iiat size.

The details of the frontal and parietal regions are from Spec. A.

From the two skulls it is possible to make out all the more
important details of the cranial structure.

The premaxillary region is not very well preserved in speci-

men A, and is lost in specimen B. It is manifest, however, that

there have been four large incisors, but none of these is fully

preserved. As one has the typical Dinocephalian crown, and the

lower incisors preserved also have the Dinocephalian crowns, we
may infer as highly probable that the incisors all have this

peculiar type of crown. The canine is very large, but not well

preserved. Behind the canine are 13 molars, which gradually

decrease in size on passing backwards. The thirteen occupy a

space of about 143 mm. The crowns are not preserved.
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In both specimens tlie nasal region is lost, but in both the

frontal and parietal i-egions are preserved—in specimen A in

perfect condition ; in specimen B considerably weathered.

The shape of the frontal and parietal bones will be best under-

stood from the figures. The frontal is moderately flat in front,

but bends upwards behind to articulate with the elevated

parietal. The interorbital width is 117 mm. There is a fairly

large prsefrontal which forms much of the supraorbital margin.

The postfrontal is a small bone wedged in between the frontal

and the postorbital. The postorbital is large. It forms appa-

rently the Avhole of the postorbital arch, and passing upwards

forms about half of the upper wall of the temporal fossa.

The parietal is narrow, but very massive. The pineal foramen

Text-figure 6.

Palatiil view of skull of Binophoneus incjena, gen. et sp. nov.

. Entirely drawn from Spec. B.

About ^ uat size.

is large and round. Some distance behind the foramen the fossae

are only 5-3 mm. apart.

The jugal is not well preserved, but specimen B has a large

isolated fragment of it. In this fragment is also much of the

anterior part of the squamosal.

The squamosal is a very large bone. It forms most of the

posterior wall of the temporal fossa. It has a large anterior

process which forms much of the subtemporal arch, and a still

larger portion of the bone passes downwards and foi'wards to

support the quadrate. The squamosal also forms a lai-ge part of

the back of the skull, as is shown in text-fig. 7. The quadrato-

jugal is a small bone which lies inside the squamosal for the most

part and also supports the quadrate.
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The quadrate is large, and extends far up inside of the

squamosal. It has a large internal a,nd anterior ]n'ocess which
articulates with the posterior process of the pterygoid.

The occiput is fairly similar to that of the typical Dinocepha-

lians such as Jformosattrns figured by Watson. There is a broad

interparietal, and the tabular is large and extends down between
the sf{uamosal and the supraoccipital. A fairly well developed

stapes can be seen in position.

The palate is beautifully preserved in specimen B. The
prevomers are very large bones which extend nearly hnlf of the

whole length of the palate. The palatines run along the inner

sides of the maxillpe and pass backwards to meet the prevomers,

the pterygoids, and the ectopterygoids. The ectopterygoids are

relatively small, and are situated as shown in text-figs. 6 and 4.

The pterygoids are larger and peculiarly twisted bones. The

Text-fiffure 7.

Occiput of DinojpJionetis ingens, gci). ct sp. nov. About \ nat. size.

Entirely dvawu from Spec. 15.

anterior part of the palate formed by the prevomers, the palatines,

and atiterior parts of the pterygoids passes backwards and doAvn-

wards as far as the huge pterygoid transverse processes. Pere
the pter3'goids bend back on themselves nearly at right angles,

and form processes which pass upwards and backwards to articu-

late firmly with the quadrates, much as in Sphenoclon.

On the base of the skull between the posterior processes of the

pterygoids is a typical Therapsid vomer or " parasphenoid " as it

is called by most writers.

DtihArtamus vandeebyli, gen. et sp. nov.

This remarkable new type is founded on some skull fragments

discovered at Abraham's Kraal by Mr. W. van der Byl, whose

keen interest in palsEontology has resulted in the discovery of

quite a considerable number of new types. I have much pleasure

in associating his name with the find.
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The type consists of most of the preorbital portion of a skull

with much of the left postorbital region and with an incisor

portion which probably belongs to the same skull, but the contact

has been lost. Besides these portions, which probably belong to

one skull, there is much of the postorbital portion of a second

skull, and much of a lower jaw which may belong to either of the

skidls—more probably to the first.

There are four large incisors, of which the first is of Dino-
cephalian type, but the other three incisors may have had pointed

crowns. There is some little indication that this may have been
so. The canine is large and somewhat curiously bent. There
are five well-developed molars which occupy a space of about
54 mm.
In the figure I give (text-fig. 8), some idea of the shape of the

skull will be obtained. The surface of the bone is flaked off, so

that the sutures given may differ a little from those that would
appear on the surface.

Text-fioure 8.

-N 5?. ;

Side view of skull of Dinartamus vanderbi/li, gen. et sp. iiov.

About y nut. size.

The lower jaw which I believe to belong to this species and
probably to the same skull is quite remarkable. There are

apparently three incisors and what look like two lai-ge canines.

It is probable, however, that the first is the true canine, and
that the other is an enlarged first molar. Following the

enlarged first molar are foiu" fairly normal molars. If this

view be correct, the dental formula of Dinartamus Avill be.41 5

It will be seen that Dinartamus difters considerably from the

typical Titanosuchids such as Scajxinodoii and Dinojjhoiieus, and

ought to be placed in a distinct family which may be called the

Dinartamidai.

I do not intend in the present paper to enter into the dis-

cussion of the affinities of the Titanosuchids with the Tapino-

cephaloids, or the more interesting question of their affinities with

the other Therapsids. But in the meantime one may suggest
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the advi-sability of dividing tlie Dinoceplialia into two sub-

orders—the Tapinocephah'n, and tlie Titanosuchia. The latter

suborder would have in it two known families—the Titano-

suchidje and tl»e Dinartamida?.

BuRNETiA MiRAiiiLis, gen. et sp. nov.

Tlie specimen on which this new genus and species are founded

is a nearly perfect skull, without the lower jaw, found by me
at Water Krantz, in the extreme north-west of the GraafF Reinet

division where it adjoins the Richmond division. At the point

where the specimen was found, fossils are very ra.re, and this

specimen was the only one discovered in a couple of hours' hunting

on good exposures. The horizon is most pi-obably the lower

beds of the Lyslrosaurns zone.

The skull is quite nnlike any other that has ever been found

in South Africa or elsewhere ; and only now, five yeai's after its

Text-fiome 9.

Side view of skull of Burnetia mirahilis, gen. et sp. nov.

A little less than 4 n.it. size.

discovery, do I venture to describe it. There seemed a possi-

bility that it might be a late degenerate Titanosuchid, more
especially as it has large bony bosses o\er the orbits somewhat
like those seen in the British Museum specimen which Watson
has called Anteoscmrus magnificus. After patiently waiting all

these years, I find it convenient to describe it in this paper,

which includes an account of all the important details of Titano-

suchid structure, because it has some superficial resemblances to

Dinocephalians, although not at all a member of that group.

The skull as preserved is 177 mm. long, and was probably,

when perfect, about 190, and is 170 mm. wide. Unfortunately,

practically all tlio outer bones of the skull are composed of a veiy

line-grained, spongy bone, from which it is quite impossible to

remove the covering matrix except by grinding, and all trace of

sutures seems to be obliterated. As preserved, all the surface
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bone is covered as by a skin with n tliin layer of calcareous matrix.

Though this obscures tlie niai-gins of the orbits and temporal

fossie, all of Avhich are iilletl with matrix, it does not in any way
hide the real structure of the skull.

When seen from above, the most striking peculiarities of the

skull are the great posterior width, due to a remarkable develop-

ment of what are apparently the sqxiamosals, and the presence
of five bony bosses—one above the nose, one over each orbit, and
one in each post-temporal region.

The snout is relatively narrow. The front pait is unfortunately
missing, but from what is preserved it must have been sharp, as

shown in the figure of the side view, and very possibly it had a

horny covering as in Dicynodon. There is evidence of one small

Text-figure 10.

Uppor view of the skull of JBurnetia mirabilis, geii. ot sp. iiov.

A little less than ^ luit. size.

incisor, a little in front of the canine, but I do not think there
could have been any in front. • The canine is a large, flattened

tooth which passes well forward. Behind the canine are four

small molars. The canine measures 12 mm. x r)"5 mm. The
four molars occupy 18*5 mm., and the iir.st is situated 4 mm.
behind the canine.

The orbits are .small, and wide apart and entirely lateral.

Above each is a large oval boss which completely hides the orbit

from upper view. A deep traiisvex-se valley is present between
the back of the nasal boss and the fronts of the two orbital bosses.

There is a fairly wide space between the orbital bosses which is

transversely concave and antero-posteriorly slightly convex.
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Beliiiul the frontal region is seen the pineal fovainen, which is

I'cliitively small but stands in a little rounded elevation of bone.

The foramen stands in practically the middle of a very wide

parietal region. The back part of the orbital boss is continued

as a less thickened bony area above the small temporal fossa, and

then rises into the huge post-temporal boss whicii passes botli

upwnrds and backwards. Whether this post-temporal boss is

formed by the parietal, tabular, or squamosal cannot be made out.

This huge boss is continued outwards and downwards into what

is manifestly the squaniosal region, and forms a huge " clieek
"

not unlike that of a PareAcisativus. That the cheek is not Pareia -

saurian in structure is manifest from the fact that there is an

undoubted temporal fossa.

In front of the temporal fossa there is a small boss on what is

probably the jugal bone.

The palate is fairly well preserved, but I have not at present been

able to satisfactorily clear it. So far as can be seen, it resembles

that of the Gorgonopsians more than that of other Therapsids.

As in the Gorgonopsian palate, there are a pair of dentigerous

areas partly formed by tlie posterior and main ends of the

palatines and partly by the pterygoids. The pterygoids have

large transverse processes like tliose of Therocephalians. There

appears to be, as in the Goigonopsinns, no suborbital opening

in the palate : if there is one, it must be very small. The

posterior part of tlie pterygoid is very short; the whole distance

from the occipital condyle to tlie transverse pterygoid processes

is less than one-third the whole length of the palate. The

quadrate is almost completely lost, but it must have been quite

small, and not likely larger than that in Oynodonts— possibly

smnller.

The occiput has not been cleared. There appears to be a smn.ll

median part formed by the occipital elements proper with the

paroccipitals, and two enormous lateral portions formed evidcntl}'

mainly by the S(|uamosals.

This remarkable skull I propose to call Burnetia mirabilis after

James Burnet, Lord Monboddo, the famous Scottish evolutionist of

the eighteentli century, the friend of Boswell, of Johnson, and

of Burns.

The affinities of Burnetia are manifestly nearer to the Gorgon-

opsians than to any of the other known groups. It is fairly

certain that Btto^veiia is a Theriodont. The palatal structure

removes it quite clearly from the Dinocephalians and from the

Anomodonts. But while Burnetia has some affinity with the

Gorgonopsians, and may be descended from a Goigonopsian

ancestor, the -remarkable specializations it has undergone seem

to justify mo in placing it in a distinct suborder which may be

called Jiurnetiamorpha. At present it will stand as the sole

genus and representative of the sole family—the Burnetidre.
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Classification of the Thekapsida.

Classification of fossil animals must always be more or less pro-

visional, and will have to be constantly altered as new foims are

discovered, and as new light is thrown on previously imperfectly

known forms. And yet we must always have a classilication of

some sort to work hy.

Watson, in his recent paper—" The Bases of Classification of the

Theriodontia" (P.Z.S. 1921), discusses at considerable length the

inter-relationships of the various groups of mammal-like reptiles.

The Theriodontia he divides into the following groups :—Gorgon-

opsidio, Therocephalida?, Cynognatliidfe, and Hauromorpha. With

til is "rouping 1 am in entire agreement, but 1 would prefer to

re^ai-d the groups not as families, but as suborders. Seeley

placed Diademodon and Oomphofjnailnts in a distinct order— the

Comphodontia. Few would be willing to follow him thus far,

but one feels that though they are doubtless allied to Cyno-

(/natlms, the differences are sufficiently great to justif}- their

being put in at least a distinct family. In the Therocephalians

also we have quite a lot of genera that can be conveniently

o-muped together in families within the suborder. If we regard

the Therocephalians as a Family merely, we cannot classify the

larae number of genera unless we resort to Subfamilies. All

living Jiirds resemble each other more closely than do the known

Therocephalians. Yet the living birds are subdivided into

Superordei-s, Orders, and Suborders. If the Therocephalians are

only entitled to be regarded as a Family, then all living birds

ought to be placed in one Family, which would be rather in-

convenient. If, however, we regard the T'herocephalians as a

Suborder, it seems to me no harm will be done, and it will be

much more convenient than looking on the group only as a

Family.
Watson considers that "the three orders Deinocephalia,

Dicynodontia, and Theriodontia may have arisen from a common
stock whose direct conservative descendants are the Gorgonoj)sid!<,

and the Dromosauria may represent a more widely separated

stock of the Anomodontia." I expressed a somewhat similar

opinion in a paper I sent to the Williston Memorial Volume

before Watson's paper appeared. We will prol)al)ly, however,

require many connecting-links before we will be quite sure of the

lines of evolution of the Therapsids, and I fear we will never get

those links in South Africa. In onr oldest Karroo beds that have

land reptiles we get already typical Therocephalians, typical

Gorgonopsians, typical Dicynodons, and Dinocephalians. If we

ever get Ecca beds with good reptiles, we may then get the

common ancestors.

We do not, however, need to know the origins of of the groups

to get a useful classification, and the one which I would propose

is as follows :

—
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Class REPTILIA.

Subclass SYjSAPSIDA Osborn.

Super-order Tiierapsida Broom.
""

Order Dinocephalia Seeley.

Suborder Tapinocepiialia Broom.

„ Titanosuciiia Broom.

Order D R o M A s A u u i A Broom.

Order A N o M o D o N T i A Owen

.

Order T H E R i o D o N t i A Owen.

Suborder Therocephalia Broom.

,, GoRGONOPSiA Seeley.

„ BuRNETiAMORPiiA Broom.

,, Bauriamorpha Watson,

„ CyNODONTiA Owen.

[Keceivcd May 22, 1923.]

Addendum (27i/t April, 1923).—A few days after I had sent

off the above paper to London, I was very fortunate in receiving

from Mr, van der Byl one or two additional specimens, which
enable me to give a full description of the Titanosuchian jaw,

and thus to complete all the more important details of the skull

structure. On a pai-t of the farm, Abraham's Kraal, that had
not previously been prospected, Mr, van der Byl discovered the
weathered remains of three Titanosuchians, and collected iiU that

appeared to be portions of jaws. These, when pieced together,

proved to be the practically perfect mandible of a large Titano-
suchian, the badly weathered and fragmentary jaws of another
of the same species, and the dentaries of a huge Titanosuchian,

unlike any other that had previously been discovered. It is not
often that a collector makes at one time such an important haul

;

atid when we consider that we owe to his discoveries previously

made a full knowledge of the skull structure in a group of

Maramal-like reptiles hitherto practically unknown, one feels

that Mr. van der Byl must be offered the most hearty congratu-
lations of the scientific world.

The lai-ge jaw has preserved the roots of four large incisors,

the root of a large canine, and the remains of 15 molars. As
most Dinocephalians have lost the crowns of the teeth when
discovered, and have been nnmed from the general size and
arrangement of the teeth, it is very difficult to be sure whether
we are dealing with new forms or Avith species that have
previously been named from very imperfect specimens. Owen's
Tltanosuchusferox is admitted to be a most unsatisfactory type,
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consisting of littlo more than the roots of the teeth. In 1903 I

maile an imperfect ilentary in the South African IMuseum the
type of a new species of IHtanosuchns, ui\fler the name 2\ cloetc/i.

It dilfers in size from Owen's species, but otherwise appeal's to

agree sutliciently closely to make it seem safer to keep it pro-

visionally in the same genus. In 1915 I laugh ton added a third

species, 7', diobiits, which also difl'ers considerably in size from
Owen's species, and less markedly from T. cloetei. Haughton's

specimen came from Abraham's Kraal, and had also been dis-

covered by Mr. van der Byl. The type of T. cloetei is registered

as coming from " Gamka River." As Abraham's Ivi-aal is on
the Givmka Hiver, it is not improbable that Haughton's type and
mine came from the same farm, and in any case they are likely

to have come from the same horizon. This new jaw discovered

by Mr. van der Byl is so near to 2\ cloetei that I think it safest

to refer it to this species. T. dubiiis is pi-obably a synonym, the

difi'erences being such as might be accounted for by difference of

age or sex.

Mandible o/Titanosuchus cloetei Broom.

The mandible discovered by Mr. van der Byl is nearly perfect,

but broken into ten portions. Six small portions are mitsing,

but four of these are quite unimportant. The two others result

in the loss of the contact of the articular region of the jaw with

the front part, but so little is missing that the jaw can be

completely restored with practical certainty. The Avhole jaw

measures in length 565 mm., and, as will be seen from the figures

given, the depth is so little in comparison to the length that the

jaw appears slender. In reality it is quite a powerful jaw.

The dentition consists of four incisors, one canine, and a series

of 15 molars. The incisors, though the crowns are not satis-

factorily preserved, are manifestly of the typical Dinocephalian

type. The four together occupy a space of about 84 mm. The
canine is rounded, and measures at the base of the crown 29 mn:..

by 28 mm. The 15 inolars measure 149 mm. None of the

cx'owns of the molars are well preserved, but from poitions pre-

served it is manifest that they- have been flattened with, on

the inner side, vertical striie at the base. The anterior and

posterior edges are curved somewhat outwards and have a few

coarse serrations. There is clear evidence of dental succession

at least as far as the 10th molar.

The dentary forms more tluvn half of the outer side of the jaw,

but only about a third of the inner side. In front it is fairly

massive to support the powerful incisors and canine. There is a

large symphysis. There is no coronoid process.

The splenial is an exceptionally long splint of bone which

fonns nearly the whole of the lower half of the inner face of tlie

front half of the jaw. It forms a small part of the symphysis.

Its relations with the other bones will be best inideistood from

the sections given.
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The aiiguliir is ;i very rouuirkably constfucfcud buiiu. A Utile
in front of the middle region of the jaw the anterior end of the
bone is wedged in between the splenial and tlie dentary, and on
passing backwards we find tlie angular becoming steadily larger.

As seen in the figures given, it forms most of the outer side of
the back half of the jaw. On the inner side of the jaw it foi-ms

i\. relatively small part, being largely hidden by the prearticular.

The very peculiar structure of the bone cannot be readily seen
except in section. It consists in the posterior part of the bone
being s[)lit in two, and containing a large cavity between the two
portions.

The coronoid is relatively a very small bone, so small that it

might be spoken of as rudimentar3\ It lies above the anterior

part of the prearticular, as can be seen in text-figs. 11 ct 12. It is

Text-figure 11.

Eight maiidililc of tUaxosucIius cloctci BrOoni. Sliglitly lurgor lliaii ] iia(. si/.c.

SO fragile that its anterior and posteiior limits cannot be clearly

made out, the delicate bone being crushed and crumpled. I'hat

a small coronoid is present is beyond doubt, and its limits must
be very nearly those shown in the figure.

The prearticular is a long, slender bone which rur.s forward
from the articular to about the middle of the jaw. It forms the
lower border of the long, narrow opening into the jaw. In front
it lies between the coronoid and the splenial. Its mode of

attachment to the articular and to the angular will be understood
from the sections given.

The sunmgular is a well-developed bone which forms the
upper part of the posterior third of the jaw. Anteriorly it passes

forwards between the deiitary and the coronoid and ])rearticular.

The specimen does not clearly show how much of the potjteiior

part is surangular and how much articular. Not improbably,
all the posterior strongly -developed ridge is surangular, and the
articular is entirely internal to it. Its relations \\ith the other
elements are clearly seen in the sections. .

,

Piu)C. ZooL. Soc'.—1928, No. XLV. 45
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Tlie ai'ticniliir is a strong short bone, which lias on its posterior

face a broad concave articulation for the quadrate and possibly

the quadrato-jugal. Jnferiorly there IuIkS been a ])o\verful

de.sconding articular process. Tiie front part of the articular is

on the inner side clasped by the prearticnlar.

1 h:\.vo figured six transvei'so sections of the jaw taken at the

[>oints marked in the figures. Though the sections are all

O.D. E.E.

'rniiisver^o sections of the jaw of Tilanvsiichus cloetci Urooiu at the points

inilifutcd liy tho corrcsiionding li'ltei's on tlie (ijjuves of the jinv.

fractures, they are so nearly transveise that they may be regarded
as sections.

Section A, A.—This section is through the 10th molar, Avhich
is a replacing tooth just becoming functional. The greater part
of the jaw is here formed by the dentary. I^elow and on the
inner side is seen a section of the splonial, and in the cavity of
tho jaw are a few bony s[)icules, somewhat crushed and displaced,
which represent the anterior end of the angular.
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Section B, B.—This section is immediately behind the last

molar. Here the jaw is still mainly formed by the' dentniy,
which forms the whole of the outer side and about half of the
inner. The splenial is still a fair-sized element, which forms
nearly half of the inner side. The angular is, however, in this

section considerably larger than the splenial.

Section 0, 0.—This section, a little distance behind the previous

one, is near the posterior part of the dentary. The largest

element in this section is the angular, which forms the main
portion of the lower half. On its outer side is a section of the
lower posterior j^rocess of the dentaiy. On its inner side is a

section of the posterior part of the splenial. The upper part of

the section is formed by the coronoid portion of the dentary.

It is a powerful and curved structure. Underneath it is the

anterior process of the surangular. On the inner side of the
section is seen a large part of the preaiticular cut across, and
above this is a section of the feebly -developed coronoid element.

Section 1), D.—This section is through the middle of the
posterior opening into the jaw. Above is a section of the
surangular capped by the coronoid portion of the dentary. Below
is the large angular with articulated to it the prearticular.

Section E, E.—Between the previous section and this one the
angular splits into two plates, an outer and an inner. As seen

in this section, the inner plate is closely attached to the surangular,

and the outer plate, which is much the thicker, is quite free from
the inner both above and below. The inner plate has attached

to its lower end the prearticular, and between the two is the

posterior part of the opening into the jaw. The surangular is

still a powerful bone.

Section F, F.—This section is only a short distance behind the
preceding. The anterior part of the articular is cut across. It

is formed of soft spongy bone. Round its lower side lies the
prearticular. Above the articular and partly attached to it is

the large surangular. Outside the surangular is the inner plate

of the angular. Except in its lower part it is quite thin. Above,
it broadens out into a delicate bony cap. In the specimen this

is somewhat crushed, and is restored in the drawing into what is

probably its original condition. Though close to the outer plate

it probably is not united to it. The outer plate is very thick.

Between the two plates is quite a large cavity.

In discussing the affinities of this jaw with the jaws of other

early reptiles, we are hampered by the fact that in only a few
forms is the jaw structure fully known. In fact, as it is only in

the last twenty years that the jaw structui'e of living forms such

as the Lizard and Tortoise has become fully known, we paleonto-

logists may perhaps be forgiven for not having yet been able to

X'cveal the structure of the jaw in all our extinct t^-pes. We do,

however, know the jaw structure fully in three groups of

Therapsids— the Anomodonts, the Goi'gonopsians, and the

Oynodonts—and fairly well in the homodont Dinocephalians.

45*
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We also know fully the structure in some of the Pelycosaurs.

In the early reptiles more related to the primitive Diapsitlans

—the Ichthyosaurs and the Plesiosaurs—the structure is also

satisfactorily known.
Quite clearly the affinities of the Titanosuchian jaw are with

those of the Anomodonts and Gorgonopsians ; and though in

each of those three groups the jaws have some quite charac-

teristic features, the jaw structure shows that there is a close

genetic relationship between the three.

If the Titanosuchits jaw be compared with that of a Gorgon-

opsian, it will be seen that the two are fundamentally similar.

Text-lis>ure 13.

A. Transverse section of the jaw of Dicynodon audreivsi Broom near the middle

of the jaw, I'or comparison with suction CC of the jaw of Titaiiosuvhus

clootei Uroom. The curious overlapping of the prearticular hj' the splcnial

is seen.

B. A similar section a little further hack from another jaw of Bicynodon spec.

C. Section through the hack of the jaw of a young Gorgonopsian, showing the

splitting of the angular. Compare with section E E of jaw of Titanosuchtis

cloetei Broom.

The Gorgonopsian diflers in having a much larger coronoid bone,

which serves as a splint to bind the back part of the dentary and
the front part of the prearticular. The dentary has a well-

developed coronoid process which is lacking in Titanosuchus.

The articular is much smaller in the Gorgonopsian, in keeping
with the very small size of the quadrate. The Gorgonopsian
angular shows the same sort of splitting that is seen in Titano-

suchus ; but in the Gorgonopsian the outer plate is much less

fully developed.

The Anomodont jaw also shows marked affinities with that of

Titanosuchus, but these are to some extent obscured by the

remarkable specializations. There have been one or two points
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in the Anoinodont jaw concerning which opinions have differed

which must first be cleared up, and of these the most important
is the presence or absence of a coronoid. In 1910 I stated:
"There is no coronoid process and no cox'onoid bone." In 1912
Watson, in his interesting paper on Reptilian lower jaws,
describes the coronoid as "a thin slip of bone lying on the inner
face of the denta.ry, separated from it and the splenial by very
distinct sutures in several specimens, and apparently just entering
the symphysis." And in his figui-e of the inside of the jaw he
shows what he regards as the coronoid. Two years later he
expressed some doubts about the coronoid, and stated :

" I have
never been able to see a clear distinction of the bones in section,

and the apparent suture is, perhaps, something else." In 1914
von Hoepen gave by far the best account of the Anomodont jaw
that has yet appeared. He paid minute attention to the question
of the presence or absence of a coronoid, and gives his conclusion

Text-figure 14.

Right mandible of the Anomodont Kannemeijeria simocejiJialus (Wicthofer).

very emphatically :
" I can therefore definitely state that the

alleged coronoidal element between the deutary and the comple-
mentary does not exist in Lystrosaurus nor in Dici/noclon.^'

Sollas and SoUas in 1913 also stated that they could "find no
trace " of a coronoid. The matter might have been left as settled

that there is no coronoid, but unfortunately the deservedly great
weight of Watson's authority has resulted in his opinion being
accepted by Abel, and his figure of the Dicynodon jaw, showing
the supposed coronoid, being reproduced in 'Die Stiimme der
Wirbeltiere.'

In view of the difierence of opinion it may not be regarded as

superfluous to give two new drawings of the Dicynodont jaw and
a couple of views of the jaw of EndotJiiodon.

The jaAv of Kannemeyeria, like all Dicynodont jaws, shows the
peculiar development of the angular. If the inner part of the
angular had an upper development against the sui'angular which
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met the upper pnit of the outer plate, tlie condition would be as

in TUanosiidms. The Dicynodont angulnr represents whivt was
probably the pre-Titanosnc])i:in condition. The inner view of

the jaw shows the large prearticnlar and the al)sence of the

cora(!oid. The whole inside of the jaw is seen to he strikingly

siujilar to that of TiUmosuchus. The Dicynodon jaw might

almost be looked upon as a. degenerate Titanosuchian jaw which

had lost the rudimentary coronoid, lost the teeth, and developed

a new type of articulation.

The JiJndothiodon jaw is a primitive Anomodont type. It

diflers from that of Dicynodon in being a more loosely put

together jaw. The pi-earticular is more slender, and the splenial

considerably longer. There is, as in Dicynodon, no trace of a

coronoid.

Text-ilffure 15.

lUglit inaiiililile of JCmlofliiinlou (in<iiisliceps, sj). iiov. 'I'liis is \\w jaw of llie

Eiidotliioilon inoiinted in tlio Aineiiciiii IMiiseiiin xvliidi 1 liml leforreil to

E. nnisevies Owen. Jt cliffevs in tlio iivrniigcment of tlu' tt'cth and in tin.'

jaw being longer and narrovNor.

The Titanosnclms jaw differs from that of the Pelycosaui's in

the fact that these have only a slight indication of the peculiar

development of the angular, and also that in these latter there is

a long well-developed coronoid. AVhen I first described the jaAV

oi Diinetrodon,! thouglit there were in the Washington specimen

two coi^onoid elements. Williston on re-examining the si;ecinien

considered that the supposed dividing suture is a crack. I have

had no chance of again examining the specimen, but it is rpiite

likely Williston is right on this point.

Another jaw that may be compared with that of TUanosuc/uis

is the Plesiosaurian jaw. I do not consider the Plesiosaur.s

nearly lelated to the Therapsids. Some others do. But it must

be admitted that there is considerable resemblance in the jaw

structure. Peloneustes has a very large splenial, a long coronoid,
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and a small prearticular. The apparent resemblance is, in my
opinion, tine to the fact that each is bnt a modification of the

early reptilian type.

I give two sections of the jaw of a Dicynndon i\w(\ one of a

young Gorgonopsian for comparison with the sections of the jaw
of Titanoauchns. The first two show how essentiallj' similar

TitanosKchus is to Dicynodon. The third shows how the angular
in the Gorgonopsian is split in a somewhat similar manner to

that seen in Titanosiichus,

Text-fignre 16.

KKMr^^J^^iil^'^j^^

A. IJiglit inaiulil)le of the Gorgonojisian JEhiroijnafhus tir/viceps (Broom &
Ilonghton).

15. Posterior two-thirds of right mandible of the V\c%\osti.vi\- Feloncustus pMlnvchvs

(Secley), showin"; the prearticular.

It is perhaps too early yet to definitely state the lines of

evolution of the Therapsids, but Ave are perhaps not far from the

trutii if we suggest th.at the Titanosucliians, the Anomodonts,
and the Gorgonopsians have all sprung from a common ancestor

which was what might be regarded as a pre-Gorgonopsian.

I hope shortly to give a. full account of the Gorgonopsian

skeleton, and I will discuss at greater length the probable

affinities of the groups.

ENOiMUS* STRUBENi, gen. et sp. nov.

This new genus and species are founded on a specimen con-

sisting of the two dentaries of a large 'i'itanosuchian reptile,

quite diflerent from any previously known. The snout of the

animal must have been very short and broad and bhint. In each

dentary there are the remains of four large incisors, and though
the crowns are lost, there is little doubt that they have been of

the typical Dinocephalian structure. The four occupy a space

of 80 mm. About 7 mm. behind the fourth incisor is a very

* From ai'j'o /3tas—fearfullj- strong.
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large canine which measures 38 mm. in length by about 30 mm.
in width. Behind the canine on the left side are portions of

three small molars. There have certainly been four, and vei-y

probably there have been five. Those preserved are relatively

small. The second measures about tlie base of tlie crown
8 mm. X 7 mm. These molars are ari'ange<l as shown in text-

lig. 17. On the right side the molar arrangement is diflerent.

There is preserved only one molar, which is close to the canine,

and this is larger than any of the molars of the left side. The
section of the tooth measures 11 mm.xlO mm. Possibly the

first molar on the left side belongs to an earlier set. On the right

.side I can find no trace of other )nolars.

A considerable part of the posterior ))orti()n of the deutary is

preserved, which shows that while the j:i.\v is broiuler than in

Text-fiffure 17.

Tootli-ljp.aviiii!; portion of the dentaries of T^nohins stntheni, goii. et sji. iiov.

A little move than ~, iiat. size.

T'danoaitchus or ])ino2^honeus, it is also relatively shorter. The
measurement across outside the canines is about 215 mm., and
with its huge canines and short jaw this new form miist have

been a much more lion-like carnivore than any of the jaeviously

known types.

I have named this giant carnivore after Mr. Frederick P. ^^

Struben, the pi-oprietor of Abraham's Kraal, who for years has

taken a keen interest in palaeontology, and as the result of whose
interest Abraham's Kraal has become the most important palaion-

tological centre in the Karroo. As Abraham's Kraal adjoins the

classical localities Jan Willem's Fontein and Vers Fontein,

whei'e the first South African Dinocephalians weie ol)tained, it

is likely tliat ere long, with Mr. Struben's .assistance, Ave will bo

able to clear up tlie confusion f)f tlie early ty[i('S and specimens.
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The present paper may be looked upon as supplementary to the

1915-1919 notes*, as localities then recorded are not repeated

(except in one or two in.stances) or similar obseivations duplicated.

A new feature of the present paper is the inclusion of care-

fully ascertained native names from only those tribes in whose

district the specimens were collected. I consider it of importance

that these names should be collected as soon as possible for, with

tlie inci-easin<f facilities for travel, many tribes— especially along

the Central llailway— are rapidly forgetting their specific names
for animals and adopting the blanket-names of the town-bred

coast Swahili, who calls every rat, excepting Oricetomys, " Panya."

The rat-eating Wagogo and Wanyaturu, on the other hand, have

specific names for almost every species.

I have avoided using names supplied by other tribes until that

particular animal has been collected in their particular district,

as when a. native is asked for the name of an animal he is not

familiar Avith he will invariably supply you with the name of the

nearest creature in appearance to it that he knows, and at times

these may not be even related (e. g., lemurs and squirrels, or

mole-rats and blesmols). For these reasons a very large per-

centage of the names collected by travellers and given by

Matschiet are quite wrong {e.g., oh p. 65, " Uma mwitu " is

given for the jackal instead of " Mbweha"), Umba ya mwitu is

the hunting dog, and means "dog of the bush." Matschie gives

for its Chigogo (not Kigogo) name " Mbua ya porini," wdiich is

merely the concoction of a bright native, as Iminzi is the correct

Chigogo equivalent. None but a naturalist can hope to obtain

* Loveiidsc, " Notos on East African Mammalia." In Jour. E. A , & Uganda Nat.

Hist. Soc. No. ]6, ])]). .18-12 ; No. 17, pi). 39-69.

t Matseliie, " Die Sangetliiere JJ. O. A," 1895.
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native names of nniniivls wiili any degree of nccnraey, and only

tlien by a lengtliy oi'oss-qnestioning can lie ho certain tliere is no

confusion.

In tliis connection 1 .slionld like to express my thanks to tlio

llov. John Briggs; who veiy kindly and thoroughly revised my
whole vocnbulary of Ohigogo names, to ]\[essrs. Thomas and

Korshaw, for identifying nil the primates, hats, and rodents, and

a good many in the other groups (most of the ungulates were

not submitted owing to the expense of freighting them) ; to

Dr. Baylis, Mr. Stanley Hirst, and the late Hon. N. 0. Rothschild,

for kindly determining the parasitic worms, ticks, and fleas ; and
lastly, but not least, to my chief, 0. F. M. Swynnerton, Esq,, for

the encouragement and interest he has shown in my work, and

for permission to publish various notes jotted down whilst on

official journeys.

The material mentioned in the following pages consists of

920 skins and skulls, comi:>rised as follows:

—

Orthr. Families.

Primates 2

Ohiroptera 8

Insectivoia 3

Rodentia 9

Oarnivora 5

Ungulata 5

Totals 32 83 144 920

As for two years of the time the writer was stationed at ICilosa,

in the office of the Game Department, he h:id to rely on native

collectors to a great extent. The success of the collecting is laigely

due to the enthusiasm of two brothers, Salimn and Nikola, who
collected over 600 skins and exhibited the greatest keenness in

looking for novelties. It need not be supposed that the skins aro

poor on this account ; on the contrary, I think they will compare

very favourably with any made by Europeans.

]t is to be regretted that in the great majority of cases the

taking of the measurements had to be left to Nikola, but after

checking him on many occasions I have sufficient confidence to

believe that they are of some value, though it sliould be borne in

miinl that a native does not usually see the necessity for such

accuracy as does the mammalogist. Where mea.surements are

given in this paper they ai'e always in this order:— (i.) Length
from nose to vent, (ii.) Length of tail without terminal hairs,

(iii.) Length of hind foot without claws, (iv.) Length of ear

from tip to notch. In the case of bats a fifth measurement is

added : (v.) Length of \i ing, sometimes across outstretched wings
as well. All figures are in millimetres.

Four new species and one new race have already been described
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from tliis ii\nterial I))'^ Mr. 1*. S. Iveisliaw *, vi/., Xycteris marica,

FAephantulas renatus, Steatomj/s Diuanso', Arvicani/ns tenehroi^ns,

and Jiattiis chri/sop/iilufi fih)f/id(i'.

I.t'rorn Efisl, to West and South to Norfcli tlie principal localities

mentioned in this {)a])Pr are:—

Taxgavyika Tiirritory.

7)«?* es Salaam Difit.rict.—Dar es Salaam.

Morogoro District.— I'agilo, Mkindo Kiver, Wanii River, Mkata.

Kiver, Undewa, llonga, Clianzuru, Kinianiba, IConcloa,

Tindiga, Mbala, Kisanga, Madazini, Mionibo, Kipera, Xilosa,

Kidai.

/)of/oi))a Difitrid.—Kibn.k'we, I.kikn^Mi, ]\[panira-k\va-Sagoi,

Kidenge, Ttende, Pwaga, Lnkole, Iguhve, Dodoma, Itumba,

Mbonoa., Ndogwe, Suna, Glwao's, j\[btdn"s, Pooma, Singida,

Mdjengo's.

Kovdoa Iraiigi.— TNFlewa's, Mtali's, Mlcalania. Zengeragnsii,

Usshni'M. I'siu'we, Ulngn.

T((hora District.— Tal)ora, Izikisia, Xdala, Tanibali, Luguo,

AVenibere IHats,

J/ii:anza District.—Simhiti Hiver, Ndngiiyn Pi.iver, Sangn,

Lalago. JMwadira, Slianwa, Sagayo, Nyambita, Mwanza.
Bukoba District.— l^nkoba, Kakindu, Kabare.

IvEXYA COLOXY.

Frere Town, N;iiro1)i, Eldoret, Kisnniu.

The notes on eacli animal have been airanged on a definite

]dan. Firstly, the native names, then distribution, habitats,

measurements, variations, breeding seafons, diet, habits, paia-

sites and enemies.

PU I.MATKS.

(J K ac c) r rrn i;c i d m .

OeRCOCKBITS ALnUJKXA .101IXST0X1 Lyd.

A single pair of Johnston's Mangabey were obtained from

Kakindu, Bukoba. S. r)4.'5. 7'io. 150. 30 mm. $. 550. 771.

130. 45 mm.

(jRRCoriTHECus nocnETTi Poc.

A single pair of this monkey were collected at Kabare, where

they are very common in tlie great forests accoiding to my col-

lectors, d •G'iO. 845.50. 40 mm. $ . 503. 700. 130. 40 mm.

* Kcrslinw, " On n t^ollcctioii of Rhuiiniuls from Taiignnyika 'IVriitoiy." Aim.

.t Mns. Nnt. Hist. scv. !). vol. \i. p. 580, .Mny 1923. Kershaw, Ann. & Mag. Nat.

Hist. ser. 9, vol. xii. October 1923.
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CbRCOPITHECUS ALnOQULARIS IIUFILATUS PoC.

Senghwa in Kikami and Kisagara, Kima in Kiswaliili.

The Blue Monkey was met with at Bagilo, all along the Wami
and Mkata Ilivers, common at Kilosa, Miombo, and Kipera. It

shows a maiked preference for primary forest and the great trees

burdened with epiphytic growth which fringe the banks of the

larger rivers.

A young specimen which I had in captivity for some months,

and which was subsequently killed Ij^' a leopard, was on several

occasions observed to eat " cuckoo spit " of its own accoi'd, and

with evident relish ! The rapidity with which it pounced upon
insects—chiefly grasshoppers—and disposed of them was really

remarkable. I have watched adults raiding maize plantations

at Tindiga, but they are not so addicted to thieving practices as

their relatives C. p. johnsioni.

A maggot of Caiulylohia sp. had to be removed from the fore-

arm of the young monkey just mentioned.

CKnCOPITIJECUS PYOEIIYTIIRUS JOIINSTONI PoC.

Ngederi in Kikami and Kisagara, Nunibili in Kinyamwezi,

Niadengwa in Ohigogo, Tumbili in Kinyaturu, Kin3'iramba, and

Kiswahili.

Seen or collected at Bogoti, Tindiga, Kilosa, Kipei^i, Kidai,

Itende, Kidenge, Mpanira, Ikikuyu, Kibakwe, Lukole, Jgulwe,

Usshora, and Ulugu.

The largest male measured 543. C50. 130. 35 mm., and female

470. 535. 121. 40n)m. The}' probably breed all the year round :

notes of females with young at their breasts were made in

IJ'ebrnary (fgulwo) and July (Tindiga). A newly-boi'u young

one was found in a shamba at Kilosa, it weigl\ed 14 ozs., and
measured IHO. 270. 05. 25 mm. (2(). vii. 22).

A large female monkey in a dying condition was brought to

me by a native, who said it had been attacked by a Martial Hawk-
Eagle. As the native carried a bow and arrows I Avas rather

doubtful of the story, but on skinning it later no hole was found

but the skull was diluted and ci'acked. It had two old breaks in

its tail which were healed. At Kidenge a party of monkeys in

the euphorbious thorn-scrub on the side of the mount.ain laised a

great outcry and kept it up for half-an-hour ; on enquiring the

reason from some natives who Avere idly watching, I was told

that an eagle had dropped down from the sky and was perched on

a rock near the monkeys (Kidenge, 14. ii. 23).

'J'he Jiogoti specimen had rod acarine parasites on its ears.

Ckucopitukcus PYaERYTHRirs CENTRALIS Neum.

Numbiri in Kisukuma.

Two from Sagayo and Kikindu. The larger male measuied

490. 020. 150. 30 mm.
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PAI'IO OYNOCEI'IIALUS Lillll.

Iloku ill Kikanii, Nyabu in Kisagai-a, Njiuii in Kiswaliili,

Eight examples of the Yellow Baboon were shot in the neigh-

bourhood of Kilosa, where it is all too common.
The largest male measured 858. G37. 237. 55 mm., and female

()85. 5G5. 170. 48 mm.
I believe they breed pretty well all the year round. Females

carrying young were met with in July and August, 1921, May
and July, 1922. A female was killed on lO.iv. 22 with a

2 f<otus -weighing 10 ozs. and measuring 171. 136. 52. 22 mm.
The young are sometimes carried on the back but generally, and

especially when very young, they cling to their mother's breasts,

thus being back downwards when she is walking.

A baboon's dietary is too large and varied to recoi'd ; they

break down the mulberry bushes when in fruit with great reck-

lessness, and exhibit this same lack of foresight in their ruthless

treatment of paupau trees. In one instance, a tree which was

growing against the kitchen wall had its stem gnawed through

near the ground so that the tree, which was very heavy with

fruit, fell. Their love for paupau fruit emboldens them to come
within ten feet of the house.

One of my collectors set a snare for a bushfowl, and on visiting

the trap one morning found one leg in the noose and a baboon

eating the rest in a nearby tree. I have been told that in

Bagamoyo District the natives have the greatest difficulty in

keeping fowls owing to the baboons carrying them off, but

whether it is the present species that is concerned I cannot say.

If one is armed they are extraordinarily wary and difHcult to

approach, and if suddenly surprised run away uttering piercing

screams, and at other times they treat one with more or less

contempt. Other animals seem to derive benefit from association

with baboon troops : a female bushbuck was seen with a company

in a rubber plantation on many occasions during the spring of

1921, and I saw the same or another running up the road in

company with a troop about 3 p.m. in the afternoon of 11. v. 22.

On 29. vi. 22, some ten wild pigs with a party of baboons passed

within two hundred yards of the house.

Their vitality is both astonishing and heartrending. Some-

body liaving fired at a baboon near the house one day was sure

that he had mortally woi^nded it, but I came upon the poor boast

all alone at 6 a.m. two days later. It was crouched upon a sheet

of galvanised iron by a deserted German house in the bush, and

was applying its jaw to the iron with the very evident object of

assuaging the pain, for its lower jaw was torn away on one side.

I shot it through the chest at close range, and yet it ran for sixty

feet before it dropped dead. I firmly believe the native story

that a wounded baboon will clap its hand over a Avound and

successfully staunch the fiow of blood, whether with the intention

of leaving no blood spoor I cannot say. Several times I have
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shot l)abooiis in trees, seen tliem iall, much blooil a1. 1 lie loot of

the tree, but no tvail left.

Two instances of Yellow JJaboons carrying otl" their companions;

liave come to my notice. In one case a local resident, Mr. Kostel-

lesky, shot a huge baboon that was picked up by a still bigger

beast, which started down the hill with it. Mr. Kostellesky

raised an outcry which caused Capt. Turnley and his natives to

run out of the house, when they met the baboon with its burden,

whicli it dropped in fear for its own safety. The wounded
animal was too hard hit to be able to move.

The second case was witnessed by Mi-. D. W. Bisshopp, who
shot a female carrying a young one on the Iringa. road. lie

called to his natives to run and capture the little one, but a.s

they a[)proached another female baboon returned—the i-est of the

troo}) were in iUght—menaced the boys at close quarters, seized

the young one and made oil" with it.

Mr. Kenny Dillon, of Kissaki, wrote me of a recent and quite

authentic case which occurred in his district in February, 1923,

where baboons attacked and killed the infant child of a nati\e

woman while she was at work in the fields.

Their principal and o,lmost only enemy atlvilosais the leopard,

which they Avill mob when opportunity oilers. Some notes on

this will be found under the heading of F. pardus.

1 have only once found a Ilea {Ctenocephalas canis) on a baboon,

and this was upon a health^' male in his juime who had also a

good many mites on his breasts and in their neighbourhood.

Another male had a large number of nematodes (Phi/saloplera

inordens Leip.) in its alimentary canal.

Papio neumanxi Matsch.

Mhumain Chigogo, Pooma in Kinyaturu, Poma in Kiramba.

Four specimens of this essentially rock -loving baboon Avereshot

at Mtali's, Ulugu, Usshora, and Zengeragusu. They were also

seen close to Mkalama. They were always associated witn rocky

kopjes or outcrops, and at Mtali's a large troop slept on a huge

rock at the suunuit of a kopje.

. The largest male measured 8i]0. 500. 200. 55 mm., iind female

700. 390. 190. 50 mm. A native brought a young one, which he

had had for two-and-a-half months, into camp at Zengeragxisu.

Though kept on a leash it was very tame, and the air of abandon-

ment with which it lay back in its owner's arms was truly

comical.

At Mtali's the local medicine man came to me for the dorsal

vertebra; of an old male ; these he claimed were a cure for weak-

ness and backache when worn on the lumbar region.

Papiu tksskllatum Elliot.

Kuku in Kisukuma.

Five specimens from Sagayo, where these baboons haunt kopje
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coimtiy simibu- to that fiequented by Neuiiiium's Baboon, but
sleep in the great, trees flinging tlie course of tlie .Siniivu River.
The largest, iiiM.Je mea.stu-ed 89U. 430. 22U. 50 nun., aaul fonuile

710. 440. '200. nounu.
Monkey malaria i)arasites were found in blood suienjs taken

from a. specimen in whose stomiieli were many nem.atoiles

{Strrptop}iavo(ji(s aniiatnn Jjlanc),

Jj E M u 11 1 D j: .

GaLAGO rAXGANIKXSIS Mat.scl).

Mwegi in Kikanii, Kimwegi in Kisagara, Komba in lvi.swahili.

Three specimens from the Iliiligi, llonga, and Ciiauxuru were
taken alive. It was also heard along the Wami and Mkiita
llivers at many points, at Kimamba, Tindiga, and Kilosa.
The llonga specimen Wiis only a, d.ay or two old when found

(24. iii. 2;5) by some natives felling trees and clearing bush : it had
probably been dropped by the mother in escaping from a. tree
which Avas being felled. I kept it for eight days, feeding it on
neat sweetened condensed milk, and occasionally a little Avater.

It seemed to thrive on this diet and relieved itself naturally
and regularly. 1 therefore sent it back to Kilosa in charge of a
native who was looking after my other animals: it died three
days later ( c? . 75. 98. 25. 18 mm.).
The Chanziu'U specimen would be about two months old when

caught (23. iii. 23), and became very tame, showing a great liking
for chicken bones. At the end of a month it was found to be
heavily infested with lice, wliich were destroyed by a single ap-
plication of paraffin and camphorated oil well rubbed in. The
fnr assumed its normal ajjpeai'ance in two days, but an eczema,
which had been present before, gained ground, and would not
react to treatment, so that I had to chloroform the little creature
on 23. V. 23.

The Ilutigi lemur was adult when captured, and though I kept
it for three months it was wild and intractable; it had a very
hearty a])petite, but having already desci-ibed the dietary of a
Morogoro lemur tliere is no object in repeating it.

GaLAGO SENNAAlllEiNSIS LesS.

Three specimens were purchased at Usshora, Sanga, and
8agayo; a fourth which was brought to me alive escaped shortly
afterwards. Though adult it did not bite much, but drew blood
when it did. The very red eyes are rather a striking feature of
this little grey lemvu-.

J . 135. 230. (55. 38 mm. (8agayo)
; $ . 180. 250. 65. 38 mm.

(Usshora). The latter, killed by a dog, had a large fetus in lUero
very near birth : S . 60. 75. 32. 15 mm.
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ClliilOPTERA.

Few native laiigirigcs have specific naiue.s foi- tlie I5at„s, tlioiij^li

many distinguish between the Megachiro[)tera and Microchii-

optera. The general name for bats in Kinyamwezi and Kisu-

kuma is Tunge ; in Kikami it is Ndema ; in Kisigara, (Jom-

barema, though in South Usagara J<^ipnrabntu is often employed,

though it may be specilic for J'ipistrellus nanus. In Chigogo a

bat is Ibudibudi, in Ivinyaturu Tai, in Kiramba Tule.

Fruit-bats in Kibena are Wembelema, in Kisagara Pulagutwi.

Insectivorous bats in Kinyamwezi are Tuvugulima, in Kibena
Mbudibudi.

P T E K O 1' J D Ai .

RuUSliTTUS liKACIIl A. Sm.

A single specimen from liagilo on 6. v. 22. c? . loO. 30. 230.

30.270 mm.

Eidolon iikia'UM Kerr.

A single specimen was found hanging on a tree in a native

maize plot at Mahaka on 27. iii. 22. d • 195. 0. 35. 20. 364 mm.

EpuMoi'iioiius LA.JJIATUS Temm.

I'wo males of this Epauletted Fruit-bat were shot in a cocoa-

nut palm and mango tree at Kilosa on 8. v. 23. At times Fruit-

bats of this genus are very numerous, and at others oidy one or

two can be fomid after much search. Tlie larger measiu'ed 120.

0. 20. 20. I'JO mm.

E M 11 A li L, O N U U I D .i: .

Tai'Uozous MAUurriANUS Geoflr.

A specimen of the Tomb Bat was shot from the truidv of a

cocoanut palm at Kilosa, where they are numerous. One was

seen on a baobab at Itende. Parasites in the shape of Nycteiibids

were found in the fur of the Kilosa specimen.

LiPUNYCTElllS NUDIVENTBIS Cretz.

Twelve specimens from Mtali's and Shandwa, where they wei-e

found in iissures of the rocky kopjes by my collector. The largest

male measured U5, 15. 10. 10. li)5 mm., and female 100. 11. 14.

10. 202 mm. ; both from the latter locality.

P E T An 1 D ^E

.

Nycteris capensis a. Sm.

Twenty-four specimens from Kilosa, Itende, Jgulwe, tSuna, and

Gwao's from culverts, hollow baobab trees, a darkened vacated
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room in company wibli H. caffer, and flying in a lighted room.
Quite a hundred individuals emerged from one baobab.
The largest male measured 58. 44. 10. 25. 125 mm., and female

55. 60. 10. 33. 130 mm. ; both from Kilosa.

Nyoteuis nisPiDA Schreb.

A male from Madazini, near Kilosa, and a female from Bagilo.

The former flew into a lighted tent. 6 . 45. 38. 8. 15. 110 mm.
5. 60. 45. 5. 30. 120 mm.

Nycteris luteola Thos.

Nine specimens from Kilosa and Sagayo. The seven Sagayo
bats were bi-oughtto me by a native, who caught tliom in a burrow
occupied by a j'orcupine. Largest S 65. 56. 11. 31. 160 mm,,
and ^ 65. 64. 10. 33. 154 mm.; both from Kilosa.

Nyctebis marica Kershaw,

A single sj)ecimen, the type, from Tindiga near Kilosa,

M E G a D E R M I D ^ .

Lavta frons rex Miller.

The Yellow-winged Bat was met with in thorn-bush at Msimba,
Kilosa, Mlewa's, Mtali's, Wembere Flats, Nduguyu River, and
Sagayo, but purposely not collected;

Cardiodeema cor (Peters),

Two male Big-eared Bats flew into a lighted room (8 p.m.) at

Usshora. They measured 80, 40. 17. 38. 170 mm. and 70. 40. 17.

38. 185-400 mm.

II I P P O S I D E R I U M .

KiiiNOi-oPHUs lohatus Peters.

A single specimen flying in a lighted room at Kilosa, J • Sf).

25, 8. 15. 130 mm,
One of these bats made three attempts to pick off a moth

(Cylegrcomma latona) which was bumping along a lighted ceiling.

The third time it was successful (Kilosa, 14, v. 23).

HiPPOSiDEROs caffer Sund.

Thirty-two specimens of this Horseshoe Bat were taken at

Frere Town, Kenya, Kilosa, and MbaJa, flying in a lighted room,

in an uninhabited room, and a rock cavern respectively. Of

these, nine Avere males and twenty-three females. They exhibit

a great deal of variation in colouring, some being nearly as red

as //. ruber, others grey or brown. Largest c? SS, 35, 7, 15.

130 mm., and $ 56. 34. 7. 10. 130 mm.

Puoc. ZooL. Soc—1923, No. XLVI. ' 46
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One female had three huge maggot-like adult female dipterous

{Ascodipteron sp.) embedded beneath the skin of tlie elbow-joint

of both wings. Many had 'NyctevibkU (PenicilUdia jxichymela

Speiser) in their fur, which Major Austen informs me has

previously been recorded from Somaliland but the host was

unknown.

HiPPOsiDEROS RUBER Noack.

Five specimens from Kilosa and Mbala, where they were taken

in company Avith flocks of //. caffer in an uninhabited room and

rock cavern i-espectively. Largest J 55. 35. 8. 14. 145. 333 mm.,

and 2 55. 33. 10. 14. 152-342 mm.

HiPPOSIDEROS MARUNGENSIS Noack.

A single male of this huge Horseshoe Bat wns shot at Kilosa

(8. v. 23) as it Avas hanging alone from the midrib of a banana

leaf at a height of 12 feet from the ground, the palm being near

. tlie bridge belowthe boma, S lOfi. 36. 21. 31 . 300-642 mm. :it

measui-ed 25f inches across the outstretched wings. The only

parasite was a mite (larva of a Trombidid) on one of tlie wing-

membi'anes.

Vesper TiLiONiDiE.

PiPiSTHELLus NANUS Peters.

Known as Kimburugutu in Kikami.

Three male Banana Bats were collected. Two of these were

flying at Kilosa, and one was found between the stem and the

leaf-stalks of a banana palm, so that they are not wholly depen-

dent on bunches of bananas as Avould appear from Lang and

Chapin's field-notes. Largest cJ 40. 37. 8. 10 mm.

PlPISTRELLUS KUllLII FUSCATUS ThoS.

A male from Bagilo on 6. v. 22 measured 60. 40. 5. 7. 110 mm.

Glauconycteuis argentATA Dobs.

Sixty-four specimens from Kilosa were killed by two shots

from a "410 collecting-gun ; my collector had no idea that he had
killed so many till he began to gather them up. As many
more flew away from neiglibouring banana palms, so tliat they

must be very numerous at certain seasons. Males piedominate

in an extraordinary way, as there Avere only eighteen females.

All Avere measured, but 49 were almost identical in their dimen-

.sions, viz. 50. 45. 8. 10. 140 mm.
The ovaries of all the females were examined for fcotuses,

but Avithout result. The stomachs of more than a score Avere

scrutinised, but the contents were too finely m.astioated for

recognition of any insect, nor Avere any internal parasites visible
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under a hand-lens. Four mites (Fteropius) were found upon
wing-membranes, but apart fioin these tliey appeared Tree from
parasites.

Glauconycteris vaeibgata Tomes.

A single male was found hanging to the ceiling boards of the

verandah roof one morning at Kilosa, 18. i. 22, c? . 47. 53. 7. 12,

150-330 mm.

M O L O S S I D iE.

Cii-EBEPiiON LTMBATus Peters.

Fifteen Free-tailed Bats of this species were obtained from the

roof of my house at Kilosa, where they were a great nuisance on
account of the strong smell caused by the accumulation of their

defalcations above the lining boards. They do not leave the roof

till it is very nearly dark. Between 4,30 and 5,30 a.m. they

return, malcing a great swishing noise with their wings—like a

ruler struck tlirough the air. This is preparatory to going to

roost for the da}', which is done to the nccompaniinent of much
squeaking and twittering as they take their places and sculHe

.along the ridge pole. It is by no means uncommon for them to

Ily against the gauze meshing of the verandah and fjill to the

grout\(l. Though //. caffor is as cotumon about the house it <loes

not do so, but sidlfuUy avoids all obstacles.

The largest male inensured 56. 38. 7. 14. 125-282 mm., and

female 60. 40. 10. 18. 128 ram.

Ciij^.KKPiioN EMiNi de Winton.

My native collector secured ten specimens from beneath a large

slab balanced on a boulder at a height of five feet from the

ground at Sagnyo.

The largest of four males measured 73. 34. 8, 17. 146 mm., and

of six females 72. 3G. 7. 18, 155 mm.

Mors osnoRxi Allen,

Five specimens of Osborn's Bat were taken in a lint at Kisumu,

where, to judge by the smell, they are excessively abundant iu

many of the buildings. This very distinct species has only been

known from Leopoldville, Belgian fJongo, where it was collected

by the American Museum Expedition ; by the present record its

rn.nge is considerably extended to the east,

AH the bats of this family are a nuisance when they take up

residence iu dwellings, and 1 h.ave found them very difficult to

dislodge. One of the best methods is to fill the space between

roofing-iron and ceiling boards with sprays of thorny mimosa,

which presumably tear their wings and cause them to seek shelter

in someone else's house not so fortified.

The only male measured 84, 47. 1!3. 16. 180 mm., and lai-gest

female 80, 45. 12. 16. 175 mm,
46*
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INSECTIVOllA.

Erinaoeib^.
Ateleuix hindei sotik^'] Heller.

KiilunguyeyG in Kinyamwezi, Kilungumesu in Kisukunin,

Kiueiiyifiiri in Kibena, Sejesi in Chigogo (also in iiso among the

Wasagara in such parts of their district a.s the hedgehog occurs),

Kengye in Kinyaturu, Kilongomegia in Iviramba.

Of the five hedgehogs collected at Gwao's, Poonia, and Usshora,

only one was a male. Most of these were kept in captivity for

some time as well as others which escaped. Tiiey Avill drink milk

immediately after captui'e and eat meat readily after considerable

chewing. One was seen crossing the road in the moonlight and
ran Avith surprising swiftness. The natives of Singida District

stated that they were not at all uncommon. A young one no
larger than a tennis ball escaped from a deep wash-basin.

(S. 180. 22. 29. 26 mm. Largest ?. 175. .18. 28. 25 mm.
Stomach of the latter was full of minced insect remains and

parasitic worms {Pliysolojytera clausa Rud.). At Pooma the l)ody

of one was found disembowelled in the neighbourhood ofa kopje
;

it had evidentl}' been killed by one of the carnivora.

MACROSCELIDiE.

EllYNCIIOCYON^ PETEUSI PETERSI Bocage.

Zagari in Kikaini, Mbulu.sanje in Chigogo. All Elephant
Shrews are Sangi in Kiswahili irrespective of species.

A single pair from the Usambaiu Mountains, which is the type-

locality of 11,2^' usavibane Neum., considered a synonym of Ji. p.

petersi.

Hhvxcjiocvon swynnertoni Kershaw.

Zozo in Kitami, but Konghole amongst the Wakami of

Mikesse.

A single pair of this recently described Elephant Shrew were
obtained by my collector from the type-locality Kipera on

25. ix. 22, after a great deal of trouble, as they take refuge in tlie

long grass immediately they are sighted. 1 also saw one of these

spotted Elephant Shrews cross the road near Madazini. Tlie male
measured 370. 240. 67. 34, and the female 250. 205. 67. 31 mm.

pETnoDROMUs MA'JsoiiiE Neuvn.

Two females, an adult and immature, from Mahakaand Izikisia

respectively, the adult measuring 220. 170. 50. 38 mm.

Petrodhomus nigriseta Neum.

Sangi in Kikami and Kiswahili.

Two were collected at Kipera; it was also occasionally seen
at Kilosiv, Chanzuru, Kimamba, and Bogoti.
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Eleimiantulus ruLCiiER Thos.

Ten specimens from Sanga, Lalago, and Sngayo. Largest male

measured 140. MO. .'31. 20^nin., and female UO. 121. 31. 23 mm.
Many ticks {Rhipice2)hali.is sp. nymphs) were taken from the nape

of one specimen.

Elepuantulus ocularis Kershaw.

13ulu in Ohigogo.

Three specimens from the type-locality J)odoma and from

Kidenge. Seen at Ignlwe. Occasionally taken in rat-traps,

which they probably visit for the ants wdiich are attracted b}^ the

bait, d . 135. 126. 30. 20 mm. $ . 135. 126. 30. 20 mm.

Elephantulus renatus KershaAv.

Hulu in Kinyatnrn.

Six specimens f}-om Suna, Gwao's, and Mtali's, of which Gwao's

was selecteil as ty[)e-locality. It was also seen at Pooma. They

liave their runways in scattered thorn-bush, the soil is sandy or

reddish loam. At night they retire into burrows from which the

natives dig them in the early morning, as the Elephant Shrews do

not appear to stir until the sun has warmed the chilly morning

air. Suna specimens were ta,kon in rat-traps.

Largest S 127. 118. 35. 23 mm., and $ 140. 130. 32. 21 mm.

SoRIGIDJi.

(Jrocidura martibnsseni Neum.

A single female from Bagilo, Uluguru Mts., 13.vi. 22, mea-

sured 150. 100. 20. 5 mm.

Crocidura flavescens GeotFr.

Moonyoonhe in Kikami, Kinyunga in Kisagara.

Two specimens fiom Kilosa were taken in a rat-trap, where they

had probably gone for insects eating the bread bait. Three more

were found clinging to maize- and grass-stalks in a flooded area

during the rains. 6 98. 60. 23. 12 mm. $ . 05. 58. 15. 11 mm.
A skull was found among the pellets of a Barn-Owl (Sirixf.

maculata), one w^as recovered from tlie stomach of a One-streaked

Hawk {Kaupifcdco monogrammica), and another from a snake

{llamphiopMs oxyrhynchus).

Crocidura iiirta Peters.

Kirukangia in ICiswahili, Nzunga in Ohigogo, Junga in Kin-

yatnru and Kiramba.

Six specimens from Dar es Salaam, Gwao's, Pooma, and

Izikisia. Tliree of these were taken in rat-traps with meat bait.

The Dar es Salaam shrews were found beneath heaps of gra«s and
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garden refuse in open spaces in the middle ot the town, where
two half-grown specimens were met with on the same date

(21.vi.23). Largest c? 90. 60. 13. 9 mm. (Izikisia), and $ 85.

50. 10. 5 mm. (Dar es Sahiam).

The Swahili name for a slu-ew is connected with a widespi'cad

belief common to almost all tribes, viz., that a shrew can follow a

path or road but cannot cross it ; if it attempts to do so it will

immediately fall dead. This legend has obviously been invented

to account JFor the not infrequent finding of dead shrews in the

road, as is also the case in England. The true cause of death

is that they have been pounced upon by genets and mungoose,

who, on discovering- the putigent smell of tJieir prey, abandon

them.

CitocmuitA iiJNJJiii Tlios.

A female from Nairobi, measuring 80. 41. 13. 10 mm.

CUOCIUUEA BICOLOU ELGONIUS Osg.

A female from Eldoret, measuring 45. 31. 9. 7 mm.

EODENTIA.

S C I U 11 1 D iE.

^THOSCiUKus BYATTi Kershaw.

Six examples from Bagilo, Uluguru Mts., of this species so

recently described from the Usainbara Mts. further impresses me
with the correspondence betAveen the mammal and bird faunas

of these widely separated mountain ranges.

Largest d 240. IGO. 60. 30 mm.; largest $ 240. 190. 40.

30 mm.

TIkLIOSCIURUS RUFOBnACIIIATUS NYAKS/E Ncum.

Five specimens from Chantwara, of which the largest male

measured 245. 270. ? ? mm., and female 250. 235. 55. 21 mm.
(native measurements).

Heliosciuhus undulatus undulatus True.

A male and female only from Bungu, Usambara iMts.

Paraxerus palliatus suahelicus Neum.

This Red Squirrel is known as Kimhnlindi in Kikami, Chim-
weje in Chigogo, Sindi in Kinyaturu, Kitungu in Kinyiramba.

Nine specimens from Bogoti, Mkata River, Mbwerii, Kipera,

and jMadazini ; also seen in dense maiombo scrub at Ndogwe. It

is chieily found in the tangled undergrowth on the banks of dry

water-courses, or in the big trees whero patches of primary forest

still survive, A few were seen in thorn-trees.
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The largest male measui-ed 215. 160. 40. 15 mm., and female
210. 240. 48. 22 mm. Aiiotlier female of practically the same
dimensions held a single diminutive foetus (Mkata, 24.viii.21).

They spend a good deal of time running about among the dry
leaves beneath bushes j)icking up food, nibbling here and there,

and catching insects. The stomach contents showed vegetable
matter like finely poAvdered meal, with traces of chlorophyll

probably representing leaves.

One individual had a mite and three lice in its fur, and a
parasitic worm {Sireptophavagus sp.) in its stomach.
The bodies were eaten by my Wahehe and Wabena porters,

and I was told the Wakami also relish them.

PaRAXEUUS OCHIIACEUS OCHRACEUS Iluet.

This Olive Squirrel is called Kifrooma in Kikami, Kaderi in

Kisagara, Kdabi in Kinyaturu, Kipumbu in Xiramba.

Four skins from Mkindo and Mkata Rivers and Ulugu. It was
also seen by my collector at Mbonoa. At the second locality it

was found in association with P. jj). suahelicris, which on two
occasions it was seen pursuing. Another was observed jerking

its tail and cluittering in unison Avith a bird.

Two males measured independently were 155. 160. 38. 18 mm.,
a female 150. 160. 45. 17 mm. The bodies were eaten by the

Wahehe and Wabena porters.

R I c E T I D JE.

]).irojJiririUS lutkus Dollm.

Mba.dya in Cliigogo, Lebwa in Kinyaturu, Mun.sa in Kinyi-
ramba, Bewa in Kisukuma.

Twenty-seven specimens from Tgulwe, Gwao's, Mbulu's, Pooma,
Mdjengo's, Simbo, Nyambita, and Sagayo. It appears to be

restricted to dry thorn-busli country, with perhaps a preference

for sandy soil. These specimens were obtained by offering a

leward to the local natives, Avho dig them out of their holes

with spoars, and having killed them, insert the head beneath a

piece of string tied below the knee, and retui'u to camp Avith the

pendent bodies and tails of the gerbils swinging to and fro.

Largest d 80. 90. 15. 10 mm., and $ 80. 92'. 18. 9 mm. The
tails and ears of many seemed to be scvirfy and diseased.

Tateeona vicina viciNA Peters;

Panya in Kinyaturu. This Avas stated to be specific, but this

is doubtful as it is the blanket name in Kiswahili for all rats.

TAvelve Gerbils from Tindiga, Kimambn, Chanzuru, TJliya,,

Mbala, Kisanga, Mbonoa, Pooma, and MleAva's. They were dug
out of their bniTOAVS in grass-country.
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Largest cT 172, 174. 33. 20 mm., and ? IGO. 135. 34. 20 mm.

;

both from Mlewa's.

One of this, or tlie next species, was found in the stomach of

a liawk (7r. vionogrammica).

Taterona swaytiilingi Kershaw.

Thirty specimens from Dakawa, Ilonga, Chanzuru, Kilosa,

Pwaga, and Ikikuyu. A large series from Kilosa were trapped in

ordinary rat-traps baited with bread. Some of the others Avere

dug from their burrows, which were unlined ; as many as five in-

dividuals wex'e found in a single buri-ow. These holes are scat-

tered throughout the maiombo bush, usually in small groups or

colonies.

Largest J 175. 180. 35. 25 mm., and 2 158. 165. 38. 22 mm.
Occasionally they may be seen in daylight ; two young indi-

viduals ( <S . 70. 80. 26. 14 mm.) were observed by the side of the

road at Kilosa on 16. vii. 21, and one being killed was found to

be swarming with parasites.

One Avas recovered from the stomach of a Genet {G. suahelica).

Taterona muans.i^ IMatsch.

Nangala in Kinyiramba.

Four specimens from Dombolo and Sagayo. Largest c? 150.

]70. 35. .22 mm., and $ 148. 180. 34. 21 mm.; both from the

first locality.

Taterona tabor.13 Kershaw.

A single female from Izikisia near Tabora. 160. ? 35.

20 mm.

E, II I z o M Y 1 D ^.

Tachyoryctes ibeanus Thos.

A pair from Nairobi $ . 180. 68. 30. 8 mm.

Tachyoryctes daemon Thos.

A pair from Engare INItoni near Mt. Meru.

M u R 1 1) Ai.

DeNDROMUS OCIIROPUS Osg.

A pair from Nairobi. J . 70. 87. 16. 10 mm. $ . 70. 87. 16
10 mm.

Dendromus puaiilio Wfign.

A female was found at Kipeia building its nest attached to

grass stems, nest six feet from ground. 2 • 62. 85. 10. 5 mm.
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Steatomys loveribgei Thos.

Tula in Kinyaturu, Ndolee in Kinyiramba.

Seven specimens of this Fat Mouse were taken at Poovna and
JVldjengo's, This species was hitherto only known from tlie type
collected by the writer at Lumbo in Portuguese East Africa; its

range is considerably exteiided by these new records. J . 85. 40.

12. 15 mm. $. 82. 35. 14. 17 mm.

Steaxomys muaxs.e Kershaw.

ISTgoso in Kisukuma.

Three s[)eciniensof tliis new mouse from Nyambita and Sagayo
have boon dealt with by jNlr. Kershaw. c? • 7G. 2(5. 13. 12 mm.
5 . 55. 35. 1.'). 12 mm. They were found running about on and
beside the footpath between 7 and 10 p.m., and killed with
canes.

GiiAMMOMYS sujiDASTini suuDASTER (Thos. & Wrought.).

Five rats from Pngilo, Bogoti, and Tindiga. Largest d" 115.

150. 30. 30 mm. $ . 110. 70. 35. 18 mm.

Hattus rattus alexandrinus Geoffr.

Mbewa iu Kikami, Ngule in Kisagara and Chigogo, Koho in

Kinyaturu, Mkinki in Kinyiramba, Ngoso in Kisukuma.

Twenty specimens of the ]31ack Rat were collected at Nairobi,
Dar es .Salaiim, Ilonga, Kilosa, Dodoma, Suna, Gwao's, Pooma,
Mdjengo's, and seen at Sagayo.
The largest male measured 175. 165. 35. 21 mm., and female

145. 162. 30. 20 mm.
It seonis to be living alongside the local 2i. c. microdon in per-

fect liarmony, both species being not infrequently taken in traps
set in the sanie native hut. I found both species clinging to the
hack of a meat-safe this evening (Kilosa, 21.xii. 22).

On moving a Inrge cupboard in the ollice a rat's hoard (it could
hardly be cnlled a nest) was found. In it were three unopened and
almost ungnaAved letters, which had been in an outward dis-

patching tray on May 31st last. One of these communications
was of importance and its loss at that time gave rise to consider-
able correspondence (Kilosa, 31. xii. 22).

Another rat dragged a pair of cycling-stockings from a chair
down a hole ; they were there a month and fortunately had never
been missed, or the blame would surely have fallen on some
hapless native (Kilosa, 24. xii. 22).

On one occasion a live rat was brought to me with hind feet

enormousl}^ swollen, and three cavities in them seemed to indicate
the evacuated holes of larval Caxuhjlobia sp. (Kilosa, 27.vii. 22).

I saw a )'oung rat in the }niddle of the morning running rather
blindly along by a wall, and on killing it found it to be swarming
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Avith fieas [XenopsijUa hrasiliensis and cheopsis), of which I cap-

tured twenty-lour. The former flea was taken on another

specimen at Kilosa, and A', cheopsis from a rat'.s ne.st in a pantry

at JS^airobi. Most of the twenty-four were about the rat's head
and fore parts, cp:iite half-a-dozen around its eyes—perhaps this

accounted for the strange way it ran into and along the wall

(Kilosa, 31.xii.21).

Black Rats were found in the stomach of a Serval (F. c. hindei)

and of a Wild Cat [F. o. ur/a7idce), but their chief enemy at Kilosa

would appear to be the Barn-Owl, in whose nest many skulls were

found. Pufl-Adders also account for a few.

IIatTUS (-t'ExJlOMYS) WALAMU.E PEUESTEIl TllOS.

A single male from Kakindo on 15. i, 23.

IIattus (^^iItixomys) chrysopiiilus siKGiD.E Kershaw.

The two types from G wao's, and one from Miljengo's,

IIattus (Praomys) delectoruai Thos.

A female from Bagilo, on 17.vi. 22, measured 100. 120. oO.

30 mm.

IIattus (Mastomys) coucha microdot Peters.

Mbuku in Kikami, JSTgobari in Kisagara, Mhanyalusangha in

Chigogo, Bebea in Kinyaturu, Lituri in Kinyamwezi, and Kurigu

in Kinyiramba.
Eighty-five specimens from Bagilo ; "VYami, Mkindo, and Mkata

Eivers; iludewa, Ilonga, Ivimamba, Kilosa, Kipera, Rumrnli,

Mpanira, Ndogwe, Gwao's, Mbulu's, Pooma, Tabora, Izikisia,

Kanga, Sagayo, and Komu.

It is a garden rat, particularly numerous in the cultivated plots

of the natives ; when food is scarce it takes to the grain stores iu

the roofs of the native huts where, owing to their niunbers, they

must do a great deal of damage.

The hii-gost male of this line series mensiired 135.114.22.

19nnn., and female 130. 112. 22. 19 mm.; both from Ilonga.

Specimens from the thorn-bush steppe seem to average smaller

and are paler, but can be matched by individuals picked out from

the Kilosa District series. The grey pelage of the younger indi-

viduals tends to become a deep nut-brown as they grow older.

Three females trapped at Kilosa on 25.i. 21 had 7, 8, and 11

embryos respectively. A female from Ilonga on 30. iii. 23 had

six l'(etuses. At Kin)amba on 7. iv. 23 a litter of nine were found

in a burrow with their mother. Of these nine, one had a Avhite

blaze on its forehead.

A flea {Xenopsylla hrasiliensis), larva) of Caudylobia sp., and

nematode worms were taken from these rats.

These Bodents form the staple diet of many wild creatures,
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and were recovered from tlie stonmclis of a Civet (C. c. orientalis).

Genets {G. s^iahelica and G. d. neiimanni), Mungoose {11. flavi-

venti-is), Pearly Owl (G. 7;e?-^«fH???), lled-neclved Falcon

[F. rvJi.coUis), and Banded I farrier 'Ei\g\(^ (0. fasciolai^is). One
was disgorged by a House 8nake (7>. lineahis) Aviien c&ptnrcd,

and many species of snakes in captivity fed upon tliem.

IIattus (M.astomys) couciia Jiii.iJEniiANDTii Peters.

Two specimens from Bissel Camp nenr Longido in 191(5.

MUiS MiTSCUiiUS Linn.

A single female of the European Mouse with t^-o new-born
young arrived at Ivilosa on 8. i. 21 in a box of groceries dispatched

from Dar es Salaam two days before. $ . G8, 76. 15. 11 mm,

LeGGADA BELLA BELLA ThoS.

Kidangi in Kikami, Ohimhanga in Chigogo.

Six Pigmy ]\Iice from Dar es Salaam, Kilosa, Dombolo, Sagayo,
and Nyambila. One was canglit in a tent at Itende, but sub-

sequently escaped. They ai^e not infrequently found in houses.

Largest c7 55. 45. 12. 9 mm., ? 56. 42. 13. 9 mm.
A nesb of very simple construction was found beneath a heap

of rotting grass. The nest measured 40 mm. in diameter, and
Avas per])aps 30 mm. deep in the cup. The dead grass of which
it was constructed was not woven but loosely yet neatly inter-

laced to form a, cosy cup, a few stalks formed a. skeleton roof, but

it could not be considered properly domed. It held three blind

young ones of a dark fawn colour unlike their parent ; one
opened its ej'es on the 20th inst. (Dar es Salaam, 18. v. 23).

What appeared to be one of these mice wa,s found in the

stomach of a Whistling nawk(y(. sphemir'nsl) at Wami River on
9.ix. 21.

Oricetomys gambianus osgoodi Heller.

Nchesi in Kikami.

Seven specimens from Bagilo. There is also one in the Game
Dept. collections killed by Capt. Turnley at Kilosa on 14. ix. 22.

It must be very scarce at Kilosa, as my collectors never met with

it there.

The onl}^ male measured 410. 390. 80. 50 mm., largest female

380. 390. 72. 47 mm. They were trapped in native gardens,

where they are said to go to eat the maize.

LoniuROMYS aquilus aquilus True.

Twenty-five Harsh-furred Mice from Eldoret, Mkindo Ptiver,

and Bagilo. Of twenty-three specimens from the last locality

the largest male measured 140. 90. 25. 15 mm., and female

150. 90. 20. 10 mm. Dipterous larvfc found in these rats have

been identified as Caudylohia rodhaini Gedoelst by M^ajor Austen.
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ACOMYS SELOUSI do Willt.

Meni in Kikami.

A pair from Mkintlo River on 5. ix. 21. J . 97. 65. IG. 16 mm.
5 . 85. 74. 18. 14 mm. Another was trapped near jNIkata River,

but too flamapfed to be preserved. Like so many animals with

spinous fur or quills, the skin is very delicate and readily

tears.

Pelomvs eallax FAiiLAX Peters.

Five specimens from Bagilo, Tindiga, and Rumruli. The
largest male measured 180. 160. 32, 20 mm., and female 140. 150.

30. 20 mm.

AuvicANTiiis A13YSSINICUS uuBESCENfi Wrought.

Pour males from Ivakindo and Kabare. d" . 130. 82. 25.

10 mm,

Arvicanthis abyssinicus muans/E Matsch.

Thirteen specimens from Sanga, Lalago, Shanwii, and Sagnyo

in Mwanza. They are very numerous, using their well-marked

runs in daylight. Largest d UO. 110. 26. 10 mm., ? 129. 105.

25. 16 mm,

AkVICANTUIS abyssinicus NAIIIOB.E Allen.

Ten specimens of this well-known form were collected in the

garden at Nairobi, where they might be seen foraging near

the servants' quarters whenever it was quiet.
,

Arvicanthis abyssinicus viuescens Heller.

Five specimens from Eldoret, of which the largest male

measured 160. 122. 31. 23 mm., and female 140. 113. 30. 18 mm.

AllVICAN'rUIS ABYSSINICUS NEUMANNI Matscll.

Fudi in Chigogo, Puku in Kinyaturu, Kongo in Kiramba.

Fifty-five from Kidenge, Mpanira-kwa-Sagoi, Ikikuyu, Dodoma,
Mbona, Suna, Gwao's, Mbulu's, Pooma, Singida, IMtali's.

A distinct trace of a dorsal stripe in Suna specimens was

noticeable when they were alive.

Fleas {Xenopsylla hrasiliensis) were found in the fur of

Dodoma and Mbulu rats.

These rats were recovered from the stomach of an Augur
Buzzard {B. augur) at Dodoma, and also from that of a Kite

{2[. a. paras'dus) at Mtali's. Two were found in the stomach

of one large House Sn.ake {B. Uneatus) at Gwao's.
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Arvic'Antiiis tenebrosus Kershaw.

Twenty-nine specimens from Mtali's, Izikisia, and Tabora.
Mr. Kersliaw described this rat as a race of A. abyssinicas, but

this cannot be the case, as A. a. oicimianni is found at Mtali's.
They are quite distinct. A. a. nenmanni liaunts roads, paths,
and open thorn-busli, whilst A. tevehrosus was taken entirely
from gardens where the natives were cultivating niahoga or
sweet potatoes.

Largest .^ 160. 135. 34. 20 mm., $ 160. 135. 34. 20 mm.;
both from Mtali's, where only three were collected. Tabora rats
were all smaller, the biggest being only 145. 110. 29. 18 mm.

Three White-faced Scops Owls {0. I. granti) had each one of
these rats in its stomach (Mtali's, 19. x. 21). Also in that of
an Augur Buzzard (/>. cmgur) on the same day.

Lemniscomys griselda ROSALIA Thos.

A single male from Mkindo River on 5. ix. 21 measured 130.
l.']8. 27. 14 n)m. A new-born young one, with eyes still un-
opened, was found in the roadwav at Kilosa on 29. iii 21
Yng. 55. 32. 12. 3 mm.

Lemniscomys macculus macculus Thos. & Wrought.

A single male from Kabaro on l.ii. 23 measured 120. 130. 26.
15 mm.

Lemkiscomys albolineatus Osg.

Nyagalla in Chigogo, Kuse in Kinyaturu, Kobe in Kiramba.
Seven specimens from Ndogwe, Suna, Gwao's, PooiTia, Mtali's,

Kadala, and Izikisia. It was also seen at Mbulu's and Mlewa's.
They run about on paths and in the roadway in the early
morning, and seek refuge in the manyara hedges. They are not
very numerous.

Largest 6 110. 118. 25. 14 mm.
; $ 110. 115. 24. 14 mm.

llUABUOMYS PUMILIO DIMINUTUS ThoS.

Two males from Eldoret and Ilumruli. S . 100. 82. 20. 13 mm.

Otomys angoniensis elassobon Osg.

A pair of Swamp Hats were collected at Ilumruli on 17. vii, 22,

Otomys NYiKifi canescens Osff,

Two adults and one immature specimen from Nairobi, the
young one doubtfully referable to this s|)Gcies. d . 151.91
27. 18 mm.
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P E D E T I D ,E

.

PeDETES SURDASTEIl Subsp.

The Spriugliaas is called Kupa in Kiswahili.and KamaiKlegeri .

in Kinyamwezi,

A pair were purchased at Tabora on 18. xi. 21. c? . 305. 320.

130. 71 mm. $ . 420. 420. 130, 71 mm. The immature male is

in perfect pelage ; the female has bare patches on her back,

possibly resulting from Bcratching sores. Burrows were common

at Mbonoa and Suna; at the latter place one Springhaas was

trapped, but a jackal carried it off. I followed the spoor, and

saw the jackal.

H Y S T 11 1 c I w M.

TIystrix galeata Thos.

The Porcupine is known as JSTungu in Kiswahili, Kiliena,

Kikami, Kisagara, Chigogo, Kinyaturn, and Kinyiramba; Tiuna

in Kisukunm.

Five specimens only collected, three others seen, and quills

fo\nid, at llumruli, Kipera, Kilosa, Pooma, Shanwa, f^agnyo.

The largest male measured IIGO. 70. 75. 40 mm., and female

827. ()5. 75. 39 mm. Native measurements ;
both animals from

Bagayo.

At Sagayo was a porcupine expeit who, I heard, had dug out

four of these animals the week prior to my arrival. I therefore

en^ao-ed him for a week, to study bis methods. He first sends

bis small boys (two at least were his own sons, and wore only the

clotbes they were born in) to find tracks and follow them to the

eartb where the porcupine is lying-up. They then fetch their

father who then sticks a horn in eacli entrance of the burrow.

These horns (Topi, Thomson's Gazelle, and Iloan, also a large

wart-hog tusk) are filled with a pitch-like substance, into wbich

beads have been stuck befoi-e it hardened. Tlie result of this is

medicine said to prevent any animal that is in the burrow bolting

from the entrances, and at the same time robs them of their

ferocity so that they will not attack anyone entering the burrow;

this is very necessary, as at times jackals or a hyaena are found in

the earths.

Ilavin"- done this, one or more of the small naked youngsters

are sent down the hole and follow the (iourse of tiie burrow

underground, sometimes to a distance of thirty or forty feet.

I myself have seen a length of thirty feet. On locatinjr the

animiil at the terminus of the burrow ' they knock on the roof,

and the rest of the party, wlio are listening for this, re[)ly, and

mark the spot. A stiaft is then sunk, and so nicely judged in

the three instances where I was present, that it breaks into the

oallery within a foot of the porcupine who is at the terminus of

the burrow. While the shaft is being sunk, sometimes the boy
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remains in the gallery, singing and shouting to prevent the
animal breaking back ; so it would appear that not too inuch
faitl\ is placed upon the virtues of the liorns.

The youngsters enjoy their work hugely, and have dark rings
chalked round their eyes " to enable them to see in the daik,"
They are simply smothered in red soil, for, indeed, when not
otherwise occupied, they play hide-and-seek in the galleries, and
pop up unexpectedly from the various entrances, or turn somer-
saults in the dust.

When the porcupine is uncovered he is speared to death, and
being veiy tenacious of life, does not succumb to wounds that
would kill any other animal. In the case of those unearthed for

me, 1 shot them. One of these was shot through the head with a
•22, and I supposed was about dead. I therefore told the " fundi "

to bi-ing it out of the burrow, and so demonstrate the truth of
his statement that he could handle porcupines with impunity,
lie was very reluctant, but, pressed by the onlookers, took liold of
the animal, which promptly drove four quills into his palm. One
of the youngsters sucked the wound, whilst another fetched some
green leaves, which he chewed into a paste and spat upon the
wounds, with the object of preventing their hurting. Neverthe-
less, the " fundi " stated next day that he had been unable to
sleep from the pain in his hand. I came to the conclusion that,
as a medicine-man, he was a downright fraud.

When given a coup de grdce, a porcupine's rattle is very active,

and every quill in its body vibrates and rattles.

The fundi told me that last month he found two females
occupying the same burrow, each having two young, the noi-mal
number. The nipples are situated on the side just behind the
fore-limbs.

They all swarmed with a very large species of flea (Pario-
dontis rigyenhachi), which transferred themselves to my skinners,
to the latter's great discomfort.

B A T H Y E R G I D .'E.

Heliophobius emini Noack.

This IBlesmol is known to the Wakami and Wasagara as Fuko.

It would appear to be far from common, ns only a single pair
(d. 160. 12. 32. mm., $. 180. 14. 30. mm.) were obtained
during the three years. Both were taken at Kipera on 5. v. 23.

The presence of these burrowing rodents is made manifest by tlie

heaps of fresh soil, as large as a mole-hill, which they will excavate
in the course of a single night. The female was obtained in a
mealie shamba by digging some six feet along, the blesinol being
found at the terminus, which was only some eighteen inches below
the surface. My collector said that it was but a poor method of
catching them, as one might dig for hours without overtakin<^
one, and if the excavated soil was fresh the way to capture them
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was to uncover the hole and blow down the entrance, when the

blesmol would return to block it up. You must then prevent its

return by pushing a stick behind it before it can get back. He
stated that he caught the male in this way.

The stomachs contained finely-gnawed greenish and whitish

matter impossible of identification. The natives sny they esvt

ground-nuts (= monkey nuts).

I was told that only females are found, and that possibly males

do not come near the surface. This idea has probably arisen

from the fact that the testicles are internal, and the penis con-

cealed in a vulva-like opening from which it can be extruded.

The claws of one specimen were sheathed in caked soil, and the

silky fur of both had many blobs of the same attached very firmly

to the hairs, which do not appear to be so well adapted to the

burrowing habits of the blesmol as are those of an English mole.

The only parasites present were some very small mites running

over the white skin.

T H R Y O N O M Y I D JE.

Thryoxomys swinderianus varieqatus Peters.

The Kiswahili name of Ndesi for the Cane-Rat is in general use

throughout the country, and is the only one known to the

Wakami, "Wasagara, and Wagogo.

Two specimens from Myombo; it was also seen at Mkindo
River and Madaziui, all localities in the Kilosa sub-district.

Of three specimens examined the only adult was a male (394.

143. 70. 39 mm.), which was shot when entering a down-pointing

gun-trap baited with a live goat ! The largest female measured

340. 112. 60. 29 mm., and Avas speai-ed by a native as it ran

across the road.

Both my spocimons liad fleas (Oleiioce2)halnsfelis) pros(u>t, and

the head of the female was burdened with numerous grey ticks

(lihipicephalus simus Koch). One specimen was infested wilh

two species of lice yScijno aulacodis Neum. and Tricodestes launyos

Stebbe).

Leporid.e.

Lepus victori.e Thos.

Ilai'es are known as Sungura in Kiswahili, Buga in Kikanii,

Kisungula in Kisagara, Sungula in Cliigogo, and fcSiyi in

Kisukuma.

Five specimens collected at Mbulu's, Mdjengo's, Usshora, and

Sa^ayo. Hares are easier to see than piocure, however, and

(spp. non (let.) were met with at Kimamba, Kipera, Mpanira-

kwa-Sagoi, Ndogwe, Mtali's, Lalago, and ]\lwadira.

The Sagayo male (450. 95. 100. 130 mm.) in the Game Dopt.

collection was taken in a gin sot in a burrow, which rather
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suggests that hares may m.ike use of burrows at times when the
grass is scanty or has been burnt off. Another hare was caught"
in a gin set for a leopard ; the latter came along later and ate
the liare—the spoor was veiry distinct.

The female (480. 73. 100. 101 mm.) from Mdjengo's held two
foetuses (24. x. 21). A veiy small leveret (155. 30. 46. 35 mm.) Avas
brought me at Usshora on 6. xi. 21, having been caught by a dog

;

a larger one was brought me at Mbulu's on 11. x. 21.
Two individuals from Mdjengo's and Usshora were teeming

with fleas {Otenocephahts felis and Echidnophaga larina), and the
former liad numerous grey ticks {Rhipicephalus siimis Koch)
as well.

Lei'us capensis crawsiiayi de Winton.

A single individual was collected at Eldoret on 9. xi. 21.

CARNIYOKA.

CANII>iE..

Tjios adustus notatus Heller.

A fine skin but in poor condition was purchased from a native
in Mwanza town, the animal having been killed a few miles outside^

A live Side-striped Jackal from Liwale was given the writer
by Mr. 0. B. Goss in January 1923, when it had already been in

captivity a couple of months. It was kept on a leash, with i\,

small native mongrel for a pLayfellow, they romped together a
great deal. It would allow itself to be carried for miles, and
liked being petted, but was a fearful coward and hated being
shut up at night, when it would howl mournfully as long as it

thought there was sonie likelihood of being released ; it preferred
sleeping with the native porters under a tnrpanlin.

If (piietly approached it would allow anyone to stroke it, but if

its coat was combed it snapped in the .'lir several times as a
warning, and would doubtless bite if the combing was not stopped.
It has never bitten the writer, but came very near doing so on
several occasions, and bit a steward on board as well as several

natives, all of whom were probably to blame for tactlessness. Its

teeth are very sharp, and fortunately it only snaps and does not
hold on.

When given food it always menaced the person who brought
it, and is probably dangerous at such a time. It ate most scraps
from the table, meat, raAv or cooked, but not tinned or preserved

;

it appeared to prefer fowls and fish to beef and mutton. For
five months it was fed on maize-porridge and soup bones. It
regularly overate the maize, disgorged the surplus and, after

half-an-hour's I'est, would eat it again. It was fond of rice, milk
puddings, cakes, biscuits, bread without crusts, and sweet fruits.

Its only drink was water, even soups being rejected.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1923, No. XLYII. 47
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Its attitude toward other animals, including dogs, was decidedly

friendly ; it endeavoui'ed to make friends with the cat on hoard,

'

but she was suspicious. At Dar es Salaam dogs often gathered

round it in the hotel yard but appeared to fear it, as they would

not approach, but growled and moved away.

The animal was kept on a leather rein for five months till he

found he could gnaw it through, which he did ten times. 1 gave

up the contest and allowed him to wander about the ship for a

week till, finding his way into the crew's quarters, he dragged

some clothes from a bunk along the deck, and seizing on a leather

belt carried it off and gnawed it in half. He was then fastened

with very light wire-rope, but after forty-eight hours cut through

that also.

Thos mesomelas MCMiLiiANi Heller.

Mbweha in Kiswahili. It has no name in Ivikami, but is

called Ivewe in Kisagara, and Nhyewe in Chigogo.

Eight specimens, of which three only Avere taken by the

writer's collectors, from Mkata Eiver, Gulwe, Suna, (iwao's,

Mlewa's, Sagayo.

The largest male measured 740. 290. 190. 100 mm., and female

G80. 295. 150. 102 mm.
Both of these came from Saga3'-o, and their stomachs were full,

of hyrax fur and meat, whilst one had some larger carrion also.

The Mlewa specimen had grasshoppers and several large black

scorpions (Pandinus cavivianus Poc.) in its stomach. It would

be interesting to watch a jackal's method of attacking a scorpion.

The Mkata specimen's stomach Avas well filled Avith the fruit of

a tree called by the natives " Mkongo." We came to several of

the trees, and amongst the abundant fruit lying on the ground

was a good deal of spoor of jackal and civet.

Twelve fleas {G.felis) wero taken from one jackal.

Lycaon pictus subsp.

Mbwizi in Kikami and Kisagara, Iminzi in Chigogo.

The Hunting Dog Avas not collected nor even seen by me,

though it is only too common in the Kilosa District, and

Avas often heard. Whilst I Avas a\v;\y from home on one

occasion a pack of dogs drove a biishbuck right through the loAver

part of the house at 6 a.m. Another time they harried a bush-

buck past the front of the house at 5 p.m., and Mr. I). W.
Bisshopp shot one of the dogs from the verandah, but it Avas not

found for three days afterwards, when it Avas too far gone to

preserve. At Myombo, some nine miles south of Kilosa, they

pulled down a bushbuck almost on the dooi-steps of a settler's

house in the middle of the morning, It is intei'esting to note

that bushbuck appear to run to a human habitation when pur-

sued by their remorseless foes.
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Otocyon virgatus Miller.

Bee iu Iviiiyatuni, Bele in Kiramba.

Five males (two being cubs) collected at jMdjengo's, Mtali's,

and Sagayo. A score were seen at Izikisia in the moonlight.
The largest male measured 556. 275. 120. 95 mm. One cub

died a month after I got it, perhaps it would be six weeks old

when it measured 290. 115. 90. 70 mm. Its twin brother wius

measured whilst alive as accurately as possible at live-and-a-half

months old: 470? 250? 120? 94?; he then weighed G.^bs.
The two lively little cubs, with eyes open and just able to walk,

were brought me at Mtali's on 20.x. 21, their father having been
killed by a native dog. At this stage their fur was very woolly
jind an almost uniform smoky-grey.
At five and a half months the colour was as follows :—Grizzled

bufl*. a thick woolly underfur of buft", almost concealed by long
Avhitisli hairs tipped Avith black. Feet as far up as the knees,

black ; the whole leg is darker than the body. Tip of tail black,

extending in a weilge-shape on dorsal aspect almost to root of

tail. Muzzle black, extending on the forehead to between the

eyes, on the cheeks to beyond the eyes. Tip of the ears and for

some distance downwards, black. I'he ears are fringed with long-

all-white hairs, a good deal of buff about the base of tljie ears.

When young I gave them a great deal of meat ; one of them
ate a. green locustid at three weeks old. Another time Kip, as

the survivor was called, pounced upon a Striped Hawk-Moth,
chewed it well, dropped it, and then ate it up. He is jmssionately

fond of butter and honey, will eat porridge, bi-ead, eggs, and
drink milk or tea with i^elish. Bananas and paupau are also

eaten readilj^ but he will not touch mangoes or pineapple.

He spends a good deal of his time turning over stones in

search of millipedes, wlu'ch are gobbled up greedily. I od'cred

l)iin a black-and-yellow polydesmid which he pawed over for

some three minutes, but would not eat it. In strange contrast

Avas his attitude to a Lesser Stink Ant {Paltothyreus iarsatus),

Avhich came out of its hole and Avaved its antennae right under
Kip's nose. He looked at it, then seized and crunched it up
despite the smell, which was noticeable to me standing a couple

of feet aAvay.

A very big baboon came up to the kitchen one afternoon, and
aroused Kip's curiosity, the fox then being five months old. He
followed the baboon with his head doAvn, and Avhen the baboon,
catching sight of me, cantered away, Kip flew after it for two
hundred j'^ards with only about six feet betAveen. A month later

baboons Avore in the vicinity of the house daily, and on several

occasions I saw him playing with them. He Avill lie crouched

upon the ground, and a big dog-baboon Avill come Avalking sloAvly

towards him till Avithin two yards, Avhen Kip Avill spring up and
fly straight at it, the baboon cantering easily aAvay, looking over

its shoulder at the small animal Avhicli it could so easily kill.

Many other baboons will be close by during this play.

47*
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Kip's nttitiule to baboons is very strange seeing that be is

naturally a timid animal, very nervous of approacli, especially

when feeding. Like many animals he developed an antipathy to

natives, which was difficult to understand as they were very fond

of him,, but at four months old he took to menacing them,

i?nar)ing and growling and looking very Avicked. Even when
furiously annoyed at being tied up for the night his teeth scarcely

break the skin.

He was six-and-a-half months old' when he met his first dog

—

a quiet little mongrel Dacnshund which accompanied a visitoi-.

Kip advanced gi-owling and bristling towards the stranger, and

exhibited for the first time a large rufous patch on the base of

his tail (dorsally).

M u s T E L 1 1> ^.

Mellivoua capeksis Schreb.

, Kibakusi in Kikami; Nyergeri in Kisagara, Kisukuma, aiul

Kiswahili.

The Hone)' Badger or Katel is not often met with in East

Africa, though probably fairly common and certainly very widel}'

distributed. Four specimens were obtained from jNIakindu, Wami
River, Kilosa, and Sagcxyo, those from the last-mentionad localit}'

being skins without skulls, purchased from a native. A young
male measured 480. ie0..105. 30 mm., an adult 770. 198. 130.

?? mm., and a female 670. 200. 112. 30 mm.
The immature male was one of two individuals encountered on

the plains about 7 a.m. one morning, and shot by my native

collector. It appears quite common for them to hunt in pairs,

which need not necessarily be of opposite sexes, for two adult

females were hunting in company on one occasion.

During July 1&21, a native comyjlained that an animal had dug

into his strongly-built mud and wattle chicken-houso, and taken

four fowls. 1 set a gun-trap ('22 li.S.A.) over the entrance it

had made, and the following night tlie gun went off, but so did the

animal without leaving any trace of being hit. A few nights

later it returned and took three more fowls in one night, efl;ecting

an entrance by digging in a difterent spot. In neither instance

was a trace of the fowls left, and presumably they were carried

off whole.

A lion trap was set inside the yard at the spot where it had

broken through the fence, and the following morning my boy

informed me ihat a ratel was in the trap. The poor l)east had

dragged the heavy trap twelve feet and torn a hole in the fence,

but couldn't get the trap through. It had chewed a ground-sheet

to rags as well as other things within reach, including its own
foot, whose claAvs I recovered from its stomach after having shot

it. I have known this happen in the case of another ratel, and

ha.ve little doubt that in the fierceness of their rage at being

caught they lose their sense of pain to some extent, else how
could lihoy mutilate themselves ?

'
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The stomjicli of tin's individual contained fowl feet, beaks, eyes,
t^tc, and the wing of a bird. Tlie other sj-Mscinien had a little

grass, probably seized after capture. A screw-worm and a tape-
worm Avere found in the abdominal cavity.

]>espite the nauseous stench of the creattire, Wazigoor and
Wabeni porters asked for the bodies of two r.atels and ate theju

!

ICTONYX STRIATUS ALBESCENS Heller.

A single female Zorilla (250. 152. 49. 23 mm.) was purchased
from a native, who had killed it in his fowl-house at Usshora,
30. X. 21. Though very young it had minute foetuses in utero.

AoNYX cArENSis HELIOS Heller.

Fisi maji, its Kiswahili name, is commonly used for the Otter
by both Wakanii and Wasagaia.

A single female (762. 485, 132. 25 mm.) Otter av^is trap-shot
with a -22 rifle whilst nnder water at Tindiga, ], ix, 22. There
were fish in its stomach and a new Ascarid (Clreoascaris spinkMis
Baylis), and I was somewhat surprised to fin<l a flea (Cteno-
ce2)hahts felis) in the fur of snch an amphibious creature. Ticks
were also present but not preserved.

YlVEUniDJE.

CiVETTICTIS CIVETTA ORIEXTALIS Matschie.

The Civet is known as Fungo in Kiswahili, Kikami, and
Kisagara.

Twelve specimens from Wami River, Mkata lliver, Kimamba,
Kilosa, and Sagayo.

The largest male measured 900. 480. 140. GO mm. (Sagayo), and
female 940. 445. 140. 60 mm. (Wami R.).

The only note on breeding is the record of two litters brought
me on 21.iii. 21 a.nd 29. xi. 21 from Kilosa. The first litter con-
tained three and the latter two. The young are almost black.

T'he fir-st batch were very fierce, spitting and biting Avhen
appr-oached; after a month two of them sliOAved signs of taming,
fliid would come to me at meal times, sta,n<Hng up on their hir.d legs
or clambering to my knee. They never liked being liandled. Civets
are very dirty feeders, and these little beasts invariably put their
feet into their milk or lield jam down with their paws, getting
into a nice mess. They were very fond of mangoes.

Stomachs of wild specimens held the folloAving:—(i.) Bodies of
birds and i-ats skinned by my collectors the previous day, chicken's
leg and mango skins from the kitchen. This animal Avas shot at
5 a.m. in bright moonlight from the verandah, (ii.) Flesh of a
baboon, Avhich I had put out as a bait, some other big pieces of
flesh, skin bearing fur of Avhat might be the gerbil {Taterona^-).),
ix locust, and a calculus of hair, (iii.) 2i. c. microdon, eggs and
chicks of a francolin, fruit of mkongo tree.
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On offering tlie body of a skinned genet to my young civets

tliey approached it gingerly, and then tlie male llung himself,

throat foremost, on the carcass, rubbing his throat, chest, and
shouldei^s in the entrails in an ecstacy of delight; he was shortly

joined b)-^ a female, and the two of them pushed the carcass all

about the lloor in their efforts to rub their throats upon it.

After a month in the house I turned these three civets loose in

an empty loom of a roofless German house, and as I was unable

to spend much time witli them they grew veiy fierce, though regu-

larly and well fed. After four and a half months, theiefore, I

chloroformed two of the worst and let the other go. The two
chloroformed, which may be assumed to be five months old,

measured: Male 520 310. 97.46 mm., weight 5| lbs. Female
580. 350. 110. 50 mm., weight OA'er 7 lbs. (the scale only weighed

to seven). This male was always rather backward.
The liberated male had his food placed in the room and returned

for it regularly for a fortnight, after which I went away. 1 fre-

quently met it on the path in the moonlight, making its way to

tlie ho\iso, and it did not ilee but generally withdrew in a shadow
and crouched there tnitil I passed.

Few animals are so rich in parasites : one specimen alone had
nine hippohoscid flies [H. capensis v. Olf.), fleas (Ctenocejyhalus

felis), ti(!ks (Bhipicepfiahis siiJius Koch), and nematodes [Fihirid,

sp., all females, not F. martis Gmel.) were found in its stomach.

Ticks and this species of flea were almost invariably present.

•^Anotlier flea [Ecli'ulnophaga larina) and tick [IkemapJiysalis leaclii)

were found on a iSagayo civet.

Two instances of civets caught in gin-traps biting off their feet

came to my notice, indeed I fovmd what was probably the remains
of one of them in a dry watercourse. The skull showed that the

animal was very aged, all the molars on the right lami of the

mandible were missing and the bone healed over, though it

apjieared to have had a bad abscess at one time.

The bodies of civets killed on one safari were eaten by my
Wazigoor and Wabeni porters.

Genetta dongalana neumaxni Matsch.

ISTghanu in Ohigogo, Ndele in Kinyaturu, iS'ilele in Kiiambn,'
Kanididi in Kinyamwezi.

Nine specimens of Neumann's Genet were obtained at Kidenge,
Itumba (skin seen), Ndogwe, Suna, Singida, Mdjengo's, Mta.li's,

and Izikisia. Three of these were trapped with a down-pointing
•22 rifle while attempting to get at a fowl used as bait.

At Singida an adult male (490. 460. 90. 50 mm.) was brought
to mo alive with a string round its neck ; though freshly caught
it allowed itself to be stroked and was very amenable, ])ossibly it

was dazed l)y daylight. When annoyed it raised the fine black
dorsal mane on end and bushed out its, ringed tail.

At Izikisia on IS.xi. 21 two kittens were found in a hole in a
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tree in open miombo bush country. The hole wns some ten feet

from tlie ground. I rather hesitate in referring these kittens to
this race as no adults were collected in the locality.

A rat {li. c. microdon) was found in the stomach of the K'dogwe
genet. These genets cause a great deal of mischief among native
fowls, which they appear to kill for killing's sake when they can
get into a fowl-house.

Genktta suahelica Matsch.

Kanu in Kiswahili, Kikami, and Kisagara, Tondolega in

Wahehe.

Thirteen specimens from Mkata Ptiver, lludewa, Kimamba,
Kilosa, Mbonoa, and Mdjengo's.
The largest male measured 500. 440. 89. 45 mm., and best

female 525. 435. 87. 48 mm.
Two very young kittens (6 6- 190. 165. 40. 25 mm.) were

brought to me at Kilosa on 7. v. 21, but only lived till 2D. v. 21.

Another, only a few days old, on 28. iii. 21, throve for a month,
but during my absence from home was allowed into a room where
there was a freshly-cured leopard skin on which it went to sleep.

It Mfterwards apparently licked the skin, for I found traces of

arsenic in its stomach, and it died with all the symptoms of

arsenical poisoning on 27. iv. 21.

It was suffering from constipation when brought to me and on
the second day extruded its bowels, which I washed Avith warm
water and permanganate, lubricated with vaseline, and returned.

I gave it doses of salts at 2 and 6 p.m., and it obviously recovered

as it lived for a month after and was always very full of life.

I first fed it on sweetened milk and jam ; after nine daj's I gave

up feeding it, and it lapped milk and it attempted scraps of meat.

It very soon gave up spitting when handled, and showed no fear

of a mungoose or three young civets, ever so much larger than
itself. It spent a great deal of time in sleeping, varied by
climbing, at Avhich it was an adept. It clambered up the mosquito
gauze to the top of a door and then called to be helped down

;

backs of chairs were a very favourite goal, which when reached

it would rest upon.

When sitting up in trees at night it is a common occurrence

to hear genets hunting through the grass, pouncing here and
there, or clambering into a biish, from whence birds Avould go oft

with a twitter or a whirr according to kind. I waited for one

such for half-an-hour before it appeared in the road. After one

or two short runs it then vanislied, but presently reappeared, and

seeing the goat beneath my tree dashed towards it, but on the far

side, Avhere it halted for a second to look at the goat, and I shot it

dead.

In its stomach were grasshoppers, a Large black field cricket,

and beetle elytra, together with not a little green stuff, mostly

errass-blades as far as one could determine. A second individual
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had eaten a geibil (T. swaythlingi) and a rat (i^. c, microdon).

In the stomach of another was the tail of a rat, the uni<lentifiable

foot of a small bird, the body and limbs of a frog (liana sp.), and
many kinds of insects mucli chewed. Yet another held a single

lat (7t. c. mio'odon).

'i'hree species of flea were taken from tliree individuals (viz.,

Kchidnopsis galllnaceus, Ghhnairo[)sylla polls, and Clenocepkaliis

fells). Ticks [Ilaiinaphysalls leacM) were found on three genets,

and nematodes (Ascarls sp., females) were also taken.

Geneita stuulmanni stuhlmanni ISklatsch. '

Nilili in Kisiikuma.

A single immature male (240. 230. 80. 33 mm.) twelve feet up
in a bush on the banks of the Simiyu Iliver at Sagayo in mid-

morning. Fleas (Ctenocephalus felis) and ticks (Ilceiiiaphysalls

leachi var.) in its fur, and ascarids came wriggling from its mouth
just after death. These worms were all females and not refei--

able to Iklascarls, but may indicate a new species (Spaul).

Adult genets wei'e seen in the neighbourhood of kopjes on two

occasions.

HeRPESTES (CALOaALB) FLAVIYENTRIS Matsch.

On three occasions examples of this Mungoose were seen

liunting in daylight on kopjes at Sagayo ; they reminded one
strongly of feiTets in the way they explored crevices and re-

appeared in unexpected openings.

S . 350. 280. 52. 20 mm. $ . 332. 260. 25. 15 mm. The male

had eaten a rat (Ji. c. mlo'odon) ; the female, which was gin-

ti'apped among the rocks, is in the Game l^ept. collection.

HeRPESTES (CALOGAIiE) GRANTI Gray.

A female from Usshora had been killed by a native in his fowl-

house. I sfiw one of these mungoose in association with //. g.

laclemannl Mats, in a ravine at Mbulu's, another day a pair were
hunting together over a rocky kopje. What I took to be a male

had a black tail-tuft, not ochraceous as in the female.

2 . 350. 290. 60. 20 mm. It had three fleas {Ctenocephalus

fells) in its fur.

HERPESTES (Calogale) melanukus rufescexs Loretiz.

A male killed at Zanzibar on 12. viii.l6 was presented to the

writer by Dr. Aders, F.Z.S.

HeRPESTES (OaLOGALE) GRACILIS LADEMANNI Matscll.

Known as Kiniboo in Kinyaturu, and Chonja (?) in Kisnkuma.

A single male (350. 280. 60. 30 mm.) from Mbulu's was driven

by my collector out of a ravine between kopjes in thorn-bush

steppe. Two were seen on different occasions at Mtali's and yet
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another at Mknlama, but they are very active and vanish from
sight amongst the boulders of the kopjes Avhich they frequent.

The male's stomach contained a lizai'd (JS^. emini), a skink
(uMabnia sp.), a chameleon (C. 2^^^">^iiobus), and grasshoppers.
There were also some indeterminable nematode pai-asites. Six
fleas from the fur were identified as Ctenocejihalus felis.

Hehpestes (Calogale) gracilis ibEjE Wroughton.

A female was collected at Ngong Forest, Nairobi, 2. x, 20.

Herpestes ichneumon ruNEstus (Osg.).

Four from Kilosa. Two were pvxrchased from natives who had
killed them in their fowl-houses. A skin was also seen at

Mkalania.

One male (532. 532. 100. 37 mm.) was very lean, but its fur

Avas in good condition, some of the l)lack hairs in the terminal
tail-tuft were six inches long. There Avas rat's fur in its

stomach.

There were many pai-asites on this one individual. Lice

{Ih'ichodectes rammei Stebbe) swarmed in thousands. Of nine-

teen ileas captured two were EchidnojJsis gallinaceus and the
remainder Ctenocephaliis felis. Nematodes from the liver and
intestines Avere Fliysaloptera sp. indet.

Atilax paludinosus rubescens Holl.

Karasa in Kikami.

Six specimens of the Water-Mungoose from liagilo, Tindiga,

and Kilosa.

The largest male measured 530. 350. 105. 35 mm. Largest
female 530. 330. 100. 31 mm.
The latter, taken at Tindiga, held two fcotuses measuring 104.

52. 21. 5 mm., and both together weighed 3 oz. (27. viii. 21).

One was shot at 8 p.m. in bright moonlight as it approached a
dead monkey I had left on the path, a second appeared shortly

iifterwards.

One specimen sAvarmed Avitli lice [Trichodectes acuiirostris

Stebbe, T. vnonrjos »Stcbbe, 2\ 1 rammei Stebbe), a tick (lihijn-

cejihalus sim^is Koch), and had filarid Avorms beneath the skin.

In the stomach of another Avas an ascarid (Clveoascaris sjnnicollis,

gen. et sp. n. Baylis).

IcnsTEUMiA albicauda ibeaxa Thos.

Kanhanga in Kikami, Mbaku in Kisagara.

Six specimens of the White-tailed Mungoose ivom Tindiga,

Ilonga, Kilosa, and Naii-obi.

The lai'gest female measured 600. 455. 132. 38 mm. An im-
mature female (440. 350. 100. 38 mm.) Avas disturbed in the
burning of rubbish and run down by a native, from Avhom I
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purchased it. It is veiy dark in colour and the white hairs

of the tail are concealed by longer blackish ones, so that it

presents a very dift'erent appearance from the typical white-tailed

individuals.

A female killed at Tindiga on 10. ii.21 had two fcictuses, those

on 18 and 24. viii, 21 none,

0;i 1. i. 23 I was given a young male by Capt. Turnley, at Avhicli

time its coat was gi'ey and very woolly, but long black hairs were
showing thickly on the nape and fore-parts.

"

It liked being picked up and petted and would lie on its back
in one's arms most contentedly. When very pleased it licked one
after the manner of a cat. One's nose seemed to be a cause of

offence, for if lying on a sofa or in any position where it could be

reached, the mungoose would attack it fiercely. With this

exception, it never attempted to bite except in play.

It enjoyed' a game—usually started then> in fact. One
favourite pastime—after having located a safe retreat under a

cupboard or other piece of furniture—was to steal forth with the

greatest caution, then, feigning alarm, to scuttle and scramble back
with much noise. After repeating this performance several times

in the hope that you will chase it back, which it considers great

sport, and failing to attract your attention, it will approach very

silently and bite your heel or give you a pat with its claws and
then tear madly back to its retreat. If you still refuse to come
and play, it attacks your shoe-laces and ' rags ' them with great

abandon.
It showed great alarm of sudden noises, and the hairs of its

white tail immediately stand on end as does its back fur to some
extent ; it spits most explosively. It has a wonderful variety of

sounds at its command, one of contentment is almost indistin-

guishable from that made by the young lUue Moiikey, and is

something like ' urrr.'

After I had had it two months I went on safari, and almost the

first night it was turned loose in the tent it was scared by the

sudden entrance of a, native and ran out into the bush, never to

I'eturn.

It showed great fondness for the pupje of moths and wasps, and
broke open the mud nests of the latter with its strong claws, but

never in my experience touched the grubs. It often rejected the

bread in its bread and milk, but liked sweetened condensed milk

and eggs. Chicken bones would be picked clean and greatly

ajjpreciated. Ilice, mashed potatoes, and porridge were taken

readily.

The stomachs of the wild adults collected contained the follow-

ing :— (i.) Grass, leaves, termites. This individual was trapped

whilst attempting to enter a fowl-house, (ii.) Remains of fowl,

crickets, paupau skin, (iii-) Grasshoppers, (iv.) Termites.

Fleas (Ctenocephalu$ fells) and ticks were found in the fur,

and cestodes {Spharyanuvi sp.) between skin and llesh. Two
individuals had numerous screw-worms in viscera.
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Helogale undulata undulata Peters.

The Lesser Mungoose is known as Kimgalla in Kisagara,

Muloli in Chigogo, Minyirsira in Kinyaturu.

Five specimens collected at Kipera, Mpanira-kwa-Sagoi, and

Mbuln's. It was also clearly seen near Mkata River, Poonia.

The species is diurnal and very definitely associated in my
mind witli (he termite hills, to which the little hunting parties

scamper when disturbed. Before disappearing down the holes

they usually sit up, with fore-paws drooping on their stomachs,

and take one more look at the cause of their fright. One was

shot on a sloping tree-trunk.

Largest male measured 240. 175. 45. 17 mm., and female 230.

170. 45. 19 mm.

Helgcale victorina Thos.
"

Kamsio in Kinyamwezi, Lonzi in Kiramba, and Kijinolo in

Kisukutna.

El6veii specimens from Mdjengo's, S^anga, and Sagayo. It was

also seen at Mlewa's, Mtali's, Mkalama, Usurwe, and Shanwa.

Largest male 260'. 160. 43. 20 mm., female 245. 157. 45, 18 mm.
Young of latter in nest 80. 40. 15. 4 mm.
One individual held two fcetuses only (Sanga. 16.x. 22).

A slight nest of grass (native collector's statement) was found in

excavating a termite heap, where tlie female was found with four

almost naked young.' She and her family were transferred to a

box, but though eating heartily herself, she refused to feed them

so that they died (»Sagayo, 1. xi. 22).

Stomachs contained finely masticated insect remains, which

appeared to be chiefly those of grasshoppers.

. MuxGos MUNGO coLONUS (Heller).

The Banded Mungoose is known as Ngutchiro in Kiswahili,

but the Wa-swahili use this name for all other species of mungoose

which they may encounter and many of which are quite unknown
at the coast. The Wasagara appear to have no other name than

Ngutchiro for it. Tukwa in Kikami, Nghalasanga in Chigogo,

Kala in Kinyaturu, Kala in Kiramba, Ikala in Kinyamwezi,

Nhala in Kisukuma,

Five specimens collected at Dodoma, Pooma, Mdjengo's, and

TJsshora. It is, however, a very widely distributed species and

was also seen at Mlewa's, Mtali's, Usurwe, Mkalama, Shanwa,

Sagayo, and all along the road from Ulugu to Tabora, Curiously

enough, I have never seen it at Kilosa during the two years spent

there, though a company of mungoose crossed a path one after-

noon, but, at too great a distance for me to be sure they were not

Atilax (which usually goes singly o^' in pairs), or some other large

species.
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Largest male measured 390. 240. 78, 25 mm., and female 395.

.280. 82. 20 linn.

• Ah Pooma I saw ten of these umngoose sitting ei-ect on a

termite lull, intently watching a flock of guinea-fowl which were
feeding towards them across the open, the nearest being only

twenty feet away. I was able to approach and shoot two
mungoose sitting close together, but one fell down the hole. The
other I found was a A^ery light sandy, or straw colour, excellently

adapted to life in the thorn-bush steppe. On showing it to my
collector, he said that this variety was well known and that

probably all in the thorn-bush country would be of a similar shade.

Unfortunately for this theory, its dead companion was dug out

of the hole and was the typical nut-brown sliade, as were all the

others subsecjuently seen at close quarters in the thorn-bush

steppe.

Just on the outskirts of Tiiborn, about twenty feet from the

iniiinroad along which a noisy stream of natives were passing,

eight mungoose were seen sinining themselves in all manner of

indolent attitudes about 7 a.m. They took not the slightest

notice of my porters, who had dropped their loads, and were
moving about within fifty feet of the bold little beasts.

An amphisbaenid (G. modestus) and two skinks {Lygosoma sp.)

were found in the stomach of an Usshora specimen ; a grass-

hopper, large carabid, and beetle larvte in another.

Fleas [Echidnophaga gallinaceus) were taken in the fur of one,

whilst screw-worms wei-e found in the viscera of another. The
Banded Mungoose is killed by the Wanyaturu for food.

Proteleid^.

PnoTELEs CRiSTATUS TEiiMEs Heller.

I have not been fortunate enough to obtnin a specimen of the

Aard-wolf, but the ci'eature being so rare in Tanganyika Terri-

tory it seems worth reconling every occurrence. I have only seen

two skins, one obtained near Itumbi in JVranyoni ]^istrict, the

other, which is in the Came Dept. ]\[useum, was obtained by
Mrs. Hillinge at Kiganga on the lluaha, 31. viii. 22,

It was caught in a lion gin set on a path and was a ftdl-grown

male, measuring 30 inches from nose-tip to base of tail, the latter

being another 10 inches according to Mrs. Bilhnge's measure-
ments. .She estimated the weight as about 20 lbs.

II Y ^ N I D X..

IIY-EXA IIYJ^XA SCHILLINGS! Matsch.

Two examples of Bchillings' Striped Ilyaina were obtained at

Oulwe and Mtali's. Both were males, of which the larger

measured 1190, 290, 200. 153 mm.
In the stomach of the younger specimen were the remains of a
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monkey skinned in camp that clay, a, great quantity of mealies,

and some wild yellow fruit whicli might have been in the stomach
of tlie monkey. There Avere also a lot of vertebrae of a good-sized

python and tlie skin of an agama lizard.

A lli[)[X)boscid fly (//. cajiensis v. Olf.) was in its coat and also

two species of ticks.

Ckocuta crocuta GERMiiVAxs Matsch.

Three specimens of the Eastern Spotted Hynena Avere collected,

others were also examined from the following localities :—Kilosa,

Mtali's, Izikisia, Simbo, Shandwa, and Mwadira,

The Kiswahili name of Fisi seems to be universally employed,

in Chigogo it is altered to Mvisi, and in Kisungwa it is called

Fifi.

The largest male measvu-ed 1350. 250. 215. 110 mm., the

largest female 1245. 241. 215. 101 mm.
The latter held a single ftctus very near the birth, weighing

3| lbs. and measuring 330. 70. 6*0. 29 mm.
One which I shot at a waterhole at 1,30 a.m. had come to drink

earlier in the evening, and a movement of mine in the hide-up

had caused it to bolt. It returned with three zebra at its heels,

and tried to get past a flanking zebra Avithout coming too near

my hide-up, Avhich it Avas quite aAA^are Avas tenanted. It A\^as in

abject terror, trying to crouch past Avith stomach close to tho

ground, when I shot it at fifty 3'ards.

The contents of its stomach and others Avere as follows :

—

(i.) Goat's skin, hoof and ox bones, broken fragments of a gourd

picked up near a native hut presumably, (ii.) Goixt or small

buck's hoof, giraffe bones and strips of giraffe skin, pared off by

a sandal-raaker, fowl's feet, bits of gourd, (iii.) Ilemains of goat

and ox, wild pig, duiker, rat's foot, foAvl's feet, and two haii-y

calculi.

Three fleas from the last-named specimen proved to be Cteno-

cephalus felis and Echidnojjhaga larina. Ilippoboscid flies (//.

capensis v. Olf.) Avere found on two specimens, also ticks (Bhijn-

cephalus simus Koch).

F E L I D JE.

AciNONi'x JUBATUS KAiNEYi Heller.

Duma in Kikami and Chigogo. Pocho (?) in Kisagara (Poclio

appears to be applied to the Hunting l^ogand there may be some

confusion). The Cheetah is not a common animal in Tanganyika

Territory as it is in Kenya so far as my experience goes. The
natives are unfamiliar Avith it and few seem to knoAV its name,

usually confusing it Avith either the Leopard or the Serval

!

The only local skin I have see)i was of quite a large animal,

Avliich Avas brought for sale by two natiA'es, Avho said they had

found it dead near Kideti (viii. 22) ; having been jcilled by a snake.
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which, nfter an examination of the skin, I think very probable

;

most likely a puft'-adder.

Tlie Wanyimwezi, AVanyiramba, and Warangi have a saying

that the witch doctors give a potion to the cheetah which endueii

it with snfficient coin-nge and fierceness, and causes it to rush oil"

into the bush, where it lies in wait for children and even adults

whom the witch-doctor wishes to be rid of : tlie creature pounces

npon them, lacerates theni, and laps the blood, but does not eat

the flesh, and presently leaves the body.

Fklis LEO MASSAiCA Neuui.

One specimen collected at Kilosa. Many others seen ; the dis-

tribution is so widespread in Tanganyika Territory that it would

serve no useful purpose to give localities.

Manes as a. guide to subspecies ? Some lions broke into a hut

^500 yards from Kilosa Boma on 4, ii. 22 and killed four goats

:

traps baited with dead goats were set the following night and one

lion was killed ; the other, wounded in the nose, is the " specimen "

referred to above. This individual had a fine dark mane, and

was a full-grown male in its prime with splendid undamaged
teeth. The other was a very old male, nianeless, with woin and

broken teeth, very ill-nourislied, and with the spotting usually

associated with youth or females, very noticeable.

Do lions climb trees? At Kipera on 26. xii. 22, I was coining

through a lot of rank sedge almost shoulder-high when I saw a

fine Avaterbuck on a slight eminence some two hundred yards

away. I fired, and the bullet struck a tree close behind him and

just below his head. ' I fired again, and he went down with a

roar. At the same moment a lioness sprang from a tree and

bounded away in full view to a thicket. My boys, who were some

little distance behind me, said that at the first shot they saw the

lioness put her head out of the foliage and peer about, and they

supposed I was firing at her, but with my attention rivetted on

the buck I never saw her till she sprang from the tree. An ex-

amination showed her claw marks, and I think she was at a height

of 12 feet from the ground .and about 10 feet from the buck, upon

which she was doubtless just about to spring. The tree was

not (juibe vertical, and the part she was sitting on was almost

horizontal.

It is often said that only old toothless or injured lions turn

man-eafcers! The following incident is a good commentary. A
native woman at Tindiga, a few miles from Kilosa, venturing out-

side her hut 8.ii. 21, Avas sprung upon by a lion and eaten in the

mealies scarcely 50 feet from the hut. On ll.ii. they visited

a cattle boma and paraded round aiul round it. On 12. ii. they

squatted one on each side of a jumbe's door, as was evidenced by
their spoor ; they then went oft" and pounced for a man's foot

tlu'ough a reed wall : the occupants scared thevi oft' by making a

noise. On 13. ii. one of them tore out a bundle of grass from
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the side of a hut in an eftbrt to reach the occupants, who also

scared them off with aii oiitcry. On 15. ii. 21 we heard their

persistence had been rewai-ded, for they killed a man at Kivungvi
and ate him except for the head. They appeared to be changing
tlieir beat and making towards Myombo, where they mauled a
man a fortnight ago who was rescued by his friends.

A scout liad been sent to Kivungu to set tiaps and was in a

hut, when the door was burst open by a lion : a woman was
sleeping close to the door. He ran outside and saw the lion

standing not twenty feet from him, but could not fire as it was
in line with another lint. On 17. ii, they broke into another
hut at Kivungu, five hundred yards from the one forced the night
before. The only occupants were a woman and child, and she
scrambled to the flimsy reed shelf above the door and screamed.
She told me that the lion stood in the doorAvay but was afraid to

enter. The neighbours then beat tins and lit torches, so that she
was able to run across to an adjacent hut. When Ihey had gone
to sleep and all was quiet the lions returned, dragged out the bed
to the edge of the clearing sixty feet away and ate the plaited

cords, which doubtless reeked of liuman beings, and smaslicd up
the framework, which I myself saw early the following morning.
On 18. ii. they broke into a hut between Kivungu and M3'ombo

and dragged out a basket of beans and ate the basket;., they then
crossed some five miles of coiTntry to Tindiga, broke into a hut
there, and nearly got a man. On 19. ii, one of them entered

a hut before it was dark— tl)ey were obviously hungry—it was
frightened off and a tra.p set, which caused its death at dusk when
it retiu-ned. Its companion entered a second trap a few hours
Later, and the man-hunting automatically ceased.

I measured these lions carefully and independently, and found
them exactly alike with the j^ossiblo exception of a half-inch

difference in the length of ears. Both were tawny, maneless
males in well-nourished condition, presuma,bly brothers of the
same litter. The one had the remains of a wild-pig and some
grass in its stomach ; the other had nothing but some parasitic

worms. Length of head and body, 67 inches. Tail 31 inches.

Another instance of man-killing occurred on the niglit 8-9. v. 21

,

Svhen a. lioness appeared to have become desperate from hunger.
I'he circumstances as I reconstructed then\ from the S]ioor and
native statements were tlius :

—
^J^he lioness first appeared (unseen),

in some rank grass outside a native kraal, where it crouched,
wriggled about, and wa.tched a large party sitting arotmd a fire

inside the stockade. She then rose up and, Avith a "woof, woof,"
trotted through the doorway and seized a youth of fourteen by
the thigh, and started back for the doorway. The jumbe, who
was a verj'- old man and decrepit, pursued the lioness, striking

her with his bare hand on her quarteis as she made for the
doorway—the compound was an unusually large one. When she
rea,ched it the body stuck crosswise, and after a couple of attempts
and with the persistent old man still spanking her, she dropped
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it, sprang over it find made off. The boy was quite dead. I could

see very few marks on the body except where tihe liad ^carried hiui

in her jaws.

She then crossed tlie piece of waste laud and caine out on a

path where she clawed up the ground considerably, presunmbly

to clean her claws, or in a fit of annoyance. She followed the

path for hal£-a-mile, then cut across another fifty yards of rank

weeds, and came to the edge of a little clearing where a woman
was sitting under the eaves of her hut shelling maize into a dish

;

her baby was slung- on her back. Again the lioness lay down,

to take her bearings I suppose, then sprang upon the woman,
whom she carried off to beneath a tree fifty yards away. The
woman sci-eamed, and beat the lioness about the face with her

bare hands ; neighbours seized firebrands, tins, etc. with which

XiO make a noise, and sallied forth. They caught sight of the

lioness crouching over the woman beneath the tree, where it had,

without doubt, taken lier to eat ; at the sight of the rescue party

the lioness bolted. This was alwut 7.30 p.m. The baby was

unhurt, t'ne mother horribly mauled.

The animal next made for Kilosa, and on reaching the village

of Mkwatani broke into a hut where two women lived together.

It smashed down the door, which was oixly made of matama stalk.s,j

dragged the body ten feet from the door and ate half of it.

There w^ere six othei' huts within a hundred yards, and when the

neighbours rose next morning they caught sight of the lioness

crouching over her prey, she also saw them and cleared. A
messenger brought me the news soon after daybreak, and I sent

him back with instructions on no account to move the body. I

set oft* on my cycle, and when close to Mkwatani another native

met me with the information that the lioness had returned in

bright sunshine at 8 a.m. and carried the body off into the

matama. I followed the trail (which was well marked with

various items such as a bit of gory rag, some toes, bits of fat and

the like) for a hundred yards, wlien the matama became so thick

one could not see ten feet away, and had perforce to make con-

siderable noise in forcing our way through it, so we returned—the

boys to make ti-aps, while I went on to investigate the other

"kills" already referred to. At 5 p.m. an askari on his own
initiative wormed his way up to the lioness as she was feeding

vinder a mango tree, and riddled her with bullets from a few feet

away.

A Ilippoboscid (II. capen&is. v. Olf.) was taken on one specimen.

With Lions at their Kill.

One morning, in October '21,1 was sitting some fifty yards from

a water-hole, when I noticed a little group of animals wending

their way through the thorn-bush towards the water, from which

they were still a hundred and fifty yards. At the first glance

I thought that they were a little group of buck, but a second later
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saw that the leader was a maned lion, followed by another full-
grown and four nenrly full-grown cuhs. At the first shot these
nuide off, but concluding that thty must come to water some
time, I had a little stockade—perhaps ten feet long by five feet
-wide— constructed between two small trees about fifty yards from
the water. At i p.m. in the afternoon I took up residence in
this little cage and awaited events.

All was very peaceful except for some fifty or more doves assem-
bled around the water-hole ; at intervals of ten minutes these took
fright and with much clatter flew to the surrounding trees, but
soon returned to the waterside. A Imge flock of guinea-fowl fed
up to within fifteen feet of our hiding place. Little else occurred
to break the monotony of our wait until 6 p.m. : thiee fine eland,
but with very average horns, emerged from the thorn-bush
scrub and came within fifteen to thirty feet of the hide-up, the
nearest was certainly not more than fifteen feet away. The boy
had set two gin-traps by the water's edge and had been told to
remove the pins, Avhich he said had been done : fearful lest the
antelope should get caught in these, I scrambled up the palisade
(some nine feet in height), shouted, shoo'd, growled and wildly
waved my arms in an eflibrt to scare them away. The stupid
creatures stood stock still for fully two minutes before wheelincr
and cantering off.

From 7 to 9 p.m. I slept a good deal, though constantly aware
of the presence of hoofed animals in the vicinity : these ap-
proached the water with great caution and then stampeded, indi-
viduals passing within a few feet of our stockade on several
occasions. I imagine it was shortly after 9 o'clock (the boy had
mislaid the matches, so Ave could not have a light, even had we
desired one) that I suddenly became wide awake with a strong
sense of something wrong. A lion was padding round the
stockade and snulUing at times ; he Avas within five feet of me, but
vainly I sought to pierce the darkness to get a shot. The foot-
steps Avould cease, but at Avhat angle to fire I could not decide,
and I was above all anxious not to leave a legacy of a wounded
lion behind for the local natives, twelve of whom had been carried
oflf by lions in this district in the preceding month. These deaths
had occurred for the most part along one stretch of road about
twenty miles in length in broad daylight, so tliat the road was
now taboo.

Gradually I realised that more than one lion Avas paying us
attention, as heavy breathing could be plainly heard at several
difl'erent points, and at times it seemed that some were lying
down Avhilst their companion tried to scare us out. The smell of
them Avas very strong in my nostrils; my companion, who had
wept himself to sleep at the prospect of an aAvful end, still slum-
bered peacefully. With startling suddenness a loud grunt Avas-

given pei'haps tAventy feet aAvay, it was folloAved immediately by
a noise of animals rushing straight toAvards us. I Avaked the boy
just as I Avas able to distinguish the liammer of hoofs, and a herd

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1923, No. XLVIII. 48
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of eland came sweepin*;; down the hillside through the thovn-bush

ill a most reckless manner. The lions lying on either side of ns,

however, rose up and headed the mob with giunts, so that they

wheeled at exactly twenty feet from our hide-up and swept on

with the magnificent abandon of a cavalry ciiarge.

Confused noises about a hundred yards further on followed by

a roar (such as I have heard a felled bullock in a slaughter-house

-

give), announced that an eland had been downed by other lions

Iviu"- in wait, whilst the remainder of the herd crashed away
through the scrub. Right on the heels of the herd as they

passed us came at least three lions, Avhoso easy swinging gallop

sent a shiver down my spine ; they passed so close that Ave could

iiear them panting, and on reaching the kill they made a

variety of noises, mostly grunts of satisfaction. Then one gave

two I'oars, which \vere answered by lions grunting all up the

valley.

I was greatly impressed by the splendid organization of the

drive—lions posted all along the valley to head the herd ofl'. The

final coup from the signal grunt to the roar of the beast, which

had been sprung upon us, was scai'ce a minute^ I should imagine,

and took place with such a . startling suddenness after the

former silence that it rather put one's nerves on edge. They

soon began rending and feeding upon the carcass in a very.

amicable way to the accompaniment of many small sounds, which

made me think that they were really a great deal nearer than

was the case, for daylight revealed the kill between a hundred

and a hundred and fifty yards off, so that I concluded the animal

must have carried its lion for the best part of fifty yards after it

was sprung upon—and what a. beast it was ! A lino female eland,

with horns 27g inches long (front-edge measuicnient), heavy in

calf, which must, have been very near birth to judge by its hoofs,

which were all that remained of it. A.1I the meat exce[)ting the

head and legs luul been eaten, the legs being still attached to the

skin with some of the backbone and broken basal portions of.

the ribs.

To return to the lions, however. Following the roars and their

replying grunts, came the lions themselves in ones and twos,'

grunting all along the way, and many of them passing close to my
place of concealment. Though a gentle rain was now falling they

presumably smelt me, for several would pause for a moment before

padding on to join their comrades at the kill. What astonished

me was their good behaviour, an almost entire absence of growling

and snarling, merely the munching, lapping and tearing of food,

and the small grunts of satisfaction already alluded to. About

an hour later—so it seemed to me, but I may liave been wrong

—

a party went down to the water, which was only fifty yards

away, and the sound of lapping was very loud ; then some indivi-

dual found the traps (these were set but the pins not removed),

which they growled at and dragged about, together with the heavy

tree-trunk to whicli they were chained, in the most astonishing
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Avay. On hearing the continuous rattling of ti\e chains and the
growling, we congratulated ourselves on having got one lion at
least.

Tliey presently returned to the kill to discuss dessert, and dis-

cuss it they certainly did, growling, grunting and snarling as
they crunched the hones, which they would drag away and e.at by
themselves: some v/alked about and grunted. This disconcerting
oonimotion continued till a couple of hours before dawn : there
was one interruption when two lions came along the rid<'e

forming our side of the valley and gave a peculiar sing-song call

that I have never heard I'rom alien before, and strongly reminded
me of the cry of a hunting-dog ; this was answered by a lion at the
kill, which left the kill and walking past us, calling the whole time,
joined the others on the ridge above, when they all Avent off in
the direction taken by the mob of eland, I imagine the peculiar
ciy of the lions was a call to come and join another hunt. Not
long after this a lion came back to us and pattered round, lay
down and breathed hard. Though we were having occasional
llashes of lightning and a good deal of thunder the darkness
was absolutely iuj penetrable, and while listening for further move-
ments on the part of our visitor, I fell asleep.

When I awoke dawn was breaking, but still the lighl^ was too
poor to see a riile sight. I jumped up, and crept silently to the
side of the stockade nearest the kill. For a moment 1 saw nothing,
then iti the grey light I made out a lioness standing with her
whole flank exposed not fifty yards awaj'^, she was looking towards
the water. I turned round and whispered to the boy to hand me
the rifle, our quarters being somewhat cramped: in doing so, he
made some small sound which caused the lioness to spring round
facing me and growl, .at the same moment a veiy small cub came
i-acing up from the water's edge, and the pair of them trotted off

immediately and obliquely. I had scarcely time to thrust the
muzzle of the rifle through the fence and take a hurried shot
after them, before they were lost to sight in the maze of thorn-
bush. The boy scrambled up the tree which formed one end of

the stockade, and said that he could see a big maned lion making
off from the kill, which was hidden from our view by intervening
thorn-bush ; he was already a long way off, being doubtless startled

by the shot. So, after all, we returned to camp empty-handed,
but not regretting a very interesting experience.

Felis pardus suauelica Neum.

Two specimens gun-trapped with -22 at Kilosa. Like the last,

the Leopard .has such a wide distribution in Tanganyika that to

record localities seems but a waste of time.

Native names seem to be generally derived from the Kiswahili
Chui ; in Kinyaturu, Mui ; in Kisukuma, Sui ; in Kikami, Duma ;

in Ohigogo, Suwi.

Both the above-mentioned specimens were immature—viz.,

48*
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male 4G2. 436. 82. 44 mm. and female 1092. 737. 229. 77 mm.
A larger male measured 1240. 660. 240. 73 mm., and female 1141.

659. 215. 76 mm.
The latter, being also a comparatively young animal, had only

two fcetuses (Kilosa, 20. ix. 22), of which the male Aveighed

I pound and measured 217. 110. 42. 10 mm., tmd the female

206. 107. 39. 10 mm. The coloration and spotting most distinct

in front of ears, where hair was quite well developed, spotting (no

coloi-ation) distinct all round area between front and hind limbs,

both belly and back, also on tail. No spotting on fore-limbs, and

onlv on the outer basal portion of hind-limbs.

At Kilosa the staple food of the leopards would appear to be

baboons. Mvs. Turnley was fortunate enough to see a leo[)anl

carry oil' a baboon at 3 p.m., only 200 yards from her house.

The baboons mobbed the leopard, which ma<le oft' towards the

hills. By day, however, the baboons are generally masters of the

situation. On one occasion, a native reported baboons mobbing

a leopard within a quarter-of-a-mileof the house, and on arriving

at the place I saw the leopard Avas 60 feet up a tree. I had two

shots but missed, the second striking the limb on which the

leopard Avas crouched among the foliage.

Another time I had sent out two collectors in the morning,

when one returned reasonably excited to say that they had heaid

a great outcry of baboons on the opposite slope of a small rocky

ravine, and on going nearer to see what the upioar was about,

they saAV four old baboons surrounding a leopard and sticking at

it with their hands ; as surely as the leopard turned on one he

Avould be fiercely attacked bj' those behind, so that he Avas ver}'

much at a loss to know Avhat to do and sought refuge beneath a

bush. The one boy had remained to Avatch the proceedings

whilst the other brought the news.

We hastened to the spot, Avhich Avas fully half-an-hour distant,

only to find that there Avas no boy or baboons there. My com-

panion Avas im;lined to think that they were lomancing, but

having come so far, he crossed the ravine or donga lower down
and Avent to the place Avhere the alleged light had taken place,

I remained on the near side. He called out that the spoor spoke

for the truth of the boy's statement, and easily traced the leopard

from the bush to the donga, on the edge of Avhich the baboons

had collected and torn up the turf in their fear, Avrath, and

excitement. My companion said it was obvious that the fight

had gone on, as the baboons Avould not have left the leopard in

the donga, but just to make sure, he ordered tiie boys to throAV in a

shower of stones. The next minute I called out something, and

there Avas an angry snarl in the bushes on the ei^ge of the donga,

not ten feet from me, and the grass SAvayed. The leopard, dis-

turbed by the noise on the far side and the shower of stones, had

been coming up when my calling out had turned it. We beat

doAvn the grass and found its spoor on the s]3ot Avhere the grass

had been set in motion. The donga Ave subjected to a A'ei-y
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tliorongh searcli, but owing to the amount of cover tlie animal
got away.

Dogs would seem to be the next favourite article of diet, one
Avas taken off the verandah of a house near mine. At 5 a.m. one
morning 1 was awakened by a very horrid noise, ratlier like cats

(juarreUing, but dying away in a moan followed by sevei'al other
moans. It was only sixty feet from the house, .and I ran out
with a lantern, buc could see nothing.

My neighbour's dog, a biggisli animal, was in the habit of

coming to this ^pot on my path to relieve itself every u)orning,

.and the leopard had no doubt become aware of this. My boy
took up the spoor and traced it for two hundred yards into the
rubber pla.ntation, where he found the dog with only one haunch
eaten. Mr. C. F. M. Swynnerton sat up by this and .'•aw the

leopard as it returned at dusk, but the leopard seeing him also

made off before he had time to fire.

Goats make a very efiective bait for leopard tra.|)S, but on one
occasion, the setting of the string being too slack, a, leopaid was
shot dead just as its jaws closed into the goat's skull so that they
both died simultaneously, the leopard not even opening its jaws
which had penetrated to the brain. Remains of goats were found
in the stomachs of several leopards.

Bushbuck are often killed by them ; in the case of one old male
killed in a donga (21.xii. 20), it could be plainly seen that the

leopard had sprung on its back and clawed its throat. It only

ate from the haunches, but the next night returned, dragged the

body twelve feet .away, and made another meal from it. On
another occasion a gin was set on a path much frequented by
leopards; a female bushbuck was caught in the gin, and tiie

leopar-d killed and ate p.art of her. A native going to examine
the gin in the morning brought the remains of the bushbuck
back to eat himself, but was made to return it. The leopai'd

returned, .adroitly avoided both gins which had been reset, and
dragged the carcass half-a-mile away up a donga. The boy took

\ip the spoor in pouring rain and came on the leopard, which gave

a. snarl and made off.

On the Wembere plains I came on two instances where leopardr^

or a leopard had killed impalla ; in on^ case a male, and m the

other a female. At Kipera, between 5-11. ix. 22, leopards killed

a male rcedbuck, a calf eland, and a Lichtenstein's hartebeest in

calf, a feAv days later another reedbuck. In the case of the

hartebeest it might have been the work of lions.

At times they will tackle porcupines. An almost full-groWn

leopard entered a hut at Tindiga., where it was shot by a native,

who brought it to me in the flesh. It was in a most frightful

condition, covered with sores, from one of which I recovered a.

broken portion of a porcupine quill. On its neck was a bare

patch a foot in length and two inches broad in its widest part

;

the patch was hard dried skin and may have been made by the

leopard clawing at some quill-stumps left in the skin.
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This was the second leopni'd in a hut at Kilosa during the

week, for a native awaking to hear sonietliing moving about in

liis hut, jumped up and got a cuff from a leopard as it made oli".

It had doubtless entered in searcli of fowls. Two days later, on
the same Otto Estate, another man heard something in a bush
near his hut, and calling some friends began poking about, with

the result that a leopard sprang on him, claAved hisshouldeis and
breast quite unpleasantly, and made off as suddenly as it nrrived.

I imagine that the man anticipated a bush buck and surrovnided

the bush with his friends, so that the leopard acted in self-defence

and the man got more than he bargained for.

Unless cornered, or wounded, it is unusual for Tanganyika
leopard.^ to molest people. When at Mdjengo's (7.x. 22), the

jundjo came to me and said that a leopard, which hatl been
cari-ying oil' a lot of fowls of late, had the night before sprung
on a sleeping cliild just inside the door of a hut. The animal
tlropped the youngster almost immediately an outcry was raised

;

it seems possible iie mistook it for a goat, though I heurd of

another well-authenticated case wliere the family v/ero sleeping

outside the hut on accoimt of mosquitoes, and a leopard carried

off and ate a child. In both instances, the leopards were killed

by Game Department '.rrappers. At Kisanga, in Kilosa iJistrict

(ii, 22), I heard of a woman who was working in the fields being
sprung on by a leopard and so badly mauled that she died shortly

afterwards: the leopard was killed by a man who came to her
rescue.

Parasites taken from the one young leopard included a fly

(Ilipjwbosca cajjensis v. Olf.), fleas {Ctenoceplialas felis), two
species of ticks (Ilremaj^hysalis leachi and lihijncephalus simus
Koch), and worms {Fhysaloptera p7-ce2niiudis v. Linst.). The
second leopard had nematodes {Onchocerca sp. females) in its

neck.

Felis capensis iiindei Wrought.

Kizongoduma in I'^ikami and Kipogoro, Kijongo in Kisagara
and Kiswahili, Nzuli in Ohigogo, and Nduri in Kiramba.

Four specimens examined from Tindiga, Kilosa, and Sagayo.
The largest male measured UOO. 3G0. 158. 80 mm., and female
670. 260. 170. 77 mm.
At Kilosa on 12, vii. 21 some natives cutting grass disturbed a

serval, which bolted up a tree leaviiig a large kitten at the foot

of the tree. Tliis was brought to me and commenced to take
milk at once, first from a spoon, and then going to a saucer of

its own accord. It spat and clawed a good deid Avhen approached,
but seeing that it had been dragged along with a cord round its

neck, it is not to be wondered at. A month later, however, it

was still implacable, rolling on its back clawing, spitting and
biting, so [ chloroformed it.

One male was trap-shot through the spine with "22 when
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attempting to vencli the bait of liyrax meat only a liimdred feet

from my tent. I got up at 4 a.m. without having heard tlieshot
and senfc a boy to remove the gun,-giving him a lamp. ]Ie found
the guu had gone off, .and stooping over the ground followed the
spoor, when (he said) an animal menaced him just as he cnught
sight of its wounded mate—the la.mji chose this moment to go
out ! He cried out, and came running back very frightened under
the im[)ression. that there were two leopards. 1 then went and
shot it through the head, it having dragged itself some fifteen

feet from the trap.

Its stomach contents consisted of a great many house-rats

(/?. r. alexandrimis)^ and the remains of a skink (jC. ferraiidi).

My captive serva,l showed a. marked preference for chicken meat,
though it would take vegetables at times. The stomach of

another wild scrval Iiekl nothing but grass, possibly seized after

it had been tnipped, as it was gin-tra.pped. Another was killed

entering a gun-trap baited Avith a live goat; yet another was
tra,nsfixed by a. native's spear as it was eating the native's fowl

—

ib was in very lean condition, which may account for it hunting
fowls in daylight at 5 p.m..

I encomitcred a serval at Cha,n;'.uru at mid-day on one occasion,

the sun being at full strength at the time. The animal was in

the road, which was hedged in by a,loos so that it could not easily

escape, and I chased it for some way on my cycle. Berval Avere

several times <listurbed in long grass countrj'-, but they are very
active and get n,way almost before one has time to shoot.

Twenty fleas {Ctenocefiludus fells) were taken from one specimen,
which was also afillicted with ticks {.I/cemaphi/salis leacJu).

Felis ocreata ugjand^ Schwann.

Kilenga in Kikami, Kimburu in Kisagara, Mvugi in Chigogo,,

Titu in Kinyaturu and Kiramba ; Paka wa pori in Kiswahili.

Ten specimens from Ilonga, Kondoa, Tindiga, Kilosa, Dodoma,.
Mdjengo s, and Mtali s.

The largest male measured 583. 285. 133. 61 mm., and female

530. 308. 120. 60 mm. Tail-lengths seem to vary considerably

and not in even ratio with the body-length.

In the sandy thorn-bush country (Dodoma to Mtali's) the Cats.

were of a very pale type, and I was inclined to think, after

comparing the four skins with the six from Kilosa district, that
they indicated a. pale type. Just before I left East Africa, how-
ever, Capb. Godman shot a very pale example at Ivilosa, almost

in the S])ot where I had obbained some of the dark ones: it was
quite indisbinguishable from the thorn-bush type.

The dark wild cats are typical wild tabbies, and undoubtedly
interbreed with domestic cats at times. At Kondoa I was shown
a litter of six blind kittens under a pile of logs on the outskirts-

of an estatei Two of the kittens were all black, and four tawny-
fcabby. The house cat of the owner of the plantation was a black
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torn. I was called upon to shoot a brother of this black torn at

Kilosa, which had been out fighting one night, a.nd came lioine

with the brain exposed and very much scratched
;
presumably he

had had a dispute witli a wild cat as there were no tame ones
anywhere near.

Most of these cats were trapped wliilst attempting to get at

fowls. The stomach contents were :— (i.) fowl an(l grass ; (ii.) lot

of grass
;

(iii.) bodies of skinned birds; (iv.) two rats and a bird's

feather
;

(v.) a rat (li. r. alexaiulrinas) and the remains of a. fowl.

There were sorew-worms •on intestines and in viscera of one
Tindiga specimen, but these were not preserved.

Lynx caracal nubicus (Fischer).

Simba wagi in Kikami ; Simbu mweng'we in Chigogo,

The East African Lynx is generally referred to the above race,

so I have ventured to put down the subspecies, thougb no speci-

men was obtained. I saw one skin from Itumba in Manyoni
sub-district in the possession of a friend, and the only one seen

besides was one ollered for sn.le atSlianwa, which had presumably
been killed in the Mvvanza District, The natives si'.ate that these

animals hunt in parties of five or six but that they are rarely

seen.

UNGULATA.

B O V I D .E.

? Bos CAFFER RADCLIFFEI Thos.

Two specimens, a male from Myombo and female from Uluguru
Mts. Very common at Kilosa and throughout the disti-ict, they
frequently enter the Otto Plantation and have been seen within

a few hundred yards of the houses.

My native collector, Salimu, sliot the cow with a 12-bore gun
in circumstances of sufficient interest, to justify my repea,ting

them here. Biiffiiloes had been doing damage in a shambaon the

mountain-side, and the owner of the plot spent several nights

guarding his crops. He was only armed Avith a spear, and on one
night was chased by ayoung cow (he may have attacked the animal
first), the native clambered on to a rock, and the angry animal
fumed at the base of it attempting to i-each him : he leaned over

and stabbed it with the spear about six times along the spine,

ths spear barely penetrated below the skin. The anima,! <lid not

leave the shamba. with the rest of the herd next morning but

lay up in the mtama near a path. It chai-ged two natives,

throwing them down and sticking its horn into the side of one,

but the horns being short not much damage was done.

Knowing nothing of this, Salimu was returning from collecting

birds the following morning when Jumbe Magoma (the local

headman) came running towards him along the path and un-
ceremoniously clambered into a tree. Salimu called out to know
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what was the matter, and liardly had received the reply ' Baflfalo
'

gasped out by the somewhat Avinded jumbe, when round a bend
in tlie path came the infuriated buffalo. Salimu states that he
jumped up on a rock some eighteen inches high close to the path,
and as tlie animal came for him he fired the only charge of S.S.G.
Avliich he had full in its face. The animal stopped and shook
tl)e blood from its face, and profiting by this interval Salimu
essayed to clamber into tlie jtimbe's tree, but before lio had made
good his seat the buffalo butted the tree and nearly succeeded in
dislodging him. As soon as he was firmly seated he took the gun
from the jumbe and loaded it with No, 3 shot, which he fired in
the animal's face every time it came back. In all he fired at it

six times before it drew off, swayed, and finally fell.

An examination of the skull shows that the S.S.G. smashed
a large hole in the frontal bone ; the shot was very close, so that
the animal must have been nearly on to him when he fired. The
skull was pitted with No. 3 shot in every direction, most of which
did not penetrate, but I imagine sovne entered by the hole already
made by the S.S.G., and the animal mainly succumbed to loss of
blood from the first charge.

BUBALIS COKEI WEMBAERENSIS Zuk.

A single male (1860. 370. 520. 200 mm.) from the Wembere
Plains near Dombolo, 9. xi. 21. I use the above, possibly invalid,

subspecific name as this Ilartebeest is from the type-locality of

this alleged race.

BuBALTS LicHXENSTEiNi Peters.

A male (1900. 432. 513. 210 mm.) and a female were shot at

Kipera on 8, ix. 22. The latter held a female foitus (630. 220.

260. 90 mm.), and I collected twenty maggots of a bot-fly

(non det.) from the nostrils of the adult. The species is quite

common at Kipera, the largest herd numbered perhaps twenty,
but they usually go in parties of five or six. When a suitable

thicket is found in which to rest, they return to the same spot

day after day.

Damaliscus korrigum jimbla Matsch.

A male (2230. 370. 435. 190 mm.) and female (1890. 360. 435.

190 mm.) Topi were shot at Sagayo on 3. xi. 22. This must be
A'ery near the type-locality of the subspecies. There were two
other adult females with calves running to heel with this bull

;

the female shot was the smallest of the three. In its stomach
were grub-like 2">nriisites.

CoNNOClIyETES TAURINUS TAURINUS Lyd.

Nyumbu in Kikami, Kisagara, and Kiswahili.

A single mnle Wildebeest (2380. 530. 480. 225 mm.) on the

Mkata Plains, 13. ix. 21. It was accompanied by four females.
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CePHALOPUUS MELANOnnEUS SCHUSTEKI Matscll.

Sesi in KiUami.

A pair of Blue Mountain Duiker (d . 610. 190. 88. 50 mm.
$ . 670. 180. 60. 55 inm.) were killed by natives in their gardens

at Bagilo, Uhiguru Mts.

Cepjialophus GiiiMMi siiiRENSTS Wrought.

Funo in Kikami, Kisagara, and Kiswahili.

A single pair of Duiker were shot on the hills behind Kilosa

during December 1920 (d. 825. 100. 225. 100 mm.). They
are quite common, but owing to the long grass and the quickness

of their liearing, very difficult to procure.

A fly [Ilippobosca capensis v. Olf.) nams taken on one of these

Duikers..

OrEOTRAGUS OREOTRAGUS SCHILLINGS! 0. Neum.

Ngulungulu in Kisukuma, and Kiramba. The Kiswahili name
for all Klipspringers, viz. Mbusi mawe—the goat of the rocks

—

is in general use however.

Schillings' Klipspringer was mot wifcli at Mtali's and Sagayo,

a pair being obtained ( cJ . G30. 35. 190. SO mm.). When feeding

among the bushes at the foot of their kopjes in the early morning
they appear boulder-grey, and may easily be mistaken for Duikers
if not expected.

OUREBIA COTTONI ThoS.

A single male of Cotton's Oribi (770. 70. 200. 150 mm.) was
shot at Sagayo on 6. xi. 22 in grassy maiombo and thorn-bush

country.

E.APHICEROS CAMPESTRIS NEUMANNI Matsch.

The subspecific name is given on geographical grounds, for my
specimens combine key characters of several laces of 7i. campes-

iris as given on page 149 of vol. ii. of the 'Catalogue of Ungu-
lates.' They have (i.) a dark coronal mark, (ii.) a. dark brown,
triangular nasal spot, (iii.) a white ring round the eye and much
white on the oral msirgin, lips, chin, throat, and inner surface of

the limbs; Having con)pared them with skins in the British

Museum, it seems very doubtful if some of these races are

.sound.

I'hi-ee specimens of Steinbuck fx-om Shanwji and Sagayo, viz.

male adult (909. 50. 209. 105 nmi.), female adulb (855. 49. 205.

105 mm.), and femahj immature (540. 40. 190. 91 mm.). The
latter was kept in captivity for three months and made a
charming pet. It was only given milk, and grazed about for

itself in the vicinity of the camp. When it wanted milk it used
to attack tlie backs of the native's knees with vigorous piishes

accoAipanied by loud sucking noises, and would give no peace till
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iittendcJ to. Its deatli wns solely due to the stupidity of a

porter, who wns carrying it and took no notice of the little

creature strangling itself.

EiIIYNCIIOTKAGUS KIRKI NYIK^ Heller.

Kiziniba in Kisagarn, Chizimba in Ohigogo, Sala in Kisulaima.

Paa for .all Dikdik in Kiswahili.

Eight males and six females were shot at Mbala, Igulwe,

Pooma, Mtali"s, Usurwe, Usshora, Ulugu, Mkalama, and Sagayo.

The largest male measured 725. 41. 200. 80 mm., and largest

female 700. 50. 210. 80 mm.' They show a good deal of variation,

particularly as to the presence or absence of white spots upon the-

legs.

At Igulwe a female was shot on 7. ii. 23 which held a small $
fcetua, measuring 85. 4. 22. 6 mm. The Usshora specimen was-

caught by a dog, and I imagine mny only have been dropped that

day (30. x. 21). It lapped milk readily, but died on the night of

the second d.ay though excreting normally. At Mbala on 27. ii. 23,

an iinm.ature male, whose horns were just sprouting ( d" • 580. 33.

175. 70mm.), was running with its mother ($. 690. 50. 195.

75 mm.); who appeared to be still nursing him.

These little buck are quite common throughout the Dodoma
thorn-bush country, often in places where there is not a drop of

water and the vegetation ajjparently dried up. They have a habit

of resorting to the same spot to relieve themselves, as a civet does

also. At Singida I came upon a place where both these animals

had been using the same spot for several days at least.

The Pooma specimen was heavily infested with iieas, which

have been identified as Gtenocephalus felis and isidis.

IIedukca redunca tohi Heller.

Tohi in Kikami and Kiswahili ; iSThohe in Kisngara.

Though Reedbuck were comparatively common a few miles

from Kilosa, I never shot one, and the only specimen obtained

was the skull of a male shot by Capb. Turnloy on 28. xii. 20.

Reedbuck Avere several times found which had been killed by

leopards.

KOBUS ELLIPSIPRYMNUS Osg.

Kuru in Kikami and Kiswahili; Nhulu in Kisagara.

A male Waterbuck (2110. 390. 490. 210 mm.) at Kipera on

26.viii. 22, and a female (1750. 340. 470. 200 mm.) from Mkata

Uiver on l.ix. 21. The Intter had a very }ninute f«tus. One

was found that had been killed by lions near the Simbiti lliver.

^Epyceros melampus suara Matsch.

Palla in Kinyaturu and Kiswahili ; Mpalla in Kiramba.

A male Impalla from Zengaragusu on 2.x. 21, a female (1040.
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138. 142. 130 mm.) from Mbulu's held a large foetus on 14. x. '21,

whilst another female shot at Sagayo on 31.x. 22 l\eld a very

mniute one. Large herds were met with on the Mkata Plains

during the dry season. Two instances of Inipalla being pulled

down h}'' leopards on the Wembere Flats during the dry season

camo under uiy notice.

Gazella thomsoni Giitither.

Lala in Ivisukuma and Kiswahili.

A single male Thomson's Gazelle (1165. 245. 350. 130 nun.)

from Sanga, and six females from Nduguyu lliver, tSanga, and

Mwadira, of which the largest measured 1160. 200. ."iHO.

120 mm. Of the two females from Mwadira, one had a back-

turned horn nearly growing into the skull between the ears,

whilst the other had a horn missing. This latter held a foetus

{19. x. 22), as did one of the Sanga specimens shot on 16. x. 22.

HiPPOTRAGUS EQUINUS LANGUELDI Matsch.

Kolongo in Kinyamwezi, Kisukuma, and Kiramba. Korongo
in Kiswahili, obviously a borrowed and corrupted n.ame,

Koan were met with at Izikisia near Taboia (Tabora being

type-locality of the sidispecies), Miewa's in Mkalama, and Sagayo.

A pair were shot in the last-named locality, where the species is

Kjuite common ; herds numbered from live to thirty individuals,

one or two herds being met with daily. The male measured

2240. 480. 600. 290 mm., and the female 2280. 430. 480. 282 mm.;
the latter held a foal nearly ready to drop ( c? . imm. 760. 180.

330. 138 mm.), which was somewhat of a surprise as the males

Avere running with the does.

In the stomach of the female were tapeworms (iSiilesia hepalica

WollFliugoi) and nematodes {SeMria labicUo-papillosa Aloss.),

whilst microfilaria of the unsheathed variety appeared in blood-

films.

HiPPOTRAGUS NIGER IIOOSEVELTI Heller.

A single female (measuring 1900. 350. 350. 210 mm.) was shot

on the hills behind Kilosa on 20. xii. 20. There were some thirty

animals in the henl. A larger hei-d was met with at Mkata,
whilst single individuals wei'e of common occurrence at Kipera.

Tabanids were jiresent in large numbers on the animal that was

shot, but no tsetse.

Tragelapiius scuiPTUS MASSAicus Koum.

Mbala in Kikami and Kisagara.

Bushbuck are very numerous at Kilosa, but only a pair were

shot, the male with a shot-gun from the verandah of the house.

A female Avas shot on the banks of the Simiyu River on 3L x. 22,
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which has been referrerl to this race though the two skins are
very difterent.

Mcasmements of Kilosa $ 1170. 180. 340. 130 mm., and
Sagayo $ 1180. 150. 335. 140 mm. In the latter was a fwtal
female, 480. 68. 180. 76 mm.
A male Ava.s found dead in fine condition, and I attribute its-

death to the bite of a iiuft-adder, there being a puncture on the
haunch, the blood was fluid and much hjemorrhage about the vent
(Kilo.sa, 26. iii. 21). Another was found in a donga that had been
killed by a leopard, which had sprung on its back and had been
carried some yards by the buck—a very old male. Setting gins
for leopards on paths frequented by leopards is not altogether
satisfactory, as I know of two instances in which bushbuck
stepped into the traps and were caught ; in one of these cases
the leopard added insult to injury by carrying off the buck.

S u I D ^.

CnoiROPOTAMus ciioiiioroTAMbs DyEMONis Major.

Nguruwe in Kikami and Kisvvahili ; Ngubi in Kisagara.
A young male (730. 305. 235. 120 mm.) Bush-pig was shot by

my collector in rank grass into which the native had forced his
way to pick up a monkey. A large pig which accompanied it

(? mother) attempted to urge it away by rending its belly with
her tusks, and inflicted no fewer than twenty-three large cuts as
she endeavoured to push it along (Tindiga, 28. i. 22).

Mrs. Billinge, of Iringa, Avrote me that the wild pigs of
llumrnli appear to be a, smaller race, very fierce, and that " they
play havoc Avith dogs." She sent in a half-grown one which,
being confined' in a room, sprang up around the walls to a height
of two feet clear of the ground and eventually killed itself

(c?. 800. 240. 180. 120 mm.). Three other captive young ones
died as a result of being exposed to the sun, and one of these
which I measured was ^. 400, 135. 110. 65 mm. (Kilosa
l,ii.22).

PjiAcociioEaus yETiiioi'icus MAssAicus Ltinub.

Ngiri in Kikami, Kisagara, Kisukuma, and Kiswahili.

Four AVarthogs were shot at Sagayo, of which the largest male
measured 1110. 360. 210. 120 mm. and was plumbeous in colour.
A female (1220. 350. 195. 119 mm.) shot the same day was
brickish red. A few days before (2.xi. 22) a plumbeous female
was seen accompanied by three bright rufous young ones.
On tlie IVIkata Plains one day I stood face to face Avith a Wart-

hog at about a hundred yards distance and mistook it for the
gnarled roots of an overthrown tree ; a second "Warthog standing
immediately behind the first, but with its head down, helped to
foster the illusion of a fallen tree-trunk.
The Sagayo specimens were swarming with tsetse (Glossina
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sioynnertoni Anshen), and had many worms {Ascaris lumhrieoides

L., young 5 ; (Esojjhagostomum sp. n.) in their stomachs, but

blood-smears taken from them gave negative results.

E Q u I D iii:.

Equus quaqga ouawsiiayi de Wint.

Pnnda milia in Kiswahili, Sangeri in Kizungwa, Nhyenie in

Ciiigogo, Nguo in Kiramba and Kisukuma.

Three specimens Avere shot at Mtali's, Simbiti River, and

Sagayo respectively. The Mtali specimen was a very old male

(2470. 470. 525. 190 mm.), the Sagayo female measured 2400.

430. 520. 170 mm., and was carrying a foal very near birth

( 5 . 1030. 220. 390. 105 mm.) on 2.xi. 22.

There were maggots in her stomach, a large tapeworm {Ano-

plocepluda rhodesiensis York. & South.) nearly an inch wide, and

nematodes {Setaria equina (Abildg.), O ). The Mtali male had

worms {Orossoce2}halus viviparus (Linst.) $ and Strongylas vul-

garis Less. $ $ , and S. asini Blgr. (S 6)-, with numerous CEstrid

iarvje in its nostrils, and scores of ticks {Ambhfomnia sp., Ilyal-

loma cp-gyptium var., and lihipicephalus evertsi Nn.) about the

amis. ••

E L E P n A N T IDJE.

EcEPHAS afkicanus icNocKENnAUEP.i Matsch.

Ndoo in Kinj'aturu.

\ fact worth recording was the appearance of four Elephants

some 200 yards from the Boma at Singida at daybreak on 6. x. 22.

I'he country is for the most part open rolling downs with

occasional rocky kopjes here and there. It was surmised that

the animals wandered from the western side of the lake west of

the Boma, where Elephant are known to exist in the dense but

low thorn-bush scrub. They drank at the lake east of the Boma
and lost their way. They wei-e fired on by the native jjolice at

the Boma, and the male was wounded, he was followed up and

killed in a native garden some live miles north. He measured

ten feet at the shoulder, and his tusks weighed about 40 lbs.

apiece. One ear had a curious long tail about 8: inches in length,

doubtless caused by some injury. The other ear, which I pre-

served and which is now in the Game Dept. Office, liad two holes

in it as if made by bullets at some time or other. Presumably

I am correct in rei:'erring it to this race.

PROOAVIIDiE.

PiiGC'AviA BRUCE! PRiTTWiTZi Brauer.

Mhimbi in Ohigogo, Pimbi in Kinyaturu. Pimbi is also tlio

Kiswahili name for all species of Ilyrax.

Eleven specimens from Gwao's, Mbulu's, Pooma, Singida (seen),
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Mcljengo's, Mfcali's, and Taboi-a. Skins from Doduma and Tabora
refeiTed to F. frommi in my last notes have since been referred

to this race.

Largest male 450. 0. 64. 35 nun. ; lai^gest female 470. 0. 60.

32 ram. Pregnant female with two minute foetuses at Gwao's
on 10. X. 21. Another also with two foetuses at IMdjengo's

on 24. X. 21, and two voiy large foetuses in a Tabora female on
18.xi.2I.

Like all the other hyraces their stomachs contained finely

masticated, bright green leaves of the shrubs which grow about
the bases of the rocky kopjes where these creatures dwell.

Fleas {Xeno2)sylla isiclis) were very numerous on the Mbulu
specimen,

Procavia brijcei matsciiiei Neumann.

Twenty specimens from Shanwa and Sagvu'o, where they are

veiy abundant on the rocks, and at the foi'mer place ' barked '

loudly when approached.

The liirgost male measiu'ed 530. 0. 75. 30 mm., and female

545. 0. 67. 30 mm. Three of the Shanwa females held miiuite

embryos on 20. x. 22. There were three in one and two in the

others. The stomnchs of those examined were clean.

I had a young male alive for a fortnight, which fed readily on
green stufis and allowed itself to be stroked, but was very nervous
of shadows and of being suddenly approached. It succumbed to

a severe hailstorm,

Procavia terricola sciiusteri Brauer.

Mhelele in Kikami.

Six specimens from the Uluguru Mts. Largest male 605. 0.

77. 35 mm. The largest female does not exceed the measure-
ments of the one recorded under Procavia sp. on p. 67 of my
earlier paper. The youngest female taken this time measured
240. 0. 45. 20 mm.
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3G. Observations on the Development o£ the Sympathetic
Nervous System and Suprarenal Bodies in the

Sparrow. By A. StJBBA Rau, B.A., M.Sc, F.R.M.S.,
Derby Scholar, Department o£ Zoology and Compara-
tive Anatomy, University College, and P. H, John-
son, B.A., B.Sc, F.Z.S., F.R.M.S., Demonstrator in

Zoology, Department oi' Zoology and Comparative
Anatomy, University College, London.*

LReoeived May 29, 1923 : Read OctoW 23, 1923.]

(Text-figures 1-20.)

Introductory.

In the course of an investigation suggested to us by Prof.
J. P. Hill, as to the origin and development of the suprarenal
bodies in the Sparrow, we have been led from a consideration of

the source of the chromaffin cells in those hodies, to an exami-
nation of the development of the sympathetic nervous system.
The origin of this system has been a much-debated question for

many years, and the excellence of the material provided for us
by Prof. Hill has tempted us to put forward an account of our
observations on this subject, more particularly as concerns the
relations of the so-called primaxy and secondary sympathetic
cords.

While confirming on the whole the view maintained by the
majority of modern embryologists as to the ectodermal origin of

the sympathetic system, the investigation has brought to light

certain interesting facts which do not appear to have been
recorded by pi-evious observers, while we venture to think that
the confirmation of previously recorded observations may be of

some value.

Our observations liave been made on a series of nearly a
hundred Sparrow embryos collected during the years 1919-21.
Unfortunately little is known as to the exact age of these
embryos, but by a careful comparison of the stages of developr
ment reached we have been able to ai^range them in a series.

Keibel's ' Normal Table of Chick Embryos ' has been of con-
siderable assistance in this task.

The embryos were fixed by various methods, the most successful

being that of Gerhardt. Pi'of. Hill also placed at our disposal

some chick embryos treated by Bielschowskj^'s method. The
best staining results were obtained by the use of Heidenhain's
iron hsematoxylin.

* Commuiiiciited by Prof. D. M. S. Watson, F.R.S., F.Z.S.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. XLTX. 49
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As excellent historical reviews of this suhject can be found in

the papers of Kuntz (11), Goormaghtigh (6), and Da Costa (3),

and in the 'Text- Book of Human Embryology" of Keibel and

, Mall, we do not attempt a further summary, but confine our-

selves to a restatement of previous observations on the primary

and secondary sympathetic chains in birds and in svich other

, vertebrates as have been observed to possess them.

Wm. His, Jun. (8), was the first to describe the occurrence in

chick embryos of primary and secondary sympathetic chains.

He observed, in a 4-da.y chick, a sympathetic cliain similar to

that found in other vertebrates, i. e. situated immediately behind

(i.e. dorsal to) the carotids and on each side of the doi'sal aorta.

At the 8th day, however, he found a second cord immediately

in front of the anterior (ventral) roots of the spinal nerves.

This second cord, he says, soon : outgrows the former in size and
is enclosed in the vertebrarterial canal. He was unable to trace

the subsequent fate of the primary cord.

In a later paper (9) the same author again discusses the rela-

tions between the primary and secondary cords. He is of opinion

that the primary cord in the neck region atrophies, whilst in the

thoracic and abdominal regions it forms the aortic plexus and
thence migrates along the mesentery to the organs situated in

those regions'. He regards the primary sympathetic of the trunk

region as only a step on the path of the sympathetic cells from

the spinal ganglia to the peripliery, and lays considerable stress

upon the resistance oflered to the migratory nerve cells by the

mesodermal elements.

The secondary sympathetic cords he describes as the latest

formation of the spinal ganglia, and suggests that the formation

of the former ;is due either to a loss of migratory power in the

sympathetic cells or to an increased resistance ofi'ered by the

niesoblnst.

Miss W. Abel (1) adopts the views put forward by His, Jun,,

but has observed a small contribution from the primary to the

secondai-y sympathetic cord, altliough she lays little stress on
her important obsei'vation.

Ivuntz (11) and Ganfini (5) support the main findings of His.

They have also observed in Chelonia the existence of a secondary

sympathetic. All these writei-s are agi-eed in describing the

secondary sympathetic as a new foi-mation quite independent

from the primary sympathetic S3'steni.

A. llelaiions of the Sympatheiic Primordiwjii to the JVeural Crest.

While Held (7) derives the sympathetic primordia exclusively

from the dorsal root ganglia, and Kuntz (12) is of opinion tliat

the chief part is derived by way of the ventral roots, our obser-

vations lead us to support the view put forward by Streeter (12),

He writes :
" As the neural ciest becouies detached and its

segmenting part invades the space between the myotomes and
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the neural tube, certain ganglion cells separate themselves from
Its ventral border and independently migrate ventralward into
the neighbourhood of tlie aorta. It is these cells that form the
connected chain of en-ant ganglia which we know as the sympa-
thetic system,"

Thus in. Sparrow 16 of 6-7 somites [= 32-hr. chick] we find
a. well-marked neural crest, reaching from the dorsal border of
the spinal cord nearly to its ventral edge. PrOm the distal end

Text- figure 1.

mc.

Transverse section of Sparrow 16 (6-7 somites), showing spinal cord and developia^

neural crest. From the ventral end of latter cells (e) arc proliferated towards

the carotid artery'.

C. Migrating cells. C.A. Carotid arterj'. JCed.C. Ependymal cell".

JV.C Neural crest. Ntc. Notochord. S.C. Spinal cord.

(Sp. 16, slide 3, vow 3, section 12.> .

of the crest, cells appear to be proliferated into the mesenchyme
between spinal cord and aorta (text-fig. 1). The crest at first

consists, in section, of a sitigle row of cells with deeply staining
cytoplasm and with large^ oval, lightly staining nuclei. They
have usually one large nucleolus, but two are sometimes present.
The cells of the .crest show mitotic figures especially at its ventral
edge. Between the latter and the dorso-lateral angle of the

49*
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aorta there are isolated cells with identically the same charac-

teristics as those of the crest, and clearly distinguishable from
the surrounding mesenchyme cells. The latter have much
smaller and spherical nuclei and are distinctly branched, their

processes being united so as to form a cell network. Their cyto-

plasm stains much lighter than that of the crest cells. The cells

proliferated from the ne\u-al crest axe not found in every section,

but ai'e most marked iia the inter-somitic regions, where later we
find the ganglia of the primary sympathetic cords.

B. Iielciiions loith the Dorsal Root Ganglia.

With the expansion of the neural crest to form the dorsal root

ganglia the procos of prolifeiation of sympitthetic cells increases,

and .as is shown in text-fig. 2 from Sparrow If) (= 42-hr. chick)

Text-figure 2.

Traiisvi-rse section of Sparrow embryo 15 (= 42-lir. cliick), showing' a succession of

ct'll.s (tij/.C.) migrating to tlie dorso-latoral angle of tlie aorta.

Jo. Aorta. Sy.C, Sympathetic cells. D.B.O. Dorsal root ganglia.

3Ii/. Myotome. Ntc Notochord. (Sp. 15, 3, 4, 15.)

there is a succession of cells iipparently migrating to the dorso-

lateral angle of the aorta. These cells occur between the myotome,
now coiisidenibly developed, and the spinal cord. The colls still
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possess large clear oval nuclei above described, but the sur-
rounding cytoplasm af)peara to lose its individuality, with the
resulting formation of syncytial masses or strands, in which
there is evident niitotic activity. Kohn (12) fi,i>ures snch strands
in the Rabbit. Streeter (13) considers this syncytial character
to be only transitory, and associates it with the period of migra-
tion. Conteui])oraneonsly with this migratory activity of nervous
elements the [)rimordia of the segmental arteries and veins are
being laid down. Thus in text-Iig, .3 we see that the endothelium
of the dorso-ln.teral angle of the aorta 1ms [)rolifei-ated to form
a distinct strand of cells, which will ultimately develop into a

Text-figure 3.

s.c.

A<Cc.

Myt.

s^c

'Se^.Art.

Transverse section of Sparrow embr3-o 15 (= 42-lir. chick), sliowing development of

segmental artery and migration of sympathetic cells (Si/.C),

Ao. Aorta. C.E. Creloniic epithelium. Myt. Myotome. S.C. Spinal

cord. Sog.Art. Segmental artery. Sy^C Migrating sympathetic cells.

mc. Notochord. (Sp. 15, 3, 1, 1.)

segmental artery. Similar vascular strands may be seen in other

sections arising from the cardinal veins. The nuclei of the cells

in these vascular strand.s are very irregular in shape, and theii'

<;ytoplasm is considerably lighter and less granular than that of

the nerve strands. In view of the fact that some authors have

been led to consider such strands as of nervous significance, we
venture to direct special attention to this difl'evenfciation.

That the cells migrating from the dorsal ganglia are neuro-

blasts is confirmed by silver preparations of chick embryos in

which the ventral roots have not yet appeared, u6. of less than
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60 hrs. Text-fig. 4 is drawn from a section of sucli an embryo.

It shows neuroblasts isolated between spinal cord and aorta

Text-fio-ure 4.

r^7''

0mm.

>^a

Transverse section of chick of 1\ days (Bielschowsky preparation), showing auiid

tlie niescnchymo cells isolated neuroblasts (iV.C.) between spinal cord (S.C.)

and aorta (Ao.).

possessing distinct nervous processes. The neuroblast has a large

oval nucleus, and its processes are directed towards the aorta.

C. Relations with the Ventral Boots.

- "Whilst all investigators are not agreed as to the origin of

sympathetic cells from the neural crest before its differentiation

into the dorsal root ganglia, most are agreed that the ganglia

when formed give origin to the sympathetic cells. Held (7) goes

so far as to derive the whole of the sympathetic ganglia from the

dorsal root ganglia. His evidence is based on the examination

of Selachian material, but he is so satisfied with those observa-

tions that he applies his deductions to the case of chick embryos,

although he confesses that he has not been able to discriminate

the roots satisfactorily in them.
Kuntz (11, 12), on the other hand, attaches by far the greater

importance to the ventral roots as the path by which the cells

migrate, a view \vhich he supports by both morphological and
experimental evidence.
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In collaboration with 0. V. Batson lie experimented on chick

embryos. By electrolysis they destroyed the dorsal part of the

neural tube of the embryos, and in four successful cases found

that the sympathetic primordia were formed to a greater or less

extent. Kuntz later carried out further work on the same lines

and arrived at similar results. Of similar experiments carried

out on tadpoles, by actual dissection, he writes :
" As far as the

study of the development of the sympathetic trunks was pursued

in these embiyos the findings corroborated those in the operated

embryos of the chick."

The experimental investigations of E. Miiller and Sven Ingvar

(13), on the other hand, support the conclusions of His and Held.

Text-figure 5.

o.R. G.

mm

M.c:

Transverse section of Sparrow embryo 11 (= chick about 78 hrs.), showing cells

leaving tlio spinal cord by the ventral nerve root.

JJ.E.G. Dorsal root ganglion. M.C. Migrating cells. S.C. Spinal cord.

V.E. Ventral root.

'

(Sp. 11, 4, 2, 17.)

They carried out their experiments on Amphibian material. By
destroying the ventral part of the neural tube they found that

the sympathetic was still formed, while the removal of the dorsal

portion resulted in its failure to develop. They thence conclude

that the primordia of the sympathetic nervous system arise from

the spinal ganglia.

The conflicting results obtained by these workers illustrate the

pitfalls inherent in the experimental method as applied to this

particular problem.

Our observations certainly do not support Held's view as to

the exclusive origin of the sympathetic system from the dorsal
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root ganglia, bvit tliey lead us to attach somewhat more im-

poi'tance to that source of origin than Kuntz would seem to

allow.

Text-fig. 5 shows the ventral root of a Sparrow embryo, No. 11

(= 78-hr. chick). The ventral roots are well developed, and

the one figured shows a group of cells close to the origin of the

root, and evidently in course of migration. That the migration

is outwards seems clear from the observation of a later stage,

such as is reproduced in text-fig. 6 of SpaiTow 51 (= 84-hr.

chick). Hei-e we find some of these migrating cells leaving the

ventral root and making their way to the dorso-lateral angle of

the aorta, at which point they join the previously described

Text-figure 6.

{3n.-..-.w

3.C.

1^

v./?.

CS.

Transverse .section of Siiarrow 51 (= 84-lir. chick), showing- cells loaviuf^ ventral

root in the direction of the dorso-lateral angle of the aorta.

O.S. Cell strand. S.C. Spinal cord. F.B. Ventral root.

(Sp. 51, 3, 2, 4.)

sympathetic cells, and with them form diffuse masses of cells,

which are the primordia of the primary sympathetic chains.

At this stage the chains are not formed, but the difi'use cell

masses occur metamerically at intervals corresponding with the

somites.

This migration of cells along the ventral roots, and thence to

the dorso-lateral angle of the aorta, is visible to a greater or less

extent in all the embryos examined at about this stage (= 3-3^-
day chick). Owing to the curvature of the embryo it is obvious
that the occurrence of a transverse section passing along one of

these migratory paths is quite fortuitous, though it can always
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be shown by recoiistnictions from consecutive sections, a method
which Hekl employed for some of his illustrations. Text-fig. 7,

however, shows a fortunate section of a chick embryo (D. 4 of 3|
(Inys), in AvJiich the curved track of darker cells is practically

continuous, thus furnishing a striking picture of the path of

migration. This path seems to bo markedly atFected by the

Text-fifliure 7.

Transverse section of cliick- embryo (3i dnys, ]) 4), showing an almost continuous

strand of sympathetic nerve cells from tlie point of exit of the ventral

nerve root to the dorso-lateral angle of aorta.

Ao. Aorta. C.S. Sympathetic cell strand. Ktc. Notochord. 3Ii/L Myo-

tome. S.O. Spinal cord. Sym.C. Group of sympathetic cells. F.Ji. Ventral

root.

segmental arteries and veins, for it is between these vessels that

the sympathetic cells move to their primary destination (see text-

fig. 3). It is possible that the intersegmental region oflFei'8 a

path of least resistance to this migration.

A track of nerve fibres in the same position is clearly marked
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in silver preparations, such as that shown in text-fig. 8, and it

seems probable that this path would agree with that of the

migrating nerve cells.

Text-fio-ure 8.

Transvorso section of chick (Ht-4i) from a Bielscliowslvj'^ prepnrntion, sliowing noi'vo

fibrils pursuing tho same course as the sympatlietic cell strand in fig. 7.

Tlie mcsoncliyme and otlior colls are much distorted, but somo of tiiosu nciir

tho dorso-latoriil angle of tho aorta show ovidenco of being Hynipalhetic in

character.

Ao. Aorta. S.C. Spinal cord. V.B. Ventral root fibres. Sym.C. Sympa-

thetic cells. Ntc. Notochord, Ntr. Nerve fibres in the track of migrating

sympathetic cells.

While it appears that many of these cells are sympathetic in

nature, the possibility must not be excluded that some of them
will develop into the sheath cells of Schwann.

D. The Primary Sympatheiic Chain.

In their earliest stage the primordia of the sympathetic

chains consist of two paralli^l series of cell groups situated at the

dorso-lateral angles of the aorta. These are arranged meta-

merically and show a more advanced stage of development in the

anterior thoracic region. Ensuino; stages show their gradual
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consolidation by the dispersed cells gathering into compact masses,

and the simultii.neousgrowth of longitudinal cellular strands, Avhich

unite tliem into contiuuous moniliforni chains. Silver prepara-

tions show scattered fibres among these cells. A graphic recon-

struction of the consolidated cord in the anterior thoracic legion

at this stage is shown in text-iig. 9 A.
So far as we have been able to observe, the cells constituting the

chain at this stage do nob show any diderentiation of chromatin
cells among them. Their nuclei are oval, their cytoplasm darkly

stained and full of mii\ute granules, coll boundaiies are faint, or

may still be absent. We liave constantly observed the presence

of clear spaces surrounding the groups of sympathetic cells near

the dorso-lateral angle of the aorta, ICuntz has noticed these

clear spaces. They may be spaces filled with lymph during life,

or they may be due to shrinkage phenomena. We have followed

the development of the cords by means of graphic reconstruc-

tions from a series of Sparrows, separated by very slight difl'ei'-

ences of development, and the i^esult is striking. The series of

reconstructions is shown in text-fig. 9.

We have chosen for purposes of reconstruction the anterior

thoracic region of the embryo, where its development is most
advanced. Text-figs. 9 A tt B are reconstructions of the primary

.sympathetic nervous system of Sparrows 7 and 2 (= 78-hr.

chick). They show that at this stage the sympathetic chains in

the anterior thoracic region consist of two approximately parallel

cords, formed by masses of cells united by their connecting strands.

Anteriorly the strands are much thickei-, but not sufficiently so

to hide the metamerism, Avhich corresponds exactly with that

of the dorsal root ganglia. In both the text-figures, but more
markedly in text-fig. 9 B, it will be seen that the swollen parts of

the cord send out lateral processes. These processes do not run

in the plane of tlie parallel cords, but aro directed dorso-laterally.

The apparent dili'erences in the directions to which they point

are due to the curvature of the embryo.
Text-fig, 9 C is from Sparrow 6 (= 84-hr. chick). The monili-

form character of the strands is more mniked and gives the

impression that the swellings have increased at the expense of

the connectives. The distances between the ganglionic swellings,

e.
ff.

in text-figs. 9 A & 9 0, are roughly equal, but the connectives

in the latter have become more slender, a result which could be

attained either b}'^ a process of degeneration, which seems im-

probable at this early stage, and of which no evidence was

obtained in the sections, or by migration of their elements into

the ganglionic swellings.

Similar migration seems to have taken place into the lateial

processes, which are now corinectcd by broad bases to the primary

ganglia, and taper oflT to a point dorso-laterally to the cords.

This certainly suggests that their growth is outwai'd from these

ganglia, a view supported by the freqtient occurrence of mitotiiig
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Graphic veconstniction of tli« sympatliotic pvimonlia in the anterior thoracic region

of Sparrows. The cord is viewed from the ventral surface and tiio nicta-

nievically arranged dorsal root ganglia are indicated hj' dotted lines. Tho
lateral projections arc not iu tlie name i)lane as the cords, and aljovvanco must
he made for the necessary foreshortening in their projection.

A. Sparrow 7 (= 78-lir. chick). Cords continuous with slight swellings

and short dorso-lateral processes.

U. Sparrow a (= 78-hr. chick). Cords continuous with slight swellings

and short dorso-lateral processes.

C. Sparrow 6 (= 84-hr. chick). Swellings and processes much more pro-

nounced.
Notice four mesial commissures and the proliferation at the posterior

end which is the region where there exists a close relation between the
ssymoathctic and the suprarenal ho<lies.
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cells in both ganglia and processes. The posterior part of tlie

chain in text-fig. 9C still shows considerable dispersion of the

sympathetic elements, and it is from this region that contril)u-

tions are sent to the suprarenal bodies. In the anterior part Ihe

chains are united by transverse commissures.

Text-Hg. 9 1) represents a reconstruction of Sparrow 13

(= 96-hr. chick). The distinction between ganglia nnd con-

nectives is much more marked, nnd an important change is also

visible in the lateral processes. The four anterior paii-s are still

united by a broad base to the primary ganglia, but instead of

tapering to a point thoy are now of practically the same thick-

ness throughout. In the three posterior pairs the bases show
signs of constriction, while the distal portion is marked by a

cranio-caudal elongation. Now when we examine the cords

themselves we find that they are thinnest just in the region

where the lateral processes possess these cranio-caudal exten-

sions, while in the anterior region, where the processes have

not yet reached this stage, the cords remain of considerable

thickness. We are again driven to the conclusion that the

cranio-caudal extensions are formed at the expense of the

primary cords.

Text-fig. 9 E, from Sparrow A (= 5^-day chick), shows a con-

tinuation of this development. The lateral processes are now
solid masses, united to the primary chain by short connectives,

and all of them show cranio-caudal extensions, the caudal being

more mai'ked. The correlation between the increased size of the

lateral process and the thinness of the primary sympathetic chain

is again very obvious.

The solid lateral masses are now situated in close relationship

with the spinal nerves, being located just mesial to the junction

of dorsal and ventral nerve roots. They may now be termed the

primordia of the secondary sympathetic ganglia. Subsequent

growth of their cranio-caudal extensions leads by their uiiion to

the formation of the definitive sympathetic chain (secondary

sympathetic chain).

J). Ikconstntctioii of SiiaiTow 13 (=OG-lir. chick). Gnnglia Jiiid coniuc-

tives iiioro mnvked. Lateral i)rocosses tliickenod. Posterior ones con-

stricted to some extent.

K. lleconstriictiou of Sparrow A (Si-dny cliick). f.atcral processes now
solid masses united to the primary chain by short connectives. All

show cranio-caudal extensions.

F. Reconstruction of Sparrow CO (= 6-day chick). Cranial-caudal extensions

meet to form secondary sympathetic chain.

G. lieconstruction of Sparrow B (= older than Sparrow 60). Secondary

sympathetic chain formed. Connectives between primary and secondary

degenerating.

C. Connective. D.R.G. Position of dorsal root ganglion. G.S. Gan-

glionic swelling. P.S.G. Viimavy sympathetic cord. M.C. iMedian connec-

tive. C.L.P. Constricted lateral process. L.F.C.C. Lateral processes with

cranio-caudal extensions. J. Junction of cranio-caudal extensions. S.S.C.

Secondary sympathetic chain. M.G. Median ganglia. B.C. J)cgencrating

connective.
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E. The Secondary Sym2^athetic N'erve Cords.

An interestiug example of this union is sliown in text.-fig. 9 F,

a leconstniction of Sparrow 60 (= about G-doy cliick). We here

see that at two points the secondary chain is actually completed,

while in other places marked caudal prolongations are apparent.

The completion of the formation of these definitive sympathetic

chains is found at a stage corresponding to that of the seven-day

Text-figure 10 (a & h).

Diftgvamniatic figures sliowing relations of sympathetic cord to sun-ouiuliiig tissues

as si'ou in transverse sections of Sparrow 13 at points marked a-a, u-jj in

fis. 9 D.
'

lOrt. Pusses through a ganglionic swelling of the sympathetic chain (Si/m.C).

The ganglionic swelling lies dorso-lateral to the aorta {1).A.) and between

the segmental artery (Set/.A.) and segmental vein (Sei). 1'',). There is a dorso-

lateral projection pointing towards the position of the dorsal root ganglion.

10 i. Passes through a connective (P.S.C.) between two ganglionic swellings.

The, two sections are only 56 p apart.

J).A. Dorsal aorta. D.R.O. Dorsal root ganglion. M^t. Myotome.

Ntc. Notochord. Sp N. Spinal nerve.

chick. A reconstruction of this stage is shown in text-fig. 9 G,

SpiUTOW B.

The condition of the primary sympathetic chain at this stage

presents very interesting features. The two cords are now much
diminislied in size and, gradually approaching one anothei-, are

for some distance almost in contact. Their moniliform character

is lost, except that in the thoracic' region wo find three large
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median ganglia, partly or completely fused (text-fig. 11). These

are joined to the secondary ganglia by connectives of nervous

fibres. AVe have also found these median ganglia in a much
more advanced embryo. The ganglia lie above the aorta imme-
diately ventral to the vertebral column, the centra of which are

in process of developinent. On either side of them there occur

mesodermal masses, such as give rise to muscle in the adult, in

Text-fiarure 11.

Transverse section tlirough Sparrow B at point marked a-a in fig. 9 G. Tlie secon-

dary sympathetic ganglion is shown at Si/m.C. (2) and is connected with the

median fused ganglia of the primary sympathetic (Si/in.C.) (1) chain.

Ao. Aorta. Cj). Capillaries associated with primary sympathetic.

(Sp. B 9, 4, 7 and 8.)

this case probably to muscles attached to the vertebrre. Tlie

coi\nectives between the ganglia are associated with a rich

fcapillary plexus dorsal to the aorta. .

Posterior to these ganglia the primary sympathetic cords

diminish in size, until in the abdominal region it is no longer

possible to trace them.
Transvei'se sections throw light on the processes of develop-

ment above described; Text-figs. 10 a & 10 6 show transverse
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sections, of Sparrow 13 at the points marked a-a, b-b in text-
fig. 9 D. The sections are only 56 /u apart, but the diflerence is

very marked. The section shown in text-fig. 10 a passes through
the dorso-lateral processes of the primary sympathetic chain, and
shows their relations to the surrounding structures. They lie

between the segmental artery and vein, and extend dorso-
latorally from the aorta to a point about halfway towards the

Text-figure 12.

A/tc.

S.Sc.

.,:gj-..
.

i;r*<r-^

'<9
. ''i

fPS.C.

Transverse section tlirougli Spuvrow B at point ninrkcd i;-ii in fig. 9 G. Tlio secou

(iary syiupathotic chuiu (S^bV.) is closely opposed to the spinal nerve.

origin of t])e ventral roots. The section in text-fig. 10 fc, on the
other hand, shows the primary sympathetic as a comparatively
small strand close to the aorta. This section passes through the
myotome and the dorsal root ganglion, while that shown iu text-

fig. 10 a passes between the somites.

Text-figs. 11 it 12 drawn from sections of Sparrow B, at points
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marked a-a and b-b in texfc-fig. 9 G call for some remark. Text-
tig. 12 shows the primary and secondary sympathetic chains
apparently quite disconnected. The primary has its usual posi-
tion at the dorso-lateral angle of the aorta, the secondary is

situated close against the spinal nerve, and lateral to the noto-
chord. Text-fig. 11, however, shows a section through the con-
nective between primary and secondary chains. The connective
at this stage is composed chiefly of nerve fibres, but along them
there are scattered cells, which are probably destined to forn\
sheath cells. The two primary ganglia in this section will be
seen to have completely fused.

F. Rami Communicantes.

The foregoing description of the development of the sympa-
thetic nervous system will explain how there has arisen a con-
siderable amoimt of confusion as to the rami communicantes in
birds, for it will be seen that in this group there are no less than
three distinct sets of connections associated Avith the central
nervous system and the outlying sympathetic. These are :

—

1. The strands of nerve cells which give rise to the primary
sympathetic cords.

2. The constrictions of the dorso-lateral processes by which
the primary cords are attached to the secondaiy ganglia.

3. The definite connections by which the secondary ganglia
become attached to the spinal nerves.

Strictly speaking the term ramus communicans should be
restricted to the last of these three groups, but previous papers
and illustrations show that all these three forms have been thus
designated. Ganfini (5) goes so far as to use the terms primary,
secondary, and tertiary 7'ami communicantes for the three classes
of connections, but in view of their significance in neurology it

would seem preferable to apply the name only to those fibres

by which the definitive sympathetic is linked up with the mixed
spinal nerve. As the definitive ramies does not arise till about
the stage corresponding to that of a seven-day chick, it is evident
that any connection between the sympathetic and the central
nervous system, existing in earlier stages, must be looked upon
as an example of either the first, or the second, of the types of
connections above mentioned. As the history of their develop-
ment shows, the connections of groups 1 and 2 have only a
transient existence, with the possible exception of the connec-
tions in certain plexuses.

The three types of connections are characterized more or less

definitely by their morphology. Those of the first group are
formed of (liscontinuous cells, though silver preparations show
that scattered nerve fibres occur in them. Connections of the
second type, on the other hand, are formed by compact masses
of cells, especially at their first appearance. In the. course of
their development they become elongated and may be narrowed

Proo. Zool. Soc— 1923, No. L. 50
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down almost to a single row of cells. In their final stages their

cellular character disappears by migration of the cells to the

secondary chain, and a fibrous connection is left (text- fig. 11).

With the exception of certain connections which are maintained

with the chief plexuses of the trunk, these also ultimately dis-

appear, usually after the appearance of the definitive rami.

These last are from the beginning purely fibrous. Their develop-

ment consists merely of a growth in length, as the secondary

sympathetic ganglion moves away from its early position at the

point of union of dorsal and ventral roots. The range of move-
ment varies in different regions, being very small in the neck.

Thebault (14) figures the rami commimicantes of Corviis as some-

times quite distinct in the neck region, but also describes a fusion

of the sympathetic ganglion with the spinal nerve, and remarks

that all the intermediate stages may be found. A ramus coin-

municans can always be found in our material by microscopic

examination.
That the sympathetic ganglion, while making its own contri-

bution to the mixed spinal nerves, carries with it fibres from

both roots, has been abundantly proved by previous observers.

Rossi (16), in his recent paper on the afferent paths of the

sympathetic system, demonstrates by direct anatomical observa-

tions, that cells occur in the dorsal root ganglia which send their

processes into the rami communicantes. These he regards as the

cells of origin of Kolliker's fibres, and considers them to be

afferent sensory neurones.

G. The Suprarenal Bodies.

Our observations lead us to agree with those who ascribe to

these bodies a dual origin : e. g. Balfour, Poll, Mitsukuri, Gia-

comini, and Goormaghtigh.

In Sparrow 7 (= 78-hr. chick), text-fig. 13, there are already

signs of the grooves in the coeloraic epithelium from which the

cortical portion of the suprarenal bodies will arise. These

grooves are situated on either side of the mesentery and close to

it. Laterally to them will be found the internal Wolffian vein

and the mesonephros, and in certain cases the external glome-

rulus of the pronephros can also be seen. In text-tig. 14 these

relations are clearly visible, and the proliferation of cells has

already started at the region described. The cells of the ca^lomic

epithelium are cubical with large nuclei. Mitotic figures are

numerous and the products of division apjiear to be moving
inwards. In Sparrow 8, text-fig. 15, the proliferation of cells

becomes more marked, and a ridge is formed internally. These

cortical primordia appear to be metamerically arranged. In
Sparrow 11, text-fig. 16, the cortical primordia are very clearly

marked, but still closely attached by a broad base to the ccelomic

epithelium. Gi'oups of cells appear to be moving towards their

later position between the aorta and the mesonephros.

I
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Sparrow 5, text-fig. 17, shows the separation completed ; the
primordia are now compact and contain a few cells from the
primary sympathetic chain, which have migrated down the sides

Text-figure 13.

:^0;ir''5

&»-«Sl .^o'iii^ "-f^- 4

C.G.

MS.

A/.A/.

Trausvevsc section tlirough Sparrow 7 (= 78-lir. chick), showing the formation of
the coelomic groove {C.G.).

C.U. Coelomic cpitlielinm. D.A. Dorsal aorta. M.N. Mosonephros.
JLT.S. Mesentery. I.W.V. Internal Wolffian vein. (Sp. 7. 5, 3, 3.)

Text-figure 14.

/.py\/.

M.M
C.S.

Transverse section of Sparrow 8, sliowiiig the deepening of tlie groove {C.G.) and
proliferation of cl>11s (P.O.) to form the priinordium of the suprarenal cortex.

Letters as in fig. 13.

of the aorta. It is this contribution from the sympathetic chain
which eventually forms the medullary tissue of the suprarenal

bodv.
50*
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Text- figs. 18 & 19, from Sparrow 53, show tlie relations of the
sympathetic and the suprarenal body. The latter now surrounds
the internal Wolffian vein, while the sympathetic chains dorso-

lateral to the aorta are largely developed, and give rise to masses
of cells which pass from them to the cortical primordia. The
point of entry of these cells seems usually to be on the mesial

face of the suprarenal body (text-tig. 18), but in text-fig. 19
there is apparently a dorsal -entry.

Text-figure 17.

MC.

C/?

mmm^::m.

ei?-# WW -c.s

Af.S

Transverse section of Sparrow 5, showing first signs of invasion ot cortex by

medullary colls (M.C.) from the primary sympathetic. Lettering as in text-fig. 13.

It is noteworthy that these contributions of the sympathetic

to the suprarenal all arise from the primary sympathetic cords,

which apparently proliferate them at about the same time as

they are giving rise to the definitive cords, by the outgrowth

of dorso-lateral branches, as described above. We have not

attempted a detailed description of the changes which occur in

the development of the suprarenal bodies, as these have been
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admirably set fortli by Goormaghtigli in his recent paper. The
only point on which our observations lead us to dift'er from him
is as to the origin of the medullary substance. This is derived,

according to our observations, from the primary sympathetic
cords and not, as Goormaghtigli maintains, from the mesodermal
cells of the sclerotome.

II. Discussion.

Since Francis Balfour (2) in 1877 described tlie development-

of the sympathetic nervous system in the Selachii, many theories

have been put forward supporting, or refuting, his statement as

to its origin. Without going deeply into the history of the con-

troversy, we may summarize tlie chief suggestions as follows :

—

A. Origin ectodermal.

a. From the medullary tube.

b. From the spinal nerve roots.

c. From the dorsal root ganglia only.

d. From ventral roots chiefly.

B. Origin mesodermal.

Diiierentiation iii situ.

C. Mixed origin.

From the medullary tube and sclerotome.

Supporters of the mesodermal origin of the sympathetic nervous

system have based their conclusions chiefly on the presence of the

sympathetic primordia, at the dorso-lateral angles of the aorta

and the carotids, before the appearance of the nerve roots.

Although we agree with them in this observation, we are yet of

the opinion that the cells in question have not differentiated

in sitih, but that they have been proliferated from the neural

crest (see text-fig. 1).

We have not found a trace of support for the interpretation

recently put forward l\v Dart and Shollshear (4), who state that
" a mesodermal origin of these neuroblasts (i. e. neuroblasts in

relationship with mesodermal structures) must therefore be postu-

lated and is demonstrable." All nerve fibres which we have
observed could either be traced from the central nervous system,

or, in certain cases, from free cells closely associated with it, and
in no case occupying a position such as would support their

view.

With regard to Goormaghtigli s (6) contention for a mixed
origin, we may state that we have kept a careful look out for the

strands, which he describes as arising from the sclerotome and
contributing to the formation of the primary sympathetic system,

and have been entirely unsuccessful in our search. The paths of

the migrating cells destined to form the sympathetic primordia.

certainly pass close to the sclerotomes, but the boundary between

the two structures in our material has always been clearly

marked, and the cells on either side of that boundary sufficiently
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dift'erentiateil to distinguish tliem. It is unfortunate that the

photographic ilhistrations, which Goorniaghtigh puts forward in

support of his view, are far too indistinct to serve as evidence

for it.

We ai-e tluis led to support the entirely ectodei-nial origin of

the sympathetic nervous system, and from the observations

iilready given, it will be seen that we do not confine that origin

to any one part of the central nervous system. The statement

by experimental physiologists that the sympathetic contains both

afferent and efferent components, while it does not afford a proof

of a diverse origin, yet supports the possibility of such being the

case. We have seen that some cells originate very eiiirly from
the neural crest, and we are convinced that both dorsal and
ventral roots contribute towards the formation of the sympathetic

primordia.

The observations of His (8) and Held (7) support the origin

from the dorsal root ganglia. These writers describe the

primordia as arising by cells, migrating from the spinal giinglia

by way of the spinal nerve, from which they diverge a little

beyond the point of their junction, and thence make their way
to the dorso-lateral angle of the aorta. The sympathetic cells

thus leave the spinal nerves at a point subsequent to the union

of dorsal and ventral roots, and so may originate from either of

those sources. The assumption that all have arisen from the

dorsal root ganglion is based simply on an analogy with Selachian

material, and has no foundation on observations of avian embryos.

The descriptions of Held and His lead one to the supposition

that this process is continuous throughout the development of

the sympathetic ; this, however, is quite contrary to the results

of our investigations. If the sympathetic ganglia were derived

directly from the spinal nerve, one would naturally expect the

cells composing them to bear a distinct resemblance to those

fi'oni wliich they are said to originate ; but this we do not find

to be the case. The cytological characters of the dorsal root

ganglia, and of the cells of the ventral horn of grey matter, are

so different from those of both primary and secondary sympa-
thetic ganglia, t')a.t there seems no possibility of one being

derived immediately from, the other (see text-(ig. 20).

Our description, as given in § E, of the morphological deve-

lopment of the sympathetic, allows ample opportunity for this

differentiation to arise ; for we discover that though the ganglia

of the dorsal roots and the definitive sympathetic ganglia lie

close to one another, yet the latter have had opportunity to

undergo considerable changes in the course of their extensive

migi-ation, Jirst, from the neui-al crest, &c., to the aorta, and,

secondly/, from the aorta to near the spinal ganglion.

, The reasons for this complicated migratory movement h.ave

yet to be discovered, but the evidence for it is, we think, suffi-

ciently definite. The situation of the definitive sy)ni)athetic

in the vertebral canal in birds, was pointed out as long ago as
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1810 by Tiedemann, but the occurrence of a, primary chain in a
position an.aUigous to that of the definitive sympathetic in othei*
vertebrates was not discovered till many years later by His.
Subsequent writers have all supported his findings, but hitherto
a,ll have failed to discover any genetic continuity between the
two formations. Ganfini (5), in his paper on the sympathetic in
birds, seems to have observed the relations more successfully
than his predecessors, but he failed to discover the origin of the
secondary ganglia from the dorso-lateral processes of the primary
ganglia. He follows his predecessors in deriving them imme-
diately from the dorsal root ganglia, for he writes : " Alia forma-
zione del cordone sinipatico primario segue la formazione di un

Text-fiffure 20.

D.R.G.

. //^,- --.-0

Transverse section of Sparrow G9 (= 8-(Iay chick), showing the diflTerentiation of

colls of the dorsal root ganglion (D.E.G.) and of the secondary sympathetic
ganglion (S^.G.). Sp.N. Spinal nerve.

cordone simpatico secondario. Questo e formato da una serie di
gangli situati ognuno a livello della parte del tutto prossimale
del nervo spinale ed originati da neurociti derivanti esclusiva-
mente dai gangli spinali. ... Da ogni ganglio simpatico
secondario

.
si diparte un ramo che dirigendosi ventralmente e

medialmente connette il cordone simpatico secondario col pri-

mario." From the last statement he appears to have observed
connections proceeding froin the secondary to the primary
ganglia, while our graphic reconstructions show exactly the
opposite.

The nearest approach to correct observation seems to have
been made by Miss Williamina Abel (1), though curiously enough
she attached little importance to it. In her paper we read :
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"At 144 hours the permanent ganglia appear as small clusters

of nerve cells, lying close to the mixed spinal nerves and con-
nected to them by fibrous rami covimunicantes. These ganglia
increase rapidly in size and are formed largely from the sympa-
thetic cells which have accumulated between the spinal nerves
and the temporary (i. e. primary) sympathetic chain. Some of

the cells of the temporary sympathetic chain ai-e also incorpo-
rated in the permanent (i. e. secondary) ganglia. Besides these
the permanent ganglia are formed from the cells which liave

migrated directly to tliem along the spinal nerves. That portion
of the temporary sympathetic chain which is not incorporated in
the ganglia of the permanent chain gradually atrophies and
disappears."

Our observations therefore agree with Miss Abel's in so far as

they confirm the importance of the contribution from the primary
to tlie secondary chain. They difi'er, in assigning a definite form
to the accumulations of which she speaks, and in demonstrating
definite paths by which this contribution is eftected, i.e. the
dorso-lateral prolongations from the primary ganglia. More-
over, from the marked differentiation of the spinal nerve cells

from those of the sympathetic ganglia already described, we
question the existence of small clusters of nerve cells lying close

to the mixed spinal nerve, in so far as she derives them from the

spinal nerve directly. At the time when such clusters do occur

they will be found to consist of small cells with dark nuclei

containing many granules. We cannot see how such a meta-
morphosis should occur in the short passage from the dorsal

ganglia, all the cells of which are large, with pale nuclei and
containing many granules. It seems more probable that the
whole definitive sympathetic ganglion arises from the primary
sympathetic chains by migratory cells, and by active mitosis,

which latter can always be observed in these ganglia.

As to the fate of the primary sympathetic, Miss Abel is in

accord with previous writers, all of whom express the opinion
that in the course of further development it atrophies and dis-

appears. Our material does not attain a sufliciently advanced
stage for us to express a definite opinion on this question, but
there are clear evidences of its presence in the oldest stage we
have observed, Sparrow 09 (= 8-day chick). The definitive

sympathetic chain in the cervical region of this embryo runs in

the vertebrarterial canal. Between the vertebne of the hinder
part of the neck, small bundles of fibres emerge and run ventrally,

but closely apposed to the cartilaginous vertebral column; these

fibres enter large and distinct medial ganglia, lying just under
the vertebral column, and above the carotids. In Sparrow B, a
little younger, three such medial ganglia are specially noticeable

(see text-fig. 11). Longitudinal fibres run from these ganglia to

the tissues lying between them, which are highly vascular, being
traversed by a capillary plexus linked up with the carotids. The
ultimate destiny of these ganglia awaits further investigation.
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Apax'fc from thein the primary cords are so reduced, by the

migration above described, that they may be considered to be

wholly absorbed by the definitive sympathetic nervous system.

It should be stated that the primary sympathetic chain contri-

butes also to the formation of coeliac and other ganglia, thus the

degeneration of the primary sympathetic chains, described by
previous writers, shoukl rather be termed a migration from the

primary location.

We are unable to assign a cause for this migration of the

primary sympathetic chains from the dorso-lateral angles of the

aorta to their definitive position, as secondary sympathetic chains

in the vertebrarterial canal. Thcbault, in his description of the

sympatlietic system in adult birds, suggests tliat the long thin

neck of the bird renders the sympathetic liable to lesions; hence

he explains its inclusion in the vertebrarterial canal. If this be

the case, we may regard the definitive location as an adaptive

modification. It is perhaps worth notice that the reptile in

Avhich primary and secondary sympathetic chaiuH have also been

described, viz. the tortoise, is also endowed Avith a long and

flexible neck.

In conclusion, we would express our gratitude to Professor

J. P. Hill, F.R.S., for his generosity in supplying us Avith such

an abundance of excellent material and for much assistance in

the course of our work and in the preparation of this paper.

We are indebted to Professor D. M. S. Watson, F.R.S., for

friendly criticism and for aid in final preparation for the press.

I. Sumjnary.

1. The primary sympathetic primordia originate from the

spinal cord, and are hence ectodermal in origin.

2. The primordia of the ganglia of the primary sympathetic

chain are laid down metamerically at inter-somitic points.

,'}. The constituent cells of the primordia are derived from

a. The neural crest

;

b. The dorsal root ganglia
;

c. The neural tube by way of the ventral root.

4. The primordia extend cranially and caudally to form a

continuous chain on either side.

5. The primary ganglionic swellings extend dorso-latcrally.

The free ends of these extensions enlarge and becoming sepa-

rated from the primary ganglia give origin to the definitive

sympathetic ganglia.

6. As in the case of the primary ganglia these definitive ganglia

extend cranio-caudall)' and unite to form a continuous chain.

7. The primary S3'mpathetic gives origin to

a. The secondary sympathetic chains
;

b. The chromaffin cells of the medulla of the supra-

renal body

;

c. The cceliac and other ganglia;

d. The unpaired ganglia in the cervical region.
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i\7. A new Spider of the Genus Liphisl'ms from the Malay
Peninsiila, and some Observations on its Habits. By
H. C. Abraham, F.Z.S., F.L.S.

*
.

[Received May 25, 1023 : Read October 23, 1923.]

(Plate I. ; Text-figure 1.)

I ha\^e recently received, through the courtesy of Mr. F. de In

Miire Norris, of the Department of Agriculture, Federated Malay
States, a s[)eciinen* of the female of a large species of I^iphistius.

together vidth the trap-door and portion of the silk lining of its

burrow, photos of the l)urro\y in sitri, and notes of a number of.

observations on the habits of the spider.

In the preamble of a former paper t I mentioned having seen
a photo of the present species, aiul, at that time, I was under the
inipi-ession that it would turn out to be L. hirviaihicus Simon, but
since I have had the opportunity of examining the spider itself 1

ha.ve, rather reluctantlj^ come to the conclusion that it must be
leferred to a new species which appears, however, to be very
(closely related to the above-mentioned.

Tvly I'ensons for this are, briefly, as follows :

—

(a) In hirmanicus the legs of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd pairs are
snbequal, the difi'erence in length (coxa^ excluded) betAveen legs i

and iii being only 1 mm., with a difference of 0*25 mm. between
i and ii ; whilst in the species described below the difference
between i and iii is 4-8 mm., wliilst that between legs i and ii is

0'7 mm.
{[)) In birmaiiicus the 4th leg is rather less than 3 times as

long as the cephalothorax, in mj^ specimen it is nearly 3-5 times
as long. Similarly, the 1st leg is nearly 2-25 times as long as the
cephalothorax, instead of slightly over twice, which is the case in

birmanicv.s.

(c) The palp (?) is nearly twice as long as the ceplialotliorax

instead of being a little more than 1-5 times as long.

(d) The superior cla,ws of the legs have 2-3 teeth instead of
3-4

; also the inferior claws of tlie legs and the palpal claws
have 1-2 very small teeth instead of 2-3 small ones.

In other words the legs and palpi are much longer in pro-

portion to the size of the cephalothorax than is the case in

L. birmanicus, and furthermore there is a greater diversity in the
lengths of the legs, especially noticeable in those of 1st, 2nd, and
3rd pairs.

* UnCortunntcly in a soniewbnt damaged condition.

t " A New Spider of llio Gcuus Liphislins," Jouni. Malayan J'raMcli, Royal
Asiatic Soc. i. p. 13 (1923).
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Before going on to the detailed description of the spider for

which, as it appears reasonable to suppose that it is the usual

jungle species of the genus in the southern part of the Malay
Peninsula, I propose the name Liphistius malayanus, I wish to

record my indebtedness and express my thanks to Messrs. H. R.
Hogg and F. de la Mare Norris ; to the former for much help

and advice, and to the latter for having given me the opportunity

of examining and writing up this extremely interesting spider as

well as for kindly allowing me to make use of the excellent

})hotos which illustrate the description of the burrow and trap-

door.

Family L i p ii i s T 1 1 u m.

Genus Liphistius Schiodte.

Liphistius Schiodte, in Kroyer Naturh. Tijdsk. 2, ii. p. G21

(1849); Simon, Hist. Nat, des Ar. i. p. 64 (18S2), ii. p. 875
(1903).

Liphistius malayanus, sp. n.

Female.—Colour : Cephalothorax and mandibles black ; fangs

dark reddish brown ; labium and coxie of palpi brownish ; cox:e

and stsrnum dark grey, nearly black ; legs and p.alpi black above,

dark grey (nearly black) below, with undersides of "joints"
nearly white and sides of femora greenish ; abdomen black,

oporcula and fringes of spinnerets brown.
Cephalothorax.—About 1| times ns long as broad, nariower in

front than behind, with the cephalic region rather more elevated

than is shown in Cambridge Natural History, Arachnida, fig. 201,

p. 386, or Fauna Brit. Ind., Arach., fig. 52, p. 155. There are

signs of a longitudinal series of bristles having existed on the

caput, behind the ocular tubei-cle. A nimiber of bristles also

project forward from the anterior margin, below the ocular

tubercle, the median ones being by far the longest.

Eyes.—Closely grouped on a circular tubercle which is

higher in fi^ont than behind and situated close to the front

margin of the cephalothorax on a distinct declivity (text-

fig. \ a k, h).

Tlie anterior laterals are considerably larger than the rest,

semicircular in shape, and contiguous, with their lower margins
occupying all the front half of the margin of the tubercle ; the
postei'ior laterals, next in size, touch the hind margins of the
anterior laterals, are also nearly semicircular but rather pointed
behind, and occupy the remainder of each side of the tubercle

;

the posterior medians are oval, rather pointed behind, and about

,^ as wide as long, they are situated above and between the
'

jiosterior laterals with their rear ends level with the middle of

the latter and the front edges a little in advance of the level of

the hind margins of the anterior laterals ; the anterior medians
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are quite small, between the front margin of the posterior medians
and the upper edge of the anterior laterals and separated by
about their own diameter from each other and fi'om the front of

the posterior medians: they are each placed on the top of a
small tubercle (text- fig. 1 a).

The eyes are brown except the anterior medians wliich are

black.

The ocular tubei'cle has a longitudinal median row of 4 or 5

curved bristles, and there are two more bristles near the inner
hind margin of each posterior lateral eye.

Mandibles.—Stout, about 2/5 as long as the cephalothorax.

The falx is strongly arched anteriorly, strongly convex on the
outside but hollowed at the base towards the lower edge, the

inner surface is flat. The anterior and upper surfaces are clothed

with slightly curved bristles which are longest along the inner
front margin.

Text-figure 1.

{aj,- Profile.
f^J^ /r^am, above.

Eyes of Liphistius malayanus, sp. n.

The fang-groove has a fringe of reddish hair; the inner
margin is armed with 10 or 11 stout, bluntly-conical teeth, of
which the 2nd, 4th, and 8th are larger than the remainder, which
are irregular in size.

The fang is slightly curved, long, and stout, with slight longi-
tudinal striations along its upper surface.

Labium.—About twice as broad as long, the length being equal
to the breadth of the anterior margin of the sternum. It is

rounded anterior-ly and provided with numerous slender curved
bristles. It is sunk below the level of the coxoe, of which the
basal ends of the 1st pair close in behind it.

Sternum.—Long and narrow, and sunk much below the level
of the coxse of the legs, of which the basal ends approach one
another over it ; about 3| times as long as its greatest breadth,
which occurs between coxte ii and iii. In the only specimen
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available the posterior end of tlie steinium is somewhat damaged,

but the remaining part appears to have been clothed with

bristles.

Legs.—Compressed so as to make them squaiish in section,

this is particularly noticeable in the femora, metatarsi, and tarsi
;

clothed with numerous black bristles arranged in longitudinal

i-ows. In addition to this there are a number of spines which are

distributed as follows :-"-

. The femora have two on the upper surface near the apex and

a row along each lower margin.

The patellae have a row along the anterior upper margin, those

at the apex being the longest and curved.

The tibiiB have a series along each lower margin (5 in i and iii,

(i in ii, and 4, much finer, in iv ; the basal one in each case much
smaller than the others), as well as an apical spine on each side

and a number of curved ones along the front margins.

The metatarsi of the 1st and 2nd pairs have 7 stout spines

along each lower margin, find one at the apex on the inner side
;

on the 3rd and 4th pairs there is, in addition., an apical spine on

the outer side and 3, rather finer, along each u[)per margin.

The tarsi have a row of stout spines along each lower margin

(7 or 8 along the fi"ont, 6 or 7 along the posterior) ; there are

also 3 or 4 small spines in a transverse row on the underside at

the base and about 4, also small, arranged in a V just below the

inferior claw and apparently intended to fulfil, to some degree,

the functions of ungual tufts or scoi:)ukB.

The superior tarsal claws are long, w^ell curved, and stout ; they

are amned on the basal half with 3 teeth, except in the outer one

of the 1st and 2nd legs, where there are only 2 teeth ; in the

claws of the 4th pair all the teeth are long, sharp, and subequal,

but in the other cases where 3 teeth occur the basal one is veiy

small.

The inferior tarsal claws are ai-med with 1 or 2 very sniidl

teeth.

Palpi.—Very similar to the legs both in general appearance

and armament.
The coxte have a thick fi-inge of long reddish curved hair along

the inner margins.

The femora have a series of slender spines along each margin

of the undei'side, as well as a single spine near the base and 2 or

3 near the apex on the upper surface.

The patella3 have a spine on the lower inner margin near the

distal end and also show signs of having had 2 or 3 on the upper
surface near the apex.

The tibia? have 5 stout spines along each margin of the under-

side, and also have a series of 3 along the inner surface.

The tarsi have 7 long stout spines along each margin of their

lower surfaces.

The claw is stout, slightly curved, and armed with 2 very

small teeth near the base.
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Abdomen.—Apparently oval in shape and about Ig times as
long as wide (the abdomen of the only available specimen is,

however, somewhat shrivelled, so that these proportions may not
bo accurate). It is furnished with 9 distinct dorsal terga, and
there is a rudimentary 10th one midway between the 9th and
the anal tubercle. The 4th tergum ia the largest and the 9th
the smallest. The sides and lower surface of the abdomen are
-wrinkled and thickly clad with bristly hairs ; there are ^signs also

of the terga having been armed with bristles along their posterior

margins.

The spinnerets form a compact group about the ntjiddle of the

lower surface of the abdomen, the base of the anteriors being
almost exactly midway between the base of the abdomen and the
anal tubercle. They are typical in form with the basal segment
of the posterior laterals about half the djameter of that of the
anterior laterals, and the anterior medians a little larger than the
posterior medians. The apical segments of tbo laterals are

divided into about 12 false articulations. The anterior laterals

.are separated at the base by about hair their basal diameter ; and
their apices reach .a point halfway between the anterior margirji

of their base and the anal tubercle, The anterior medians are
close together and just in front of the anterior laterals, whilst

the posterior medians, also contiguous, are situated between the
two pairs of laterals. The bases of the posterior laterals are close

togetiier and their distal extr(jmities are curved inwards similarly

to those of the anterior laterals. The inner jnai"gin of the apical

segments of all the laterals is furnished w;th a fringe of coarse

brownish hair.

The anal tubercle is conical, clothed with black bristles and
situated a little way ia front of the posteiior en(J of the

abdomen.

Measurements (mm.).

Length. Breadth.

Oephalothorax 13-2 10-6

Abdomen 13-2 (8-6}*

Falx 5-5

Lengths of

Legs I

II

III

IV

Palpi

Cosic.

6-0

5-7

6-0

6-4

4-5

Tr. & fem.

10-3

10-2

11-6

14-3

9-3

Pat. & tib. Met. & tar.

10-6

10-6

11-2

13-4

9-4

8-2

9-0

IM
17-5

6-0

* Approximate only, abdoincn somewhat shrivelled.

Pkoc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. LI. 51

Totals.

35-]

35-5

39-9

51-6

29-2
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Habits*.—This spider inhabits weib-lined burrows fitted with

a trap-door of the wafer type. The burrows, wliicli are about

28 mm. in diameter and 400 to 450 mm. long, are found, from

the examination of about 20 examples, to be liorizontal in general

direction, but usually are somewhat bent so tliat a straight stick

cannot be thrust in very far ; they are unbranched and the inner

end is somewhat enlarged. The ti-ap-door is invalriably hinged to

the mouth of the tube at the upper edge, and another very inter^-

estin" fact is that the lines of web, which in L. hatuensis Abr.

are employed to support the nest upon the vertical cave-walls t,

are by the present species used to keep the web-lining stretched

over the edge of the burrow so as to form a '* lip " against which

"the lid can close down tightly; this may be seen very clearly in

Plate I. fig. 2, in which the lid is shown in the opened position.

All the burrows found so far have had their openings on prac-

tically bare banks with perhaps a few small ferns, etc. growing

near, but, as all bare banks in this country are artificial cuttings,

and those in question have been made within the last 20 years or

so it is almost certain that the spider must live in the jungle on

the neighbouring hills. The trap-doors of the observed burrows

all have small stones and particles of earth woven into them.

The spider appears to be entirely nocturnal, as pins placed in

front of the entrances of burrows were never disturbed during

the day, but have always been pushed out of position during the

night; the spider also seems quite "lost" in bright light. It

does not appear to be common as, in annual visits to the hill

upon which it was found from 1918 to 1922 inclusive, only com-

paratively few individuals—not more than about 20 altogether

—

have been observed. As is generally the case with burrowing

spiders, Z- malayanus occupies the same nest for a long time ; in

fact, it probably does not change its quarters unless forced

to do so.

Locality.—Gunong Angsi, Negri Sembilan, F.M.S. ; 2500 feet.

December 1922 {coll. Mr. F. de la Mare iVoms).

Speciviens examined.—One adult female, which I have sent to

the British Museum, Natural History Department +.

* From notes of liis field observations kindly supplied by Mr. F. de la 'Mtxio

Norris.

t Al)raliam, I. c. supra, p. 19, and plate i. fig. 2.

j Togetlier with its trap-door.
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38. A Review of the Lizards of tlie Genus Iropidophorus

on the Asiatic Mainland. By Malcolm A. Smith,

M.R.O-S., L.R.C.P., F.Z.S.

[deceived May 28, 1923 : Read October 23, 1923.]

Tiiis article concerns those species that ?.re to he found distri-

buted througliout the Indo-Chinese peninsula—Burma, Siani
and French Indo-Ohina—and the region immediately north

—

Assam, Yunnan, and soutliern China. Incidentally it completes
our knowledge of the whole group, tlie species of the Indo-
Australian region and of the Philippine Islands having been
recently undertaken by Nelly de Rooij * and Edward H. Taylor f"

respectively.

The whole genus now includes some 18 species. It is essen-
tially a highhuid one, and is largely aquatic in its habits. Its

members are to be found in the vicinity of rockj' streams, living

among the damp herbnge on the banks, or hiding under stones
and boulders, sometimes almost completely immersed in the
water to which they invariably take to avoid cnpture. They are
nocturnal in their habits and are not remarkably agile. One
species, 1\ mia-olepis, I have found to be viviparous.

Different characters have at times been used to group the
species, but the one, so far neglected, which appears to mo to
present the most natural basis for classification, is the manner in
which the scales are disposed along the sides of the body. It
divides the genus into two broad groups: (1) those with the
lateral scales directed straight backwards, with smooth or keeled
dorsal scales and smooth or feebly rugose upper head-shields, and
(2) those with the lateral scales directed obliquely upwards and
backwards, with strongly keeled, often mucronate dorsal scales
and with head-shields always rugose.

The prajanal shields vary in number, but appear to be constant
as regards each species. On the otlier hand, the number of
scales round the body shows considerable individual variation,

and nnless some other differential character can be shown to
exist, does not seem sufficient for specific distinction.

In coloration the species are all much alike.

Within the geogrMphical limits discussed in this paper I
recognize the following forms :

—

I. Liiteral sc.iles directed straight backwards.

a. llead-sliiolds siiiootli.

Froiito-iiiisal entire T. herdmorei.

Fronto-nasal divided T. laotns.

6. llead-sbields feebly rugose T.robimoni.

* ' Reptiles of tlie Iiido-Australian Arcbipebigo,' 1915.

t 'The Lizards of the rhilipiiiiio Islands,' 1922.

51*
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II, Somo or all of tlio lateral scab-rows directed obliquely.

a. Two prioanul shields.

Frontal and fronto-iiasnl entire, 4tli supralabial

largest, dorsal scales strongly niucronate T. assamensis.
,

Frontal and fronto-nasal entire, 4tli supralabial

largest, dorsal scales not mucrouate, median row

bicarinate T.liainanus.

Frontal and fronto-nasal entire, otli supralabial

largest T. cocincincnsis.

Frontal entire, fronto-nasal divided T. sinious.

Frontal and fronto-nasal divided P. thai.

I. Three prajanal shields T. microlepis.

The separation of many of the forms here mentioned is ex-

tremely slight, and depends sometimes upon a single scale-

character. "Most of them have a limited range of distribution,

and, so far as I am aware, no two forms have yet been found in

the same locality.

1. TllOPIDOPIIOnUS DEllDMOREI.

Aspris herdmorei Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1853, xxii.

p. 6r>i.

Tropidopliorus herdmorei Theob. Journ, Linn. Soc. 1868, p. 24 ;

Anderson, Zool. lies. Yunnan, 1878, p. 796, pi. Ixxvi, fig. 3;

Bouleng. Oat. Liz. Brit. Mus, 1887, iii. p. 362 ;
Annandale, llec.

Ind. Mus. 1912, viii. p. 59 ; Mlcm. Smith, Journ. N. 11, S, Siam,

1919, iii. p. 225.

Tropidophbrus yunnanensis Bouleng. Oat. Liz. Brit. Mus. 1887,

iii. p. 362 ; Mlcm. Smith, Journ. N. H. S. Siam, 1919, iii.

p, 224.

Through the kindness of Dr. Annandale, Director of the

Indian Museum, 1 have been able to examine the types—three in

number—of this species. The specimens are somewhat faded

but are otherwise in excellent preservation. One has 32 scales

round the middle of the body, the other two have 34 each. In

the two smaller specimens the dorsal scales are distinctly, but not

strongly keeled, in the largest one I cannot find any keels at all.

Anderson, when comparing these types with his specimens from

Yunnan*, states that he found keels on all three, and, except

for this difference in the carination of the scales, they agreed

entirely. H(^ therefore labelled the Yunnan specimens herdmorei.

This view should certainly be maintained, and T. yunnanensis,

founded later evidently on a misunderstanding, became a

synonym of it.

My own collections of this lizard from Siam, supplemented by

an excellent series from Burma in the Indian Museum, have

enabled me to examine a large nvimber of specimens. In the

number of scales round the body, and in the degree of carination

* The Yunnan specimens are now lost. Dr. Annandale tells me ho has never been

able to discover what biii>peiied to the types of Anderson's vei)tilos and batrachians.

Many of them never seem to have been incorporated in the Museum collection.
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of the dorsal shields, they show considerable variation,' but I
cannot find any satisfactory combination upon which they can be
racially separated. Some ha,ve the scales smooth, some have
them faintly keeled, others more strongly. Each locality has its

own slight variation. Where one adult has smooth scales, all

the other adults from that place have the same, and vice versa.

All the Burmese examples have two loreal shields, one behind
the other. Most of the Siamese individuals have three, the
anterior one being divided horizontally. The pra?frontal shields

may be in contact, or separated, or have a small shield interposed
between them, ii respective of locality.

The following table shows the variation in the specimens I
have examined :

—

BURMA. SIAM.

Localitj'. Scales. Locality. Scales.

Mergui 32-34 S. of Utaradit. 32-36
Tenasserim 36-40 Doi Nga Chang, 36-38

N. Siam.
Takoo Mts., Central 36-38 Me Wang forest, 32-36

Tenasserim. E". Siam.
Pegu 40
Bia Po, Karin Hills ... 34
Bhamo 32

The allied Boruean T. heccarii (Peters) appears to have a
variation similar to that of T. herdmorei, and T. mocquardi
Boulenger should, in my opinion, be united with it. The speci-

mens in the British Museum show the range in scale-rows to be
from 28-36 round the body ; apart from this I can find no
character upon which they can be separated.

2. Tropidopuohus laotus, sp. n.

Types. Adults 6 and $, authors Nos. 5410 and 5414, col-

lected at Muang Liep, N. of Pak Lai, Upper Mekong, French
Laos, in January 1920. Presented to the British Museum
(Natural History).

Description of the types.—Upper head-shields smooth ; a pair

of fronto-nasals, each one longer than broad : prfefrontals sepa-

rated by a small azygos shield ; frontal as long. as the parietal and
fronto- parietal together; parietals in suture behind the inter-

parietals; 4 supraoculars, 1st largest, 1st and 2nd in contact

with the frontal, 4th entering the supraciliary border ; nostril in a

single shield ; two suj^erposed a,nterior loreals, succeeded by a larger

posterior one ; 6 supralabials, 4th largest and forming subocular

;

5 infralabials, the first longest and in contact with the postmental

and first chin-shield ; temporals small and like the body-scales,

except the superior, which is much larger; a single postmental

succeeded by two pairs of large shields. Tympanum as large as

the eye-opening.
, .
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^ Thirty-three scales round the inidclle of the body in the S ,

34 in the $ , all quite smooth ; ventrals largest, laterals smallest

and directe(l straight backwards ; a pair of enlarged praaauals ; a

series of enlarged scales beneath the tail. The hind-limb reaches

the wrist in the S , and not quite so far in the $ ; subdigital

lainelloB smooth, 18 to 20 beneath tlio 4th toes.

Dark brown above, with ligliter black-edged V-shaped bars

;

sides of body with small white spots ; below whitish, throat and

tail thickly spotted with black.

Variation.—The azygos shield separating the prefrontals varies

in size, and may be absent, when either the prajfrontals are in

contact or the frontal touches the fronto nasal. 32 scales round

the body occurs in nearly half the sei'ies. In one example

(No. 5416) there are only 30 scales. In the young the dorsal

scales are faintly keeled, and the limbs are proportionately longer,

the leg reaching the wrist or the elbow of the adpressed fore-limb.

T. laotus is identical with the smooth-scaled form of T. hercl-

morei except for the divided fronto-nasal. Two examples

(Nos. 5412 and 5425 from Muang Liep and Nong Kai respec-

tively) have the fronto-nasal single as in true herdmorei ; but

with so large a series at hand I prefer to regard them as aberrant

examples of 1\ laotus.

Sixty-eight specimens examined, from Muang Liep, Nong Kai,

Pak Maat, Pak Men, and Hoi King, all localities on the Mekong
river, to the north and south of, and within 80 kilometres of,

Pak Tiai.

Adult males can be recognized from females by the broader

head at the angle of the jaw. Most of the ol<l males also have

the head-shields considerably scratched and scarred, and I gather

fi-oni this that a considerable amount of fighting amongst them-
selves takes place.

Afeasurements of specimens o/T. laotus in mm.
Author's No. ... 5410 5414 6411 5415 5440 5417 5424

TTeiul nnd body 71 71 74 75 75 51 40

Tail 95 105 100 90 105 82 62

Length of liL'iul 18 17 17 17 19 13 ITS
Width of head 12 10 11 11 12 8 C'S

Fore-lhnb 20 19 20 20 21 14 12

Hind-limb 30 27 28 30 31 21 18

Sox , ^ ? ? ? ^ juv. juv.

No. of scales 33 34 34 34 32 32 32

3. TllOPIDOPHORUS ROBINSON!.

Tropidophorus rohinsoni Mlcm. Smith, Journ. N. II. S. Siam,

1919, iii. p. 223.

Besides the large series from the typo-locality there are six

specimens from Tavoy, Tennsserim, in the Indian Museum
(Nos. 12722-12727). They agree with the types in every

respect.
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4. TnoriDOPnoRus assamensis.
'

•

Tropidophortis assamensis Annandale, Rec. Ind. Mus. 1912,
viii. p, 58.

Still known only from the type-specimen, which I have ex-
amined. From 1\ cocincinensis it differs in having the 4th
supralabial largest and below the middle of the eye, in having no
small shields interposed between the loreals and supi'alabials,

and in the strongly mucronate dorsal scales. It has one largo

anterior and one posterior loreal scale. The ventral keeling is

probably an immature character as the specimen is not yet fully

5. TRoriDonioRUS iiainanus, sp. n.

Type. Author's number 0997, collected at Aug Mao, alt. GOO m.,

near the Five Finger mountain, island of Hainan, in January 1923.

Presented to the British Museum (Natural History).

Description of the type.—Upper hciad-shields strongly striated ;

frouto-ujisal single, as long as broad, in contact with the fi-ontal

;

frontal once and two-thirds longer than broad, as long as the

fronto-parietal and interparietal together
;

parietals in contact

behind the interparietal ; 4 supraoculars, the anterior two
touching the frontal, the fourth just entering the supraciliary

border ; 5 supraciliary shields anterior to the fourth supraocular

;

nostril in a single shield ; two anterior and two posterior loreal

shields ; temporals small, with strong striae like the upper head-

shields ; G supralabiaLs, the fourth largest and below the middle

of the eye ; 5 infralabials, the first in contact with the azygos

postmeutal and anterior chin-shield. Tympanum as large as the

eye-opening.

Thirty-two scales round the middle of the body ; dorsals and
laterals strongly keeled, not mucronate, most of the scales in the

median dorsal row with two keels, or where unicarinate smaller

than the others ; laterals smaller than the dorsals, the upper rows

with a feeble obliquity upwards and backwards ; ventrals larger

than the dorsals, quite smooth
;
gulars feebly keeled ; a pair of

enlarged prasanals ; three rows of smooth scales below the tail,

the median row transversely enlarged. The hind-limb reaches

the wrist.

Dark reddish brown above, with indistinct light dark-edged

cross bars, the anterior two V-shaped ; flanks with large whitish

dark-edged blotches ; belly white speckled black ; throat with

white longitudinal streaks.

Variation.—Six specimens examined from the type-locality

(Nos. 6996 to 7001), and one (No. 7002) from the foot of the

Five Finger mountain about 20 miles distant.

The praefrontals are separated in every example; there are

seven supralabials in No. 7002, the 5th being below the middle

of the eye ; one specimen has only 30 scales round the body,

another has 34 ; in some examples only a few scales of the
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median dorsal row are bicarinate ; in two juveniles the ventr:\.l

scales are feebly keeled ; the hind-limb may reach the elbow.

IVo examples are light brown in colour, with the usual

markings.
Although iFtainall is not the mainland of Asia, the fauna of

the island iS s6 diosely related to that of Indo-Ohina, that this

species sholild be included here.

Measurements of specimens in mm.

No.' 6997 7001

Length of head and body 47 49

Tiiil GO 55

Fore-liinb 13 12

Uind-limb 20 18

G. l^RoriDOPnonuB cocincinensis.

l^ropidoph&i'ua oocincineneid Dum. & Bib. 1839, v. p. 556,

pi. Ivii. fig. 1.

Tropidophoj'iis ddcHinohineltsis Bouleng. Oat. Liz. Brit. Mus.

1887, iii. p. 363 (in part).

Thrt types, three in number, two adults and one juvenile, arc

in the Paris MvJseum. M. Angel has kindly examined them for

ine, and hns giveti m6 the following particulars.

They have 30 and 32 scales round the body, the laterals a little

smaller than the Others. Dorsal, lateral, ventral, and gular scales

keeled in the yoUng example, the ventral and gular smooth in the

adults. Two large prajanal plates. Tail longer than the head

and body. Oaildal scales strongly keeled except for the three

median lower rows. The fifth supralabial is ]a,rgest and below

the middle of the eye, and there are small scales interposed

between the supralivbials and the loreals.

Tiie exact type-loCillity of 2'. cocincinensis is unknown ; it is

said to have come from Oochin-China, but in view of the known
range of 7\ microlepis it seems probable that it came from

farther north.

7. TtiOPiDOPlionus siNious.

IVopidophorus sinicus lioettger, Zool. Anz. 1886, p. 519

;

Bouleng. Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus. 1887, iii. p. 302 ; A. Mell, Archiv
fur Naturgesch. 1922, 10 Heft, p. 114.

The type-locality is near Canton, and it has also been found in

tlie Man Son Mts., Tonkin.
I recently obtained two half-grown specimens on the PcmIv in

Hongkong. They have 30 scales each round the niiddio of the
body, the laterals and dorsals strongly keeled and feebly niuero-

nate, the ventrals feebly keeled ; loreals 1 + 1 ; 5 infra-labials,

the lirst long and in contact with the divided post-mental and
first chin-shiold. Belly in life salmon-pink.
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8. TnoriDoruoRUS thai.

Tropidophorus thai Mlcm, Smith, Journ. N. II. S. Siam, 1919,
iii. p. 226.

Habitat. N. Siam. Still known only from the original spe-

cimens.

9. TnopiDOPnoRus mickolepis.

Tropidophorns inicrolepis Giinther, P. Z. S. 18G1, p. 188; id.

Kept. Brit. Ind. 18()4, p. 70, pi. x. fig. A.
Tropidoplwrns cochinchinensis (in part) Bouleng. Cat. Liz. ]?rit.

Mus. 1887, iii. p. 363 ; Mlcm. Smith, Journ. N. H. S. Siam. 1919,
iii. p. 227.

As already stated, the prteanal shields appear to be constant in

number as regards each species, and in 19 examples of T. micro-

lepis from the type-locality I find 3 prseanal shields in every
instance. Another specimen from Dran, on the Langbian
plateau, S. Annam, has also 3 prasanal shields, and agrees in all

other respects with the topotypes.

With so important a character to guide one it is justifiable to

maintain Giinther's species, and to keep it distinct from cocinci-

nensis, the three type-specimens of which have only two prseanal

shields each.

In 1\ microlepis the dorsal and lateral scales are all strongly

keeled and spinously produced, all of the lateral rows, except the

lowest, being obliquely directed. The first lower labial is very

small, .illowing the second labial to make broad contact with the

post-mental.
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Inthoduction.

The following paper deals with the preliminary work done m
the course of an investigation on the life-hibtory, possible means

of control, etc., of Chlorops tceniopus, the gout-fly of barley.

The investigation was commenced in October 1921 under the

direction of Dr. A. D. Imms. At the beginning of the work a

search was made through the literature of the subject to find

a recognisable description of the larva of Chlorops, but no such

description could be found. Gout-riy is usually easily recog-

nisable by the type of damage which it causes to the barley (or

other host-plant). This, however, is not always the case and ono

has, fairly frequently, to depend on the morphology of the larva

itself for certain diagnosis of the cause of damage to the host-

plant. A description of the morphology of the larva seems there-

fore to be desirable, as relatively little is known concerning the

morphology of Acalyptrate larviB... The. internal anatomy of the

larva of Chlorops is also dealt with in this paper.

During the winter 1921-22 an extended series of examinations

of various grasses was made primarily in order to discover the

winter hosts of the gout-fly. During this grass examination

several other Acalyptrates besides Chlorops were bred out, and the

larval forms of two of them are described briefly at the end of

this paper. Although these larvte normally pupate within their

host they will, if removed towards, the end of their larval period

when they have finished feeding, pupate and complete their

emergence if placed on iiioist filter-paper in glass tubes. In this

way one can be quite certain..which jaxva is bemg bred out.

For the iiwestigation of the internal anatomy of the larva of

Chlorops both dissections and serial section.s were made. A certain

an)ount of the internal anatomy of the larva can bo made

out in a living larva in a drop of salt solution, a method useful

in checking lesults obtained by other means.

I wish to express my indebtedness to Dr. A. D. Imms for

help and advice in all . branches of this investigation. To
Dr. W. E. Brenchley I am indebted for her kindness in

identifying all grasses examined during the difficult winter

period when only the vegetative characters were available.

For the identification of the imagines bred out I have to thank

Mr. J. E. Collin.

CULOIIOPS TiENlOPUS Meig.

A. Externcd Anatomy of Larva.

The following description applies to the third instar larva of

either the winter or summer generation ; the points in which the

first and second instars difler anatomically from the third will be

indicated later.

The ful]-i>rown larva (text-fig. 1) is approjfimately cylindrical,

about 6'3nuii. long and 1*2 mm. in diameter in the posterior
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region of the third thoracic segment. At the latter region tlie

diameter tapers oft" rather rapid!}'' .'Ulteriorly to the minute head

and ver}"^ slightly and gradually posteriorly to the rounded anal

segment. The larva is apodous and of the usual Muscid type

;

I consider that it consists of a head, three thoracic and nine

. . Text-figure 1.

p.sp.

G. tfEiiiojJus. Liitenil view of iiiatuve larva.

abdominal segments. The larva is amphipneustic, the posterior

spiracles being at the apices of two very small papillie carried

postero-dorsally by the last abdominal segment. The anterior

spiracles lie one on each side, projecting from the first body-segment

near its posterior border, slightly dorsal to the mid-lateral line.

The Head (text-fig. 2). .

In 1904 Henneguy proposed the term " pseudo-cephalon " for

the anterior segment of Muscid larvte, and Hewitt (1914) follows

him in this nomencla.ture. Becker (1910), however, has shown
that the head of a Muscid larva is homologous with the head of

such a eucephalous type as the larva of Simulkcm, and there is

therefore no valid objection to the use of the term " iiead " iu

describing Muscid larvfe.

The head is a small rounded body capable of almost complete

retraction within the fiivst borly-segment. Ventrall}^ it bears

several paired sense organs and also the mouth-opening tlirough

which project the a.pices of the mouth hooks; its surface is quite

smooth, with none of the chitinous ridges so commonly found on

the ventral surface of the head of cyclorrhaphous larvaD.'

The most prominent cephalic sense oi'gans are tho maxillary

palps (m.p.), each of which consists of a small rounded group of

sense papillas suriounded by a dark brown chitinous ring. Each
sense papilla appears in surface view as a small shining ring with

a dark central region which is apparently a shallow depression at

the apex of the papilla. The two maxillary palps lie close to the

anterior border of the mOuth with their median borders almost

touching. From between- the tw^o maxillary palps a median
depression runs forwards along the ventral surface of the head

dividing it into .symmetrical halves; unless tho head is almost

completely exserted very, little of this groove can be seen.

Close to the a,ntGro-latei'al borders of the mouth thei'e is on

each side a jore-o?'aZ sense organ (p.o.). In the majority of

(?yclorrha])hous la,rvae this organ lies anterior to the mouth
between the latter and the maxillary palps.; its lateral position
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'n\ Chlorops is probably due to the xinnsually large size oftlie
maxillary palps and their close approximation to the anterior

edge of the moi.th-opening. Each pre-oral sense organ is a
slightly raised papilla bearing several small rounded bodies similar

to those on the maxillary palps. 'According to Keilin (9) tlie pre-

oral sense organ is innervated by a bi'anch of the nerve which
supplies the maxillary palps, of which, according to him, it is

probably a ])art.

The po.-vition of the antennce (a.) is peculiar in being nob
anterior, but lateral, on a level with the anterior border of the
month and actually, tlierefore, posterior to the iriaxillary palps.

Each is two-jointed, tlie basal joint being little more than a, small

l)a[)i]la with a llattencd apex. The second joint, which lits into

the apex of the lirst, is a cylindrical body of firm yellow^ chitin

Text-figure 2.

C

0-2 mm.

C. tceuiopiis. Voiitn.l viuw of larval head.

A. Thoracic sense-organ and neiglibonring chitiiious ilenticles.

]}. Abdominal cliitinous denticles.

with a rounded apex. Internally, at about one-third of its height,
the second joint is produced into a circular ledge whose inner
edge is bent at right angles towards the base of the antenna.
"Keilin (9) describes, in connection with the antenna of Polhnia
r«(Zis Fabr., a "petit batonnet cliitineux," one end of which is
attached to the outside of the base of the si-cond joint of the
antenna while its other end is in connection with a " bulbe
nerveux." In a later paper (10) he describes a similar organ in
the larval antenna of Graphomyia maculcUa Scop, with the
difterence, however, that it arises from the inside of the second
antennal joint, and he seems to imply that such an appenda<»e to
the antenna is universal in Oyclorrliaphous larvie. I have tailed
to find this appendage in the larva of Chlorops or any other
Acalyptrate larva, and although the number of species examined
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does not at present justify any generalization, it is. perhaps
possible that the absence of this n,ppenclnge may be a reliable

distinguishing character of Acalyptrate larva\

At the posterior border of the mouth is a small lightly

chitinized plate (I.) bearing two small rounded sense organs {l.p')

close to the median line and near the posterior end of the plate.

I tliink there can be no doubt that these sensory organs are the
labial palps said by Keilin (9) to be present in all cyclorrhaphous
iarvre which he has examined, though these are in many cases,

notably in certain carnivorous Anthomyid larva) (10), much more
prominent structures than they are in Chlorops. If this ter-

minology is correct the chitinized plate must be considered as a
Labium—the presence of which as a distinct sclerite in a cyclor-

rhaphous larva is of considerable interest.

There are several small sense organs on the surface of the lead,

and their position is shown in text-fig. 2 (c.s.o.). Each is slightly

raised above the surface of the head and consists of a minute
rounded pit with an encircling chitinous rim.

Body-Segments.

There are twelve body-segments, three thoracic and nine
abdominal, the first thoracic and the last abdominal bearing
respectively the anterior and posterior spiracles. It is usual in
describing Cyclorrhaphous larvse to distinguish a segment,
" Newport's Segment," between the head and the first body-
segment, which " is usually invaginated within the first thoracic
segment, so that it cannot be seen except when the larva is

forcibly extended" (Lowne, p. 34). Lowne (p. 748) failed to find

this segment represented in the embryo, and I am unable to find

any morphological reason for considering it as other than the
invaginable anterior end of the first thoracic segment.
The lines of junction of the body-segments are marked by

bands of minute chitinous denticles which completely encircle the
body. The bands are not continuous but are formed of short
separate series of denticles. The thoracic teeth are long and
narrow, pointed posterioi-ly, and attached by their broad base
anteriorly. Very rarely their apices are bifurcated (text-fig. 2 A).
The abdominal teeth (text-fig. 2 B) are considerably smaller and
approximately semicircular in shape with the flat side attached
anteriorly and the rounded apex projecting backwards.
The dorsal surface of the first thoracic segment is completely

covered by the rows of chitinous teeth. Ventrally it has a broad
anterior band and a narrow posterior band leaving a narrow
tmnsverse area between the two which is free from teeth. The
second thoracic segment is very similar to the first in the arrange-
ment of the chitinous teeth. The third thoracic segment has a
broad band round its anterior border only.

Keilin (9) drew attention to the presence on the thoracic
Segments of the great majority of Cyclorrhaphous larvte, of two
types of sense organs, both of which occur in the larva of
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Chloropa. Near the anterior venti-al border of each thoi-acic

segment is a transverse series of about six small rounded sense

organs (t.s.o.). Tiieso are similar to, but rather larger than,

those occurring on the ventral surface of the head, from which

tliey also appear to differ in being sunk in extremely shallow pits,

instead of being slightly raised above the surface. These sense

organs have not been found on the dorsal surface of the body.

Each thoi-acic segment also bears two little sense oigans at about

the middle of the ventral surface, one on each side of the median

line (text-fig. 2, v.l.). Each consists of three tiny papillaa situated

very close together and each bearing a minute stiff bristle.

Keilin (9) has established the fact tliat the peduncles of the

ima<'inal leg rudiments are attached to the hypoderm immediately

below these organs which he regards as vestigial legs. I have

been able to verify this relationship in the eucephalous larva of

Forcipomyia piceus Winn, where there is no peduncle to the

imaoinal discs, but I have failed to do so in Ghlorops, where the

peduncles are extremely long and fine.

Each of the abdominal segments, except the ninth, hns a

broad band of chitinous teeth round its anterior border. What
I regard as the ninth abdominal segment is considerably smaller

than any of the others. Ventrally it bears a longitudinal slit,

the anus, bordered on each side by a slightly raised rounded lip
;

postero-dorsally it bears the two posterior stigmatic papillae.

When the larva is fully extended the division between the eighth

and ninth abdominal segments is indistinguishable; the ninth

segment is, however, capable of being partially withdrawn within

the eighth and should, I think, be regarded as a separate segment.

This conclusion is strengthened by a consideration of the distri-

bution of the abdominal sense organs in the larva of Meromyza

nignventris Mcq,, which will be dealt with liter. No abdominal

souse organs were found in the larva of Ghlorops.

Tiie form of the spiracles is described later in connection with

the tracheal system.

B. Internal Anatomy of Larva.

The Cephalo-Pharyngeal Skeleton (text-figs, 3, 4 & 5, A-E)

consists of two mouth hooks, an intermediate sderite (i.s.) which

bears anteriorly an articular surface for each mouth hook, and a

large pharyngeal sderite (p.s.). The two latter sclerites are

fused, bub the line of junction is clearly visiole owing to the

heavier cliitinization of the intermediate sclerite. For the sake

of convenience the mouth hooks are, throughout this paper,

referred to as " mandibles," though it inust be understood that

no attempt is thereby made to homologize them with the man-

dibles of Orthorrhaphous larvae. According to Weismann's

embryological work (16) they are entirely new structures. JJolm-

gren (5) considers them to be homologous with the mandibles

of Orthorrhaphous larvJB but brings forward no embryological
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support for liis tlieoiy, and his comparisons of certriin larval
types by whicli he ntteinpts to establish his view are adversely
criticised by Becker (1),

Each mandible (w.) is a stout, lioavily chitinized liook with a
pointed claw-shaped anterior end and two posterior processes,
a smaller heavily chitiiiized dorsal one with a rounded posterior
surface Avhich articulates with the corresponding articular surface
of the intermediate sclerite, and a larger ventral one flattened
from side to side, into Avhich are inserted the depressor muscles

Text-ficfure 3.

•l,'S!CESjl-!3n'

jrjC0ii^r;

0-£ mm. '

C. taniopus. Dorso-Iateral view of coplialo-plinrj'iigcal sclerites,

of the mandible. At the point of junction of the claw and the
anterior end of the ventral process there is a small, less heavily

chitinized, but sharply pointed, accessory tooth. The dorsal

process is broad from side to side and somewhat flattened dorso-

ventrally. It is held in close apposition to the articular surface

of the intermediate sclerite by the tension of the depressor and
levator mandibular muscles, and when these are cut, or even when
the larva is killed, the mandibles very easily come apart from the

^

.

Text-figure 4.

Lateral view of ccplialo-pliaryngeal sclerites.

intermediate sclerite. The two mandibles are fused togethei'^

medianly over a small area but their articular surfaces .are

separate.

The i-elations of the intermediate and pharyngeal sclerites can

best be understood by a reference to text-figs. 3 & 4 and text-

fig. 5, A-E, which represents a series of transverse sections

through the sclerites at the points marked by arrows on text-

fig. 3. As mentioned above, the intermediate and pharjmgeal

sclerites are fused. The form of the whole compound sclerite is-

Proc. Zooii. Soc—1923, No. LII. 52
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that of a trough wifcli a double ventral wall, the space between

the two ventral walls being the cavity of the pharynx. The

trough is surrounded by liypoderuiis and the cavity of the trough,

4>,bove the pharynx, is also lined by hypodermis, the two layers

being continuous round the posterior end of the trough. (This

hypodermis is only shown in text-fig. 5, I) & E.) The dorsal

edges of the trough are joined together by a sheet of hypodermis

(wliich is really double though its double nature is never very

distinctly visible in sections) which appears to secrete a thin

layer of cnitin in places. I consider that this double layer of

Text-figure 5.

'JVausver«o sections through the points marked A-E in text-fig. 3.

-Chitin shown bhick or dotted according to the density of the chitin. Hypoderm

and dorsal membrane cross-hatched. The complete hypoderm is shown only

in text-fig. 5 E. It is partially shown in 51); not at all in the other

figures.

hypodermis is homologous with the hypodermal fold in the larva

of Chirononiits, which is derived from the dorsal region of junction

of head and neck and extends backwards into the thorax and

from which arise the cephalic imaginal discs (14). In Chlorops

the cephalic imaginal discs arise from the posterior end of this

double hypodermal sheet. In the region i-epresented by text-

fig. 5, A tfe B, the dorsal membrane is present, but I am very

doubtful as to its nature, as I failed to find any hypoderm in con-

nection with it. It may possibly be chitinous, which is certainly
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its n.ppearauce, and may be the result of the complete transfor-

mation of the original hypoderm into chitin. Further back

(text-fig. 5C) the dorsal membrane consists only of hypoderm

In text-fig. 5.1) hypoderm is present (not shown in the figure)

and secretes a thin layer of chitin. In text-fig. 5 E, only hypo-

derm is present.

The dilator muscles of the pharnyx (d.m.) arise from the upper

parts of tlie walls of the trough and are inserted into the dorsal

wall of the pharynx, which they raise by their contraction, thus

enlarging the capacity of the pharynx and sucking up food

through the mouth. In the extreme anterior region (text-

fig. 5 A) there are no dilator muscles, their space being occupied

by a blood-sinus. The posterior end of the pharyngeal sclerite

shows two hiteral incisions extending far forwanls and dividing

it into three arms, a ventral one containing the pharyngeal cavity

and two solid dorsal ones. Owing to their depth the dorsal arms

appear, when viewed dorsally, to bo more heavily chitinized than

the ventral one ; that this is not so is shown in text-fig. 5 E.

The hypoderm surrounding the ventral arm is directly continuous

posteriorly with the epithelium of the oesophagus.

The appearance shown in text-fig. 3 of a hole through the

posterior region of the intermediate sclerite is due to the thin

ventral walls of the trough at this point (text-fig. 5 0), and the

light chitinization of the lower of the two. It is in this region

that the salivary duct opens into the pharynx.

The Tracheal System (text-figs. 6 to 10) is of the usual Muscid

type, the larva being amphipneustic.

The Anterior ^'piracies (text-fig. C) are of the usual radiating

type. The anterior end of the main tracheal trunk expands

sli"-htly, forming a small bulbous region (&.), the wall of which is

sti-engthened by a ridge (r.) formed apparently as a liollow out-

puslii'iig of tlie wall, which goes round the bulb, forming

alternately anterior and posterior loops. Anterior to the bulb is

the short Stigmatic Trunk or Felted Chamber (/.c), the Filz-

kammer of I)e Meijere (6). This is of somewhat greater diameter

than the bulb, and sections show that its lumen is broken up by

numerous fine chitinous hairs and ridges arising from its walls.

The distal end of the felted chamber expands slightly and,

bending upwards at right angles to its proximal portion, projects

from the surface of the body in the dorso-lateral region of the

first body-segment near its posterior border. The expanded part

of the felted chamber which is antero posteriorly flattened bears

a number of radiating arms. Stigmata bearing 6, 8, 9, and 11

arms have been found, 8 being the usual number. In all cases

examined, the two .-interior stigmata of a single Inrva had the

same number of arms. Each arm bears on its posterior face near

its apex a minute longitudinal slit (s.). The lateral edges of the

slit are curved so that the slit is narrowest in the middle, wideng

out slightly at its proximal end and considerably at its distal end.

The proximal end of the slit is produced upwards into a minute
52*
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triangular flap, and its distal end is produced downwards into

a sinular but more prominent ihip, the two flaps largely fdling

up the widened ends of the slit. The whoh? felted chatnber

with its branches is enclosed in a delicate, chitinons sbeathing-

membrane(s.')?i.). This membi'ano appears to be absent from the

extreme apices of the branches and does not, presumably, cover

over the openings. These two points could not, however, be

settled definitely.

The Posterior S2nrades (text-figs. 7 tt 8) are situated at the-

apices of two very small stigmatic papillae carried postero-dorsally

by the last body-segment. Each pnpilla benrs at its apex a

rounded stigmatic plate (s.p.) in which are the three stigmatie

openings. Tlie postei-ior stigmata are of the same general type

as the interior ones. A bulb, which is, however, of no greater

Text-ii"'ure 6.

I'ostevior view of anteviov spiracle.

diameter than the tracheal trunk, is interposed between the felted

chambor and the tracheal trunk. Its w'all is strengthened by twa

sinuous rid"es which may be se{)arate from each other, or the

proximal one may be incomplete with its ends fused with the

distal ridge as shown in text-lig. 7. I have not as yet seen a,

case where the distal ridge was incomplete. The felted chamber

is relatively narrow and long, with its walls produced internally

into delicate ridges and hairs; distally it divides into three very

short branches (not, however, all in one plane as are those of the

anterior stigmata), each of which opens on the stigmatic plate

by one of the openings mentioned above. In an apical view of

the stigmatic plate (text-fig. 8) a central dark area is seen caused

by lookii\g through the plate into the conical space betAveen the
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three slioit arms of the felted chamber. In neither anterior nor

posterior stigmata have I been able to distinguish any Stigmatic

Scar, According to ])e Moijere, tho visibility of this structure

varies greatly in dilFerent s[)ecies. It is, however, probably

present in all third instar Cyclorrhaphous larvte.

On each side of tlie body there is a dorso-lateral main tracheal

trunk uniting the anterior and postei'ior stigmata of its side

(text-fig. 9, l.t.). Uniting the two dorsal trunks are a series of

ten dorsal commissures, the second of which is rather strongly

looped forwards, the remainder being practicn.llj'- transverse. The

iirst and tenth commissures, particularly the latter, are thicker

than tlie intervening ones; the first gives off fI'om each end an

anteriorly dii-e(;fced branch which goes to the pharyngeal mass
;

Text-figure 7.

Dorsiil view of po'sterior spiracle. (The stigmatic plate is seen b}'

transparence.)

the reiBainder are quite devoid of branches. The middle point

of each commissure shows a small rounded thickening which

sections show to be attached to the dorsal body-wall by a slender

suspensory ligament. The distribution of the dorsal commissures

is as follows :—No. 1, anterior region of body-segment 3. No. 2

middle of segment 3, but looping strongly forwards. No, 3,

anterior region of segment 4 (i. e. Hrst abdominal). No. 4 arises

at about the junction of segments 4 and 5, and nos. 5-10 arise

similarly at the points of junction of the other body-segments.

There is no transverse commissure at the point of junction of

segments 11 and 12.

Each dorso-lateral trunk gives off eleven lateral trunks, the

anterior three of Avhich are small and are mainly disti'ibuted to
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the pliaiyngeal mass and its associated muscles, forming in tlii»

region n complicated plexus. The remaining eiglit latent 1 trunks

pass down the lateral body-wall and bifurcate into anterior and

posterior branches, by the joining up of which branches (text-

fig. 9) a continuous but undulating ventro-lateral trunk is formed,

from which branches are given ofl' to the ventral body-wall

and a few small ones to the lateral body-wall. The ventral body-

wall branches of one side do not appear to anastomose with those-

of the other side.

Text-figure 8.

0-03 mm.

Apicnl view of posterior spiracle.

Each of the eight posterior lateral trunks except the second

and the l:>st gives oil" two large l.iranclios, an anteriorly distributed

and a posteriorly distributed ; the latter may arise from the

anterior side of the trunk ; the second and last lateral trunks

have no anterior branch, and the last has three posterior branches.

Tiie anterior branches of the lateral trunks are deep lying; they

Text-ficure 1).

])orso-l.iteral view of larva to sliow tracheal system.

supply the viscera and then run forwards, appi'oaching the median
ventral line, and supply a large ventral tracheal plexus in the

region of the ganglionic complex. The posterior branches divide

into two parts, one supplying the lateral body- wall, the other

passing dorsaliy superficial to the dorso-lateral trunk to supply

the dorsal body-wall. Tlte traclieation of the dorsal bodi/-wall is

supjylied exclasivpjy by branches from the latercd trunks, the dorsal

commissures supph/iny no brandies (text-iig. 10 A).

The first thi-ee (small) antei'ior tracheal trunks are joined to

the corresponding trunks of the opposite side by three very
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delicate ventral commissures which do not unite the trunks them-

selves but corresponding branches. No other ventral commissures

could be discovered. The second tracheal trunk on each side

gives ott' a backvvardly-directed branch; these two branches con-

verge to the dorsal surface of the brain, where they are joined by

a short trnnsvere commissure. From here they continue back-

wards, one on each side of the dorsal lobes, and pass downwards

one on each side of the (Esophagus, probably ending in the ventral

tracheal plexus.

Text-fio;ure 10.

0-5mm.

Dorsal commissures and tlieir tracheal brandies in A. Chlorojp.i tceniopus,

13. Balioptera combinata, and C. Merotnyza nigriveniris.

All the lateral trnnks except the first two bear a small

appendage (v.t.) appearing as a very short tracheal branch. An
attempt to investigate tlie nature of these by means of sections-

Avas not completely successful, but indicated that they were

solid strands directed towards the lateral body-wall and in all

probability attached to the latter. They are probably vestigial

stigmatic trunks such as have been recorded by Imms (8) in the

larva of Anopheles, and by Carpenter and Pollard (2) in the larva

oi IIy])oderma.

Perisiigmatic Qlands.

Lying at the base of each posterior stigmatic papilla just ventral

to the tracheal trunk and close to the hypoderm, is a gioup of two

or three somewhat flask-shaped cells. A duct leaves each cell, and

the three ducts join forn)ing a common duct which passes back-

wards towards the stigmatic plate, upon which it probably opens^
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though it couhl not be traced to any opening. Tlie gland cells

are probably modilied hypodoi-m colls. Keilin has described the

peristigmatic glands in several Oyclorrhaphous larva3.

The anterior stigniatic trunks are surrounded as they traverse

the hypoderni by modilied hypoderm cells which are probably of

the nature of poristiginatic glands, although they are not nearly

such prominent structures as the posterior peristigmatic glands

and are apparently unprovided with ducts,

IVie Albnentary Canal and its appendages.

The structure of the pharynx has been described in connection

with the pharyngeal sclerites. The hypoderm surrounding the

ventral posterior arm of the pharyngeal sclerite is dii'octly con-

tinuous posteriorly with the epithelium of the oesophagus, which

is a straight, narrow tube with a very small lumen. In the first

abdominal segment it traverses the ganglionic mass, slightly jios-

terior to which it enters the cardiac valve (proventricid us). This

is of the type commonly found in Dipterous larvie. It is a peai-

shaped body, its broad anterior end being continuous with the

cesophagus, its narrow posterior end Avith the cardiac division of

the midgut. Tne structiu'e of the proventricnlus is essentially

similar to the house-fly larva (see Hewitt, p. 1^7) and will not

therefore be described. Tiie cardiac ring of iniaginal cells occupies

the same position as it does in the larva of the house-fly and other

Dipterous larva;.

The proventrlculus lies in the anterior region of segment 5

{2nd abdominal). From here the midgut runs backwards to the

anterior region of segment 10 ; turns dorsally and runs forwards

to the posterior region of segment 4 ; backwards to segment 6,

where its diameter decreases considerably ; forwards to the pos-

terior region of segment 5 ; backwards, its diameter increasing

somewhat, to the middle of segment 10 ; forwards as a wide, thin-

walled tube with a very poorly developed epithelium to the

posterior region of .segment 7, where it passes into the hindgut.

This last section of the gut is liable to become enormously

distended, when its epithelium becomes extraordinarily thin and

ill defined ; its contents are usually of a dark brown colour.

No attempt has yet been made to work out the detailed

histology of the different regions of the midgut. As mentioned

above, its last section was, in all examples studied, considerably

distended ; other regions of the midgut are also liable to dis-

tension, particularly the regions of the bends, and the appearance

of sections of the gut-wall varies veiy greatly according to the

degree of distension, great distension being frequently acconi[)a.nied

by partial degeneration of the epithelium of the aii'ected region.

The possession of a striated border is a constant characteristic of

the cells of all regions of the midgut epithelium, and this border

can usually be made out by careful examination even where the

;gut is very greatly distended. There is no peritrophic membrane
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in the midgut. From its point of junction with the midgut, the

liindgut passes fouwavds for a sliorfc distance near to the dorsal

body- wall iind thou turns backwards and runs mr n practically

straight tube to the anus. At its commencement the hindgut

is slightly swollen and bulbous; on this follows the narrow

finteriorly-directed region. The posteriorly-directed region is

dilated initil a short distiuice in front of the anus, where it again

becomes a n.-viio'v tube. The whole of the hindgut is lined with

a well-marked ohibinous intima, which is thrown into numerous

longitudinal folds, some of which are very pron)inent. Thei-e

is a well-delined ring of imaginal cells at the junction of the mid-

gut and hindgut.

Salivary Glands.

The salivary glands are two simple tubular bodies with a con-

tinuous central intercellular lumen. The glandular portion (as

distinct from the duct) begins at the level of the proventriculus

iind passes baclvwards to about the posterior limitof the ninth body-

segment, the glands lying one on either side of the gut. In about

the sixtli or soventli body-segment each gland turns dorsally,

then forwards for a short distance, then again dorsally, and then

backwards and ventrally to its termination near the ventral body-

wall. Tliese bends are always present, but their position is not

absolutely constant. In transverse section the gland is circular,

with a central star-shaped lunien surrounded by four to six gland

cells. At the anterior end of each gland there is a narrow ring

of small imaginal cells surrounding a small central lumen which

is continuous posteriorly with the lumen of the gland and an-

teriorly with that of the salivary duct.

The duct is a narrow tube lined by a chitinous intima, its

walls being formed of flattened cells, of which three are usually

seen in any transverse section except anteriorly, where there are

only two. Each duct runs forwards, becoming very closely applied

to the ganglionic mass, and lying in the groove dividing the sub-

<esophageal from the supraoesophageal ganglion. Anterior to the

ganglionic mass the two ducts lie ventro-lateral to the cesophagus

and directly ventral to the lateral edges of the antennal imaginal

discs. As they pass forwar<l.s they approach the median line

finally joining, slightly posterior to the pharyngeal mass, to form

a single median duct which opens through the ventral wall of the

pharynx at the point marked X in text-fig. 3. The duct narrows

<;onsiderably just before entering the pharynx.

Malpighian Tubes.

There are two pairs of malpighian tubes, an anterior and a

posterior. The anterior pair unite to form a short common tube

whicli narrows considerably as it passes mesially to open into the

left side of the gut at the point of junction of midgut and hind-

gut. The posterior pair of tubes forms a similar short common
tube opening in a cori-esponding position on the right side of the
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gut. From their point of junction the posterior tubes pass bade-

wards in the dorsal region of the body, having a somewhat wavy
course but no convolutions or sharp bends. The anterior tubes

are almost twice the length of the posterior ones ; from their

point of junction they pass forwards in the dorsal region of the

body to about the level of the proventriculus. They then turn,

abruptly posteriorly. The distal limb of each tube lies lateral to-

the proximal one, and has a somewhat greatel' diameter. The
distal limbs extend backwards to a point slightly posterior to the

point of origin of the malpighian tubes from the gut.

The proximal limbs of the anterior tubes are transparent and'

appear dark by reflected light ; their lumen is very narrow.

The distal limbs are opaque, glistening white by reflected light>

and have a relatively wide lumen which contains a frothy mass.

At present no more precise details can be given concerning this

diflerence in structure, and presumably function, of the two-

regions of the antei'ior malpighian tubes, but it is hoped shortly

to investigate the matter more fully. All that can be said at

present is that the frothy mass in the distal limbs of the anterior

tubes does not appear to consist of CaCOn which does occur in the

malpighian tubes of certain Cyclorrhaphous larva; (11). The
posterior tubes resemble in structure the proximal limb." of the

anterior tubes. The lumen of the malpighian tubes is in all places-

intracellular.

Central Nervotis System— Cephalic Imaginal Discs and
related jjarts (text-fig. 11).

The cerebral ganglia are rounded lobes lying i]i the first ab-.

dominal segment. They are separated from each other by a

longitiidinal doi-sal fissure, except in their antero- ventral regicms,

where they are united by a short, and moderately thick, trans-

verse commissure. Each is united by a, broad a!Soi)hageal

commissure to the ganglionic mass lying below tiie (esophagus..

This ganglionic mass (called hereafter the subcesophageal ganglion)

is a more or less cone-shaped body ; it lies mainly in the first

abdominal segment, but its posterior end extends a short distance

into tlie second abdominal segment. It represents the fusion

of the subujsophageal, thoracic, and abdominal ganglia of less

specialised insects.

The a'sophagus passes backwards from the pharynx along the

dorsal surface of the subQ3Rophageal ganglion, l^or pait of its

comse it lies at the base of the fissure separating the dorsal lobes

of the brain, and the transverse commissure {t.c.) uniting the

two lobes lies innnediately dorsal to it. The dorsal vessel (d.v.)

dips down from the dorsal body- wall and jiassos through the

dorsal region of the fissure separating the dorsal lobes of the

brain. Between the posterior ends of the dorsal lobes it is

suTTOunded liy Weismann's Ring (w.r.).i\n oblique cellular collar,

of which the dorsal part is anteiior, the ventral part posterior.

The ring is relatively thick at the .sides but less so dorsally, where
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is pioiluced laterally on each side into a fairly .stout suspensory

process (s.pr.) whose otlier end is attached to the surface of the

dorsal lobe of its side. These suspensory processes do not appear

to contain any nervous elements. The dorsal and lateral regions

of the ring are formed of fairly large cells, each with a single

large nucleus containing a hig, densely-stiiining nucleolus and a

few scattered chromatin granules. The ventral and posterior part

of the ring is composed of very small cells wdiich have exactly the

appearance of the cortical ganglionic cells. This region is un-

doubtedly a ganglion ; it becomes more prominent in mature

larvaB, in which it is marked off from the lateral regions of the

ring by a deep fissure on each side. A strand of tissue

(presiunably nervous) (p.n.) leaves this ganglion and passes back-

wards and downwards to the dorsal surface of the proventriculus-

where it forms a small ganglion (p.g.). Another strand (m.n.)

goes forward and downward from the ganglion and passes under

the transverse commissure uniting the dorsal lobes of the brain,

in front of which it breal<s up into four nerves which pass

forwa.rds to supply the avsophagus and pharyngeal mass. In the

l)low-11y larva, according to Lowne (13), the corresponding nerve

swells out to form a, small median ganglion just posterior to

the transverse commissure, and from this ganglion nerves pass

forward along the oesophagus, round which they form a plexus.

The median ganglion could tiot be distinguished in Chlorops.

From the posterior region of the transverse commissure a stout

vertical strand of a fibrous nature (I'.s.) passes upwards to be

inserted into the ventral wall of the dorsal vesssel. There is no

ganglion at its point of junction with the dorsal vessel and it

gives oft' no nerves; it is probably, therefore, pui-ely suspensory in

"function. The dorsal vessel passes forwards and, slightly anterior

to the transverse commissure, it fuses with the posterior region

of the cephalo-pharyngeal band in the manner described below.

The dorsal cornua of the pharyngeal sclerite aie each sun-ounded

by hyporlerm, the hypodermal sheaths being united by a narrow

arched band of hypoderm, which is continuous anteriorly with

the hypodermal sheet which unites the dorsal margins of the

pharyngeal sclerite and which, as mentioned in the description of

the pharyngeal skeleton, is really a double sheet. The hypo-

dermal sheaths of the dorsal cornua are continued posteriorly

beyond the termination of the pharyngeal sclerite as hollow tubes

of" hypoderm (?'..s.j9.) united by the arched dorsal hypodermal

plate {c.p.h.). The hollow tubes are the peduncles of the cephalic

imaginal sacs and the arched plate is the cephalo-pharyngeal

band. The relationships of the parts ai-e most easily made out in

fairly young third instar larva? : in mature larva; the enormous

growth of the cephalic imaginal discs makes the interpretation of

sections somewhat more difRcult. In such a young larva the

peduncles of the sacs decrease rapidly in diameter as they pass

backwards and their cavity becomes practically obliterated. In

the third thoracic segment they increase in size to form the
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ceplialic imaginul sacs wliich contain the inifigiiial discs anil a

well-marked though narrow cavit3\ The cephalo-pharyngeal

hand extends oiitwiirds under the median region of their \ entral

surface, and its lateral margins are then produced downwards to

form a lateral flap {l.f.) on each side. Slightly more posteriorly

the imaginal sacs separate completely from the ceplialo-pluuyngeal

band, tlieir posterior ends being attacheil to the dorsal lobes of

tlie brain by nervous tracts.

The lateral flaps are not deep anteriorly, but as they pass pos-

teriorly their depth increases so that they hang down close .ngainst

the sides of the oesophagus, their ventral edges lying slightly

below the level of the ventral surface of the a\sophagus, and
being attached to two small longitudinal trache;e uhicli will be

mentioned later. There is thus a well-defined sinus whose floor

is formed by the cc.sophagus, and whose roof and sides are formed
by the ceplialo-pharyngeal band and its lateral ilaps respective!)'.

At about the anterior limit of the brain the dorsal vessel jiasses

into this supracesophageal sinus, its dorsal and lateral walls fusing

with the cephalo-pharyngeal band. Tlie vessel ends by opening

into the sinus at the point marked Y in text-fig. 11. Slightly

posterior to the opening of the ve.ssel into the sinus the dorsal

regions of the lateral flaps approach one another below the vessel

and fuse, forming a vertical median plate (m.pl.). The vertical

plate is short in the antero-posterior direction, and posterior to

its termination the ventral jiartsof the flaps form an aiched mem-
brane over the tesoi^hagus. As it passes backwards this membrane
becomes less and less extensive and more and more closely

applied to the ojsophagus, and where the latter pa.'-ses beneath

the transverse commissure its doi'.sal and lateral regions are closely

sui-rounded by the ijiembrane, the ventral edges of which are

united to the membrane covering the dor.sal surface of the sub-

ittsophageal ganglion and to the two small longitudinal tracheni

already mentione<l. The ventral parts of the latei-al Haps do not
extend posteriorly beyond the transverse commi.'-sure.

The two small longitudinal trachea; mentioned above arise in

the head region and pass backwards, one on each side of the

oesophagus, until they come into relation with the ventral edges

of the lateral fla|)S along which they paf-s to the dorsal surface of

the svibcesophageal ganglion.

As the larva approaches maturity the cephalic imaginal sacs

and their contained discs increase enormously in size. The two
sacs extend upwards above the cephalo-pharyngeal band until

they are in contact along the median liiie; probably in a very

late stage the two sacs communicate with each other as is the

case in Melophat/us ovhms (16), but this stage h.-is nor- been
ob.served. Each sac when almost fully developed consists of an
antero-ventral i-cgion containing the antennal disc and a postero-

tlorsal legion which contains the eye rudiment and also tlie rudi-

ments of certain regions of the head capsule. The eye rudiment
is innervated from the posterior region of the corresponding
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dorsal lobe
; the antenna! rudiment is, I believe, innervated

from the anterior region of the dorsal lobe, but I have not
been able to establish this quite definitely. The ocular half of
tlie inioginal sac overlies the anterior half of the corresponding
dorsal lobe.

The process of evngination of the cephalic discs is believed to
he as follows:—The right and left sacs fuse in the median
lino a))oyo the cephalo-pharyngea.l band so that tlieir cavities
cominunicate. Tliis fusion gracUially extends forwaixls to include
tlio pediuiclcs wiioso central cavities come to form merely the
lateral regions of the peripodal cavity of the conjoined sacs,
V/hen this fusion extends as far forwards as the point of origin
of tlie peduncles from the pliaryngeal part of the cephalo-
pharyngeal band, which as mentioned above appears to be a

Text-figure 11.

Diiigriiin to show relations of ceplinlo-plmryngcal bjiiid, dorsiil vessel, and related
structures. The right dorsal lol)o of t!ie brain, and the right cephalic
imaginal sac are represented as having been removed ; left cephalic imaginal
sac and its peduncle not shown. Part of the cephalo-pharyngeal band
between the points E and E' is represented as having been removed. (Recon-
structed from serial sections and dissections.)

double layered structure in this region, the two layers of the
band become more definite and split apart, the space between
the two layers being continuous posteriorly with the cavity of the
united imaginal sacs, and it is through this space that the
imaguial discs eva,ginate. I have not seen this process but, as is

mentioned below, the commencement of such a fusion of the sacs
and their peduncles has been seen in connection with the pro-
thoracic lea: discs.

Thoracic Imaginal Discs.

Oa. each side of the body there are three leg discs—prothor-
acic, mesothoracic, and metathoracic. From the antero-ventral
region of the sub-resophageal ganglion there arise on each
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side three stout nervous tracts one supplying eacli leg disc.

Each imaginal leg sac is pear-shaped with its broad posterior

end receiving the nerve from the ganglion, its narrow anterior

end being produced forwards into the peduncle of the sac.

The prothoracic leg sacs and their contained imaginal discs lie

in the median region of the third thoracic segment. In all

specimens examined the peripodal cavities of the sacs communi-
cated with each other, but this union would probably not be

found if sufficiently young specimens were examined ; it is quite

certain that the prothoracic leg discs leach a given stage of

development sooner than do the meso- and metathoracic leg

discs. This point is refen-ed to again below. TJie peduncle of

each sac passes forwards close to the ventral body-^v•a]l to end in

the ventral hypoderm of the prothoracic segment slightly to one

side of the median line. At the point where the peduncle

reaches the hypoderm th^ chitin of the body-wall is traversed by

a minute fissure elongated transversely to the longitudinal axis of

the body. The fissure in the chitin is, of course, due to the dis-

continuity of the hypoderm over a small area brought about by

its invagination to form the peduncle of the sac. The fissure

passes obli(]uel3^ through the chitin, so that in a longitudinal

section through the peduncle and fissure the two form a practi-

cally continuous line. I am unable to offer any exphmation of

the obliquity of the fissure. Similar fissures occur opposite the

peduncles of the other leg discs and opposite those of the wing

.and haltere discs.

One specimen which, when killed, was approaching its time of

pupation, showed the method of evagination of the prothoiacic

legs. The united imaginal sacs had grown forwards between

the peduncles of the sacs so that the inner two-thirds of the

peduncles were united by two closely approximated horizontal

hypodernial sheets, a doi-sal and a ventral, the space between the

two sheets being continuous posteriorly Avith the cavity of the

united imaginal sacs. The central cavities of the inner two-

thirds of the peduncles had not remained separate, but were

probably represented by the extreme lateral regions of the space

between the dorsal and ventral hypodermal sheets. There can

be little doubt that eventually the whole length of the peduncles

becomes united by the dorsal and ventral hypodermal sheets;

thus, eventually, there is only one imaginal sac with a single

broad, dorso-ventrally flattened, peduncle, and containing the two
prothoracic leg discs. Probably, when evagination is to take place,

the dorsal and ventral walls of this flattened peduncle sej)arate,

and the sac evaginates through the space between tliem. In the

.specimen from which the above particulars weie obtained the

meso- and metathoracic imaginal leg sacs showed no sign of union,

though they almost certainly undergo the .same process at a later

stage. In all larva? examined the degree of development was
greatest for the prothoracic leg discs, less for the raesothoracic,

-and least for the metathoracic. ,
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The mesotliovacic leg discs lie slightly posterior and ventral to
the profchoraeic discs; their peduncles pass forwards to the
ventral hypodertn of the mesothoracic segment. In the speci-
mens studied the mesothoracic iinaginal leg sacs did not
communicate with one another, though they probably do so at a
later stnge.

The mebathoracic leg discs are posterior to the mesothoracic
and rather more lateral and dorsal. They are united to both
the wing and haltere discs by strands of tissue accompanied by
small trachere derived from the third lateral tracheal trunk.
The figure given by Lowne (p. 84) of the v/ing, haltere, and meta-
thoracic leg discs of the larva of CcdUphora approximates very
closely to the condibion found in Cklorops.

In a fairly mature lM,rva a small imaginal disc can be found
arising just posterior to the anterior stigmatic trunk on each side
at the point where this traverses the hypoderui. Iti the most
advanced stage so far examined these discs are only shallow
invaginations of imaginal cells and cannot be said to consist of
peripodal cavity, peripodal membrane, and imaginal disc. They
may, however, and probably do, increase in complexity towards
the end of larval life.

The wing rudiments are the largest of all the imaginal discs;

they lie mainly in the mesothoracic segment, but their posterior

rounded ends extend into the anterior region of the metathorax.
Each lies mainly dorsal and internal to the dorso-ln.teral tracheal
trunk of its side, but anteriorly it narrows and passes dorsally
over the trunk to the external side of the latter. Its narrow
anterior end is produced into a short peduncle which passes to

the dorso-lataral hypoderin in the posterior region of the meso-
thoi-ax.

The haltere disc lies ventral and external to the dorso-lateral

tracheal trunk, the bulb of the disc overlying the base of the
third lateral tracheal branch. Its peduncle joins the hypoderm
in the mid-lateral region of the metathorax.
The innervation of the spiracular, wing and haltere discs has

nob been followed out.

A minute trachea accompanies the peduncles of alF the thoracic
imaginal discs.

Imaginal Discs 0/ the Mouth Parts.

There are two pairs of imaginal mouth rudiments. The larger
pair, the maxillary discs, lie one on either side of the anterior
region of the pharyngeal mass. They are broad posteriorly, but
taper off anteriorly into peduncles Avhich are attached to tlie head
capsule just latero-dorsal to the mouth-opening. Posteriorly

they appear to be united dorsally to the hypoderm overlying the
pharynx, which is continuous posberiorly with the cephalo-
pharyngeal band. They are united ventrally by a hypodermal
sheet passing below the pharynx;
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, IJelow the anterior region of the pliarynx there are two
extremely small discs which appear to consist of solid longitudinal

rods of embryonic cells lying close together near the median line.

They are attnched posteriorly to the hypodermal sheet uniting

the maxillary discs below the pharynx : they are the labial discs.

Their peduncles are attached anteriorly to the median ventral

hypoderm of the head immediately posterior to the mouth-

opening and some little distance anterior to the opening of the

salivary duct in the pharynx.

I have found no mandibular imaginal discs. These are also'

absent in the Blow-Fly (13) and the House-Fly (4). According

to Lowne (p. 83) Kunckel d'Herculais described and figured

mandibular discs in the re.sting larva of Voliicella, but I have

been unable to iind either the liguro or the statement in Kunckel
d'Herculais' work (12).

Imaginal J)iscs of the External Genitalia.

Immediately in front of the anus there are two imaginal sacs

lying against the ventral hypoderm in the median line, each

.sac containing two imaginal discs, one on each side in its anterior

region. The postei-ior sac is the larger; it has a very short,

transversely broad peduncle, which opens out anteriorly into a

small imaginal sac, in whose antero- lateral regions lie the two
discs. The anterior imaginal sac is similar to, but lather smaller

than, the posterior. Both sacs lie in the naid-ventral region of

the eleventh body-segment (8th abdominal). The posterior disc-

develops before the anterior one, being well formed when the

latter is a mere hypodermal thickening. It is possible that

differences exist in the formation of these discs in S and $ larva,.

which would enable one to detect the sex of a larva, but such

differences have not yet been observed.

From the examination of two specimens in which the anterior

disc was in the form of a hypodermal thickening, I am inclined

to believe that the paired discs are from the commencement of

their formation enclosed in a single common imaginal sac, and

that this single sac with its single peduncle is not formed by the

fusion during later stages of larval life of two originally separate

discs. The evidence on this point, however, is by no means
conclusive.

Imaginal Discs of the Abdominal Segments.

In the most mature larva examined the abdominal discs were

in the form of two small lenticular thickenings in the dorso-

lateral hypodei-mis on each side about the middle of each seg-

ment. The cells of these discs originate by the amitotic division

of an ordinary hypodei'm cell ; the nuclear membrane dis-

apjiears, and the nucleoplasm splits up into numerous little masses

each of which becomes the nucleus of an imaginal cell. It is

possible that the same process goes on in other regions of the
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liypodei-mis at a later stage, but it has only been actually
observed in the (lorso-Literal regions. The abdominal imaginal
discs, of course, never become invaginated, and therefore have
no imaginal sac and no peduncle.

llie Dorsal Vessel,

The dorsal vessel is a tubular orgnn lying clo-se beneath the
dorsM,l hypoderm in the median line, its posterior end lying at
about the junction of segments 10 and 11. From here it runs
forwards as fn.r ns the anterior region of segment G, where it dips
ventrally to the brain to take the course already described in
connection with the central nervous system, etc.*^ The part of
tlie tube lying in segment 10 is relatively wide, but it narrows
considerably as it passes forwards into segment 9. The wide
posterior region may be defined as the heart ; the portion
anterior to segment 6 may be termed the aorta. The ostia are
confined to the cardiac region, but I have been unable to make
certain as to their number and position. The posterior end of
the heart is slightly anterior to the posterior transverse com-
missure. ThH latter is suspended from the dorsal integument by
a delicate double transverse membrane, the space between the
two layers being Avide dorsally but narrowing ventrally where
the membrane fuses with the commissure. From the middle of
the anterior membrane a delicate ligament passes forwards to
become attached to the ventral wall of tlie posterior end of the
dorsal vessel. At about the level of each pair of pericardial cells

(see below) in segments 10-6 inclusive the dorsal vessel is

attaclied to the dorsal hj^poderm by a delicate ligamentous
strand.

Pericardial Nejjhrocytes, and Alar Muscles.

On each side of the dorsal vessel there are 26 pericardial cells
(nephrocytes) situated as follows :

—

In each of segments 10, 9, and 8, four cells on each side.
In segnionta 7 and 0, five cells on en,ch side.

In segment 5, four cells on each side.

The cells lie in pairs, one on each fide of the vessel, exactly
Opposite each other. Seen in surface view in the livino- larva
the cells are perfectly circular ; in transverse or longitudinal
section tliey are oval. They are all uninuclear. In the majority
of cyclorrhaphous larva) the pericardial nephrocytes are of two
kinds

;
posteriorly there are a few large cells somewhat separated

from each other, while anteriorly the cells, though similar to the
posterior ones in structtne, are smallei^, more numerous, and
closely crowded (see Keilin, 1917, for a review of the subject).
In Chlorops, however, there is no such distinction, the cells beinir
all alike.

'
^

In connection with each pericardial cell (with the exception of
the four a.nterior pairs which lie alongside the ventrally-directed
portion of the vessel) there is an alary muscle. The alary muscles

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1923, No. LIII. 53
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of any segment arise close together from the mid-lateral region

of that segment, slightly ventro-lateral to the dorso- lateral

tracheal trunk. Each arises by a sliort dorsal and a short

ventral root, Avhich unite to form a very thin strap-like muscle

Avhich passes inwards and dorsally below the dorso-lateral

tracheal trunk to the pericardial cell to which it is related. Here

in splits into dorsal and ventral layeis Avhich are inserted

res})ectively into the dorsal find ventral walls of the dorsal vessel,

iind between which lies the pericardial cell. The dorsal and

ventral layers do not retain their narrow strap-like form but

spread out fanwise in the antero-posterior direction, so that the

anterior ends of their insertions into the heart extend as fii.r

forwards as the posterior endsoF the insertions of the alar muscles

next in front of them. The ligures given by Imms (8, ligs. 9

<t 10, PI. ix.) show the arrangement of the ah\.r muscles in rela-

tion to the dorsal vessel in Ano]jheles, and the arrangement in

Chloraps is almost identical.

Ventral Neplirocytes.

In Muscid hirvte the ventral nephrocytes usually foi-m a, trams-

verse loop of cells passing below the gut, each end of the loop

being attached to one of the salivary glands at the junction of

the glandular region and duct. In Chlorops, however, the ventral

nephrocytes consist of two separate masses each of seven or eight

cells, the groups lying one at the anterior end of each salivary

"land between the gland and the proventriculus and attached to

the gland at the region of junction of the duct with the glandular

portion. These cells are very much smaller than the dorsal '

nephrocytes and are binucleate ; they also differ from the dorsal

nephrocytes in several cytological details which will not, how-

ever, be considered here.

QJnooi/tes occur in each of abdominal segments 1 to 7 inclusive,

as two groups of about five or six cells, the groups lying one on each

side of the segment close against the hypoderm in the mid-lateial

i-e^ion. The cells are all uninucleate with rather dense, finely

granular, and nonvacuolated protoplasm.

^Sinall Gcnocytes (8) appear to be absent.

The Fat Body consists of lobes and chains of large cells lying

between the various organs of the body. There is no fat body

in the head and very little in the thoracic segments.

Integument,

The chitin consists of two layers, an outer thin and dark

coloured, and an inner thick and light coloured. The surfaces

of the two layers where they come in contact are very minutely

serrated, the serrations engaging with each other. Tlie hori-

zontal split by which the puparium will open is marked out in

the third instar larva by what is apparently a closed fissure,

appearing in sections as a thin dark line through the chitin,

which passes horizontally round the anterior end of the larva
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;mil back ou each side to the posterior region of the luetathoracic
soginent. The peduncles of the wing discs reach the hypoderni
at a point immediately opposite this lissure. The vertical splits
Avluch pass up and down the lateral regions of the pnparium
from the posterior ends of the lateral splits do not appear to be
similarly marked out in the third instar larva.

Gonadial Rudiments.

The rudiments of the ovaries or testes lie one on either side of
the fifth abdominal segment in its posterior region. They are
solid oval masses of cells with the long axis parallel to the long
axis of the body, and are attached to the neighbouring fat body.
As I have not so far been able to distinguish a larval ovary from
ix. larval testis, it would be quite useless to give any account of
the structure of the gonadial rudiments.

Muscular System.

The details of the muscular system have not been worked out.
The arrangement of the muscles probably approximates very
closely to their arrangement in Musca domestica which is de-
scribed by Hewitt (4).

0. Other Immature Stages of Ciilorops,

21ie Puparium (text-fig. 12).

Length 5-4 mm,; maximum breadth l-y mm. Colour ex-
tremely variable; all shades between pale yellow to very dark
brown. Thoracic segments slightly dorso-ventrally compressed,
much wrinkled transversely and obliquely, always darker coloured
than the abdominal segments; apices of wrinkles usually appear-
ing dark brown or black, the spaces in between beino- lighter.
The last two abdominal .segments are also considerably wrfnkled
and darker coloured than the others. The other abdominal
segments are also transversely wrinkled, but the wrinkles are not
pronounced or close together and are not darkened. The larval
cephalo-pharyngeal skeleton lies pressed against the ventral wall
in the anterior end of the puparium. The larval head is com-
pletely withdrawn within the prothorax and is quite invisible.
The larval stigmata stand out clearly. There are no pupal dorsal
respiratory trumpets projecting through the dorsal wall of the
pupaiium {cf. Keilin, 1917).

For the exit of the imagines the anterior end of the puparium
splits into dorsal and ventral halves by means of a horizontal
split running round its anterior end and backwards alou'' each
side as far as tlio anterior region of the first abdominal se"ment.
From each posterior end of this split a dorsal and a venti-al split
extends round the anterior end of the first abdominal se^^ment.
The extent of these transverse splits is very variable

; sometimes
they ai-e very short, sometimes the dorsal ones meet in the mid-

53*
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dorsal line and the ventral ones in the mid-ventral line, so that

when the imago emerges the whole of the thoracic region of the

pupariiun falls oft' in two halves. Usuall}^ the ventral splits are

longer than the dorsal. When the puparinm splits the larval

spiracles are situated on the dorsal lialf of the split thorax, very

slightly dorsal to the split.

The First Larval Instar is extremely similar to the third instar.

The head and cephalo-pharyngeal skeleton are identical in form

to those of the third instar; the arrangement of the tracheal

trunks is tlie same, but the smaller hra.nches of the tracheal

system ramify less extensively, many being either not yet formed

ov not tilled with gases so as to be visible. On emergence from

the ^g*^ the larva is completely apneustic. The dorso-lateral

tracheal trunks extend from the anterior region of the second

body-segment to the posterior region of the eleventh body-

segment. Tliere is no indication Avhatever of anterior spira.cles.

Posteriorly, in the position occupied in the second and third

instars by the posterior stigmatic papilla), there are two stout

and prominent papilke with a truncated apex. These show no

Text-fionre 12.

C. tcenidjms. Lateral view ol: empty pupiiviuni.

trace of stigmatic openings, and the dorso-lateral tracheal trunks

do not extend into them ; four rather stout pointed setse radiate

outwards from the dorso-lateral border of the apex of each of

these papillae.

In the first larval instar there is no difference in shape between
the thoracic and abdominal denticles, all being of the approxi-

mately semicircular shape found on tlie abdominal segments of

the third instar. Their distribution is slightly different from
that in tlie third instar in that they do not appear to extend
into the dorsum of the thoracic segments. Such cha,racters as

these, however, require very careful examination with an oil

immersion. I have not yet succeeded in finding the vestigial

leg-sense organs in tlie first instar ; if they a,re present, however,
they will naturally be extremely minute, and T. am not, thei^efore,

prepared to say definitely tliat they are .absent.

Maximmn lengtli of cephalo-pharyngeal sclerites _ .11 • ,1

Maximum dorso-ventral depth of sclerites
~

tliird larval instar and about 4^ in the first larval instar.
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With the exception of the above points the first instar is a
miniature replica of tlie third.

The Second Laroal Instar is identical in external anatomy,
except for size, to the third. A mature second instar is only
recognisable from a young third insta.r hj the fact that in the
former there can be seen the developing spiracles and cephalo-
pharyngeal skeleton of the third instar alongside those of the
second instar itself.

IViC Egg (text-fig. 13) is approximately cylindrical with its

ventral surface flattened and its dorsal surface strongly convex
transversely and slightly so longitudinally. The egg nanows
slightly at both ends. There is a definite polarity of the egg,s

which are ahvays laid on the leaf of the host-plant in a certain
way. The anterior end, which points towards the apex of the
leaf, is slightly dorso-ventrally flattened and very slightly truncate
at the apex. The posterior end is evenly rounded and not dorso-

Text-fignre 13.

0-1mm.

Anterior t '
'

(i-^mw.
'

' Posterior

C. tteniopus. A. Oiitliiio drawing of egg viewed dorsally.

IJ. Outline of pits on dorsal surface seen at a higher magnification.

ventrally flattened. The upper surface and sides of the egg are
ornamented with small polygonal depressions set in longitudinal

rows, which may or may not extend the whole length of the egg.

The ridges separating two adjacent depressions in a row are not
quite so high as the longitudinal ridges which separate adjacent
rows. The ventral surface of the egg bears a few longitudinal
rounded ridges. The egg is firmly attached to the plant upon
which it is laid by a transparent cementing material. JSTo micro-
pylar apparatus has been observed.

Host- Plants.

As the question of the host-plants of Chlorops will be con-
sidered in detail in a later paper, it will be sufiicient to state

here that Agropyritm { = Triticum) repens is the only wild grass

in which the larva has been found up to the present.
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Meromyza NIGRIVENTRIS Mcq.

The full-grown laiva (text-fig. 14) is about the same length as

that of Ghlorops, but is rather more slender. It is almost always

a bright green colour, but occasionally almost colourless speci-

mens are found. Other prominent characteristics are the sessile

Text-figure 14.

c.p.s.

M. nigriventrls. Lateral view of mature larva.

posterior stigmata, the presence in the cephalo-pharyngeal skele-

ton of a median ventral piece, and the peculiar shape of the last

abdominal segment Avhen seen laterally.

The Head (text-fig. 15) difl'crs in several points from that of

Chlorojis. The antenrise are anterior instead of lateral. The

Text-fio-ure 15.

M. nigriventris. Ventral view of larval head.

maxillary palps are situated on two prominent swellings separated

by a rather deep median fissure : the chitinous ring surrounding

the maxillary palp sense organs is incomplete antero-laterally.

The pre-or.al sense organs are situated on the postero-ventral

regions of the swellings bearing the maxillary palps ;
each is a
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ronglily triangular plate bearing four small circular seiise organs,

a larger central one and an anterior and two posterior smaller

ones. The labial plate bearing the two labial sense organs

occupies the same position as in Chlorops, but difiers somewhat

in shape. The position of the small circular cephalic sense

organs is shown in text-fig. 15. At each side of the oral aper-

ture, running more or less paiallel to its lateral margin, there

are three cliitinons i-idges Avhicli extend from the autero-lateral

region of the mouth-opening to its postero-lateral region.

Thoracic Segments.

Instead of rows of chitinous teeth such as occur on Chlorops,

Meromyza has low transverse ridges of varying lengths, the

apices of the ridges being minutely serrated. Almost the whole

of the dorsal surface of the prothoracic segment bears these ridges,

only a narrow ]iosterior region being free from them. Ventrally

the ridges extend across the whole breadth of the anterior

margin, but passing posteriorly they become less and less exten-

sive, so that they form a roughly triangular area, the base of the

triangle lying across the anterior margin of the segment, the

apex of the triangle lying in the median region of the segment a

little anterior to its posterior margin.

The meso- and metathoracic segments hsive ridges all round

their anterior borders, the ridges loeing numerous, closely placed,

and covering broad areas in the middle of dorsal and ventral

surfaces, but becoming much less numerous, wider apart, and

confined to a narrower area laterally.

In the antero-ventral region of each thoracic segment is a

ti-ansverse series of circular sense organs, five on each side of the

median line. The vestigial rudiments of the legs are similar to

those of Chlorops.

Abdominal Segments.

There are nine abdoujinal segments, the ninth being rather

small with its posterior region capable of partial withdrawal into

its anterior. The anus, which is situated ventrally on the

a.nterior region of the ninth abdominal segment, is a narrow,

longitudinal slit, bounded on each side by a fairly prominent oval

swelling; there are no adjacent chitinous teeth or special sense

organs." The last abdominal segment is divided posteriorly into

-two lobes by a deep and broad vertical fissure; the sessile

posterior stigmata lie facing one another, one on each side of the

fissure.

Chitinous ridges, similar to those on the thoracic segments,

surround the anteiior regions of each abdoininal segment except

the last. No ridges occur rouiul the posterior border of any

segment. There are no ambulatory swellings.

Circular sense organs, similar to those on the thoracic segments,

occur in tiansverse rows of about ten on the ventral surface lu
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the ])ostei'ioi' half of eaoh abdoininal segment. There is a row

behind tlie anus, and their presence makes it practically certain

that what in this and the other larvne described here (see Chlorops

above) I have called the ninth abdominal segment really is a

separate segment.

C&phalo-Pharyiigeal Skeleton. (Text-fig. IG.)

This is of the same general type as that of Chlorops, and the

dilierences of detail can be made out from the figures. The most

striking difference is perhaps the presence of a median ventral

Text-figure 16.

0-2mm.

M. nigriventris. Lateral view of ceplialo-pharyiigeal sclerites.

piece. This plate also occurs in Balioptera comhinata, where its

relations with the neighbouring parts are more easily made out
(see below).

Tracheal System.

The anterior stigmnta are of the usumI branching type and are

situated near the posterior margin of the first body-segment,
slightly dorsal to the mid-lateral line. The branches are ex-

tremely short and project very little from the body-surface

(text-iig. 17).

The posterior stigmata (text-fig. 18) are, as already mentioned,
sessile and not at the apex of a, stigmatic papilla; there is no
stigmatic plate and each of the three openings projects very
slightly above the body-surface. Four pairs of branching hairs

arise, as sliown in the figure.

The arrangement of the tr-acheal trunks aiid branches is very
.similar to that found in Chlorops. There are many differences of

detail which do not, however, merit the extended description

necessary to make them clear: one difference <»nly is noteworthy.
In Chlorops the (lorsal commissures give off no branches to the
dorsal region of the body, whicTi is supplied by bi-anches from the
lateral trunks. In Meromyza (text-fig. 10(3) each dorsal com-
missuie, except the second and the last, gives off two anteriorly-

<lirected branches, which i-amify extensively to supply the dorsal
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traclieation of the segment in whose posterior region arises the

dorsal commissure from which they take origin. Very little of

the dorsal tracheation is supplied by branches from the lateral

trunks.

Text-fiyure 17.

]ff. niffriventris. Aiitcvior spiracle. The dotted line indicates the

surface of the hodv-

Text-figure 18.

Posterior spiracle of 3L ntgriventris.

Puparium.

Length 5-7 mm. Maximum breadth 1'2 mm. Pi-actically

colourless, but appears green owing to colour of pupa within.

"Wrinkling as in Chlorops ; wrinkles have a light golden-brown

colour. Splitting of pupaiium as in Chlorops except that the

vertical splits always meet dorsally and ventrally, so that the

thoracic segments always separate off completely in dorsal and
ventral halves (except that they may remain attached to the

iiymphal integument).
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Balioptera COMBINATA L.

The full-grown larva (text-fig. 19) is shorter and relatively-

thicker than that of Chlorops. Its cephalo-pharyngeal skeleton

is proportionately larger than in any other larva considered here.

Text-figure 19.

a-sp.

psp.

Halioptera cowhinata. Lntenil view of inaturo larva.

Its most prominent charactei'istics are its large anterior stigmata
and the heavily chitinized median ventral piece of its cephalo-

pharyngeal skeleton.

The Head (text-fig. 20) is chiefly remarkable for the arrange-

ment of the numerous chitinous rid":es on its ventral sui-face»

Text-fio-ure 20.

0-2mm.

It. comhlnata. Vuntral view of larval lieail. (The rows of chitinous denticles

on the protliorttx have been omitted.)

which is divided by them into small polygonal areas whose distri-

bution is shown in the figure. Certain of the ridges in the
region antero-lateral to the mouth-opening bear small chitinous

teeth (c. r. t.) pointing posteriorly.
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Tlie maxillary palps are borne by two faii-ly j^rominent

swellings ; their circular sense organs are surrounded by cliitiiious^

rings which are incomplete antero-laterally, and two slightly

larger circular sense organs lie just outside the gaps in the rings.

The antennje are only remarkable in that the apical joint is

almost as broad as long, instead of being maikedly longer than
broad as in tbe other larva) considered hei'e. The pi^e-oral sense

oi'gans are inconspicuous, each consisting of two .small circvilar

sense organs situated close together but not carried on any specifil

swelling; they :iro (jui be separate from the swellings which bear

the maxillary palps. The labial plate is again characteristic in

shape, so far as the larvje considered in this paper ai-e concerned^

and is remarkable in bearing two pairs of labial sense organs, the
anterior pair being the larger. The distribution of the small

cephalic sense organs is shown in the figure, except for one pair

which are not visil)le in a ventral view, as they are situated one on
each side of the head slightly dorsal to the mid-ventral line and
on a level with the anterior margin of the mouth-opening.

Thoracic Sefjments.

The chitinous denticles on the thoracic segments are considei-

ably larger than those on Ghlorops, They occur all round the

anterior margins of the first and second thoracic segments as

moderately broad bands. The third thoracic segment has no
anterior teeth ventrally and only a few laterally and dorsally

;

a little in front of its posterior margin, however, it bears a single

row of teeth extending across its A'^entral region and up most of

its lateral regious. Tliere are six thoracic sense organs on each

segment forming a transverse row behind the i'egion bearing the

chitinous teeth. The vestigial leg rudiments are similar to those

in Chloropfi.

A hdominal Segments.

There are nine abdominal segments, the last bearing the anus
ventrally and the posterior stigmatic papillae posteriorly. The
morphology of the last two body-segments is rather obscure, and
this point is dealt with below. The arrangement of the chitinous

teeth on abdominal segments 1 to 7 is practically identical.

Each bears near its anterior and posterior margin a transverse

band of cliitinous teeth, which are from two to four rows broad
ventrally, but become less numerous as they pass up the lateral

regions of the segment. In the first four abdominal segments
the teeth are continued over the dorsum as a single anterior and
posterior row on each segment, but on the other segments they

are not continued above the mid-lateral line. The posterior

teeth on the seventh abdominal segment form only a single row
ventrally. Ventiaily there is a narrow space between the

posterior rows of teeth of one segment and the anterior rows of

the next segment behind it, and this space, which corresponds
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largely to the thin intersegmental membrane, is capable of ii

slight degree of protrusion to form a ventral pseiidopocl.

Iceland the seventh abdominal segment there appears to be one
lai'ge segment bearing the longitudinal slit-like anus in its mid-
ventral region, and a very small postero-dorsal segment, con-
sisting mainly of the two stigmatic papillae and capable of piirtial

withdrawal into the apparent segment in front of it. This, how-
ever, is not the true nature of this region. A study of the
musculature shows that the large segment consists of two seg-

ments, abdominal segments 8 and 9, and the small posterior

stiguiata-bearing region is almost certainly to be regarded mei-el}''

as a specialized region of segment 9. Some indication of the com-
posite nature of the large segment is available without a study
of the musculature. In front of the slit-like anus is a transverse
row of about 17 sharp, posteriorly-directed, chitinous teeth, and
behind it is a small patch of about seven similar teeth pointing
forwards. It seems probable that the anterior row represents

the posterior band of teeth of segment 8, and the ]>osterior

patch the anterior band of segment 9, the anus lying therefore

between the two segments. The anus is not bounded by hiteral

:swelling.s.

Cephalo-Pharyngeal Skeleton.

The form of this is sufficient!}' shown in text-fig. 21, and only
two points require special mention, the ventral wall of the jjharynx

Text- figure 21.

B. conibitiata. Liiteral view of coplialo-pliiiryngeal sclcrites.

iind the median ventral piece. The ventral Wiill of the pharynx in

the region of the pharyngeal sclerito has distinctly tlie :i|)pearance

of being longitudinally ribbed when seen in surface view. As I

have not examined sections of the larva, 1 can give no indication
of the true nature of these ribs. The median ventral sclerite is

a somewhat shield-shaped chitinous plate with its lateral margins
bent strongly upwards. Its anterior margin shows a central

curved emargination bounded on each side by a rather prominent
process from which a cord, apparently of a tendinous nature, goes
forward to the ventral process of the corresponding mandible.
Posteriorly the plate becomes less heavily chitinized and appears
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to be serrate ; into it n.re inserted the dtpressor iimscles of tlie

mandibles. The median ventral piece bears two rather prominent
circular sense organ^, one on each side of its anterior region.

Tracheal System.

The anterior spiracles (text-fig. 22) are borne dorso-laterally

by tlie first thoracic segment in its posterior third and pioject

forwards close to the surface of the segment. Tliey are ^ery
prominent structures, consisting of a rather bro.ad dorso-ventrally

ilattened central stem, bearing about 13 lateral branches. Along
the median region of the central stem are a series of small

fissures (_/'.), which apparently pass right through the stem, being

only covered by the delicate membrane hy which the whole struc-

ture, except the apices of the branches, is covered.

Text-fieure 22.

IS. comhinata. Anterior spiracle.

The posterior spiracles (text-fig. 23) are carried at the apices of

two pi'ominent posterior stigmatic papillae. There is no definite

chitinized stigmatic plate. The form of the stigmata and the
branching liairs may be seen from the figure. The stigmatic
scar {s.c), which I have failed to find in Chlorops a-nd Aferomyza,
is fairly prominent in Balioptera, but it does not occupy the
position in A\hich it is found (as the " Button ") in most Muscid
larv.'e. It lies on the median side of the stigmatic papillre some
distance below tlie apex.

The distribution of the tracheae is essentially similar to that in

Chlorops, the chief difi'erence being the branches given off" from
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the ten dorsal commissures, the first and last of Avhich are, as

usual, thicker than the others. The tenth commissure gives oft'

no branches; the firsfc gives off" at each end a moderately large

anteriorl3r-directed branch; the second loops strongly forwards

ovei- the first and gives oft' a few branches anterioi'ly ; the third

is also strongly looped forwards and gives oft' a few branches

anteriorly. Commissures 4 to 9 inclusive are similar and are

represented in text-fig. 10 B. They are roughly transveise and

five oft* branches both anteriorly and posteriorly, each commissure

supplying the dorsal tracheation of the posterior half of one

segment and the anterior half of another. The dorsal commissures

themselves occupy approximately the same positions with regard

to the body-seg)nents as they do in Ghlorops.

Text-fiirnre 23.

Ji. comhinaUi. Posterior spiracle. Tlio ilottoil linn reiiroseiit.s tlu; od-o

of tlio apex of tho stigniatic piipillu.

Paparium. Length 3'2 mm. Maximum breadth -9 mm.
Colour golden brown ; anterior and posterior ends much

wrinkled and blackish. The thoracic segments are nnioli llattened

dorsally, so that their dorsal surface shows a large sliallow con-

cavity, from the antero-lateral corners of which the prominent

anterioi- spiracles of the larva projects forwards.

For the emergence of the imago the puparium splits in the

usual manner along the lateral regions of the thoracic segments,

which in this case correspond to tho lateral margins of the dorsal

concavity. The posterior ends of the lateral splits are joined by

a dorsal transverse split, and the whole of the dorsal region of the

thoracic segments splits oft' as a roughly quadrangular plate,

which may or may not become completely detached from tho

puparium. The anterior spiracles are attached to the dorsal

plate.
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Chlorojnsca glabra Meig.

This fly was bred out in considerable numbers from various

grasses and has iilso been found infesting Winter Wheat and
J-jarley. It was originally intended to describe here the larval

fox-ni. The larva is, however, so extremely similar to that of

Oscinis frit that it has been decided to defer the description of the
C/doropisca until a detailed comparison of these two larva; can be
made. The only differences so far observed are the somewhat
larger size of the GJiloropisca larva and its rather more yellow
colour ; such dilTerences are obviously unsatisfactory.

The chief winter host of Chloropisca is Lolium 'jjerenne.

Winter Host-Plants of Chlorops XuhNiorcs, IIehomyza
KlGUIVENTiaS, AND BaJ.IOPTEHA COMniNATA.

After a considerable avnount of purely qualitative grass

examination had been done, an attempt was made to reduce the

Avork to a quantitntive basis by bringing in samples of the various

grasses, examining each shoot in the laboratory, and linding a
percentage figure of infestation. The figures were, however,
found to vai-y very greatly in samples of the grasses taken from
difterent localities and are not, J. think, worth giving. I consider

that to obtiiin a reliable infestation figure for a grass in this way,
at least 20,000 shoots would lia,ve to be counted, ta.ken in samples
of about 1000 shoots from ditlerent localities. Tliis is obviously

impossible Avhen one is examining a considerable number of

dilierent grasses.

Chlorojjs tmiiiojnis has only been found in Agrojiyrum rej^ens

.among the wild grasses examined. Meromyxa nigriventris occurs

in A. 7-epens, Festuca ovina, and Alopecnrus pratertsis; Balioptera

comhinata occurs in A. repens, Festuca elatior, Lolium 2:>erenne,

IIolcus lanatus, and Agrostis alba. The following grasses have
also been examined but do not appear to function as winter hosts

for any of the above three species of flies:

—

Lolium italicum,

Pea pratensis, P. irivialis, P. annua, Agrostis vulgaris, Alopecurus
agrestis, Arrhenatheruvi avenaceum, Anthoxanthuvi odoiritum,

Arena ptubescans^ Gj/nosurus cristaius, and Dactylis glomerala.

Winter Barley and Wheat a.re also attacked b}^ all three

species ; the conditions under which thej' are att.icked by Chlorops
will be dea.lt with in detail in a later paper. The effect on the
host of either Meromyza or- Balioptera, is very similar to that of

Frit Fly. The larvse live in the base of tin* shoot and destroy
tlie growing point, causing also the yellowing and death of the
central ]ea,vos by destroying their basal regioxia. Winter is passed

in the larval state. In spring the larva turns round in the grass

shoot until its head is directed upwards, ascends a short distance

up the siioot, and then pupates. . .
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Summary.

The external and internal anatomy of the niatiue larva of

Chlorops tcemopus are described in detail.

The external anatomy of the first and second larval instars is

compared with that of the third instar and points of difference

noted. The pnparium and the egg are also described.

The external anatomy of the third larval instar and the

puparium of Jlleromyza nigriventris and of BaUoptera comhlnata

are described and compared with the corresj)onding stages of

Chlorops iamiopus.

The winter host-plants of the three species are given, together

with a. list of eleven grasses whicli have been examined but do

not serve as winter hosts for any of the aViove species.

Heferexce Lettering of Text- Figures.

a. antcnnn.

a.sj>, mitei'ior spiracle.

6. bulb of stifiinutic trunk.

b.h. branching liair of posterior

spiracle.

c.p.h. ceplialo-pliarynReal band.

c.p.a. cepbalo-pbaryngeal sclerites.

c.r. cephalic chitinous ridges.

c.r.t. "teeth" on cephalic chitinous

ridges.

c.s.o. cephalic sense organ.

d.m. dilator muscles of pharynx.
tl.v. dorsal vessel.

y. fissures in stem of anterior

spiracle of BaUoptera.

f.c. felted chamber of spiracle.

hy. hypoderniis.

i.s. intermediate sclerite.

i.s.p. peduncle of cephalic imaginal sac.

I. labium.
l.h. lateral traciieal branch.

l.f. lateral flap of cepluilo-pharyngeal

band.
l.p. Labial palp sense organ.

l.t. dorso-lateral tracheal trunk.

in, mandiiilo.

m.n. median nerve.

m.nn. muscle nucleus.

m.p. maxillary palp.

m.pl.

m.v.l.

VIJ-
ph.
p.ii.

j).o.

pr.
p.s.

p.sp.

.s.e.

s.m.

s.p.

s.pr.

t.c.

t.s.o.

t'.l.

v.s.

v.t.

u'.r.

X.

mediate plate of cephalo-pharyn-

geal band,
median ventral sclerite.

proventricular ganglion.

j)harynx.

proventricular nerve,

pre-oral .sense organ,

proventriculus.

pharyngeal sclerite.

posterior spiracle,

ridge on bulb of stigmatic trunk,

spiracular opening,

stigmatic scar,

sheatliing membrane of anterior

spiracle,

stigmatic plate,

suspensory process of Weis-
mann's ring,

transverse coinniiasure.

tlnu'acic sense organ,

vestigial leg sense organ,

vertical suspensor of dorsal

vessel,

vestigial stigmatic trunk.

Weismaun's ring,

point of junction of salivary dnet

with pharynx',

opening of doi'sal ves^el into

supra-CBSophageal sinus.
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(1) Introduction.

Tlie genus Ligidium was separated from Ligia by Brandt in

1833 with this dingnosis :
" Articulus appendicis caudalis apicalis

exterior articnli basalis apici interius autem processui proprio
K3X articuh'. basalis apice prodeunti insertus." It is well defined

in structure and habitat from Ligia, although nearer to that
genus than to any other Terrestrial Isopod and linked to it by
the newly-described genus Ligidioides Wahrberg (1922) ; and
there is but slight range of structure within it. Budde-Lund
(1885) gives five species which he describes in Latin with the

utmost brevity and without figures. The most important and
indeed often the only character given is the form of the
uropod, but as the appendage is brittle and often lost, it is

sometimes impossible to make a certain identification from his

description. I only retain two of these species, but several

good species have been added since Budde-Lund's work, and his

collection contnins specimens, mostly unidentified by him, which
have enabled me to describe all but four species. The revision

of this genus has been greatly aided by a recent paper by YerhoefF

(1918) dealing with the European species, in which much-needed
new characters are proposed, and a newr subgenus, Ti/phloligidium,

is set up, on, to my mind, amply sufficient grounds, to contain

•Carl's cave-dwelling Ligidium caecum.

* This paper is the second of a series;

54*
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(2) Generic and Specific Characters.

I have not found any marked sexual dimorphism to occur in

Ligidium, the difl'erence between the sexes being confined to the

modified pleopods of the male. In some species of Ligia the

sutures separating coxal plates from tergite are differently

marked in the sexes. It is interesting to note that no such

difference is to be found in this genus, and that the sutures are

marked, if at all, in an entirely different manner by fine semi-

circular grooves on the last four thoracic somites of both sexes

(text-fig. 7, a).

The proportions of the body and the size vaiy remarkably

little.

The colour of ijreserved specimens is of little value, but the

distribution of the pigment is sometimes characteristic and

always worth noting.

The general sm-face of the body is remarkably smooth and

polished in all but two species, which have a roughened apjjcar-

ance owing to the presence of scales or knobs.

Gephalon. The line of the epistome is continuous. Above and
between the insertion of the antennae it forms a downwardly-

directed V, which differs in length and sharpness in different

species. When prolonged and sharp it commonly projects

forward to form a slight triangular rostrum. This condition is

termed " produced " in the following descriptions (text-fig. 7, b).

The eyes are moderately largo in all species of the subgenus

Ligidium, and occupy the lateral corners of the head. In front

of the hind margin of the cephalon is a more or less deep trench

("transverse groove "), opening to the cheek more or less behind

the eye on each side. The two pear-shaped pits on the forehead

of Ligia are represented in this genus by grooves (" frontal

grooves") which originate behind tlie eyes in the ti'ansverse-

groove, run forwards on the inner side of the eyes, and turn

inwards on the top of the head to run towards each other parallel

to the transverse groove. They never meet in the mid-line, but

end abruptly. The demarcation of these groo^^es has some
systematic value. (Text-figs. 3, 6 ; 7,5.)

The thoracic somites vary little in general foi'm. The hind

margins of the first three are more or less straight, the fourtli is

slightly concave, and the remainder more deeply so owing to the

backward production of the lateral corners. These are nevei',

however, much produced. The first somite usuaJl}^ differs fiom
the remainder, as has been pointed out by Verhoeff (1901). In
many species the tergite is dinted on the postero-lateral corner

of each side, and the dint may take the form of a wide shallow

pit or of a shallow groove forming a " re-entr.ant " from the hind

border of the tergite (textrfig. 3, c & d). In either case it super-

ficially appears as if the tergite had been carelessly nipped by a

fine pair of forceps. This structure is referied to hereafter as

the " lateral depression.'"' When the depression is extended to
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the hin.1 border of the tergite, there is often presenb on its hind
e.lge n patch of stifi' bristles arranged in about three transverse
rows fonmi.g, as ib were, a thick fence of stakes at the entrance
to the litfcle valley. Verhoefl' (1918) has suggested that this
i4)parn,tiis may be used as a comb for cleaning the antennro, but
coiihrmatory observations have yet to be made.
The edges of the tergites are beset with " Schuppenborsten "

similar to those of Ligia, as described by Wahrberg—that is to
say, the bristle usually projects slightly, but never conspicuously
from the scale

; it is sometimes not easy to detect.

_

The abdomen (metasome) is always abruptly contracted. The
hrst two somites are covered by the last thoracic somite, and are
without drawn-out pleural plates, but the remaining somites
Have these moilerately drawn out. The terminal somite is very
similar lu form in all species. The hind border is arcuate or
very bluntly angled in the median line ; it is notched above the
insertion of the uropods to a greater or less extent in difierent
species, but no distinctive angles or spines are developed.

Appendages.

The antenna; fantennules) are of three segments, the distal of
which is almost vestigial. They always project beyond the front
of the head in this genus. Sensory . bristles are found on each
segment and n. terminal bunch on the last of a few short stiff
rods. ('.L'ext-ng. 2, a.)

2nd antennae. Five segments and an obscurely segmented
(lagelluui of not more than 15 or less than 9 segments, ending in
a dense brush of sette. In the subgenus TyjMolhjidmm the
tlagellum has 19-23 segments. The number of segments on
the flagellum appears to increase in number till fully adult
(Text-fig. 2,6.)

^

Right mandible. Three strong biting teeth; large lacinia
mobilis beset with many strong bristles, but not chitinized

;

3 hairy setre between biting teeth and molar tubercle on base
of lacinia mobilis. Molar tubercle not high-crowned, and bearing
a dense row of setose bristles on its free posterior edge. A
bunch of long non-setose bristles between lacinia mobilis and
molar tubei-cle. (Text-fig. 1, a & c.)

Left mandible. Three or four strong biting teeth; lacinia
mobilis with 3 chitinized teeth ; 3 or 4 hairy bristles between
biting teeth and molar tubercle on base of lacinia mobilis.
Molar tubercle high-crowned

; its surface strongly ridged.
(Text-fig. 1, 6 &fZ.)

t,j t^

1st maxilla. Lacinia exterior with 4 large teeth and 3 or 4
small ones. Lacinia interior with three very stout hairy bristles,
the two inferior of which are equal and larger than the upper-
most one. (Text-fig. 1, 0&/.)
2nd maxilla. Obscurely divided into two lappets, the smaller

•on the outer side ; on the inner side are seen two richly setoso
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bristles, the upper of wliich is small an<l romideil, tlio lower

larger tluin the upper and hlaile-slmped. ('.rext-Cig. l,j/.)

MaxiUipedes. Eudopodite distinctly divideil into ') segments,

the distnl one ending in a l)lunt cone ; on inner side of all but

proximal one a prominent bunch of about 7-0 bristles. The

Text-fioure 1.

Ziigidium hi/pnorttm. a & c, right mandible ; h & d, left inaudiljle
;

&/', 1st luaxillu; //, 2iid maxilla; //, niaxillijiude.

inner blade densely covered with plain and setose bristles on the

apex. (Text-lig. 1, A.)

PercHopods. Typical in form and without distinctive features.

The bristles are of simple form, ending in two spikes with a
median small "hair." A single bristle projects beyond the
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unguis in all species but L. japonicum, in wliicli, according to

VerhoefF, the 7th foot has four ciliated bristles projecting beyond
the unguis.

Pleopods. In the male the 1st and 2nd pairs are modified.
The 1st endopod is drawn out on the inside into a process upon
which is set a variable but small number of setre. The 1st

exo[>od has nlso setfo on tl\e postero-median corner. The 2nd
endopod is of two segments and greatly elongated. The inner
edge is thickened, and the outer appears to be folded over in some
forms. At the end of the distal segment this fold sometimes
becomes a wide lappet, which shows considerable individual
variation in size and shape. VerhoefF bases a key on the
characteristics of the male pleopods, but although my material is

not conclusive, I do not feel disposed to allow much iniportance

Text-figure 2.

JLiffidium hypnorum. a, antenna ; h, nntennule.

to them. I suspect that they appear diflierent in forms collected

during and out of the breeding-season. (Text-figs. 3, e ; 4, a & 6 •

6,d,e&f; 8,c&,d; 10, c&d.)
Uropods. The striking inequality of the two rami and the

characteristic inner process of the base make these appendages
systematically valuable, a fact Avhich causes their brittleness to

be all the more regrettable. Budde-Lund divides the species

dealt with by him into two groups—the first in which the exopoil

is longer than the endopod, and the second in which the reverse

is the case. Further knowledge has shown that the first group
contains but two species—the common L. hypnorum and Typhlo-

ligidkim caecum,—and that all the other known forms fall into

the second group. The grouping does not seem to be of primary

importance. (Text-figs. 4, c ; G,g; 8, e; 9, c; 10, e.)
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{?)) Key to the gemis Ligidiuin.

The diagnoses of the genera TyjMoUgidium and Ligidium s.s.

are taken from Vcrhoeft"(1918) with one omission.

A. Eyes siiiil boili'-pigineiit absent. Antennal Hagelliim 19-23 segments.

Miindiljles willi large interval between tbo biting teeth luul ti-itiinitiug part

;

in intervening space lU-11 hairy bristles. Urojiods widely separated.

Subgeiins Ti/pJiloliffiJium Verb.

One species, T. coecum (Crimea—caves).

li. Eyes large, body-pigment well developed. Antennal flagellnni 10-15 segments.

Mandibles with 3-5 hairy setae, tlieir biting teeth and triturating i)art not

widely separated Subgenns Lit/idium Verb.

r With bristle group on hind lateral border of 1st

• l.< somite 2.

(.Without bristle group C.

., ( With lateral depression on hind border of 1st somite 3. Kuropo).

"'X Without lateral depression geymanicum (Central

., ( Surface covered with little knobs nodtilosum (Caucasus).

t Surface smooth and shining 4.

I
C Endopod of urojiod longer than exopod hij^morum (Europe).

'

'X I'jxopod longer tlian enclopod 5.

, ( l^'rontal grooves deep and distinct hosniensc C^. ISosnia).
°'

ii. L'^rontal grooves absent or very shallow fra/filc (Caucasus).

,. ( Surface rough and scaly lalnm (California).

( Surface smooth and shining 7.

C Inner process of propodite of uropod .shorter than

7.-] breadth of base japonicum (Japan).

(, Inner process longer than bre.idth of base 8.

„ C Endopod less than one-sixth longer than exopod... gracile (California).

\ Endopod about half as long again as exopod loiit/icandatuta (New
York).

(4) The gemis Ligidiiun.

The diagnosis given below is modified from Sars (1899).

Body oblong oval, moderately convex, attenuated behixid.

Oephalon without lateral lobes. Mesosome with coxal plates

marked oflf from tergite by faint semicircular grooves on last four

somites. Metasome moderately small and abruptly contracted,

without produced postero-lateral angles on last somite. Eyes

large and compound. Antennula of 3 segments, small, distal

segment rudimentary, but distinctly projecting in front of head.

Antenna with midti-articulate fiagellum of 10-15 {Ligidium) or

19-23 (Tgphloligidium) segments. Mandible with Jacinia mobilis

and 3-5 {Ligidium) or 10-11 {Typhloligidium) setose bristles

between it and the molar tubercle. 1st maxilla with 3 stout

setose bristles on interior lacinia. 2nd maxilla membranous,

with 2 stout setose bristles ou inner side. Maxillipede with

endopod of 5 distinct segments ; inner blade linguiform and
setose. Legs very slender and greatly increasing in length

posteriorly. Opercular plates of pleopoda very thin, without any
obvious branchial structure. Uropoda moderately lax'ge, base

produced on inner side into a process upon which the endopod is

set ; endopod usually longer and more slender than exopod and
provided with 2 long and slender apical bristles.
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Text-lis;m-e 3.
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Ligidium. Jit/pnoriim. a, head from front ; h, head from above ; c, Isfc tergite,
.

lateral edge ; d, 1st and 2nd tcrgites from side; e, 1st pleopod, <?.

1. LiGiDiUM iiYPNonuM (Guvier). (Toxt-figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.)

Oniscus hi/pno7'am Cuvier, 1792, p. 19. Ligidium persoiiii

]3i-,uidt (1833), p- 173. Ligia melanocephcda Koch (1847), H. 22

(162), 18. Zia melanocephcda Koch (1847), Zusammenstellung,

p. 212. Z.paludicola Koch (1847), H. 34 (180), 21. Ligidium

amethystium Schobl (1861), p.. 311. L. hypnorimi Stuxberg

(1875); Budde-Lnnd (1885), p. 254 (5-. v. foi- other references).

L. carsorium Budde-Lund (1885), p. 256. L. hypnorum

Michaelseu(1897), p. 132; Sars (1899), p. 157 ;
VerhoefF(1901),

p. 40. L. melanocephala Koch (1901), p. 69. L. hypnorum

Koch (1901), p. 69; Richardson (1905), p. 686; Verhoeff (1918),

p. 114; Dahl(1916 & 1917).

Length: 6 6 )nm., $ 7-5 mm. Breadth: S 2-5 mm., $ 3-5 mm.
Surface smooth and shining. Head. Frontal margin slightly
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sinuate; median V very obtuse and almost linear, not produced.

Transverse groove deep and passing behind eyes. Frontal

grooves Avell marked, joining transverse groove at obtuse angle

behind eyes. Eyes large and pear-shaped. Thorax. 1st somite

with deep lateral depression on each side, extending to hind

border. On hind border of depression a dense bristle group.

Coxal plates: sutures well marked on last four somites in both

sexes ; moderately diawn backwards on last three somites.

Antennal flagellum reaching back as far as hind margin of 2nd

thoracic somite ; with 11 segments. Uro2)ods. Inner process of

base long, curved, and nearly as long as base. Endopod by itself

not more than half exopod ; combined with inner process reaching

nearly as far, or as far as, but not beyond, tip of exopod.

Ex:opod about three times as long as inner process, Telsou

arcuate ; not notched or only faintly notched over uropods.

Pleopods of 6 . 1st exopod with 2 or 3 large setai ; 1st endopod

di'awn out internally into long narrow process with 3 large

Text-figure 4.

liigidium Iii/2)vorum. a, 2iid pleopoil, <? ; h, endopod of samu from luiotlior

siJL'ciiiieii ; o, lu'opod troni above,

bi-istles; terminal segment of 2nd endopod with rounded or

almost triangular lappet.

Colour. Brown and yellow mottled. Dark moie or less con-

tinuous band over junction of coxal plates and tergites.

Distrihttiion. Europe ; California ; Niagara (Canada). This

species has not been recorded from N. America since Stuxberg

(1875), on which Budde-Lund (1885) comments, "quid mihi

minus verisimile videtur."

Figured in full by Sars (1899).

I have included L. cursormm Budde-Land and L. melano-

cephala Koch as synonyms of this species after a minute exami-

nation of the original specimens. Verhoefi' rightly conjectures

that L. cursorkim is a large variety of Z. hypnorura, and as such

I have distinguished it. L. melanoce2)hala is a coloui- variety,

with slight structural features to separate it from L. hj/pnoruin.

I agree with Vei'hoeff that L. amethystmm is almost certainly a .

synonym.
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Vai^ieiies.

L. hypnorum, var. cursorium (Budde-Lund). Length 9 mm.
Breadth 4 nun. Frontal mnrgin sinuate, median V blunfc

and slightly produced. Frontal grooves siinllow. Colouring as
in L. hypnornm. Inner process of uropotl base perhaps a little

shorter than in L. hypnorum.
L. hypnorvjin var. atromaculaium Verh. The dark markings

make 2 longitudinal bands on the tail in front of the telson.

L. hypnorum var. melanoce2'>h(da (Koch). Body very convex
above; antennal llagellnm 9-12 segments; fourth segment of

antenna scarcely longer than the tliird; colour predominantly
dark l)rown.

2, LitauiuM FRAGiLK Budde-Ltuid. (Text-fig. 5.)

Ligidiuvi fragile Budde-Land (1885), p. 257.

Ligklium euxintini Verhoeii' (1918), p. 114.

Length 7-5 mm. Breadth 3"5 mm.
Surface smooth and shining. Jleadj. 1^'rontal margin sinuate

;

median V moderately sharp; not produced. Transverse groove

deep and narrow, and pa,ssing behind eyes ; frontal groove very

shallow and joining transverse groove a.brupt]y. Eyes large and
pear-shaped. Thorax. 1st somite with lateral depression on each.

Text-fis;ure 5.

Ligidium fragile. «, antenna; i, lieiid from front.

side extending to hind border. On hind border of depression a

Itristle group. Coxal plates : sutures faintly marked on last

four somites ; slightly drawn backwards on last three somites.

Antennal llagelluni reaching back as far as halfway across 3r(l

tlioracic somite ; Avith 12-15 segments. Uropods. Inner process

of base nearly as long as base ; endopods reaching further back

than exopod ; exopod about twice as long as inner process. (I

have not seen a complete uropod.) Telson. Sides obtuse-angled

and witli slight notch over uropods.
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Colour. Mottled brown and yellow ; median yellow stripe from
head to tail ; legs yellow.

Distribution. Caucabia, Crimea.
Verlioeti's suspicion that his L. euxlnum can be brought into

relation with Budde-Lund's L. fracjile proves to be well founded
on further examination of Budde-Lund's material. I have no
hesitation in placing it as a synonym of that species.

Variety.—L. fragile caucasium Verhoefi" (1918). Epimera of

thorax predominantly coloured with irregular brown marks.
Hind angle of tergite of 2nd somite with similar depressions to

1st tei'gite. Antennal flairellnm with 11 segments.

.'{. LioiiHUM oiiACJiLK (Dana). (Text-lig. G.)

i^tyloinscus (jracilis Dana (1856), p, 17(5.

Li(fidiain tcuue Budde-Lund (1885), p. 258.

Liyidiuhi yracilis Holmes (1904), p. 318; llichardson (1905),

p. nOO {q.v. for other references).

fA(jidium (jracile Yerhoefl" (1918), p. 114.

Leiif/lh : (S 7 mm., $ 9 mm. JJreadth : cT 2 n)m., § 3 mm.
fSar/ace smooth and shining. Ifead. Frontal margin sinuate

;

median V sharply drawn out and produced to slight rostrum.
Transverse groove deep and short, reaching to inner edge of

eyes. Frontal grooves obsolete or very faintly indicated. Eyes
rather small and somewhat pear-shaped. Thorax. 1st somite
finished with bristles at regular intervals on lateral edges, none
on posterior margin. A deep lateral depression on each side

reaching hind border, No bristle group. Coxal-plate sutures

distinctly marked on last four somites in both sexes ; drawn
backwards on last three,somites only, the 5th somite little if at

all drawn back, Antennal tlagellum reaching back to hind
m.argin of 2nd somite'; with 12 segments. Uropods. Inner
process of base stout, slightly curved and about half as long as

base. Endopod by itself slightly longer than exopod ; com))ined

with inner process exceeds exopod by about one-sixth of tho

latter, Exopod about four times as long as inner pi-ocess.

Telsoit, with blunt postero-lateral angles moderately deeply
notched over uropods.

Fleopods of d . 1st exopod with one long bristle ; 1st endopoil

with process moderately drawn-out and !)lunt, with 3 bristles ;

2nd endopod with snr.ill rounded lappet.

Colour. IJrown ground ; brown median stripe ; mottled on
each side with yellow. Yellow stripe along and above sutures of

coxal plates, which are brown on each side. Legs yellow. J lead

mottled.

J)iHtrihution. California, 8t. Clara ; Massett (British Columbia).
Sitka Island. San Francisco.

The specimens in Budde-Lund's collection that he has identified

with L. (jracile Dana are from St. Clai-a (California). They
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(liftei- in slight particulars from Holmes's (1904) description of

Dana's material ; the antennre (judging by Holmes's imperfect
figure) are shorter, but as Dana's specin)ens are lai-ger than tliese,

the point is not of much systematic value ; the eyes of Dana's
specimens are described as " ratiior large '*—a verbal difference
depending on an unknown standard. U'liese specimens have
smaller eyes than the average in Ligidtum. I'here cannot be
much doubt that they are the same, howevei'.

Text-figure (!.

IJgidhtm gracile. a, Riiteuua ; h, liead from front ; c, 1st tergite, lateral edge
;

d, e &/, 1st and 2nd pleoi)ods of $ ; g, uropod from below.

The specimens from British Columbia are labelled Avitli an

unpublished name by Budde-Lund. They are, however, speci-

fically identical with L. gracile, but have interesting differences

that entitle them to rank as a variety. Melanin pigment is

entirely absent, and the eyes are slightly smaller. I have no
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history to tliese specimens, but one may surmise tliat they are

cave varieties of L. (jracile.

Budde-Lund (1885) described from Sitka Ishind a species,

L. te)iue, but the only important points in his description are the

detail of tlie uropods and the size. These agree closely enough
with L. gracile to justify a provisional inclusion of the species in

the synonymy of L. gracile, but I have seen no specimens.

Figiires in Richardson (1905).

Varieti/.—L, (jr-acile var. Jlavitm, n. var. Pigment entirely

absent. Eyes I'ather small, round, and not reaching to lateral

maigin of head.

4. LiUlDIUM LATUM, Sp. U. ('t'oxt-ligS. 7 & 8.)

Length: d" (> min,, 2 ^'^^ i'>"»- Jlreadlh: J -J iinn., 9 4 mm.
Sarface rough and covered with small scales. Head. Frontal

margin sinuate ; median Y very sharp and produced. Transverse

groove deep and passing behind eyes; frontal grooves very deep

a.nd curving back to join transverse groove abriiptl)^ Eyes large

and pear-shaped. Thorax. 1st somite without lateiul depressions

or bristle groups. Setaj at intervals on lateral border, but absent

on posterior border. Ooxal-plate sutures well marked on last

four somites in the female, only lightly marked on last two in

male; well drawn backwards on last three somites and slightly

on fourth somite. Antennal llagellum long, reaching back as

Text-figure 7.

I/igidium ledum, a, last four tlior.icic somites from left side ; b, Lead from above.

far as hind margin of 4th somite; with 12 segments. Uropods.

Inner process of base shorter than base by about half its length,

stout and conical. (None of my specimens have undamaged
vu-opods.) The single seta arising from outer side of base, set

on sharp and pointed process. Telson deeply notched over

uropods ; blunt, rounded postero-latei'al atigles.

Pleopods of (S . 1st exopod with one (?) bristle ; 1st endopod
with moderate process and one (?) bristle

; 2nd endopod ending
in pointed process.

Colour. Brown and yellow mottled ; slightly lighter streak

down middle of back. (Joxal plates light and shai'ply defined
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from brown of tergite at the suture. Legs banded with yellow

and brown.
Distribution . San Francisco.

Text-figure 8,

Lic/idium latum, a, licail from front ; h, 1st tergite, liitcval edge ; c &, d, endppod
'

of 1st ami 2ii(l plcopods, (J; e, uropod from below.

'" This species is distinguislied from all but L. nodidosum by its

\(ivy distincbive rough suiface. It differs from tliat species in

tlie character of the granulations and the form of the 1st somite.

5. LiGiDiuM GEUMANicuM VerhoefF. (Text-fig. 9.)

Ligidiion (jermanicum Yerhoefl' (1901). p. 41 ; Verhoeifi'(1918),

p. 114.

Ligidium herzegowinense VerhoefF (1918), p. 114; Dahl (1916

&]917).

Length 7 mm. Breadth 2*5 mm.
Surface smooth and shining. Head. Frontal margin slightly

sinuate, median V almost obsolete, nob produced. Transverse

groove deep and passing behind eyes ; frontal grooves shallow

and curved, passing into transverse groove at less than a i-ight

angle. Eyes large and pear-shaped. Thorax. 1st somite without

latei'al depressions or bristle groups. Coxal plates : sutures
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faintly visible on last three somites of male, very f:nnt or obsolete

on female; bind corners of last three but little drawn out.

Antevnal ilagellum reaching back as far as halfway across

3rcl somite ; stout and somewhat setose ; with 9-10 segments.

Uropods. Inner process of base curved and longer than base.

Endopod by itself about as long as exopod ;
combined with inner

process exceeding exopod by about one-third of the latter.

Exopod about twice as long as inner process ; setie of endopod

Text-figure 9. '

a

Ligidium gcvmanicum. a, liciul from front ; h, iiutciniii; c, uropoil from hclow.

about three-quarters as long as that branch. Tthon arcuate,

inclining to a bluntly angulate condition in some ; no notch

above uropods.

Pleopods of J . Similar to L. liyimorum.

Colour. Predominantly brown, mottled with yellow ; legs

yellow.

JJistriluiion. Central Europe.

6. Ligidium japonicum Verhoeff. (Text-fig. 10.)

Ligidium japonicum Yerhoeff (1918), p. 114.

Length 6 mm. Breadth 2*5 mm.
Surface smooth and shining. Head. Fi'ontal margin sinuate,

forming moderately sharp V; not produced. Transveise groove

narrow and deep, and passing behind eyes. Frontal grooves

shallow, joining transverse grooves abruptly. Eyes large and

pear-shaped. Thorax. 1st somite with deep lateral depiessions ;

no bristle groups, but a group of little processes lies in each

depression, Coxal plates : sutures not visiljle ; hind corners of

last three slightly drawn out. Aiitennal flagellum reaching as

far back as hind margin of 3rd thoracic somite; with 14 segments ;

long and setose. Uropods. Inner process of base short and

blunt, hardly one-third base and shorter than width of base.

Endopod by itself about half as long again as exopod, combined

with inner process nearly two-thirds as long again. Exopod
about six times as long as inner process. 2'elson. Only slightly

notched above uiopod ; no postero-lateral production.
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Pleopods of S ' Isb exopod with 5-6 large sette ; 1st enclopod
drawn out internally into sharp triangular process with 5-6 large

•sette ; 2ad exopod " divided very distinctly by a sutui-e in two
parts " (Verhoelf) ; 2nd endopod with small rounded projecting

terminal lappet and three small spines on innei- edge at distal

end.

Text-fiaure 10.

Tji(jiiUnmJaponic7im. a, liead from front; h, niifoimii ; c & d, endopod of

1st iind 2nd pleopods, c?; c, uropod from Itclow.

Colour. Light broAvn Avith whitish speckling ; longitudinal
band of Inrge spots over coxal plates ; median brown band without
mottling ; legs whitish.

J)istrihnl.lon. Japan ;
" Moheri " (Japan).

Figured by Yerhoeff (1916).

I have not seen specimens of the following species :

—

7. LiGiDiuM BOSNiENSE Verhooft".

lAyidium hosniense YerhoefF(1901), p. 40; (1918), p. 114.

Dislrilmtion. Sarajevo, Bosnia.

Briell)' described but not figured.

8. LiGiuiuM NODULosiJM VerhoefT.

Ligidiam nodidosum YerhoefF(1918), p. 114.

])htrilni.tion. Caucasus.

Described with ligines by Vcrhoell".

J'koc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. LY.
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9. LlGIUIUM LONUICAUDATUM Stollei'.

Liqidmm longicaudatum Stoller (1902), p. '208; Richardson

(j[905), p. 688 ; Verhoeff (1918), p. 114.

Distribution. New York,
Verhoeft* remarks of this species that the figuie given by

Stoller can scarcely be accepted. The descriptions are also in-

adecpiate, and the specimens should be redescribed in the light of

lecent work.

10. LiGiDiUM (Typiiloligidium) ccecum (Carl).

Zigidiiim coecum Carl (1905), p. 327.

Ti/phloligidiiom ciecuvi Verhoefl'(1918), p. 114.

Distribution. Crimea, in caves.

Vei'hoefF supplements Carl's description, but no new figures

have been given. Carl figures the telson and uropods and the
second pleopod of the male.

I wish to acknowledge my debt to Dr. W. T. Caiman, F.K.S.,
for allowing me the use of the British Museum material, and
for his readiness in advising on questions of Crustacean
morphology and literature.
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41. A List oi" tlio Jjizjinls of British Tcnilorics in Kast

ACi-ica (Ugandu, Kenya Colony, Tanganyika Territoiy,

and Zanzibar), with Keys for the diagnosis o£ the

Species. By AuTiiuu Loveridge, F.!E.S., C.M.Z.S.

[Received October 3, 1923 : lload October 23, 1923.]

As no work on the Liznvds of the British territories in Enst
Africa, as a whole or in part, has ever appeared in tlie English
language, the writer hopes that the accompanying keys an<l check-
list may prove of nse to liis fellow herpetologists and perhaps
help to stimulate an interest in the Lizards of this region.

l?oth Tornier* and Nieden t have publisheil works dealing
with the reptile fauna of German East Africa (now Tanganyika
Tei-ritory) and liave included in these many species from British

East Africa (now Kenya Colony) and Uganda likely to be fomid
in CL E. A. Owing to the many species described by Boulenger,
Sternfeld and others, however, both these works may be con-
sidered out of date.

Jjike all herpetologists, I must confess my indebtedness to the
writings of Mr. G. A. Boulenger. In the case of the Lizards
proper (LacertidiTe) I have adopted, or extracted, from his keyst
to suit my purpose.

Out of the 1 12 species a.nd races considered valid in this jtaper,

no fewer than 64 have been de.scribed since the publication of his

'Catalogue of Lizards '§. A still more significant fact as to the
amount of work done in recent years is that, of the 48 species which
appear in the Catalogue, only 15 are recorded from, or credited to,

the n.reii dealt with in the following pages, which have perforce been
compiled from a mass of papers that have appeared since 1887.

ISTumber of Species characterised. ,,
'^ 1 ic'scnt jjaper,

I]y Blgr. 1885-87. Torn. 18!»7. Niod. 1!)13. 1023.

Geckonida^ 1 11 16 25
Agamidie 1 8 6 13
Zonmidre 2 4 4
Vaivanida? 3 3 3
Amphi,sbpc;nida5 1 4 5

Lacertidie 3 6 13 "20
Gerrhosaurida; 1 3 2 4
Scincida? 8 17 24 37
Anelytropida>. 1 1 1

Totals 15 51 73 112

* Tornier, ' Die Kviechticrc l')eutso]i-0.st-Afril<a.s,' 18i)7, and Zool. .lahrli. Svst. xiii.

Hand 6, 1900.

+ Nieden, ' Ncues Verzeicbnis dor Kriccbtiere . . . von Dentscb-Ost-Afrika,' 1913.

1 Boulenger, 'Monograpb of tbe Lacertidie,' i. & ii. 1920-21.

§ IJoulenger, 'Catalofjue of tbe Lizards in tbe Britisb IMiiscuni,' i.-iii. 1885-1887.
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As brevity is so essential in a key I have omitted lists of

bibliiiyTiiphical references, giving in the case of those 50 species

appealing in the 'Catalogue of Lizards' the volume and page

reference of that work only, in the case of those subsequently

descri))e(l only the reference to the publication in Avhich its

description first appeared.

Tlie synonyms, wliich nre also numerous, have been omitted lor

the same reason, and only a few gi\'en of recent date which may
not be generally known.
With tl>e exception of the generic keys for the (jeckonida; and

Lacertidie, 1 have been able to arrange my keys according to

chnraeters of taxonomic value, so that the genera or species

fall into their natural order. In the two generic keys men-
tioned this Avas not possilde without making thera unduly

cumbersome.

Synopsis of the Families.

I. Upper suvface of bead with seiiles or granular tubercles.

A. Tongue short with villoso papillie.

No movable eyelids; dentition pleurodont Geciv:oniv>.t;

Movable C3'elid.s ; dentition acrodont AciAMiD-i;.

B. Tongue long, smooth, deeply bitid, sheathed at base ... VAHAMn.ii.

ir. Upper surface of head with largo or symmetrical shields.

A. Tongue with villose papillfo ; femoral pores Zonueum;.

I?. Tongue witii scale-like imbricate papilla) or oblique jilicic.

Hody vermifoi-m ; scales .soft, squarish, not iudn-icate. Ajri'ii isi!.i:m i i>.i;.

No bony jdates under the scales; femoral pores

usually present Lacuktii).!;.

Houy plates under th(! scales; a lateral fold; femoral
jiores present (iBURiioy.M'iUD.i;.

Bony plates under the scales ; no lateral fold ; no
femoral pores ; eyes distinct SciNt;ii>,n,

Hony plates under the scales ; body vermiform ; eyes
coiu;ealed beneath skin Anehtkopid.k.

Family G K c f o n i d jr.

Ten genera.

I. Digits not, or b\it slightly dilated.

A. Pupil vertical

No pores titcnoducti/ln>i.

Prceanal pores Ihinocnem is.

15. Pupil round Ooiuitodes.

II. Digits dilated.

A. I'upil vertical.

1. Digits with a strong claw.

a. Sub-digital plates divided.

Digits dilated at apex only, not at base Diplodac/j/Zns.

Distal phalanges compressed Jtcmidacti/hia.

h. Sub-iligital plates undivided.

Thumb and inner toe clawless FlatyphoUs.
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2. Digits cliiwlcss 01- with a miiuite claw.

Digits inodGi-atcly dilated ; nostril pierced between the
rostral and three small scales Fachydactylus.

Digits strongly dilated ; nostril pierced between the
rostral, 1st labial, and three small scales WosmoTactiiJus.

B. Pupil circular.

Sub-digital lamoUie in two rows Li/ffodacti/Iua.

Sub-digital lamellaj undivided Fhelmmn.

1. Stexouactylus,

Fitzing. K Classif, Rept. p. 13; BIgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. IG.

1. Stenodactvlus giittatus Cuv.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 17, 18H5.

Kenya Colony.

2. Goxatodes.

Fitzing. Syst. Rept. p. 91 ; Blgi-. Cat. Liz. i. p. 56.

S7/nopsis of the Specips,

5 or (> upper, and 5 or 6 lower labials ; 7 to 8 pra?anal
PO''<^s qiiattuorseriattis.

C or 7 upper, and 7 or 8 lower labials ; 8 to 12 prir-
anal pores nfricanv.s.

1. GONATODES QUATTUORSERIATUS Stem.

Stern. Ergebn. Deut.-Zentral-Afnka Exp. 1907-08, iv.

(Z. 2), p. 202, 1913.

Kenya Colony.

2. GOXATODES AFRICANUS VVem.

Gymnodactylus africanus Wemi. Yerlilg. k. k. zool.-bot. Ges.
Wien, 1895, p. 190.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

.

3. DiPLODACTYLUS.

Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1852, p. 40 ; Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 97.

1. DiPLODACTYLUS WOLTERSTORFFI Torn.

Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xiii. p. 584, f. A, 1900.

Tanganyika Territory.

4. Hemidactylus.

I[emidmt)fl(is Cuv. R. A. ii. p. 47 ; Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 113.
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Si/iiopsis of the Species.

I. Dorsal tubercles, if prosu'iit, small, smooth, conical, or very feebly keeled.

No tubercles; male with six praiuiial pores isolepis.

Small tubercles on occiput and neck only ; male with seven

IMaanal pores trop'uloleins.

Feebly keeled scales on body surrounded hy a ring of kcelless

scales ; male with 10 prieanal jiorcs sqtutmulatus.

Small tubercles; male with 15-30 femoral pores mabonia.

If. Dorsal tubercles present and strongly keeled.

4. or 5 lainella; under the inner, and or 7 under the median
toe ; 8 to 10 upper and 5 or 7 lower labials citerniL

i or 5 lainelUo under the inner, and C to 8 under the median
too; 8 or !) (qiper and 7 or 8 lower labials, lloail covered

with j)lates more or less e(iual in si/.e and generally keeled . ruspolil.

4. to ti lamellio under tlie inner, and 7 or 8 under the median
toe; 7 to 10 ujiper and (i to !) lower labials. ll(!n<l covered
with granules and scattered oval, keeled shields much
larger than the granules hrooMi.

5 or C lamelhe under the inner, and 8 to 10 under the median
toe ; i) to 10 upper and 8 or 9 lower labials wentcfi.

7 or 8 lamella! under the inner, and 10 to 12 under the median
toe ; ujjper and 8 lower labials macrnplioUs.

1. Hemidactylus isolepis Blgr.

Blgr. Proe. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 531, pi, xxix. fig. 1.

Kenya Colony.

2. Hemidactylus tropidolepis Mocq.

iMocq. Mem. Cent. Soc. Philoni. Paris, 1888, p. 113.

Kenya Colony; Tanganyika Territory.

3. Hemidactvlus squamulatus Torn.

Torn. Die Kriecht. Deut.-Ost-Afr. p. 10, 1897.

.Doubtfully distinct from .//. tropidolepis Mocq.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

4. Hemidactylus mauouia Mor.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 122, 1885.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territoiy ; Zanzibar.

.^). TIliMlDACTYLUS CITEIINII Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Civ. st, iiat. Genova, ser. 3a, vol. v. (xlv.),

1912.

Ivenya Colony ; Tang.-i.nyika Teriitory.

6. Hesiiuactylus uuspolii Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Civ. st. nat. Genova, sei-. 2, xvii, p. 0,

189G.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.
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7. ILlCMlDACTVLUS HltOOKl GvAJ.

r.lgi-. C'.'il.. iAy.. i. p. 128, 1885.

Ugivndii; Keiij-a Colony; Tanganyika Teri-itoiy; Zanzibar.

8. Uemiuacxvlus avejineui Torn.

Torn. Arch. Naturg. vi. p. 63, 1897.

Uemidactijlus tornieri Mocq. Bull. Mus. Paris, 1902, p. 404.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

9. Hemidactylus macuopholis Blgr.

Blgr. Ann, Mus. Civ. st. nat. Genova, ser. 2, xvii. p. 7, 1890.

Kenya Colony.

5. BUNOCNEMIS.

Giinther, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1894, p. 85.

1. BUXOCNEMIS MODESTUS Gtlir.

Gtlu'. Proc. Zool. Hoc. 1894, p. 85.

KonyM. Colony.

0. Lygodactylus.

Griiy, I'l'oc. Zool. Hoc. 18G4, p. 59 ; Blgr. Cnt. T.iz. i. p. 158.

S>/nopsis of the Species.

I. Subciimlul scales small caj)e)isis.

II. Subtiuidals culiivgcd, in two lougiturlinal rows.

9 upper and 6 lower labials ; 10 pr.vanal pores in mate fischeri.

6 or G upper and 5 or 6 lower labials ; 6 pncanal pores in [fieri.

male /• y&r. schef-

III. Subcaudals transversely enlarged in a single median series, (i. grotei may
combine subcaudal arrangement of I, II, & III.)

6 to 10 upper and 5 to 8 lower labials ; 4 to 6 prasanal pores

in male. Tbroat pure white grotei.

5 or 6 upper and 6 or 7 lower labials ; 8 to 9 prreanal pores

in male. Throat usually black in male ^icturatus,

6 to 7 upper and 5 to 7 lower labials ; 8 to 9 prtcanal pores

in male. Throat usually with chevron-sliaped m.arkings. p. gutturalis.

1

.

Lygodactylus c!Api:nsis Sniitli.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 160.

Tanganyika Territoiy.

2. Lygodactylus fischeri Blgr.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1890, p. 80.

Kenya Colony ; Tangnnyika Territory.

3. Lygodactylus fiscueri, var. scheffleri Sternf.

Sternf. Ergebn. Deut.-Zentral-Afrika Exp. 1907-08, vol. iv.

(Z. 2) p. 206, 1913.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.
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4. LVUOBACTYLUS GHOTEI .Steinf.

Sternf. S.B. Ges. natmf. Berlin, nr. 4, p. 245, 191 i.

Tanganyika Territory.

f). LY(iOf)A0TYLUS PKTUUATUS PoterS,

Blgr. Oat. Liz. i. p. 161.

Kenya Colony; Tanganyika Territory; Zanzibar.

(). LvaODACTYLUS PICTUllATUS GITTTDRALIS I'ocage.

;|{|gr. Cat. Liz. i. p. IGl.

Uganda.

7. Platyi'iiolis.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. Soo. 1890, p. 80.

1, PlATYPIIOLIS FASCIATA BlgT.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1890, p. 81, pi. viii. fig. 2.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territoiy.

8. Pachydactylus.

Pacliydactyles, pait., Cuv. Il6gne Anim. ii. p. 45 ; Blgr. Cat.

Liz. i. p. 200.

Synopsis of the Species.

Diivsal tiiberclos strongly keeloil. Hciid coverud with convex,

keeled scales hibronii.

Dorsal tul)ercles feebly keeled. Head covered with smooth
cone-shaped scales boulen(/cri.

1. Pachydactylus uibronii Smith.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 201.

Tanganyika Territoiy.

2. Pachydactylus nouLEXOEEi Torn.

Torn. Kriechtiere D. 0. A. p. 26, 1897.

Tanganyika Territor3^

9. Phelsuma.

Gray, Ann. Phil. (2) x. p. 199, 1825; Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 209.

1. PhelsUxMA laticauda Bttgr.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 215.

P. dabiits (Bttgr.), Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 215.

Tanganyika Territory ; Zanzibar.
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10. Elasmodactyi.us.

IJlgr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1894, p. 727.

1. Elasmodactylus trif.drus B]gv.

Blgr. llov. Zool. Afr. iii. p. 104, fig., 1913.

Tanganyika Territory.

Family Ag ami u^t:.

Two genera.

I. Incisors small, conical Agama.

II. Incisors united into one or two large cutting teeth ; tail short,

with whorls of spines Apnroscelis.

1. Agama.

Agama, part., l);iud. Hist, llept. iii. p. 333 ; Blgr. Cat. Liz.

i. p. 334.

S)/no]}sis of the Species.

I. Occipitnl scale enhirgcd.

A. Dorsal scales unequal.

Ventral scales keeled Inspida.

Ventral scales not or hut slightly keeled /'. tUxtanli.

I!. Dorsal scales e(iual.

1. A slight denticnlation or crest on th(! vcrtehral line.

Smooth or keeled veutrals much smaller than the dorsals, mossawhica.

Smooth ventrals scarcely smaller than the dorsals kirkii.

2. No dorsal denticnlation or crest.

a. A snuiU nuchal crest.

Longest spines ahont ear and on sides of neck ahont half

the diameter of the ear-opening ; dorsal scales strongly

keeled <Joriw.

Longest spines ahoutcar and on sides of neck one-third the

diameter of the ear-opening; dorsal scales keeled, not

or but very slightly mucronate planiceps.

Longest spines about ear and on sides of nock consider-

ablj' shorter than the diameter of the ear-opening ;

dorsal scales strongly keeled, mucronate colonornm.

Longest spines about ear and on sides of neck hardly

more than half the diameter of the car-opening. 80 or

90 scales round mid-bodj-. Head longer than broad.

Dorsal scales ncarl3' smooth or ver^- feebly keeled, not
mucronate clganis.

Longest spines about ear and on sides of neck nearly

e(]>uil the diameter of the ear-opening (in type speci-

men) ; dorsal scales small, very feebly and obtusely

Iceeled ; throat scarlet in $$ lionotns.

Longest spines about ear and on sides of neck not nearly

e<inal to, but about one-lifth tlie diameter of the ear-

opening; dorsal s(!al(.s small, obtusely hut strongly

keeled :

(i.) Tiiroat scarlet with bright blue border in $ S
lionotus, var. dodomce.

(ii.) Snout to mid-body including throat bright

metallic pink in ^^ liono(HS,viu\mimnz/r.
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Longest spiuos al)out ciir and on sidos of ueuk tlirou-

(|iiavU'r.s llio iliamctLii' of tlio i'iiv-o))i'niiif>' ; dorsal scales

small, vci-y feebly and olitusoly l^cclcil, voiitvals

siiiootli. Kaint imclial crest ; caudal scales very large

and strongly spiiiose Jlavicaiula.

b. No nuchal crest. Longest of the long sjiines iihout

car and on sides of neck etjual tiie diauu;ter of the
ear-opi.'iiing ; dorsal scales very large, niucronute,

inihricato with strong keels raillauti.

IL Occipital scale notenlargeil ; caudal scales forming more or loss distinct annuli;
ventral scales smooth ; digits compressed.

Slight nuchal crest; caudal scales large, strongly keeled . alrioollis.

1. AUAMA HJSl'ilJA Linn.

lilgr. Urtt. Liz. i. p. 349.

Tiuigiinyikii. 'reniloiy,

2. Agama iiismDA, var. uistantx Blgr.

JilgT. Ann. & Mng. N. 11. (7) ix. p. 339, 1902.

Ugau'la ; Tangaiiyikii Teriitory.

3. Agama mossambica Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 353.

Tanganyilea "^rerri toiy

.

(3 rt. Agama kiukii JJlgr.

BlgT. Oat. Liz. i. p. 384.

Possibly occurs in Tanganyika Teri-itory.)

4. Agama dokU': Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. Miis. Civ. st. nat. Gen()va,ser. 2, ii. p. 127, 1885.

Kenya, Colony; Tanganyika Tenit,ory.

5. Agama planiceps Peters,

lilgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 358.

Tanganyika Territory.

(5. Agama coloxouum Dand.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 356.

Ugamla ; Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territor}'.

7. Agama elgonis Lonnb.

Lonub. Arkiv for Zoologi, Band 14, no. 12, 1922.

Kenya Colony.

8. Agama lionotus Blgr.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1896, p. 214, pi. viii.

Kenya Colony; Tanganyika T^erritory.
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9. Agama liokotus, vai. vodomm Loveiidge.

Love. Pjoc. Zool. Soc. 1923, p. 1)44.

Tnngfiiiyika Teiritoiy.

10. Agama ltonotus, var. MWANZyE T;Ovei-i(lge.

Love. Proc. Zoo). Soc. 1923, p. 945.

Tanganyika Territory.

11. Agama vaillanti Jilgr.

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Civ. st. nat. Genova, ser. 2, xv. p. 12, 1895.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Ten-itory.

12. Agama flavicauda Wern.

Wern. Zool. Anz. xx. p. 264, 1897.
A. caudospina Meek, Field Mus. Nat. Hist. Pub. 147 p 407

1910.

Kenya Colony,

13. Agama atricollis Sjnitli.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 358.

Uganda; Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

2. AroRoscELis.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 410.

I. AroRoscELis pnl^x'EPS O'Shauohn.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. p. 410.

Zanzibar.

Family Z o n u ii i d iE.

Two genera,.

I. Limbs \v(!ll developed
; caudal wlinils very siiiuoiis Znnnrtis.

II. liiml.s rudiuiciitavy ; body senientiform Chamcrsam'ii.

1. ZONUKUS.

Merr. Tent. Syst. Anipli. p. 57 ; Blgr, Cat. Liz. ii. p. 252.

1, ZON'URUS TROPIDOSTERNUM CopG.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. p. 254.

Tanganyika Territory.

2. ClIAM^iSAURA.

Chamtvsaura, part, Sclineid. Hist. Ampli. p. 204; Blgr. Cat.
Liz. ii. p. 263.
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Synopsis of the Species.

I. Uotli r"i»'s of liinbt; very distinct; 2i scales vouml tlio body.

Hind limb didactylo annectans.

Hind limb monodHctyle tenuior.

II Fore limbs reduced to minute clawed vestiges ; 26 scales round the

body mio:propus.

1. ClIAM^SAURA ANNECTANS 131gf.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1899, p. 97.

Uganda ; Kenya Colony.

2. Cham.esaura tenuior Gtlir.

Gthr. Ann. k Mng. N. H. ser. 6, xv. p. 524, 1895.

Uganda ;
Tanganyika Territory.

3. Cuam^:saura miopropus Blgr.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1894. p. 732.

Tanganyika Territory.

]* amily V a r A N i D .e.

One genus.

,1. Varanus.

Merrem, Tent. Syst. Amph. p. 58; Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. p. 304.

Synopsis of the Species.

I. Nostril an oblique slit, three times more distant from the end of the snout

than from the orbit.

Scales small ; nuchals not larger than the occipitals alligularis.

Scales large; nuchals larger than the occipitals ocellatiis.

II. Nostril round, a little nearer the orbit than the end of the snout . niloticus.

1. Varanus albigularis Daud.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. p. 307.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory ; Zanzibar.

2. Varanus ocellatus Riipp.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. p. 308.

Kenya Colony ;
Tanganyika Territory.

3. Varanus niloticus Linn.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. p. 317.

Uganda ; Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory ; Zanzibar.-
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Family AMPHisniENiD;E.
Four geneia.

I. Segments of the pectoral region not differentiated.

4 labials, third largest Amphisheena.

2 labials, first largest Amphisbceniila.

4 shields bordering mouth, first (formed by fusion of labial

and nasal, and pvicfrontal and ocular) largest Chirindia.

JI. Segments of the pectoral region slightly enlarged, forming an angular scries.

3 labials, first very small Geocalamus.

1. Amphisb^na.

Linn. Syst. Nat. i, p. 392, et onin. auct. ; Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii.

p. 435.

1. Amphisb^na phylofinieks Torn.

Torn. Zool. Anz. 1899, p. 260.

Tang.anyika Territory.

2. AMPHlSBiENULA.

?Sternf. S.B. Ges. naturf. Berlin, 1911, p. 246.
*

1. Amphisb.enula orientalis Sternf.

Sternf. S.B. Ges. naturf. Berlin,.19 11, p. 246.

Tanganyika Territory.

3. Chirindia.

Blgr. Ann. Mag. N. 11. (7) xx. p. 48, 1907.

1. Chirindia ewerbecki Warn.

Wern. Hamb. Jahrb. wiss. Anst. xxvii. p. 37, 1910.

4. Geocalamus,

Giinth. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (5) vi. p. 234, 1880 ; Blgr. Cat.

Liz. ii. p. 453.

Synopsis of the Species.

2 lower labials ; 2 temporals : 38 to 42 segments round body acutus.

3 lower labials; 3 temporals; 34 to 38 segments round body modestvs,

1. Geocalamus acutus Sternf.

Sternf. Ergebn. Deut.-Zentral-AfrikaExp. 1907-08, iv.(Z. 2),

p. 209, 1912.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Tenitory.

2. Geocalamus modestus Gthr.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. p. 453.,

Tanganyika Territory.
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Family L A c E r t i D az.

I, Ventral plates smooth.

A. Sub-digital laniellte smooth or tubercular.

1. Dorsal scales small, juxtaposed or subimbricate.

Nostril pierced between 2 or 3 nasals, separated from
iirst upper labial ; clieeks swollen Nvcras.

Nostril pierced between 3 or 4 nasals, well seiiarated

from the first upper labial ; cheeks not swollen Eremias.

Nostril pierced between 2 or 3 nasal and the first ujiper

labial Lacerta.

2. Porsal scales large, imbricate, strongly keeled Ahjiroides.

3. Two series of large smooth plate-like scales along the back
and tail Uolaspis.

B. Subdigital hunellsD keeled.

Nostril ])ierced between 3 to 5 nasals and the upper
labial, or separated from the latter bj' a narrow riui . Latastia.

Nostril pierced between 2 or 3 nasals Ichnotropis.

II. Ventral plates keeled GastrojohoJis.

1. NUCRAS.

Gray, Ann. & Mag. N. H. i. 1838, p. 280 ; Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii.

p. 52.

Synopsis of the Species.

I. Dorsal scales keeled kiloscs.

II. Dorsal scales smooth.

Head 4 to 5 times in length to vent ; foot as long as or a little

longer than the head ; parietal foramen jjresent ; 40 to 51
scales across the middle of bod}'; ventrals in 28 to 33 trans-

verse series ; transverselj' enlarged plates under the fore-arm ... emini.

Head d^ to 5 times in length to vent; toot shorter than the

head; 45 to 53 scales across middle of body; ventrals in 27 to

34 transverse series hoidengeri.

1. Nuchas kiloste Loveiidge.

Love. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1922, p. 314.

Tanganyika Tei'ritory.

2. NUCR.^S EMlNl Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. .k Mag. N. H. (7) xix. p. 593, 1907.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

3. NucRAS BOULENGEiu 0. Neum.

Neum. Ann. & Mag. N. li. (7) v. p. 5G, 1900

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Tenitory.

2. Lacerta.

Lacerta, part., Linji. S. N. i, p. 359.

Lacerta HIgr. Cat, Lix. iii. p. 8.
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Synojjsis of the Species.

1. Transverse serios of ventral plates with notches between the
plates

; collar serrated ; a single postnasal (exceptionallv 2)

;

femoral pores 7 to 10 ' vauereselli.

II. Transverse series of ventral plates with rectilinear or nearly
rectilinear border, longitudinal series 6 or 8 in number

;

femoral pores 12 to 31 ; 22 to 26 lamellnj under fourth toe . jacksoni.

Parietnls iisiially not in contact (or very narrowly) with
M|)pnr i)ostocular ; temple covered with small scales, as
large as or smaller than dorsals j. jacksoni.

Pnrietals more extensively in contact with upper post-
ocnlar; temple scales larger than dorsals j. kibonoiensis.

1. Lacerta vAUERESELLi Torn.

Torn. Zool. Anz. xxv, p. 701, 1902.

Tanganyika Territory.

2

,

Lacerta jacksoni Blgr.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1899, p. 96, pi. x.

Uganda ; Kenya Colony.

2a. Lacerta jacksoni, var. kibonotensis Lcinnb.

Lonnb. Sjostedt, Kiliin.-Meru Exped., Rept. Batr. p. 5, 1907,

Tanganyika Territory.

3. Algiroides.

Bibron, in Boiy de St. Vine. Expdd. Sc. Moree, Rept. p. 07
;

lilgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 4t}.

Syno2^sis of the SjJecies.

I. A scries of granules between the supraoculars and the supraciliaries ; dorsal
scales strongly keeled.

18 to 24 scales across middle of body ; 12 to 17 femoral pores
on each side; 17 to 19 lamellar scales under the fourth toe;
hind limb reaching collar or ear-opening africanus.

33 scales across middle of body ; 9 femoral pores on each side

;

2l lamellar scales under the fourth toe ; hind limb barely
reaches shoulder houlengeri

II. Supraoculars in contact with the supraciliaries; dorsal scales
feebly keeled ; the laterals and anterior dorsals entirely smooth, alleni.

L Algiroides africanus Blgr.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1906, ii. p, 570.

Uganda.

2. Algiroides boulengeri Peracca.

Perac. Atti Ace. Torin. Hi. p. 531, 1917.

Uganda. -

Proc. Zoot,. Soc—1923. No. LVI. 56
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3. Algiroides alleni Baiboiir.

Barb. Proc. New Engl. Zool. Club, iv. p. 97, 1914.

Kenya Colony.

4. Latastia.

Beili'iaga, Ann. Mus. Civ. st. nat. Genova, xx. p. 307, 1884
;

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 54.

Synopsis of the Species.

I. 39 to 52 scales across the middle of the body ; no group of small plates in tlie

middle of the pectoral region. Dorsal scales sharply keeled, sometimes
doubtfully so in L. johnstoni.

No gular fold ; edge of collar serrated : 13 to 16 femoral
pores on each side johnstoni.

A gular fold ; edge of collar even ; 10 to I'l femoral pores

on each side siebenrocJci.

II. 52 to 80 scales across the middle of the body, usually 55 to 65,

more or less strongly keeled ; a group of small irregular plates

usually' present in the middle of the pectoral region; 5 to 16

femoral pores on eacli side. Dorsal scales not sharply keeled . loiif/icatidata.

1

.

Latastia jounstoni Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. & Mng. N. H. (7) xix. p. 392, 1907.

Tanganyika Territory.

2. Latastia siebenrooki Torn.

Eremias siebenrooki Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xxii. p. 386, 1905.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

3. Latastia longicaudata Reuss.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 55.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

(The East African longicaudata may all prove to be of the

var. revoili Yaill., vide Blgr. Monogr. Lacert. ii. p. 30,

1921.)

5. GASTnOPHOLIS.

. Fischer, Abh. Naturw. Ver. Hamb. (ix.) i. p. 1, 1886 ; Blgr.

Cat. Liz. iii. p. 7.

1. Gasteopuolis vjttata J. G. Fisch.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 7.

G. lutzei Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xiii. p. 591, fig,, 1900.
(r. 2}rasina Wern. Zool. Anz. xxvii. p. 402, 1904.

Tanganyika Territory ; Zanzibar.

6. ICHNOTROPIS.

Peters, Mon. Berl. Ac, 1854, p. 017; Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 78.
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iS'i/nojjsis of the Species.

I. Frontonasal single; suboeular bordering mouth tanganicana.

11. Frontonasal longitudinally divided; suboeular not bordering the
mouth squamulosa.

1. ICUNOTROPIS TANGANICANA BIgr.

Blgr. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (8) xix. p. 278, 1917.

Tanganyika. Territoiy.

2. loiiNOTUOPis SQUAMULOSA Peteis.

Blgr. Oat. Liz. iii. p. 79.

Tanganyika Territory.

7. EuEiMIAS.

(Fit/,ing.) Wiegm. Herp. Mex. p. 9, 1834 ; ]3]gr. Cat. Liz. iii.

p. 80.

Synojysis of the tSpecies.

I. Toes not or but feebly compressed, with bi- or tricarinate laniellie infiriorly

;

GO to 77 keeled scales across middle of body.

18 to 20 femoral pores on each side; upper hcad-sbields striated ... spelii.

II. Toes strongly compressed, with unicarinntc lamellic inferiorl}'.

08 to 82 smooth scales across middle of body ; 17 to 23 femoral

pores on each side ; upper caudal scales stronglj' keeled ; upper
head-shields rugose smitliii.

53 to 68 keeled scales across middle of body ; 13 to 18 femoral
]>ores on each side; upper head-shields coarsely striated ; sub-
ocular bordering the mouth striata.

53 to 03 keeled scales across midilleof bodv; 20' to 24 femoral
pores on each side : upper head-shields rinely striated ; sub-

ocular jiot reaching the uioutli hrennerl.

\. EUEMIAS SPEKII Gtlir.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 84.

E. sextititiiata Stejneg. Pi-oc, U.S. Nat. Mus. xvi. p. 718, 1894.

Uganda ; Kenya Colony ; I'anganyika Territory.

2. EllKMlAS SMITH II Blgr.

Blgr. Proc. Zool. .Soc. 1895, p. 534, pi. xxix. &g. 4.

Kenya Colon3\

3. Eremias STRIATA Peters.

l^lgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 8G (as E. hrenneri, var. striata).

Kenya Colony.

4. Eremias iuienneri Peters. .

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 86.

Kenya Colony. - .

56*
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8. HOLASPIS.

Ilolaspis (Smith) Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. 18(53, p. 152 ; Blgr.

Cat. Liz. iii. p. 118.

1. HOLASPIS GUENTIIEIU Gi'ay.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 118.

Uganda; Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

Family G E r R ii o s A u iii D Ai.

One genus.

1. Gerriiosaurus.

Ptychoj^leura, part., Wiegm. Herp. Mex. 1834 : Blgr. Cat. Liz.

iii. p. liy.

Synopsis of the Species.

I. Tympanic shield smnll ; veiitrals in 10 rows major

II. Tynipimic sliielil niiriow ; ventnils in 8 rows; laterals

smooth Jlavhiidaris.

III. An intonnediate form with Iceeled laterals based on single

individual f. forma intermedia.

IV. Tympanic shield narrow ; ventrals in 8 rows ; laterals

keeled nigroUnealus.

1. Gerrhosauuus major A.Dum.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 121.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory ; Zanzibar.

2. Gkruiiosaurus flavigularis flavigularis Wiegm.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 122.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory ; Zanzibar.

3. Gerriiosaurus flavigularis, forma intermedia Lonnb.

Lonnb. Sjilstedt, Kilimanjaro-Meru Exp., Rept. Batr. p. 7,

;i907i -

Tanganyika Territorj'.

4. Gerrhosaurus nigrolineatus Hallow.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 122.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territor3^

Family S ci N ci

D

m.

Seven genera.

I. Nostril i)ierced in the nasal, or between nasal and sui)ra- or postnasal or llrst

ujjper labial, not touching the rostral.

A. Pterytfoid bones separated on the median line of the palate,

the palatal notch extending anteriorly to an inuiginary line

connecting the centre of the eyes. Supranasals present ... Mahuia.
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ii. Pterygoids hi conliict (at loast quite iintcviorly) iiiesiuUy,

tlio ]):iliitnl notch not extending anteriorly to between tl;e

centre of the eyes.

Eyelids movable ; digits, if present, with non-retractile

chuvs Lygosoma.

Eyelids.iniuiovablc, transparent, covering the eye Ahlcpharus.

II. Nostril pierced in the posterior border of the rostral, or between a nasal or a
labial and the rostral.

A. Palatine bones in contact on the median line; nostril pierced

between the rostral and a vcrj' small nasal, which may be
reduced to ft narrow ring Scelotcs.

15. I'aliilini; bones sc])aratcd on the median line ; supranasal.s

))rosent ; the first upjjor labial entering nostril.

1. Nostril ])ierced between the rostral, the supranasal,

the postnasal, and the first labial ; no frontoparietals Sepsina.

2. Nostril pierced between the rostral and the first labial. Melanoseps.

III. Nostril pierced in the very large rostral, with the posterior border of which it

is connected by a horizontal suture.

Lower eyelid scaly Scolecoscps.

Jjowcr eyelid transparent Acontias.

1. Mabuia.

Mahuya, part., Fitzing. N. Classif. Rept. p. 23 ; Blgr. Oat. Liz.

iii. p. 150.

tSi/no2)sis of the Species.

1. Scales on the soles not spinosc.

A. The subocular is distinguished from tlio (other) labials only by size and
])osition, and is not or scarcely narrowed inferiorly.

a. All the dorsal scales with four or more keels.

4 to 7 keels on dorsal scales ; 34 to 36 scales round mid-
body ; 5 or 6 supraciliaries comorensis.

7 keels on dorsal scales ; 30 to 32 scales round mid-body

;

4 to 5 supraciliaries maculilabris.

7 to 9 keels on dorsal scales ; 30 to 32 scales round mid-
body ; 4 supraciliaries houlengcri,

h. Most of the dorsal scales tricarinate {planifvons with
5 keels on some scales).

30 to 32 scales round mid-body; ear-opening with 2 or

3 short obtuse lobules anteriorly, Priefrontnls form-
ing a short median suture hrevicolUs.

28 to 32 scales round mid-bodj' ; ear-ojjcning with 2 or

4 projecting lobules anteriorl}-. Prosfrontals separated

by truncated end of frontal, in contact with fronto-

nasal planifrons.

28 to 32 scales round mid-body ; car-oiicning with 2 or

3 long, pointed lobules anteriorly. Parietals forming
a suture behind interparietal homalocephala.

20 scales round mid-body ; ear-opening partlj- concealed

under the rounded scales of its anterior border iaitana.

c. Dorsal scales bicarinatc or tricarinate; 30 to 32 scales

round mid-body ; ear-opening with 2 to 4 short,

obtuse lobules anteriorly i quinquetaniata.

d. Dorsal scales smooth; 24 to 26 scales round mid-body;
car-opening overlapped anteriorly by one or more
scales megalura.

]}. The subocular much narrowed inferiorly, sometimes not

reaching the lip ; 30 to 34 scales round mid-body

;

car-opening with 3 to 5 long, pointed lobules anteriorly, hayonii.
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II. Scales on tlie soles spinoso ami sharply keelcil.

30 to 30 scales round ni id-bod}' ; dorsals tricarinate;

subocular largely bordering the lip. Frontoparietals

distinct or sometimes fused in one varia.

30 scales round mid-body ; dorsals bicarinate ; subocular

reaches the lip but is much narrowed interiorly hrauni.

32 to 30 scales round uiid-body ; dorsals tricarinate;

hind limb reaching elbow in male and wrist in female, ohsti.

32 to 38 scales round mid-body ; dorsals mostly tri-

carinate, sometimes many quinquecarinate ; sub-

ocular, if reaching lip, much narrowed interiorly striata.

3 i scales round mid-body; dorsals tricarinate; sub-

ocular not reaching lip ; frontonasal broken up into

3 shields irregularis.

1. Mabuia coMoiiENSis Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 163.

Kenya Colon)'; Tanganyika Territory; Zanzibar.

2. Mabuia maculilabris Gray.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 164.

Uganda ; Tanganyika Territory.

3. Mabuia boulengeri Sternf.

Sternf. S.B. Ges. naturf. Berlin, 1911, p. 248.

Tanganyika Territory.

4. Mabuia planifrons Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 167.

Mabuia diesneri Sternf. S.B. Ges. naturf. Berlin, 191 1, p. 248.

Kenya Colony; Tanganyika Territory.

5. Mabuia urevicollis Wiegm.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 169.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

6. Mabuia ijoMALOCEruALA Wiegm.

J^lgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 170.

(Specimen in Museum of E. A. k U. Nat. Hist. Soc. with-

out loc.)

7. Mabuia taitana Peters.

Blgr. Oat. Liz. iii. p. 171.

Kenya Colony.

8. Mabuia quinqukt^niata Liclit.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 198.

Uganda ; Kenya Colony ; Tangunyika Territory ; Zanziljar.
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9. Mabuia MEGALURA Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 195.

Uganilfi ; Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

10. Mabuia bayonii Bocage.

-Blgr. Cat. Liz, iii. p. 201.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

1 1 . Mabuia varia Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 202.

M. isselii Peters in Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 201.

M. hildehrandtii Peters in Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 207.

Kenya Colony; Tanganyika Territory.

12. Mabuia brauni Torn.

Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xv. p. 585, 1901-02:

Tanganyika Territory.

13. Mabuia obsti Wern.

Wern. Mitt. Nat. Miis. Hanib. xxx. p. 43, 1913.

Tanganyika Territory.

14. Mabuia striata Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 204.

Uganda ; Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory : Zanzibar.

15. Mabuia irregularis Lonnb.

Lbnnb. Arkiv for Zoologi, Band 14, no. 12, 1922.

Kenya Colony.

2. Lygosoma.

Mahuya, part., Fitzing. N. Classif. Kept. p. 23 ; Blgr. Oat,

Liz. iii. p. 209.

Synoj)sis of the Species.

I. Limbs well developed; the length of the hind limb exceeds the distance

between the centre of the eye and the fore limb. Tympanum distinct. No
supranasals. Kostral forming a suture with the frontonasal. One or more
pairs of enlarged nuchals. (Liolepisma D. & B.)

Frontoparietals much larger than the interparietal ..i clatlirotis.

Frontoparietals subcqual or smaller than the interparietal... kutuensis.

II. Limbs short or rudimentary (except /erMawcf?)- Ear distinguishable. Supra-

nasals present (or the nasal partially divided longitudinally and forming a

suture with its fellow). Prsefrontalswell developed. (Biopa Graj-, p. 220.)

A. Limbs pentadactyle.

32 to 30 scales round the body ; scales feebly tri- or quin-

quecurinat e fernandi.

26 to 28 scales round the body ; smooth or feeblj" tri- or

quini(uccarinate : 4th toe equal to or a little longer than

the 3rd sundevallii.

26 scales round the body; smooth; 4th toe much longer

than 3rd ferrandii.

13. Limbs two-toed. Bodv elongate, serpentiform anchietm.
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III. Limbs move or less developed. Ear covered with scales or verj' minute. No
sui)raiiasals. Prajfrontais (in the species with short limbs) minute or absent.

(Siaj)lios Gray.)

A. Limbs i)eutaikctyle.

13 to 15 infradigital lamella;; 24 scales round body ; ear-

opening much larger than the nostril kilimensis.

12 infradigital lamullai ; 21 scales round the body; eav-

opening not much larger than the nostril thomasi.

ll intVadigital lamellas; 22 scales round body; ear-opening

not much larger than the nostril aloysii-sahamlitB.

B. Digits 5 or 4. Toes 5-5.

9 to 11 infradigital lamellaj under 4th toe.

22 to 24 scales round body ; ear-opening minute graueri.

Digits with 5 fingers graueri quinquedigitata.

Digits with 4 fingers .. graueri qnattuordigitata.

C. Digits 4-4. 12 infradigital lamellie in longest; 22 scales

round the body; ear-opening not much larger than the

nostril mcleagris.

D. Digits 3 3. 22 scales round the body ; ear-opening much
larger than the nostril hloclimanui,

1. Lygosoma clathrotis Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. it Mag. N. H. (7) vi. p. 194, 1900.

Kenya Colony.

2. Lygosoma kutuensis Liinnb.

Liinnb. K. Sv, Vet.-Akad. Handl. Band 47, no. 6, 1911.

Kenya Colony.

3. Lygosoma fernandi Burton,

lilgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 304.

Uganda ; Kenya Colony.

4. Lygosoma sundevallii Smith.

Blgr, Cat. Liz. iii. p. 307.

L. Ifcviceps Peters, Mon. Berl. Ac. 1874, p. 371, pi. fig. 3.

L. modestnm Gthr. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (5) vi. p. 235, 1880.

Uganda ; Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory ; Zanzibar.

5. Lygosoma ferrandii Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Civ. st. nat. Genova, (2) xviii. p. 718,

pi. 9.1igr2, 1898.

Tanganyika Territory.

('). Lygosoma anchiet.i; Bocage.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 316.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.

7. Lygosoma kilimensis Stejn.

Stejn. Proc. U.S. Nnt. Mus. xiv. (no. 862), p. 405. 1892.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Territory.
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8. IjYgosoma xuomasi Torn.

Torn. Zool. Jalub. Syst. xix. p. 175, 1903.

Kenya Colony.

i). JjVaosoMA ALOYSii-SAHAKDi/K Pei'acca,

Peiac. Jioll. Mus. Zool. Tor. xxii. (no. 553), 1907.

Uganda.

10. Lygosoma graueri (juinquediqitata Sternf.

Steinf. Ergebn. Deut.-Zential-AfrikaExp. 1907-08. iv. (Z. 2)

p. 241, fig. 3 6, 1913.

Tanganyika Territory (?).

11. Lygosoma graueri quatxuordigitata Sternf.

Sternf. Ergebn. Deut.-Zentral-Afrika Exp. 1907-08, iv.

(Z. 2) p. 242, fig. 3 rt, 1913.

Tanganyika Territoiy.

12. Lygosoma meleagris Blgr.

BIgr. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xix. p. 488, 1907.

Uganda.

13. Lygosoma blochmanni Torn.

Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xix. p. 173, 1903.

Tangfuiyika Territory.

3. AnLEniAuus.

Fit/. Verb. Ges. Naturf. Fr. i. p. 297, 1824; Blgr. Cat. Liz.

iii. p. 344.

Synojjsis of the Species.

I. Frontopnrictiil nnd interparietal united into a single shield.

26, r.irely 2t or 28 scales round mid-bodj^ houtonii.

22 or 24, rare!}' 20 scales round niid-body houtonii var.

Hi Frontoparietal single, interparietal distinct. [peromi.

24 scales round mid-body ; tail as long as head and body . tvahlberffii,

20 scales round mid-body; tail nearly three times the

length of head and body megalurus.

1. Ablepharus boutonii Desj.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 346.

Tanganyika Territory ; Zanzibar.

2. Ablepharus boutonii, var. peronii Coct.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 347.

Kenya Colony; Tanganyika Territory.
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3. Albephauus waiilueugii Smith.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 350.

Kenya Colony ; Tanganyika Teviitoiy.

4. AnLEriiAiius MEGALURUS Nieden.

Nied.Mitt. Mns. Berlin, vii. 1913, p. 89.

Tanganyika Territory.

4. SCELOTES.

Fitz. N. Classif . Eept. p. 23 ; Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 408.

1. ScELOTES EGGELi Torn.

Torn. Zool. Anz. 1902, p. 700.

Tanganyika Territory,

5. Sepsina.

liocago, .Torn. Sc. Lisb. i. p. 02, 1800 ; Blgr. Ci.t. Liz. iii. p. 417.

1. Sei'sina TETiiADACTYLA Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 420.

Tanganyika Territory.

6. Melanoseps.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 422.

1. Melanoseps ater, var. longicauba Torn.

Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xiii. p. 002, 1900.

Tanganyika Territory.

7. SCOLEOOSEPS.

Loveridge, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1922, p. 159.

1. ScoLEOOSEPS acontias AVern.

Jlelanosep's acontias Wern. Jalirb. wiss. Anst. xxx. (2) p. 1 9,

1914.

Tanganyika Territory,

8. Acontias.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 427.

1. Acontias meleaoris Gray. •

lilgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 427.

Kenya Colony.
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FiUIlily A N K L V T R O r I U AZ.

One genus.

1. FlOYLINIA,

Grtxy, Cat. Liz. p. 129, 1845 ; IJlgr. Cat. Liz. iii. p. 431.

1. Fkylinia cuhroki Cray,

nigr. Ciit. Liz. iii. p. 4;31.

Uganda
; Tanganyika Territory.
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42. On some Miimmals from Jugoslavia.

By Ivou G. S. Montagu, F.Z.S.

[Recnivcd Angust 27, 1923 : Read November 6, 1923.]

Systematic Index. ,,
I'age

Talpa ceeca c<eca Snvi 860

Glis fflis postns, subsp. n 866

JSvotomi/s fflareolus sohrus,a\\h3p.i\ 867

Mvotomj/s fforka, sp. ii 867

Mici'otvs agrest is functus, subsp, n 8C8

Microtus ai-valis arvalis Pallas 808

Alicrotus arvalis levis Miller 869

Microtus arvalis cali/psus, swhap. n 869

(Measurements throughout are in millimetres.)

Among the areas least fully inspected in the preparation of

G. S. Miller's Catalogue * (1) were those parts of the Balkans

now grouped together as Jugoslavia. In consequence of the

generosity of Mr. TTvarofi', of Lord Swaythling and Mr. Cotton,

material from these regions has recently been added to the

British Museum collection. The former made possible the pur-

chase of a pnrt of the collection foimed b}^ V. Martino in Croatia,

Montenegro, and Serbia; the latter made possible a small sen le

expedition to Slovenia and Croatia, undertaken by I. Montagu
and W. E. C. Cotton.

In addition to the specimens described hei^e and by Y. and E.

Martino in (2), and to specimens not of immediate interest, these

collections include abunda,nt series of A2)odemus. No account is

given here of these series, since they are all leferable to the i-aces

A. s. sylvaticus, A. s. dichrurus, A. ar/rarius, and vl. epimelas, and
do not materially aft'ect existing knowledge of the range of those

forms.

The described material gives a nmiiber of noteworthy results.

Ifc indicates the presence in the Croat highlands of 2\ cceca, of a
peculiar dormouse resembling that of southern Italy, and of a

remarkable new species of Evotomys. An E. f/la7-eolus of the

Croat lowlands, resembling chat of the western Alps, is recognized

as peculiar, as is also a race of II. agrestis from the Slovene Alps.

Tlie presence of the northern and western M. a. arvalis in the

Croat lowlands, and that of the southern and eastern M. a. levis

in the Slovene and Croat highlands, together with the occurrence

of a new form resembling the former in eastern Serbia, throws
important light on the distribution of these two subspecies.

These circumstances ma}^ indicate an overlapping of the ranges

of the two forms, but, in the writer's opinion, more probably

* (1) Catalo-ue of the Mammals of Western Europe. H.Af. (N.H), 1913.

(2) Annals and I\Iaga/.ine of Natural IIisto:y, 9th ser. ix. p. 413, 1022.
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reveal the presence of a pocket of M. a. arvalis extending along
the Slavonian plains.

Q'alpa c^ca c-eca Savi,

Tjipe locality. Italy.

Material examined and Dimensions. Two adults (1 cJ, 1$)
collected by Montagu in June 1923 in l^^upjak, Croatia.

HB. T. IIF.

53. Adult <?, 25. 6.23. 112 24, 17

60. „ ?, 28.0.23 122 27-5 17

Description. Both the skulls are typical in all respects except

size. The skvdl dimensions throughout, and the length of the

hind feet, while less than those of 2\ europceus, are larger than

is usual in T. caca; they afford, indeed, new maxima for the

latter form. The mesostyles of m'2 and ?u3 exhibit in each case

the characteristic deeply-notched apex.

The presence of this species in the Croat highlands tends to

confirm the view that its range is continuous across the Balkans,

extending from northern Italy and Switzerland into Asia Minor.

Glis GLis POSTUS, subsp. n.

Type locality. Veliki Dergonel, the Gorski Kotar, Croatia.

Material examined and Dimensions. Three adults (2 6 , \ $ )

collected by Montagu and Cotton in July 1923 on Veliki

Dergonel.
HB. T. HF. E.

65. Adult <?, 2. 7. 23 181 7Gi 31 19-5

311.. „ (?, 2.7.23 181 171 3r5 21

Typem. „ ?, 2.7.23 178 15U 32 20

' Damaged.

Description. The dorsal skin colour is yellow-grey, slightly

darkened b\^ the longer blackish hairs ; the tail is essentially

concolour with the dorsal fur. The animal in dorsal colour thus

differs noticeably from G. g. glis, showing no trace of the pinkish-

brown tint of that race, and approximates to G. g. italicus. The
tail of the latter, however, is characteristically darkened by heavy

pinkish-brown wash, and is accordingly readily distinguished

from that of G. g. postus.

The dimensions of hind foot and ear are less than the average

dimensions of G. g. italicus, but larger than those of G. g. glis.

The skulls are in no case complete, but examination of the

available fragments indicates robust cheek-teeth and a general

large size of the constituent bones, recalling the characteristic

properties of G. g. italicus.

In view of the parallelism between the dormouse of the Croat

highlands and that of southern Italy, it is Avell to recall that

dormice from north Italy and Trieste, localities intermediate in

point of space, resemble neither in any Avay and are exactly

typical G. g. glis.
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EVOTOMYS G-LAHEOLUS SOBRUS, Subsp. n. -

Type locality. Rescetari. Nova Gradisca, Croatia.

Material examined and Dimensions. Two adults ( $ ) collected

by Martino in September 1921 in Rescetari.

21.12.1.15. Adult ^s 13.9.21.

Ti/pe 21.12.1. IG. „ ? , 13. D. 21.

HH.
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narrower than tliose of IC- g. nageri, the diastema is long, and the

incisive foramina are of great length. The length of the sknll

from tlie condyle to the anterior end of the bulla is 9'25 mm.
In the largest specimens of U. glareolus this dimension attains

only 8'()5 mm., and in E. cccsarius only 8-() mm. The enamel
pattern of the teeth exactly resembles that of a typical E . ylu-

reolus, in which the third re-entrant angle ou the inner side of

?h3 is present.

MiCROTUS AGRE3TIS FUNCTUS, Subsp. n.

Type locality. Bled, Slovenia.

Material examined and Dimensions. One young adult (?)
collected by Cotton in June 1923 in Bled.

HI J. T. HF. E.

a>^e 304. Young adult ?, 10. 6.'23 87 37 19 12

Description. The dorsal colour is almost black, relieved on the

shoulders and face by a slight tawny peppering. In this respect

the animal nearly resembles young specimens of M. a, le.vernedii.

In M. a. levernedii, however, the Hanks shade gradually into tiie

ventral greyish-yellow wash; in the present specimen the Hanks

are tawjiy, and readily contrast with the ventral white. The
white of the belly, though interrupted here and there by the

appearance of the slaty bases of the hairs, shows no trace of

yellow. The tail is bicoloured and the feet dark.

Measurements of the reconstructed skull indicate the presence

of a long brain-case like that of M. a. levernedii. The skull pre-

sents a unique chai'acter in that the anterior edge of the mas-

seteric plate is inclined forward. The distance from the incisors

to the lower anterior corner of the plate is accordingly less than
in similarly sized skulls of other forms. The pattern of the teeth

is that of typical M. ayi'estis, in which the fourth inner angle of

tnl is not present.

MiCROTUS ARVALIS ARYALIS PallaS.

Type locality. Germany.
Material examined and Dimensions. Seven adults ( $ ) collecte.l

by Martino in August and September 1921 in I^ova Gi-adisc.i,

Croatia.

21.12.1.8. Adult ?, 17.8.21.

21.12.1.9. „ $,17.8.21.

21.12.1.10. „ ?, 17.8.21.

21.12.1.11. „ $,17.8.21.

21.12.1.12. „ ? , 12. 9. 21.

21.12.1.13. „ ?, 15.9.21.

21.12.1.11. „ $,16.9.21.

Average of .seven adults

HH.
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Skull dimensions.

T. o. cceca. 1. 2.

53. Adult ,?, 31-7 ll-l

60. „ ?,3r8 10-85

'E. gorka. 1. 2.

Type 01. Adult ?, 26-65 13-85

.E. g. sohrtis.

21.12.1.16. Adult ^''j 2-1-4. 13-8

a^pe 21.12.1.16. „ ?,23-4, 131

1. Condylobasal longtli.

2. Zygomatio broadth.

3. IJroadth of bniiii-caso.

4. Doptii of brain-caso.

5. Uostral breadth.

e. Mandilflo.

7. Maxillary tooth-row (ox. incisors).

7a. Maxillary cheek-teeth.

3. 4.

15-75 9-45

16-8 9-5

9. 10. 11.
12-2 6-84-3

41
4-0

11-7 6-45

11-15 6-3

5.

4-25

4-25

12.
7-9

7-15

6-7

6.

200
20-8

13.
8-2

7. 8.

12-0 13-3

12-25 12-5

6. 7a. 8a.

15-6 00 6-7

7-0 15-0

6-65 140

5-6 6-3

5'75 5-5

8. Mandibular tooth-row (ex. inci-

sors).

8a. Mandibular citeok- teeth.

0. Intevorbitiil constriction.

10. ()ccii)ital broadth.

11. Occipital depth.

12. Nasiil.

13. Diastema.
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43. Notes on East African Snakes, collected 1018-1923.

By AiiTHiJii LovEiuDGB, F.E.S., C.M.Z.S.

[Received August 14, 1923 : Road November G, 1923.]

The 221 snakes collected during 1915-1917 have already been
dealt with in a paper written in the field during the East Africa
Campaign*. The present paper deals with some 290 specimens,
of which 286 were collect'^d by the writer or his native collectors

during the years 1918-1923. Some few eailier captures are
referred to but not included in the figures.

The present collection contains representatives of all the East
African families. 34 of tl»e 54 genera, and 57 of the 140 recorded

species. These numbers are distributed a-s follows :

—

No. of
Familif. Generci, Species. Specimens,

Tvphlopidse 1 5 23
GIauconiida3 1 4 15
Tythonidao 118
Colubrida) 28 . 41 201
Viperidre 3 6 39

Total ... 286

Only two new species resulted from this material, viz. Typhlops
exceniricus Procter, and Geodipsas 2^'octerce Loveridge, whicii

have been described elsewhere.

The principal localities mentioned in the following pages are :—

Kenya Colony.

Frere Town, Nairobi, Uasin Gishu Plateau.

Tanganyika Territory.

Dar es Salaam District.—Dar es Salaam.
Lushoto District.—TJsambara Mtns., Gonja.
Moshi District.—Kahe, Garagua.
Arusha District.—Arusha, Longido Mt.
Morogoro District.—Dakawa, Bagilo, Morogoro, Mkata River,

Rudewa, Ilonga, Kimamba Stn., Chanzuru, Tiudiga,

Kipera, Madazini, Kilosa, Kideti.

Irivf/a District.— llitmruli.

Dodoma District.—Pwnga, Itende, Mpanira, Ikikuyu,
Kidenge, Mpwapwa, Dodoma, Suna, Gwao's.

* Lovpiidgp, "Notes on Snakes in East Africa." Jour. E. A. & U.Nat. Hist.

Soc. No. 13, 1918, pij. 315-338.

57*
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Kondoa-Irangi District.—M.tfiM's, Mkalama, Zengeragusu,

Usshora, Ulugu.

Tahora District.—Tdhova, Izikisia, Lugiio.

M'lvanza Distri^it.—Qiingsi, Slmnwa, Sagayo, Nyanibita,

Mvvanza.

Bulcoha District.—B\\]^ohtk, Kabare.

PoiiTUGUESE East Africa.

Luaibo on mainland opposite Mozambique Is.

"With six exceptions the identifications were all carried out

in East Africa, and I take this opportunity of acknowledging

my indebtedness to Dr. G. A. Boulenger and Miss Procter for

examining these reptiles and confirming determinations of others.

My thanks are also due to Dr. H. A. Baylis and Mr, S. Hirst

for determining the parasitic worms and ticks.

As a general rule measurements are not given unless they

exceed the maximum given in the Catalogue of Snakes. They are

then given in inches, followed by snout to vent and tail measure-

ments in millimetres.

T, y p n L o p I D iE.

Typhlops mandensis Stejneger.

Blgr. Oat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 587.

A single specimen was dug up in some building operations near

Government House, Morogoro (23. ix. 17), and brought to me
alive. As the species was described from the Isle of Manda oil

the Lamu Coast of Kenya Colony by Stejneger as long ago as

1894, and no second specimen has been taken to my knowledge,

this new record from the interior of Tanganyika Territory is of

considerable interest. It measured 18^ inches (463+ 7). Sex $ .

Alive it was almost colourless except for a little buff on the belly,

whereas Stejneger's specimen was " Uniform pale greenish grey

above, pale buff beneath." I am indebted to Dr. Boulenger for

making the identification, and the specimen has been given to

the British Museum.

Typhlops punctatus Leach.

Blgr. Oat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 42.

Three specimens from Dar es Salaam and Tindiga.

The former measured 138 + 2-5 and 130+ 2 mm., with diameter

at mid-body of 4 and 5 mm. respectively, so that the diaiDeter

goes into the body length 26 to 35 times. Grey above with or

without small black blotches and dorsal stripes following the

edges of the scale- rows.
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TYriiLors dinoa Peters.

Blgr. Cnt. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 45.

A specimen measuring 33g inches (850+10) was caught on
27.xii.22 at Kilosa, having come above ground after the first

heavy downpour of the lesser rains. In colour it was almost
identical with the figure in Peters' ' Reise nach Mossambique,'
but a week later it was a dark metallic silver, doubtless a sign

that it was abovit to cast its skin.

TypHLOPS MUCEUSO var. humbo Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 46.

Thirteen specimens fiom Ilonga, Kilosa, Kipera, Madazini,

Kidenge, Mpwapvva, und Usshora.

The largest female of these measured 231 inches (590+ 5) and a

male measured 18^ inches (460+ 6) ; it was unearthed by some
boys digging a trench at Kilosa on 27. i.21, when 1 made a note
" whitish or flesh-coloured, eyes comjdetely hidden.'" It had 35
mid-body scale-rows, diameter went 36 times into total length

and the tail 77 times.

On 18,ii. 21, having turned the " colourless Typhlops " out of

the earth where I had been keeping it, I was astonished to find

that it was now the colour of ordinary Kilosa specimens of var.

humbo and the eyes distinct having taken up pigment. I do not

know what the explanation was unless that it had sloughed just

before capture and pigmentation was delayed in the new skin, but
I am perfectly certain that there was no trace of the eyes on
27. i. 21, as I examined it very closely with a lens believing I had
something new. As the visibility or otherwise of the eyes is an
important key-character this is rather interesting.

The coloration was now as follows :—Black above, marbled or

speckled (the specks being sometimes confluent) with pale bluish

grey. Beneath, the pale blue is about equal to the black in

extent. A young specimen had the pale blue brighter, almost

bluish slate. It is the constant colouring of all my specimens

from Morogoro, Kilosa, and Mpapua.
The eye in my specimens is partly under the prseocular, not as

shown by Peters * or figured by Sternfeld f for T. mucruso.

Both these authors show one scale (prseocular) between the ocular

and the nasal in forma typica, whereas in specimens of var.

humbo from Tanganyika Territory there are distinctly two. In
one young specimen the nasal is in contact with its fellow behind
the rostral, and nearly so in the adult mentioned above.

The Usahora specimen was swallowed by a Bii-d Snake (T. kirt-

landii) with which it shared the vivarium.

* Petev3, Tleise Mossamb. iii. p. 95, pi. xiii. fijj. 3.

t Sternfeld, Fauna der deutschen Koloiiien, lleilie III. Heft 2, p. 12, fig. 8.

'
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TyniLors excentricus Procter.

Procter, Ann. A Mag. N. H. ser. 9, vol. ix. p. 685, June 1922.

As only the type-specimen was taken during the two yeais

I resided at Kilosa it must be decidedly uncommon.

GLAUCONIlDiE.

Glauconia distanti Blgr.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1895, p. 62.

As the type-locality of this species is Pretoria it was somewhat
of a surprise to find it so far north, hut Dr. JJoidonger has

kindly exnmined the Morogoro specimens for me. Thirteen

specimens in all were taken from Morogoro and Kilosa.

The largest measured 6 inches (139-f 12), but the largest of

six Kilosa snakes was only 3p inches (78 + 6).

The tail of the type was included 12 times in the total length,

but the range of Kilosa snakes is from 9 to 13 times, one speci-

men having a body length of 65 mm. had a tail 7 mm. long.

The diameter of the body into total length ranges from 48 to 56

as against 65 times in the type. Whilst the type had five lower

labials, two Kilosa snakes have four and three others only three

!

Glauconia merkeri Werner.

Wern. Jahresb. Ver. Nat- Wiirttemb. Ixv. 1909, p. 61,

A single female from Mtali's, Mkalama Dist., where it was

fotind wriggling on the surface of the ground beneath a fig-tree

about 9 p.m. on 10.x. 22. The species is, I believe, only known
from the types which came from Moshi much faither east.

My specimen is a female and is larger than the type by 52 mm.
Length of head and body 212 mm. Length of tail 15 mm. Dia-

meter of body 3*5 mm. The diameter, therefore, goes 64-8 times

into the total length as against 80-87 times in the types. The
tail goes 14 times as against 11|-13| times in the original spe-

cimens. It hf»s 4 upper labials.

The colour is uniform blackish, the borders of the scales lighter.

Pupil red with a black ling.

Glauconia emini Blgr.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1895, p. 64.

A specimen found in a heap of dry manure on the golf links at

Dar es Salaam, 4. xii. 22, agrees with Boulenger's detcription of

G. emini except in the following points :

—

(i.) Flesh-colour. In life, however, semi-tiansparent, the

dorsal scales being minutely stij)pled with brown, the belly sciiles

quite transparent. A pinki.sh tinge imparted to the whole by the

blood-vessels which can be plainly seen. The type of 0. emini
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uniformly blnckish, similnr to spocimens collected by tlie writer

at Nnirobi, but there is a specimen from Kosa Kola, Lake Nyasa,

in the J3ritish Museum, which is also pale tending to orange on.

the back and has been referred to G. emini by Dr. Boulenger.

(ii.) Posterior border of the rostral does not nearly extend to

the level of the eyes as against " not extending quite to the

level of the eyes." In the Catalogue description the Lake Nyasa
specimen is like mine in this respect also.

(iii.) The diameter of the body goes 57 times into the total

length as against 50-55 times.

I think there is no doubt, however, that I am correct in

referring my specimen to G. emini, which has already been
recorded from the extreme west of the Territory, the type-locality

is Victoria Nyanza. The present record shows that its range
extends right to the coast in the east.

Length of head and body 102 mm. Tail 13 mm. Diameter
of body 2 mm. The length of tail goe^ 9^ times into the total

length.

Glauconia liONGicAUDA Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1895, p. 66.

Four specimens taken at Lumbo, Mozambique.
The longest of these measured 4| inches (1104-12), all were

females. This snake is far more slender than an average earth-

worm and of a very transparent flesh -colour. All weie taken

among the roots of bushes when some land was being cleared of

stumps for a camp site.

One which was brought to mo in the early morning was

drof)ped into a cigarette tin containing several Lycophidium

sriniannnlis and Aparallactus capensis from the same habitat.

On opening the tin about 6 p.m. the worm snake was found to be

missing, l)ut by holding up the other snakes to a strong acetylene

light it was located in the stomach of a Cape Black-headed Snake.

It was the M'ork of a few minutes to chloroform the latter,

but the worm snake was already too far digested to be worth
preserving.

PYTHONlDiE.

Python sEByE Gmel.

Clgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 83.

Eight specimens, Rumi-uli, Ilonga, Chanzuru, Kilosa, and
Usshoia.

Three of these were young specimens sent me by Mrs. Billinge

of IlumruH, Iringa, who wrote that the natives had killed a female

jiython, whose unstretched skin measured 20 feet, and which had
34 young ones with it. She adds that the natives never attack
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the pythons unless t.ltoy liave first taken a clog or goat.-ki(l, and
to judge hy the number of pythons so killed they must do an
appreciable amount of damage in the district.

A native youngster coming up from Kilosa village heard an
outcry by the voatlside which he thought was a young kid.

Parting the grass about a bush he saw a large python which was
swallowing a reedbuck. He took me to the spot, which was a
very likely one, but the. python had gone; I think it was more
proI)ably a yo\iug bushbuck tliat was taken.

Mi\ny parasitic worms were found in the stomachs of my
Sfpocimens, viz, ]>othridmm pythoais Blainv., Pohidelphis attewiata

Mol., Ophidascaris Jilaria (Duj.), and other indeterminate im-
inatur© Ascaiidt), A larval X^'ilarian was also found coiled up
in pimples which it causes on the skin. Snakes so afiected

nipidly lose tlieir glossy and iridescent appeai-ance, refuse to

feed, and succumb within a few mouths. The disease appears

to be infectious to the extent that another snako introduced into

the same cngo, after the removal of the ilying snake, became
infected.

CoiiUBRIBiE.

Tropidonotus. owvACEira Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 227.

Four specimens from Dar es Salaam, Bagilo, and Kabare.
Found in swampy grass-lands and along river-banks.

All the specimens were rather small. A Bar es Salaam female,
kept in captivity, laid eight eggs measuring 17x8 mm. on
15. vi. 18. A Bagilo specimen killed 22. vii. 21 had three eggs in

the ovary measuring 22 x 6 mm., this was an extremely small

specimen measuring 262 mm. in head and body; the tip of the
tail was missing, us is often the case with snakes of this species.

It would be interesting to know what enemy it is that deprives
them of their tails.

Bagilo specimens have the borders of the ventrals bright mauve
and not olive.

The Dar es Salaam snake swallowed two frogs (liana miiti),

hind-legs first, on 22. vi, 18, and another, head first, on 24. vi. 18.

BOODON LINEATUS Dum. & Bib.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 332.

Thirteen specimens from Mkata River, Ivimamba, Pwaga,
Ikikuyu, Gwao's, Sanga, Shanwa, Tabora, and Bnkoba.

' The House Snake is usually found about the habitations of
man, among rubbish in outhouses, under old sacks, or beneath
sheets of iron in the open. It is not infrequently met with
crossing paths, and wl»en detected doing so it usually remains
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perfectly motionless until very closely .approached. One large

specimen on path entered a fissure in black cotton soil and on
being dug out disgorged a large rat (liattus coucha microdon).

A briglit orange-coloured specimen was met with at Dodoma
(1 accidentally trod upon it in coming out of my room). I have

never met with an orange variety before, and it faded to straw-

colour when preserved. Young specimens tend to be rufous and

have fine reticulations which disappear in the adult, which is

plumb.eous in most of the above specimens.

The reason for their frequenting houses is to be found in

their almost exclusive diet of rodents. One such specimen had

swallowed a rat and was found with a foot of its tail hanging

out of a crevice in the stone basework of the house. The snake

was so wedged in thnt the stone masonry had to be removed
before the snake could be extricated. A 2 feet 8 inch snake at

Gwao's, with greatly distended stomach, held two unstriped grass

rats (J rvicanthis ahyssinicus neumanni) in its stomach.

On a kopje at Tabora I came upon a Striped-bellied Sand
Snake swjillowing a. young House Snake. When I appeared the

Sand Snake disgorged its prey, which I put in my pocket, but

found it dead on reaching home, presumably killed by the venom
of the back-fanged species.

Ticks [Ajwnovima Ifrve Linn.) were found in one Kilosa

specimen.

?LYCOriilDlUM ACUTIUOSTRE GUnth.

Blgr. C.it. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 338.

Tlie day before Siiiling from Dar es Salanm (25. v. 23) I en-

countered a snnke on the sea-front road by the golf links; it was

holding its snout downwards, after the maimer of an Atractaspis

viper, and pushing against a fragment of coco-nut shell as if

seeking shelter beneath it from the sun. The snake showed no
sense in pushing round and round the fragment. 1 confess

I mistook it for A. rostrata, picked it up by its st^impy tail,

dropped it in a bag, and sent it on board.

I did not examine it again until the second day at sea, wlien

I found it not only dead but very decomposetl. Close examina-
tion showed at once that it was a Lycophidium, and according tO'

Boulenger's key * it was L. acutirostre, hitherto only known fiom
Zanzibar Is. As I was unable to count the ventrals or compare
it with the full description, I have marked the determination

with a query. The specimen was too decomposed to preserve.

It seems to me from its striking supei-ficial likeness to Atrad-

aspis rostrata that this species of Lycophidium has adopted similar

burrowing habits, and it may be on this account that it is so

rarely met with, less than a dozen specimens being known I

believe.

* Boulengcr, "A List of the Snakes of East Africa . . . etc." P. Z. S. 1915, p. C20.
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Lyoopuidtum semiannulis Peters.

Blgr. Oat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 339.

Eight specimens were taken at Lumbo, where they lived in t}>e

surface soil amongst the roots of grass.

The largest male measured 7| inches (170 + 21) and female

9,^ inches (203+ 35). None of the specimens attempted to bite

when handled.

Lycophiuium capense Smith.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 339.

Two specimens from Kilosa, found on paths.

The largest specimen I have yet come across was taken at

Morogoro, 18j| inches (405 + 52).

A nematode {Physaloptera sp.) was taken from a Kilosa snake

Lycopuidium jacksokii Blgr.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 340.

A single specimen was taken in a tent at Longido after a night

of heavy rain. The type-locality is Kilimanjaro, so the prestiiit

record of this rare snake extends our knowledge of its westward

distribution somewhat.

It was taken in the act of attempting to swallow a skink

(Lygosoma ferrandii), which was rather a big mouthful for it.

SiMOCEPHALUS NYASSiE Gunth.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, i. 1893, p. 347.

A single specimen at Lumbo during the demolition of a

termite hill. Female 22 inches (433+ 122).

CiiLoiiornis NEaLECTUs Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, ii. 1894, p. 94.

Five specimens from IsTaii'obi. As a variant from its usual

habitat one put its head out of a leather hair-brush case, having

reached the dressing table from an open window-
One was seen swallowing a frog—its usual diet—but another

had no less than three skinks (Ablephams wahlhergii) in its

stomach.

An immature ascnrid was also found in one specimen.

CuLonopnis irregularis Leach.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, ii. 1894, p. 96.

Single specimen from Bukoba, collected by Mr. N. C. Miller.
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PlTILOTnAMNUS SEMIVAIIIEOATUS Smith.

Blgr. Oat. Snakes, ii. 1894, p. 99.

Twelve specimens from Dar es Salaam, Ilonga, Kimamba,
Kilosa, Kabare, and Lumbo.
None of tliese exceeded in size a female from Morogoro,

measuring 51 1 inches (8374-466), taken 25.xi. 17^, One speci-
men had only 149 veutials and two had 159 sub-caudivls.

The coloration of Lumbo specimens was strikingly different

from the grass-gioen examples, of which a long series were taken
previously. In Lumbo specimens the head and neck were pale

green ; body mauve ; both freely speckled with black. The tail

was plumbeous; throat china-white; belly and sub-caudals
wliitish with a mauve tint. Ventral keels of a mauve colour.

The tongue at tip and base was black, but the middle portion
blight Cambridge-blue. All four specimens taken at Lumbo
were the same.

Attracted by the outcry raised by birds, I captured the Frere
Town specimen whilst it was descending the almost vertical tree-

trunk, taking advantage of eveiy irregularity in the bark.

A Spotted Wood Snake wns found swallowing a gecko {Ilemi-

dactylus viabouia) in the fowl-house and only the tail was to be seen.

Immediately it was approached the snake disgorged the gecko,
and on being seized by the tail ivfiated the neck and anterior

portion of the body vertically, and struck at my hand repeatedly.

Here then is another tree-snake with the same habit of inflation

when alarmed or annoyed as the Boomslang and Bird Snake.
Another specimen on being caught in a thatch disgorged a

gecko of the same species, and a third snake had swallowed a
young toad (Bvfo regularis).

During a flood one specimen was found on a maize stalk,

five feet above the water. A young one was recovered from
the stomach of a One- streaked Hawk (^Kavpifalco nionogrammica).

TnBAsops ROTHSCHiLDi Mocq.

Mocq. Bull. Mus. Paris, 1905, p. 286.

A specimen sent me from Bukoba extends the range of this

scarce reptile westwards; it was described fiom British East
Africa. I have also had the pleasure of examining three more
specimens collected by Mr. J. A. Turner in the Yala lliver region
near Mt. Elgon.

RiiAMNOPHis JACKSONn Gunth.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 632.

One male from Kabare.
A specimen of this snake was killed at Muthaiga., near Nairobi,

in 1919, l)y Mr. A. J. Klein, and is now in the Nairobi Museum.
It measured 7 feet 5| inches (1671 -f 584), and eight specimens
were collected by Mr. Turner on the Yala lliver.
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I have nover soen the resemblance of this snake to tlie Mnclc

phase of Dispholidus typus i-eniarked upon. Their similarity of

appearance is extraordinary and when alive they are indistin-

guishable, except perhaps for the slightly larger eye of the

IJoomslang—both are tree-snakes and found in the same locality at

times. Like all snakes that are large and black they are indis-

criminately called " Black Mambas" by the European residents.

CoRONELLA SEMiouNATA Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, ii. 1894, p. 195.

Two oxain|>les from T)a,r cs Salaain iiiul Sngayo, Mwnn/Ji.

The latter specimen is veiy juvenile (210 mm. over all), and

has a small scale between the rostral, interuasals, and nasals,

apparently split off from the rostral.

CORONELLA SCHEFFLERI Sternf.

Sternf. Sitzb. Ges. Nat. Fr. Berl. 1908, p. 93.

I have not been so fortunate as to collect this rare snake

myself, but a specimen in the Nairobi Museum was obtained by
Oapt. llainsford just south of Lake Rudolph in 1918. This new-

record is, therefore, far north of the type-locality Kibwezi on the

Uganda Railway.

Grayia tuglloni Mocq.

Mocq. Bull. Soc. Philom. (8) ix. 1897, p. 11.

Mr. N. 0. Miller sent me a sy>ecimen for determination which

he had collected at Bukoba, 1922.

Homalosoma lutrix Linn.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, ii. 1894, p. 273.

A single specimen from Kabare, Bukoba, 10. i.23.

This female, though small (290-f38 mm.), Avas very bloated,

having no fewer than ten eggs, measuring 12x8 mm., in its

oviduct which extended forward to the region of the heai-t.

Prosymna AMBiGUA Bocage.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, ii. 1894, p. 248.

Three specimens. One of these was taken in a termite nest at

Lumbo ; the other two Avere found in a bottle without data in 'a

German House at Morogoro.
One of these had paired praefrontals and 155 ventral scutes.

Dasypeltis scabra Linn.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, ii. 1894, p. 354.

Six specimens were collected from Jvilosa, Ivipera, and Zenger-
agusu in Tanganyika Territory and Lumbo in Poituguese East
Africa.
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The Kilosa and Kipei'a specimens ai-e of the type that appears
to be a mimic of Causus rhombeatus, but C. rhomheatUs is

not found at Kilosa, and where this Night Adder is common at
Nairobi you get an all-black or all-brown variety of the Egg-
eater. The Zengeragusu reptile was a most interesting variety.

Colour iron-clad grey with a single row of brick-red dorsal spots.

This snake was literally covered with ticks {Aponomma Iceve

Linn.), seventy-five of which I collected,

Geodipsas PRO0TERJ5 Loveridge.

Love, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1922, p. 313,

Since my description of the type a second specimen has been
taken in the same locality by my collector.

Male. Snout to vent 350 mm. Tail 70 mm. Mid-body scales

17; ventrals 153; caudals 40; upper labials 8. This specimen
agrees with the type in all essential respects, excepting that the
3rd, 4th, and 5th upper labials enter the eye as against 4th and
5th in the type. It has also 5 more ventrals and 9 caudals less.

The following markings are also distinguishable. A black
collar on nape or back of head touching posterior border of

parietals, but not reaching to ventrals ; it is very broadly V-shaped.
Twelve or more black saddle-like markings, two scales deep, on
anterior third of body, separated from one another by two-scale

intervals which are approximately 2 mm, interspaces. White
stipplings on sides of anterior third of body sometimes falling on
outer edges of ventrals, which are grey and thus differ from the
colouring in the type, as they are very distinct from the blackish

dorsal colouring.

Tarbopuis bemiannulatus Smith.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 51.

Five specimens from Morogoro and Lumbo.
The Morogoro specimen is so much larger than the dimensions

given in the Catalogue that I give it here

—

35^ inches (735 -!- 159).

A Lumbo specimen had only 198 ventrals.

It is curious how one may be in a locality for many months
without meeting with a particular species of snake, and then
several turn up within a few days, followed by a long period

when none are met with. Such was the case with this species at

Lumbo, where I caught two females in one evening and a third a
few days later, the circumstances of capture being as follows :

—

At 7 p.m. I was hastily summoned to the Mess, where it appears
that the adjutant was about to take his seat when the snake was
noticed entwined in the wicker back of the chair. After putting

this Tiger Snake into a bag I returned to my tent, and within an
hour was summoned to capture a second, which was slowly moving
across the arc of illumination cast from a lighted tent. Both
were females, and there was only a millimetre difference in theit

lengths (2 feet 6 inches) ; they were taken about 20C-300 yards
apart.
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Tlie larger liad ton eggs in the ovary, the smaller nine. Both

stomachs wore empty of food, but the one was afllicted with

immature and, therefore, indeterminate worms of the genus

rhysaloptera, as was also a specimen taken a few days later.

Leptodiha hotambceia Laur.

BIgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1 896, p. 89.

Two specimens from Garngua and Mwanza.

The latter had 20 and not 19 scale-rows at mid -body. Instead

of the white frecklings usual in East African lleiaJd Snakes it

had transverse wavy white lines, one-scale wide, all along tlie

hack, which gave it a very Causus-like appearance. When
annoyed these Herald Snakes flatten their heads till the white

lips can be seen from above ; the body is also depressed and ilung

about spasmodically, giving the reptile a very viperish aspect.

I have always found them vicious and ready to bite on

the least provocation ; one specimen introduced into a vivarium

where there were already a couple of larger snakes [P. sililans

and A', oxyrhynchus) bit them both, but neither appeared to sull'er

any ill effects.

Cham^toutus aulious Giinth.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 98.

I have only come across three specimens of this scarce snake in

the past eight years : one was much battered in the roadway at

Mvvomero, another was found, without data, in a bottle in a

German house at Morogoro in 1916, and recently (26. iv. 21)

a young one at Chanzuru near Kilosa which had the remains of

a gecko (apparently Lygodactylus sp.) in its stomach.

Amploriiinus NOTOTiENiA Giinth.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 125.

Two specimens. A young male from Kilosa, and a femsvle

from Mkata Iliver. The former was crossing open ground, and

the latter was twisted into the side of a gxa.-s hut, about feet

from the ground. In its ovary were two eggs, 12 mm. long

(27. viii. 21). In its stomach the remains of a gecko {Lyyo-

dactylus picturatrts) , and it was apparently stalking another

which was close to it at time of captuie.

Teimehouuinus TRiTiENiATUs Giinth.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 139.

Two specimens from Arusha and Nairobi. I take this oppor-

tunity of correcting an error of mine when 1 referred these

specimens to Fsavimophis hrevirostris * Peters. The Naiiubi

example was taken from beneath a latrine seat

!

* Journal E. A. & U. N. II. Soc. No. 13. 1918; p. 320.
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A fortnight after its capture it attempted to swallow a dead
female Mabuia striata which was put into the cage. The skinlc

was much too large for it, but the snake pevs'^vered for thirty

minutes, but could not get past the front legs ; it Hnally disgorged
the whole. The Arusha specimen had a skinU in its stomach
when taken. This snake is exti-emely gentle.

EnAMPniopniS oxyrhynchIjs Reinh.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 146.

Eight specimens, Dar es Salaam, Chanzuru, Kilosa, Tindiga,

Pwaga, Dodoma., Luguo, and Mwanza District (1920-22), as

against twenty-six from Morogoro and Jjumbo (1915-18).
Several were dug out of gerbil {7\ swayihlivgi) holes and one
was found occupying the same hole as a mungoose (//. ivorii).

The lai'gest male (Avhose tail-tip was missing) measured
r)6| inches (1014 + 425), and largest female 5 feet (1040 -f

469), nearly six inches longer than the maximum measurement
given in the Catalogue. Half-a-dozen specimens had more
than 110 subcaudals, the highest number being 116. As might
bo expected, a specimen from the sandy thornbush country of

Dodoma was very pale sand-colour.

At Kilosa these snakes were pairing during December in 1920.

Tliree very large ones were seen many times in the grass during
November, the rains having commenced on the 1st, but it was not
till the 4th of December that I surprised a pair in coitu ; one of

these I ciught, and the other the following day. It was about
5 feet long. Ten eggs measuring 40x20 mm. were laid by one
of this pair in the vivarium between l-7.viii. 1921, so that the

period of gestation would be about three months. Eight eggs

(15x8 mm.) in a Dodoma specimen taken ll.vii. 21. I have
already recorded 13 eggs laid in October by a half-grown female
of this species.

In diet they are omnivoi'ous ; a small specimen endeavoured to

swallow a large rat, but could not get past the front legs and was
forced to disgorge (12. iii. 21), but a large specimen took a young
rat (15. 6. 21), and a wild specimen disgorged a shrew (Crocidura

Jlavescens) on being caught. The natives say that a tame guinea-

fowl chicken was taken by the largest of the three snakes which
were seen in September. The chicken was heard calling in the
grass, but as the boys were afraid to go into the grass, it is a
matter of supposition. In captivity I feed them on Mahuiavaria,
which they take well. It might be of interest to hei-petologists

to know that a snake should not be fed on recently chloroformed

food. Wishing to pack some of these snakes to go to Europe
I chloroformed some geckos and skinks and introduced them into

the mouths of the snakes, which swallowed them, but a few
moments later showed signs of poisoning, one rolling on its back.

The bite of this species would not appear to be dangerous to

human beings, as a small native boy who caught a 4-foot snake
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was much bitten on the hands (which bled freely), but suffered

no ill effects. After the first excitement, incidental to capture,

they settle down to a life of confinement and are the gentlest of

snakes.

I found a young specimen in the stomach of a hawk (Butastur

rufipennis) at Morogoro on 31. i. 18.

Parasitic worms {Filaria sp.) were found encysted in the skin.

Ticks {Aponomma lasve Linn.) were found on a Kilosa snake

(20.V.23).

PsAMMOPnis suBTiENiATUS Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 160.

The Stripe-bellied Sand Snake called Sangaraza in Kiswahili

is so widely distributed that I have not troubled to catch many
this tour, as forty-six were collected in 1915-19; about a score

were taken 1920-22 from many fresh localities near Dakawa,

Mkindo Mkata Stn., Ilonga, Kimamba, Ohanzuru, Kilosa, Itende,

Kidoti, Suna, Mtali's, Sekenke lid., 20 miles from Mkalama,

Usshora, Wembere, Tabora, Sanga, Lalago, Sagayo, N)ambita,

and Lumbo.
This snake is an expei-t climber ; one flashed across my path

and was 20 feet up in the topmost twigs of a stunted tree in a

moment. My attention was drawn to another five feet up in a

maiombo bush, but so well did it blend with its surroundings that

I could not distinguish it until it moved, though I was within

ten feet of it all the time. I caught several in the thatches of

native huts, where they had gone in search of skinks I believe.

My largest male measured 49| inches (861 + 399) and female

45| inches (775 + 383). Both from Morogoro.

Whilst the colouring in specimens from one locality seems

constant, a great deal of variation occurs between examples fi-om

different localities. The characteristic black ventral lines were

indistinguishable, except with the closest examination when
traces could be seen, in the Kidete specimen collected by Mr.

G. F. M. Swynnerton. Four snakes from Mtali's had pure white

instead of deep yellow bellies. At Suna the coloration is adapted

to the sandy thornbush in which they live, and which seems to

influence the coloration of its typical mammals and, to a less

extent, birds.

This species will eat mammals, birds, snakes, and lizards.

A specimen taken at Frere Town after a hard chase was placed

in an ordinary small biscuit tin, about 8x5 inches in size. The
following day a native brought me a Warbler (Prinia niystacea)

with its head almost knocked off, this I dropped into the tin,

and on opening it the following day found a bulge in the snake

and no visible bird. This freshly-caught diurnal snake had eaten

a damaged dead bird in the darkness of a small tin on the day

succeeding capture. There is no saying what a snake will do.

The following note:- was made at Kimamba on 15. viii. 21:
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"Between 5.30 p.m. and sundown I saw a Stripe-bellied Sand
Snake lying in tiie roadway; three times I distur'oed it and it
returned ench time. I noticed tliat a number of the Small
"Weavers {Lagonosticta sp.)were picking up grass seeds and hopping
about unconcernedly close to it. 1 think one might assume that
tJie snake was lying there with the object of securing a bird."

1 have already mentioned under B. Imeatus how one of tliis
species was found swallowing a young House Snake at Tabora.

Their commonest food, however, is the striped skink, and this
they very soon dispose of, as the following timing will sliow :

12.44.50. Snake seized skink.

12.47.10. Head of skink was in throat.
12.48. Hind-legs enveloped.
12.48.10. Tail disappears.

There is usually a pause for rest after the body has passed into
the gullet, nnd the tail of the meal sticks out of the snake's mouth
as if it had been having an after-dinner cii-ar!

At Frere Town (1. vii. 19) my attention was drawn to one of
these snakes which appeared to be playing. When first seen it
was stretched out at full length excepting that its head was
turned round in the direction of its tail. It then jmssed its head
])eneath its body, then over the back, then beneath tlie body
again, and so on, traversing its own length towards the taiL
This was not done hurriedly, but in dallying fashion, with
occasional withdiawing of the head. Unfortunately, a native
running up at this moment disturbed it, so that I was unable to
see the end of the performance.
At Kilosa a captive specimen was seen to rub first one side of

its mouth against its side, then the other side of the mouth
against the opposite side, repeating the operation a score of times
as it slowly worked along its own length to the tail. I feel sure
this caressing movement was only play. Having reached the tail
it moved slowly away in tlie grass (Kilosa, 2. v. 23). This snake,
nearly 3 feet in length, was killed and three-quarters eaten by a
baby lemur {Gcdago panganiensis) occupying the same large roomy
cage (Kilosa, 4. v. 23j.

At Lumbo camp I often wondered what chance a snake would
have of being in the camp without my being informed by one of
the hundreds of natives employed about the place. With the
object of deciding this I released a Stripe-bellied Sand Snake
near my tent. This tent was situated beneath a mango and a
coco-nut palm, but had a cleared space of fifty yards of sand on
three sides of it, on the fourth side were several buildings. The
snake was caught by me on a railway embankment half-a-mile
away, escaped, and was recaught by the reed fence enclosing the
tent. Next day I liberated it at 6 a.m. At 8.30 a native came
running to say a snake was in his tent, which lay a little more
than fifty yards to the west of mine, and was the first cover in
that direction after crossing the open sand. I recaptured it and

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. LVIII. 58
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a week Later released it at 11 a.m. At 1.30 p.m. a European
corporal hurried up requesting me to catch a snake wliich was
lander his bed ; the marquee in which he slept was due north

from my tent. A week later I again released it at G a.m. and
at 8.45 a.m. found a man ti-ying to head it oft* from entering a

patient's marquee, almost due south from my tent and the first

cover in that direction. It had now tried in three difterent

directions, which was rather I'emarkable, and had been appre-

hended at the first tent in the direction taken. Twice more 1

liberated it, the last time at 10 p.m., to give it a night's start, and

I saw its tail disappear beneath my bed. As I heard nothing

more of it for a fortnight I thought it had at last won clear of

the Civmp, but on Oct. 10 it was found at noon in the tent of

some A.N.M.C bo3's, one of whom struck at it with a stick, so

injuring it that 1 killed it and threw it into a case of Lesser

Mungoose (Jlelor/ale ivorii Thos.), one of Avliich seized it, first

crunched its head, and then swallowed it whole. This snako had

a portion of its tail missing, so it was unmistakable. I (loncludod

from the rcsr.lts of this little experiment th.'\,t I made a pretty

exhaustive snake survey of the area, covered by the camp when I

collected sixteen species in it during five months.

Many kinds of worms were found in the stomachs of varibiis

specimens, including two new species in a Mombtsa snake, viz.,

Oochoristica crassiceps Ba)dis, aiid Ophidascaris momhassica Baylis.

Physuloptera affiiiis Gedoelst, from a Kilosa specimen. Physalo-

ptera sp. and Ascaris sp. from Mombasa specimens. 1 am of the

ojiinion that these worms may cause the death of the host, for

in two instances the snake turned over and over and died. In
the case of the IVtombasa snake the feet and claws of the Prinia

it had eaten just a month before were still in its stomach.

PsAMMorTiLS siniLANS Linn.

Blgr. Oat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 161.

Nine specimens from Chanzuru, Kilosa, Wembere, and Lumbo
Largest male 58§^ inches (1120 + 362) and hirgest female

r)9| inches (1100+ 404), but the tail tip is missing. The tail is

proportionately longer in the females of this species. Both these

records are of Morogoro specimens, being the best of seventeen

specimens collected 1917-18.

This snake feeds upon both mammals and reptiles, a very

large mouse being tnken from the stomach of one snake and
several records of geckos (//. mahouia) being taken by them.

The eagle in whose gullet a full-grown specimen was found

has since been identified as the Black-breasted Harrier Eagle

(Circaetus jyectoi'cdis Smith). I have since taken a younger snake

in the stomach of another species of hawk.
At Lumbo (19.viii.l8) some natives killed a fine Oobrii

(iY. nigricollis) in the act of swallowing a large Hissing Sand
Snake. The cobra measured 50| inches and had already swallowed
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28 inches of the sand snake whose hodji measured 33| inches;
unfortunately, in the excitement of killing the cobra the greater
parb of tlie tail of the sand snake had been cut off, but other
specimens of this body length had tails of between 12 and
13 inches, so that a 50J-inch snake was engaged in swallowing a
4G inch snake and would doubtless have succeeded.
From one of these Lunibo snakes I removed three worms

{Poh/deljjhis quadricornis Wedl.) which measured 14 mm. X 6 mm.
A Morogoro specimen, which was ailing and would not feed,

spued up a (piantity of watery and slimy matter on the morning
of 9. iv. 18 and died the same evening. There were no visible

pai-asites in the stomach, but one lobe of the liver appeared to be
full of cysts.

When crossing the Wembere Flats (9. xi. 21) I came upon a
sand snake at 8 a.m. that was apparently dying of thirst. It

offered no resistance to being picked up and died shortly afterwards.
The stoiAiach wns clean and empty. It had dusky ventral stripes

like the brighter ones of P. subtccniains.

PsAMMoruis BisBuiATUS Petcrs.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 168.

Three specimens from Kahe, Ikikuyu, and Dodoma. This

species seems partial to sa.ndy or rock-strewn desei't country.

The Dodoma snake, though only measuring 12|- inches, had a

skink {Lygosoma ferrandii) in its stomach, as hnd also the

Ikikuyu specimen.

PSAMMOPIIIS ANGOLENSIS Bocage.

Blgr. Gat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 170.

Six specimens from Kilosa and Izikisia, and two which were

without locality in a bottle at Morogoro, at which place they were

probably taken. Three were taken on paths and one twisted into

the grass of a. banda five feet fi'om the ground. This last had
nine upper labials on the left lip, the right having the normal
number of eight.

TUELOXORNIS KIRTLANUII Hallow.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 185.

One specimen from Zengeragusu, also seen at Lumbo.
The largest Morogoro specimen measured 58| inches (919 -f

548); the Zengeragusu female is 53| (933+ 415).

The Morogoro specimen laid 8 eggs on 16.1.18. These

measured 27 X 15 mm. The yellowish parchment-like shells were

irregular in outline with many concavities. 'J'hey were laid

singly at intervals of five to ten minutes. The Zengeragusu snake

laid two eggs on 24. xii. 21 which were dry Avhen found, they

then measured 38x15 and 34x14 mm. respectively. As the

58*
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snake escaped tlie following clay it is probable slio would have

laid more.

Tiiis is an essentially arboreal species and ofl'ors one of the

finest examples of cryptic colouring amongst East African snakes.

The long and slender body is vine-like in its proportions, and

coloured for the part. In Morogoro s])ecimens the ci'own of tlio

head Avas lenf-green and not unlike a lenf in sluipe ; the Zenge-

i-agusu snake had the crown of its head th.e same colour as

the body however. The tongue is bright red with a black tip.

When annoyed or scared they inflate their throats veitically like

a Boomslang does.

I have already mentioned the swallowing of a Typhlofs mucruso

by this Zengeragusn snake in captivity. Two montlis after its

escape it was killed in a tree only 200 yards from its cage and

then had a Channeleon dilepsis in its stomach.

DlSPHOLIDUS TYPUS Smith.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 187.

Two specimens of the Boomslang or Ngole, as it is known in

Kiswahili, were taken at Kilosa and Lumbo respectively.

The largest male measured D6 inches (1027+ 39:]) and female

691 (1269 + 489), the latter being 258 mm. Icniger than the

maximum given in the Catalogue. These two snakes were

the finest of a series of eleven collected at Morogoro. Of the

two snakes under consideration, the Kilosa one was bright green

and the Lnmbo snake brown.

In captivity they ate sunbird, wagtail, weavers (PZoce»s, Urmjin-

thus, Lagonosticta), warblei-, bulbul, and swallow. The Kilosa

snake when shot had the remains of a black swallow {Psalido-

procne sp.) in its stomach.

The Lumbo Boomslang, 68^ inches in length, had a chameleon

(C. dilepsis) in its stomach. At Morogoro a Brown Boomslang
fell out of a tree in the avenue, together with a chameleon.

A green Boomslang and a chameleon of mine escaped, and later

I recaptured the snake close by with what was probably the same
chameleon in its mouth. A few days later a second brown
Boomslang fell out of the sanui trees with a (ihameleon. All

these incidents occurred Avithin a month of each other, showing

that though the Boomslang may like a chameleon diet it has

considerable difficulty in mastering its prey, seeing that no fewer

than three fell out of trees while attempting to do so.

I therefore introduced a chameleon into the cage of a very

large and black Boomslang. The snake immediately approached

the chameleon, sliding silently towards it with raised head ; the

chameleon thereupon raised its occipital tlaps, inllated its throat,

and swayed about from side to side, suddenly lunging forwards

with widely gaping mouth a.nd uttering a hiss. I then removed
the chameleon from the cage, but fed several snakes on cham-
eleons later when pushed for other food.
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CALAJfELAPS roLYLEPis Bocage.

Blgi-, Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 24(5,

Two specimens, one dug from a tormite moniid at Liimbo, the

otlier found in a bottle at Morogoro without date, hut as all

tlio other mntcvial in the bottle was local I have little doubt that

it was collecled in Tanganyika TeiTitovy, This species is only

known from Nyasaland and Angola before.

Lumbo male measured 17| inches (405+ 47). Scales 19, 176,

v30, 6. The innximum number of caudals given in the Catalogue

is 27.

RniNOCALAMU:"j MELEAGRis Sternf.

Steraf. Mill;. Zool. Mus. Berl. iv. 1908, p. 244.

Found on a path at Gonja (29. v. 16), measures 11| (269 + 25)

;

originally described from Lamu Is., K. C. I believe the identiii-

cation to be coriect, though the number of ventral scutes cannot be

determined as the snake was stepped on and slightly damaged.
It has 15 scales at mid-body, 28 subcaudals, 7 labials, and Avas pre-

sented to the E. A. tt U. Nat. Hist. Society at Nairobi, in whose
museum it now is.

Aparallactus .tacksonii GUnth.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 256.

The longest of five specimens collected at Longido West
measured li^ inches (228 + 48).

ApAIUU^ACTU.S WEIINEUI Blgl'.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 257.

Single individual from Bagilo, Uluguru Mts., measured 10^
inches (203 + 45).

Aparallactus capensis Smith.

Blgr. C;t,t. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 259,

Seventeen specimens collected at Lumbo about the I'oots of

grass or shrubs, or on the surface of the sandy soil in the early

morning. The largest of this good series was 47 ram,, less than
the maximum given in the Catalogue.

Earlier in this paper I have referred to a worm snake being
eaten by this species in coniinement,

Elapechis guentheri Bocage.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 359.

One female from Nairobi (21.viii. 19) measuring 23f inches

(545 + 43), in whose stomach were four lizard's eggs measuring
8x4 mm. Is it ]>ossible that the snake had swallowed a pregnant
lizard ami that the gastric juice had not acted on the covering of

the eggs ?
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ElAPEGHIS NIGER Giintli.

BIgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 359.

A single specimen from an anb bill at Lnmbo; another was

killed but l)aclly smashed in the same hill. I also encountered a

third specimen in November 1920 just before dusk on the Uasin

(aishu Plateau near the Burnt Forest. I lield it down with my
cycle pump till 1 had had a good look at it. As 1 had lost my
way I had other things to think of than its preservation, and so

released it. Lumbo female 20^ inches (488 + 32) with 142 ventral

scutes.

Naia NiGiucoLiiis Reinh.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 387.

Twelve specimens of the Black-necked Cobra, known as Kigau
in Kikami and Fera in Kiswaliili (not Pili as given in sundry
dictionaries, which is the Pnfi" Adder), were met with at Morogoro,

Rudewa, Kilosa, Mtali's, Tabora, Mwanza Dist., Fi-ere Town,
JSTairobi, and Lumbo.
The Lumbo specimens a I'e referable to Peters' var. mossamhica,

Nairobi ones to forma tijpica. Mtali snake Avasall black with nO'

throat markings. Mwanza Dist. example was black above,

mottled bliick and white beneath, no red on throat. Tabora
specimen had the throat red-banded, being young it Avas plumbeous
above. I came upon it aS I was clambering over a kopje, and it

came straight for me for the best part of a yard with hood spread,

spat at me, then turned into a creA'ice, which was the reason it.

approached, "home" being between us. It struck me that the

red and black bands on the throat are obviously " Avarning

colours."

It is curious that of a score of specimens collected all have been
females hitherto ; one had 180 and another had 181 ventrals, two
had 51 and two 53 subcaudals.

During September 1920 an Indian juggler who had a captive

cobra brought n)e ten eggs measuring 35 X 17 mm. recently laid

by it. The eggs are usually deposited in old termite hills.

Mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibia are alike included in

the dietai'}'' of this species, and no doul)t this fact explains its

wide distribution and numbers. On arriving at Frere Town
(17. V. 18)1 was informed by my host that he had been much
plagued by a cobra in his fowl-house. Duiing the three pi-evious

nights it had killed six pigeons, two pigeons, and one pigeon

respectively. At seA^en o'clock that evening I received a message
that the cobra was noAvin the fowl-house coiled among the rafters

about tAvelve feet from the ground. On arrival I saAv a capture

was impossible and sent back for a '410 gun, from Avhich I delivered

a charge of No. 10 shot. The concussion in the small iron

building made such a dust that Ave had to retire : a flop, and down
fell the cobra at our feet still Avrithing and striking this Avay and
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that. It ineasiued 64^ inches, and in its stomach was a young

pigeon, whilst two pigeon's eggs were in its gullet.

Twelve days later, just after dark, there was another great

outcry amongst the poultry, and my host running out with a

stick surprised a 66^-incli cobra swallowing a chicken, taken

thus at a disadvantage ib was easily dispatched. It was of course

.stated that it was the mate of the first, come in search of its

fellow, but unfortunately for this popular belief both were

females.

At Morogoro, a native brought ine a chicken coop containing

one dead cobra, one fowl ditto, and three chickens, one of which

was hen.dless. A few days before, this snake Avas supposed to

have taken three chickens from the same coop. This time the

boys hearing cackling ran out and killed the snake, but not before

it had bit.ten the fowl and her brood. Opening the snake I found

one chicken in its stomach and a chicken's head in its gullet, and

so surmise that it was in the act of swallowing it when struck by

the boys, who probably knocked ofi" the chicken's body in their

attempts to strike the snake's head. Length 51 inches.

I have already spoken of a cobra killed whilst swallowing a

sand snake. I have known one to eat four toads {B. regularis)

in a fortnight, another three in one day, and a still more

reniarkablo case of gluttony occurred at Morogoro. I went out

with a lamp and put two toads in the snake's cage, which was

occupied by a half-grown cobra only. It seized the first toad and

on my return was chasing the other round the cage with the first

in its mouth ; it struck at it again and again, but of course

without effect. It then paused and swallowed very energetically.

"When the first was disposed of the second was bitten in the

abdomen, held for half-a-minute, then released, but as it began to

hop it was seized by the hind leg, and for nearly twenty minutes-

the cobra attempted to swallow it hind end first. At the end of

that time it took the head in its mouth and swallowed it with

ease. Precisely the .same thing occurred with th^ third toad,^

W^iich speaks badly for the reputed intelligence of the cobra.

k fourth and fifth toad followed, but I did not stay to witness

tiieir engorgement. Six days later this half-grown cobra had

resumed its normal proportions.

Its dietary leads it to frequent the haunts of man, where it is

frequently found in sheds, fowl-houses, rubbish heaps, and tents.

In the bush they prefer to take up their abode in termite heaps^

upon which they lie and bask in the morning sunshine.

I know of a family residing near Nairobi in which nearl.y

every member, and many of the employees about the fa^-m, have

been spat at in the eyes at one time or another. I wish to

emphasise this point that the cobra deliberately aims at the face,

as only the other day I read in a journal that it was a. matter of

accident when the venom reached the eyes. The lady of the

Iipusehold referred to, on going to the fowl-house, Avhere it was

none too light, saw something dark in one of the boxes, and

supposing it to be a fow'l she bent over it and received a charge-
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of venom full in the face, the resultant shock and pain was so

severe that she sank down on her knees and called for help.

Tina cobra rarely bites, so the following case, whicli occurred at

Kilosa on 2G.v. 21, is of interest. A very intelligent native in

my employ was returning home one evening at dusk (0.30 p.m.)

when he stubbed his foot against what he thought was a stick

lying across the road. Next moment with a short liiss the cobra

launched at him and struck with botli fangs just above the left

ankle—his feet being bare of course. The snake withdrew

immediately and set off in the direction of the railway line ; he

ran after it, and the snal^e rose and spread its hood ; he looked

about for a stone, but his friends called to him to withdraw or lie

would get bitten again. He rejoined his companions, and very

soon began to feel sick, so he went to a native (Wanyimwezi)
" doctor," who first applied a ligature above the knee and then

made from nine to a dozen horizontal incisions above the site of

each fang-mark, i.e. between the bite and the heart, and into

these rubbed some " medicine."

llamazan was taken home by his friends, and on arrival ate

some mealie-meal (usual evening food), but threw it all np.

Every time he attempted to eat the following day he was unable

to keep anytldng down, and lie said he felt successive Avaves of

venom come up from tlie leg as far as his throat and then recede

again. By the 28bh he was well enough to return to work,

I met a weird old "snake charmer" in Mwanza Dist. who liad

in his possession a (58-inch cobra,, which he kept in a small bark

basket. The first time I saw him })laying with it, the snake slid

out when ho came to put it back in its box ; this happened two or

three times, and he slapped it on the head, when, quick as thought,

it apparently attempted to spit in his face (and as he was stoop-

ing over the box his face was not two feet from tliQ snake). I

was within four feet myself and remarked that no venom accom-

panied the open -jawed liiss, and ho replied with a laugli that the

venom was finished. He elected to become a camp follower for a

small consideration. A few da)'s after, when he was holding his

daily display—tying the cobra round his naked waist or wiapping

it two or three times round his neck and Hinging its head over

his. shoulder, so that it struck his back with a resounding whack,

—my curiosity was so piqued tha,t I bought it from, him and
chloroformed it. The poison teeth and parotids were intact

!

Among tlie parasites of this snake were worms (Diaphano-

cepkalas simus Daul)eney 1923 and Poh/dd/jhis qnadriconiis

(Wedl.), also ticks. The tick {Aponomma exovnatmn) was taken

on a Nairobi cobra.

' Naia nAiE Linn, '
>

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 374.

Though tliis snake ranges from Arabia and the borders of the

Sahara northwa.rds to Zululand, neither Tornier nor Sternfeld

give any definite localities in Tanganyika Territory for the
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Egyptinn Cobra, andtlie present specimen from Kilosa is only the

second which I have come across. It wns shot by Capt. Turnley

beneath a rock in a dry ravine called Mbvveni and is now in the

Game IDept. collection.

Male just under G feet (14-75 }- 325). Scales 17, 108,69,7;

the second labial on the right side is divided.

The stomach was found to contain a mass of mammal fur and

a piece of tree bark measuring 31 X 26 mm. obviously swallowed

with the food.

Dendraspis anousticeps Smith.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 437.

Six specimens from ]\£orogoro, Ohanzuru, and Kilosa, and a

7-foot specimen killed in the passage of a house a.t Mombasa.

The largest male was 94 inches (1880+ 502) and largest female

was 97| inches (2332+ 139), Morogoro. Both ICilosa si^akes were

bright leaf-gieen a.nd under 6 feet.

Two newiy-hatclied young with the umbilical cord still unhealed

were found on March 5th and 31st respectively, both at the

same spot.

The one Kilosa specimen which was brouglit to me alive fed

with avidity on dead rats ; in fact, I think being nervous of large

rats, mambas prefer them dead. As with my Morogoro examples,

it would not commence to feed if anyone was about, possibly

realising that it was at a disadvantage ; however, by returning

quietly 1 succeeded in watching it feeding.

Y I p E R I D iE.

Causus rhombeatus Licht.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 467.

Three examples of the Rhombic Night Adder were taken in

Nairobi and the Ngong Forest.

During one week one of these adders swallowed a largish frog,

three small toads, and nine very small toads. On being chloro-

formed a week later and its stomach examined, all were found to

have been completely digested except the feet of the frog.

Another snake was seen by me to take seven small toads one

after the other, each about the size of a thimble.

Causus resimus Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p.. 408.

Two wcio taken at Lnguo and Sagayo.

The Luguo specimen, though on reddish soil, was a beautiful

grass-green ; the Sagayb specimen, on the same kind of ground,

was tiie usual greyish olive. Both with the normal juarkings.

The former had 7 labials on the right lip and normal 6 on left

;

the latter 26 pairs of subcaudals.
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Causus DEFiLipni Jan.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 469.

A single specimen from Bagilo, TJluguru Mtns.
The largest of 15 specimens collected at Morogoro measured

16| inches (293 + 32); this series shows that the number of

ventrals niny range from 110 to 129.

Causus licutensxeini Jan.

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 470.

This specimen was one of nine collected on the Yala River by
Mr. li. J. Allen Turner and is now in the Nairobi Museum.
Typical specimens are olive-green in life and plumbeous or lead-

colour when preserved ; the specimen under consideration agrees

in every way with the published description of C lichienstemi,

except in the unusual niarkings and number of ventrals ; but
typical specimens fiom the same locality have also the same
number.
Head and body 200 mm.; tail 15 mm.; costals 15; ventrals

158 ; caudals 17 ; labials 6.

General colour grey (brilliant leaf-green in life like ChloropMs^
but with a velvety tone—Turner). Head black. White line

commencing at the first scale behind the last labial following the

outline of the head passing along the edge of the supraoculars just

above the eyes, and finishing on the corresponding scale on the

other side. LoAver portion of all the upper labials and whole of the

3rd china-white. An inverted V on nape, apex just reaching to

posterior border of parietids. Throat pure white with a black U
corresponding to outline of throat and reaching to oral margin on
the second labial only. Third and fourth gular scales (or ventrals)

black, 5th and 6th white, 7th, 8th, and 9th black, 10th and lltli

white, remaining ventrals grey with faint white transverse bars

on every 13th or 14th scale. Black V-shaped markings along-

whole of dorsal surface at intervals of seven to nine scales ; nine
veiy distinct white lateral marks corresponding to bars on the
belly, the 10th just above vent forms a complete white ring three
scales wide, white spot near tip of tail, white freckles on anterior
part of black.

Another specimen ]\Ir. Turner tells me was quite black in lif^,

similar to its preserved colour : a brown stripe from the posterior
border of the eye passes along the whole outer row of body scales

;

the only other marking is a transverse brown band four scales

wide across the back above the vent. Its formula is iis follows :

—

267 mm. ; 26 mm. ; 15 . 144 . 20 . 6.

Bixis ARiETANS (Merr.).

Blgr. Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 493.
'

Twepty-one Puff Adders from Nairobi, Morogoro, Kilosa,
Kipera, Mpanira-kwa-Sagoi, Mpwapwa, IJsshora, and Lumbo.
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Most were taken lying on paths, but some in clearing or burning
grass.

The largest males were 43g and 40f inches from Kilosa, the
largest females 41 1 and 39 inches from Morogoro, but none of

these exceeded Catalogue dimensions. It is interesting to note

that the slcin of the largest when dried measured 52 in.

The coloration is extremely A-ariable in East African Puff
Adders, which may be lemon-yelloAV, chocolate-brown, or biick-ied,,

or intermediate between these three main types. A young reddish

Puff Adder cast its skin on Nov. 7th and appeared in a cream-
and-brown skin; exactly three months later, i. e. Feb. 9tb, he
sloughed again. On IT.viii. 21, I made a comparison of two
young local snakes. A nut-brown one had a black spot on the

lateral portions of each 5th ventral scale approximately. The
reddish viper, on the other hand, had the whole of the under-
surface chequered with black like a Tessellated Snake.
The smaller of the two males whose measurements are given

above was most unusually coloured : the black Y-shaped markings
had a lighter outer edge of old gold

;
posteriorly there were

rectangular patches of the same colour. Another snake from
Kipera which was driven out by fire from a woodland of maiombo
bush, and which harmonised most wondei'fully Avith the reddish

soil and fallen brown and yellow leaves, had the V-shaped
markings vermilion, black, and cream, the rest of the back being
brown.
Some small boys informed me that two Puff Adders, which are

known to the Swahili as " Moma " or " Pilipili," were mating in

the scrub not far from where I was. Theie was only the male
to be seen when I arrived, a very fine one, and it lay with hemi-
penes extruded perfectly motionless, nor did it move when
I quietly placed a forked stick on its neck, not till I picked it

up did it commence to struggle. Pairing was taking place on
Aug. 20th. A female very heavy in young was killed on
IS.i. 21.

The Mpanira Adder had swallowed a largish bird whose quills

were undigested. A younger specimen had an orthopteran in

its stomach in addition to a, young toad. Toads {Bufo regularis),

but more often rats (7?. c. microdon), aie their principal food ; so

many persons have kept and recorded the feeding habits of this

species that there is no object in my doing so here.

Three notes on the effects of their bite may not be amiss.

A fine conditioned male Bushbuck was picked up at Kilosa on
26, iii. 21. There Avas a single puncture on one haunch, and from
the fluid condition of the blood and general hsemorrhage 1 should

certainly say that the buck had laid upon (?) and been bitten by
a Puff Adder that morning.
When in the bathroom, my wife saw a rat entering by a hole

which drains away the bath-water. "When just clear of the hole, it

struggled violently as if to free itself, and she thought she saw a

snake's head and called to me that there was a snake there. The-
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I'iit, meanwhile, ran up to the window-sill and entered a blind hole

;

by the time I reached the room, the rat had jumped to the wash-
stand and was lying dead with blood flowing from its lel't hind
foot. As Pnfl' Adders are very common here and Cobras rare,

1 am fairly certain it was the foimer. This occuried about 3 p.m.,

and 1 laid the rat by the hole, when, sure enough, it disappeared

at dusk, as I supposed it would.
J ust before dark one evening I was pnssing the cases containing

snakes when I saw that a 2-foot Puff Adder had forced its head
through a. broken corner of the glass door. It could not get out

further as it was too fat, nor could it withdraw itself owing to

the triangular shape of the head. Taking hold of its neck Avith

forefinger and thumb, I eased the belly scales past the glass

Avith the left hand, then, shifting my grip to the head, was pressing

on the quadrate bones and was on the point of letting go when
the snake twisted round and drove its left fang down my thumb,
scoring it so that it at once began to bleed. I imagine no venom
was liberated, as I suffered no serious consequences, though all

precautions were immediately taken, my native helper lancing

and ligaturing my thumb, which was immersed in a solution of

permanganate so strong that it took all the skin off. I might
add that 1 put a rat into this Puff Adder's cage the following

morning ; the snalce bit it, and the rat died very promptly and
was duly swallowed. Whilst we were in camp at Lumbo a native

died in hospital from a Puff Adder's bite.

A very large percentage of Puff Adders are infected with

nematode worms, which I Ijelieve at times are the cause of death,

thus: Kilosa, 28. vii. 21—Young male adder found dead about
fifteen feet fiom the kitchen door. Its stomach and intestines

were very full of rat's fur ; in the ccsophagus Avere a large numlier

of immature ascarids which Dr. Baylis states are probably l^oly-

delphis quadriconlis (Wedl.),

Kilosa, 19. vii. 21—One of my Puff Adders not having fed for

four months and being obviously unwell, I killed it. Beneath
the skin it had four nodules or flattish lumps of flesh-like substance
about I inch long, | inch wide, and ^ or | inch thick ; these united
the skin with the spine so that the reptile could not be skinned.

Another snake killed the same day had a large number of

minute nematodes in the OBSophagus which Dr. Baylis states are

Diaj^hanocephalus sp., and adds that the species is being described

from other material by Daubeney under the name of Z>. ohliqims.

In another the viscera was teeming with F. quadricornis, and
there was also a tapeworm in the stomach.

BiTis GABONicA Dum. & Bibr.

Blgr, Cat. Snakes, iii. 1896, p. 499.

My native collector shot a very fine specimen in the Usambara
Mtns. and preserved the skin. I examined a second specimen
from Kilwa, which is on the East Coast south of Dar es Salaam.
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AxRACTASriS KOSTllATA Glilltll.

I31gi-. Gilt. Snakes, iii. 189G, p. 514.

Six specimens of the Snouted Burrowing Yiper were collected

at Lumbo )Vom August to October 1918, and a female at Kilosa

in April 192:3.

All but one were females, and the largest of these measured

24|7 inches (614+ 8); a male had 21, not 23, scales round mid-body.
These snakes are surprisingly quick, and when going to pick

one up in a tent (it having been discovered by the moving of a
box) it struck at my thumb. As I saw the snake lunge I Avas

also quick in withdrawing and just felt a prick on the top of my
thumb, which at the time ha,ppened to be protected with some-
what horny skin ; no venom was visible.
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44. Notes on East African Birds (chiefly nestintr habits

and eado-parasites) collected 1920-1923. By Arthur
L0VERIDC4E, F.E.S., C.M.Z.S.

[Received August U, 1923 : Read November 6, 1023.]

The collecfcion for which the birds mentioned in this paper

were shot consists of 1558 skins representing 57 of the 63

families of East African birds, 311 of 398 genera and 701 species.

Only 150 eggs were taken in the period covered by this paper.

As before*, a few notes on some of the European migrant;-?

hav'e been included, but with tliis exception simple records are

avoided, tliough many rarities such as Gossyj)ha albigvlaris Rchw.,

Callene sharpei Shell., and Turdinas stictigula Rchw. were

collected.

J)r. Ilartertf lias described the following species and races

from the present material :

—

Cinnyris loveridr/ei, Arizelocichla

neumanni, Eremomela JIaviventris' tardinata, Turdus 07iUanje?isis

idiujiiru, Lioptilus stierlingi uluguru, and Saxicola torquala

'promisciia ; and Dr. Neumann J, Anihreptes longuemarei neglecttis.

My grateful thanks are dne to Dr. liarterfc and Mr. Arthur

Goorison for going through a great deal of the collection and

making the necessary determinations. To Dr. Baylis also for

much kindness shown in the identification of the pai-asitic worms
mentioned in the following pages.

The only locn.lities outside Tanganyika Territory referred to are

Frere Town and Nairobi. As difficulty may be found in locating

some of the other places (English and nob Gerinan spelling of

pln.ce-names is given), I have arranged them according to their

districts and as far as possible from east to west arid south to

north, i. e. working from the Central Railway.

Dar es Salaam District.—Dar es Salaam, Pugu.

Morogoro District.—Bngilo, Morogoro, Mkindo River, Wami
River, Mkata River, Tindiga, Kimamba, Ilonga., Kipera,

Mn.dazini, Kilosa.

Dodoma District.—Dodoma, Kilamatinde, Mahaka, Mbonoa,

Ndogwe, Suna, Mbnlu's, Mdjengo's,

Kondoa-Irangi District.—Mtali's, Zengeragusu, Usshora, Ulugn.

Tabora District.—Tabora, Izikisin., Ndala, Simbo, Tambali,

Luguo, Wembere Flats.

Mwanza District.—Mwadira, Shanwa, Sagayo.

I witnessed an interesting display of curiosity exhibited by

birds at the sight of tortoises. A cnge containing tortoises was

* Lovei-idge, P. Z. S. 1922, pp. 837-862 : " Notes oii East African Birds collected

1915-19."

t Hartevt, Bull. Brit. Ornitli. Club, xlii. p. 49 ; xliii. p. 149 ; xliv. p. 6, 1923.

X Neumann, Sonderabdruck aus Ornithologische Men. xxx. p. 1 (1922).
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placed on the path one afternoon at Nairobi, and the tortoises

were trying to get out. Some foi^ty birds collected, and evinced

the greatest interest, craning their necks this way and that and

utterin" cries. Twice a sunbird hovered close to the cage the

better lo observe. I noted ten species of birds tlirongh the

glasses, and they remained for half-an-hour, and only left beci\ use

disturbed ; therefore I h:ul ample opportunity of watching tliem.

The species represented were :

—

Nectarinia kilimensis Shell.

Farus albiventris Shell.

Serinus icterus Vieill.

Serinus slriolatus afflnis Reichn.

Passer (jriseus suaheliciis Neum.
Floceus reichenotol Fisch.

Ploceus spekei Heugl.

Cossypha hettglini Hax-tl.

Dioptrornis fischeri licliw.

Calms slriatus kihuyuensls van Som.

Nectarinii)^.

OiNNYRis senegalensis iNii^sTiMATA Hartert.

A nest containing two fresh eggs of the East African Purple-

shouldered Iled-breasted Black Sunbird was blown down from a

mango-tree in which it had been built (Kilosa, IS.vii. 21).

A nest which was being built last month in a rhododendron-

bush within six feet of the verandah and seven feet from the

<rround, held two perfectly fresh eggs of a very pale colour to-day.

. Unfortunately in replacing it I cracked one. The bird, however,

continues to sit on the remaining egg. She leaves it a great

deal during the day, and on returning flies straight into the nest

from another bush thirty feet away ; hitherto I have never seen

her perched on the home bush (Kilosa, 27.xii. 21).

Latterly I have seen the bird cling to the front of the nest

before entering. Within the past few days the ag^ has been

blown out of the nest ! (Kilosa, 1. i. 22 J.

A month after the egg was blown down, the nest itself suflered

the same fate. The bird is now sitting on her new nest fastened

to the tip of a branch of a rubber-tree and about twelve feet from

the ground (Kilosa, 12. ii. 22). A nest containing young is sus-

pended from the tip of a branch of a big tree (Kilosa, 15.i.23).

A nest with two fresh eggs (Ilonga, 19. iv. 23).

OrNNYuis i.ovKRiDOEi iraitert.

During the month of May 1922 my native collector obtained

two adult males and two immature females of this species, hitherto

only known from a single male collected on 24. vi. 21. These

four specimens come from Bagilo, Uluguru Mtns., Tanganyika
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Territory.^ Some adult females were afterwards obtained
; they

are very similar to the male. As the immature plumage has not
been described, I do so here.

Upperside olive -green, with slight bluish-grey iridescences
becoming so pronounced on head as to form a amolcy-blue crown

;

tail-coverts yellowish-olive
; wings blackish-brown

; outer webs
of the primaries Avith very unrrow, inner Avith wider olive-
yellow outer edges

; lesser and median upper wing coverts like
back, longest like primaries ; sides of head like crown ; throat
greyish anteriorly, greenisli-yellow posteriorly and on forebreast

;

breast, abdomen, and uvider tail-coverts whitish-grey with yellow
wash.
Wing 54 mm. in this specimen, which is being presented to

the Triiig Museum; 56 mm. in second specimen in my own
collection

; tail 38 mm. ; outer tail-feathers 28 mm.
; bill from

forehead 21 mm. ; tarsus 20 mm.

Parid^.
Antiioscopus CAiioLi subsp.

A nest of the Penduline Tit containing almost fully-fledged
young wns found in a tree about 20-25 feet from the ground.
Tree of the maiombo type in scattered bush-country on a hillside
(Kilosa, 27. xii. 20).

MoTACILLIDiE.

MOTACILLA AGUIMP Dumont.

A nest of the African Pied Wagtail (in the thatch of a hut)
which held one egg on the 12th had three to-day (Simbo,
12.xi. 21).

A nest with three young several days old was found in a
thatch, the young being fed on- termites which were flighting
strongly after recent rain (Ndala, 15. xi. 21).
A bird was seen to leave nest in thatch containing one egg-

which had a fairly advanced embryo in it (Tabora, 18. xi. 21).
Young ones were found in a nest in a thatch only eight feet-

from the ground a few days ago and flew to-day (Kilosa, 29. vii. 22).
Yesterday being the first rainfall of the lesser rains, I examined

the nest referred to in the last note, and was surprised to find the-
bird brooding three eggs in the old nest. The species is obviously
double-brooded. I was particularly pleased, as the young were
taken by a native from the last sitting, and I retiu-ned them
amidst much clamour fiom the old birds, which show confidence
by re-using the same nest (Kilosa, 18. xii. 22). Young standing
up in nest (31. xii. 22). Nest empty (4. i. 23). Fresh nest built
alongside but four inches from the old one. Bird pulling grass-
from thatch to build with (15. ii. 23). Three eggs in nest (earh'-
iii.23). ^ ,\

Piioc. ZooL. Soc— 1923, No. LIX. 59
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F HI N G I li L I D ^ .

Emberiza flaviventris Steph.

A nest of the Yellow-breastefl Bunting was found yesterday ; it

contained two e<;gs, and is situated in a maiornbo-bush five feet

from tlio ground. The third egg coniploting the dutcli was hi,id

to-day. The eggs are veiy simiUir to tliose of the English Bull-

finch. The nest is built of dry grass-stalks lined with very fine

roots or root-fibres; it is I'ather untidy and exposed. Tiie bird

is extraordhiarily wary, and will not approach the nest when
anyone is in the vicinity (Kilosa, 24. xii. 20).

Serinus sulphuratus shelleyi Neum.

Three eggs were found at Kabare on 11. i. 23. The nest was
made of fine rootlets and lined with down from plants. Bird

shot.

P LOCEIDiE.

UR.EaiNTIIU.S NIASSENSIS Echw. .

Two nests of the Nyassa Blue Waxbill, each with two eggs

(Kilosa, 5. ii. 21). Nest and two eggs (11. iv. 21). Nest and five

fi-esh eggs (iU). v. 21). Two nests near house contain young
(lO.iii. 21). Two more nests found; one the bird has not

iinished building and is still carrying grass ; the other bird is

sitting on a clutch of -eggs (25. iii. 22), The bird which was

building on the 25th has now four eggs. The nest, which is built

in a lime-tree six foot from the ground, merely rests on the

branches, and can be lifted off" and replaced without disarranging

it ; it is neatly lined with fowl feathers (5. iv. 22).

Casually looking out of the railwaj'-carriage window at the

telegraph posts (which are girders set upright Avith a smooth
surface on the west and a concavity on the east), I was struck by
the number of posts carrying nests (presumably last year's), and

from the time I started counting till we reached the station,

I had counted 47, which did not include the remains of old

nests. It intei-ested me, as it showed the adaptability of the

species to modern conditions, for they had seized on this site in such

numbers that two out of three posts were occupied despite the

abundant bush close by. Another species of AVeaver (Ploceus sp.)

httd gone one better in selecting a snake-free site, and a number
of its nests were attached to the wires midway between the posts,

though some were against them, but not more than half-a-dozen

nests of this kind wore seen (Pugu, 17. vi. 22).

Lagonosticta senegalla ?

A nest built over that of some wasps was in a small tree and
contained young (Kilosa, 13. xi. 22).
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PyTELIA AFRA CINEREiaULA Cab.

A nest containing four fresh white eggs measuring
]6 X 12 mm. w;is found in a maiombo-bush about seven feet from
the ground ; tlie bird had ju.st commenced sitting TKilosa.
•25. iii. 21). ^ ^

DiNEMELLIA BolIMI PtcllW.

Giant Weavers were usually met with in parties numbering
tlu-ee to six individuals, of which ojie would be in a tree (? on
guard) and the others feeding on the ground. They were extra-
ordinarily difficult of approach. They were seen building their
huge nests of twigs at Usshora (27.xi. 21), Ulugu (7. xi. 21),
Wembere (8.xi. 21), Luguo (9. xi. 21), Tambali (10. xi. 21),
Simbo (12. xi. 21). I have not seen them elsewhere.

Anai'lectes RUBRicErs Sund.

A Rpd-hei)ded Weaver flew from nest containing one fresh egg
measuring 20 x 14 mm. and of a uniform pale blue colour. The
nest was situated at the extremity of an acacia-thorn branch
overhanging the road, about ten feet from the ground. Some
rain had already f.allen in the district (Tambali, 11. xi. 21).
A nost was found containing two very unequal-sized young in

.it(Izikisia, 16.xi. 21).

QUELEA SANGUINIROSTRIS INTERMEDIA Rchw.

From 4.30 to 6.30 p.m. a most extraordinary flight of Southern
Masked Weaver- Finches took place; millions of birds must have
taken part, and I have never seen anything like it. They Avere
in a series of huge flocks Avhich had almost the appearance of
smoke as each thinned and thickened in the undulating flight.

The intervals between the flights were very small, so that there
was practically one continuous stream of birds following the
course of the river JST.E. to S.W. to their sleeping places in the
reed-beds (?) of a large body of permanent water called " nyanza"
hy the loc.nl natives (Simbiti River, 13. x. 22). About 7 a.m. we
were fortunate in witnessing part of the return flight, but it was
a mere nothing compared with the evening flocks (14. x. 22).

OR VI D^ .

CORVULTUR ALBICOLLIS Lath. .

A pair of White-necked Ravens made a great outcry on ray
approaching n rocky kopje where a nest was found under an over-
hanging rock at a great height. The young appeared to ha,ve
flown, but there was no sign of them (Mbulu's, 11. x. 21).
A nest was found in an almost inaccessible situation under an

overhanging rock on some rocky hills. It contained four very

59*
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markedly difterent eggs and a newly-liatolied young one (Mtali's^

22.x. 21).

"
.

I visited the last-mentioned site a little earlier this year and

found five eggs ; the bird had only just commenced to sit. My
collector obtained the eggs by fastening his fez to a withy and

fishin"- them out one at a time, whicii he accomplished success-

fully though in a very precarious position himself all the time

(Mtali's, 9"x. 22).

CORVUS SCAPULATUS Daud.

The nest of a White-bellied Raven was found in a, bussu-palm

about forty feet from the ground, the palm being in open bush-

country. The nest, which was on a heavy base of twigs, had a

lesser foundation of bark cord commonly used, and di.scaided, by

porters. On this was a thick lining of goat's hair and a few ends

of string. It contained four typical crow eggs measuring

41x28 mm., much smaller than the ravens, which were

50 X 33 mm. (Izikisia, 16, xi. 21).

Nest at the top of a slender fir-like tree in the town contained

three young. Nest was fully sixty feet from the ground (Kilosa,

28.xi. 21).

Building in a baobab at Pooma (4. x. 22). Four newly-finishecT

nests in stunted trees growing from the rocks at Shanwa
(21.x. 22).

D ICRU R ID^.

DiCRURUS AFER LUGUBRIS Hompr.

When collecting lepidoptera I caught a Black Drongo in my
net ; its stomach contained beetles (Frere Town, 29. vii. 20).

Flushed a bird from its nest built in the fork of a branch of a

low tree at a height of seven feet from the ground. The nest

was made of fibres and grasses fastened together with spider-web

but unlined. It held three perfectly fresh eggs, one of which

was misshaped with a protuberance at the lower pole. The
ground-colour of these eggs was slightly pinkish, upon which were
superimposed brownish-red blotches, particularly tliick around

larger pole. I watched a male displaying a few days ago, rising

and diving before the female which was sitting on a tree(Tambali,

21.x. 21).

L A N I I D yE .

Lanius cauanisi liartert.

Nest built entirely of rootlets (coarser used for exterior, finer

for lining) measured 5 x 4;^ inches outside, 4x34 inside, and

1| inches in depth. Clutch consisted of three fresh eggs mea-
suring 26 x 19 mm. Pale olive ground-colour, with blotches of

purplish-brown and brown grouped around the lai-ger pole ; a. few
scattered elsewhere (Tindiga, 26. i. 22).
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Lanius collurio Linn.

A Jlippoboscid (Olfersia sp.) was talcen on a shrike at Kimamba,
.'^. iv. 2;:5. Worms (Filaria nodulosa Hud.) from a Dar es Salaam
specimen, 24. i.l9.

IlARrOLESTES SENEGALUS OIMENTALIS Cab.

The Coastal Large Bush-Shrike, was nesting at Kilosa on
5, i. 23. Full clutch of two eggs in a maiombo-tree at a height of
seven feet from the ground.

Malaconotus poliocephalus blanchoti Steph.

A nest of the Brown-breasted Giant Shrike with three eggs
was found by my collector (Kilosa, 16.xii. 21).

C A M P O P H a G I D yE .

CoRAciNA PECTouALis Jard. & Selby.

A female White-bellied Grey Cuckoo-Shrike, which is the first

I have obtained in this district, had a nematode {Fhysaloptera sp.)

in its stomach (Kipera, 8. ix. 22). Mr. Goodson notes that the
wing and general" size is smaller and somewhat paler than in
typical West African C. 2'>ectoralis.

P Y C N O N O T I D /E ,

Pyc^^onotus TRICOLOR MICRUS Oberh.

A nest of the Kilimanjaro Yellow-vented ]3ulbul with two
eggs in lime-tree seven feet from the ground ; bird sitting (Kilosa,
oLxii. 22). Nest with three eggs in a thorn-bush six feet from
the ground (Kilosa, 7. i. 23).

I encountered some natives chewing the red berries of some
wild fruit which was very gummy and had a nasty dry taste and
whicli they called Onembo in Kinyaturu. I thought they were
eating this fruit and attempted to do so myself, but presently
learned that they were on their way to trap birds, and this con-
stituted their " bird-lime," for, when chewed, it becomes a very
thick gum. This they smear on a fine thread stretched near the
edge of the water-holes, which in this arid district are few and
far between, and consequently much resorted to by birds, which
collect to bathe and drink.

In about two hours these men returned with some twenty
bulbuls and a Aveaver, all of which they had plucked, except for
the heads which tliey had inserted through a string worn below
the knee, the naked bodies depending. The result was quite
ornamental, but they were destined to be eaten shortly. These
men said that the Dongerero (local name for this bulbul) c;ot

stuck when shaking the water from their wings after bathing
(Ndogwe, 1.x. 22).

I was sitting beneath a tree when suddenly, with loud cries,
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11 very frightened bulbul fell at my feet and commenced to hop

and scranible away across a patch of open ground to some rnnk

grass fifty feet awny. I had to run to overtake it, and, when

caught, it was found to have its left foot and wing firu\ly in the

grasp of a very fine leaf-insect {ZahaVms ophlhalmicns Walk'.)

some three inches in length. The strong grip of the insect was

astonishing, and considerable ditliculty was experienced in dis-

engaging it from the bulbul, which I then released (Madizini,

3.iii.''23).

PycNONOTUs DODSONi subsp.

A nest of the Momljasa Yellow-vented Bulbul containing two

partly-incubated eggs was found on the mainland, IVTombasa, on

27. xii. 20.

PUYLLASTREPIIUS CAIiANISI SUCCOSUS llchw,

A nest containing two eggs was taken at Jvabare on 12. i. 23.

It was composed of a foundation of dry sedges and leaves and

lined with very coarse rootlets.

Sylviid^.

Eremomela flaviventuis tardinata Hartert.

A nest measuring 60 X 40 mm. deep inside was composed of

fine fibres, grass, and raAV cotton, lined with very fine grass and a

little cotton. It contained two white eggs finely speckled with

black and purple spots, especially thick around the larger poles.

They measured 15x10-5 mm. My collector shot both parent

birds (the types) from the nest (Sagayo, 2. xi. 22).

OiSTicoLA nana Fischer.

The hen bird was shot from a nest of not very definite shape

loosely woven of dry grass, lined with finer grass and muck down

of the Javan silk-cotton tree, or kapock as it is locally called.

The three eggs measured 14x1 1mm., and were white finely

streaked and speckled all over Avith pale pink. 'J'here were very

small embryos in the eggs (Kilosa, 17. i. 22).

Acrocephalus griseldis Hartl.?

I have queried this identification only as regards the nesting

note, as the nesting bird was not shot, but appeared to me to be

the Lesser Great Reed-Warbler {A. griseldis), which I had already

collected at the spot on 12. ii. 21, but the Great Reed-Warbler

{A. anondinaceus ) and the Sedge-Warbler (A. schcenohcenus) were

collected in the same swamp on 3. i. and 22. iv. 21 respectively.

Two purple-blotched eggs in a nest suspended from four sedges

in a swamp. Bird sitting very close (31. v. 21). One egg

hatched (Kilosa, 1. vi. 21).
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HlRUNDINIDiE.
RiPARIA FULIGULA RUFIGULA Fiscll. & RcllW.

A nest of the Brown-throated Rock-Martin built under the
eaves of a liouse contained two very bad eggs on wliich the
bird was sitting on 17. ii. 22. On 17. iii. 22 the nest was again
examined and a clutch of two fresh eggs found and taken. On
4 & 5 iv. 22 the birds had but one egg in the nest ; this was left.

On l.v. 22 the bird was again sitting on three eggs measuring
19x8 mm. "White with brownish or reddish speckles over the
whole surface, with a marked tendency to grouping round the
larger pole (Kilosa, l.v. 22). In iv. 23 the nest was examined
several times and the bird found to be sitting on a single
infertile egg.

HiRUNDO SMITHII SMITHII Leach.

A "Wire-tailed Swallow's nest containing young under eaves
of my house (1. xii.20). After a night and morning of heavy
rain I found a newly-fledged Wire- tailed Swallow Happing wearily
on the ground. After a few hours' drying in the house it was
able to Hy away (13. iii. 21). I notice a pair of these swallows
have neatly trimmed off the broken edge of a nest of H. puella

abyssinica which contained young in January and have laid two
eggs (27. iv. 22) ; this was the full clutch (28. iv. 22). Bird just

Ijegun to sit on clutch of three eggs (31. iv. 23). Three nests each
with three young (Kilosa, 6. v. 23).

Of nests examined to-day one was ready for eggs, a second
held three fresh eggs, a third three hard-sat eggs, two nests held
newly-hatched young, and one three fledglings almost ready to fly

(FrereTown, 30.V. 23j.

HlRUNDO PUELLA ABYSSINICA Guer.

Northern Stripe- breasted Swallows nesting iti bath-room
;
young

fledged to-day (13. iii. 21). Commenced building on verandali

(26. xi. 21). Fea,thering nest ; each of the three adjacent houses
has also a nest (26.xii. 21). I saw one swallow on entering nest
break ofT the entrance tunnel, which had but a poor base of attach-

ment in the enamelled ceiling-boards (5. i. 22). As I was passing
beneath the nest three-qviarters of an eggshell was ejected. I

therefore investigated tAvo other nests, and found one to contain
incubated white eggs without markings, the other young (6. i. 22).

The first heavy rain falling since the catastrophe of the 6th
inst. set the swallows to work at repairing the damage. It i.'>

interesting to see the patchiness of the building materials, both

grey and, red mud in alternating patches accoi'dilig to the source

from whence fetched (10. i. 22). Another eggshell was found
beneath the nest mentioned on the 6th. Ihese swallows ai-e'

having trouble with a third, which sometimes succeeds in entering
their nest (1:7. i. 22).
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A nestling found dead beneath this nest (18. i, 22). The two
remaining young ones found dead beneath nest this afternoon.

'Phey appear to liave been dead some time ; one had congealed

blood xjpon its back. I surmise that they were killed by the

swallow which entered the nest some days ago and caused such a

commotion, and they have been thrown out of the nest by their

parents(19. i. 22).

About this time there was a fresh egg lying broken beneath

nest (1. ii. 22). The tuniiel and anterior third of the nest have
been broken down, so I have removed the rest (3. xi. 22). I

revisited this house after an absence of some six montlis and
found that these persevering birds had rebuilt the nest, which had
also fallen down again and again to judge by the d6bris beneath.

Their ellbrts ha<l at last been crowned with success, as I picked up
a fledgling twenty feet away. It rested qiiietly on my hand until

its parents came sweeping around with encouraging cries, where-
upon it flew for fiftv yards with them flying around it all the

time(31.xii. 22).

There is another nest of this species in which, the tunnel

having been broken off, a pair of Swifts (C. affinis) built their

feather and straw nest on to that of the swallows. My attention

was drawn to this nest by a pair of sparrows hanging to the

outside and screaming ! Beneath the nest Avas a freshly-broken

sparrow's egg, and inside the nest was a hen swift with enlarged

ovules, ready to lay perhaps in a week's time (5. v. 22). A month
or so later a swift's egg was found bi'oken beneath this nest.

Continual disputes between the sparrows and the swifts take

place.

A Northern Stripe-breasted Swallow was found sitting on two
eggs (Sl.xii. 22). Another nest, which has been a long time

in building, hatched out young to-day (7. i. 23). These young
when disturbed at night by a light make a noise not unlike that

of a Square-marked Toad, and most unbirdlike. Another neat

;

hatched eggshell found beneath (5. iii. 23).

OYPSELIDiE.

Apus apfinis Gray.

As many scores of Square-tailed White-rumped Swifts were
flying about tlie boma and in and out of their nests, I examined
dozen of the latter. They were all empty and, I believe, unlined

{Kilosa, 4. vii. 22). A broken egg lying beneath a nest may have

been there for a couple of months whilst I have been away.

Some natives drew my attention to a swift caught in the web of a

spider (Nepltila sp.) some three feet below the guttering and two
feet from the wall and fully thirty feet from the ground. The
bii'd was perfectly helpless, spinning roiuid and round in space.

On getting it down, its feet were found to be lirmly bound to the

body by the viscid web, and it was so wrapped in webbing that I

thought it best to chloroform it. Male. Testes small (Kilosa,

le.xii. 22).
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Of tliii-teen occupied nests examined to-day, two had one fvesli

egg Jii)ioce, fuiotlior licld two frosli eggs, whilst a fourth had two
]iavd-Rat and a fifth tliree Ihaid-sat eggs. The remaining eight
liehl young in all stages. The parent birds all allowed themselves
to be lifted oft* their nests. Fully nine of the nests had the nest
of a Wire-tailed Swallow for a foundation. Many other nests
were empty (Frere Town, 30. v. 23).

G A P R I M U L G I D /E .

Caprimulgus EUROPyEus MERiDioNALis Hartort.

A male Mediterranean Nightjar was shot at Ivilosa on 4. ii. 21,
and a female at Suna, Singida, on 27. ii. 22.

Caprimulgus fossei mossambicus Peters.

Two eggs of the Mozambique Nightjar were brought to me by
ray collector at Kilosa, 26.xi.20. They measured 28x20 mm.
The one was addled, whilst the other held a very small embryo.

OORACIIDiE.

Coracias garrulus garrulus Linn.

A female of the European Roller was shot at Kilosa on l.ii. 21.
They were observed to be very common in the Tabora District
<luring November of the same year. Fairly common and feeding
on grasshoppers at Ilonga,'iii. 23. Parasitic nematodes iii stomach
were in too poor condition for definite determination, but were
possibly Iladjelia sp.

Meropid^.
Melittophagus pusillus meridionalis Sharpe.

Two newly-hatched young of the Little Southern T3ee-ca,ter

were in a hole in the side of an ant-bear burrow which was
occupied at the time by a jmir of porcupines (Sagayo, 4. xi. 22).

Mbrops apiasxer apiaster Linn.

Shot several European Bee-eaters, which have been numerous
here for the past week or two. Their long tail-feathers are just
beginning to sliow (27. xii. 20). These birds are still here; on
several occasions during the past fortnight I have thought that
they were assembling for departure. They are in excellent
plumage (5. ii. 21). The bee-eaters are still abundant here
(Kilosa, 13 & 30. iii. 21).

Many seen flying (Luguo, 10. xi. 21). On my return I heard
the bee-eatei'S almost daily last week (Kilosa, 26. xii. 21). The
bee-eaters are very busy with the millions of bees at the rubber
blossoms (Kilosa, 6. i. 22). I heard the bee-enters about a,

fortnight ago for the first time this year (Kilosa, l.ii. 23); still

liere (Kilosa, 1. iii. 23). I may add that M. nuhicus, persicus,
and siqierciliosus are all found here quite commonly.
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BUCEUOTID^.

, LopHOCEiios JAOKSONi 0,-Grant.

The Wazigoor call Jackson's Honibill " Kwenabe," wbicli

rnay be specific, ns tbe}' call Bycanistes '" Ilondobondo " and
Bttc07'vus " Mkinga.'' They eat this Lophoceros. Two males

were sbot at 12 p.m. and 6 p.m., and tbeii' stomachs contained

large numbers ol" black ants, other insects, and seeds of fruit. A
female contained a stick insect, beetle elytra, seed of tbe
" mziga tree," and fruit of tbe " mkongo." A third male bad in

its stomach a stink-ant {Paltothyreiis tarsalus'^), a, black caiubid,

and both seeds and fruit like tbe female (Wami lliver camps,

27.viii.-2.ix. 21).

Alcedinid^e.

? Halcyon leucocephalus centralis Neum.

A kingfisher left its buriow in a bank at the bottom of a

ravine. The nest-hole was just ten feet from tbe bottom of tbe

water-course, Avhicli is now dry. In tbe nest-hole were two
roundish white eggs approximately 25 mm. diameter and on tbe

])oint of hatching. Two examples of this species were found

drowned in a water-butt ! (Kilosa, 18. xii. 20).

CucuLiui;.

Centuopus suPEiiciLiosus iNTEUMEBrus Van Som.

Catei'pillars, grasshoppers and beetles, and two species of pai'a-

sitic worms were found iathe stomach of a female Hackle-necked

Coucal (Nairobi, ix. 19).

Centropus superciliosus loandjE C. Grant.

Worms in a female were identified as Davainea sp. (Kilosa,

17.viii.20). Another coucal was heavily infected with lice.

One of these birds Avas also found drowned in the same butt as

the kingfishers mentioned in a preceding paragi'aph.

CUCULUS CANORUS GULARIS Stepb.

At 6 p.m. a Yellow-billed Grey Cuckoo Avas calling in the thorn-

bush near camp. Its note seemed to lack the rich ringing sound
it has in the spring-time at home, but was unmistakable, 1

apswered it about twenty times, while my collector stalked and
shot it—a .male in bright clean plumage with large testes

(7x5 mm.). The stomach contents, were too triturated to be
recognizable excepting for long caterpillar hairs (Zengeragusn,
1. xi. 21), Majiy cuckoos flying (Luguo, 10, xi, 21). Two S(?en at

close quarters (Kipera, 22. ii. 23).
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Capitonidje.

Lybius ai.bicauda albicauda Shell.

Two Black-billed White Barbet nestlings were found in a hole

in the banks of the (dry) Shimiyu River at Sagayo on 8. xi. 22.

PlCID^.

Oampotiiera spp.

My attention was attracted by the noise made by two 3'oung

woodpeckei'S in a. knot-hole of a thorn-tree in open thorn-

bush conntr}'. The yoimg were practically fledged and making
a liissing sound ; the nest-hole was only two feet from the ground
(Mtali's, 21.x. 21).

Birds of another species, called " Kinente" in Kinyaturu, Avere

seen feeding their young in a nest-hole which they had made in

a branch some thirty feet from the ground. Both species had
red-hearled males and this specie's a black-heacled female (Mbonoa,.

29.ix.22).

COLUMBID.E.

Treron belalandei granti van Som.

A new Avorm (Ascaridia fasciaia Baylis) Avas found in the

co-type specimen of the Coastal Green-tailed Green Pigeon shot

at Dar-es-Salaam, 7.xi. 18.

Streptopelia semitorquata semitorquata lliipp.

A nest containing tAA'O eggs remarkably different in size. One
measured 36x23 mm., the other 3i!x24mm. Both slightly

incubated (Kilosa, 22.Aa. 21).

P S I T T A C I D ^.

.

Agapornis personaxus B-cliAv.

Four Avhite eggs of the Yellow-breasted LoA^e-Bird measuring
22 X 17 mm. AA'ere taken from a hole in a baobab- tree at Mahaka,.
Dodoma, on 17. iv. 22.

S T Rl GIDJE .

Tyto alba affinis Blyth.

A " nest " of the African Barn-OAvl Avas found beneath the

galvanized sheets forming the roof of a house ; the bird gained

admission through a small ventilating hole. Tavo fresh egg&

measuring 40 X 31 mm. were found on a huge accumulation of

pellets Avhich Avere mostl}' disintegrated. Besides the very com-
mon local rats {R. rattus alexandrinus and JR. coucha microdon)

there AA-ero the remains of a shrew (Crocidwa JJavescens). Some
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of the skulls were in very fine condition, beautifully cleaned

(20. V. 21). The hen bird was transferred to an aviary, where she
laid an egg the following day, but instead of hiying it in a big-

box of pellets provided, she dropped it on the floor presumably,
for it was smashed (Kilosa, 21. v. 21).

A young owl, unable to fly, was picked up in the grass close to

this house the following year, on 31. vii. 22. Of fifteen parasites

from the stomach of this species Dr. Baylis wi-ites that these

worms are Habronema sp., " probably ' Spiroptera ' penihamata
Molin, although this is said to belong to a different genus from
ITabronema."

B U B O N I B iE .

Otus leucotis ? GRANTi KoUibay.

Three White-faced Scops Owls, apparently birds of the year,

<S 6 2 y were flushed from a thorn-tree in fairly close thorn-
«crub. Each had the remains of a single darJc-coloured rat in its

stomach (]\[tali's, 19. X. 21).

Glaucidium perlatum Vieill.

A Pearly Owl had a large Jl. c. microdon in its stomach (Kilosa,

26. vii. 21),

Glaucidium capense schefpleri Neum.

A female with very enlarged ovules sitting in a thorn-tree in

bi'ight sunshine. Its stomach contained a male gecko {Lygo-

dactylus 2>i-oturatus) and a grasshopper. This is the bird that

makes a peculiar bubbling note just before dusk (Wami River,

5. ix-.21).

Bubo lacteus Temm.

I was shown an empty ten-gallon petrol drum in wliich a

Milky Eagle-Oul had nested in the fork of a rubber-tree only
eight feet from the ground and fifty yards from the house. The
one end of the drum had been filled in with plaited grass to induce
bees to hive in it. On October 1st the Ilev. R. liank's flushed an
owl from it, and found the nest contained two large white eggs.

To-day there was a broken shell on tlie ground showing faint

•traces of incubation ; the other was missing—probably taken by
a native (Kilamatinde, 5.x. 21).

Bubo African us aericanus Terrim.

A Lesser Grey Eagle-Ovvl banged against the mosquito gauze
which encloses the verandah. Was it trj'ing to take some insect

which was coming to the light, and itself misjudged the distance ?

I shot it, and on examining the stomacli found it to contain

lialf-a-dozen beetle elytra and one cricket (Kilosa, 18. i.21).
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Falconid^.
,

Falco ruficollis Swains.

A male Red-necked Falcon shot at 8 a,.m. was found to have
the remains of a mouse, and the leg of a grasshopper in its stomach
(Izikisia, 16. xi. 21).

Falco subbuteo subbuteo Linn.

Hobby Hawks are very common here just now, their coming
synchronizing with the arrival of the rains. A female shot
to-day had its stomach very full of termites (Simbo, 14. xi. 21).

Cerciineis tinnunculus tinnunculus Linn.

The European Kestrel is very numerous here. In the stomnch
of one were parasitic nematode^ which Dr. Baylis says are
referable to Acuaria {Bisjyliarynx) sp., possibly A. [D.) recto-

vaginata (Molin) (Morogoro, 24. i. 18).

Cerciineis naumanni Fleisch.

A pair of Lesser Kestrels were killed witli one shot. The
stomach of the female was distended with black ants, whilst there
were xary few in that of the male. 8 a.m. (Izikisia, IG.xi. 21).

Elaxus Cyi:RULEUs Dcsf.

My collector found a pair of Black-shouldered Kites building
at Tindiga in June 1920, but on his revisiting the place in July
fovind thnt the tree had been cut down by local natives with a
view to destroying the nest; two eggs were lying smashed upon
the ground. Lice {Philopterus sp.) were found on a specimen
shot at Nairobi.

MiLvus migrans parasitus Daud.

Returning to camp long after dark, probably between 7 and
7.30 p.m., my attention was attracted by a huge flight of birds

which passed low over our heads with much noise and whistling
cities, and commenced settling in a baobab-tree some two hundred
yards behind me. They were coming from an easterly or south-
easterly dii-ection, and there must have been quite three hundred
of them. Having no idea what they were, I sighted two against
the sky and killed four with one shot. The stomachs contained
(i.) a scarab and a great many small grasshoppers, (ii.) a single

grasshopper, (iii.) two grasshoppers, (iv.) empty. I visited this

tree agniu to see if it might be the nightly rendezvous of all the
local kites for roosting pui-poses, but there weie none to be seen
(Sogayo, 27. x. 22).

A great many kites are about the camp, and to-day one was
picked up in an exhausted state with the skinned body of a mouse
(^thrown out by the skinners) fixed to both upper and lower
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mavulibles. An exavriinatioii of its claws showed that there was
but one (the thinl in each case) on each foot. Tlie other toes

were stumps showing tlie metatai'sal bones worn thx'ough, as if

tlie bird had frequently tried to seize thinirs with them. The
loss of the claws was not of recent date. I kept the bird for

twelve hours, but it seemed unable to feed, and in so low a state

that I killed it and had the .skin preserved (Saoayo, 31.x. 22).

I was informed that one of these kites was buildint^ in a palm-

tree at Dar es Salaam in November (Dar es Salaam. 3.xii. 22).

An Unstriped Grass-Rat (A. a. iieiomanni) was found in the

stomach of a male, shot to-day (Mtali's, 20.x. 21).

Two species of worms were found in the stomach of one kite,

viz. (i.) Fdlor/enes longicirvhosus (Fuhrm.) and (ii.) Choanokeida

iufundibulani var. pfilyorchis Klaotocz (?) (Morogoro, 23. i. 18).

HiEUA^F/rus AVAiiLBEaoi Sund.

A single example of Wahlberg's Brown Eagle was collected by
the boy, who stated that he shot it when feeding on insects

on the ground. It was a male and its sbomach found to be

distended with thousands of large yellow ants {Camponotus sp.,

Ithink)(Kilosa, 4. ii.21).

In a great nest on the top of a high tree on the banks of the

(dry) Shimiyu River was found a downy nestling (31.x. 22).

This was removed on the 9th of November, and grew very slowly

though it fed well. On 25. xii. 22 I found that one of its legs

was broken,, and not knit properly, owing to some carelessness

on the part of the native in whose charge it was during my
absence. A curious thing was that I never saw the parent bird

near the nest, even though I slept in a, neighbouring tree one

ni^ht and visited it at the first streak of dawn. Another day I

posted my collector to watch, and he said that he saw the old

bird circling in the sky above, but ifc did not approach (Sagayo

and Kilosa).

Spizabtus bellicosus Daud.

An immature male of the Martial Eagle, measuring two
feet nine inches from beak to tip of claws, and with a wing
expanse of six feet six inches, killed a vulture (N. monarchus)

after a fight lasting half an hour which was witnessed by

Capt. Turnley, who subsequently shot the eagle. On examining

its stomacli I found it to contain the foot of a dove or pigeon and

its stomach. On opening this second stomach I found seeds and

a number of small white beads (Kilosa, 5. viii. 21).

EuXOLMAiiTUS SPILOGASTER Bp.

Just as I shot a Hai-tebeest this bird came sailing overhead

and alighted in a tree close by. Its stomach contained indeter-

minable rodent remains and a single nematode [Porrocfcxum

depressum (Zed,)) (Kipera, 8..ix. 22). .
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BUTEO AUGUR Riipp.

A male Augur Buzzard sliot on a rock had a large black rat

(A. ieneb)'0S7is ?) in its stomach (Mtali's, 19. x. 21). Another male
shot in a tree had an Unstriped Grass-Rat (A. a. neumanni) iii

its stomach aiid in its crop a lizai-d [Eremias sjjekii) (Ndala,
15.xi. 21).

Two newly-fledged young were shown me by a native child

who was about to eat tliem. I saw a nest in a thorn-tree among
the rocks, but it was empty. The natives say that the buzzards
nest here every year (Mtali's, 19.x. 21). A nest was seen in a
tree leaning out over the edge of a rocky krantz. My collector

shot the hen bird and took the eggs, which were quite fresh and
measured 52 X 62 mm. They were \^hite with brown smudges
and reticulations, mostly at the lower pole, but also extending
towards the upper pole (Shanwa, 23. x. 22).

Mbi-ierax canorus jietabates Heugl.

An immature male Northern Chanting Hawk with two lizards

(B. spekii) in stomach (Ulugu, 7.xi.21). An adult male with a
pregnant lizard (Ayama atricollis ?), grasshoppeis, and many
parasitic nematodes, which were not preserved, in its stomach
(Ndala, 15. xi. 21).

Melierax poliopterus Cab.

A nest containing a single nearly-fledged young of the White-
rumped Chanting Hawk was built in a tree growing from a
fissure in the rocks. Its plumage was striking)}' different from
the adult. The back plumage is nearlj'^ black; it has a central

gular streak, but the lower breast shows signs of barring like

the adult. When first seen it was being fed on an agama
lizard by its parent, but it soon took to feeding itself on scraps of

meat cut up small (Shanwa, 24.x. 22). The stomach of another
specimen shot at Mwadira contained an agama and grasshoppers
.(19.x. 22).

Circa iixus fasciolatus Gray.

The Banded Harrier-Eagle is, I believe, a somewhat scarce

bird ; in the stomach of a male shot to-day there were remains of

a rat {R. c. m/icrodon) and the scales of a lizard, apparently those

of Mab'uia striata (Mkindo River, 8. ix. 21). :

Circaetus cinereus Vieill. ;

A female Brown Harriei'-Eagle had snake scales in its stomach
(Mtali's, 19.x. 21).

Kaupifalco monogrammica Temm.

The stomach contents of a One-streaked Hawk, shot at 7 a.m.,

were a gerbil (^Taterona vicina ?) and a freshwater purplish crab,
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which (? the same one) I had encountered on the path at 4 p.m.

yesterday (Kilo.sa, 19. ii. 21); A male had the skull and fur of a

shrew {Croddura flavesceMs) with many orthopteran remains and

a few parasitic nematodes (Kilosa, 26.iv. 22). A very young-

Spotted Wood-Snake {Fhilothamnus semivariegaius) and grass-

hoppers comprised the stomach contents of another male

(Kimamba, 7.iv. 23). Yet another male shot at 5 p.m. had a

galeodes, a large locust, two praying mantids, and other insect

remains. It had also two parasitic nematodes, identified by

Dr. Bay lis as Fhysalopiera 'i. acuticauda Molin (Kilosa, 6. v. 21).

AsTUR ? POLYZONOiDES Smith.

A female with ovules somewhat enlarged. In stomach,^ the

fur and feet of a rodent that looked like Mus hella (Wami Hiver,

9.ix.21).

POLYBORIDES TYPICUS Smith.

Salimu shot a female Bare-faced Whistling Hawk in imma-

ture and interesting plumage. The primaries and two of tJio

secondaries in each wing were brown, and there Avere quite a

number of light brown feathers among the inner wing-coverts.

The bare skin around the eye was light yellow, the base of the

bill between lores pink, the bill itself black. Eyes black. Legs

yellow. In its stomach Avas an adult lizard {Zonuriis iropido-

sternum) (Kipera, 5. viii. 22).

Circus macrourus Gmel.

A Grey Harrier was infested with lice and in its stomach

were nemato ies{Physaloptera % alata Bud.) (Morogoro, 28. ii. 18).

VuLTuniD^.

Necrosyrtes monachus Temm.

A worm (Thelazia depressa Baylis, 1920) was taken from the

eye of a Brown Vulture.

I B I D I D ^.

Threskiornis /ETHioncA Lath.

Just. after sunset some fifty Sacred Ibises came flying across

the plains to roost in a big tree overhanging from the rocks..

The tree is also occupied by a score or more Corvus scapidatus

and probably as many Milvios a. parasiticus (Shanwa, 20. x. 22).

HaGEDASHIA nAGEDASH Lath.

My collector shot a female Great Glossy Ibis Avith a perfectly

formed and coloured e^g in its oviduct. This egg measured

51x46 mm., and was slightly greenish-white in ground-colour,

spotted, blotched, or heavily smudged Avith brown. I told my
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boy to rofcurn find search the neighbourhood thol'onghly for a

nest, and this he succeeded in finding in a tree growing from
a fissure in the rock-face about 20 ft. from the ground. It was^

very difficult of access, and was eventually reached by coming,

down the fissure in the rock-face, which only a native with bare

feet could negotiate. He then removed his putties and, tying them
together, lowered them to me. I tied a net on to these, and the

two eggs were safely lowered one by one. They measured 55 X 42
and 61x42 mm. (Shanwa, 21.x, 22).

'

'

[

A mnle which was shot from a flock of three had the seed of

a rubber-tree and a peculiar looking dipterous larva in its

stomach (Kipera, 5. viii. 22).

Plataleid^.
,

PiiATALEA LBUCORODIA LEUCORODIA Linn.

The European Spoonbill was shot at Kilosa on 4. iv. 21, and its

stomach contained the head of a large dtagonfly {Ana.v sp.)

and the plastron parts of a big beetle (? Cojjris sp.) together

with a little green stuff. Its intestines \vere teeming with

tapeworms {Cyclorchida omalancristrola (Wedl.)).

PlATALEA ALBA Scop.

An African Spoonbill was shot at Sagayo on 8. xi. 22 by my
collector.

,
i

Ardeib^.

Mesophoyx intermedins BRACHYRiiYNCuus Brehm.

The stomach of a female Short-billed .White Heron contained

a frog and no parasites (Kilosa, 28. vi. 21).

• \

ArDEOLA RALIiOIDES Scop,

The stomach of a BufF-backed Heron held insect remains and
three nematodes identified as ContraccBcwni microcephalum (Rud.)

(Kilosa, 29. vi.21). .

.

,

Ardea purpurea PURPUREA Linn.

The stomach of a male Purple Heron contained a house-rat

{11. r. alexandriiius), several small fish, and a dragonfly with
black bands on its transparent wings. Parasitic nematodes were
Contraccecum microcephahim (Rud.) (Kilosa, 11. vji. 21).

Ardea oinkrea oinerea Linn.

A male of the European Grey Heron was shot at Kilosa on
6. vii. 21. A female at Sagayo on 7.xi. 22. The latter was shot

at 2 a.m.. when it was fishing in a pool of the Shimiyu River.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. LX. 60
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BUTORIDES ATRICAPILLA. Afzel.

Two eggs of the Green-backed Heron of a uniform pale green

colour and measuring 34x28 mm. were brought me from a

swamp by my collector. They were blowable, but had under-

gone considerable incubation (Ivilosa, 5. vii.21).

In the stomach of a specimen were worms identified as

Jlymonolepis sp. (near to //. unilateralis (llud.)) ; in the intestines

of the same bird was another nematode

—

Oontraccecum micro-

cephalum (Rud.) (Morogoro, 15. i. 18).

SCOPID^.

Scopus umbretta bannermanni Grant.

The East African Hammer-head is known to the Wazigoor as

*' Mzeringee," the Wahehe as " Mgetu," the Wanyimwezi as

** Mgenyi." A cock bird, shot while flying overhead this

morning, had a frog and a shrimp and a number of parasitic

nematodes (Oontraccecum microcephalum (Rud.)) in its stomach

(Mkata River, 25, viii. 21).

A nest was found in the fork of a tree leaning over a lagoon

which was 200 yards long but rapidly drying up. The nest held

four young within a week of being fledged, and they throve in

captivity for six months, but died when transferred to Regent's

Park. They would probably have died if left in the nest, hs the

suiTOunding ground was swarming with soldier-ants intent on

destroying every living thing ; many were already on tjie trunk

of the tree (Mkata, near Station, 14. ix. 21).

ClCONHDiB.

Abdimia abbimi Licht.

The Purple Storks always appear with the first rains, and are

therefore known to many tribes of natives as the " Rain-birds."

They have a peculiar way of circling in the air like a column of

smoke, more particularly just before sunset. 'J'he stomach of a

piale examined contained centipede, grasshoppers, cockchafer,

and three other species of beetles (Simbo-Ndala Road, 14, xi. 21).

A great flock appeared at Sagayo camp during the first week in

November 1922.

Ephippiorhynchus seneqalensis Shaw.

A male shot at Tindiga measured 6 feet 4 inches from tip of

beak to tip of longest toe-claw and 8 feet 5 inches across the

wino-s • the two floshy lappets depending from the base of the

lower bill are bright lemon-yellow, not " bright crimson " as

stated by Stark and Sclater *. .

I also saw Saddle-billed Storks at Kilamatinde and Kipern , but

it ia a scarce bird and goes singly or in pairs.

* Stalk & Sclutor, * Fauna of South Africa,' vol. iv, p. 44, lino 7.
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Anastomus lamelligerus Temm.

The stomachs of a pair of Open-billed Ibis shot here contained
some hard muscle-like lumps of matter, apparently from shell-

fish. No parasites were observed (Kilosa, 2. iv. 21).

A N A T I D in.

Sarkidiornis melanotus africanus Hartl.

The Knob-billed Goose is very common here. An imniafcuro

female shot to-day had down still mixed with its feathers. In
the stomach and crop there was a large quantity of maize (Kilosa,

30.V.21).

Col YMDID JE.

PODICEPS RUFICOLLIS CAPENSIS Salv»d.

The following notes on the nidification of the Cape Grebe were
all made on a small swamp or accumulation of temporary water
which forms after the big rains and lasts about three months :

—

Found a floating nest containing two dirty -white eggs

(14. iv. 21). Revisited the nest at 5 p.m. on the 15th when
there were three eggs, and again to-day when there were six.

The hen bird appeared flapping about in the water in an attempt
to decoy us away. Not far away I found another rlest with four

eggs (18. iv. 21). The bird, which laid four eggs and whose nest

I robbed, laid a fifth egg yesterday on a few partly-submerged

reeds which it had collected together for the purpose some fifty

feet from the abandoned nest. To-day it laid its sixth egg iii

the deserted nest of another bird. The full clutch would appear
to be six eggs (20. iv. 21).

A new nest with two eggs (22. iv. 21) ; five in this nest, and one
of them partly incubated (25.iv. 21). A fourth nest found con-

taining two eggs (25. iv. 21). The fourth nest held seven eggs,

some freah, some incubated. Shot what I thought to be the hen
bird, but she had a pure-white egg in the oviduct measuring
36 X 24 mm. and two enlarged ovules in the ovary. The
" colour " of this egg compared with the brown reed-stained ones'

in the nest was very striking (3. V. 21 ).

Revisited the swamp for the first time since 3. v. 21. One
nest held two eggs. Two pairs of birds were swimming about

with their young ; their conduct was now very difierent
;
pre-

viously they had only splashed and dived to decoy one away,

now they showed themselves boldly. From time to time one of

the birds would utter a sharp whistling note, and having thus

attracted attention, would dive with a splash ; after a few'

moments the head would appear some distance oflT, and the cry

would be repeated to lead one away from the young. These

wore entirely black, showing no rufous whatever ; broken bits of

shell were left in the nest from whence they came. It was a

pretty spectacle to watch the old ones taking the young for rides

on their' backs, themselves semi-submerged (30. v. 21).

60*
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The nest, which held two eggs yesterday, had only one in it

to-day, the other having hatched out, ast was evidenced Ijy the

bits of shell left. The remaining egg had been carefully covered

with grass, as is the custom with all but; deserted eggs (31. v. 21).

This egg still in the nest ; another nest was found also Avith two

eggs, uncovered and obviously deserted, as they had never heeu

covered, being only stained on the lower surface. They were

very fresh however (Kilosa, 1. vi. 21).

Two species of worms were found in the specimen shot, viz.

(1) Dioecocesius aspera (Mehlis) and (2) Ilymmolepis sp.

II A L L I B jE.

Gallinula cuLonopus bracuyptera Brehm.

Three nests of the African Moorhen were foimd built in

clumps of grass or reeds in deep water. The first had two eggs

on22. vi. 21, the second two eggs on G. viii. 21, the third iivo

eggs on the same date. Like the Common Moorhen's eggs, these

pliow considerable variation in siise, aveniging aboiit 41 x yu nnii.

;

the coloi-ation is also identical with that of the English eggs

and, like them, varies^ a good deal even in the same clutch,

(^Kilosa, V. d.).

Gallinula ? angulata Sund.

A single egg of the Lesser African Moorhen, measuring

43x31 mm,, pale in colour with line frecklings more like a

coot's egg (I^ilosa, 22, yi. 21).

Phasianid^.
NUMIDA CORONATA REICUENOWI O.-Grant.

Five eggs of Reichenow's Ilelmeted Guinea-fowl measuririg

48 X 30 mm. werp taken at Suna in February 11)22 by my native

collector.

Ntimida mitrata Pall.

The Coast Guinea-fowl is extraordinarily abundant between

Mkata and the "VVami River and at many other places in the

Morogoro District. I have killed five with one shot, and a native

killed eight with two on the path just outside the house (Kilosa,

4. viii. 22). Lice (Goniodes numidce Mjiib.) were taken on a

Kilost^ bird on ll,iii. 1921.

P a RIDiE .

Phyllgpezus africantjs Gmel.

• Bits of quartz and grass seeds in the stomach of a male African

Jacana with largo testes shot this day (Kilosa, 9. iv, 21).
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MlCROrARRA CAPENSIS Smith.

I shot a Pigmy Jacana from a flock of three seen on the

swamp; its stomach contained insects; ovules large as if the

breeding-time is near (Kilosa, 1. vi. 21).

n A R A D R 1 1 D JE .

RniNOPTiLUS ciNCTUs ciNCTUs Hcugl.

A native brought me a Three-banded Courser cock which

lie snared as it returned to an egg which he had found buried in

sand with only the top showing; the egg was well incubated.

Heads of soldier-ants were found in the stomach of a female

(Zengeragusu, 3. & l.xi. 22).

BURHINUS CAPENSIS CAPENSIS Licht.

A young Capo Spotted Stone-Ourlew in down was brought me
(Mdjengo's, 24. x. 21).

S T R (J T n I O N I D iB •

Struthio camelus massaicus Neum.

As we were making camp a hen ostrich was to be seen some
two hundred yards away casually feeding in the stubble of a

mealie-field. Later I met it a mile away and carefully stalked it

(without a gun). After I got within fifty yarda my self-gratula-

tion melted away, and when I was within twenty yards I felt

sure the bird had some history. I enquired of an old man at a
neighbouring kraal, and he told me that it had been in the neigh-
bourhood for a year past, and was supposed to have strayed from
a mission at Itigi (twelve miles away) where some had been
reared. It lived all alone in the bush and came daily to the
shambas to feed or be fed. " It will come if you call it," said he,

and picking up an old maize cob from the ground, he held it out

and called as one might call chickens, when, sure enough, the bird

came running, but halted ten feet away on seeing that the object

prodbred was not edible. The old man said it would feed from
oiie's hand if matama was held out to it(Mbonoa, 29. ix. 22j.
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45. Notes on East African Tortoises collected 1921-1923,

with the description o£ a new species of Soft Land

Tortoise. By Arthur Loveridge, C.M.Z.S., F.E.S.

(Plates I. & II*)

[Received August 14, 1923 : Road November 0, 1923.]

The hundred tortoises dealt with in these notes were all taken

in Tanganyika Territory (formerly German East Africa) by my
native collectors;, not more than hulf-a-dozen were found by
myself. They represent three of the four families known to

inhabit Eastern Equatoria. .

For the convenience of other herpetologists a key to the species

recorded from this region has been added to these notes. It is

]i< igely adapted from keys in Dr. Boulenger's ' Catalogue of

Chelonia in the British Museum,' 1889, with the recently

described species incorporated.

Taking them from East to-West, the localities mentioned in

the following pages are :

—

Morogoro District.—Turiani, Mkata Biver, Uliya, Myombo,
Ruaha, Godegode. '

.

Dodoma District.—Pwaga, Kidenge, Ikiknyu, Dodoma, Kis-
saki, Kilamatinde, Mbonoa, Singida, Mdjengo's.

Kondoa-Irangi District.—Mtali's, Zengeragusu, Ulugu.
Tahora District.—Tabora, Simbo, Tambali, Luguo, Wembere,
Mioanza District.—Sanga, Sagayo.

My thanks are due to Miss Joan B. Procter, F.Z.S., for advice

.and suggestions and the use of material in her cliargo, whilst

Aviiting up my field-notes. I have named the new species of soft-

shelled land tortoise after her as some acknowledgment of her

careful researches i)ito the morphology and relationships of the

sti-ange group to which it belongs.
• I am also indebted to Sir John Bland-Sutton for his gift of X-ray
photos of the type which illustrate this paper and to Mr. Norman
0. Miller, F.E.^., for making the water-colour drawing which
forms the jilate accompanying this article. Mr. Miller was
staying with me at the time of the tortoise's decease and spared

time from his work on the Orthoptera to ruake this sketch

for me.
Mr. Stanley Hirst has also kindly named the few ticks found

upon the tortoises. It is interesting to note that the four

species of Testudinidse, though coming from three widely sepa-

rated localities, all bore the same tick, which I have never found
on any other reptiles or mammals.

* For explanation of the Plates see page 933,
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TestudiniBjT;.

CiNIXYS BELLTANA Grny.

Blgr. Cat. Ohelonians, 1889, p. 143.

; More than fifteen specimens from Turiana, Mkata River'

Uliya, Myombo, Kilosa, Ikikuyu, Pwaga, Godegode, and Siiiibo.

Bell's Hinged Tortoise is very common at Kilosa, both on
the swampy grasslands of the lower ground and on paths in the

maiombo bush on the hillsides. They can live in water for days

without drowning, apparently resting on the surface without

effort. I was given one b}' an Indian who had dropped it down
a weir two days before, where it was when I found it, none the

worse for its experience.

In the Kilosa sub-district, where the country is of the open
maiombo-bush type with rank grass growing between the bushes,

the shells are much deeper than in the rock-strewn or dense

thornbush country such as Pwaga, where the thornbush covers

many miles with a thick and impenetrable mat; rocks were
found in the valleys and scattered here and there upon the hill-

sides, but those 1 came across did not seem to afford much cover

for tortoises. The single Bell's Tortoise taken at Pwaga was
very worn and depressed, as if it continually pushed its way
beneath bouldei's. The Ikikuyu country is of a similar type to

that at Pwaga, though there are more open, sandy, thornbush

stretches on the low ground ; the single specimen from this place

was also depressed but not worn, the markings being distinct.

Those from Simbo—similar country to Ikikuyu though a hundred
miles or mora west—were also worn and depressed, as has been
remarked on elsewhere.

Locality. Length. Rreadth. Depth. Depth.

' Kilosa 190 mm. 125 mm. 90 mm. 47*5 per cent.
' Pwaga 166 „ 107 „ 57 „ 34-5 „

Ikikuyu ... 150 „ 95 „ 50 „ 33-4 „
' Simbo 148 „ 95 „ 57 „ 33-5 ,.

„ 145 „ 95 „ 57 „ 39-4 „

My method of taking the depth was by placing the animal on
its side between two blocks. Miss Procter measured with
callipers at a given point, and as a depression in the plastron is

frequent, our depths, and consequently depth per cent., are dif-

ferrent, though both ways serve equally well to emphasise the
depressed type of Cinixys inhabiting thornbush country.

The largest male (?) measured 190x125x90 mm. deep, the
largest female 188 X 120 x 80 mm. The smallest example was
taken at Uliya on 16.ii. 21, and measured 50x46x25 mm. It

is somewhat abnormal in that it has twelve instead of eleven

marginals on either side.

On two occasions I have found several sc.ore of Lesser Stink

Ants {^Fallothyreus iarsatics) in the tortoise enclosure woirying
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tlie reptiles. On the 23rd inst. two Bell's Tortoises were on
their backs, and this morning another. This is either done in

desperation or as a means of defence (24. ii. 22). Nevertheless,
twd were dead yesterday ; the two which I had found on their

backs, I believe (Kilosa, 26. ii. 22).

Though there was plenty of grass in their enclosure one of the
tortoises was found to be eating hard maize corn : it would pick
up one in its jaws five or six times and drop it, then apparently
swallowed it whole. Another was found nosing a large yellow
carpenter bee {Xylocopa nigrita) and was munching something
at the time. One of the hind legs of the bee was missing, and
the insect itself was very freshl}'^ dead, having probably fallen

from the beams above. I watched the tortoise return again and
again to the bee, but it never bit it. One knows the preference
of the Greek Tortoise for yellow flowers such as dandelions and
buttercups. Isit possible that anything of a yellow colour attracts

tortoises ?

To judge by some of the damaged shells on tortoises which
Lave been bi-ought me, these creatures can sustain very severe
injui-ies to the carapace and the latter heal up.

It is the rule rather than tlie exception at Kilosa for Bell's

Tortoises to carry some half-dozen ticks {Amhlyomma mar-
moreum Koch), each adhering to tke fleshy portions of the hinge
of their shells.

Testudo pardalis Bell.

Blgr. Cat. Chelonians, 1889, p. 160.

Thirty-three specimens were collected from Pwaga, Mbonoa,
Singida, Mdjengo's, Mtali's, Zengeragusu, Ulugu, Tabora, Simbo,
Tambali, Luguo, Wembere, Sanga, Sagayo.

The Leopard Tortoise is frequently found in grassy steppe
country where there are scattered bushes, but it is also commonly
met with on kopjes, and often at a surprising height, as in the
case of one whose skeleton was found between two sloping rocks
at the very top of what was practically a mountain. One wondered
how many years it had taken to reach the summit, seeing that
the mountain was largely composed of piled-up boulders ; this

adventurous individual would appear to have met its death by
sliding down the smooth sloping rock and being unable to
clamber up again (Mtali's, 9. x. 22).

At Pwaga, where I was only camped for one afternoon, a local

native brought (in addition to the depressed and worn C helliana

already referred to) no fewer than five Leopard Tortoises whose
depth of shell was in no way less than those inhabiting grassy
savannahs, though here they were in the same dense thorn-scrub
as C. helliana. The range of sizes wa& so varied that they are
worth quoting. The largest tortoise was a male ; the others
would appear to be all females. (1) 250 x 150 mm., (2) 130 x
85 mm., (3) 88 x 65 mm,, (4) 70 x 56 mm., (5) 47 x 40 mm.
The largest male collected measured 312x210 mm. broads
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Pairing took place daily during the rains (December to

January) amongst specimens in captivity. The process of egg-

laying waS' witnessed on 21.V. 22, and the following notes were

made at the time :

—

" The tortoise enclosure measures 20 X 20 feet, two sides are

high walls supporting the grass roof, the other sides are netted

in. On visiting this enclosure at 5.15 p.m. I observed a tortoise

busily digging with its hind legs. The selected site was the angle

foimed by wall and wire netting and a post which carried the

latter. The hole was about six inches from both wall and
netting.

" The ground was very hard, but she had already excavated to

a depth of about two inches in a rough circle of about four inches

in diameter. Digging was' accomplished by inserting one hind

foot which was scraped round and brought up with a very small

(juantity of soil on it, which often fell back into the hole at the

last moment. Nothing like the quantity was lost that might

have been, however, had not the tortoise dischai^ged a quantity of

urine from time to time, which resulted in binding the light

powdery soil and caking it to her feet. Both hind feet were

used alternately for digging, with occasional pauses between

changing them.
"At 5.30 p.m. she began to undercut the sides all round by

a turning movement of the foot so that the claws Cut deeply into

the sides of the hole in a semicircle ; the back part, as far I could

see, was not much ailected.

"At 5.50 p.m. tlie hole was approximately four inphes deep

and retained its origina,l diameter. The \iiine was not dis-

charged as at first but continued to drip fairly regularl}'^ and
almost continuously. By treading with her feet the soil was well

puddled, and yet again and again the caked soil would fall from

lier foot just at the moment when she was clearing the brink of

the crater, and thus rendered her work much more laborious.

*' At G p.m. she scooped round and round the hole, which now
measured almost five inches in depth.

" At 6.30 p.m. darkness fell, and an acetylene lamp was

brought.

"At 7.12 p.m. the first egg was laid in a membrane which
lowered it quite easily and gently to the bottom of the hole.

" At 7.14.50 p.m. the second egg slid slowly down the mem-
brane which connects the first egg with the mother. Yet it

did not fall on the first egg but lies alongside of it.

" At 7.15.50 she put her right hind foot down and pushed eggs

slightly to one side causing them to grind one against the other
;

we therefore felt and found them to be perfectly hard-shelled

when laid. -

"7.17,50 third egg laid.

• "7.19.10 fourth egg laid.

• "7.21 put her left hind leg down and felt around, a fifth egg
was laid about this time,,

" 7'.22 a sixth egg was laid, ..
-
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" 7.22.50 put her right hind leg down and moved all eggs from
the centre of hole to beneath the ledge of undercut.

" 7.24.10 seventh egg laid, which appeared to bo slightly-

smaller than its predecessors. I have omitted to mention that
she raised herself slightly before depositing each egg.
• "7.25 p.m. put down her right foot and pushed the eggs
about quite forcibly till they lay in a semicircle, three-quarters
of each egg being in the undercut.

" 7.2G.10 put down her left foot.

" 7.27 put down her right foot.

" 7.27.50 put down her left foot. It now became obvious
that she was scraping down the sides of the crater, using her feet
alternately.

,
." 8 p.m. She now commenced a very definite treading move-

ment with the object of pounding the soil. The action was very,
mechanical, and she dug two little pits with her hind feet to find

sufficient earth to cover the eggs rather than utilise the earth
already excavated which lay scattered about.

" Not once during three hours had she faced about to examine
the result of her labours or inspect her own eggs, which she had
buried without ever seeing. I was so struck by the mechanicnl
nature of the proceeding that I picked her up and removed her
a couple of feet away from the hole and on hard ground. There
she continued trampling away without interruption—it was a
sorry spectacle to see so much misplaced energy."

I replaced her over the original site and left her to trample
it to her heart's content. In the morning she was resting
motionless on the spot and remained so till I left at 9 a.m., how
much longer I do not know. The next evening she returned and
slept on the spot, and I noticed she did so many times, probably
every night.

I had removed the fifth egg before she filled in the hole, and
this measured 35 x 32-5 mm. The shell was exceedingly liard,

thin, and brittle, and took half an hour to drill. The albumen
was turgid, coming forth in lumps. The yolk was an unpleasant
ochre, very different from that of a fresh fowl egg.

On the 12tli of June I made a note to the effect that, in addition

to sleeping on the spot where her eggs were hidden, she relieves

herself and makes her droppings on the site frequently, if not
daily. I sent her away about the end of the month.
On July 8th it occurred to me that it might reqtiire her assist-

ance for the young to escape from the " nest," as the surface of

the ground above them had set as hard as cement. I therefore

dug down to the eggs and found the top of the uppermost only

2 1 inches below the surface. They had not hatched, so 1 left

them till 21. viii.22, i.e., three months from time of laying ftnd

then dug them all up. They had not developed embryos (so

I conclude that they were infertile), nor had they decomposed
beyond a slight smell. •

In no fewer than six of the localities mentioned for this species,
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remains, gener.ally of half-grown individuals, were found. One
at Mbonoa had definitely been killed by a beast of prey or a man.
The local natives (Wataturu) stated that they did not eat them,

but this was probably untrue, as they ate agama lizards, rats,

and other creatures.

The tick {Amhlyomma marmoreum Koch) was found on a

Pwiigfl, specimen.

Testudo loveridqii Blgr.

Blgr. C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, 1920, t. 170, p. 264.

Love. Jour. E. A. & Uganda Nat. Hist. Soc. 1921, p. 50.

Procter, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1922, pp. 483-526.

Thirty-six specimens from Dodoma and Tabora ; remarks on
the habits of these have already been published as an appendix
to Miss Procter's paper. A dozen of these tortoises escaped at

Kilosa, and it will be interesting to observe if they survive the

numerous carnivora without having any rock shelters under

which they can seek refuge.

No ticks wore ever found on wild specimens, the sandy soil of

their habitat being unfavourable to these pests. A tortoise

which escaped at iCilosa picked up a tick (Ambli/omma mar-
moreum Koch) within twenty-four hours.

Testudo PRocTERiE, sp. n. (PI. I., II.)

'i Two specimens from Ikikuyu and Kidenge in Dodoma Dis-

trict. The localities are about a hundred miles east of Dodoma,
the type-locality of 2\ loveridgii. Ikikuyu, which is to be con-

sidered the type-locality of the present species, lies some iifty

miles south of Igulwe (Gulwe) station on the Central Railway.

The country is different from that of Dodoma in that there are

no essentially rocky kopjes, though there are small hills with

faii'ly numerous scattered boulders.

Within a mile of the spot where this specimen was found

there are precipitous cliffs topping the mountains, and the

slopes below are boulder-strewn and clothed with a dense thorn-

bush thicket which is almost impenetrable. The more level

country at the foot was, dovibtless, similarly coveretl at one time

but is no\v sandy thornbush steppe, amongst whose bushes the

native-owned herds of cattle and goats wander. It was here

that the tortoise was found eating a mushroom at 6 a.m.

Superficially it is very similar to T. loveridgii, but difl'ers in

the following points :
—

(i.) Greater degree of ossification of the bony exoskeleton,

particularly the carapace (the diamond-shajjed fenestra-

tion of the plastron is similar to that of T. loveridgii).

(ii.) Greater depth of shell in proportion to length and
breadth which may be best shown thus :

—
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Species.
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CUELONIDiE.
OllELONE MYDAS Lilin.

Blgr. Cat. Chel. 1889, p. 180.

A carapace was obtained from fishermen at Dar es Snlaam in

1922 ; these turtles are caught fairly frequently. A live one was
seen alongside the ship in Tanga Harbour (27. v, 2o) ; it thrust

its head out of the water close alongside us, and could be seen

to advantage as it swam about.

Pelomedusidje.
PelusioS NIGRICANS (Donnd.).

Blgr. Cat. Chel. 1889, p. 195.

Three specimens from the Ruaha, Ivilosa, and Kissaki in

Dpiloma District. These were adult, half-grown, and immature
respectively, the smallest measuring 47 X 40 x 13 mm.

Pblomedusa galeata (Schoepff).

Blgr. Cat. Chel. 1889, p. 197.

Ten specimens from Dodoma, Mahaka, Kilamatinde, Mtali's,

and Luguo.

Of these the largest male weighed 2 lbs. and measured 200 x
135 x 68 mm., the largest female 142 x 112 x 29 mm., and a very

young one fx'om Mahaka on 10. iii. 22, measured 49 x 39 x 18 mm.
After two heavy rainstorms on the two preceding days, which

heralded the advent of the rainy season, a F. galeata was found

at 8.15 a.m. busily engaged in trying to dig itself into the middle'

of a sandy road. The rains had doubtless disturbed it and
caused it to wander. (Mtali's, 20. x. 21).

My wife reported having seen a Lesser Stink Ant {Paltothyreus

iarsai'us), which had fallen into the wnter-tanlr, seized by one of

these tortoises. This is remarkable, as the ant has a formidnblo

sting, as well as good jaws and a protective smell. We therefore

experimentally introduced three more, which were taken without
hesitation by the tortoises, who snapped them in half. The head
and thorax were first crunched up and then the abdomen picked

up and eaten. Grasshoppers and spiders were also taken, one of

the latter being warningly coloured in black and yellow.

A Key to the Tortoises op Tanganyika Territory, Kenya
Colony, and Uganda.

Synopsis of the Families.

I. Shell covered with epidcnnal, horny shields.

A. Pectoral shields of plastron in contact with the marginals.

1. Plastral shields 11 or 13 Testudinid^.

2. Plastral shields 12a8 intergular present PELOMiiuUBiDJi:.

IJ. Pectoral shields widely separated from the marginals;

limbs paddle-shaped, with one or two claws Cuei.onid^.

11. Shell without epidermal shields Tkionicuid^.
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Testudinid^e.
Two genera.

iS^7iopsis of the Genera.

Posterior portion oFcnrnpnce hinged, movable in adult Cini.ri/s.

Posterior portion of ciirftpacii immovublo V.' Tesludo.

CiNIXYS.

Bell, Tr. Linn. Soc. xv. p. 398 (1827); Blgr. Cat. Cliel. p. 140

(1889).

One species.

1. CiNiXYS BELLiANA Gray. Bell's Hinged Tortoise.

Blgr. t. c. p. 143.

Tanganyika Territory, Kenya Colony, Uganda.

Testudo;

Testudo, part., Linn. S.N. i. p. 350 (1766); Blgr. Cat. Cliel.

p. 149 (1889).

Four species.

Synopsis of the Species.

1. Shell deep, box-like .".- pardalis.

II. Shell depressed, yields to slight pressure.

A. Vertebral shields keeled .• proctoriB

B. Vertebral shields not keeled.

1. Narrower. Breadth of plastron three-quarters the length in

the type iornieri.

2. Broader. Breadth of plastron greater than length in young

to 13/16ths in adult loveridgii.

1. Testudo pardallis Bell. Leopard Tortoise.
'

Blgr. t. c. p. 160.

Tanganyika Territory, Kenya Colony, Uganda.

2. Testudo PROCTERiE Loveridge. Keeled Soft-shelled Tortois e.

Love., present paper.

Tanganyika Territory.

3. Testudo tornieri Siebenrock. Tornier's Tortoise.

Sieb. S.B. Ak. Wiss. Wien, vol. cxii. p. 443, 1903.

Tanganyika Territory, Kenya Colony.

4. Testudo loveridgii Boulenger. Soft-shelled Land Tortoise.

Blgr. Comptes llend. Acad. Sci. t. 170, p. 264, 1920.

Tanganyika Territory.

'PELOMEDUSIDyE.
Two genera.
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Synopsis of the Genera.

Mesoplftstra extending right across the plastron; front lobo of

plastron movable in thoadult Sternothairus.

Mcsoiilastra small and lateral; front lobe of plastron without
bingo in adult I'aloinodusa.

Sternoth^rus.

Sternothcerus
,
part., Bell, Zool. Jour. ii. p. 305 (1825); Blgr.

Cat. Chel. p. 191 (1889).

Threo species. {S. sinuatus and S. nigricans doubtfully dis-

tinct and difficult of determination.)

I. Beak notched mesially, with a very slight, obtuse cusp on each

side of the notch ; interorbital width considerably less than the

longitudinal suture between the frontal shields sinuatus.

II. Beak neither hooked nor bicuspid; frontal suture not or but

slightly exceeding the width of the interorbital space.

A. The length of the outer border of the pectoral shields equals

that of the humeral nigricans.

B. The length of the outer border of the pectoral is much less

than that of the humeral, and does not exceed the length of

the inner border of the latter shield derhianus.

1. STERNGTniERiJs siNUATUs"(Smitli). Smith's Water Tortoise.

Blgr. «.c.p..LU
Tanganyika Territory, Kenya C)olony, Uganda.

2. STERNOTn^RUS NIGRICANS (Donnd.). Black Water Tortoise.

Blgr. t.c. p. 195.

Tanganyika Tenitory, Kenya Colony, Uganda.

3. STERNOTHiERUS DERBiANUS (Gray).' Derby's Water Tortoise.

Blgr. t. c. p. 195.

Uganda.
Pelomedusa.

Wagl. Syst. Amph. p. 136 (1830); Blgr. Cat. Chel. p. 197

(1889).

One species.

1, Pelomedusa galeata (Schoepff).

Blgr. t.c. p. 197.

Tanganyika Territory', Kenya Colony, Uganda.

CnELONIDiE.
Two genera.

Synopsis of the Genera,

Costal shields in four pairs Chelone,

Costal shields in five or more pairs ThalassocheJi/s.
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OlIELONE.

Chelonia, part., Brongn. liull. Soc. Philom. ii. p. 89 (1800).

Chelone Blgr. Cat. Ohel. p. 180 (1889).

Two species.

Synoj)sis of the Species.

Carapace unicarinate in young. Limbs usually with a single claw ... mt/daSi

Carapace tricarinate in young. Limbs usually witli a double claw ... imbricata.

1. Chelone mydas (Linn.). Green Turtle.

Blgr. L c. p. 186.

Tanganyika Territory, Kenya Colony.

2. Chelone imbricata (Linn.). Hawksbill Turtle.

Blgr. t. c. p. 183.

Tanganyika Territory, Kenya Colony.

TuALASSOCIIELYa.

Fitz. Ann. Wien. Mus. i. p. 121 (1835); Blgr. Cat. Chel. p. 184

(1889).

One species.

1. TuALASsoouBLVs CARETTA (Linn.). Loggerhead Turtle.

Tanganyika Territoiy, Kenya Colony.

Trionychid^.
One genus. (Ct/cloderma in neighbouring territories.)

Trionyx.

Trionyx, part., GeofFr. Ann. Mus. xiv. p. 1 (1809); Blgr. Oat.

Ohel. p. 242 (1889).

1. Trionyx triunguis (Forskal). Freshwater Soft-Tortoise.

Victoria Nyanza.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate I.

Type of T. procterce, sp. n., from a water-colour drawing made after death.

Plath II.

Tyiw of T, procterw, sp. n., dorsal and ventral views from X-rny photographs.

Proc. ^ool. Soc—1923, No. LXI. 61
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-lli. Noles on Ensfc African Lizards collected 1920-1923,

with ilio Description of two, new llaces oL' A<jama

lionoius Blgr. 13y AitTiiuu Loveiudgb, F.E.S., C.M.Z.S.

[Roceived October 3, 1923 : Read November 6, 1923.]

Tlie following notes are based on a collection of lizards and
cliameleons collected by the writer during six inoiiths in Kenya
Colony (formerly British East Africa) and two and a half years
in Tanganyika Territory (late German East Africa).

llepresentatives of all the famihes of East African Lizards were
again collected (with the exception of Anelytropidte), more than
half the genera and a little more than one-third of the species.

The numbers are disti'ibuted as follows :

—

No. of
Famili/. Genera, Species. Specimens.

Geckonidje 4 11 92
Agamidae 1 5 128
Zonuridre 1 1 2
Varanida) 1 2 7 '

Amphisbajnidte 11 2

Lacertidaj 5 7 249
Gerrhosaurida; 1 • 2 4
Scincidie 4 12 119
Chamajleontidaj 1 7 42

Total... G45 :

Of the forty-eight species, however,' no less than seventeen
were collected by tho writer for the first time and of these two
Avere undescribed. Particular attention is directed to such
I'arities as Pachydactylus bouleoigeri, Geocalamus modesius, Algi-
roides alleni, Mahuia irregularis, Mahuia obsti, and Melanoseps'
ater var. longicauda. Several of these species have only been
known from the types hitherto.

Taking them from east to west and south to north, the prin-
cipal localities mentioned in the following pages are :

—

Kenya Colony.

Kilindini, Mombasa Is., Frere Town, Voi, Nairobi, Eldoret,
Kisumu, Karungu Bay.

Tanganyika Territory.

])ar es Salaam District

.

—Dar es Salaam.
Morogoro District.—Bngilo, Mt. Kirui, Mkindo River,.

, Wanii River, Mkata River, Ilonga, Kimamba Station,'

Tindiga, Kipera, Kilosa, Kidai, Kidete, Kisanga, Mbala,
,

(51*
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Dodoma District.—Lukole, Ikikuyu, Mpnnira-ljAva-Sagoi,

Ki(]enge, Itende, Pwaga, Igulwe, Dodoma, Kilauiatiiule,

Mbouoa, Ndogwe, Suna, Gwao's, Mbulu's, Pooma, Singida,

Mdjengo's. ,
-

Kondoa-Irangi District .—Mtali's, Mkalama, Usshora, TJlngii.

Tahora District.—Tabora,Izikisia, Ndala, Tainbali, Luguo.

Mioanza District.—Sanga, L:\lago, Mwadira, Shanwa, Sagayo,

Nyaml)ita, Mwanza.
Bakoha District.—Bukoba, Kabare.

The doterminations and draft of this paper were made in East

Africa, but three days were spent in going over them again at

the British Museum, where I had the advantage of comparing my
specimens with allied forms in the National Collection. In this

connection I would like to express ray most grateful thanks to

.Miss Joan B. Procter, F.Z.S., for much help in examining dubious

determinations and for making notes for me on sp6cimens sent

liome.

I have given varietal names to two Agamasto emphasise their

very distinctive colouring. One of these forms I have already

referred to in a previous paper.

As before* measurements are giv(3n to the nearest eighth of

an inch followed by the exact measurements in millimetres of the

length from snout to vent, followed by th6 tail length when iritact

;

reproduced tails are denoted by an "r". Maximum lengths are

only given when these exceed those recorded in the previous

collection.

Once again I am indebted to Dr. 11. A. Baylis, F.Z.S., for

cax-ryiug out the determinations of parasitic nematodes found in

so many tropic^il lizards.

G E O K N I D iE.

Hemidaotylus maboijia Mor.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i, 1885, p. 122.
'

A further large series of forty-five specimens of the House
Gecko were collected from tliQ following fresh localities:—
Zanzibar, Bagilo, Mkindo, Ilonga, Kilosa, Mbala, Mt. Hundu-
gula at 1200 feet, Itende, Kilamatinde, Mkalama, Kisumu,

Frere Town, and Mombasa Is.

Mjusi kafiri is the'Kiswahili name for this species. Kololo-

lumbusi in Kigiriama according to Koch.

, On Mombasa. Is. a series Avas taken on baobab trees, where

they attain to a greater size than in houses, in such situations it

is exceptional to meet with them less than 80 mm. in length from

snout to vent. I am disposed, therefore, to think that they

desert houses as they grow older and take to trees. But the eggs

are common enough in fissures of the bark, though the young are

* Loveridge, " Notes on East African Lizards collected 1915-1919," Pioc. Zool.

Soc. 1920, pp. 131-167.
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only occasionally met witK, so if my theory is 'correct the young

must find thoir way back to the houses. Young specimens ar6

comiiionly met with in rubbish heaps or accumulations of

vegetable matter in waste land near houses. Examples Caught

on bushes are olive-green in colour when found and look very

distinct. '

. , , i

' The chin shields of the present series show considerable

variati«n ; normally only the first pair are in contact behind the

mental, sometimes the second pair are also, again in one Mombasa

specimen the shields forming the second pair are transversely

divided. There is little profit in discussing the abnormalities

of a species whose wide variation is evidenced by the dozen

names under which it has been described from time to time.

I wonder whether it is generally known that daylight can be

seen through a gecko's head if the ear-openings happen to be in

line with the light. A gecko used to lie on a certain bar just

tit sunset at Kilosa, so I had the opportunity of seeing this

"phenomenon many times.

c A six weeks old gecko measuved 45 mm. over all ; only one of

the present series was longer than those recorded from my
previous" Collection, and "^the tail was unfortunately reproduced

(87-|-60r), so that over all it was not greater. This fine speci-:

men came from Bagilo in the Uluguru Mtns.
' A Frere Town spesimen had a bifid tail, the regenerated

portion being the longest (52-1-56 & 59). A gecko with only

tfiree legs was seen several times at Kilosa.

The followintj note on mating was made at Kilosa 1. vi. 21. :—

"Whilst working -by lamplight at 7.10 p.m., 1 heard a. nbise

'. tchk, tchk,' and looking up, saw two large geckos on the out-

side of the mosquito gauze which enclosed the verandah. One

had seized the other by the right side of its neck apparently just

at the inonient'my attention was attracted, a second later there

was a rapid movement as the posterior portions of their bodies

met and pairing took place. Moving the lamp possibly scared

them, for they separated a minute afterwards, running away in

different directions." ,
•

r. It seeriis' probable that eggs are laid at all times of the year, for

besides March, July, October, December already recorded, a pair;

of eggs were found in a lock at Frere Town on 2.viii. 20, five

beneath an earthen pot at Kilosa on 13. v. 22, .twenty beneath a;

pile of rotting palmJeaves at Dar^s Salaam on 4. xii. 22, five

beneath logs at Mbala on 26.ii. 21 ; also at Dar es Salaam and

Frere Town on' v. 23. The Kilosa eggs hatched on 20 and

21. V. 22, and nine of the Dar es Salaam eggs within a fortnight:

of being collected.

: Dietetic records are best described 'from my notes direct:-—
^

;:

" Shot a gecko on trunk of palm-tree with a polydesmid in its

mouth.'* (Zanzibar, 19, xi. 20.) •

- " A half-grown gecko captured a tsetse {Glossina morsitans) on;

mosquito-gauze of the verandah." (Kilosa, l.xii. 20.) t - :
i
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,

" A large mantis was resting on the outside of tlie ganzo in

bright sunshine at 3 p.m. when a gecko darted upon it, but the

mantis managed to elude it and escape." (Kilosa, 5. v. 21.)

< "At 7.45 p.m. I was sitting at work when I heard a sharp

rapping at.the far end of the \'erando.h which sounded precisely

like the hammering of a rat's tail when trapped, the volume of

sound being qiiite as large. On reaching the spot liowover, I found

it was a large gecko which had swallowed the greater part of a

centipede, but three-eighths of an inch remained in view together

with the caudal appendages. Disturbed by the light, the gecko

paused for a minute, then commenced spasmodically ham-
mering the side of its jaw on the wooden panelling, and then

disgoi-ged two inches of the centipede, which I judged by the

breadth to be about three inches long. It rested for a while

with this object hanging limp and motionless from its mouth
except for giving it an occasional knock. Presently it ran up a

post and along the spouting of the gutter, where with a few gulps

it re-swallowed the whole. From the time I became a spectator

till all was over was something like ten minutes," (Kilosa,

14.vi.21.)
" Hearing a gecko thumping some object against the wall out-

side, I found it to, be a large cricket. To prove what a noise they

can make against a stone wall, I measured the distance from the

^cene of the combat to where I had been sitting and found it to

be 23 feet." (Kilosa, 9. vii. 21.)
*' A fly {Negritomyia maculipennis\yv\\ic\\ is an excellent mimic

of one of our wasps, was crawling on a white and lighted ceiling

at 8 p.m., when 1 observed a gecko stalking it. When the. gecko

was just about the right distance for a spring the fly gave a buzz,

and the lizard, after studying it a moment longer, withdrew."

(Kilosa, 1 i. 22.)

•
" At sunset I observed a gecko on the gauze facing upwards to

a large blue hornet, the hornet adopted a menacing attitude and
then flew a few inches up the gauze and again settled, the gecko

ran after it but halted an inch away and did not attack," (Kilosa,

29.i.i2.) .

• " Hearing a hammering a few nights ago, I ran out to find a

gecko with a large male siafu or soldier ant." (Kilosa, 31. i. 22.)
" A gecko was hammering a black field cricket this evening."

(Kilosa, ll.iii. 22.) I might add here that a Mombasa gecko

had a cricket in its stomach, and a Dar es Salaam specimen dis-

gorged one when caught.
,

: "My attention, was drawn to a gecko which seemed to be

struggling with something on the ground. On fetching a light

it was found to bo flinging itself about and squirming over in an
attempt to rid itself, of a solpugid (Solpuga darlmyi) which was
holding the,gecko in its jaws, having hold of the head between

eye and ear. The skin was all gone from this area and there

were signs of bites on the right side and near the base of the tail.

I surmise thut the gecko had first attacked the solpugid, but the
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hihev would certninly Imve Idllerl the gecko, which already had

a largo black field-cricket in its stomach. " (Kilosa, 12. iv. 22.)

A spider, moth, and acridian wer6 in the stomachs of Mombasa
and Frere Town specimens. It is strange th.at some people still

kill these useful little lizards on mere grounds of dislike.

They do not appear to have many enemies. I caught a

Spotted Wood -Snake (/', semivariegaius) in the act of swallowing

one in the fowl-house, and tlie gecko had not dropped its tail.

A month later I caught another Spotted Wood-Snake, and when
placed in the vivarium it disgorged a bolus of one of these geckos

which also had its tail intact. One was found in the stomach of

a Monitor {V. niloticus).
_ .

When large numbers of these geckos live in a house it is quite

a rernark!i.l)[e sight to see them leaving it at sutiset to go fornging

;

tliey descend the walls from the eaves, and should there be shrubs

or tree-trunks within a foot or so, they reach them by a leap.

The natives put their own interpretation on these nocturnal

expeditions however, and informed me it was evidence of the

croiituros' shrewdness, as they feared to remain in the house

after dark lest a careless person should set it on lire!

According to Koch's Vocabulary the natives say this lizard

dislikes m.an, .and reqiiests that God will destroy him in order

that the gecko may not be disturbed whilst eating sand.

IIemidactylus squamulatus Torn.

Torn. Die Kriechtiere D. O. A. 1897.

One male and three females were collected at Kilosa on open

gr.ass-free ground after dark; two were seen by the light of a

lantern as I was returning home, and the third was about nine

inches aw.ay from a giant field-cricket which was shrilling in a

most deafening numjier. I wondered if the gecko was dazed by

the noise as it mode no attempt to escape when .approached.

^ Male me.asured 45 mm.4-r, the Inrgest female measured

4| inches (f)7-f 40) and had two enlarged ovules in its ovary over

2 mm. in diameter (13. vii. 21).

The colour in life w.is p.ale reddish brown above with an

irregular network of brown lines on the body, .and less distinctly

on tlie tail. The posterior end of the enlarged tubercles was

cream-coloured, very noticeable on .flanks. A remnant of an

eye-streak is to be found in a small dot in front of eye and a

faint streak behind. Another specimen was dark nut-brown.

IIemidactylus citernh Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Gen. (3) v. 1912, p. 329.

Six specimens from Mbala, Lukole, Kidenge, and Itetide, where

they were taken beneath stones on rock-strewn hillsides or, in a

couple of instances, beneath logs. These records extend our

knowledge of the southerly distribution of this Somali species

-considerably. •
: , •
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. The* male I'eferrecl to in my last paper has 7-7 upper labials

apd 5-6 lower labials.

The largest male measured 2g inches (36+ 37 mm.). It is

a pale brown in life with darker brown spots tending to form
cross-bars. JJyelids yellow, a good deal of yellow on labials,

many of the tubercles yellow.

Examination of stomachs negative.

Hemidaotylus brookii Gray. ;

' Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 128. •

Five examples from Mkata River, Bukoba, Karungu Bay,

JCisumu,a;id Mombasa." One was dug from a termite hill and
others were found beneath boulders on the shore of Lake Victorirv-

,The fpmale from Kilindini was beneath a tin near the shore.

One of these had 8-7 upper labials and only 6-6 lower. A male
larger than any I had taken before measured 4| inches (G5-f 52),

and cf^me from Mkata.

:

, Both those from the termite hill and the boulders were quite

black when found but rapidly changed after capture.

; Eggs, laid in pairs, were found beneath bouldei^s and measured

1 J X 10 mm. One examined was found to contain a well-advanced

embryo (Karungu Bay, 16, xii. 22).

There is often considerable difficulty in distinguishing this

species from //. rusj)olii, but. an examination of a series of each

in the British Museum shows that whereas II. ruspolii has the

head covered with plat(?s mbre or less equal in size and geneially

keeled, the head of II. brookii has enlai'ged, keeled, oval shields

scattered amongst very small granules which cover the gieater

part of its surface. .
.

'•

' LvqcDACTYLus FiscnERi scheffleri Stfernf

.

, Sternf. Ergebn. Deutsch-Zentr.-Afr.Exp. 1918, iv. 2, p. 206.

• A single male from Bagilo, Uluguru. It only differs from the

description of the type in having a lower number of prte-anal

'pOres—5' instead of 6—and in the under surface being profusely

spotted except in the centre of the abdomen, as against " Under-
• parts pure white, at the most a few little brown spots on the

chin-shields " (translation). ; .

Lygodactylus grotei Sternf.

Sternf. S.B. Ges. naturf. Berlin. Nr. 4, 1911, p. 245.

Five specimens from Kilosa, Itende, and Igulwe.

A.niale captured on a stump in a rubber plantation at Kilosa

was coloured as follows :—'* General colour grey. A blackish

• stripe commencing at nostril passes through eye and almost

vanishes on groin though continued faintly on base of tail.

Three pale spots on line on flank.' A second black spot on
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canfchus rostralis (forming with its fellow a A mark on snout)

passes above eye arid breaks up into two lines dorsally which

vanish in lumbar region. Tail reddish with faint greyish mott-

lings dorsally."

Two eggs (7x6 mm.) probably of this species were taken at

Pwaga near Itendo. Termites in stomach of Itende specimen.

Lygodactylus PicxuRATUS Peters. •

i

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 161.

Seen at Mkindo River, Mkata Stn., Kimamba Stn., Kilosa,

Kipera. Madazini, and Kidete. I had fired at a tree some

200 yards away at Kipera, and on reaching the spot picked up

the gecko, which had apparently been killed by the concussion

of the rifle-bullet as it penetrated the tree.

A male was found in a most unlikely place, viz. deep down in

a termite's nest ; in colour it was quite black, but soon regained

its characteristic yellow head when exposed to the light.

Two eggs measuring 5x6 mm, were found in a rotting pile of

palm-leiives at Dar es Salaam, 4. xii. 22, but did not hatch.

A gecko of this species was found in the stomach of an

owl (Glaucidium capense scheffleri), Wami River, 3. ix. 21, and in

the stomach of a snake {AmjyIorJdmisnqtotcenia), Mkata River,

24.viii.21.

Thirteen specimens of the Frere Town var. were again collected

at that place and also at Kilindini on Mombasa Is. As previously

mentioned, the typical yellovv-headed form was collected on the

Island in 19,1.9, but a very thorough search for it proved

negative, and as it was caught at the stiation I imagine it was

introduced.

The largest male measured 3 inches (37+ 40) and female 2|

inches (39+ 40), being larger than the last record in body length

only, the tail being. reproduced.

Pachydactylus boulengeri Torn.

Torn. Kriechtiere D. 0. A. 1897, p. 26.

A single female collected near a dry watercourse on the Sagayo

road some fifteen miles west of Mwanza about 1 a.m. on 13. xi. 22.

Except for the blunter snout this gecko is superficially very

like li. mabouia, particularly in colour and markings. On closer

examination the feet of course are very dissimilar. This female

measured 2g inches (45+ 29).

Pachydactylus bibronii Smith.

. Blgr. Oat. Liz. i.J885, p. 201.

Eighteen specimens from Igulwe and Dodoma.
The largest male measured 4| inches (60+ 56) and female 3|

(51^46). One Igulwe specimen had a large cricket in its

stomach, the other five were gorged on termites.
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ElASMODAOTYMJS TaiEBRUS l^lgr.

Blgr. llev. Zool. Soc. Afr. iii. 1913, p. 104.

Three specimens of this r.are Congo Gecko were ohtaincd at

Snna, in Singida., where tliey occur on t]»e steins of the I5u!>;su

l^ilms, wliero tliore is abundant cover for ihoni among tho

branch-stalks and iibro.

The Wanyaturu call them Mwenkenyo and say that they in-

hal)it houses also, and wh'en they groan someone falls sick.

I thought at first they were confusing it with II. mahouia, but

later saw E. iriedrus come out of the thatch of the hut 1 was
occupying and move down the wall to tho entrance of a termite's

nest in the floor, into which it vanished !

The lai'gest of tliese males measured 5| inches (G7 + 82) and
the others 63 4- 70 and Gl + r.

: One specimen had a plant bug in its stomach,

AoAMIDiE.

AoAMA nisriDA var. DiSTANTi Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) ix. 1902, p. 339.

Tho Wanyaturu, who have specific names for the various lizards,

call this one Lukhumbeli, and the Wnnyiramba naxno is

Kimandagala.
Forty-three specimens were collected from Dodoma, Mbonoa,

Suna, Gwao'fl, M tali's, and Mkalama in Tanganyika Territory

and Delagoa Jiay in Portuguese East Africa (1911). This active

little Agania is essentially an inhabitant 6i sandy thorn-bush

country, arid though rocks may be abundant as at Gwao's, it

leaves these to A. Uonotus in the main and itself takes to trees if

chased. The five P. E. A. specimens were taken as follows:—

•

Two in sandy thorn-bush, one forty feet up a ti-ee in tho saine

locality, one on a fence, and one under a heap of garden rubbish.

The largest male measui'ed 8,-i inches (93-1-125), and female

7^ inches (93-|-91). A young one taken at Delagoa Bay on
24.xii. 14, measured just over 2g inches.

Tho soil of Delagoa J5ay being reddish the lizards harmonized
with it most wonderfully, nor did their colour fade on preseivation

to any great extent, for nine years afterwards they are chestnut-

brown and very diiferent from the sandy-coloured form from
Gwao's. Colour notes made at time of capture read :

" Body
colour brick-rod and brown, a cream-coloured doisal lino extends
from tho parietal scalo to beyond the hind limbs where it merges
into the creuni shading of tail. Two of tho smaller specimens
liad bluish heads and a largo blue gular spot surrounded by longi-

tudinally arranged series of smaller spots. Ventral scales also

brick-red."

Gwao's specimens were very different. Male: "Above sandy
pr greyish fawn. A sienna-bxown speck about centre of canthus
rostralis, two slightly V^shaj^ed sienna- brown lines across ciown
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between supraoculars. Similar markings, often interrupted on the

vertebral line, along back and tail. Four on back and nine on
tail and a very U-shaped one on nape. A few faint marks on
limbs. Below pure white excepting throat, which is dirty white

with eight longitudinal blue lines, and a large blue patch on

basal portion of throat."

One female was uniforn:\lysandy-bufF,with onlyvery faint traces

of the sienna markings of the male here and there. Uniformly

white beneath, the blue vermiculations found on the throats of

males are only faintly discernible on close investigation. Another
type of female had a reddish-brown ground-colour. Crown of

head dull bluish-grey with two very distinct cross-bai's uniting the

supraocular regions. Cheeks brigut ultramarine. Throat cream-

coloured with rusty vermiculations and slightly discoloured basal

spot, llest of under surface whitish, A slight cream dorsn.l

stripe from occiput to halfway along the tail bordered at intervals

by sepia blotches, of which there are live pairs on body and ten

pairs on tail.

One of my specimens has the occipital not enlarged.

Miss Procter observes that many lack the light vertebral line

and in some the ventral keels, are marked, both of which are

features distinguishing A. distanti from A. hispida. I therefore

consider that A. distanti is not a distinct species but only a geo-

graphical race of A, hispida.

Lirge white crickets were taken from the stomachs of two

specimens, ants were coinmonly met with, and once a ? glow-worm.
. One of these lizards was found in the stomach of a Holler

{Goracias nrnvia).

At Gwao's they are commonly afTlicted with a pai-asitic worm
•which proved to be a new species ( l^hysaloptera gigas Spaul), and

also Stroivjyluris hrevicaudata Miiller.

Agama mossambica Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 363.

Four specimens from Kilosa, Izikisia, Ndala.

An immature male from Kilosa had 70 scale-rows, Izikisia

specimens 7o, and the Ndala female 84, The ear-opening of the

last-named specimen was not "much lai'ger than tlie eye-

opening"; its tliird and fourth toes equal, also fifth toe not ex-

tending beyond the first. Tail not twice as long as distance from
gular pouch to vent, the distance being 60 mm, and tail length

100 mm. In some specimens from Nyasaland in the British

Museum the ventrals are unkeeled, and in others from the same

locality they are keeled.

The largest male measured 10^ inches (93 -f 165), and female

7i|
inches (85-1-100).

In the immature male from Kilosa there is a brilliant blue

upper labial streak, and a blue band across in front of the eyes

from side to side, a network of faint blue lines on the throat

and a darkish patch in front of the shoulder.
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There were tliirteen large ovules (13x8 mm.) in the ovaiy of

a specimen collected at Ndala on 15.xi.21.

Amongst stomach contents were the remains of a scorpion, a

grasshopper, and what appeared to be ants though they were much
crushed.

• Aqama LiONOTUS var. DODOMiE, var. n.

Known to the Wanyaturu as Khombele and the Wanyiramba
,as Kinsuku.

Thirty-five specimenswere collected of the Dodomavar.at Kidai,

Kidete, Pwaga, Kidenge, Ikikuyu, Dodoma, Ndogwe, Gwao's,

Pooma, Mdjengo's, Mtali's, and Izikisia, and what were believed

to be tliis form were seen at Mkindo Eiver and Kilamatinde.

. The local distribution of this species depends on rocks, for it

does not occur outside boulder-strewn or rocky-kopje couiitry.

.It shows adaptability in that tiie Kilamatinde specimens were

Been on the walls of a house.

The number of scale-rows at mid-body does not appear to be

,of much help in defining this variety.

2 Dodoma mules 80, 89 gives an average of 84 scule-rowa,

1 Jzikinia „ 80 „ „ „ 8U „
7«w(io'8' „ 71,72.74,74,74,77,80 „ „ 75 „
1 Pooma ' „ 70 „ „ 70 „
4 Mtuli's „ 70, 76, 76, 79 »

'

,, 75 „
: 13Mtnli'8fomale»70, 71, 72, 72, 73,74,74,

75,76,70,76,77,79 „ „ 74

The localities, are arranged, from south to north, and I think,

though the series may be considered small, bear oiit my previous

contention that- as you proceed south, from the type locality of

'A. lionotus (Lake Rudolph) you get an increase in scale- rows,

I do not think this means .that the scales are smaller but that

the body girth is greater, in proportion to the greater lengths

attained by the more southerly form.

The femoral pores of eight males examined range from 10 to

13 with an average of 11.

I therefore feel. justified in proposing a varietal name for this

strikingly handsome form according to the description given on
page 142 of the P, Z. S. 1920, from a specimen in my collection.

I now designate as types a male from Gwao's, 10. x. 21, and a

female from Gwao's. 3. x. 22, Avhich have been donated to the

British Museum.
The coloration of an immature male from Dodoma (11. vii. 21)

may. be of interest as it is so diflferent from the adult :-^" Above
slaty-grey intermixed with brownish-olive or dull-coppery colour

;

small irregular patterns in dark brown on head, neck, and fore-

limbs ; a semicircle of cream spots on parietal region with occipital

scale as apex of the semicircle having one cream spot anteriorly

in contact, and one on either side ; coppery colour best developed

on neck, whei'e there ai-e two slightly curving creamy stripes well

separated from the faint nuchal crest. Whole of lower surfaces
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wliite, the throat only being mottled or streaked with greyish

reticulations."

There were eight eggs (23 x 11 mm.) in tlie ovary of a Kidai
female and apparently quite ready for laying (18. ii. 23). Young
ones about two inches long were very numerous between Kidenge
and Pwaga (ii. 23).

In the stomach of Gwao's specimens was a quantity of fruit,'

in another the leaves of " upilo." Other indeterminate

vegetable matter in many others, also termites and ants of various

species, including, I believe, a stink-ant {Faltothyreus sp.). At
Izikisia 1 watched one of these lizards snapping up termites

after a rain-storm, which was causing them to emerge in large

numbers. The stomach of an Ikikuyu specimen was crammed
with termites.

A very high percentnge of these lizards are aflfected with a
parasitic nematode worm {Thelandros sp., $ 5 '^on det.).

I had great diiUculty in hunting these active lizards on the

rocks until I offered a. small reward to the delightful small boys
of the Wanyaturu tribe, who are experts with bows and arrows,

which they all appear to carry. They began shooting them,
which I had presently to stop for lack of preservative. They gave

me to understand that they hunt and eat them in times of

scarcit}^ and this is very possible, as these youngsters regularly

ate the bodies of the rats as they were skinned.

Agama LiONorus var. MWANZ^, var. n. '

"

The Wasakuma call this Agama " kuli." .

In Mwanza district forty-one specimens were collected of an
entirely different Agama, but which has no specilic characters by
which I can distinguish it from the foregoing. They are abundant
in Mwanza itself, but were not collected thei-e, my series coming
from Mwadira, Shanwa, and Sa^ayo. For this colour-form I

propose the varietal name of mwanzcc, with Shanwa, Mwanza, as
type locality. The c? and $ types collected on 20. x. 22 have

,

been presented to the British Museum.
The longest neck-spines were less than half the diameter of tho

ear-ojiening, i.e. 2 mm. and 5 mm. Labials 10-11. Pire-anal

pores of the males ranged from 10 to 13 and averaged II, this

being based on twenty-one males examined.
The number of scale-rows at mid-body according to locality

and sex are :

—

1 Sagaj'o male 87 gives an averaKe of 87 scale-rows,

7 Mwadira males range from 71 to 90 „ 79 » .
•

15 Shanwa „ „ „ 70 to 82 „ 76 „

8 Sagayo females „ „ 70 to 78 „ 73 „

11 Shanwa „ „ „ 70 to 85 „ 77 „

which gives a range for the variety of 70 to 90 with an average

of 78.

The coloration of the adult male.—" Snout to just beyond mid-
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body metallic purplisli-piiik ; fove-liuibs from elbows to finger-

tips and whole of hind-limbs and tiiil a very I'ich metallic blue,

brighter below than above. The females are njnch njore like

those of the Dodoma form, but are readily distinguishable by the

vermiculations on the back."

The greatest body-length attained l)y mnles in tliis series was

130 mm. in two specimens, both of which had rogener.'ited tails;

of the perfect males the largest was 131 inches (127+ 207). None
of the females collected were very large.

Females collected at Shanwa on 19. x, 22 had eggs developing

in the ovaries: (a) six meusuring 20x10 mm., (6) eight eggs

17 X 10 mm., (c) eight enlai-ged but still round 0x6 mm.
lam almost inclined to say that this Agama is primarily a

vegetable feeder, and only secondarily insectivorous. Many of

the stomachs had nothing but vegetable matter in thom, otheis

a mixture of vegetable and insect food ; of insects, ants appeared

to be the favourite fare, but it must bo remembered that soft-

bodied insects such as diptera are so masticated that they are

very difficult to find ; a few beetle elytra were found and one bug,

I watched (both with and without glasses) a pair of these lizards

on several occasions come down from their rock and bite oil" the

sprouting gi-een grass at its base and also the leaves of a small

slirub. The female always appeared bolder than the male, and

would venture away from the rock in pursuit of insects.

A Hawk (Meliera.v poliopterus Cab.), shot between Mwadira
and Shanwa on 19.x, 22, was found to have dined off one of

these lizards, and a day or two later I saw a female Hawk of the

same species feeding its young in the eyrie with a full-grown

agama. Indeed, at Shanwa, unless the Kites eat these lizards

which simply swarm, there appears to be very little other food

for the large number of Kites which are ever circling about the

rocks.

The Agamas are also heavily infested with the nematodes

Stronyyluris hrevicaudata Miill., Thdandros sp., and 8tron(jy-

luris, sp. nov.

AdAMA FLAvioAUDA Werner.

, Worn. Zool. Anz. XX. 1897, p. 204.

During November 1920 at Eldoret, Kenya Colony, I saw wh.at

I am almost certain were agamas of this species on a heap of

stones. They were quite numerous, but I failed to capture any.

Agama atricollis Smith.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 358.

Upongo in Luguo (Kavirondo).

Five males from Kilosa, Sanga, Kisumu, and Nairobi. This

lizard is thoroughly arboreal, most of my specimens being ca|)tured

on tree-trunks.
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The largest male niensured 12 inches (165 + 240) ; this must bo
something of a record for the species !

Preserved specimens give one a very poor idea of the colouring
dining life. The following is taken from a Nairobi specimen
collected 14. viii, 20 :

—
" Top of head coppery-green, sides of head

bright verdigris-green, edges of lower jnw the same. Throat
light cobalt-blue, a few white spots below ear-drum on bnso of
j;i.ws. A black blotch in front of each shoulder united by a dusky
]>;itch across neck. Vertebral lino from head to base of tail

occupied by a chrome stripe tending to green near the tail.

Anterior surface of fore-arms cobalt-blue. Breast region dark
blue and dusky copper colour; belly lighter, with vermiculations.
Sides brownish, with black vermiculations and scattered yellow
scales. Under surface of all limbs and upper and lower surface
of tail brown."
A Kilosa specimen, the large one whose measurements have

just been given, had "Head bright cobalt-blue or coppery-green,
psiJer scales intermixed with the darker on the sides of face;
Dark blue on median line between eyes to about the occipital
scales. Throat bright blue in centre, remainder pale blue and
olive marbled with darker. Body olive, but beavily marbled
with black and speckled with blue. Tail pale olive at base,
merging into blue about half its leilgth. Lower Surfaces of
boiiy, limbs, and tail pale sandy or slightly rufous."

This Agama consumes an enormous quantity of ants. I have
also found what were apparently orthppterous eggs in its

stomach. . >.

I think that this Agama is the Mjombak?lka of the Waswahili,
concerning which they believe that it will intercede for men
condemned at the day of judgment, when toads will come and
spit water upon them to alleviate their pain {Koch). This is

very interesting in vieAV of the fact that N. African Agamas sire

detested by good Mahomedans, who see in their bobbing heads a
caricatui-e of the Moslem at prayer and think the lizard mocks
them. In this action of the A^gama the Wakavirondo see a like-
ness to the motions of a woman's head whilst grinding corn, nnd
consequently, when they see an Agama bobbing its hekd, enquire
if its mother is grinding to-day.

Z o N U R I D .E.

ZONURUS TROPIDOSTERNUM: Oppe. !/

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. 1885, p. 254.
,

'

,

One Zonure was caught running over papers on the table in a
tent at Msimba., Ilonga ; another was found in the stomach of an
immature female Bare-faced Hawk {Polyhorides typicus) at
Kipera, 5. viii. 22. Some two months later the former was
caught and eaten by a baby lemur which shared the same cage.
The Zonure fed readily on grasshoppers during its captivity.
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Y A k A N I D ^.

Varanus niloticus Linn.

Blgr. Oat. Liz. ii. 1885, p. 317.

The Ukerewe name for this Monitor is Eikwanibo, the Ugalla

name is Mbvilu, the Wsjsukuma call it Mbulu also.

Five specimens were collected at llonga, Kilosa, and Tindiga,

but also seen at Mkata lliver, Sngayo, Karungu Bay in

Tanganyika Territor}'^, and Kisunm in Kenya Colony.

The largest female was 50| inches (519+ 761); monitors on

Lake Victoria attain an enormous size ; a pair habitually basked

on a big rock south of Kisumu and were like small crocodiles.

One large female was killed by falling from a very high tree

;

no branch fell with it, and the natives say that it is by no means
uncommon for them to fall asleep when basking on a branch and,

forgetting their position, move and fall.

In the stomach of this, specimen was a gecko {II. mahouia),

three large limicolarian shells, grasshopper legs, and. some cartila-

ginous lumps that looked like the pads of a ci^t's claws— if so,

they had been picked up from some skin thrown away. Another
Kilosa specimen nearly 4 feet long had in its stomach 22 elephant

hawk-moth larvce, 13 black coleopterous larvae, and one cock-

chafer. Yet anothex' contained ciabs and a large quantity of

mud. A young male had two crickets and crab remains in its

stomach. None had visible parasitic worins.

, Ticks {Aponomma exornatwn Koch) were found about the

vent and feet of one specimen. Another monitor had them on

the fore-leg near armpit.

Yaranus OCELLATUS Riipp.

Blgr. Oat. Liz. ii. 1885, p. 308.

. Kenge is the general Kiswah 11 i name for monitors as Mbulu is

for the Wasukuma, who do not distinguish species. The Ugalla

have a special name for the Eyed Monitor, which they call

Enumusa.
A male 48 inches long (557+657) was found crawling in the

road at Kilosa with bleeding mouth and finctured skull. It had

almost certainly fallen from a tall and solitary tree a few feet

away. Curiously enough a native had reported a " Kenge

"

being seen up this tree some months before.

A single female 63| inches (597+ 763) from Tindiga had no

fewer than 35 eggs (60x40 mm.) in the oviducts, 13 of these

being in the left and 22 in the right. There were parasitic worms
{Physaloptera 2xiradoxa v, Linst.) in the stomach, and ticks

{Aponomma exonmizMH Koch) on the scales.
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A M P II I S B /t N I D jE.

Geocalamus modestus Gthr.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. 1885, p. 453.

Two specimens Avhich are, I believe, the only ones recorded
since Giinther described the species over fort}'- years ago.
The type locality is Mjiwapwa, and my collector obtained a male

from Ikikuyu, some 80 miles south of M2:)wapwa, in sandy soil.

It measures 10| inches (240+ 34); 241 annuli on body ; a mid-body
annular ring consists of 36 segments and a caudal ring of 31.

The first labial on the riglit side appears to be incompletely
separated from the nasal. There are only three i:)ra3-anal pores,

one being obviously missing. The colouring above is plumbeous,
not brown, below pure white, somewhat transparent in life.

The other specimen is a young one, and was found in the
stomach of a Banded Mungoose (31. imcngo colonus) at Usshora,
Mkalama Dist., 31 . x. 2 1 . These records are extremely interesting,

extending as they do its known range to the west and south.

Geocalamus AcfJTuS Sternf.

Sternf. Ergebn. Deutsch.-Zentr.-Afr. Exp. 191 2> iv. 2, p. 209.

There is, in the British Museum, an Amphisbrenid which I do
not hesitate to refer to this species. Collected at Samburu (near
Yoi) Kenya Colony about 1897 by Betton. It has 209 annuli on
body and 22 on tail. It measures 230 and 29 mm.

Laoertid^.
NUCRAS EMINI Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xix. 1907, p. 488.

The Wanyaturu know this lizard by the name of Kungulupe.

It is comparatively common in the dusty, sandy fields of stubblo

which cover large areas in their district.

One which was captured alive at Mpnnira had bolted down a

hole, obviously its own to judge by the tracks leading to it. The
hole was occupied in one portion by a giant cricket which had
probably excavated the burrow.

The Shanwa female darted across the path and into a very small

clump of grass surrounding a sprouting acacia. With the object

of driving it out I set lire to the grass, which flared up and was
burnt in about two minutes. The lizard made no attempt to

escape and was picked up dead.

Forty-live specimens of a Nucras were collected at localities

Intermediate between the type locality of N. kilosce (TCilosa,

Morogoro Dist.) and N'. emini (south shoie of Lalte Victoria), viz.

Ikikuyu, Mpanira-kwa-Sagoi. Kidenge, Suna, Pooma, Zinzerigi,

Mtali's, Shanwa, Nyambita, Tambali, and Izikisia, representing

no fewer than four districts.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. LXII. 62
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The largest male measured 7g inches (62 + 120), and female 9^

(75 + 150).

l<]xcopt ill the matter of coloration and pattern and that the

keeling is less noticeable on the dorsal scales, they agree with the

description of A", kilosui in all essentials. I had only time to

examine critically 25 of this long series, however.

Ventral plates in 28 to 32 rows ; Jiverage of 25 specimens

30.

Dorsal scales 38 to 46 across mid-body ; average of 25 specimens

47-6.

Femoral pores 9 to 12, with an aver.-ige for the 25 specimens

of 11.

There are several individual variations. In one Pooma speci-

men the pri6-frontals and frontal are rugose. The subocular is

between 4th and 5th npper labials in all cases except three

abnormalities, which are normal on one side. In two Pooma
specimens it is between 3rd and 4th, and between 6th and 7th in

one Shanwa specimen. In all 25 the normal number of 4 supra-

oculars were found. A Shanwa $ hail 33 ventral scale-rows

with 40 scales across mid-body.
Miss Procter, though very busy at the time, kindly examined

the first 18 specimens which I sent home Avith a series of

N.kilosce,A\\([ made the following memo, on them:— "The large

series wliich is before me points to intergrading between these

two species. The scales in emini forma iypica are granular but
keel-less. In the types of kilosce thoy are strongly keeled. In the

present series the scales are tubercular (prominent), leading up
to the kilosce state. The markings also vary. There are two
types—that of the typical kilosce, and a sjieclvled lighter brown
variety. These points want going into tlioroughly. Probably

kilosce must rank as a subsp." Unfortunately I iiave been wnablo

to go over the whole series and critically compare thowi with tho

British Museum specimens, as I have had so much other work to

attend to whilst on leave.

Coloration of a male from Gwao's was as follows:—" A white
lateral line from middle of ear-opening above fore-aim to hind-

limb ; another commencing above ear-opening is broken up into

short dashes, and ends just above junctuve of hind limb with

trunk ; a third from outer border of parietals vanishes on tail
;

this one is bordered on either side by black specks ; a fourth

(vertebral) line starting from occipital scale also vanishes on
tail ; this one is bordered on either side by black specks. In all,

therefore, there are seven light lines and six rows of black spots.

General colour is sandy above, darker, almost olive, on crown of

head. Ventral and lower surfaces white.

A strikingly parti-coloured female from the same locality had

the head and forepart of the body to mid-body olive colour ; tliere

are traces of only three of the light dorsal lines mentioned in the

description of the male ; of these the lateral two are very white,

"the interspace between them and above the other being black.
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All markings vanisli at mid-body, the posterior Jialf being pinkish
shading to sand3^-hu(r on the. tail. Four other specimens have
the upper surface much speckled with black, approximately in ten
longitudinal rows. Tliough showing nluch varLition in colouring,
these lizards are very <li(Ierent from lY. kiloste and readily separated'
itt ;i. glance.

A fetnalo ((JO 4-5)5) from Shanwa, 20. x, 22, had ovules rather
large; another (67 -f-r) from Ikikuyu, 10. ii. 2.S, held six ovules
inoMsnring 7x7 mm. The testes of a male killed on the same
(Iny were eulnrged.

Stomach contents of eight specimens examined were :—(1) cock-
vooches and termites, (2) a brown shield-bug. (3) grasshopper
and cricket, (4) spider, (.5) cricket, many termites, and a spider,
(G), (7), (8) full of termites.

NucRAS KiLos.E Loveridge,

Love. P.Z.8. 1922, p. 313.

Three specimens from Gwao's and Mtalis should be referred to
kilosce on colour grounds and possibly on the basis of keeled
dorsals. As pointed out under JV. emini, there appears to be
intergrading in specimens collected mid-way between the type
localities of N. emini and N. kilosce, and the latter is probably
oidy a. subspecies of iV. emini.

Since describing this lizard I have obtained eighteen further
rspeciinens from the type locality. Twelve were inales, four females,
find two very young. Tlie disproportion in the sexes is probably
to be attributed to a greater agility on the part of the females
in eluding capture.

The largest perfect male measured 8| inches (65 -f 147), whilst
another exceeded previous maximum measurements by being
67 mm. from snout to vent ; the tail was reproduced in this
specimen. As the tail was missing in the type female, it

may be well to record the measurements of the three perfect
specimens in the present collection, (a) 50 -f- 11 7, (6)50-f-113
<c) 43 + 88.

A careful study of the scale characters of these specimens
enlarges our knowledge in several particulars, viz. :

—

" Ventral plates in 27 to 31 transverse series " should read 25
to 31. The average of these fifteen is 27.

" Dorsal scales 42 to 56 across mid-body " should read 40
to 56.

"Femoral pores 11 to 13" should nov/ be 10 to 13, the
average of the fifteen specimens being 11"6,

In one the frontal and fronto-nasal were bi-oadly in conta^ct.' -

Four of these specimens had grasshopper remains in their
stomachs.

One specimen had a number of parasitic nem.'itodes in the
stomach which were identified by Dr. Baylis as Pliysalo'piera

ahhreviata llud.

62*
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Laceuta jacksoni Blgx\

Blgr. p. Z.S. 1899, p. 26, pi. x.

I take this opportunity of correcting an error on p. 147 of my
previous paper, when I hastily referred specimens of this lizard to

Lacerla vauereselli Tornier.

Algiroides ALLEN I Barbour.

Barb. Proc. New Eng. Zool. Club, iv. 1914, p. 97.

Hearing that Dr. J. Arthur was making an ascent of Mt. Kenya
this spring, I asked him to look out for tree-lizards, and he was

successful in obtaining three specimens of A. alleni on Feb. 4th

and 5th at 9970 feet.

LaTASTIA JOHNSTON I Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xix. 1907, p. 392.

Seven specimens from Kimamba, Tindiga, Taborn, Nyambita,

and Bukoba. Was also seen at Mkata Stn., Mkata Biver, and

all the way to Wanii Biver along the foot-path. It shows a

great liking for sandy, sunny paths.

The coloration of breeding males and females is somewlutt

difl'erent from that already described for this lizard in " oil"

plumage,'' and was as follows :

—

Malu from Tindiga, 31. viii. 22.—" General colour reddish,

shading into nut-brown and pale fawn posteriori)' and on tail.

The 'blue spots on the sides' are a very pale blue in one

specimen, and almost white in another. Upper and lower labials,

mental, lower sides of neck and belly (more particularly along the

edoes) heavily blotched or patched with brilliant lemon-yellow."

Female from Kimamba . on 5. viii. 21.—"A j'cllow median

dorsal line with black edges commences at occipital and disappears

on base of tail. A yellow line from the outer edge of the parietal

also vanishes on the tail. Another yellow line commencing on the

labials passes over fore and hind limbs and disappeais on tail.

A series of yellow dashes, each surrounded by black, lie between

these two last-mentioned lines, the first dash commencing behind

eye, and the last ending above the hind li)ubs. Limbs slightly

spotted with black and yellow, but no such spots on the dors.nl

region which is plain brown. Throat and nuderparts of body

pure white."

I thought I had some very interesting variations to report on,

but Mr. Boulenger has described all such in his exhaustive treat-

ment of this species in the Monograph *, and leaves little to be

added.
The number of femoral pores cited in the Monograph for this

species is 13 to 16, a Nyambita specimen has 12, while the-

* Boulenger, ' Monograph of the Lacertidu',' vol. ii. 1921, j\ 10.
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Kiniiinib.-x female alrertdy mentioned lias only 11. In two of

my specimens there are only four labials anterior to the sub-
ocular, which is mentioned as a matter of rare occurrence in the
Monograph.

Pairing takes place in July presumably, as large ovules are to

be found in the ovaries early in August.
Two specimens were found in the stomach of a Heron (Ai-dea

melanocephala) at Sagayo, but as I did not see this lizard during
a fortnight's stfiy at Sagayo, I have not recorded it from this

locality.

Latastia LONaiCAUDATA Reuss.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 55.

Thirteen Long-tailed Lizards were talcen at Pwaga, Itende,

Igulwe, Dodoma, Mtali's, n.nd also many were seen near Kidete.
One was also collected at Port Sudan on the voyjige out.

A female from Dodoma exceeds my previoxis records for body-
size, being 11.| inches (100 + 106 mm.) over all. The series show
a good deal of variation ; the occipital is veiy small and often
broken up in these specimens.

Parasitic worms were found in the intestines of an Igulwe
specimen.

Gastropholis vittata Fisch.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 7.

A single specimen taken alive at Kilosa on 15. i. 23. I found
it crossing the floor in a room in the Otto House ; as ceiling,

walls, and floor were cement and the windows insect-proof, it

was rather a mystery how it gained admittance. There were no
rains on at the time. In captivity it refused o.ll food for a week,
but drank a good deal of w^ater ; it then took two wasp grubs.

A motith later it was allowed to escape by the boy in charge
whilst 1 was away. The species is very rare.

Erbmias spekii Gthr.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 84.

Native names are Kungulupe in Kinyaturu and Kishagasi in
Kinyaramba.
One hundred and fifty-nine from Itende, Pvvaga, Igulwe,

Gwao's, Suna, Pooma, Mdjengo's, Mtali's, Tambali, Ulugu, and
possibly Dodoma. It was common in a sort of " sage-bush

"

scrub at Kidete ; seen at Kidai.

This widely-distributed lizard is nowhere scarce where it occurs,

but some idea of its astonishing abundance at Mtali's may be
gathered from the fact that on my arrival at this place at 11 a.m.
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I. gave out tliat a small reward would be paid for all lizards

brought in, and by 3 p.m. my boy had paid out for 150. On
learning this I stopped the ofi'er, and in future was more careful

in asking for specimens, as I had no wish to desti-oy such numbers
of a useful little creature.

The largest male measured 6| inches (52 + 115), and female 0||

(45+ 115).

A careful examination of this long series for Stejneger's

Eremias sexiceniata only revealed four aberrant specimens. Two
of these had the subocular separated from the buccal margin by
the 5th and 6th labials, whilst two others had the subocular

separated on the one side by a 5th, or 5th and 6th la))ial, whilst

the other sidewas perfectly normal. The only two specimens taken

at Gwao's—a male and female;—were alike in having but 4 labials

anterior to the subocular on the right side and 5 on tho left.

JiJ. sexUeniata was probably founded on two abnoi-mal individuals

which, in addition to the subocular being se|)ai'a,ted from the

mouth, had the central light dorsal line completely divided, making
six dorsal lines in all. The abnormal specimens referied to above

had only the anterior portion of the central line divided, as is

typical in JE. spekii.

A female with enlarged ovules measuring 10x6 mm. Avas taken

at Dodoma on 20. xi. 21. Many new-born young were seen on
the road from Mpanira to Pwaga (13-15. ii. 23).

Specimens from Suna and Tambali had their stomachs full of

termites.

Two were taken from the stomach of a Ha\^'k {Alelierax ineta-

bates) fit V\ugu, 11. xi. 21, and the pregnant female referred to

above was in the stomach of an Augur J:Ju'/!zard {Buteo augur) at

Dodoma, 20. xi. 21.

G E n 11 11 o s A u mu /ic.

Gerhhosaurus major A. Dum.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 121. .

Seen at Zanzibar, Mt. Kirui, Mkindo River, Kilosa, TJlugu, and
Luguo. Most of these specimens could have been captured if

desired.

At Mt. Kirui they occur at a great altitude, and as elsewhere,

are associated with rocks, under which they retreat ; one caught at

Kipera, however, had its refuge in a hollow tree-trunk, where it

remained whilst a fierce bush-fire buint up the surrounding
herbage and blazed for fully five minutes against its retreat, which
was full of sinoke. It emerged none the Avorse when the lire had
.passed.

My native collector, Avho has caught several of these lizards,

.states that he saw one dead at Luguo Avhich had a bright red belly

and was not so coloured from putrefaction.
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Cerhuosaurus nigrolineaxus Hallow.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 122.

Three specimens available for the present paper, though others

were taken alive or seen at Frere Town, Djir es Sitlnaiu, Mbahv,

ICilosa, Kidai, and Ildkuj'u. This species is not nearly so abundant
at Kilosa !is at Morogoro, for which it is didicult to assign a

reason, as the type of country is similar.

In my last notes I assigned tliese lizards to G. Jlmngularis

Jlavigularis, following Schmidt's rtiling of its being the eastern

geographical race, Avhile he called the western G. f. nigrolineaius

,

though I pointed out that many of my .specimens conformed with

G.nigrollneatiis rather than G. Jlavigularis. Mi.*s Procter demni'S

to my referring the three specimens under consideration to G.

flavigidaris, and points out a striking diderencc not mentioned by

Schmidt. In G. Jlavigularis the laterals are sn\ooth and the

dorsals only feebly keeled, but in G. nigrolineaius the laterals

are keeled and the dorsals so strongly keeled as to form almost

continuons ridges along the back,

A young male was taken on 5. vii. 21 which measured 10^ inches

(90 4-174). Another ma,le, total length 20]- inches, had an excep-

tionally long tail 14^- inches (145 4-365). The tail is therefore

two and a ha.]f times the length of tlie head and body as against

two times as given in the Catalogue.

The points in which this specimen differs from "flavigularis"'

of the Catalogue are:—Head-shields faintly keeled and pitted.

Frontonasals widely separated from frontal l)y broad suture of

the pra^-frontals. Lateral scale.? quite distinct!}' keeled. Femoral

pores 16-15. I might add tha.t thei-e a.re 22 longitudinal and 58
transverse rows of dorsals. Yentrals in 8 longitudinal rows.

The coloration of the living lizard is very handsome. General

colour above nut-brown, A yellow vertebral line, bordered by
black lines, commences two scales behind the ])arietals and con-

tinues three-quarters of the way along the tail, A series of

black spots along the back between the vertebral and dorsal lines.

Sides scarlet, alternalo scales being brown and yelUny so as. to

foi'm vertical stripes. Under suiface ])ure white.

For several days in succession I had seen this .specimen disa])pear

into a burrow a,t the base of a bush ; it had only come to occupy

the burrow quite recently, as I passed the spot four times daily.

Apparently it had cleaned out the bun-ow before occupying it^

as my attention was first attracted by the heap, and little slidd,.

of fresh earth at the entrance. Thinking that it might be laying

in the hole, I got my native collector t() make a snare at the

Entrance of the burrow which twice caught the occnpajit, but

it wriggled free. The laborious process of digging it out was

therefore resorted to, and the burrov/ found to be over a yard in

length with two smaller blind alleys opening off it.

Grasshoppers and manj' termites in stomach of an Ikikuyu

male.
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SCINCID^.

Mabuia comouensis Peters.

Blgr. Oat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 163.

A «iugle male from Frere Town, Kenya Colony, 2. viii. 20.

"Whilst collecting butterflies under the mango-trees I heard a

rustle and rush among the dead leaves some ten feet from the trunk

of a mango. Running to the tree I was just in time to put my
hand on a handsomely-coloured skink as it ran up the trunk.

It is with some misgivings I refer it to comorensis, as the head

seems broader and the scalation slightly difi'erent from examples

in the British Museum collection.

Its total length was SI inches (79 + 132 mm.).

The 6th upper labial was longest and deepest on the right

side of hea,d, and the 5th on the left.

It had 31 scales round mid-body, and agreed in every respect

save coloration with tlie description given in the Catidogue.

Above greenish-olive ; sides of head, nfipe, and back sprinkled

with groon and blnclc H|)ots. llinis of eyelid briglit yellow. A
creamy stripe, black-edged above, below eye. Borders of ear-

opening yellow. An orange side-stripe commencing at ear

vanishes on base of tail ; sides below this pale bluish-grey, belly

gamboge-yellow. Throat blui.sh, a few black marblings on sides

of throat and base of tail.

Mabuia maculilabuis Gray.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p, 164.

Four females from Frere Town, Mkindo River, Kipera, and
Jumbe Sunguru's, near Kilosa ; two were seen at Kidete.

In some specimens the toes of the adpressed hind-limb only

just reach the lingers, instead of reaching to, or nearly as far aSj

the elbow.

The Kipera female measured 9j^ inches (82-1-168), and had

seven white eggs in her ovary measuring 14xi)mm. In her

*;tomach was a small frog !

Mabuia planiprons Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 167.

Mabuia diesnerl Sternfeld, S.B. Ges. naturf. Berlin, p. 348,

1911.

Four specimens from Ndogwe, Ulugu, Izikisiti., and Tabora.

The Ndogwe individual was found in open Mbwgwe country

with scattered thorn-bush. It l)olted into a rat-hole at the root

of one of these, from which it was dugout. The Ulugu and
Izikisia specimens were seen on tree-trunks, and sought shelter

in fissures in the bark or holes in the bole. The Tabora

specimen was found freshly killed in a roadside shelter. Yet
another was seen at Luguo
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The type locality of M. plaiiifrons is Taita, Kenya Colony, and
that of M. diesneri is Kibvvezi, Kenya Colony, not far distant from

Taita. Af. diesneri ha,s also been recorded from Tabora ; my
Taboi-a. skink agrees with the description of M. diesneri with three

exceptions: (1) the first supraocular is not in coiittict with the

large frontal; (2) the light stripe bordering upper edge of black

lateral band indistinct
; (3) no light patches on back and sides.

The other three specimens whilst agreeing in r.lie main with

jW. ^^Ifiiiifroiis have some of the characters of i/. dies7ie7-i, which
was founded on a single small individual. The colouring of the

two species as given in the published descriptions appears

identical, whilst the dift'erences in scalation are not greater than

one meets with in variable skinks such as 3f. striata and M. varia.

I state the differences as given in the descriptions in tabular

form for convenience.

2 lid

M. planifrons.

Scales in 28-29 rows.

Scales with 3-5 keels.

J'rontal in contact with

and 3r(l supraoculars.

Ear-opening with 2-3 project-

ing lobules anteriorly.

Adpressed hind-limb does not
reach the elbow.

Olive-brown above ; two rows of

irregidar black spots along

the back.

Light ocelli as in Chalcides

ocellatus.

A l)lack lateral band beginning
from the eye ; on each side

of the back a broad lighter

longitudinal band.

21. diesneri.

Scales in 32 rows.

Scales with 3 keels.

Frontal in contact with 1st, 2nd,

and 3rd supraoculars.

Ear-opening with 4 projecting

lobules anteriorly.

Adpressed hind-limb reaches as

far as the elbow.

Brown above, with long rows of

little black spots.

Many feebly-marked light

patches on back and sides.

A deep black band runs along

sides of body, especially dark

on temples, bordered above

by light stripe.

Underparts yellowiah - white,

sprinkled brown on sides of

throat. Borders of ear-

opening, labiiils, and i-ostrq,!

orange-yellow.

I therefore propose uniting the two species by enlarging the

description of M. jjlanifrons to read :

—

/Scales in. 28 to 32 roics. Frontal in contact loith 2nd and Si'd

or 1st, 2nd, and Srd sic^jraoculars. Ear-ojjening loith 2 to 4
projecting lohides anteriorln. The adpressed hind-limb may or

may not reach as far as the elbow.

Largest undamaged J measured 7^ inches (65-1-127), largest

5 12 inches (108-1-195). The latter's stomach contained afield

cockroach and what appeared to be the remains of a grasshopper.
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Mabuia varia Peters.

Blgr. Gat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 202.

Uabitia isselii (Peters), Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 201.

. Mahuia hiidehrandiii (Peters), Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. l887, p. 207.

Forty-three apeciuieiis from Mt. Kenya, Mbala, Mtali'a, aiul

Shnnwa. Also seen at Kidai, Kidete, Kidenge, Itende, NdogAve,,

and Sagayo. It is almost invariably found in association with

rocks, tliough occasionally seen on, or beneath, logs and stones.

This laige series was collected in the hope of throwing light

on the re]ationshi[)S of varia, isselii, and hildeln-andtii. I may
be consideied rash in adding the latter to the already long

list of synonyms of 31. varia. Tornier has indeed made isselii a

synonym of va^ia in recording a specimen from this region
;

pi-actically isselii's only point of diilcrencie from xxiria is in its

possession of a single frontopai-ietal caused by the fusion of the

frontoparietals. 'I'lierc is only one such specimen in the series

—

an adult male from Mbala, wlieie it was taken near typical varia,

and what may be considered hildeJnandiii. It has 34 scale-rows.

The reason for isselii only having 30 is due to the fact that so

few specimens have been collected tliat the range is not so well

known as in vavia and hiidehrandiii, in both of which it is 30-34.

Perhaps the feature distinguishing hildehraiultii from raria

more than any other is that " the hind-limb reaches the axilla or

the shoulder of the fore-limb.''

In one Mtali $ the hind-limb extends consideiably beyond
the axilla, in a S from Gwao's and a $ from Mbala the axilla

is just reached, in a J from Mbala and man}'^ others it just falls

short ; and the variability of this feature, as shown by the series

now before me, demonstrates there is no taxonomic value to be

placed on this character. The amount of contact between the

anterior loreal and first labial also varies greatly.

The MbaLi specimens ha,ve 34 .scale-rows at mid-body.

If isselii and liildehraiidtii are to be united with varia, the

description of varia Avould have to be enlarged in some respects,

and would then read :

—

Anterior loreal tisiudly [rarely not) in contact v:iih the 1st labial.

Frontonasal broader or as broad .as long. Frontonasal usuallij

(sometimes not) in contact with frontal. Frontal a little shorter or

as long as the froatoita,rietals and interparietal together, in contact

with 2nd and 3vyZ [rarely Is/.) supraoculars. Frontoparietals

distinct or occasionally fused,. Parietals visually nieeting behind

the interparietal, though sometimes widely sejjarated. Sabocular

feebly or strongly nai^roioed inferioiiy. Far-opening tcith 2-5

lolndes anteriorly, either short-pointed or long lanceolate. 30-36

scales round mid-body, llind-lvmb reaching to the torist or shoidder

(or beyond) of the addressed fore-limb . Subdigit<d lamelhe sharply

tricar i'iLate, occasionally unicarinaie.

For the convenience of anyone interested in the alleged

distinctive characters of the three forms, I have isolated those

characteis where all three are not in agreement, and pi-esent

them in tabular form :

—
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Two females from Mtali's had each three Avell-advanced

embryos on 9.x.22, and two otliers from Sha,nwa, taken on
20.x,22, liad in one case three young very near birth, and in

the otlier, three, in an early stage. It is curious that the

number of young produced shouhl be so much less than those

recorded in my last paper. There were four embryos in a very

early stage in an Mbala skink on 27. ii. 23.

Sixteen stomachs were examined, and in every case were found

to contain termites, and in only one was any other food present

so far as I coqld see, and that appeared to be the limb of a

spider.

Minute nematodes in the stomach have been identified as

Fhysaloptera sp. indet. as $ $ only.

Mabuia onsTi Wern.

Worn. Mitt. Nat. Mus. Ilamb. xxx. 1913, p. 43.

Two specimens from Kisumu, Kenya Colony. About a mile

south of Port Florence, along the lake shore, these skinks are

quite common, but a[)parently localized and confined to the rocks

near the shore. Though structurally so similar to M. striata, they

iire strikingly diflerent in coloi-ation, being by far the liandsomest

East African skiidc I have yet met with. Unfortunately I

made no notes on the exact colour at the time, and nothing is

left of it in the preserved specimens. Speaking from memory
however, only the anterior portion of the body in the adults was
suffused with bright orange ; the five longitudinal bands are

bright bine both in the adult and in the young.

In one specimen the parietals aie in contact behind the

interparietal, in the other this is not the case. The fronto-

parietals are not smaller than the interparietal as in M. striata.

There are five large sharply-pointed, and one rounded lobule,

anterior to the ear-opening. 36 scales round mid-body.

It may be worthy of note that several M. striata were taken

at the same spot, but on tree-trunks, whilst j\[. obsti is obviously

a rock-skink and is the most difficult to catch of any lizard. I

spent a whole day trying to get some, and finally got these two
specimens from a local native.

M. ohsti was described from Kwa Mtoro, which lies between
Dodoma andKondoa Irangi in Tanganyika Territory, so that this

record extends its known range considei-ably. I also saw it on
rocks a mile west of Igulwe Stn. One was seen at Kidai, five

at Pwaga, and two at Itende, but they successfully evaded

strenuous attempts at capture.

Mabuia striata Peters.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 204.

This familial- species is known to the Wanyatnru as Mwin-
yansio, to the Wanyiramba as Tuni, and the Swahili as Mjusi
salama.
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Sixteen specimens from D;u- es Salnam, Mkntii Stn Ilono-,
Knnamb;i, Stn., Kilosa, Sana, Gvvao's, Mtali's, Mknlama, Usshoni'
and Tabora m Tanganyika Teriitoiy, where it was also seen atUhya and Mbala. It was collected at Frere Town, Nairobi
Kisuniu, and Karungu Bay in Kenya Colony.

' '

The largest male measured 9| inches (108 + ] 36) and female
9^ inches (109 + 140), from Dar es Salaam and Kilosa re-
spectively. Two specimens from Karungu Bay and Kisumu
had 37 mid-body scales, and many of these were quinque-
carinate .

^

Coloration of a female taken at Nairobi on 12.viii.20.—Rich nut-
brown on upper parts turning to copper on tail, scales frequently
iridescent. Head-shields edged with black. Light straw-coloure"d
stnpe commences above the eye, passes along the bnck
inthe dorso-lateral region, and disappears on the" base of the
tail. Upper labials and subocular pde straw-colour. Sides
thickly besprinkled with similarly-colored light spots inter-
mixed with black. Throat marbled with brown. Under parts
white.

A female taken at Kisumu, 18.xi. 22, only measured 100 -f- 90
yet had ten young in titero very near the birth. I should think
tins is the maximum for this species. A female at Kilosa ga.ve
birth to young on 22. ii. 23.

A Lesser Black Stink-Ant {Pattothyreus iarsatus) came
running home with a crumb as large as itself, when a half-criown
skmk ran to meet it, seized the crumb, and gave it a terrier- like
shake

;
the ant let go and retreated and the lizard dropned the

crumb
;
the ant hurried back, seized it, and made a dasl/for its

hole, the lizard giving chase but failing to catch it. Another
skink was seen to seize a large hawjv-moth and dart with it into
a crevice in the wall. Examination of five stomachs gave the
following results : (i.) ants

;
(ii.) termites

;
(iii.) cockroach ahd

two large wolf (Lycosid) spiders; (iv.) beetle and three bugs
(Lijgceus sp.)

;
(v.) beetle elytra and millipede rings of 4 mm

diameter. The freces of another held the remains of a green
bottlelly and a moth.

I have already drawn attention to the adaptability of this
dominant species to all manner of habitats; its activity is also
remarkable, as the following note made at Kilosa, 8,vi.21 Avill
show :—" A rustle in the roof-gutter and a plop in a bushVowr
Jeet from the gutter, and I was just in time to see a striped skink
recover its balance and run quickly down the stalks and stem of
a bush till it reached the ground, which it crossed with a rush to
the stump of a rubber-tree, np which it darted as if a first-class
arboreal sjiecies."

A Karungu Bay specimen had a large grey cattle t\cV{? lihipice-
phalus sinus Koch) attached to, and completely blocking up, the
ear-opening. lied acarine parasites were also abundant about
anus, groin, axilla, and ear.
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Mabuia irregulauis Lonnb,

Loimb. Arkiv for Zool. Band 14, No. 12, 1922.

Lonnbeig has recently described a skink from Soy, Kenya
Colony, as Mabuia (striata '^ var.) irregularis n.?, which is so very

similar to three of my specimens that I do not hesitate in referring

thorn to it, tliongli the two immMtnre ones are so dried up tliat

tliey are of little use. These three skinks were collected for ine

on Mt. Kenya at an altitude between 1 0,000-1 1,()U0 feet by
Dr. J. Arthur. I think the species is quite distinct from

M, striata. fhe only differences between LiJnnberg's description

and my adult skink are (1) parietals are in contact behind inter-

parietal, (2) a single piiir of enlarged nuchnls.

The largest agrees with M. irregularis in differing from typical

M. striata in the following points, though M. striata being such

a variable species, most of, if not all, these variations have been

recorded froin time to time:

—

(i.) Anterior loreal not in contact with the first labial,

(ii.) Two pairs of supranasals.

(iii.) Frontonasal (in its divided state) longer than broad,

(iv.) Frontal shorter than the frontoparietal and inter-

parietal together,

{v.) Four supraciliaries, second largest,

(vi.) The supraocular is very loell separated from lip.

Length of adulb 6 inches (69 + 83). .

LygosoMa sundevalli Smith.

Blgr. Oat. Liz. iii, 1887, p, 307,

Ten specimens from I)ar es Sala.am, Mkata Iliver, Kilosa, and
Mwanza in Tanganyiica Territoi-y ; Nairobi, Kisumu, and Karungu
Bay in Kenya Colony.

The Mkata specimen was taken deep down in a termite heap.

At Kilosa quite a number were taken in snap back rat-traps

;

])resumably insects went to the bread or cheese bait, and the skinks

followed for the insects. At Karungu 13ay and Kisumu these

lizards were living beneath the boulders on the lake shore.

A female 9| inches (130-|-102) surpassed all my previous

records and was the one taken from the termite heap.

A Nairobi male is much mottled on the under surface, like the

Morogoro specimens referred to in my last collection ; it is in

striking contrast to all the other specimens collected this time,

which are pure white beneath.

Four developing ovules (11 x 10 mm.) were taken from a skink

at Kilosa on 1, ii. 21 and four from the Mkata specimen on

30, viii. 21. A very young skink (35+ 25) was caught at Karungti

Bay on 16. xi. 22.

Lygosoma ferrandi Blgr.

Blgr. Ann. del Mus. Civ. (2) xviii. 1898, p. 718.

Kilambamukoot is the Kinyaturu name and Kimilikuta tlie

Xinyiramba,
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Ten specimens collected from Mbala, Ikikuyu, Mpanira-kwa-
Hagoi, Lukole, Kidenge, Itende, Kidete, Gwao'.s, and Pooma,
and the remains of what I am confident was a Ferrand's Skink
Avas fcinnd in the stomach of a Serval {F. serval hindei) at Sagayoi
Most of my specimens were taken beneath logs.
The largest female measured '7^^ inches (9.5 -f 85).
Mbala specimens were coloured iniusually

; an adult freshly
killed was nut-brown above, each head-scale with a black mark,
nnd each dorsal scale likewise, those on three central rows
tending to form doi-sal linos, which is achiovod on 3rd row of
scales froni vertebral and forms the top of a dark lateral band.
Lips whitisii or yellowish, each upper and some of the lower
labials bearing a blotch. Under surfii.ce of body lemon-yellow,
tail pure white, regenerated portion plumbeous; sides of lower
surface much speckled.

The young specimens are strikingly similar to A. wahlhergi in
colouring except for Ihe spotting on the head and the pinkish
tails. Examination with n. lens, however, shows the markings
to be similar to that of the adult in reality.

'^

Termites were found in the stomachs examined.
One skink wns recovered from the stomach of a sand-snake

{P. biseriaius) at Ikikuyu.

Ablepharus avahlbergii Smith.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 350.

Twenty-five specimens from Dar es Salaam, Mkindo, Mbweni,
Kilosa, Mbala, and Mpanira-kwa-Sagoi. At the latte- place the
species is very common amo)igst the sweepings and ve<retable
refuse bordering bush-paths. It is not' uncommon beneath fallen
tree-trunks, and one specimen was taken at the entrance of an
" earth," down which it was fleeing.

A fomnlo measuring 4| inches (48-f-68). A male with enlarged
testes wfis in breeding colours, undersides of limbs, tail, and
along both sides of the body being rich salmon-pink CDar es
Salaam, 4. xii. 22). ,

^

Tlie large female referred to above had six developing eggs' in
ovary measuring 6 X 3 mm.

Melanoseps ater, var, lgngicaxjba Tornier.

Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xiii. 1900, p. 602.

A single specimen at Mkata Station, where I found it betieath
the ground-sheet of my tent when striking camp. The tent was
pitched in a clearing in the bush, 24. viii. 21.

In referring to Melanoseps ater in the Oataloo-ue I see it
stated "3rd upper labial entering orbit," whilst °plate xxxvii.
fig. I h in the same work does not clearly show this. My
specimen differs from Tornier's description in the followin<y
points :

—

f
18 scales round mid-body against 19 in Tornier's. 130 scales
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from chin to anal shield against Tornier's 118-120. Mine^

measured 82 + 30 and his 71 + 4L
Coloration is uniform plumbeous above and below, whilst

Toniier's description reads " Black-brown scales, little liglit

borders," and his second specimen " Ventral and back scales

black with Avhito borders, back pale olive, two long rows of black

spots close together near middle line " (rough translation).

The Mkata specimen is a female with two egg^ measuring

9x4 mm.
Tornier's types are from Kerogwe and Masai-land, roughly

from 100 to 200 miles farther north. I do not know of any

other record of this intei-esting worm-like skink,

AcoNTiAS MEi.EAGiiis Oray.

Blgr, Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 427.

As no Acontias has been recorded from East Africa farther

north than Mozambique, I take this opportunity of drawing

attention to a series of this limbless South African skink which

were collected at Voi, Kenya Colony, by Capt. A. B. Percival,

and which are now in the Museum of the Kenya and Uganda

Natural History Society.

They difler considerably in the matter of colouring, being

slaty-black above and pure white beneath in the half-grown
;

plumbeous above and slightly dusky beneath in the young. Not

ao-reeing with the colour description given in the Catalogue.

Two specimens brought home for comparison measure 210-f-24

and 146+19 mm. respectively.

ClIAMiEIiEONTIDiE.

CflAMiELEON SENEGALENSIS Daud.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 447.

A single female from Kabare, Bukoba, 26, xii. 22, measures

6^ inches (92 +66).

Chameleon pauvilobus Blgr.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 449.

Two males and a young one from Kilosa, Qwao's, and Sagayo.

The last two found on bushes in the vicinity of rocky granite

kopjes.

The larger male measured 7 inches (95 + 80), the smaller

83 + 80; the distance between the end of the casque and com-

missure of mouth is 20 mm. and length of mouth 18 mm. These

examples were a rich dark green in life. Stomach contents—

a

grasshopper.

What appeared to be one of this species was found in the

stomach of a mungoose (//. g. lademanni) shot at Mbulu's near

Gwao's. The Kilosa Chameleon was killed by a young lemur

((?. pangdnensis) confined in the same large cage.
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Chameleon DiLErsis DiLEPSis Leach.

Bigr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 450.

Twenty-six specimens from Kilosa, Ikikuyu, Mt. IIundun«^ula
Itende, Pvvaga, Mba]a, Mtali's, and Tabom. °

'

The largest female measured 14 inches (184 -f 172).
Mating takes place in the January and TTebruary (22. ii, 23)

rains. TJie following note, taken direct from my diary, is of the
pairing of a female whose hind-limbs and part of toil appeared
partially paralysed, therefore what occurred may be somewhat
abnormal.

Kilosa, 19. i. 21, There were some four chameleons in my
vivarium, when a native brought me a large female (160-K182),
which was introduced into the case at 7.30 a.m.

7.45 a.m. I noticed she was on a branch facing a male ; he was
raising his occipital flaps from time to time ; both had
their throats vertically dilated. She leaned forward and
bit him gently about the neck and head. Pairing I imagine
took place shortly after.

8.15 a.m. As I was passing the case I noticed she was lying
almost on her back except the posterior part which was
horizontal. The male chameleon had his bead entirely
underneath lier or buried in the grass.

Her right fore-leg grasped his right hind-leg.
His right hind-leg grasped her body.
His left hind-leg gripped round her tail, which he kept

working to and fro, not moving himself.
His right fore-leg grasped her side.

His left fore-leg was in the grass.
8.21 a.m. She moved now and then, but except for the move-

ment of his leg, he was motionless.
8.25 a.m. While continuing to grasp his hind-leg she bites feebly

at him, turns slightly and grasps his back on the vertebral
line in the lumbar region with her left fore-leg.

8.27 a.m. Quiescent. Colours strikingly different. The male a
very pale grey-green with broad whitish vertical bands on
sides. The female bright green. One of her hind-legs,
which I suppose is partially paralysed, is doubled back in

.
a most uncomfortable-looking position.

8.32 a.m. Anterior part of female distinctly on her back ; right
fore-leg of female grasping dorsal riilge of male now in
the middle of his back. The male making movements.

8.37 a.m. Lines like leaf-veins appear on sides of male, who is

inflated and taking deep breaths.
8.40 a.m. Commenced to disengage.
8.41 a.m. Separated, followed by the female excreting.

At this point I had to leave for the office, but was told that
shortly after I had left the female commenced to follow the male
about. On my return at 2.10 p.m. courting was in progress,.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1923, No. LXIII. 03
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both clinging to the gauze of the cage. The fem.ale gently biting

the male on cheek, the male responded by raising his occipital

ilaps, inliating throat enormously, showing skin between scales.

She then followed suit.

Kilosa, 29. i. 21. During the past ten days the female has been

following the male about and sometimes vice versa. Pairing has

doubtless taken place, though t have not witnessed it until to-day,

when the female was again lying on her back in the grass.

Kilosa, l.ii. 21. The female was apparently dying, and so 1

gave chloroform. Subsequent post-mortem showed that the

stomach contained plenty of fresh insect remains, but the intes-

tines were choked with a very hard lump of matter, which on

being broken up was found to be mainly composed of chitinous

parts of insects.

Kilosa, 22. V. 21. One of my chameleons on a branch in the

window dropped an egg on the floor between 2 and 2.20 p.m.

This egg measured 12x1) mm. and, being soft, did not bi'eak.

Kilosa, 25.V. 21. The chameleon mentioned in my last note

died egg-bound, there being plenty of fresh food in stomach.

There were 46 eggs in the ovary measuring 14x9 mm.
Kilosa, iv.-6. v. 22. No less than three captive chameleons died

when full of eggs, the highest number being 64. Why they

refuse to lay in captivity when provided with a bush and soil

I do not know.
I found a young chameleon (45-1-44) on a bush ;at Tindiga,

14.ii.21.

Two Ikikuyu males were found to have been feeding on ter-

mites. A chameleon was found hanging by one hind-foot from
«, branch as if dead. It had disgorged three grasshoppers, one of

which was still kicking feebly, together with a lot of blood and
mucus. It would appear that the chameleon had greedily

swallowed his prey without crunching it, and had been killed by

the grasshopper kicking and injuring the stomach with its spiny

legs. However, on taking up the apparently defunct reptile, it

walked oft' in a dignified manner and ascended its branch.

Mr. Crowtlier, to whom I sent six of these chameleons, writes

me that they were not very keen on beetles and flies, but would
run for woodlice, ^ve^e very fond of slugs but not much of snails,

whilst mealworms they despised. Their attitude towards Hies

may be due to the fact that they were forcibly fed on these

<luring the voyage home.
As already related elsewhere, chameleons have a vexy real

enemy in siafu, which ascend the bushes at night. The chameleon,

awakened by the biting little fiends, throws itself from the branch

in an effort to escape, when it is set upon by the driver-ants below,

which do not leave it till all tlie flesh is picked oft' its bones.

I lost quite a number in the garden in this way.

It is most extraordinary to what extent a chameleon can hold

on when it so desires. One was released on tlio balcony, and it

.sought freedom by departing on the telephone wire. I saw it
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just before dark clinging in a high wind to the swaying wire at
a distance of 80 feet from the balcony and 20 feet from the
ground. The following morning it finished the remaining
10 feet and descended the iron pole. I might say that I mea^
sured the 90 feet very carefully lest I should exaggerate in my
enthusiasm for the performance.

Nematodes from one specimen have been determined doubt-
fully as Physaloptera varani Parona, as only females were found.

ClIAM/ELEON BIT.TilNIATUS Fisch.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 452.

A single female from Kabare, 8. i.23. Measured 71+ 60 mm.
and held twelve eggs measui'ing 8 mm. in diameter.

CHAMyELEON HOEHNELII Steind.

Steind. Sitz. Ak. Wien, 1891, p. 307, pi. i. fig. 1.

Two males from Kabete, Kenya Colony.
Tornier has made hoehnelii a var. of bitceniahis*, and Miss

Procter, after examining the two specimens above, writes of
hoehnelii:—"This appears to me to be a variety of Ch. hitceniatus
Fisch. In C. hitceniatus there is a strong sexual dimorphism of
the casque, which ia the $ $ is low, and in the S 6 strongly raised
and ci-ested. The two Kabete males do not differ in any essential

from males from the Aberdare Mtns., K.C., iu tlie British Museum
collection. The gular crest may also be low, or very greatly
developed ; likewise the dorsal, which is always arranged with
every 2nd or 3rd spine the longest. One specimen of Ch. hoehnelii
in the British Museum collection has every 3rd spine remarkably
stoutly developed."

CHAMvTiir.EON JACKSONII var. vAUEiiESCEC^ Tomier.

Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xix. 1903. p. 176.
Love. P. Z.S. 1920, p. 163.

'

In my previous note on this three-horned chameleon I re-
marked that only four specimens were available of a large series

collected, many of which remained at Nairobi. Shortly after
I returned to East Africa, Miss Procter wrote me that a missing
jar of reptiles which had been sent to the British Museum during
the war had been found in another department. Amongst other
things it contained ten of the?e specimens, to which I referred and
wanted. Three $ $ were collected on 27. iii. 15 and received
the same register number, viz. 3253. One of these (100 mm.
long) and the male 3534 have already figured in my notes.

Miss Procter points out that in only half of the $ $ referred to
in my tabulated list are the pra3orbital horns ns long as the
rostral, and the additional individuals no\y available contain four

* Tornier, Thier. Deutsch. O.-Afr. Kept. 1896, p. 51.

63*
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more $ $ which present an interesting link between forma
iypica and var. vmierescecce, and nullify my contention that there

is little foundation for saying that the prajorbitals are much
shorter than the rostral horn in $ $ , but I think still sho^v it is

impossible to rely on their relative lengths as a guide to sex as

Meek has suggested.

Miss Procter has giA'en me the note she made on the specimens

when they turned up, and I reproduce this below, together with

the table which she drew up :

—

Register Number 3809. 3534. 3513. 3545. 3253. 3253. 3253. 3687.

Sex <?<?<?<? ? ? ??
Length of head and body . 113 91 81 96 103 100 94 94

Length of rostral horn ... 25 18 14 17 11 11 6 3

Length of proeorbital llepresentod by mi-

horns 27 17-18 14 14 11 5-0 mitespiiuis omni.
(1 only) long in both speci-

mens as> in forma-
tj/2>ica.

" Taking the species as a whole, the rostral horn is the one to

develop first, and is in all cases stoviter than the prteoi-bitals.

The prEEorbitals were evidently first developed in the d . In

forma iypica the d has the three horns of equal length; these

are represented in the $ by three short sharp spines (usually not

more than 1 mm. long). In these Nairobi specimens the horns

develop in the $ in a highly variable degree. The rostral always

more or less developed ; Avhen the rostral is shoi-t the prajoibitals

are ahaent as iu forma iypica ; when the rostral horn is long the

praeorbitals may be short, medium, or equal in length to the rostral.

In one S of var. vauerescecm the prseorbitals are actually longer,

though still more slender, than the rostviil, in another tlioy are

shorter as in the 5 . Var. vauerescecm therefore difl'ers from forma
typica in the presence of a horn, or horns, of variable degree of

development in the female."

CHAMiELEON MELLEUI Gray,

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 472.

Tlu'ee specimens. Two from Kilosa on 8. vi. it 8. ix. 22, of wliicli

one was on a low cocoanut-palm. The third was a half-grown

individual from Kisanga, t.aken 24.ii.23.

As I know of no description of the coloration in life, it may
be as well to give that of one of these females. Snout a lich

dark green ; a vertical band of pale yellow from buccal bordei-

below eye extends upwards to postocular legion, but not on to

crest. A semicircular patch of pale yellow round forearm

anteriorly. Four vertical bands of a rich dark green on body, tirst

partly covered by posterior ends of occipital lobes, the second about

mid-body bifincates before reaching the dortal crest and each

arm of the foik again bifurcates on the crest, the third and
fourth are similar to the second; the inter-band areas pale yellow
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ov yellowish-green. Ten similar dark green bands on tail with
yellowish interspaces much mottled with green. The tail, which
is generally kept coiled, has a very peculiar appearance, as the
bands coincide, giving the appearance of spokes in a wheel.

This description might be summarised by saying "General
colour a rich dark green, with intermediate more or less complete
vertical bands of yellow from subocular region to tip of tail."

Wlien angry G. melleri gapes widely. The interior of the
mouth is dark blue-black, corners of mouth blue, inner edges of
lips, pink. Two soft lobes of a lung-like appearance on inside of
jaws near the front. The dark green bands become almost black,
light yellow becomes vivid yellow, and the whole of head and
body becomes sprinkled with black blotclies, a particularly large
one appearing just above the junction of the forearm.
The coloration of the Kisanga specimen in life was as follows :

—

General colour the palest of greens, almost white. A black spot
below the occipital flap. Four vertical black bands on body, the
first commencing just behind the forearm. Ten similar bands on
the tail, each of the fourteen bnnds with a greenish-white spot
dorsally. Limbs with three or more bands sometimes very in-

distinct. Though kept under observation for three months it

never became a rich green ( 5 136 -{-153).

At Mbala on 26.ii. 23 five eggs measuring 22x17 mm. wei'e
found beneath a stone on a path. There may have been more, as
they had been disturbed by natives when I found them. The
embryos within measured 23 -|- 36 mm, and the hind-limb mea-
sured 16 mm. There were eight distinct vertical bars on the body
and traces of more than eight on the tail.

One specimen on being killed was found to have the intestines
choked by four calculi composed of insect remains.
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47. On some New or Little-known Species o£ Acari.

By Stanley Hirst, F.Z.S.

(Submitted for publication bj'^ pormission of tlie Trustees of the British Museum.)

[Uecoived September 10, 1923 : lleud November 6, 1923.]

(Text-figures 1-24.)

Trachytes ? austeni, sp. n. (Text-fig. 1.)

Deutonynijih. Body about twice as long as wide. Dorsal shield
undivided, covering the entire dorsal surface. It is furnished
with a slight median longitudinal ridge and a lateral ridge on
each side, these three ridges uniting at the anterior end of the
dorsum. Tube of peritreme reaching forwards on to the dorsal
surface above the coxa of the first leg, and then bending bade
again to form a short looji. There are a number of small round
platelets, each bearing a hair situated laterally on the soft
integument between dorsum and venter. A pair of similar
platelets is also present on the little triangular cone in which the
body terminates anteriorly. The ventral plates are not quite
like those of T. suviah-ensis Zacher ; the large anterior one
(called sterni-metasterni-genitale by Zacher) has the lateral

projection on each side opposite the interval between the second
and third coxje more angular than depicted by Zacher ; whilst
the cmal plate is larger than in T. atimatrensis, almost touching
the large anterior plate, and sometimes quite in contact with the
coxal (metapodial), the latter being very well-developed. All
the ventral plates are ornamented with minute spots, each
composed of a group of punctations. Anterior ventral plate
with five pairs of very short hairs. Anal plate with seven pairs
of hairs, including two pairs situated near the anal aperture.
Posteriorly there are several of the minute circular platelets,,

each caiiying a short hair.

Length (including palpi) -48 mm.; width '22 mm.
Host : A large fly {Pantophthalmus tabaninus Thunb.) j Brazil..

LjElaps ugandanus, sp. n.

2 . A large and very strongly chitinized species. Sternal plate
very like that of L. muricola Tiagardh and L. giganteus Berlese

;

faint reticular markings are present on its surface. Genito-
veiitral plate widely expanded behind the coxse as in L. muricola,
etc. ; apparently there are no linear markings on it. Lateral
jdatelet near the last coxae much larger than is usually the case in
the genus Lcelaps and curiously shaped, ending in a sharp, almost
spiniform point anteriorly ; its surface is ornamented with a
rather irregular network of linear markings. Paired hairs on
anal plate slightly longer and also more slender than the unpairecl
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posterior hair. Hairs on venter numerous, most of tliem being

short, but the Interal and posterior ones are somewhat longer ;

there are three pairs of quite long and fine hairs to the side of

and behind the posterior end of the genito-ventral plate. Coxa

Text-fiflure 1.

Trachytes austeni, sp. n. Dcutonymph. Ventval view.

of first leg with a short outer spine and a long inner seta, neither

being stout. The spine or thorn on the second and third coxae

is not very thick ; whilst that of the fourth coxa is short and
quite slender.
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Measurements. Lengtli of body (not including capitulum)

1820 /a; its width 1290 fi. Length of sternal plate 440/*; its

greatest width 420 jx, its least width 380 /a. Length of genito-

ventral plate (including the operculum) about 760 /x; its greatest

width 590 IX. Length of lateral platelet 195 ft ; its width 142 p..

Hah. Ofi" a rodent, Bugwe, Bunmngi, Uganda. Oollecfced bv
W. N. van Someren (20. iv. 1922).

LiPONYSSUS GORDONENSis, sp. n. (Text-figs. 2 & 3.)

5 . A single dorsal shield is present, being shaped as shown in

text-figure 2. On the surface of this shield there are a number
of very short fine hairs. In the anterior half these hairs are

grouped together, but posteriorly they are fewer in number,
apparently always being paired ; the paii'ed hairs at the extreme

Text-fisure 2.

Liponyssus gonloncnsis, sp, n., $ . Dorsal view.

posterior end of the dorsal shield are much longer than the

others. Hairs on softer uncovered part of dorsum not very long,

but much longer than those on the dorsal shield (except the

terminal pair on the latter), and they are curved as in L. saurarum,
€tc. Sternal plate trapezoidal and only furnished with two pairs
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of hairs ; its posterior margin is not tliickened. Genito-ventral

plate nari'ow and its posterior end pointed. Anal plate pear-

sliaped and not so narrow as that of L. saiirarum. Hairs on

venter not very numerous, and much shorter and straighter than

those on the dorsum. Peritrerne extending as far forwards as the

coxn of the second leg. Coxie of legs without spurs. Legs

Text-fi<;ure 3.

Ziiponyssns gordonensis, sp. n Ventral view.

furnished with numerous hairs, which are mostly slender, those

on. the ventral surface being very fine. There is a pair of some-

what thicker hairs or seta) on the dorsal surface of the femur of

the first leg, Chelicera normal for the genus, its iingers not.

being provided with teeth.

. Length (including palj^i) •68--95 mm.; width -SS-'SS mm.
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Host : A skink (Ifabicia quinquestriata Licliteustein) ; numerous-

specimens collected by the author on this host at Khartoum

(Feb. 1923).

LiPONYSsus SYLViAiUJM Can, & Fanz.

Miss E. Kniglit, of the Lister Institute, has sent me a number

of specijnens of L. sylviarum found on hens at Bletsoe, Bedford-

shire. The mites occur round the vents of the birds, and seem to-

multiply very rapidly. They form colonies, and do not leave the

birds during the daytime, as is the habit of the common red

mite of fowls {Dermanyssus gallince Redi). The tail-featliers,,

particularly the fluffy portion near the base, become covered with

great numbers of mites. Later on, the parts of the skin attacked

by the mites become raw, and a hard scab appears afterwards.

Although previously founct on Pigeons in this country, this is the

first case of this mite becoming a pest of poultry here. In the

United States a number of cases of L. sylviarum attacking hens

are known, and it is regarded as a very injurious species, egg

production of the infested birds being greatly reduced.

Dermanyssus (Allodermanyssus) sanguineus Hirst.

This species was described from specimens found on liathts

rattus and other rodents in Egypt. It has also been recorded by

Ewing as occurring in the L^nited States (Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.

1922, vol. 62, art. 13, p. 25). During February 1923, 1 collected

a number of specimens of this mite from Ratius alexandrinus^

(grey-bellied form) and irom. Mus musculus gentilis at Khartoum,

Sudan.

KiiiNONYssus (Nkonyssoides) nucifuagvE, sp. n. (Text-figs.,

4 & 5.)

5 . Two large dorsal shields are present, covering practically

the entire upper surface of the body instead of only a single

anterior dorsal shield as in most species of Rhinonyssus.

Apparently only one or tAvo paiis of exceedingly short and

inconspicuous hairs are visible on the dorsal shields ;
there are,,

however, also some very minute and inconspicuous circles on the

shields ; these minute circles no doubt represent the sockets of

the hairs present in other forms. Hairs on venter also mostly

obsolete or absent ; when present they are exceedingly short and

inconspicuous. Sternal plate indistinct. There is a clear space^

ventrally which probably represents the genito-ventral plate ; it

is wide and apparently rounded oft* posteriorly. Anal ^jZate

distinct and pear-shaped, bearing three very short hairs.

Peritreme very short. Coxa? without spines or hairs, only minute

circles being present. A few very short spinules occur on the

proximal segments of the legs, and some longer fine hairs on their
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tarsi. There is also a fine hair on the clorsal surface of the

penultimate segment of the anterior legs., and a fairly long and

fine but rather stiff liair, which has its basal ring rather strong

and conspicuous, is placed dorsally near the distal end of the

tarsi.

S . Genital pore anterior in position. Anal plate apparently

narrower than in the female sex.

Measurernents. $ : length (including palpi) -QQ-TO mm.

;

width 3y--40 mm. d : length (including palpi) -66 mm. ; width

•30 mm.
Host : Nucifraga caryocatactes ; three female specimens

collected by Herr Tischler at Heilsberg (5.ix. 1913) and a male

from Ulmenhorst (12.x. 1911); Thienemann Coll.

Text-figure 4.

Bhrnonyssm (Neoni/ssoides) nucifrag(e,.BTp. n., ? . ])oi-sal view.

Note.—Owing to the presence of two dorsal shields instead

of a single anterior one, as is usually the case in Rhinonyssus, it

is necessary to place this species in a new subgenus

—

N'eonyssoides.

Rhinonyssus [Neonyssoides) iiucifragce I'esembles Neonyssus

intermedins Hirst in having two dorsal shields and also most of

the hairs replaced by minute circles, differing from the latter in

the shape of the ventral plates, presence of distinct spinules on

tlie legs, etc.
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Text-figure 5.

97T

Wiinonyssiis {Neont/ssoJdes) niicifrafice, sp. n., ? . Ventral view.

Key to the sjyecles of Ancysfcropus jjresetit in the

British Aluseum Collection.

C Pulvillus of legs obsolete or absent 2.

"IPulvillus of legs well-developed 3. (Subgenus iHcr/sflnsjj/V

Kolenati.)-

fSternal plate niucli wider than long; the two rows

I ot dentiform processes on posterior surface of first

I
leg strongly developed A. zelebori \\o\mAi\.

2.<i

Sternal plate only slightly wider than long ; the

I
two rows of processes on posterior surface of first

(^ leg much weaker A. <Bthiopicus, &^. w.?

fPosterior spurs of coxtB obsolete. Hypostome short,

I

rather stout, the barbulcs unusually large A. macroglosui, sp. n.

Posterior spurs of coxa) bettor developed. Hypo-

stome shaped otlierwise 4'

(•Posterior spur of first coxa long A. calcaraUts, sp. n.

(_ Posterior spur of first coxa much weaker A. lateralis Kolenati^
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ANcysTROPUS ZELEBORI Kolenati. (Text-fig. 6.)

Ancystropits zeUhorii Kolenati, Parasiten der Cbiropteren,

1856, p. 25.

5 . Dorsal shield not very long, and its posterior end is wider

.ftnd blunter tlian in A. lateralis, etc. Peritreme very short, being

restricted to the dorsal surface. There is a very strongly

Text-ficure 6.

Anct/stroj)%is selehoriliio\iinAi\, ?. Ventral view.

chitinized structure at the base of the capitulum ventrally which

seems identical with the jugular plaque, but it is coalesced

laterally with the capitulum instead of being free ; it has

distinct and rather wide auriculae posteriorly much as in some

ticks. Sternal plate situated far forwards, being placed just

behind the base of the capitulum ; it is shorter than in the other

known species of Anci/stropits, being much wider than long.
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Process on dorsal surface of capituluni well-cleveloperl and conical.
Hypostoine rather long and slender. First leg greatly enlarged

;

its claws very large; thepulvillus verymuch reduced in size, being
obsolete. Lateral setre of this leg shorter than in A . Iate7'alis

;

there are two rows of strong backwardly-directed denticles on the
posterior and postero-ventral surfaces of the first leg, also a few
projections on the anterior (inner) surface, and one or two rather
strong ventral tooth-like projections. First coxa with the spur
on its posterior margin poorly developed ; second and third coxa;
each with a slight lobe-like spur posteriorly, these spurs being
weaker than in A. lateralis and A. calcaraius.

Length of body (not including capitulum) -73 mm, ; its width
•51 mm.

Host : Kolenati states that either Rhinopoma microphyllum or
else Pteropus mjyptiacus is the host of this species of .mite. I
have only seen a single example, ex Kolenati's collection.

Ancystropus yETUiopicus, sp. n. ? (Text-figs. 7 & 10« & c.)

$ . Apparently the dorsum is not divided into tv'o portions by
a transverse line in this species. Dorsal shield (scutum) shaped
as shown in text-fig, 7 (the dotted line). Hairs on anterior
margin of dorsum very short. The pair of hdirs present just
behind the posterior end of the scutum in A. lateralis is missing
in A. mthiojjicus. Sternal shield larger than in A. zelebori

Kolenati, and its shape is quite diflerent. Process on dorsal
surface of capitulum conica}.

The strongly chitinized internal portion of the jugular plate
varies considerably in shape in specimens of this mite from
different localities ; the posterior margin of this internal part
is strongly concave in the examples from Damba Island, Lake
Victoria, the posterior angles (auriculae) being large and strongly
produced ; whereas in specimens from the Gambia the posterior
margin is almost straight, the auricula) being practically absent

;

the typical specimen from Zanzibar is rather intermediate in this
respect, the posterior margin of this part of the plaque being
somewhat concave with well-developed auriculae. Hypostome
slender and fairly long. Palp rather short and fairly stout.
J^'irst leg much enlarged as in A. zelebori^ but the backwardly-
directed little chitinous processes on the posterior side of this
limb are weaker than in that s|)ecies; those of the lower row are
sometimes distinct and dentiform, being especially well-developed
in examples from Damba Island, Lake Victoria; but those of the
upper I'ow are quite weak; one or two of the processes on the
anterior surface of this leg are large, however. Olaws of first leg
apparently rather smaller than in A. zelebori; the pulvillus
obsolete. Posterior spur of fii\st coxa obsolete ; second and third
coxEe each with a distinct lobe-like posterior spur; a weak
pointed posterior spur may also be present on the fourth coxa.
Hairs on dorsal surface of legs shorter and finer than in A. lateralis

and also smoother, the accessory hairlets being obsolete.
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Length of body (not including capitulum) -94 mm. ; its Avidth

•65 mm.
Host : A fruit-bat (Epomophoriis minor) from Zanzibar ; a

single specimen (tbe type) from this host. Also specimens

probably referable to tbe same species of mite from tbe following

hosts and localities :

—

3Iicroptero]nis pusillus, Gambia {Dr. P.

Rendall). From a fruit-bat, Damba .Island, Lake Victoria

{Dr. G. D. H. Carj)enter).

Text-fioure 7.

Ancystropiis athiopicus, sp. n.? $ . Ventral view.

Note.—It is possible that Kolenati's A . mulleri from Pteropus

vulgaris {= Pteropus nigerV) is allied to the species described

above under the name A. cethiopicus or perhaps even identical

with it. The bat, Pteropus vulgaris, however, only occurs in the

Mascarenes, Reunion, and Mauritius.
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(Text-figs. 8,
AnCYSTROPIJS (MERISTASris) MACROGLOSSI, sp. 11

9, &10 6.)
^

$ . ]^ois!il surfjice not rlivided into two divisions, but there is a
short transverse line situated just behind the pointed posterioi-
end of tlie scutum; the latter is shaped very much like that of
A. lateralis. Number an(l distribution of hairs on dorsal surface

Text-figure 8.

Ancystrojptm {Meristaspis) maoroglossi, sp. n., ? . Ventral view.

exactly the same as in ^. lateralis. Jugularplaque well-developed
and transversely elongated, being even wider than in A. lateralis.
Sternalplate smooth and sha])ed as shown in text-fig. 8 ; there are
three pairs of hairs on its surface and also the usual two pairs of
minute punctations. Genital ojjerculum situated just behind the
sternal plate, its anterior margin overlapping the hinder margin

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1923, No. LXIV. 64
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of the latter. Genito-veniral plate very similar to that of

A. lateralis hut wiiler, and furnishefl Avith a pair of hairs as in

that species. Posteriorly there is also a somewhat triangular

smooth area of the integument. Hairs on venter not numerous.

There is a pair of hairs or setse on each side of the posterior end

of the body as in A. lateralis, hut they are longer than in that

species. Process on dorsal surface of capituhwi stout and conical.

Hypostome rather short, comparatively thick, and with the

terminal barbules exceptionally well- developed. First (proximal)

Text-fiffure 9.

Anci/stropus (Meristaspis) viacroglossi, sp. n., 9 ,

greatly enlnrged.

Palpi and liypostome,

segment of palp with the outer angle projecting and almost tooth-

like. First leg thickened much as in ^. lateralis, and furnished

with rather similar lateral setaa and a pair of paddle-shaped

terminal setaj as in that species. The chitinous processes present

on the posterior surface of the first leg in A. lateralis are obsolete

in this new species, and those usually present on the inner surface

are also obsolete or absent ; the anterior edge of the ventral

surface of each of the segments of this leg is concave, however,
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and produced laterally so as to be almost dentate. Claw of jQrst

leg small ; the pulvillus present. Some of the hairs on the dorsal

surface of the legs are long. Hairs on ventral surface of legs

very few in number. First coxa apparently without any
posterior spur ; the lobe-like spurs on the posterior margins of

Text-fijrure 10.

a. Jugular plate at Anci/stropus cetJiiopicus (specunen from Zanzibar).

6. Jugular plate of Ancystroptis macroglossi.

c. Jugular plate of Anci/stropus (Bthiopicus (specimen from Damba Island,

Luke Victoria).

the second and third coxje are very slight, being almost imper-

ceptible.

Length of body (not including capitulum) '63 mm. ; its width
54 mm.

Host'. Macroglossus minimus ; Gilolo.

We have only a single specimen of this new mite in the

collection.

Ancystropus (Meristaspis) calcaratus, sp. n. (Text-fig. 11.)

$ . The whole dorsal surface is rather strongly chitinized, and
it is difficult therefoi-e to see the outline of the scutum itself.

There are a number of shallow pits on the surface of the scutum.
Ohfetotaxy of dorsum much as in A. lateralis, but the hairs seem
shorter. Process on dorsal surface of capitulum rounded instead

of conical as in A. lateralis, etc. Jugular plaque strongly

chitinized and elongated transversely, being much wider than
long. Sternal plate almost flask-shaped, for it is roughly oval in

shape, with a short anterior neck-like portion^ It is smooth,

being without markings, except for two pairs of minute punc-

tations, and there are three pairs of hairs on it. Genito-veniral

pl(,ite very short, rounded ofF posteriorly and bearing a pair of

hairs. Hairs on venter very sparse as in A. lateralis, and although

•quite short tliey are longer than in that species. In unmounted
specimens there is sometimes a slight but noticeable swelling on

each side of the venter just before the posterior end of the body.

Paired spines or hairs at posterior end of body minute and
inconspicuous, being much smaller than in P. lateralis. First leg

enlarged ; the lateral setas are very like those of A . lateralis, and
there is a terminal pair of paddle-shaped setae as in that species.

64*
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Denticles on postero-ventral surface of this leg also very like

those of J . lateralis, but stronger, the anterior margin of the

ventral surface of the segments of this leg being strongly concave.

There is a stout spinule ventrally on each side of the distal end

of the first tarsus, close to the origin of the claws. Claws of first

leg not very large ; the pulvillus present. Spur on coxa of fii^st

leg much longer than in the other known species of the genus.

Second and third coxre each with a lobe-like posterior spur.

Text-figure 11.

Anci/strojuts (Meristasjtis) calcarahis, sp. n., $. Ventral view.

There are a number of rather long hairs on the dorsal sniface of

the legs ; a pair on the femur of the first leg is the longest, the

outer hair being tiie longer of the two.

Length of body (not including capituhmi) •70—about '94 mm.;
its width 'SS-'Gl mm.

Host: A large Ry'mg-iox (Pteropus S]).); Rook Island, August
1913 {A. aS'. Meek), ex Hon. N. 0. Eothschild's coll.
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Ancystropus (Meristaspis) lateralis Kolenati. (Text-figs.
12 cfe 13.)

Plr.ropm lateralis Kolenati, Parasiten der Cliiroptei-en, 1856,
p. 29.

Meristaspis lateralis IvoXemxti, Sitzb. K. Ak, Wien, 1858, xxxiii.

p. 84.

2 . Dorsiom divided into a large anterior and a shorter
posterior portion by a well-defined transverse line, situated just
above and behind the last pair of legs. Dorsal shield ill-defined,

Text-figure 12.

Ancystrojpus {Meristaspis) lateralis Kolenati, $ . Ventral view.

but shaped as shown in text-fig. 12, the posterior end being

rather sharply pointed. This shield reaches backwards as far as

the transverse line. Hairs on dorsum short and few in number

;

there are several liairs near the anterior and antero-lateral

margin, viz. a median pair and three hairs on each side a little

further back, also a hair on each side opposite the gap between
the third and fourth legs. On each side of the pointed posterior

€nd of the scutum there is a short hair. There is also a pair of
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very short hairs a little behind the middle of the posterior part

of the dorsum. Apparently there are no hairs on the scutum

itself, only minute punctations. Process on dorsal surface of

capitulum conical, pointed, and backwardly directed.

...Jugular plaque well-developed, being strongly chitinized, much

wider than long, and practically rectangular. Sternal plate

shaped as shown in figure ; it is very like that of some species of

Spiniurnix, the anterior end being narrowed ;
this plate has a

narrow marginal strip of paler and weaker chitin ; the surface is

smooth, being without any markings, except two pairs of minute

Text-figure 13.

Ancystroj)US (Meristasjais) lateralis Koleuati, <J. Ventral view.

punctations ; there are three pairs of marginal hairs. Hairs on

venter very few in number ; there is a pair on the hinder margin

of the minute genito-ventral plate. Behind this plate on the rest of

the venter there are only four or five pairs of very short hairs, and
they are well separated from one another. Part of the venter is

very smooth, being devoid of the usual linear markings, and
perhaps this area represents an obsolete plate. On each side at

the posterior end of the body there is a pair of characteristic

rather stout stiff" setae. Hypostome slender, the terminal barbules
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fairly well-developecl. First pair' of legs greatly enlarged, rouch
as in A. zelebori; the lateral setae of this leg much better

developed than in that species, being rather stout and projecting

sideways and slightly forwards ; on each side of the distal end of

this leg there is a paddle-shaped seta, its tip being flattened and
truncated. At the base of each of the lateral setae there is a

curious projection ending both proximally and distally in an
angular process or tooth, partly formed or at least accentuated

by the concave distal margin of the ventral surface of the

segment. Similar projections may occur also on the inner

surface of the first leg. The upper latex^al row of denticles

present in A. zelebori seems to be absent in the present species

and also in A. calcaraizis, sp. n. Claws of first leg not very

large
;
pulvillus present. Coxse 1-3 each with a lobe-like spur

on the posterior margin. A pair of very long hairs is present

dorsally on the femur of the first leg and another shorter pair on
the patella ; similar but shorter hairs are also present on the

same segments of the second and third legs ; the trochanter of

the third leg also has a rather long dorsal hair. A rather long

dorsal hair is present also on the trochanter, femur, patella, and
tibia of the fourth leg. All these long hairs have very minute

accessory spinules or hairlets, causing them to have a slightly

roughened appearance. Latei-al hairs of legs stiflf, plain, and not

very long.

c? . Scutum covering the entire dorsal surface. Jugular 2)laqtce

with the posterior margin somewhat concave. Sternal plate very

like that of the female, but with the usual anterior genital pore.

The pair of hairs at the distal end of the tarsus of the first leg

are not paddle-shaped, their tips being finely pointed. Spurs on

coxaa not so well-developed as in the female.

2 . Length of body (not including capitulum) •70-'79 mm. ;

its width "SS—'56 mm.
J . Length of body (not including capitulum) '50 mm.
Host: A h-iut-ha,t {Eouseitus cegyptiacus). 1 have examined the

cotype deposited in the Brit. Mus. Collection by Kolenati ; also

specimens from Rehoboth and Jaffa, Palestine, Jan. 1912 and

Feb. 1920 (J. Aharoni), and examples from Cyprus, collected by

Miss D. M. A. Bate.

Periglischrus interruptus Kolenati. (Text-figs. 14 & 15.)

Pteroptus interruptus Kolenati, Die Parasiten der Chiropteren,

1856, p. 29; rterajytus hipposideros Kolenati, t. c. p. 29;

Periglischrus interruptus Kolenati, Sitzb. K. Ak. AViss. Wien^

1858, xxxiii. p. 80 ; Periglischrus hipposideros Kolenati, t. c.

p. 82 ; Periglischrus glutinimargo Kolenati ?, t. c. p. 80.

5 . A small species with the posterior end peculiar in shape,

being wider than the rest of the body and flattened dorso-

ventrally, forming a kind of rim. The weak sternal plate

apparently has no hairs on its surface, but there are three pairs.
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of minute circles on it near the lateral margins, and sometimes

also two additional pairs of rather indistinct circles situated

nearer the middle of the plate. Genital operculum very small and

situated between the third coxse. Genito-ventral plate very small,

narrow and wedge-shaped in outline, the posterior end being

pointed. Peritreme very short. Hairs on venter few in number
and exceedingly minute and inconspicuous. There is a pair just

behind the posterior end of the genito-venti-al plate and also

three pairs at the posterior end of the venter. Tliere are also a

Text-figure 14.

iPeriglischrus interruptus Kolennti, $ . Ventral view.

a. End of tarsus of leg of same showing pulvillus.

number of minute circles which do not seem to be provided with
hairs. Coxao of legs without spurs ; they are rather curiously
shaped (see text-fig. 14), the outer posterior angle of the third
coxa being strongly chitinized and projecting somewhat, whilst
the same part of the fourth coxa forms a long narrow strip.

Numerous hairs and setae of moderate length are present on the
dorsal surface of the legs, including a noticeably long hair on the
femur and another on the patella of the first leg. Ventral
surface of legs almost hairless, except the tarsi which bear a
number of hairs. Pulvillus of legs peculiar in shape ; there is a
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Avell-rleveloped addifcional lobe or expansion on each side of the

basal support of the claws, besides the usual terminal lobes

{text-fig. 14«)-

(^ . Sternal plate sliaped as shown in figure ; there are two
pairs of minute circles situated near the lateral margins
posteriorly. Hairs on venter either short or replaced by minute
circles. Coxae without spurs. The two modified sette placed

near the distal end of the penultimate segment of the palp aro

quite long.

Text-fiffure 15.

FeriffUschnis interruptus Kolenati, <?. Ventral view.

Hosts and localities. Kolenati gives Bkinolophas clivosus

[= R. blasii] as the host of Periglischrus inie7-ruptus in his

' Parasiten der Ohiropteren,' but later in Sitzb. Ak. Wiss. Wien
gives E. ewycde, allotting a new name

—

P. glutinimargo'—to a

mite of this genus from Egyptian specimens of R. clivosus. In
addition to Kolenati's cotypes of P. interruptihs and P. hippo-

sideros, the British Museum possesses examples from Rhinolophus
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euryale, Grotto of Pietralbello, Ponteleccliia, Corsica (collected by
S. Hirst, 17. iii. 1922), and fx"om the same host at Ajaccio
(S. Hirst, 5. iii. 1922).

PAiiATETRANycHus iNDicus, sp. n. (Text-flg. 16.)

S- P«/jo with the terminal finger (A in text-fig. 16«) stout,,

bnt rather sliort, being shorter than the stift" rod-like setse

situated near it. Dorsal sensory finger (B in text-fig. 16 a) club-

shaped and about as long as the terminal finger. When seen

from the side, the ventral part of the claws of the anterior legs

seems to be a strong curved claw-like process, but if exiimined

carefully, it is seen to be subdivided into several parallel teeth,

which are rather stout in the case of the fii'st leg, those of the

second leg being weaker. Ventral part of claw of posterior legs

Text-figure 16.

a. Palp of male,

of female

anterior le<?s of male,

Faratetranychus indicus, sp. n.

h & c. Eud of collar trachea showing variation in shape.

e. Claw of posterior leg of male. f. Penis, g & h.

d. Palp-

Claws of

divided into six quite fine hairs as in all the legs of the female
sex ; the dorsal claw-like part is longer than in the anterior legs.

The hard chitinized part of the penis is short and strongly curved,

its end being shaped rather like that of T. telarius (= T. althcece

of Hanstein, Zacher, and some other recent authors), one of the

barbs being quite weak.

5 . Body elongate-oval, the body -^the head-plate being about
twice the greatest width of the former. Terminal finger of palp

(labelled A in figure d) of female short and very wide. Collar

trachea normally ending in a single elongated terminal cell

(text-fig. 16i); in one specimen, however, the end consists of

two cells lying side by side, one being more elongated than
the other (text-fig. 16 c). Claws of legs of female similar to

the posterior ones of the male, consisting of a long slender
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dorsal part and a ventral projecting portion split into six fine

hairs.

Measurements. (S : length (including palpi) 'SS mm.
;
greatest

width -147 mm. 5 : length (including palpi) •51-54 mm,

;

greatest width -2;^5 mm.
llost-flant : Sorghum, India. Mr. Y. Ramachandra Rao, of

the Coimbatore Agricultural College, informs me that this mite is

sometimes a serious pest of Sorghum or cholam (Andropogon
sorghitm). It is found in large colonies under the surface of the
leaves and inci'eases rapidly in numbers. The attacked portions

turn bright red as if attacked by rust. The mite is greyish greeu
in colour when alive.

Tetranychus crat^gi Hirst.

F. Zacher asserts (Mitt. J3io]. Reichs. f. Land- u. Forst. Berlin,

Heft 21, Dec. 1921, p. 91)tha,t the species of Red Spider described

by myself under the name Tetrani/chus crativgi is a synonym of

his Teiranyclma vieniiensls. The description of T. craia'gi wa&
published in the Proc. Zool. Soc. July 1920, wliereas that of

T. viennensis was published in Zeitschr. angew. Entom. Berlin,

vii. No. 1, September 1920. lb will be seen that T. craUvgi has

the priority and that T. viennensis is the synonym. It is true

that Zacher had circulated an earlier typewritten document
which does not bear the impression or stamp of any Society or

publisher, nor even the name of the place at which it was issued.

It bears the date " 17. Mai 1920 " and is entitled "Vorluutige

Diagnose-n einiger neuer Spinnmilbenarten." There are several

corrections in pencil in the copy in my possession. It is quite

evident that this document does not constitute publication and
that the three new species mentioned in it are not valid ; in fact,

it would seem that Zacher realises that this is so himself, for he

i"edesciibes all three species as new at a. later date in Zeitschr.

angew\ Entom. Berlin, as mentioned above.

Anychus latus Can. & Fanz. ? (Text-figs. 17 & 18.)

c? . Collar trachejB of a simple type (see text-fig. 17 d), ending

in a single long cell. Hairs or setse on dorsum twenty-six in

number (not including the finer hairs near the anus) ; these dorsal

hairs are stiff, being rod-like and slightly pectinated. Penis

shaped as shoAvn in figure, being strongly curved and claw-like.

Palp with the terminal sensory finger represented by a conical

spine, which is only about half the size of the two usual stiff red-

like setae present close to it; dorsal sensory finger short and

slender.

Tarsi of legs apparently without any claw, but the usual tenent

hairs, which are four in number in the male of this species, are

present, being situated on a short peduncle. Besides the ordinar}'-

rather long and slightly-feathered hairs on the legs, there are a
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few modified and sensory hairs. Dorsally near the apex of the

tarsi there is a curved hair or seta with the end enlarged, being-

flattened and pectinated. There appeal's to be only one of these

hairs on the anterior tarsi, but there are two on the third tarsus.

There are several short, stilf curved rod-like sensory hairs

(sinneskolben) at the distal end of the anterior tarsi ; four of

these sensory sette are also present on the penultimate segineut

of the first leg, two dorso-lateral ones posterioi'ly and another

anteriorly, and one ventral in position. Besides the short distal

sensory setae on the second tarsus, there is also one rather near

the proximal end ; whilst there are two on the penultimate

segment of this leg. Tarsus and also the penultimate segment of

the posterior legs each usually with a slioi-t, stiff sensory seta near

the proximal end, but that on the penultimate segment of the

fouith leg may be absent.

Text-figure 17.

Anijchus latus Can. & Faiiz. ?

a. Penis, h. Palp of female, c. Palp of male. d. End of collar trachea.

e &y. Penis, g. End of a leg.

$ , Terminal sensory finger of palp fairly well-developed, being
peg-shaped and almost as long as the longer of the two rod-like

sette situated close to it. Dorsal sensory finger not very long, but
slender and practically cylindrical.

6. Length of body (including palpi) '375 mm.; its greatest

width -192 rnm.

$ . Length of body (including palpi) -437 mm. ; its greatest
width -304 mm.

Plant-hosts : Lebbek-trees at Wadi Haifa ; specimens collected

by S. Hirst (25. i. 1923). Also specimens from a leguminous
tree or shrub at Makwar, near iSennar, Blue Nile, Sudan
•(9.ii. 1923), collected by S. Hirst.

jSTote.—The finer structural details are not all given in

Canestrini's and Berlese's figures of A. latus, so tliat I have some
doubt in referring my specimens from North Africa to this
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species, but I think that this identification will prove to be

coirect. It is possibly also the snnie as the mite mentioned by

F. 0. Willcocks under the name Bryohia sp. (Lebbek Red Spider)

Text-fio-ure 18.

his

Anyelms latits Can. & Faiiz., S • I>ovsal view.

Survey of the More Important Economic Insects and

Mites of E^ypt," Bulletin Ko. 1, Sultanic Agriculturnl Society,

p. 266 (1922).
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' Demodex sciURiNUS, sp. n. (Text-fig. 19.)
^

• Vai'iety of J), melesinus ?

'

2 . Body about five times as long as the greatest width of the

cephalothorax. Abdomen longer than the combined length of

capitulum and cephalothorax. Capitulum not much wider than

long. Striations on dorsal surface apparently all longitudinal in

<lirection, the convoluted pattern present in D. melesinus

Text-fieure 19.

Demodex sciurimis, sp. n., Dorsal view.

apparently being absent. Spinules on capitulum very minute as

in D. foUiculorum and B. melesinus, but not so short as in the

latter. Distal part of capitulum sharply angular and salient

laterally.

Measurements. Total length of body 165 /* ; length of cephalo-

thorax and capitulum 67 /i ; of abdomen 98 /a. Greatest width
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of ceplialotiliovnx 33 /* ; of abdomen 29 yu, ; of capitulum (at base)
22 /x ; length of capitulum 18 ft.

Host : .Brown Squirrel (Scmrus vulgaris). A specimen of this

mite was collected from a squirrel received from Inverness,
21. iv. 1922.

Tausonemus translucens Green.

This mite has already been recorded as occurring on tea in
Ceylon and India, and also described by myself from specimens
found on Cajysiciun in Trinidad {F. W. Urich Ooll.). Professor
G. S. Kulkarni has brought to the Museum specimens found on
potatoes at Poona. He states (Agric. Journ. India, vol. xvii.

part 1, Jan. 1922, pp. 51-54) that this mite is the cause of the
very serious ^^ Mania" disease of G\\\\\\ {Cai^sicum) and also of

the " Tanibera " disease of potatoes in India,

Tarsonemella, subgen. nov.

Closely allied to Tarsoneimis, but the legs of the first pair
stouter than the others and without pulvillus. Also the pseudo-
stigma nonniilly i>resent between the first two pairs of legs in
Tarsonexius is absent, l^'ourth leg of female modified in a
similar way to that of the typical 2\irsonem.us, the terminal
segments being attenuated and ending in a long hair.

Tarsonemus (Tarsonemella) africanus, sp. n. (Texfc-figs.

20 & 21.)

5 . Shape rather elongate-oval, the body being much longer
than wide. Tarsus of first leg Avith a well-developed but not
very large claw, which is slender, curved, and sharply pointed.
Dorso-laterally near the distal end of this tarsus there is a slender,

striated cylindrical seta of fair length, and near the middle there

are two similar but smaller seta?, one of which is very slightly

clavate. Two or three stiff hairs with broken-off ends like those

present on the same segment in Pseudotarsonemoldes spiri-

tarsus, sp. n.,also occur on the first tarsus. Tarsus of the second
leg with a striated seta dorsally of about the same size as the
longest one on the first tarsus, and also a shorter and stouter seta

on its posterior side. Tarsus of second and third leg with a
pulvillus and paired claws. Hairs on body short, especially the
ventral ones ; owing to the fact that the specimens of this mite
are mounted in balsam, it is difficult to be certain of the exact
number and distribution of these hairs.

Length (including capitulum) 200 /x.

Host: A hymenopterous insect {Agaon a;ysi?7<?7i Waterston)

;

from Koforidua, Gold Coast (4. iv. 1921).
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Text-figiue 20.

Tarsonemus (Tarsonemella) africanus, sp. ii., ? . Dovsal awl vcutval views.

Text-fisure 21.

Tarsonemvs {Tarsonemella) africamis, sj.. n, ? . Teni.iual segments of

iivst leg greatly enlarged.
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PSEUDOTARSONEMOIDES SPINITABSUS, Sp, 11. (Text-figS. 22 &, 23.)

5 • The usual two little scars (representing acce.sf?ory stigmata ?)

are minute and oval in shape, being situated Avidely apart from
one another not far from the lateral margin of the conicnl

anterior prolongation of the cephalothorax, Pseudostigmata

Text-figure 22.

Fseiidotarsonemoides spinitarsus, sp. ii., $ .

oval in shape and furnished with very fine short hairs. There
is a hair on tlie dorsum behind the pseudostigma. A transverse

I'ow of four fine hairs is present on the dorsal surface of the first

abdominal segment. Second abdominal segment apparently

Proc. Zool. Soc.-^1923, No. LXV. G5
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without any hairs dorsaily. Third abdominal segment with a

pair of dorsal hairs. Fourth abdominal segment with two pairs

of hairs, the inner ones being much shorter than the outer,

exactly as in P. eccoptogasteris. The paired lateral epimeral

structures lying between the first two legs are not joined to the

central linear (longitudinal) chitinous structure (Vitzthum's

figure of the ventral surface of P. eccoptogasteris shows these

lateral epimera joined to the longitudinal central chitinous

structure). First leg slightly enlarged ; its claw well-developed,

but not very large and moving against a short, stout curved

spinule. There are a few fine hairs of ordinary type, including a

long fine hair near the middle of the dorsal surface, on the first

Text-figure 23.

Fseudotarsonemoides spinitarsus, sp. n., '^ .

a. Terminal segments of first leg.

b. Tarsus of second leg.

tarsus. Three of the hairs are blunt, having the broken-oflT

appearance characteristic of certain hairs also present in

Tyroglyphid mites. There also seem to be three sensory setie

(sinneskolben) on the first tarsus ; the one nearest the distal end
is cylindrical, and projects almost at a right angle to the segment

;

the other two sensoiy setaa lie parallel to the tarsus, one of them
being stout and club-shaped, the other slender and difficult

to see. Tarsus of second leg with a slender sensory seta

(sinneskolbe) similar to that present on the first tarsus ; there is

also a strong dorso-lateral spinule on the second tarsus (see text-'

fig. 23 5).

Length of body (including capitulum) 267 /x; its width 135/^,.
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Host: The Elm-ba,ik Beetle {Scolytus destrnctor); a single
female specimen found on the larva of this beetle at Kew
10. X. 1922 {R. C. Fisher).

Note.—This species seems to difier from Vitzthum's P. eccojito-

fjasteris in having a stout spinulo on the dorsal surface of the
second taisus.

LisxKoi'uoiioiDES, gen. nov.

Body flattened dorso-ventrally instead of laterally, as is the
case in the genus Lislrophorus, etc. All legs Avith a sucker or
pul villus, that of the first leg being minute and that of the other
legs small also. Terminal segments of first and second leos
grooved ventrally, the sides of the groove being provided with
little knobs and processes for gripping the hair of the host.

LlSTROPIIOROTDES JSTHIOPICUS, sp. n. (Text-fig. 24 a.)

(5 . Body moderately elongated. Capittdum shaped rather
like that of a louse, being roughly ti-iangular but with the lateral
angles salient ; it is short and wide. Posterior end of body in this
sex sometimes expanded and almost lobe-shaped as shown in
text-fig. 24 a ; in other specimens the sides of the posterior end of
the body are straighter (but this is perhaps due to distortion
through shrinkage). There are three pairs of hairs on the
posterior end of the body, but they are inconspicuous, two pairs
being very short and fine, and the lemaining pair not very long,
Anal suckers not distinct. Tarsi of anterior legs short and
modified as described above; the tarsi of the posterior legs are
rather long and fairly slender, but the other segments of these
limbs are rather stout. Posterior margin of third coxa furnished
with two blunt spurs, the inner one being fairly large.

Length (including capitulum) 450 /a ; width 187 yu.

Host : Gricetomys gambianus ; Accra {Scott-Macjie Coll.).

LiSTROPHORUS BOTH^, sp. n. (Text-fig. 24 b, c, d.)

S • Body narroAv and elongated, being about four times as long
as wide. Capitidicm also elongated and rather narrow ; its front
margin shaped as shown in text-fig. 24c, being only slightly

prominent in the middle. Posterior end of abdomen shaped as
shown in figure, terminating in a pair of very delicate lobe-
shaped lamina?. Just in front of these lobe-like structures there
is a more strongly chitinized curved line, which is probably the
real posterior margin of the body. A pair of long hairs spring
from the posterior end of the body. Anal suckers distinct but
small, and rounded in outline. Tarsus of first and second leg
furnished Avith two haii's with blunt ends, one of them being
rather long.

$ . Body also elongated as in the male. Unfortunately our
female specimens are not well mounted, and therefore cannot be .

described.

65»
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Text-fisfui-e 24.

a. lAstropnoroides eethiopicus, jren. & sp. u., <J. Ventral view.

b. Listrophorus bothce, sp. \\., (J . Dorsal view.

c. Ventral view of anterior extremity of 'Listrophorus hot/i(V, $

.

d. Ventral view of posterior extremity of JJstrophorns hatha, <J

.

cJ . Leru/th (including capitulum but not long posterior hairs)

380 jn. Greatest width 93 /a.

$ . Lemjtli (incliuling capitulum) 430-440 n.

IfosL: Gerbillo, at liothaville, Orange hVeo State (6'. A. If,

Jkdford).

Capauinia tiupilis Michael.

The presence of a system of traclieal tubes in sarcoptid mites of

the genus Otodectes, namely in Oiodecies cynotis XAWcati and var,

faronis, has already been pointed out by the author (Journ.

Quekett Micr. Club, vol. xiv. 1921, pp. 229 & 230, text-lig. 1).

Tracheal tubes also occur in Ca^Jcirinia tripilis, and aie very

similar in appearance to those present in Otodecles cynotis.

A parently Otodecles and Caparinia are the only members of the

family Saicoptid;e possessing a respiratory system of tracheal

tubes ; but further investigations on this subject are necessary.
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48. Oil the Pelvic Muscles and Geiierutive Organs in the

Miile Chini|)an/,ec, By (.*f[AiiLEH F. tSoNNTAf), M.D.,
b'.Z.S., Anatoniisb to the Society and Denioustra'tor of

Anatomy, University College.

[Rccnivcd October 1, 1923 : Read November G, 1923.]

(Text-figures 58-64.)

The present paper is intended to fill a gap in the literature on
the anatomy of the Chimpanzee, for, although there are descrip-
tions of parts of the male generative organs and the arrangement
of the muscles and pelvic viscera, no full account of these parts
exists. Tliey liavo been described fully in the female by Lart-
schneider (4) juid myself (9). The matei-ial on wln'ch this account
is based consisted of the pelvis of an adult male animal, which
lived in the Society's Gardens for nine years, and a young male,
about nine years old, which I received soon after it arrived in

London.

The Male Generative Organs.

Keith (2) states that " The external generative organs are of
surprisingly small development ; but it must be kept in mind
that they have been studied on animals, for the greater part
immature, or, if adult, upon animals contracted by long immer-
sion in alcohol." In the two fresh specimens examined by me
the penis was certainly small, but the scrotum with its contained
testicles was large.

The 2^6nis is tapering, and it is frequently seen in the erect or
semi-erect condition. Duvernoy (1) points out that it is often
erected when the animal is drinking, particularly if a little wine
is added to the fluid. x\ftor death the penis may bo quite con-
cealed by the prepuce. The anterior extremity has a slight

collar-like rim, with a small process underneath. This is the
sole representative of the glans penis. In the Orang, according
to Milne-Edwards (6), there is no rim ; and Duvernoy figures an
expanded, vertically cleft glans of dark colour in the Gorilla.

Kohlbriigge (3) figures a globular expansion of the end of the
penis in the Gibbons. I also observed a well-marked glans
penis. The meatus urinarius is vertical and there is a fossa

navicularis. The prepuce is thick in both Chimpanzees and
Gibbons.

Tlie corpora cavernosa are cylindrical and of small, but vmiforiii

diameter. ' They are not expanded close to their origins as in
Man. Tliey are bound down to the lov/er borders of the pubic
rami, and are covered on three sides by the ischio-cavernosus
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muscles. The corpus spongiosum has a small bulb attached to

the triangular ligament. Its diameter is greater tluui that of

either corpus cavernosum. The corpora cavernosa soon come

together. At first they are separated by a thick septum formed

from their contiguous walls, but the septum soon thins out and

disappears. The dorsum has a groove for vessels anil nerves, but

the corpus spongiosum is not lodged in a ventral groove. These

conditions are seen in text-fig. 58 E-H. In the Orang the

conditions are very similar to the above for the septum between

the corpora cuvernosa soon disappears ; and the core of ei'ectile

tissue is smaller and the fibrous tunic is relatively thicker than in

the Chimpanzee and Man.
The penis contains a small bone, first described by Crisp *. It

Text-ficrui^e 58.

*-
f-

"

Cross- sect ions through the prostate and urethra (A-C) and through the cloinonts of

the ijcnis (E-II). Tlicso sections arc arranged in order from the base of the

])rostiite to the aiitcfior part of the penis ; D : the orilices of the cjaeiilatory

jlii/ii-u in flu. iii'nMirnducts in tlie urethra.

is a little more than half an inch long, fusiform in shape, witli

rounded extremities. Crisp figures a rather different shape,

whilst Milne-Edwards (6) described and figured the bone as ex-

panded towards one end in the Orang. The penis is fixed to the

front of the pubis by two suspensory ligaments, between which

vessels and nerves run to the dorsum.
The scrohmn is capacious, and varies in size from time to time.

The skin is darkly pigmented, and has crisp hairs. The median

raphe is marked on the surface as a white line, which runs on to

the ])enis. The Gibbon has not got a prominent scrotum, no

raiiho is present, and the root of the penis lies nearly between the

ischial callosities.

'\l\\(i perineum is long in the male, but sliort in the female.

* Proc. Zool. Soc. 1805, p. 18.
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The testicle (text-figs. 59 and 60) is relatively larger tlia'n in

Man. In an animal 47 inches long from the crown to the heels,

tlie testis is 2-3 inches long, V7 inches wide, and 1 inch thick.

The line of attachment of the tunica vaginalis (L.T.V.) runs

obliquely across the epididymis (EPID). The upper pole is full

and rounded, and a well-marked i^ecess (S.E.R.) lies between it

and the overhanging globus major (G.Ma.) of the epididymis.

The lower pole is not so massive as the upper pole. The epididymis

is a long, narrow body, whose ends are folded inwards towards

one another. The flexures constitute the globus major (G.Ma.)

and globus minor (G.Mi.). The middle part is straight. On
section the testis is seen to have a thick tunica albuginea (T.AL.)

with blood-vessels, which are very tortuous. Trabeculre pass

inwards between the tunica albuginea and the corpus Highmori-

anum (C.H.), which is a large mass of connective tissue with

seminal ducts and large blood-vessels. The corpus is relatively

Text-fisfure 59.

HYDATID-

L.T.V.

ANTERIOR VIEW MESIAL VIEW

- G.Mi:.

LATERAL VIEW

External appearances of the testis. Letters in text.

larger than in Man. '.Plie trn.beculaj bound well-marked loculi, in

which the brownish-yellow seminiferous tubes lie. The traljecnlse

also form guides for blood-vessels. The elements of the duct

apparatus are as in Man. Thus there appear in succession the

seminiferous tubules, vasa recta, rete testis in the corpus High-

morianum, vasa efFerentia, coni vasculosi, and the canal of the

epididymis. The epididymis is loosely bound to the testis. At
the upper pole of the testis a hydatid occurs.

The testis of the Gibbon (text-fig. 60 B) presents a totally

different picture from that in the Chimpanzee. A deep fissure

divides the organ into two. No corpus llighmorianum is seen,

and the surface appears divided by maiiy small sulci into

numerous lobules, which are granular. No marked trabeculae are

present in the sulci between the lobules. The internal fissure

corresponds to an external fissure.
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The sac of the tunica vaginalis is completely shut oft" from the

ahdoniinal cavity in the Chimpanzee and Man, In the Gibbon
and Orang the orifice remains open, but a ridge prevents the

testis passing to the abdomen in the latter (Milne-Edwards : 6).

The general charactei'S of the testis, particularly the size of the
corpus riighmorianum, are identical in the Chimpanzee and
Orang. Duvernoy (1) points out that the testis of the Gorilla is

small relatively to the size of the animal ; his illustration shows
that the epididymis has the same appearance as, but is relatively

larger than in the Chimjmnzee.
lietzius (8) has made observations on the spermatozoa of the

Apes, and finds that those of the Gorilla resemble the human
spermatozoa most closely.

The vas deferens is gradually formed by a narrowing of the
canal of the epididymis ; and it has the whip-cord consistence

Text-figure 60.

TAL.

Transverse sections througli the testis of the Chimpanzee (A) and Gibbon (13).

The halves of the cut testis are folded outwards. Letters in text.

which is usual. It lies in the posterior part of the thick sper-
matic cord. Its relations in the inguinal canal are as in Man. It
runs on the deep surface of the pelvic wall along a line corre-
sponding to the diameter of the acetabular cavity. Then it passes
between the bladder and the immense seminal vesicle of its own
side. At the level of the middle of the bladder the vasa deferentia
come together and run parallel to one another to the prostate.
They exhibit fusiform ampullary dilatations ; then they narrow
and pass into the prostate, where they unite into the common
ejaculatory ducts Avith the ducts of the seminal vesicles. In Man
and the Orang they receive the seminal ducts before they enter
the prostate.

The seminal vesicles (text-fig. 61, V.S.) are two immense, pyri-
form bodies, whose narrow ends are directed downwards and
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inwards towards the prostate gland. They conceal the back of

the bladder and extend upwards along the rectum (text-fig. 62, E,.).

Each consists of a long, coiled tube with no saccular dilatations.

The same arrangement is present in the Orang and in the

Cebid.ie, whereas Man has many glands and a short tube.

Leuckart (5) pointed out that the length of the tube is inversely

proportional to the importance of the diverticula, so the vesiculse

are impoi-tant secreting organs in Man. The gland has few
ducts but an enormous number of lobules in Mandrillus (10)
and some other Cercopithecida;. The ttibes in the Chimpanzee
contain milky fluid. Thus the vesicles show the following

variations :

—

1. Tubes small, lobules numerous

—

Homo, Cercopithecidfe.

2. Tubes long, no lobules

—

Simia, Anthropojyithecus, Cehus.

Text-figure 61.

The internal generative organs of tlie Chimpanzee. B : bulb of urethra ; CAP

:

prostatic capsule laid back ; C.L.A : cut edge of levator ani ; C.S : corpus

spongiosum; T.I: tuber iscliii; T.L : triangular ligament; U: urethra.

Other letters in text.

T'he prostate (text-fig. 61, P.G.) is of moderate size, and pj'ra-

midal in shape with a rounded apex. In a Chimpanzee whose
bodily length is 47 inches, the prostate is "8 inch long and
•^5 inch wide across the base. It has a well-marked capsule

derived from the pelvic fascia, and its relations to the neighbour-

ing structures in the pelvis are as in Man. A furrow represents
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a trace of the original division of the gland into two parts, and

there is a small pyramidal lobe (P.L.). The tissue is dense.

When sections are made through it (text-fig. 58 A-33) it is seen

how the urethra is not surrounded by prostatic glandular tissue,

but is ante-prostatic ; and Milne-Edwards showed how the same
ari-angement is present in the Orang-Outan. The ducts of the

vesiculfe seminales enter the pi'ostate above and latei-al to the two

vasa deferentia. The vasa and seminal ducts unite to form two

tubes, Avhich open side by side into the urethra at the proximal

end of a broad ridge (text-fig. 58 D.). The mouths of the ducts

are thickened.

Coiuper's Glands (text-fig. 61, C.G.) :— These glands, wliich are

Text-figure 62.

/ /^\ \
/ / -^W \

The rectum (R.) and its relations to the seminal vesicles (V.S.), hnemonhoidal artery

(H.A.), and pudendal artery (P.A.) ; CO: coccyx; C.G: Cowper's glands;

G.S.S.L : great sciatic ligament ; T.I. and T.L. as in text-iig. 61.

the size of large peas, are situated as in Man. Well-marked

ducts open into the urethra. The glands are not covered by
fibres of the bulbo-cavernosus muscles. They are relatively larger

in the Chimpanzee and Orang than in Man, The orifices of the

ducts are very minvite.

The bladder has well-marlced lateral ligaments, and the urachus

is small, but the anterior ligament is well marked. The anterior

wall of the bladder is closely bound down to the pubis below.

The mucous membrane is thrown into fine longitudinal folds,

quite unlike the greatly corrugated interior which was seen in a

female animal.
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Muscles of the Perineum and Pelvis (text-figs. 63 and G4).

"When the skin is removed from the perineum the suhjacent

fa,scire are seen to consist of an imperfect supei'ficial fatty stratum

and a deep fibx'ous layer, which is not connected to the triangular

ligament.

The sphincter ani externals (text-tig. 03) is a powerful muscle,

and there is continuity between it and the levator ani. It con-

sists of several parts, most of Avhich foi'm collars round the gut.

The superficial part (S.A.S.) arises in front from the triangular

Text-figure G3.

u

The pelvic muscles. A.C.ll: auo-coccj-geal raphe ; C.P.P : central point

of perineum. Other letters in text.

ligament in the central point of the perineum ; they sweep round
the anus, but they have no fixed posterior attachment. Two long
muscle bands (S.A.E.) arise from the inner aspects of the posterior

parts of the ischial tuberosities and meet behind the anus; some
of the fi.bres are continuous with those of the superficial part of

the sphincter. The com])lete band appears like a sling. It is not
present in all Chimpanzees, and it may correspond to the retractor

ani of lower Mammals. The third part of the muscle (S.A.T.) is

composed of fibres arising from tiio central point of the perineum
and sweeping round the gut ; it forms a. thick collar above and
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behind the superficial part. The deep part of the muscle (S.A.D.)

runs round the gut from the central point of the perineum in

front to the ano-coccygeal raphe behind ; its deep aspect is in

contact with, and receives fibres from, tlie levator ani.

'Transverse Perineal Muscles :—In the t\TO male Chimpanzees,

as in the female animal already descriljed by me, there is no trace

of the supei^ficial or deep transverse perineal muscles.

The hulbo-cavernosus (text-fig. 63, B.C.) arises from the median
venti'al i\aphe on the bulb and corpus spongiosum, and the fibres

run ventro-dorsally. The posteiior fibres completely encircle the

bulb, are continuous with the fibres of the opposite muscle, and

Text-figure 64.

c.s.

The levator ani. C.C: corpus caveniosum ; C.S: corpus spongiosum; T.L.U

;

upwardly curved base of the triangular ligament. Other letters in text.

are inserted into the triangular ligament. The two muscles are

separate distal to the bulb, and gradually leave the ventral sur-

face of the corpus spongiosum ; they are inserted by small slips

into the fascia on the doi-sum of the corpora cavernosa..

The ischiO'Cavernosiis (text-fig. Gl"!, 1.-0.) iwisos from the iunei-

aspect of the lower end of the ischial ramus, the inner aspect

of the tuber ischii and the great sacro-sciatic ligament. It is

inserted into the under surface of the crus penis and the outer

and dorsal aspects of the corpus cavernosum.

When the penile muscles, which are in contact, are removed,
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the crura, bxilb, niul io-iaiujular ligament are exposed. The liga-

ment is strong and composed of two layers, which meet behind
and are turned up over the posterior part of the bulbo-cavernosus
muscles. The terminal part of the pudendal aiteiy turns up over
the recurved base (text-lig. (53, P.A.). The bulb of the corpus
spongiosum is attached to the perineal surface of the ligament.
VVHien the suporticial layer is removed the two large Cowper's
glands are seen lying in pockets at the sides of and above the
bulb. The glands shine through the superlicial part of the
ligament.

The comj)ressor urethrce encircles the urethra between the layers

of the triangular ligament.

Between the anal canal and the obturator internus there lies on
each side a narrow, deep ischio-rectal fossa. And the pudendal
arteiy, after emerging from under cover of the great sacro-sciatic

ligament, passes along under the fascia at the meeting of the outer
and inner walls of the space. The vessel turns up over the trian-

gular ligament and ends by supplying the crura, bulb, Cowper's
glands, and the skin of the perineum (text-fig. 63, P.A.). Within
the space it gives off the inferior luemorrhoidal arteiy to the
sphincter and levator ani (text-fig. 63, I..H.A.).

The ischio-rectal fossa has the same boundaries as in Man, and
the fascipe covering its walls are likewise similar. Alcock's canal

is, however, poorer.

The levcdor ani (text-figs. 63, 64, L.A.) is covered on both sur-

faces by fasciae as in Man. The inferior fascia is delicate and
continuous with the equally delicate fascia over the obturator
internus. The muscle arises from the back of the body of the
pubis, the margin and inner wall of the true pelvis and the place

where the ischial spine lies in Man. The fibres pass downwards
and inwards to be inserted into the central point of the perineum,
the sides of the anal canal, the sphincter ani externus, the ano-
coccygeal fascia, and the lower sacral and coccygeal vertebras.

The anterior two-thirds of the muscle are thick and powerful, but
the posterior third is thin.

The coccj/(/ens has similar attachments and relations to those

in Man.
Conclusions.

A. The external generative organs in Man difier from those of

the Chimpanzee in the following particulars :

—

1. The glans penis is well marked.
2. There is no os penis.

3. The corpus spongiosum lies in a groove on the ventral

surface of the fused corpora, cavernosa.

4. The septum between the corpora cavernosa persists longer.

5. Tlie connective-tissue walls of the corpora, cavernosa are
not so thick and they have more erectile tissue.

Man also differs from the Orang in the above features. The
chief difterence between him and the Gorilla lies in the absence
of the,OS penis.
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]i. The internal generative organs in Man difl'er from those in

the Chimpanzee in the following respects :

—

1. The testis is relatively smaller and the corpus Highmori-
anum is smaller. The epididymis has a different form.

2. The vesiculiB seminales consist of a short tubular and a
large glandular part, whereas the reverse is the case in the

Chimpanzee. Moreovei", according to Milne-Edwards, the

Chimpanzee has the same characters as the Orang.
3. Cowper's glands are relatively smaller.

C. Man and the Chimpanzee agree in the closure of the com-
munication which originally existed between the tunica vaginalis

and the peritoneal cavity. In the Orang and Gibbon this remains
open.

1). The urethra is ante-prostatic in the Chimpanzee and Orang,
whereas it descends through the prostate in Man.

E. The orifices of the ejaculatory ducts are close together in the

Chimpanzee, and they appear rounded. In Man they are sepa-

rated slits. In Mandrillus (10) there is a common orifice for the

two ducts. Milne-Edwards (6) points out that the arrangement

in the Orang is as described above in the Chimpanzee.

F. The spermatozoa of the Chimpanzee do not resemble those

of Man, but those of the Gorilla do according to Retzius (8).

G. The interior of the bladder and rectum is as in the female

already described by me (9).

H. The muscles of the perineum and pelvic fioor are built on
the same plan as in Man, but the Chimpanzee has a retractor ani

and no transverse perineal muscles are present. The ischial spine

varies, so there are slight modifications in the origin of the

levator ani.

It is, therefore, evident that Man difi'ers in many ways from
the Chimpanzee and Orang in the characters of the male repro-

ductive organs. He agrees with the Gorilla in the presence of a

glans penis, the characters of the vesiculai seminales, and in his

spermatozoa.
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,49. Notes on East African Insects collected 1915-1922.

By Artiiuh LovEiiiDGE, F.E.S., C.M.Z.S.

.
, /

[Received October 20, 1923 : Read Novemlbev 6, 1923.]

It was my intention on returning to England after my first

term in East Africa (1915-1919) to publish such field-notes as

were of general intorest as each order of insects wi\h worked out,

over twenty thousand insects having been collected.

The difliculty of getting these determinations performed has,

however, prevented the carrying out of my original plan, and as

these notes are accumulating, I have made sundry extracts from
my journal in the hope that entomologists may find amongst these
casual jottings something of interest.

The present miscellany is divided into two parts, (A) being; a
list of Hymenoptera and their Dipterous mimics taken at Kilosa,
and (B) more general observations on Hymenoptera, Coleoptera,
Lepidoptera, and Orthoptera, Next year, when more of the
material will have been identified, it may be possible to publish
a second instalment covering the same and other orders.

Localities may be grouped as follows :

—

1. Kenya Colony (late British East Africa),

Frere Town, on mainland opposite Mombasa Island.

Mbut\yi, north of Taveta and west of Kilimanjaro.
Nairobi, 327 miles west of Mombasa.
Ngong, some six miles from Nairobi.

2. Tanganyika Territoey (late German East Africa).

Dutumi, in Morogoio District.

Handeni, in Pangani District.

Izikisia, 40 km. N.E. of Tabora in Tabora District.

Kahe, in Moshi District.

Kilosa, 80 km. AV. of Mox'ogoro in Morogoro District.

Longido West, i. e. west District of Mt. Longido, Arusha.

Myombo, 75 km. W. of Morogoro in Morogoro District.

Mkomasi, 30 km. N.W. of Lushoto in Usambara District. .

Morogoro, on Central Railway, ? 100 km. west of Dar es

Salaam.

Moshi, on Tanga Railway in Moshi District.

Ngari Mtoni, six miles west of Arusha, Arusha District.

Ngeri-ngeri River, south of Ngeri-ngeri Station, Cent. Rly.

Singida, 120 km. north of Kilamatinde in Dodoma District.

Tambali, in Tabora District.

pROC. ZooL. Soc— 1923, No. LXVI. 66
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3. Portuguese East Africa.

Lumbo is the railhead on mainland 3 miles from Mozambique.

My thanks are due to Professor Poulton for getting most of

the identifications made (the work lias been particularly difficult

owing to rough handling of a store-box in the post, resulting in

many of the specimens being badly damaged and in some cases

detached from their labels), for proof-reading and his many
kindnesses and ready help; to W. 0. Crawley, The Rev. F. l3.

Morice, Dr. J. Waterston (Hyiftenoptera) ; Major E. E.Austen,

D.S.O., E. Brunetti, F. W. Edwards (Diptera); G. J. Arrow,

X. G. Blair (Ooleoptera) ; B. Uvarov (Orthoptera) ; Dr. F. A.

Dixey, Prof. E. B. Poulton, W. H. T. Tams (Lepidoptera) ; A. S.

Hirst (Arachnida), for making the determinations ; and to my
chief, Mr. 0. F. M. Swynnerton, for the interest he has always

shown in entomological pursuits, particularly those connected

with mimicry and warning coloration.

The material referred to in the following pages is preserved in

the Hope Department of the Oxford University Museum, where

it may be studied by any naturalist.

A. Hymenoptera and their Dipterous Mimics.

"With one exception all the models and mimics mentioned below

were taken within an area of 300 square yards on the Otto Planta-

tion, Kilosa, Tanganyika Territory, and with six exceptions

(mimics 4, 6, 8, 11, 38, & 40) all were taken on the mosquito gauze

protecting the verandahs of one or other of two houses not more
than two hundred yards apart and in the same clearing. This

rather adds to the interest of the specimens, and it will be under-

stood that unless otherwise stated all the specimens were taken

on this gauze.

The actual specimens referred to in the notes were I'eceived for

every number except, perhaps, No. 34, which is a little uncertain.

1. Xylocopa inconstans Sm., §. 31.iii. 21. Only a single

example of this Carpenter-bee taken, a very perfect model to (4).

The timber of both these houses is infested with the borings of

(2) and (3), which I consider form an association in the matter

of markings or colour from which (4) is likely to benefit.

2. Xylocopa CAFFRA L., §. 13.iv. 22. Very common.

3. Xylocopa nigrita F., $. 24. iv. 22. Very common.

4. Hyperecuia bifasciata Griinb., $ (Laphrinaj : Asilidae).

13.iv. 22. This Dipterous mimic was taken at 8 a.m. resting in

bright sunshine on the verandah-rail just four feet below the

nesting-holes of X. nigrita F. When approached it flew with a
faint buzz to the rain-gutter on the roof and right alongside the

nesting-holes : netted.

5. PsAMMOCHARES sp., probably venans Kohl (Pompilidse:

Fossoria). 6.vi. 21. Very common, as also several similarly-

coloured but larger species, which can be seen flying about the
paths and open clearings on any sunshiny day.
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6. Orectocera mABOLusWied.(Taclunicla)). 17. iv. 22. When
••walking down a steep path at 1.45 p.m., I noticed this Dipterous
insest fly up suddenly—the flight was short and rapid—and,
alighting again upon the path, it ran to and fro with jerky move-
ments of the abdomen till it reached a stone, upon which it rested.

Tiie movements were almost identical with those of (5) and its

allies. The fly must be very scarce here, as I have not met with
it before during twelve months' residence at Kilosa.

7. Synagris carinata Sauss., va.r. albonotata Esq., $
(Eumenida? : Diploptei-a). l.iv. 22. Very common, as are many
other similarlj'^-coloured Avasps, blue being their common livery as

yellow find black is for the vespids at home, llhynchium lucttiosum

(Jerst. is one of these ; it also enters into the colour association of

No. 5.

8. Bromophila caffra Macq. (Ortalidse). 9. ii.21. On a
leaf beside the path, almost at the same spot as (6). I do not
regard this fly as a direct mimic of (7), but it must derive advan-
tage from adopting the livery of the wasps, which are so common.
On 17,iii. 17 1 took a number of these flies on flowers and herbage
at Morogoro, and noted at the time their slowness of movement.
This sluggishness was so pronounced that it was not a difficult

matter to catch them by l)and *.

9. EuMENES maxillosa de G., $ (Eumenidaj). 9. iv. 22.

10. EuMENES DYSCHYROIDES Gribodo, $ . 29. i.21.

11. PiiYSOCEriiALA sp., $ (Conopidpe). 25, iii. 22. I think this

is a perfectly wonderful mimic of (9) and (10), but the semi-

transparent wings are more like those of other hornets taken
here whose abdomens, however, are normal-shaped. This fly Avas

resting on the blossom of a Zinnia at 5.30 p.m., and buzzed
loudly when caught by the fingers ; it was extremely sluggish.

In my diary I have just come across the following note under
date 3. v. 17, Morogoro. "Took a fly from a spider's web; it is

the verj- image of the long-waisted wasp. I was deceived by its

appearance at first, but the spider was serenely tuckling it."

Whether this is the same species I cannot say, as the fly was sent

home for identification and cannot be traced at the moment.
It is either in the Nairobi or British Museum (Nat. Hist.).

12. PsAMMOCHARES sp. A. (Pompilidas : Possoria). l.v. 22.

Scarce, at least in the houses ; there is a bee here very similarly

coloured which I have taken several times.

* The fly ejects yellow liquid from its mouth when handled, and was refused by
Dr. G. A. K. Marshall's baboons and Cercopitkecus (Trans. ICnt. Soc. Lond. 1902,

p. 531). Bromophila caffra is figured by Dr. Marshall on plate xxiii. fig. 27, as one
of a S. Rhode.sian proup of insects with " black bodies, blue wings, and red or yellow

. heads " (figs. 20-27). See also Dr, G. D. H. Carpenter in Proc. Ent. Soc. 1918, p. c,

and Trans. Ent. Soc. 1921, p. 72.

66*
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13. Keguttomyia MACULiPENNis Lw, (Stratiomyiclie). 2. i.22..

This fly was buzzing up and clown the white ceiling of a lighted

room, when it was approached by an exceptionally large gecko

\lleviidactylus mahouia), who followed its movements for some

.time, but hesitated to take it.

13 a. 6. iv. 22. Another example with closed wings, showing its

close resemblance to the model. During tlie five months since

2. i.22 five specimens were taken on the gauze, it being about

equally common with the model in this situation. There is a bee

here very similarly coloured.^

14. Apis mellifera adansoni Latr. 22.iii. 22. This bee is

a plague , existing in countless thousands in the plantation and

often milking its combs in the houses (see p. lOlD).

15. EniSTALODES quinqukmaculatus F., $ (Kiistaliniu : Syr-

phida?). 2. i.22. Common but not exactly plentiful ; buzzes like

the bee both in flight and when caught ; it causes quite a pricking

of the fingers with its feet when held. On 31. iii. 22 I caught one

.of these flies and offered it to my monkey (Cercopithecus albigu-

laris rujilatus), who would have nothing to do with it though he

eyed it closely. I then proffered it to a Fennec Fox
(
Octocyon vir-

gatus), who was watching me and was within two feet of the

monkey at the time. He promptly snapped it out of my fingers

and crunched it up. I then released the monkey, who went ofl"

hunting grasshoppers, and was still busy feeding when I went to

bring him in half-an-hour later, so it v^as not a question of

satiety '"''.

16. Megachile sp., ? UNGULATA Smith, $ (Apidaj : Anthophila).

6.vi.21. A common wild bee. Another bee, Nomia vulpina

Gerst., would act a as model with (16), as also with (14), and (39)

;

and all four species form together a compound colour associatioix

into which still other bees probably enter.

17. SiMoiDES CRASSIPES F., 2 CEristalinse). 21. iii, 22. A mimic

of (16).

18. PsAMMOCHARES sp. B. l.iv. 22. Common.

19 & 19 a. Plagiostenopterina submetallica Lw. (Steno-

pterinae: Ortalidw). 11.&15. v, 22. In houses even commoner
than the alleged model ; when walking slowly up the gauze with

closed wings they look very waspish.

20. IcARiA AMBIGUA Gribodo (Yespida3 : Diploptera). l.iv. 22.

This wasp builds small nests on the verandah, where the little

colonies of from two to five individuals are quite a common
spectacle.

21. Odyn'erus tropicalis Sauss., $ (Vespidte). l.iv. 22.

A closely-related species with similar habits.

* Compare Dr. Carpenter's experiments on monkeys with Eristalis tenax L.

(Trans. Ent. Soc. 1921, pp. 25, 31, 33, 72, 100). ...
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22. Dacus rEcrOiuus Walk. (Tiypetidaj). l.iv. 22. On taking
"this fly, I went an' I captured examples of the models from close

by. This wonderful mimic is apparently commoner than the
model, but not so in reality I believe, the explanation being that

on entering the house it immediately flies to the gauze to escape,

while the vvas2)s, ktiowing their way about, make straight for

their nests. Accompanying (22) were two other somewhat smaller

but very similar species, together with the following.

22 a. Dacus BHEVISTYLUS Bezzi. 21.iii. 22. A smaller species,

und possibly forming a protective association with (22).

23. Oerceris sp., $ (Sphegidoe : Fossoria). l.v. 22. Not
so common as (20) or (21). The very similar Jcaria distiyma

Gerst. was also taken.

24. Dacus sp. nr. lounsburyi Coq., $. 13. iv. 22. The only

specimen taken.

25. Paniscus opaculus Thorns., very near the British testacous

Hohngr. (Ophionina3 : Ichneumonida;). 2. i. 22. A common ich-

neumon fly.

26. A species of PiMrnNvE (Ichneumonidsc) not in Brit. Mus.
9.iv. 22. By no means abundant.

27. Platyura sp. (MycetophilidjB). 11. v. 22. The only speci-

men of this Dipteron I have taken, though I have seen but no(j

captured others.

28. A species of MiCROPEZiDiE (Diptera). 2. i. 22. Common.

29. Plecticus elongatus F., 5 (Stratiomyidre). 2.i.22. Very
common. It will bo observed tliat the model (25) and Dipterous

mimics (28) and (29) were taken on the same day, and not onl}' so

but at the same time, on the samegauzed window within a radius

of two feet. I have subsequently seen the model and mimic
together on several occasions.

29 «. Stylogaster sp. (Oonopidfe). 11. v. 22. Only a single

specimen taken of this very ichneumon-like Dipteron.

30. PisoN sp., probably xanthopus BruUe (Sphegidte : Fossoria).

15. iv. 22. Common.
31 . NoMiA sp., probabl)'^ same as unnamed species from Entebbe

in Brit. Mus. (AndrenidjE : Anthophila). 27.iii. 22. Common.
Another bee of the genus Hcdictus probably enters the same
association

.

32. Sargus sp. (Stratiomyidse) and 32 a. Probabl)'- Sargus sp.

20.iii.22 k 9.iv. 22. Dipterous mimics of (30) and (31); with

closed Avings they are very bee-like.

33 and 33rt. Eumerus sp. (Syrphidoo). 3. i. 22 k, G. i. 22. Bee

mimics. (33«) has its wings set in the attitude of rest seen in

life.

34. Number missing. A large example of No. 31 bears the

following date, but it is i-ather small as a model for (35). 24. i. 22.

Bee. .
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35. MicuoDON sp. (Syrpliidaj). I7.iv. 22. A very bee-like fly-

when seen walking up the gauze ; the illusion is accentuated by
the faint buzz it gives when caught.

36. ISCHIODON SCUTELLAUE F., $ = StUPHUS iEGYPTIUS "Wiecl...

(Syrphinfe). l.v. 22. This hover-fly is very like its English

relative in appeai.uice, and does not resemble closely any parti-

cular wasp Avhicli I have taken locally.

37 and 37rt. RnvNcniUM sp., prob. radiale Sauss. (Eumenidse :

Diploptera;. 20. iii. 22 & 14.i. 22. A common wasp.

38. ANCYLpimHYNCHUS Latr. ( = XipnocERUS Lw.) sp., 2 (Dasy-

pogonina3: Asilidto). 31. iii. 21. Rare: a pair was taken in

cop. in the open. A veiy beautiful general mimic, whose capture

recalled exciting moments with my first Asilus crahroniformis L.

in CornAvall.

39. Megaciiile riLiciius Mor., $ (Apida> : Anthophila).

7. i. 22. A very common form of bee ; there are many species-

with similar markings, either with the transverse bars similarly

coloured or picked out in blue or chrome.

40. SiSYRNODYTES sp., prob. new, $ (Dasypogoninse). 26. viii. 21.

This is the only specimen of the above series not taken at Kilosa,

but at Mkata River some twenty-five miles away. The model

or members of the group of models are almost sure to be found at

Mkata, where I did practically no collecting. This fly, so far as

my memory serves, was captured because it alighted on my coat

sleeve.

B. General Observations on Insects.

HYMENOPTERA.
The actual specimens referred to in the following notes on

Hymenoptera were only received for Nos. 41 and 49.

41. A species of BETiiYLiDiE, now regarded as Fossorial

Hymenoptera (Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1922, p. xxvi). This small

liymenopteron, .so ant-like in habit and in the way it runs about,,

bites (or stings ?) most painfully. The usual place to lind them

was on the back of one's neck inside the collar, where they had

probably got b}'- dropping from the thatched roof. Owing to

their numbers they constituted quite a pest at Jumbe Mbulu's..

(Singida, Dodoma Dist., 11. x.21.)

42. CHRYSiDiDiE. (Actual specimens not available, and it is

unsafe to give names of others.) Some Chiysids, four in number,

on my window had evidently just emerged from their host cell,

for one of their number still had the paper cap of its cell adhering

to its feet. (Morogoro, 29. ii. 17.)

43. Xylocopa caffra L. My native collector having left one

of these beeis in my butterfly net I received a sting. The pain

was very sharp but soon subsided, and no SAvelling resulted.

(Morogoro, 10. i. 17.)
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44. Xylocopa torrida Westw., $ . When resting in their

holes these beos e/rectu.ally close the opening of the hole with the-

dorsal surface of their abdomen pressed closely against it,

yet the tip also so placed as to leave the sting operative. As a
result I have twice been stung—the first time when leaning
against a pole in a hut, and to-day when removing a rubber-
tree pole which was infested Avith these carpenter-bees.
I inadvertently placed my hand over one of the entrances, and
was promptly stung on the tip of the second linger of the left

hand. The pain was intense for a quarter of an hour—fully as-

bad as that of a scorpion sting. Blue was applied for ten minutes
and the pain passed off. By 4 p.m. there was only a stiffness and
soreness. The following morning the top section of the fingei*

was much swollen, hard and very tender, and so remained for

three days. (Kilosa, 17-20. i. 22.)

45. Melipona braunsi Kohl (Apidaj : Anthophila). This bee,

which for my own convenience I have christened "the thirsty

bee," was very much in evidence at Lembeni and Dutumi and in

certain spots at Morogoio and Kilosa. It settles in crowds upon
any exposed surface, such as face and arms, to drink the per-

spiration. It causes much annoyance b}' hovering in front of one's

eyeballs, and I noticed they congregated on the lower eyelids of

tl)e transport mules to dritik their tears during the cam])aign,

and caused the animals considerable suffering or at least dis-

comfort. I have often brushed them off as one would a fly

without ever receiving a sting. (Morogoro, 24. i. 18.)

46. Apis mellifera adansoni Latr. The East African Wild
Honey-Bee is one of the greatest peats in the country. In
Nairobi they do not cause much trouble, but in Tanganyika
Territory they w-ere a great nuisance during the campaign.

The battle of Tanga was a classical instance ; in this fight, firing

through the trees annoyed the bees, who attacked and routed

both combatants *.

My first introduction to the aggressiveness of the insect

occurred near Moshi when crossing a clear, fiist-flowing stream.

With legs crossed on my mule's neck, the water being up to the

saddle-flaps, I was almost unseated by the sudden start given by
the animal, which ducked her head under watej. The next

moment something stung me on the back of the hand which for

the moment I imagined to be a tsetse, an insect with which I was
xinacquainted at that time and which we had been told to look

out for in the vicinity of these riveis. Glancing down, however,

I saw it was a wild bee, clouds of which were coming round us,

and many of my companions were ali'eady stung. The horses,

without requiring any .urging, started splashing and galloping

* Von Lettow in li is book on this campaiijn states that the bees were fenraf^ed by
the firing of his maciiine-gun company, which had to retire no less than the enemjy
and that the widespread riunour that a trap had been laid was entircl}' fictitious. '

''
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through" the water and scrambling up a very steep bank. Nearly
all the men were wavhig their helmets wildly about tlieir

heads, which was probably a mistake, as most of the stings
received proved to be upon the head. I myself received between
fifteen and twenty—two of these were on my arms, one on a
finger, the rest were about the ears and on the head.

. Wo stampeded for a quarfcer-of-a-mile before pulling up in
answer to the blowing of a whistle—it was a good thing that
none of the enemy was about to take advantage of our disorder.
As we formed up into squadrons one of the ofticers rode down the
line asking for me, as he knew that I carried a pair of ento-
mological forceps and he wanted a sting removed from just below
the eye. One man, who had dropped his helmet and gone back to
fetch it, claimed to have a hundred stings ; sixty were removed
by a friend of his that day, and I took out eleven the following
morning. The stings were much more severe than those of an
English wasp, and the unpleasant eflects lasted from 24 to
48 hours. The pex^son of a hundred stings had the site of each
marked with a purple spot. One of mine liad a dark clot of
blood at the site of puncture, and there was a swelling for
six inches around this ; the other stings I received caused scarcely
any swelling. The nest must liave been dependent from one of
the branches overhanging the river, and I imngine that someone
had brushed against it. (Nr. Moshi, 13. iii. 16.)
At Handeni an Indian was stung to death. The unfortunate

tnan had entered a deserted banda in which was a bee's nest, and
the swarm had attacked him ; it is surmised tliat he tripped
and fell, for when found he was lying unconscious by the roadside
and expired shortly afterwards. I was told that a couple of mules
were stung to death near the same spot. When at Morogoro,
a monkey was brought to me that had been stung to death by
bees. At the time of attack it was chained to a pole, and though
several persons made gallant attempts to i-escue it they failed.

On removing its skin there was scarcely a square inch of its body
unmarked by a sting, the surface of the flesh being covered with
blood.

A swarm entered my monkey's box, which was fixed on a
tall pole ; the animal became excited and received two stings, on
eyebrow and neck respectively. It was rescued by my boy, who
l-eceived three stings

; three other natives who were passing also
got stung. At 5 p.m. a Kavirondo dug out the pole and, balancing
it on his shoulder, walked through the camp with it ; on nearing
the incinerator the bees got excited and, buzzing about his face,
caused his nerve at last to give way, so that he dropped both pole
arid box and fied incontinently. It so happened that the box
containing the irate bees fell in the vicinity of the native latrine',

an'di the rapid exit of boys from the place in various states of
attire caused much merriment amongst their fellows. A sting
which I i-eceived upon my cheek took three days to subsidy.
"(MorpgorOj^O.ii. 18.)
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A galvanised iron building in which I took up residence for a
time liad a cupboard in one corner, in former times the place

being used as a cotton-mill. This cupboard had two pipe-like

apertures, and seemed to the local bees to be an altogether
<lesirable nesting-site. On 9. i.l7 they swarmed, numbers of

them buzzing up and down the window pane by my table. Others
persisbently buzzed round my nose—not that that organ is in the
least flower-like : one of these bees being struck at, stung the
offending forearm some three inches above the wrist. The sting-

was not left behind, and the pain, sharp enough at first, subsided in

fifteen minutes ; the arm swelled considerably, and this swelling
did not entirely disappear till the 13th, i. e. four days later.

On January 26th they were again unusually bad. Nearly a
thousand must have invaded my quarters during the dsiy; tliey

came like a cloud, and at one time there must have been fully

five hundred on the window panes; the noise created reminded
one of the room of a wireless operator. I just mannged to carry
oil witli my Avork, though the niigry humming of some round nose
and mouth was trying to tlie nerves. On February Sth I killed

747 bees on the window paiie by quietly crushing them one by
one with a little metal pill-box. One hears of swarms every-
where. Whilst seated writing near the window, I was un-
expectedly stung upon the eyelid by a bee which fiew in at the
window and straight to my eye without any provocation whatever
on my part ; the poor creature could not extricate its sting, arid

I had to pull it off forcibly, after it and my eyelid had fluttered

up and down for a few seconds. It is very usual for these bees

to attack the eyes, a,nd is not a matter of chance.

Another time I noticed some boys pulling a hamali cart in the
road outside, when a suddftn commotion arose. One native dived
beneath tlie cart and tried to conceal his head bene.ath his arms,
fvnother stripped off his kanzu and tried to wrap his head in it

and ran away ; the bees were left in the road in possession of the
cart, which probably contained some sweet stuff. A similar

instance came to my knowledge at Kilosa,, where the cart contained

goor ; the bees held up fill the ti-afiic in one of the main roads
while they looted the cart. *

'

Twice I dislodged the offenders from the cupboard afore-

mentioned b}'^ means of smoke. On a third occasion 1 was telling

a friend of my troubles, when he said " Why do you not clear

them out ? " I remarked thab I had not the necessai-y nifiterials

for making a smoky fire. He made answer :
" What do you want

with a fire, a stick is all that is necessary ? " I fetched him this^

and then, seeing that he was in e.arnest, took refuge inside

my mosquito net. The cupboard, I might add, was nine feet

high with a floor-space of about four feet square. Presently

I lieard the stick striking about in the cupboard, and he called

out that bhe bees were all gone, in proof of which he poked out
a large piece of comb on the end of the stick. It wafs perfectly

true; he had knocked down the nest in broad daylight; and' the
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bees had fled out of the pipe-hole like a cloud of smohe and he
had not received a single sting. He said that to the best of his

knowledge he had neA'er been stung in his life, but a few days
later this wns no longer the ca>e, for he donned a cap in which
was one of his homeless bees, and he was stung on the head.
Within the next few days he received several more stings.

The bees aie dependent on water, and if they get into a room
from which there is no escape they soon die. They are veiy fond
of sisal flowers, and clouds may be observed round the tops of the
poles when the flowers are in bloom. The blossoms of the rubber-
trees are another favourite source of nectar, but the resultant

honey which I have tasted is bitter and unpalatable to the
European, though the natives devour it readily. xV strange thing
that I noticed at Morogoro was their liking for commercial rubber.
Some boxes of this stood in tlie svni just outside my quarters, and
the heat melted the lubber which leaked out from the damaged
boxes ; the bees might be seen crawling over this at all hours of

the day. Urine also seems to have a great attraction for them.
When the rubber blossoms are in bloom the presence of the vast
numbers of bees attracted to the plantations causes numbei-s of

Jiee-eaters {Meroj)s cqyiaster and nuhicus) to congregate.
They have few enemies I imagine. When swarming in the oflice

roof numbeis of them got into the web of a spider, which after

wrapping them up very effectually in silk, cut them loose, so that
they were constantly landing on my table. A robber- fly settled'

on my wife's arm one day with a bee in its grasp ; a leg of the
bee had got entangled in her sleeve, and some movement caused
the insect to fly ofl:'; but returning, and failing after several
attempts to disentangle its prey, it settled down and sucked the
juices in situ. (Kilosa, 18.i.22.) A mantis was seen to take one
from the window one day, as is mentioned elsewhere,
At Kilosa on 14. ii. 21 a comb measuring some six inches

in length and three-and-a-half across Avas formed in the store.

This was the work of four days, the swarm being small—a large
swarm will make an astonishing quantity of cond)in a short time.
One swarm, Avhich had been established for fully a week in the-

oflice roof and had a huge comb with quantities of honey, suddenly
left at 10 a.m. in the morning without any apparent i-eason

;

I watched them go, and then examined the cnmb and found but
two bees left.

On 12. ii. 22 I recorded that there had been four swarms in
the oflice and three in my store-room during the past month.
This swarming generally takes place during the earlier part of
the year, synclironising wit]\ the greater rains and tlie abundance
of food fui-nished by the rubber blossoms, which doubtless assists

multiplication and the necessity for SAvarming.

,
Mr. C. F. M. SAvynnerton devised a most efTective way_of

dealing Avith them. A small quantity of cyanide was crushed and
dissolved in hot water and squirted over the swarm Avith a syringe
after dark, Avith the result that they fell like a shower of r»>i}>
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and only a few individnale! would ever recover. For greater

effectiveness tlie swnrm would be enclosed as much as possible

with matting supported by poles.

47. Belonogaster giuseus Fabr. (Vespid09 : Diploptera).

These wasps, whose paper nests are to be found pendent from the

verandah ceiling of most East African houses, were originally

inhabitants of caves, I suppose. One day I came upon a huge
overhanging i-ock—almost a cavern—fiom whose roof Avere

suspended at least thirty large nests of this species ; the half-dozen

woikers hanging to each assumed threatening attitudes in

characteristic fashion at my approach. On my going still nearer,,

one flew off and stung me on the chin—a thing they rarely do in

houses, wheie they are more used to human beings. The pain

was not very bad, though the resultant swelling caused several

kind enquiries as to whether I had toothache. (Mt. Longido,
13.ii. 10.)

In climbing a Flamboyant Tree to reach a dove's nest I had
the misfortune to disturb the wasps on a nest below me. The-

fiist intimation of this was the receiving of a sting on the calf of my
leg, six inches below the knee. I drove the wasp off, but in doing

so received another sting on my first finger. The sting on the

leg was bleeding, and looked as if a piece the size of a pin's

head had been bil.ten out. Putting on my puttees I went off for a

four hours' walk, feeling scarcely any inconvenience. On removing

the puttees at one o'clock I noticed that the leg had been trying

to swell under its wrapping. By 2 p.m. I could scarcely walk,

and the limb Avas veiy swollen. At 6 p.m. the poisoned leg

measui^ed 14f inches as against the 13f inches circumference of

the other. Next morning it was 15 inches. I had no idea that

a, wasp's sting could Jiave such bad effects. The finger swelled a

little, but this subsided the same day ; it was stiff and a little-

.?ore on waking the following morning, but had evidently had

a much smaller dose of venom. (Morogoro, 1-5. vi. 17.)

48. Synagris ^stuans F., subsp. rufa Stadelmann (Eumenidse)..

I came across the nest of this species for the first time to-day. It

consisted of two mud-cells, roughly 35x20 mm. in length and

breadth. These were side by side oh the under surfjice of a leaf

and attached to the mid-rib. The leaf measured 700 mm. in

length, but by reason of the weight attached, hung vertically..

The lower cell was already sealed ; the wasp was resting in the-

upper one with its head outwards, completely closing the entrance

;

this was at 4.15 in the afternoon, tlie weather being dull and

cloudy. (Kilosa, 25. iii. 22.)

49. PsAMMOcnARES VENANS Kolil, ? (PompiUdao : Fossoria)..

My wife, who Avas preceding me down a rough path, suddenly

jumped from her cycle and called me to see "such a large spider

being stung by a wasp." As I reached the spot the spider was

standing on its anterior legs; it might have had six applied to the-
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ground, but my impression was four, the remainder being in the

air and the ventral surface of its abdomen so tilted as to be visible

to me standing above. The ventral surfiuie of tliis spider {Ctenas

sp., $ : Clubionidte) is a very bright scarlet with a blaclc basal

patch, ornamented by two yeiy white spots which, I take it, serve

as eye-spots. The spider was a female I believe, as I am familiar

with the f^pecies, having taken one only half the si/e of this

specimen the previoiis week.

The wasp, which had llown off when first disturbed, liad now
I'etnrned, and was running hither and thither between the

stationary cycle wheels looking for the spider ; when close to its

victim the latter bolted with great swiftness across the load,

absolutely abandoning its " warning " or " terrifying attitude."

Swift fis it was, the wasp Avas swifter. I could not say if it ran

or flew along the surface of the road—probably a combination of

both ; on overtaking the spider it pounced upon ib with the

greatest ferocity, curved its abdomen under, and stung vigorously;

they rolled over in the road, and as I had nothing but a pen-

knife wherewith to capture them, unfortunately they v/ere

somewhat damaged. (Kilosa, 28. ii. 22.)

50, DoLICIlOMUTILLAaUINEENSlS Fab.,f. AURATA Bischofr(Mutil-

lidte). Rolled iu my blankets under a bush, and reading by
candle-light, 1 felt an insect crawling up my leg. Supposing it to

be an ant I atteuipted to brush it off, when I felt a sharp sting,

whose efiects travelled quickly up my leg to the hip. Tlie pain

lasted 48 hours and was like a bad nettle sting, leaving a red and
lumpy rash. (Ilaudeni, 25. vi. IG.)

At Morogoro and Kilosa these wingless females were constantly

found in the house. At 4.15 p.m. one having crawled up my
leg, got caught between my stocking and slipper. It stung
me on the upper surface of the foot about 1.^ inches behind the

little toe. For ten minutes the pain was frantic— far worse than
a bee sting. An hour afterwards all pain had disappeared, but
treatment had been adopted by placing a small crystal of

potassiiun permanganate on the site of the sting. (Kilosa,

7.vi. 21.)

Heterogyna (Ants).

The actual specimens referred to were only i-eceived for

Nos. 52 and 53.

51. ? PAI/rOTUYREUS TARSATUS F. or MeGAPONEBA FCEi'KNS F.

A flight of termites had just taken place after heavy down-
pours of rain, and the termites were busy discarding, their

wings, when I noticed one of these ants carrying off a termite
;

another ant was carrying a spider, whilst a third was laboriously

dragging along a stick-insect many times its own bulk. (Longido
West, 30. i. 16.)

Passed a dozen or more companies of the large black Ponerine
ants which wander across the road in a fusiform body, quite
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unlike tlie \yell-orcleied columns of the siafu. Neither do they
attack anyone Avho disturbs them, like the sialu, but, instead, run
hither and thither, making a hissing noise not unlike that which
a snake might make when rustling away among dead leaves. Per-
haps it is an imitation which serves their purpose. (Kerogwe-
Handeni lid,, G.vii. 16.) Later experience of these ants makes
me wonder why they were in fusiform formation when I made
tho ]K)to, for generally the hosts are in columu formation, unless
I am confusing two species.

52. Paltothyueus tarsatus F. I have already described the
combat of this species with siafu, and have recorded elsewhere
hoAv they attnck the eyes of tortoises, causing the poor beasts to
die *. IVater-tortoises, however, when in their tank readily seize

and eat FuUothyreus, as did my Fennec Fox {Otocyon virgatusy
of liis own accord when one of these ants emerged from a burrow
near him. (Kilosa, 20. ii. 22, 25. ii. 22 & 10. iv. 22.)

I was throwing out some of the peppery seeds of a panpau fruit,

when I noticed a sudden activity about the spot where they
were falling, and to my surprise saw fully fifteen stink-ants,
carrying them off. Whether the ants had already been on
the spot or had emerged from their holes on scenting the paupau
I cnnnot say. They soon found the paupau in the tortoise
enclosure and commenced carrying off the remaining seeds, so
they are not wholly carnivorous in their diet. (Kilosa, 15. iv. 22.)

53. Myhmbcophiles of Paltothyreus tarsatus. a number
of these ants were drying their pupae and larva> on the path
after heavy rain ; on my appearance they started huirying
away, and I was astonished to see scores of LepismaAW^Q insects,

(probably Ctenolepisma sp.) of all ages hurrying after them
and running in and out amongst them, also a small beetle
(Onthophagus pugionahis Boh.: Coprida)) in fewer but consider-
able numbers followed the ants in company with the Lepisnm

;

Avhen touched, these beetles shammed-deatb. Mr. Arrow, who
kindly named the Orthophagus, said that it was a common species,

and suggested that its presence with the ants might be accidental,,

but there was no doubt about the existence of a true association.
(Kilosa, 16. ii. 22.)

54. Cremastogaster castanea Sm.,var. tricolor Gerst, A pin
with an atom of food on its point was lying on a ledgej when I
noticed five of these ants take hold of it and carry it to the
edge of the ledge. One ant appeared to be supporting most of
the weight, having gripped the pin near the point. I therefore
chased oft' the other four ants and timed the fifth, which supported
the whole Aveight of the pin for fifteen minutes, when I had to leave.

(Kiiosa, 30.xii. 21.)

These ants, which are a perfect pest in a food cupbofird, being
fond of meats as well as sweet things, lately started eating.

f Pioc. Ent. Soe. iPond. 1922, p, .xlj.
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away a cork to get at the raspbeny «yrup which the bottle

contained. It was not a question of eating the surface of the

cork which might have been in contact with the «yrup, they
ate right into the heart of the cork and then downwards.
(Kilosa, 15.iv.22.)

On sitting down to breakfast I noticed one of these ants

walking round and round the stem of a vase. I commenced to

count how often it did the round, and after 39 times, found it

took two minutes to do 29 rounds; at the end of five minutes it

seemed to be going as strong as ever, so again timed it, and found

it did a little more than 144 rounds per minute. At the end of

ten minutes, as we were timing it again, it began to vary the

tour by turning about, and only did 9^ rounds to the minute.

It had, liowever, already done some 150 rounds, and, falling back

into its old stride, continued for another livo miniites, making
in all a quarter-of-au-hour since we began to time it ; during

this time it had accomplished approximately 200 rounds of a

•circle 4| inches in circumference, giving us an idea of its accom-
plishments when in colunni, of 96 yards per hour or more probably

100 yards per hour.

The ant then came down on the table cloth, but soon returned

to the groove and recommenced its absurd parade, which it was
still doing when I returned to lunch four hours later. It had,

of course, come in on the fresh-cut flowers and was far from
home and friends, but why should it exiiibit so little intelligence

as to wear itself out in this manner ? Was it the scent of its

own feet that hurried it along, thinking it was on a regular run,

or was it the reflection of itself in the highly-polished concave

groove that made it fancy it was accompanied by others? I

cannot say, but that it was not a foolish individual is proved by
the fact that whenever flowers are brought in with this species

\ipon them the same thing Imppens, sometimes as many as four

j\nts taking part in the procession, frequently going in opposite

directions and moving out of each other's way when they meet.

(Ivilosa, 18.V.22.)

55. Gabdiocondyla. emeryi For. An ant which causes a great

deal of inconvenience to householders 1 call the *' Sugar-ant" from
its fondness for that commodity in particular, and sweet things

in general. In my present quarters they swarm on the bed,

table, and cupboard and many of them die in the jam ; they cross

one's paper when writing, and have to be brushed off one's

neck, but never retaliate. (Morogoro, 14. xii. 16.)

It is interesting to note that the sugar-ants wliich formed
long columns to and from my cupboard are now absent ; only a

few individuals are to be seen each day. (Morogoro, 20. iii. 17.)

56. Plagiolepis (Anoplolepis) custodiens Sm. This species

is very abundant both at Kilosa and Morogoro, where it will be
found running about in incredible numbers on paths and open
.ground and sometimes swarming on tree-tranks. They attack
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any small insect which they can overpower, and to-day I found

a small toad {Biifo regularis) being actually dragged along by
a liost of these ants, which so obscured their burden that until I

had picked it up and shaken them oft" T could not tell what it

was. These ants cause the natives considerable annoyance by

biting their bare legs. (Morogoro, 12.ii. 17.)

57. CEcopjiYLLA SMAUAGDiNA F. This long-legged, somewhat
transparent-bodied, yellow ant fastens leaves together to form its

nest, and should one brush against the branch bearing the nest,

the occupants rush out and stand quivering all over it. whilst

others hui^ry off with open jaws to seek the disturber of their

peace and soon cover all the foliage; when they get upon a

})erson they bite savagely, moi-e often on the neck tl\an elsewhere.

Their favourite tree is the mango, upon whose fallen fruits they

feed; they also eat paupau ; I have never seen them carrying

insects. They nest in Javanese silk-cotton trees, which bear

leaves that seem to be suitable for their purpose. (Kilosa^

21.V. 22.)

58. DoRYLUS (Anomma), probably nigricans lllig. The siafn,

to whom I have referred elsewhere*, have few enemies. One
morning I shot one of those timid creatures, nn elephant shrew

(Petrocb-omus nigriseta), beside a column of ants, which were

crossing a bush-path at 6 a.m. To my surprise, on opening

the stomach of the shreAv, I found it to contain a number of

these pests. (Morogoro, 12. vi. 17.)

59. DorytjUS helvolus L. On no fewer than three occasions

my attention was drawn to amphisbaenids {Monoj)eltis colobura),

which had been attacked underground by these fierce ants and

so tortured that the}"- came to the surface, on one occasion at

2.15 p.m., when the sun beat fiercely upon the scorching sand—
conditions which these burrowing lizards detest. This species

of ant will attack any freshly-killed body from underneath, but

appears to hate the light, and never exj)oses itself. (Lumbo,

l.ix. 18.)

60. CAMroNOTUs (Orthonotomyrmex) sericeus F. One of

these greyish ants, which are very common in the house and seem

to be much addicted to jam, was carrying a spider along the floor.

I picked up another carrying a small chrysid. (Kilosa, 1. xii. 20.)

61. Oamponotus sp. I believe it was one of the many species

of this genus which disturbed me when lying down beneath a

giant tree to sleep, rolled up in my blanket ; they invaded me
in hundreds and were about half an inch in length. Unfortu-

nately, when turning over, I imprisoned one betv^een my cheek

and pillow, and received a severe nip. (Ngeri-ngeri, 24. viii. 16.)

I noticed an ant in my tent to-day which appeared peculiar,

-and on examination it proved to have the head and thorax of

* Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1922, p. xxxiii
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another ant of the same species attached to its antennte by the

jaws of tlie dead head. Presumably the wearer of this ornament
had bitten his comrade in half during some argument. (Moro-

,
goro, 30. vi. 17.) .

COLEOPTEEA.

The actual specimen referred to was only received for No. G5.

62. CiciNDiiLA niiiiVicoLLis Wied. A number of these beetles

were collected on sandy ground and paths by the liver-bank ; they

harmonized so well with the ground that they were very

difficult to see. They were also extremely active, taking to wing
on the slightest provocation. (Morogoro, 14. xii, 16.)

63. A tiger-beetle apparently of the same species, flying in front

of i\]0, kept settling motionless on the path. I, thinking it was a

tsetse, wondered what it was doing there, seeing we were in a

cultivated area of some extent, so jumped oft* my cycle and then

saw that it was a beetle, I stalked it, and shot it with a garter!

(Kilosa, l.vii. 21.)

64. Anthia striatopunctata Guer., J. This large Carabid

was seen running across the arc of light in front of my tent

about dusk. In attempting to pick it up, I thrice felt a coolness

upon my hand—the fine spraying of a licjuid. Just then my boy

arrived with a killing-bottle, and as he knelt to seize the beetle,

it discharged this secretion full in his eyes, which were at least

eighteen inches away, I believe. The pain caused was agonizing,

and though bathed immediately, his eyes became very bloodshot

and swollen, and so remained for three days, when the discomfort

of the protruding eyes had practically subsided, tliough they

were not normal for some time afterwards. The odour Avas

very powerful, flying to the eyes like formalin *. The beetle

is quite common in the district. (Izikisia, Tabora Dist.,

15.xi. 21.)

65. PoPiLLiA LIGTJLATA Ohs., J (Rutelidse), Among a series of

these beetles collected by Salimu during the past week was a

Rutelid whose right meso-leg was missing—had never grown. On
the opposite side the middle leg had three feet Avith one base

—

that is to say, the beetle had five legs on the one side and only

two on the other. (Uluguru Mtns., 1. iii. 1921.)

66. Mylabuis oculata var. tricolou Gerst. (Mylabrida^: ITete-

romera). In my note on the ovipositing of this beeble which was

kindly communicated by Prof. Poulton, he drew attention to the

typescript being indistinct as regai'ds the fraction of an inch

expressing the length of the eggs (Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1921,

p. xcii). This should read one-eighth of an inch, and not one-third.
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G7. MvLAUEis DiciNCTA Bevtol. In tin's connection I cauie

iicross a note to the effect that this red-and-black beetle was
excavating a burrow on a native path through the mealie crops.

(Morogoro, 9.vii. 17.)

68. ]\Iylai3Ris sp. A number of Mylahris beetles with
scarlet-marked elytra were feeding upon some Cucuviis plants

on May 29th and again to-day. On both occasions there were
about eight to each plant and none on the surrounding herbage.

The interesting thing about them wns the way the males (which
were much smaller thiin the females) followed the females up and
down the stem or leaf as the case might be, stroking their elytra

and abdomens with their antennfe. }3oth antennte of the male
Avould be raised simultaneously, and with these he stroked the
female most caressingly. The lai-ger beetle fed unconcernedly or

walked about, followed closely by her devoted attendant. (Ngong,
Nairobi, 3. vi. J 5.)

LEPIDOPTEEA.

The specimens referred to were received for Nos. 70, 75, 76,

77, 78, 80, and probably 73, 74, and 79.

One never gets tired of the wonderful butterfly fauna of East

Africa ; and between Mt. Kenia and Mozambique at one time or

another, the writer has seen extraordinary assemblages of them
in almost inconceivable numbers and variety, but nothing ever

surpassed the display on 17. iii, 16, when they were feasting on
the dead transport animals left stranded on the wayside by the

tide of Avar.

On leaving M^oshi for Kahe we passed through miles and miles

of rubber, coffee, and other plantations. It was a glorious

though somewhat steamy day after heavy rain. Never in my
life have I seen such thousands of butterflies, all appaieutly

freshly emerged, as they were in the pink of condition. There
was one patch of Fajnlio deviodocas a,bout eighteen inches in

diameter and containing about one hundred closely-packed insects

feasting on the intestines of a bullock. On a raw buckskin there

was a big crowd of blues, and every puddle in the road was
surrounded by numbers of them. (Kahe, 17. iii. 16.)

69. EuRYTELA HiAiiRAS Drury. Came upon a bush to which
a number of Cetoniids were clinging; one of these was on the

lower side of a horizontal branch, and immediately above him
was the Nymphaline E. hiarbas, which was applying its proboscis

to a spot of moisture on the twig immediately above the beetle's

head ; each time it protruded its proboscis to do so, the beetle

relaxed its grip with one of its pro-legs and waved it in the

direction of the butterfly ; replacing the leg, it repeated the action

with the opposite leg; the object of this was to drive the butterfly

away from the exuding sap. Eeturning later I found no fewer

than three beetle-butterfly groups, and concluded that the

Proc. Zool. See— 1923, No LXYII. 67
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beetles scarify the twigs to obtain the sap, and resented the

butterflies partaking of the fruit of their labours. Later in the

afternoon a larger Oetoniid was seen in a tree going through the

same performance with a Charaxes. (Karura Forest, Nairobi,

2I.vii. lU.)

70. Tehacolus casta Gerst., $ (Pierinse). Took a buttex'fly

to-day with one pair of wings fully developed ; the other pair

still iu the chrysalis. The butterfly was vainly flapping its fore-

wings. ,
(Kilosa, iS.xii. 20.)

71. Oatopsilia flouella Fabr. (Pierimo). Besides the migra-

tion of this butterfly noticed on 3, v. 15, another migration

lasting several days was witnessed in lin*J. in l)0th cases the

butterllies were going in a north-westerly direction. In tlie

second migration the wind was strongly in their favour, but if 1

recollect aright, adverse on one somewhat cold day *. (Nairobi,

V. 19.)

72. Papilio demodocus Esper. Watched this Swallowttiil

curving its abdomen under the leaves of a lime-tree for purposes

of oviposition. It did not seem ejisily satisfied in the selection

of a leaf, and the eggs were laid singly. (Kilosa, 28. xi. 20.)

Took a very young larva which has a wonderful resemblance

to a bird-dropping. (Kilosa, 29. xi. 20.)

Very connnon in cop. just now. (Kilosa, 18. xii. 20.)

From later observations I have come to the conclusion that

the species breeds all the year round, though principally in the

rains. Larvpe were taken at Durban on 21. 'xii. 14.

73. Nbphele peneus peneus Cram. When the rubber-trees

are iu bloom hundreds of these hawk-moths are to be seen

flashing about the tree-tops, where they are difticult to obtain.

Later in the season they come to the paupau flowers, and the

only way to net them is by cutting oft" all the leaves of the

paupau-tree. They are not nocturnal, strictly speaking, but

crepuscular, becoming active again about 5 a.m. (Kilosa,

31.V.22.) Flying with them was the much rarer Nephele bipartita

Butl.

74. AcTiAS MIMOSA Boisd. (Saturniidie). Discovered the cocoon

of a Queen Moth, which is one of the prettiest things in the way of

cocoons. It was spun on the lichen-covered twigs of a fir-like

tree. It is of a very silvery appearance, and if a section be cut

out, the texture will be found so strong that it is impossible to

tear. There are small breathing-holes at the top end, just beneath
the opening from which the moth emei'ges. At the lower end

are a few more holes, possibly for the sake of a current of air or

to carry oft* any moisture. (Makindu, 31. vii. 16.)

* Compare the records of migration of tliis species in Proc. Eu^. Soc. Lond, 1921,

p. xxiii.
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Of four live cocoons received yesterday from Natal a male
emerged at 2 p.m. this afternoon. By .3 p.m. it seemed to have
FiniHhed developing the wings, whose monstrous tails are 3 inches
in length. At 4 p.m. it opened the wings and rested with them
Hat—the resting moth had a most striking appearance. (Nairobi,
23. viii. 19.)

At 9 p.m. I heard a ciackling noise from one of the remaining
cocoons, from which I had cut a small section the better to

observe the pujia Avithin. The latter was swollen, making the
abdominal rings very noticeable. I watched the moth climb
flom the funnel and withdraw its abdomen very suddenly ; after

recovei'ing from its exhaustion, it adjusted its position on the
outside of the cocoon. With the exception of the mauve costa,

the wings appeared to be entirely orange-yellow at this stage; a
pale green blush began to suffuse the wings, commencing at their

basal parts, '.rhe green spread and deepened in tone until it had
replaced the greater part of the yellow. On emergence the tails

were very short—a quarter of an inch perhaps—and were the

last part of tho wings to develop. At 11.45 p.m. 1 was awakened
by the moth flying round the room, and on turning up the light

found a second specimen had emerged and was nearly dry.

Both were males. (Nairobi, 27. viii. 19.)

75, RjroDOGASTRiA viTREA Plotz (Arctiinai). Wlien walking

uj) the path at 4 p.m. I disturbed a hunting party of the llelmeted

Slu'ikes (Prionojjs talacoona), which llew into a large tree over-

head and recommenced their researches there. Immediately
afterwards a fine moth in emerged condition dropped down on
the path, almost at my feet. I poked it with a twig, but, as

it did not move but shammed death, tried to pick it up by one

of its vivid red legs, whereupon it began to exude a bright

yellow fluid from both " shoulders," this fluid coming out as a

froth with a marked rotary motion. I passed the twig beneath

the moth, hoping it would clamber up it ; to my surprise it

seized the twig with its hind legs only, and, as I raised the stick

in the air, it picked up two lumps of quartz from the path, the

larger lump measuring 10 x 15x6 mm. As I carried the moth
along with me, it carried the quartz for fully a minute before

dropping it, and for yet another minute it remained supporting its

own weight by its hind-legs. The pillars of froth stood up well

from its shoulders, being about 3 mm. in diameter and 8 or

10 mm. long. Suddenly the froth dissolved into drops, wliich

fell upon my hand, and the moth with rapid darting flight made
off. The fluid smelt to me like the secretions of the cloacal

glands of a IBritish Grass-snake, which is also used as a defence *.

(Kilosa, 8.vi.21.)

* Dr. Carpunter has observed the same method of defence in .in allied .siiecios,

B. leucoptera Hmpsn., and has recorded tho acrid odour and taste of the secretion

(Proc. ihit. Soc. Lond. 1913, p. xcvii).

67*
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76. Maxeua marchali Boisd. (Ophiclerinse : Noctuida9).

Whilst in the garden my wife's attention was drawn to some-

thing moving amongst tlie dead leaves. A rolled-vip leaf

19x8 mm. Avas making progress by a series of little jumps.

Placed on a tablecloth, it journeyed first in one direction and

the)i in another quite aimlessly. On opening the leaf a tlattish

moth larva Avas found. (Kilosa ,12. iv. 22.)

On opening the leaf I found the maggot-like larva had pupated.

(Kilosa, 24. iv. 22.)

On going to the box in which I had placed the chrysalis,

I was sorry to find the small brown moth had emerged some time,

as it was already dry ; the time taken for development was thus

extremely short. (Kilosa, 5. v. 22.)

77. Anaphis reticulata Walk. (ISTotodontidie). Last November
I found the cocoon of a wild gregarious silk-moth. I'he cocoon is

a khaki-coloured, strongly-woven structure 190 mm. (7^ inches)

in length and 110 mm. (4| inches) in diameter at the broadest

part. Through its axis passes a branch of the food-plant, whose

twigs and leaves are incorporated with the mass of silk. At the

upper end are two chimneys or funnels protruding 20 mm. (| in.)

from the surface of the pear-shaped cocoon. Through these the

moths emerge at dusk and for two hours afterwards. I never

recollect seeing any emerge after 9 p.m., though doubtless they

occasionally do so.

The business-like hurry with Avhich the moths emerge, as if

accustomed to do so all their lives, is quite amusing. The head

of each moth as it emerges is protected by a little helmet of

shamrock- shape, each of Avhose " leaves " is deeply concave. This

helmet is, of course, part of the head-piece of the chrysalis, and

serves to protect the eyes and delicate head of the moth as

it pushes its Avay out of the funnel. As soon as the head

was clear of the funnel, up went a pro-leg and gave a push

to the mask, Avhich fell to the ground
;

quite a heap of these

were found each morning almost immediately beneath the

funnels.

Moving hurriedly and crabAvise the insect then travels from the

funnel to the under side of the cocoon, where it hangs whilst its

crumpled and draggled wings open out, develop), and take shape,

the brown lines on the creamy ground becoming clearly defined.

The wings Avere then raised above the back in the position of

those of a butterfly ; from time to time they Avere shivered,

apparently to test their muscles. After hardening, they are

brought to the usual position of a moth at rest, lying one across

the other upon the back, forming approximately a triangle. If

disturbed at all the moth discharges a pinkish excretion, and

this fluid leaves with such force that I should think it carries a

distance of quite nine inches from the moth.
Theoretically this is the middle of the rainy season, but there

have been no rains recently ; nevertheless three of the moths
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emergerl this evening. I will give the rent of the dates of
emergence serially, with the numbers of moths whicli emerged
from the cocoon each day. (Morogoro, IS.iii. 18) :

March 19th 9 March 25th ......... 4019th
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end. Tliere is <a curious gap between December 29tb and

January 9th, when none emerged ; this was not to be accounted

for by the weather, which was almost uniformly hot and dry

throughout, though I believe one or two showers did occur.

(Kilosa, 19.i.22.)

78. An Amyduia and another Tineid too worn to be identilied
;

also Ephestia cautella Walk. (Phycitinoe : Pyralidte). Writing from

an ex-enemy cotton warehouse where I was camped for a few

days :
—" There are some hundreds of clothes-moths hatching out

in this building every day, presumably having bred in the large

stock of cotton which the Germans have housed here for two

years past. I was very interested in seeing a dozen males

assembling on the outside of my mosquito not and moving to and

fro in ceaseless agitation over a square inch of net—not till then

did I notice the female on the inside of the net. Killed the

males. Next morning there were some more, so I killed the

female and drove off the males, but they returned to the spot

and continued to move over it for probably^ half-an-hour after she

had gone." (Morogoro, 19. iii. 17.)

79. DiiEATA (Jana) sp. (Eupterotida3). The large and hairy

caterpillars of this moth are from three to four inches long, and

their clothing of fine hair over an inch in length msikes them

look inviting to sti^oke. The white or greyish hair, however,

conceals sharp rufous-coloured spines arranged around the body

segments. If you attempt to pick up this caterpillar the spines

are driven into your flesh, where they remain, being very brittle.

Fortunately they are not barbed, so they can be drawn out,

though it is difiicult to do so as they snap on account of the

afore-mentioned brittleness. In endeavouring to pick up one of

these larvae to-day T utilized a leaf of a rubber-tree to protect

my fingers, and was astonished to find the spines driven through

the leaf and into my finger. Unless poison was removed in

passing through the leaf, I do not think they are poisonous,

as only mechanical irritation was felt. The leaf bristled with

them, and a piece of paper proved to be no better protection.

When interfered with, the caterpillar half curves its body, which

has the effect of bringing the spines into prominence and maldng
them more rigid, I think. (Kilosa, 25. iii. 22.)

One of the caterpillars cast its skin yesterday and the other

to-da)', though collected independently. (Kilosa, 7. iv. 22.)

80. Prooessionahy caterpillars. I came across a proper cater-

pillar procession for the first time to-day. A clump of the

caterpillars, owing to their long, wavy, white hair which almost

obscured their dark green skins, had the appearance of a large

luxuriant patch of American blight. The clump was about four

feet from the ground on the bark of a tree, and reaching to the

ground was a single line of caterpillai's ; another line led up from

the clump. Each member of the procession had its head closely

applied to the " tail " of its predecessor, and they moved forward
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very slowly, after the fasliioii of London tnxicahs dosing up in a
press. The catevpillars were 1^ inches in leiigtli, (Handeni,
27.vi. 16.)

Some six miles from Kilosa .ilong the railway line for Kigoma
is Juinhe Sungiiru's village. Here close to the line is a mighty
wild iig-tree, hig as an English elm, and as I was passing it to-day

I. saw that every bit of this great tree as far as its topmost twigs

was smothered in grey hairy caterpillars, each bearing on its

back two spots— tufts of black haiis in reality. The caterpillars

seemed to be moving slowly up the tree with long silken thi-eads

in gi-eat profusion as if to guide them, and as I walked around
the tree surveying this wonderful sight from different points, I

came upon a small column travelling with haste across the path.

Following this line back, I found they were descending from a

smaller tree—no larger than a crab-apple, and of raudh the same
appearance—which still had plenty of leaves, so why they should

leave a land of plenty and go on tliis pilgrimage to a tree already

much depleted of foliage and overstocked with caterpillars, I

could not iinderstand.

I coulil not see the caterpillars feeding on the leaves, hut a

gentle rain of droppings kept falling, and the surrounding ground

was already well-covered, whilst unsightly masses of web and

silken thread loa.ded with excrement depended from the larger

branches. It was diflicult to see what the main body on the bole

of the tree would get to ea,t to-day, but for the time being they

had something else to distract their attention. Several minute
black ichneumon flies Avere hovering over them, and when one

of these approached a caterpillar, the latter would jerk its head

and forepart of the body most violently backwards, and the little

fly would move off. How it could get close enough to oviposit

an egg in the skin of such a hair}"^ caiierpillar was the problem

confronting the insect, but doubtless it would eventually succeed

in doing so. (Kilosa, 30. vi. 21.)

On August 6th I revisited the tree and collected four pupae

which were concealed beneath a mat of webbing. Two were of

one species and two of another.

Two pupje were green, but the shells left after emergence Avere

transparent and colourless except for their bright red *' tails."

They produced ochre-coloured moths with a reddish spot on each

fore-wing

—

Nygmia crocosticta Hmpsn., or a race of this species,

being smaller and moi-e richly coloured than the type which

came from the west of Lake Nyasa. (Kilosa, 14. viii. 21. J These

moths are Liparidte (Lymantridaj), a family not known to include

processionary larvfe. They may have accidentally pupated in the

web of the true processionaries or were perhaps definitely asso-

ciated with them.

The tAvo other pupa? were bi-own Avith four longitudinal series

of golden-brown spots. They Avere 17 mm. in length over all,

except the tei-minal spine which Avas a millimetre long. One
moth either failed to emerge or was lost. The pupa of the other
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was submitted to Mi-. Tarns who found that it contained a

parasitic pupa which Dr. Waterston identifies as a species of

Brachymeria {= Ghalcis auct.). An anterior prominence on the

moth pupa resembles that found in the Notodontid genus
Thaumetopcea, known to have processional larva). The species

may have been T. apologetica Strnnd, I'rom Enst Africn, or

»»n allied form.

ORTHOPTERA.

The specimens referred to were received for Nos. 83, 85, 80,

89, 91, 92, 93, 94 «, 95, and 98.

81. OuTiioPTERA have many enemies. In the stomach of a

Mungoose (Mungos rmmgo colonus) shot to-day were cockrojiclies,

locusts, grasshoppers, and a number of other insects, (Morogoro,

ll.xi. 17.)

A Kestrel's {Cerchneis tinnunculus) stomach contents showed
it to have been feeding chiefly on locusts. (Morogoro, 4.xii. 17.)

A Cattle Egret {liuhulcus ibis) had a great number of grass-

hoppers in its stomach. (Morogoro, 14. xii. 17.)

Gryllimm.

82. RiiACiiVTUYi'ES MEMHUANACEUS Dm. My first ac(|naintance

with this huge cricket was at Morogoro, where an oilicer of the

Flying Corps brought me a specimen 2| inches long and | l>road

at the widest part; he ratheruptly compared its song to the hum
of a gnome engine. (Morogoro, 3. v. 17.)

One of these crickets was shrilling away beneath a shrub two

nights ago : my boy located it, but it dived down its hole ; he

made a big excavation, but missed it ; last night presumably the

same cricket was under the next bush twenty feet away. To-

night it was at the back of the house a hundred feet from its last

location. I went to see it, and found it was just beginning a

burrow into which it dived, but was easily dug out. It had a

single egg in the oviduct, not round but slightly pointed at each

end. (Kilosa, 12.iv.22.)

Again, to-night I found a cricket shrilling outside its burrow,

and was able to appi'oach within a foot of it with an acetylene

lamp, and stand some time before it made off. It also was a

female with an egg ready for oviposition. Within a few inches

of it was a gecko (Hemidactylus squamulatus) perfectly motion-

less as if dazed by, or enjoying, the noise. (Kilosa, 13. iv. 22.)

Each morning one sees little heaps of excavated sand about the

camp, and near them are tracks, not unlike those of a i-at at fii-st

glance, which show the extent of the insect's nocturnal peregrina-

tions. At dawn, and for about an hour afterwards, it is not

uncommon to find stragglers still above ground. If dugout they

are usually nob more than a foot below the surface. Lately I

have been feeding the small Mungoose {Helogale ivori) upon
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them, as they show much engerness for tliis form of diet, snapping
them from one's fingers.

83. LioGRYLLUs mMAOULATUS de Geer. This species is very
widely distributed throughout East Africa. At Mkomasi I dis-

covered two crickets beneath a,n old battered biscuit tin ; one
wjiH nh'oady de.'id and dismeni1)ered, the otlier in tlio jaws of a

.scorpion [Odoitiurvs denia1,i(,s Karscli), which was busily engaged
sucking its juices. As 1 was pulling the cricket away from the
scorpion a San'd-snake's head was protruded from the tin.

(Mkomasi, 2. vi. IG.)

T E T T I G O N T I D ;E = L O U S T I D yTH.

84. Enyaliopsis sp. I caught two of the wingless long-horned
grasshoppers which are very common here. I woke tip with
one on my face the other night, and several of my comrades have
found them in their blankets. (Dutumi, 20. ix. 1 G.)

85. Larva of a species of Guyllacrin^. On my table for a
week past has been lying a newspaper cutting—a portrait. This
morning I found it mutilated in circular fashion as might have
been done by a rose-cutter bee. The cut-out portion had been
tvu")ied up flap-Avise and carefully cemented down to form a, little

cell without entrance ; neither was there any trace of cement or

silk. Opening this I found within it a pink larva. (Lumbo,
25.ix.18.)

86. Clonia waijlbeugi StSl. A native brought me a specimen
of this peculiar insect, the like of which 1 had never seen before.

(Morogoro, ll.i. 17.) Two were subsequently taken at Kilosa,

where they had apparently come to light. (Kilosa, 18.xii.20
andl8. i. 21.)

87. PsRUDORiiYNCUius PUNGENS Scha.um. Heavy rninfall last

night and to-day ; the countryside is teeming with thcsSe Ortho-
ptera. They were just as thick as locusts, in a. I'ubber plantation

near here. One had to shield the eyes to protect them from
the storm of insects Avhicli flew against one's face and body. The
brown forms were greatly in the niinoi"ity, being about 5 per
cent. They showed no selection in choosing sites, as they settled

on bright green rubber-leaves just as readily as in the dry brown
grass. (Kilosa., l.xi.20.)

The insects are plentiful here also

—

i.e., some six miles from
Kilosa. (Miombo, 4. xi. 20.)

A C R I D I D ^.

88. Lamarckiana sp. I put one ©f these cryptically-

coloured grasshoppers into a tin as food for a large Mygale spider
{Plerinochihts sp. : Avicul.aridfe), but on opening the tin found
that the gi'asshopper had killed the spider by biting its abdomen.
(Nr. Moshi, 17.iii. IG.)
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89. SciiiSTOCKUA GUEGAiiiA Foi'sk. Loousts of tliis species

travelling in a S.S.W. direction have literally peppered tlie sky

to-day, but vagaries in the wind have caused many of them to

settle. (Morogoro, ll.xii. 16.)

The most striking thing about the insect-life to-day were the

locusts of two species (the second being Zonocerus elegans) which

were simply swarming everywhere; the herbage was literally alive

with the stragglers of the swarm of yellow adults that passed

over here three days ago. I met a native woman putting them
into a pail for dinner. On the middens outside the huts are

great piles of wings and hind-legs, the relics of recent feasting.

(Morogoro, 14. xii. 16.)

90. Zonocerus elegans Thunb. A rather surprising situation

for immature grasshoppers of gaudy colour were the holes caused

by the larvae of many species of longicorn in the thorn-trees,

whose timber was alinost as hard to cut as stone. Yet 1 took many
of these young grasshoppers as high up as seven feet, and might

have found them still higher had I chopped further up the stems.

Immediately their hiding places were laid open they sprang into

the air. (Mbunyi, 17. v. 16.)

This species is very interesting on account of the small

proportion that develop wings. The insects frequently mate

while their wings are quite rudimentary. The development of

the wings is, I take it, a matter of no importance to the owner's

safety, which is guaranteed to a great extent by its gaudy, apose-

matic colouring and offensive smell. (Morogoro, 14. xii. 16.)

These grasshoppers, apparently so warningly-coloured, are eaten

with avidity by hungry lizards (Gerrhosaurus major) and some-

what reluctantly by a Chameleon (C. clilepis dilepis)*'. (Morogoro,

22.x. 17.)

This species comprised part of the stomach contents of a

Ci-ested Cuckoo {Ooccysies glandarius). (Morogoro, 29. i. 18.)

Also found in the stomach of another species of Cuckoo {Goc-

cystesjacohinus). (Morogoro, 29. xi. 18.)

91. Phymateus VIRIDIPES Stil. Captured three large P7i7y???«.^eMS

insects of the usual vivid green colour with scarlet, blue, and green

under-wings; there were four of them on the bush, nevertheless

I did not notice them till the first moved. A curious mixture of

protective and aposematic colouring, they are rather slow in their

movements and only take short flights, relying for safety on the

frothy bubbles discharged from glands situated just behind the

large jumping-legs. (Ngari Mtoni, near Anisha, 4.iv. 16.)

Took a pair of these Acridians at Morogoro, where they are far

fi'om common. (Morogoro, 10. i.l7.)

92. Cystoccelia absidata Karsch. Just by my tent someone
caught a ver-y queer orthopteron. Its length over all is 4| inches

;

* Compare Dr. Cnrpfiiiter'H experiments on moukoys with tliis Acridimi (Trans.

Ent. Soc. 1921, pp. 8, 33, 53, 98).
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2/j of tins is occupied Uy i,lie nbdomeii. A casque of 2§ iuclies
protects the head and well-developed wings. In breadth the
casque is 1| inches, in height 1| inches, and looks out of all pro-
portion to the rest of the insect.

The colour of the creature is a pale green with mid-ribs and
venations of the casque in yellow ; the vein-like ribs are punctuated
at intervals by yellow spots. Two peculiar silver blotches occur
about half-way along the casque, one on each side ; these can be
seen from above. The upper wings have each a bright splash of
ultramarine near their junction with the body. (Morogoro,
14. V. 17.)

P Jl AS MID^.
9)]. Palopjius greyi Grand., J . A native brought me a fine

stick-insect measuring 11| inches in length ; antennsD 4,^ inches ;

hind-legs 4| inches
; opened wing 3| inches

; elytra | inch long,
each having a hollow excrescence resembling a thorn. Large
stick- insects are rare in East Africa ; I have only come across
two during three years, and those were of diflerent species.

(Morogoro, 1. ii. J 8.)

M antid;e.

94. Praying Mantids non det. An egg-mass of a mantis,
which I collected a month ago has just hatched out and given
rise to a few score grotesque little black mantids. (Morogoro,
2().iii.l7.)

V ^
'

In the stomach of a, Hornbill (Lojikoceros deckeni) were two
large and complete mantids. (Morogoro, 1. vi. 17.)

A. Hornbill {Lojihoceros namnanni) which was mobbed by some
small birds had a large mantis in its stomach. (Morogoro,
15.vi. 17.)

94 a. DACTYLorTEiiYx sp. not in Brit, Mus. Took a mantis
which gave me a great deal of trouble to capture. It harmonized
most perfectly with the l)ark of the tree on which I found it,

and ran round the, tree and up and down with the agility of a
gecko. (Morogoro, 2. ii. 17.)

95. PoLYSPiLOTA y-ERUoiNOSA Goeze. Whilst at my meals all

sort of trifles such as moth or fly wings come floating down. This
is a sign that a praying mantis is also dining. He took up
residence near the ventilating holes at the apex of my bell-

tent, and is between the two covers. Apparently lie finds it a
good spot, for he has been there a very long time. (Morogoro,
15. vi. 17.)

One of the Black-lieaded Weavers (Ploceus v,igriceps) surprised
me to-day by dodging after a mantis in the fashion of a flycatcher.
Almost immediately after catching it, however, it dropped it again,
presumably owing to the mantis making good use of its toothed
fore-legs and perhaps jaws. (Morogoro, 7.xii. 17.)
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A specimen of this green mantis was bi-ouglit me at 6 p.m.,

having been found on a tree-trunk. It deposited an egg-mass,

1;] inches in length and 1 inch in diameter, on the window frame

before 8 a.m. It stayed beside the eggs till dusk the following

evening, Avhen it disappeared. (Nairobi, 7. viii. 19.)

The boy brouglit me two more specimens of this mantis—one
immature but almost fullj'-groAvn and an adult. The latter

measured in head and body 68 mm., abdomen only 45 mm. In

its abdominal cavity, and quite free, I found a GordianWorm {Gor-

dius sp., Baylis det.) 378 mm. in length and 1-5 mm, in dinmeter.

It would be interesting to calculate what length of worm a human
could carry in proportionate body-weights if he were aftlicited

with such pests. (Nairobi, 12. viii. 19.)

96. Spiioduomantis viridis Forsk, Four or five days ago

I brought a gravid mantis into the house ; it spent most of its

time resting on a vase of flowers near the mosquito-gauzed

window. This morning a male mantis was on the gauze six inches

from the female. I therefore went outside and brought him

in at 9 a.m. The female was clinging to the gauze head upwards,

about 9 inches below the male, who was head downwards. At

12,17 p.m. the female took two short steps in the direction of

the male. At 12,19 p,m, with a rapid jump he sprang upon her,

his head being towards her tail ; he turned so (piickly that his

fore-legs grasped her just anterior to the middle pair of legs and

base of wings. His second pair of legs rested on her wings, also

his left posterior leg, the right posterior leg being in space.

The terminal segment of his abdomen was twisted round in a

quite impossible way to form the union. They remained paired

thus from 12.19 p.m. to sundown at 6 p.m. (29.iy, 21), They

paired again for a couple of hours at noon, but after this made

no further attempts (30. iv. 21). Eggs were laid on the window

gauze (24, v, 21), Eggs hatched; young sloughed shortly after

hatching. They are greyish-fawn in colour, with legs striped

like those of a Stegomyia fasciala, but not in such contrasting

black and white. (Kilosa, 6,vii. 21.)

97. Omomantis zebrata Oharp. A mantis, being put upon

a mosquito-meshed window where there were three bees, carefully

stalked them, swaying backwards and forwards with every step

just like a chameleon. It is curious to note that two creatui-es

so entirely diiferent except in their green colour should have

developed precisely the same gait, which to my mind is meant

to simulate tlie movements of a leaf swaying geiitly to and fro in

a breeze, and enables then) to approach withii, striking distance of

their prey—the one with its tongue, the other with its specially

modified pro-legs. The mantis seized the bee with the.se
;
the

abdomen of the bee was held as in a vice in the left, its head in

the right ; without loss of time the mantis bit into and crunched

up the vital thorax, whilst the bee was quite powerless to

retaliate. (Kilosa, 27. iii, 22,)
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98. Manj'is 11ELIX410.SA L., 5 . The wings of this species were
swarming with minute red mites. (Kilosa, 29.iii.22.)

yy. PsKUDooREOBOTitA AVAULBERGi Stll. Are manticls attracted
to light like moths, or is it because of the moths they can capture
that they come ? I took two examples of this species at a light on
the verandah last night. The eye-spots are seen to best advantage
when the mantis raises its wings and rustles them in its usual
" warning " attitude. (Frere Town, 2. vii. 19.)

100. luoLUM DiABOLicuM Sauss. Took an immature specimen
of a chestnut-brown. The leaf-like outgrowth from the head
reminded one of the Leaf-nosed Bats ; other extravagant leaf-

like outgrowths occurred from the limb-joints and on the thorax.

(iJutumi, 15. ix. 1(5.)

1 consider the species luicommon in East Africa, but as it is so

procryptically coloured my conclusions may be based on my own
poor observation. Ilnive only captured two specimens in six

years, the second wns taken to-day. (Kilosa, 18. xii. 20.)
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.00. On the (itiicrnsey Crocidura.

By Ivoii G. S. MoNTAUUK, F.Z.S., and Giia.ce Pickfokd.

[Received October 11, 1923 : Read November 6, 1923.]

Among the material collected by G. E. Pickford in the Channel
Isliuids in August and September 1923, is a seiies of twelve
shrews from Guernsey. The examination of this series, and of

four Guernsey shrews already in the British Museum collection,

reveals a number of features which make it necessary to distin-

guish tin's race from the typical form Crocidura russida russtda.

The few Guernsey specimens examined by G. S. Miller*, though
recorded as smaller than normal specimens of the large typical

form of the Continent, were insufficient in number to make clear

the characteristic nature of their dimensions. The uniformity

of the small dimension throughout the now extended series leaves,

however, no doixht of the distinct nature of the Guernsey race.

The following tabvdation of the diagnostic characters of the

European laces of C. russula indicates their affinities.

C. u. RUSSULA Hermann.

Distribution. Central Europe, from Holland and Central Ger-
many to the valley of the Garonne and the coast of South-

Eastern Prince. Italy.

Diagnosis. Size rather large.

(a) Hind foot 11 -7-1 4.

{h) Condylobasal length of skull 19-20-4.

(c) Average of 29 adults : HB. 78-3; T. 38-7 : HF. 12-8.

Colour usually dark.

C. K. PULCURA Cabrera.

Distribution. Central and Southern Spain. Lowlands of

France south of the Gironde.

Diagnosis. Smaller than G. r. russula.

{a) Hind foot 10-8-13.

(&) Condylobasal length of skull 18-19-4.

(c) Average of 24 adults : HB. 72-8
; T. 37-1 ; HP. 11-9.

Usually paler in colour than G. r. russida.

C. R. oiNTRiE Miller.

Distribution. Cintra, Portugal.

Dlaqnosis. Size as in G. r. lyidchra.

\a) Hind foot 11-4-12-7.

{h) Condylobasal length of skull 18-19-2.

(c) Average of 10 adults : HB. 67-6
; T. 37-7

; HF. 11 -9.

Hairs with a peculiar strong coppery lustre.

* G. S. Miller, Cafciilogue of the Mammals of Western Em-ope, B.M., 1912.
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C. 11. PETA, subsp. n.

JJistribulion. Guernsey, Aldevney (?).

Diagnosis. Size as in C. r. pulchra.

(a) Hind foot 11-12-5.

(6) Condyloba.sa.1 length of skull 18-l-l<)-2.

(c) Average of 16 adults: IIB. 68-3; T. ;rr8 ; 1U<\ 11-7.

Colour nearly as in G. r. riissula.

CUOCIDURA IIUSSULA PETA, Subsp. n.

Crocidura rttssula ritssula Miller, Oat. Mamni. W. E., B.M.,

1912, p. 101.

Type locality. Guernsey.

Material examined. Four adults (3 S ) collected by Bunting iu

August 1908 and twelve adults (7 c?, 5 ? ) collected by Pickford

in August and iSepteml)er 1923.

JJimensions :

—

7^6 8.9.2.20, adult J, 23 Aug. 1908. Hli. ()3r). T. 39. IIF. 12.

E. 9.

Average of eleven adult males (8.9.2.18, ? 8.9.2.19, 8.9.2.20,

8.9.2.21, 1, 3, 4, 5,5,6, 9, 12):—
HB. 69-7

; T. 37-9 ; HF. 11-7 ; E. 8-8.

Average of five adult females (2, 11, 23, 24, 25) :
—

HB. 65-2
; T. 37-6 ; HE. 11-6

;
E. 8-6.

Comlylobasal lengths of skulls:—(8.9.2.18) 19-2; (8.9.2.21)

19-0; (11)19-0; (8.9.2.20) !rv/7;e 18-8; (1)18-8; (8.9.2.19)18-2;

(9)18-1. *

Remarks. The dimensions of this animal show throughout a

uniform smallness which at once distinguishes them from those

of the typical large form Q. r. russida. The normal coloration

is not to be differentiated from that of the dark typical foini.

The few light specimens, those collected in 1908, are probably

only characteristic of the seasonal conditions in the pr('sen<;e of

which a similar liglituess occurs in 0. r. russula. TMiisoccurreuci.'

of a light summer phase should not be confused with the

lightness of C. r. pidchra which, as Miller (/. c.) noticed, normally

occurs at all times of the year.

A Crocidura from Alderney in the British Mu.seum collcctiou

should probably be grou})ed with the Guernsey fornj, but is ioo

young to admit of po.sitive identification.

Note.—The dimensions throughout this paper are in milli-

metres.
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51* Reversible and Irreversible Evolution ; a Study based
on Heptiles. By Dr. FiiANCis, Baron Nopcsa.

[Keceived October 10, 1923 : Read November 20, 1923.J

(Text-figures 8 «k 9.)

The great amount of information that we have about tlie
evohition of some groups of reptiles, the great amount of varia-
bility that these animals show, the long span of time that the
history of their evolution covers, seem to make it advisable to
base an investigation of the laws of evolution on the history of
these groups. Fejervtiry was one of the first who worked on
these lines (6).

As is well known, in the skeletal structure of Reptilia many
characters occur that show what has been called the irreversi-
bility of evolution. Such characters are : the development of a
secondary armour in Dermochelys (4), the changes in the pelvis
of tlie ovthopodous Dinosaurs (5), the secondary growth of the
plastron in the CinosternidfB (9), and the development of a new
element (pra)pubis) functioning as pubis in the Crocodilia.
Apart from these changes, some of which have been well studied,
one can detect other less well-known changes tending to prove
that .sometimes a reversal of evolution can take place.' Changes
of this sort are : the secondary elongation of the anterior limbs
in Dinosaurs, the development of the postorbital bar in Mammals
and theromorphous reptiles, the redevelopment of more or less
plate-like ventral pelvic elements in difierent reptiles, the occur-
rence of polygonal flat carpal and tarsal bones in highly specialised
reptiles, and the relationship of the frontal to the orbit in
different groups.

The aim of this paper is to give a description of the different
changes of this second type and to draw conclusions.

§ (1) 2'he elongation of the anterior limbs in S2)ecialised Dino-
saurs,

In all primitive diaptosaurian reptiles, such as Rhyncho-
saurians and Parasuchians, and in a less marked degree in the
true Rhynchocephalians, the anterior limbs ai-e generally only a
little shorter than the posterior. These animals are exclusively
quadrupedal. In the short-necked Ornithosuchians and in the
long-necked Proterosaurians, which were partly bipedal, a
marked shortening of the anterior limbs can be detected. This
shortening is stronger in the originally bipedal Dinosaurs. It
is very noticeivble in the lightly-built triassic carnivorous Dino-
saurs {Podoheosaur^is, Ilallopus, Procompsognathus) but less
marked in the Jurassic and cretaceous representatives of this
group. In Procompsognathns (and Podokeosanrus'i) the ratio

Piioc. ZooL. Soc—1923, Xo. LXVIII. 68
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of tlie anterior limb to the posterior is 10/27, in the Jurassic

Compsognaihtis 10/18, in the nearly contemporaneous Ornith-

lestes 10/15, and in the cretaceous StriUhioiiiimus 10/16. In

this group, in which not the jaws or the posterior limbs but

the anterior limbs were used for seizing the prey, a decided

lengthening of the anterior limbs occurs. In the heavily-

built carnivorous Dinosaurs, in which, much as in tlie birds

of prey, a prehensile foot is developed, this elongation does not

occur and the anterior limbs remain small or almost vanish (10).

A relatively short anterior limb is also met with in all bipedal

orthopodous Dinosaurs. The ratio is 10/21 in Hypsilophodon,

10/23 in Thescelesaurus, 10/19 to 10/17 in Oamptoscntrtis, 10/14

in /(/uanodon, 10/17 in ICritoscmriis, and 10/15 in Corythoscmrus,

Though less clearly than the preceding one, this list also shows

that iir the more specialised forms, as Iguanodon and Corytho-

scmrus, the anterior limbs are a trifle longer than in the )nore

primitive forms.

In the quadrupedal Sauropoda the anterior limbs are mostly

shorter than the posterior ; in one group, however, the Brachio-

sauridie, the length of the limbs is nearly equal. In this case

the secondary elongation is very marked (10).

All these data show that in those specialised Dinosaurs in

which the anterior limb is continuously used a secondary

lengthening of this part occurs. This can be considered as a

reversal to the ancestral pro-dinosaurian type, l^iagrfunmatically

these changes can be expressed in the following manner:

—

Anterior limbs long andfunctioning. Anterior limbs short.

Ancestors of Dinosaurs-
"^Primitive Dinosaurs.

Specialised Dinosaurs ^

For one reason the case is not quite conclusive, for it can be

surmised thiit the a])pnrcnt secondary elongiitioii is not duo to a

renewed growth hut simply to tlie fact that in Dinosiiui'S the

posterior limbs, on account of their being more used, grew big

lirst, and that the growth of the anterior ones set in later.

8inoe also such a hypotliesis might explain the temporary dis-

proportion of the limbs, the case must be considered doubtful.

§ (2) The development of the postorhital bar.

The second case to be dealt with is more typical than the

first. While in all more or less pi'imitfve reptiles the postorhital

bar is complete, it is open in some rather specialised forms.

8uch Reptiles are : many snnke-shaped reptiles, some other

lacertilians, and the Bauriamorplia. Contrary to what is known
in Reptiles, in Mammals the postorhital bar is incomplete in the

primitive forms and complete only in tlie younger Equidre, most

of the Artiodactyla, and in tlie Primates. This being the case,

it may be concluded that all Mammals descended from animals

lacking a postorhital bar.
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In spite of many mammalian characters, such as the structure

of the teeth, the articulation of the lower jaw, and the shape of

the bi-ain, not the Cynognathiclie but the Bauriamorpha must be
considered as the ancestors of the Mammalia, for the ribs of the

former show a non-mammalian trend of evolution.' Curiously
enough the Bauriamorpha have no postorbital bar. Thur-s the
disappearance of this part in the Bauriamorpha and its reappear-
ance in the higher mammals again points towards a reversal.

Wortmann's discoveries of a separate postfrontal and even of a
postorbital bar in some Insectivora (19) show tliat tliis part of

the mammals is not analogous but homologous with the same
pai't in reptiles.

This change seems again to bo nothing else than the reten-

tion of an embryonic character in the adult, for frequently

in embryos of animals characters appear that aie later reduced.

Good examples are afforded by the temporary development of a
third cervical rib in the Lacertilia (8) and by the development
of a fourth and fifth digit in embryos of birds (13).

A process similar to that which accounts for the development
of the postorbital bar in higher mammals is evidently also

changing the development of the claws in Ojnsthocomns, for

this bird is evidently forgetting how to Hy and learning how to

climb (10).

For the history of the development of the postorbital bar in

llcj)tilos and Mammals the following diagram can be drawn :

—

I'oslorbUal bar comjilete. I'oslorhilal bar inoomjiletc.

Piiinitivo Tlieriodoiits - - >^Bnuri:iinov)ilia (ov similiir

Thcriodoiits).

'

.. .^ i
Specialised Mammalia-< Primitive ]\Iamnialia.

§ (3) The develojjment of the ventral elements of the pelvis.

As is well known, in primitive Stegocephalians, for example
the Branchiosauridse, the ventral elements of the pelvis consist

of four, or sometimes even only of two, small disk-shaped centres

of ossification that were evidentlj' embedded in a large plate of

cartilage. Much the same type of pelvis is found in the recent

TJrodeles, In the more specialised Stegocephalians {Eryo2>s,

Oacojjs) the two ventral elements form a continuous mass of

plate-like bone with a small foramen perforating each pubis. It

is evident that this type of pelvis originated in the complete

ossification of the whole cartilage of the more primitive forms.

This solid type occurs also in the Cot3dosauiians {Seymouria,

Diadectes, Labidosaurus (text-fig. 8 (1)), Pweiasnurus) ] in the

most agile Cotylosaurians (Procolophoa), however, and in the

Pelycosaurians (Ophiacodon, Varanoscmrus) a central perforation

and separation of the pubis and ischium appear. From this

latter t3'pe were evolved the pelves of the higher reptiles, that

«how either one groat perforation in the centre and two small

foramina obturatoria passing through the pubes, or one large

68*
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foramen on esich side between each pubis and ischium (text-

fig. 8 (2)). Through this foramen the obturator nerve passes.

As these openings grow larger tlie central pelvic elements are

more or less reduced to rod-like bones. This change is analogous
to the one that occurs in the skulls of dillerent groups of reptiles,

for also in these the originally plate-like skull bones are reduced,
where they do not cover the brain-case, to rods that correspond
to the different lines of stress and strain.

The tendency to develop more or less rod-like -ventral pelvic

elements is fairly well indicated in most tortoises (text-fig, 8 (3)),

with the exception of the marine ones, for the median ossification

is less marked iu tiie modern toi'toises than in the Amphichelyda^
The same structure is also observable in the primitive Sauroptery-
gians {^Neusticosaurtis (text-fig. 8 (5)), Anaroscacrus).

Among the Parapsida the rod-like pelvis is still missing in

Areoscelis but clearlj' indicated iu Pleurosuuras and well developed
in all 8(i[uamata. Among the Rhynchocephaliaus large ventral

pelvic openings are absent in Uoivesia and the llhynchosaurains,
but tliey are Avell developed in all other llliynchocephalians

(text-fig. 8 (7)) with exception of the Proganosauria. In all

Thecodontia, all Dinosaurs, and all Crocodiles the pelvic apertures
are always large.

In contrast with this more or less plate-like ventral pelvic

elements are to be found in the specialised Sauropterygians

(text-fig. 8 (G)), in the Progajiosauria (text-fig. 8 (8)), and in the
Pterosaurians. Among the latter this feature is very noteworthy,
for it is especially well developed in the Pteranodontida;, which
are the most specialised members of the Order (text-fig. 8 (9)).

JJermocheli/s, which is derived from some unknown chelonian
tortoise, has much smaller foramina obturatoria than all the
Ohelonidai, and retains in the pelvis a great amount of cartilage

throughout life (text-fig. 8 (4)). In this respect the pelvis of an
adult Dennochelys recalls somewhat the pelvis of llaUeria in an
early stage of development (11, 14). The resemblance which
Baur (1) detected between the pelvis of some Testudinata and
the pelvis of the Rhynchocephalia is, of course, only due to a case

of convergence, for the situation of the foramen obtui-atorium is

diflerent in the two groups.

Comparing now the relationships of the reptiles mentioned in

the above lines, it becomes clear that in three cases plate-shaped

pelvic elements must have arisen from rod-shaped bones. The
Plesiosaurians m\ist have arisen from Nothosauiian reptiles, the
Proganosauria from Jurassic Rhynchocephalians, and the Pteran-
odontida) from tiiassic Thecodontia. T'hus these three cases are

quite characterii-tic cases of reversal. An indication of the same
soit of reversal is aftbrded by the differences that separate

Derniochehjs from the Ohelonida?. These differences show more
cleaily than the retuin of the postorbital bar in what manner
such a reversal begins. As suggested in the former case, it

starts by the retention of an embryonic stage throughout life.
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Siij)})0.siiig that in J)ermoclid>/s the whole of tlie c;iriilnge

were to turn to bone, very soon a, pelvis would evolve thnt would
recall the most primitive reptilian pelvis. It would be more
primitive than the pelvis of the Ampliichelyda^ That sucli a
reversal can actually take place will be proved in detail in the
following parngraph, here it is enough to emphnsise that in

rteranodon such an ossification acttially did occur.

On account of the complexity of the changes in the ventral
elements of the pelvis of i-eptiles the diagram also becomes
complex.

Ventral pnrt of pelvis to Hod-like bones

(jreat extent cai-tilaffinovs, Honj/ plates with small with large

foramen ohturatoritini small. foramen obturatorinm. apertui'es.

Primitive Stegoecpl.alia >-
[ Spccialisptl Stesoceplialia;

(. iiiiniitivc reptiles

Primitive marine (and 7. <
volant) reptiles 3 \

-->•
<i
SjiGcialised

(. icptiles.

\ C Spodialiscd ninrino and
^

(_
volant reptiles

§(4) Carpus and tarsus of re2ytiles.

The changes that can be observed in the carpus and tarsus of

reptiles are similar to those in the pelvis.

In primitive Stegocephalia, as in modern Urodeles, the carpus

and tarsus consist of (lat polygonal pieces of cartilage with small

disk-shaped ossicles in their centre. In this respect it is sufii-

cient to refer to Uranocentrodon and to Hclncosatirtis, the foot-

bones of which have been figured by Broom (3). In other
moi'e reptile-like Stegocephalians carpus and tarsus consist, no
longer of cartilage but of more or less flat polygonal bones with
but little cartilage between them (text-fig. 8 (10)) {Trematops).

'.I.'hese tarsal and carpal bones evidently originated by the ossifica-

tion of the whole or of nearly the whole cartilage of the primitive

forms Avithout much change in shajje.

With the exception of the Procolophonida), the Cotylosauria

show much the same sort of foot-bones as the Stegocephalia.

In the primitive ones (Diadectes, Disparactus (text-fig. 8 (11),

Limnoscelis), evidently polygonal cartilage plates were present

with disk-like centres of ossification in their middle, while in the

more specialised ones (Pai-eiasauridfe) the cartilage is replaced

by polygonal bone. In the Procolophonidije the structure of the

foot-bones is different. Instead of cartilaginous or osseous,

nearly immovable elements, ossicles with well-marked concave
and convex surfaces of aiticulation are present. Probably a fair

amount of cartilage was present, Init probably also the surfaces

of the cartilage-bodies were curved.

In the PeJycosaurians the carpus is still sonietimes polygonal
with a small amount of flexibility (Ophiacodon) , sometimes
rounded with a fair amount of cartilage (Varanojjs), and sometimes
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Text-figure 8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

l4.

15.

16.

17.

18.

10.

Pliite-liko pelvis bf carnivorous priiiiitivo Cotylosauriim Lahidosaurus (from

PlatH-liko pelvis of cuvnivorous highly organised Theriodont Ct/nognathus (from

Scok'y).

Kdil-shaiied polvis of moderately specialised marine tortoise Chelone (from

Ilofinanu).

Cartilaginous plate-like pelvis of highly specialised marine tortoise Dermoclielys

(from Volker).

Rod-siiaped pelvis of semi-aquatic Sauropterygian Neusticosanrus (from Fraas).

riate-like pelvis of highly organised marine Sauropterygian Feloneustes (from

Linder).

Rod-like pelvis of terrestrial Rhynchocephalian Sauranoilon (from Lortet).

I'late-like pelvis of aquatic Rhynchocephalian Q/mmpxosanrus (from 15. Brown).

Plate-like pelvis of liighly specialised Pterosaurian I'teranodon (from Eaton).

Polygonal tarsus of higlily specialised Stegocephalian Trematops (from Willis-

ton).

Disk-shaped cartilaginous tarsus of primitivi3 Cotylosanrian Disparactns (from

Case).

Disk-shaped carpus of primitive Ichtliyosaurian Deli'Jtinosaurus (from

Merriam).
Polygonal carpus of highly specialised Ichtliyosaurian Irhthi/osatirus (from

iluene, referred to there under the generic nanu; liurijpteriiqins).

Disk-shaped carpus of primitive Sauropterygian Vroneimticusanrus (from Vol/,).

Polygonal carpus of specialised Sauropterygian I'oli/cotj/his (from Williston).

Dis-k-shapcd carpus of highly specialised marine tortoise JJermocheti/s (from

Volker).^

Spherical carpus of primitive marine tortoise Toxochelys (from Hay).

Disk-shaped carjius of primitive Mosasaurian Ti/losaurns (fiom Osliorn).

Polygonal carpus of specialised Mosasaurian Flatecarjms (from Williston).
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well ossified with spherical suifoces of articulation {Divietrodon).
The latter tj^pe is to be found also in all terrestrial Squamata
that have well-developed feet. Very little is known until now
about the foot-bones of the Theromorpha ; they seem, however,
always to have attn.ined a high degree of perfection.

Turning from the monozygocrota,phous Theromorpha to the
likewise nionozygocrotnphous Sauropteiygians, which evidently
descended from Pelycosaurians or Theromorpha, one is surprised
to remark that even in those Sauropterygians that are least

adapted to aquatic life {Neusiicosaurus, Proncusticosaurus (text-

fig. 8 (14)) the foot-bones are flat and i-ounded ossicles that evi-

dently formed the centres of cartilaginous, polygonal plates. The
same sort of foot-bones are present in the liassic Plesiosaurians.

In the more specialised later Plesiosaurians, instead of the cartila-

ginous plates, polygonal flat bones are present. The flat polygonal
bones observable in Elasmosaurus, Polycotylus (text-fig. 8 (15))
or Gimoliosaurns recall somewhat the flat polygonal bones of the
specialised Stegocephalians.

Siniilivr changes as those in the Sauropterygians can also be
observed in the Ichthyopterygians. In Mesosaurits and some
triassic Ichthj^osaurians {Shastascairus, Delphinosaurus (text-fig. 8
(12)) round bony disks occur that were evidently surrounded
by extensive cartilage. In all the more specialised Ichthyo-
saurians (text-fig. 8 (13)) polj^gonal bony plates are present.

These are firmly applied against each other.

Somewhat similar changes as in these groups are to be met
with in the Testudinata. In the terrestrial tortoises polygonal

bones occur with a small amotmt of mobility between them. In
the TrionychifUo these bones shoAv by retaining at their angles

a good amount of cartilage a tendency to round oflf these angles.

In the Chelonidse (text-fig. 8 (17), Toxochehjs) this process is still

more marked ; finally, in Dermochelys (text-fig. 8 (16)) instead of

angular bones, polygonal plates of cartilngo are present, with
flat bony disks in the centre. These changes show that the

rounding oflf of the primitive polygonal foot-bones of the Testu-

dinata is due to the retention of an embryonic stage throughout
life (14).

Applying this observation to the fossil marine forms hitherto

discussed, it becomes obvious that also in these first a cartila-

ginous embryonic stage, with small centres of ossification, had
become permanent for some time, and that after this transitory

stage extensive ossification set in, in much the same manner
as in the most primitive reptiles. In this instance it will be

remembeied that the hypothesis of a secondary ossification has

already been brought forward in the foregoing paragraph.

Among the marine Squamata the carpal and tarsal bones

retain spherical articulating surfaces in Opetiosixurits, they have
become to a great extent cartilaginous in Tylosaurus (text-fig, 8

(18)), and are already to some extent replaced l^y flat polygonal

bones in Plaiecarjms (text-fig. 8 (19)). So also in this gi^oup the

same changes occur as in the groups already dealt with.
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Until the present investigation only tlie sliape of each

isolated foot-bone was dealt with, now it becomes necessary to

consider the whole foot. While each separate foot-bone shows a

<lecided reversal of evolution, the whole foot as such shows some-

thing else. Although several of the carpal and tarsal bones can

be identiOed in all groups of reptiles, nevertheless the number
and the relative position of the foot-bones continually change.

This is why the foot of an Ichthyosaurian can readily be distin-

guished from the foot of a specialised Stegocephalian. In conse-

quence of the foot-bones always being differently arranged in the

diffei'ent groups of reptiles, evolution seems to be irreversible.

Thus the foot-bones of reptiles show in a drastic manner how
in one point of an organ the evolution can be reversible, but

irreversible in another. When such a phenomenon occurs in

correlated parts of the body, it is admissible to call the case a

mixed one.

The diagram representing the evolution of the foot-bones of

reptiles recalls the one of the evolution of the pelvis :

—

Tarsus and carpus

poli/gonal cartilaffitions Polygonal bony Bones ivith

plates. plates. spherical surfaces.

Primitive Stegoceplmlians 7 > ( Specialised Stegoceplialians 7

„ Cotylosaiiriaus ) X „ C'otj'losanrs ) ( ITiglier^
1. reptiles.

Primitive marine reptiles-<-

"~;^Specialised marine reptiles.

§ (5) 2^he development of the stipraorhital region.

In nearly all the Stegocephalians the postfrontal and the pre-

fi'ontal meet above the orbit and exclude the frontal from this

opening. It is only in some highly specialised forms that excep-

jbions to this rule can be found. First of all the frontal touches
the 01-bit in those gigantic and, as Watson (15) proved, specialised

forms, such as Capitosaurus, Mastodonsaurus, and Cyclotosaurus
;

secondly, this occurs in those Labyrinthodonts that shoAV a very
marked broadening of the skull, such as riagiosaarics (text-

lig. 9 (4)); thirdly, this occurs in the aberrant Microsiiurian

Diplocaidus (text-fig. 9 (2)). In the less aberrant relatives of

Flagiosaitrus and Diplocaulus as, for example, Batrachosuchus
(text-fig. 9 (3)), Dlceratosaurus, and Batrachiderpetum (text-

tig. 9 (1)), the frontal is yet excluded from the orbit.

Other Stegocephalians, in which the frontal likewise borders
the orbits, are Gephyrostegus, which is characterised by the
thinning out of the cranial i-oof, suggesting the formation of

temporal vacuities, and Trematojys and Broiliellus, that both recall

the Cotylosauria. From all this it becomes evident that in the
Stegocephalia the entry of the frontal into the orbits is a sign of

fipecialisation, For the sake of convenience one can call the type
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where it enters into the orbit the neo-orhital type and retain the
expression 2}(dceo-07-bitcd for the other.

Among the Cotylosauria the Diadectidae (text-fig. 9 (5), Bia-
dectes), Pareinsauridjo, and Limnoscelidae show the same struc-
ture as the primitive Stegocephalians, the Captorliinimorpha and
the Procoloi:»honida3 tlie other. Pi-ocolojyhon (text-fig. 9 \(S)) is a
very agile Ootylosaurian, showing also many other signs of

specialisation : for example, a small lacrymal bone. In the
Captorhinimorpha, on the other hand, the limbs are specialised

to a rather high degree.

Among the Testudinata that are somewhat allied to the Cotylo-
saurians, the relation of the frontal to the orbit varies. In
some primitive Testudinata, such as Triassochelys, Ghisternon,

and Kcdlokibotiuvi, the palaeo-orbital type is preserved : in some
other Amphichelydfe ah^eady the neo-orbital type occurs.

Curiously enough, the palfeo-orbital type occui-s also in the Pro-
tosteginaj and the Dermochelydae (text-fig. 9 (8)), while the
Lytolomidje and the Chelonidje (text-fig. 9 (7), Toxochehjs) show
the ueo-orbital type. In primitive Chclonidrc {Toxochehjs) and
in the embryos of Chelone (14) tbe neo-orbital type is more
marked than in the adult Chelone. In the rest of the Tortoises
generally the neo-orbital type is met with ; the palseo-orbital

type occurs, however, in the Platysterninas and Chelydridse, and
sporadically among the Emydida;.

In Platysternum, Dermochelys, and some Chelydridse, as
Macroclemmys, the palaeo-orbital type is associated with a
secondary enlargement of the bones forming the roof of the
skull and with the loss of the power of hiding the head under
the shield. In accordance with this, in Dermochelys, Chelone,

and Chelydra, the po^erior excavation of the parietal and the
squamosal is moi-e marked in the embryos than in the adult (14).

Considering that in the most primitive Tortoises the capacity
of withdrawing the head had not yet been n.cquired, nnd that it

was but secondarily lost in Dermochelys, Chelone, Plaiystemum,
and Macroclemmys, it becomes evident that this feature and the
palajo -orbital type are connected with each other. Evidently
the palsBO-orbital type of the more specialised Tortoises has been
developed from the neo-orbital type, for the ontogenetical changes
observable in the ChelonidsB point in this direction.

Among the Theromorpha the neo-orbital type dominates
Jflcrogomphodon (text-fig. 9 (9)). The palseo-orbitnl type is only
met with in the Cynognathidae {Protacmon, text-fig. 9 (10)).

In consequence of this it must be assumed that either the Cyno-
gua,thidjie retained a very ancient structure, or that also in this

case a reversal took place. Since in all Pelycosanrians that are
ancestral to the Theromorpha the neo-orbital type likewise occurs,

evidently the latter has to be assumed. As Pelycosaurians, it is

quite enough to mention the genera Varanosaurus, Sphenacodon,
Theropleura, and Dimetrodon,
Among the Placodontidae, pala?o-orbital genera as Placodus
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(text-fig. 9 (14)) and neo-orbital genera as Placochelys (text-

fig. 9(15)) can be distinguished. Unfortunately noticing is known

about the evohition of this group, tiierefore no conchisions can

be drawn.

Text-figure 9.

1. Palaeo-oibital skull of primitive Microsauriiin DiplocauliiltB, liatrachiterpeton

(from Watson).
2. Neo-orbital skull of specialised Microsauriau Diplocuulidse, Diplocauhis (from

Douthitt).

3. PalDco-orbital skull of primitive Stereospondylous Bracliyopidaj, Sati-achosucJius

(from Watson).
4. Neo-orbital skull of specialised Stereospondylous Bracliyopidte, Flagiosaurtis

(from Fraas).

5. Palaso-orbital skull of primitive Cotylosuurian Diadeotes (from Hueno).
0. Nco-orbitnl skull of specialised Cotylo.saurian l'rocoloj>hou (from Woodward).
7. Neo-orbital skull of ])rimitive marine tortoise To.vocheli/s (from liny).

8. Palajo-orbital skull of specialised marine tortoise Dermoclielys (from Volker).

9. Neo-orbital skull of primitive higlier'i'beriodont Jlf/cro9omjo7iorfo»(fromWatson).
10. Palnjo-orbital skull of specialised bigher Tberiodont Protacmou (from Watson).
11. Palajo-orbital skull of Lepidosaurian Ileloderma (from Phisalix).

12. Neo-orbital skull of Lepidosaurian Platecarpus (from Williston).

13. Tectorbital skull of Lepidosaurian Varanus (from Scbmidt).

14. PaluDO-orbital skull of Dranitesaurian '£lacodxis (from IJroili).

15. Neo-orbital skull of Dranitesauriau Plaoocheli/s (from .Jaokel).

16. Neo-orbital skull of primitive Archosaurian ISaparkeria (from Broom).
17. Tectorbital skull of specialised Archosaurian Camptosanriis (from 15. Brown).

Among the Sauropterygians, the neo-orbital type is met with
in Anarosanrus, Pistoscmrios, and Nothosaurus, the palseo-orbital

type in Cymatoscmrus and all Plesiosaiuians. In all the Plesio-
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saurians the fiontnl sliows a decided tendency to vanish alto-

gether, and, besides tliis, in the more specialised long-snouted
Plesiosanrians (the Piiosaurians) the tendenc}' exists to develop
large supraorbital bones. This tendency is well observable in
the genera. Feloneustes, BrachyaucheniaH, n\n\ Trinacromeruvi.
In these genera the pi'efrontals and postfrontals are long and
narrow bones. On account of the reduction of the frontal these
animals revert at first to the pala3o-orbital type, but when the
broadening of tlie head sets in they develop on other lines.

In the Parnpsida, that include the Areoscelin, the Acrosauria,
and the Squamata, the frontal nearly always separates the pre-
frontal and the postfrontal. While it borders the orbit in Areo-
scelis, Pletirosaurus, all primitive Chameleons (18) and many
Lacertilians {Plaiecarpvs, text-(ig. 9 (12)), it is excluded in some
Lacertilians from the orbit by a supraoi-bital bone (text-fig. i)

(13), Varanus). //eZoc(fe?-?»a (text-fig. 9 (11)) and the specialised

Chameleons (17) differ from all the other Squamata in showing
the palajo-orbital structure, but this may be due to a leversal.

Thus in this group the structui-e varies.

In the Diaptosaurians (text-fig. 9 (U5), JiJvparkeria), the Dino-
saurs, and the Crocodiles, the prefrontals and the postfi'ontals

never meet. In some Crocodiles however, and in the ortho-
podous Dinosaurs supraorbital bones are developed (text-fig. 9

(17), Gamptosaumis).
For the neo-orbital type, in which .a supraorbital bone is

present, Fejcrvary's term, tectorhitcd (7), can be adopted. Since
the supraorbital bone is only developed in few groups of reptiles,

the tectorbital type is evidently new.
Proceeding now to group the primarily palfco-orhital, the neo-

orbital, the secondarily pala30-orbita], and the tectorbital types

accoi'dingto chronological order, it is soon seen that the primarily
palteo-orhital types are either permian reptiles or such that are
closely allied to permian reptiles. The neo-orbital type occurs
in different groups from the Permian upwards, it is most marked
in the most advanced reptiles ; the secondarily palfeo-orbital forms
are found from the Tiias upwards, but mostly among compara-
tively low postcretaceous reptiles; finally tectorbital types occur

exclusively from the Jurassic upwards.
The average conclusion to be drawn is that in primitive

reptiles (Cotylosaxiria, Tortoises) a reversal could easily occur from
the neo-orbit.al type to the palaeo-orbital type; that, however, in

the more highly developed reptiles (Crocodiles, Dinosaurs) the

broadening of the skull could no longer be attained by a reversal

but only by the development of a new bony element. Compara-
tively primitive reptiles, as Sauropterygia and Squamata, seem
to be intermediate between the two extremes. The primitive

nature of the Squamata is best shown by the circulatory and
respiratory organs.

In two most important papers Weidenreich (16, 17) pointed

out that in some living animals characters occur that are very
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chamctaristic and date buck at least to Pliocene time, but that

ai-e all the same not yet perfectly fixed. Such characters have

each time to be acquired by a special stimulus in every individual.

When such a stimulus is lacking a revei-sal to the ancestrnl type

takes ])lace. Such characters are, for example, among many
other ones, the blindness of Frotens (16) and the siia[io of the

calcaneus in man (17).

Other characters, as the development of the foramen of the

opercvdum, tlu-ough which, in the Urodela, the extremities are

pi-otruded (16), or the scrotum of man (16), aie even then deve-

loped to a certain degree, when inciting stimuli, as the pres^sure

of tlie extremities against the operculum or the descent of the

testicles are i»ot acting, but in such cases these characters are

less marked than when the stimuli are acting.

A third group of characters is always developed in ontogenesis,

and even appfirently without reason. These observations show

that in the fixing of new characters quite different stages occvir.

Comparing now these stages Avith the changes found in the

orbital region, it is evident that the reversal of the neo-orbitab

structure to the palajo-orbital type in permian or primitive

reptiles (Tortoises) is entirely analogous to the case when a not

yet fixed character is lost agnin. The undecided condition pi-e-

vailing among the Sauropterygians and the Squainata can bq

well compared to the changes in Weidenreich's second group,

and the development of the tectorbital type shows that in the

highly developed i-eptiles the neo-orbital type had become fixed

to such an extent that a revei-sal was no more possible.

In this wny pahTontological obseivations corroborate zoological

research, and the interest of this case lays in that it is correlated

with geological time.

The changes may be shown diagrammatically as follows :

—

FalcBO-orbital tj/pe. .
Neo-orbital tj/^w. Tectorbital tj/jic^

Vriinitive Stegoceiihaliiuis 7 \
,, reptiles ) \ C Speciiilised Stcgocopliiiliaus,

^ (.
pnyiirassic veptilcs

Specialised prejuvassic ")

. .

3 ii^ . Specialised ,,«-.!.-
^ v , -.

jnrassic reptiles 3 ( Jurassic reptiles.
reptiles ) kT . Specialised post- \ . C Specialised post-

(The explanation of the abbreviated terms '• prejurassic " and

postjurassic" is given in the text.)

Conclusion.

After having discussed five cases of reversible evolution, four

of which are beyond question, and after having mentioned at the

beginning of the paper several cases of irreversible evolution,

conclusions may now be drawn.

The fii'st certain case of reversible evolution shows how an

ossification, which was interrupted during the course of evolution,
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sets in again. Tlio second case shows the persistence of a
primitive stage of development in later more specialised forms,
and shows the subsequent development of another stage of
evolution through which the nncestral forms had passed long
ago. The third case, the mixed one, shows a similar change
coupled with "irreversible" evolution, and finally in the fourth case
three phases can be discerned—one pliase, in which a character
is not yet fixed, so that a reversal is possible, a second undeter-
mined phase, and a third, in which a reversal is impossible. In
the latter case a particular function can only be attained by the
development of a new oi-gnn.

Reviewing the "irreversible" cases, it can easily be detected
that the apparent " irreversibility" is always due to the fact, that
either an adjacent organ or an organ having a similar function
is called upon to replace a degenerating organ or that in the
absence of such parts a new organ is developed.
From the combination of these observations the following

statements can be deduced :

—

(1) An apparent irreversibility will occur Avhen a certain
character is already so strongly fixed that it cannot be altered.
Such a fixation will occur all the sooner if the dismissed organ
acqm'red a new function.

(2) An apparent irreversibility Avill occur wlien some function
is not perfectly concentrated in a special organ, so that similarlv
functioning organs are ready at hand to replace each other.

(3) An apparent irreversibility will occur when an adjacent
organ is ready to replace the more or less degenerated one. As an
example of this sort the pelvis of the Crocodiles may be men-
tioned, for in this case the posterior ventral ribs assumed the
function of the degenerated pubis and became the prepubes (new
hypothesis of the author).

(4) Evolution will appear irreversible when in some organ the
possibility of development still exists— z. e., if the organ is yet in
a primitive unspecialised state. In such a case this part is l•ead^•

to develop new features that can replace another degenerating
organ. An example of this case is afforded by the development
of the secondary dermal armour in Dermochehjs. As Schmidt's
investigations (12) showed, tlie skin of the Tortoises is not yet
strongly modified in the young, and so it has evidently not yet
lost the general faculty of developing dermal ossifications.
When one of the four enumerated ways of solving a bio-

logical problem has become impossible, an animal can only be
saved from extinction by a reversal to an embryonic stage.
This will only be possible

—

^
(1) if the state to ho given up is not yet fixed by heredity.

That means if this state is not very far back in the history. A
good example is afforded by the development of the supraorbital
region

;

(2) if the embryonic state to be called upon has not in tlu^
meantime acquired a new and vital function. For this case
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Salamcmdra atra is a good example, for if the gills of, tliis

Urodele were move adapted to the interuterine breathing tlian

they actually are, the rearing of its larvie in water would become

impossible (16). Es'en in Tortoises evidently the embryonic gills

are already modified to such an extent that tlie Mud-Tortoises

were incapable of falling back on the use of their gills, and had in

the course of their aquatic adaptation to develop new pharyngeal

organs for breathing under watei-.

The unexplainable but important fact, that the life-history of

each individual is always a distorted recapitulation of the history

of its whole phylum, gives the clue by which we can understand

why a limited reversal of evolution can occur.
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(Text-figures 1 & 2.)

The British Museum has recently acquired two interesting
collections of Reptiles and Batrachians from South America.
The first was made by Mr. A. C. McDougall in Trinidad, on
the River Mamore, Bolivia, and presented in 1922. It
includes a very interesting new snake of the genus Oxyhelis
which I have named boulengeri after Mr. G. A. Boulenger, who
has given me so much help and encouragement in my work
during the past seven years. The second is a large collection
from Marajo Island, at the mouth of the Amazon. This was
made by Herr W. Ehrhardt, and it includes many rarities and
a new species of Amphishaina which I have much pleasure in
naming mitchelli after Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell.

Complete lists of the species collected are appended for their
geographical interest, but for the sake of brevity, notes on the
more common species are omitted.

I.

—

The McDougall Collection from Bolivia.

ECAUDATA.

B U F O N I D .F..

1. BUFO GRANULOSUS Spix.

LACERTILIA.

T E I I D .E.

2. Pantodactylus sohreibersii Wiegm.

iGUANIDiE.

3. POLYCHUUS MARMORATUS L.

OPHIDIA.

GLAUOONIIDiE.

4. Glauconia albifrons Wagl,

Proo. Zool. Soc—1923, No. LXIX. 69
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I L Y S 11 1) iE,

f). Ilysia SCYTALE L.

O L U R III N yE.

('), Helicops POLYLEPIS Gthl'.

One half-grown specimen is beautifully marked ; the white

spots on the dark brown ventrals form a paired series, and the

throat has a transverse wliite band as well as the usual spots.

The throat of this specimen is puftbd out in a similar manner

to that of an angry Dispholidus or Spilotes.

7. IlEaPETOBIlYAS OAIUNATUS L.

8. Liopiiis PCECILOGYRUS Wied.

9. RlIADINiHA COHELLA L.

10. Xenouon mekhemi Wagl.

]) I P S A U O M O R P n I N TE.

11. Leptodira annulata L.

12. oxyrhopus petglarius l.

13. 0. DITORQUATUS Gthr.

14. 0. coRONATUS Schneid.

15. OXYDELIS BOULENGERI, Sp. n.

Habit very slender ; eye large.

Snout twice as long as eye, tapering, truncated at tip. Hostral

broader than deep, scarcely visible from above ; internasals

slightly shorter than prjwfrontals ; frontal long, elegantly shaped,

three times as long as broad, as loiig ub the parietals, as broad as

the supraoculars; loreal small, elongate, three to four times as long

as deep
;
pneocular large, widely separated from the frontal. Eye

large, diameter three times its distance from lip, going five and
a half times into total head-length ; two or three postoculars

(difl'ering on the two sides); temporals 1 + 2; six upper
labials, the fourth very large and surrounding the lower third

of the eye-rim ; four lower labials in contact with the anterior

chin-shields, which are much shorter than the posterior pair.

Scales smooth, in 17 rows ; ventrals deeply rounded, 102 in

number ; anal divided ; subcaudals in 190 paii's.

Body olive above, with two darker narrow lateral streaks on
the fifth scale-row of each side, fading into bright green on the

third and fourth and cream-colour on the first and outer

edge of ventrals. A broad bright dark green band occupying
the true ventral surface with a median pale green streak.

Tail olive-green above and below, with a cream lateral stripe

which fades into pale green and disappears on the posteiior half.

Head brown-olive above, bright green on the sides ; a dark
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brown-olive streak from snout-tip, throngli eye, continuing down
neck as the lateral streak ; lips and chin pale 3'ellow-green.

Type- specimen a half-grown male collected in Trinidad, River
Mamore, Bolivia.

Text-fiirnre 1.

0.r}/helis boulengeri, sp. 11.

Head : a. dorsal view ; h. ventral view ; c. lateral view.

This charming snake is allied to 0. argenteus Daud., which it

resembles in the proportions of the .snout and in the fonith upper
labial alone entering the eye-rim. It differs in many characters,
however, which are besfa shown by tabulation.

0. nrgevtpvs.

Eye : moflerato, 7 tiniOR in total

hotid-longth.

Frontal : 3 times as long as broad.

Anal : entire.

Throat : vv^ith regular punctations.

Coloration -. upper surface light

brown ; ventrals cream, with 2 wide
j

bright green
green lateral and a slender median

|
streak,

streak. '.

0. boulengeri, sp. n.

largo, 5 J times in total licad-longth.

4 times as long as broad.

divided.

immaculate.

upper surface olive ; ventrals dark
Avith pale median

E L A P I N ^.

16. Elaps spixit Wagl.

One female measuring about 3 feet.

So far as I am aware this rare Ulaps has not previously been
recorded from Bolivia. When the British Museum Catalogue
was published the collection only contained three small specimens,
in wliich the eye was larger in proportion, measuring two-thirds
its distance from the mouth. In fully adult specimens the
diameter of the eye is only half its distance from the mouth.

A M n L Y C E r n A I, I D iE.

17. Leptognatiius catesbyi Sentz.

69*
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II.

—

The Ehrhardt GoUection Jrom Marajo Island, at the

mouth of the Amazon.

BATRACHIA EOAUDATA.

C YSTIGNATHIDyE.

1. PaLUUICOLA SKINIFEEA Gir.

2. LBPrODACrYLUS pentadactylus L.

3. L. MYSTAOiNUS Buvmeist.

4. L, TYPiioNius Daud.

B U F O N I D yE.

f). BuFO auANULOsus Gthr.

f) specimens S ? •

One male has lost the right hand, and the nuptial excrescences

are enormously developed on the inner side of the wrist stump,

so much so that they form a protuberant mass which is obviously

as useful for holding the female as a normal hand.

II Y L I D ^i;.

G. ITyla taurina Fitz.

7. H< YENuLOSA Laur.

8. II. iiuimA Daud.

9. PilYLLOMEDUSA nVPOCIION'DRIALIS T)i1.ud.

LACERTILIA.

G E a K () N I D M.

10. GoNATODES UUMKIIALIS Guicll.

11. Thecadaotylus rapicaudus Houtt.

12. Hbmidactylus mabouia Moreau.

I Q U A N 1 ]> Ai.

13. Anolis ortonii Cope.

14. PoLYCIinUS MARMORATUS L.

15. Opjiryoessa supkroiliosa L.

IG. UROOExSfTRON AZUREUM L.

Five specimens of this rare lizai-d, all brilliantly marked.

17. loiiAXATUiiERCULATA Laur.

18. Ameiva surinamensis Laur.

A maguificaut series of specimens.
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A M P H I S B yE N 1 D yE.

19. CoPIlIAS FLAVESCENS Bonil.

One adult female of this extremely rare species. It agrees in

every particular with the specimens already in the British

Museum, and with the description in the Catalogue of Lizards,

vol. iii. p. 4.18.

20. AMPniSBiENA ALBA L.

21. Ampiiisbvena Mri'OiiELLi, sp. n.

Habit as in A. veronicularis.

Snout obtusely pointed, rather pronnnent. Rostral small, as

deep ns broad, scjvrcely visible from above ; nni^als large, forming

a, suture behind the rostral, whicli is slightly longer than the one

between the prjcfrontals ; frontal suture longer than the pre-

frontal suture ; two pairs of small parietals. Eye distinct

through the ocular ; no prreocular
;
postocular large, pentagonal

;

a single triangular anterior temporal ; three large and one small

upper labial on each side, third in contact with ocular and post-

ocular. Hyniphysial tetragonal followed by a, large heptagonal

median chin-shield ; two lai^ge posterioi- chin-shields in contact

Text-figure 2..

Amphishcona mitclielU, sp. u.

Head: a. dorsal view ; b. ventral view ; c, lateral view.

il. Anal region : ventral view.

with second and third sublahials, separated from each other by

4 small shields. Body slender, composed of 213 annuli
;
14

segments above and 14 below the lateral grooves, which are well-

defined. Each segment above about twice as long as broad
;

median ventrals twice as broad as long; a vertebral groove.

Tail composed of 30 annuli. Anal 4 segments wide, the two

median enlarged ; 2 prseanal pores.

Upper surface a soft brown, each segment light-edged. Snout

and lower surfaces ecru.
. .^ , , ,^ c

Described from a single adult from Marajo Island, mouth of

the Amazon.
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This very distinct species may at once be recognized by its

relatively long nasal suture, large anterior temporal, and single

pair of prieanal pores. It does not seem to be very closely

related to any other species.
,

S c I N c 1 D ^,

22. Mabuia aurata Sclmeid.

OPHIDIA.

TvPHLOPIDiE.

23. TyPIJLOPS RliTlCULATUS L.

O L U 1» II 1 N ^E.

24. Helicops leopaudinus Schleg.

The British Museum has only received one specimen of this

rare snake since 1869.

25. Drymobius boddaerti f. t. Sentz.

26. Coluber couais Boie.

27. Herpei'odryas darinatus L., var. E (flavolineatus Jan).

28. Lbptopiiis liocerous Wied.

29. LioPHis PCECiLOGYRUS Wied.

30. L. reqin.e L.

Five hgr. and yg,
Tiiese specimens are brown on the upper surfaces, salmon-pink

blotched with blaclc beneath, and strikingly similar to Ithadiiuea

cobella in general coloration.

DiPSADOMORPHINiE.

31. HiMANTODES CENCHOA L.

32. OXYRHOPUS TRIGEMINUS D. & B.

Two males.

The markings in this species are widely variable ; the middle

black band of each set of three may be much broader than the

outer two, and rounded like a hugh lozenge-shaped spot. The
paired white rings may be very narrow indeed, or equal to the

black ones in width.

33. PniLOBRYAS VIRIDISSIMUS L.

34. Oxybelis fulqidus Daud.

35. 0. ACUMiNATUs Wied.

36. HOMALOCRANIUM MELANOCEPHALUM L.
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I] [j A r I N M.

:\7. Elai's siMxii Wii.gl.

One cJ , similar to the specimen alre<aily noted in tlie McDougall
collection. Both these specimens have very much swollen

cheeks, and minute eyes half or less than half their distance

fro)n the mouth in diameter.

08. Elaps maucgravii Wied.

The white hand across tlie prtefrontals and 2nd and 3rd labials

is well marked ; eleven sets of annul! on the body, the white
rings being g the width of the black ones.
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53. On New and Rare lleptiles and Batracliians from the

Australian Region. By Joan B. Pkoctek, F.Z.S.,

F.L.S., Curator o£ Reptiles, to the Society.

[Heoei\ed November 12, 1923: Read Novembev 20, 1923.]

(Text-liguies 3 &, 4.)

Several interesting collections from the Australian Region
have recently been received by the British Museum (Nat. Hist.).

I shall include four in this one paper, and limit it for the sake of

brevity to notes on rarities and descriptions of new species.

I.—NEW GUINEA.

Mr. W. Potter recently collected for the Museum in N,E. New
Guinea, and besides large series of the commoner things, obtainerl

several rare lizards and a new skink. The latter I have named
after Mr. C. J . Battersby, avIio lias been a most helpful assistant

to me throughout the time that I was in charge of the Museum's
collections of Reptilia and Batrachia.

LACERTILIA

.

Geckonid^,

G\MNODACTYLIS hOniJE Blgr.

A male (length : head 45 mm., body 110 mm,, tail missing),

at least twice as large as the male type-specimen, the onl}'

individual already in the Collection ; in other particulars the
two specimens are identical.

Gv'JVtNOUACTYLUS LOUISIAUENSIS de Vis.

A very large well-preserved female (length : head 35 mm.,
body 93 mm., tail 47 mm.). The three specimens of this rare

Gecko already in the Museum are from the D'Entrecasteaux Group
and the Solomon Islnnd-s.

P Y G O r O D I D yE

.

LlALIS .TTCAni 1^1 gr.

One adult of this extremely rare Pygopod was collected at

Lababia. Each dorsal scale, with the exception of the two
median series, has a small black apical dot, and is also finely

speckled. The species was only known from the three type-

specimens.
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HCIN GIDM.

Lygosoma (Liolepisma) viiiENS Peters.

Four of these sluirp-nosed skinks were collected on the banks

of the River Adler, Huon Gulf.

Lygosoma (Liolepisma) longiceps Blgr.

One very well-marked adult from Lae.

The digits are depressed with smooth lam el he below as far as

the end joint ; the distal phalanx is slender and compressed,

and the digits therefore resemble those of a ITemidactylm.

Lygosoma (Emoa) batpeusbyi, sp. n.

Snout moderate in length, obtusely pointed. Rostral small,

twice as broad as deep, forming a suture with the frontonasal,

which is broader than long and roundly pointed anteriorly ;

frontal three-fifths broad as long, as long as fronto- and inter-

parietals together; frontoparietals fused; interparietal small,

distinct
;
parietals forming a short median sutiu-e, and followed

by a pair of enlarged nuchals. Nostril pierced between a minute

nasal, small postnasal, and supranasal ;
frontonasals separated

from each other; lower eyelid with a transparent disk; sixth

upper labial in place of subocular. Ear-opening small, not as

Text-figure 3.

Head of Lygosoma (Emoa) battersbyi, sp. ii.

a. dorsal view ; i. ventral view j c. lateral view.

large as the transparent palpebi-al disk ; one auricular lobule.

Digits long, distally compressed ; thirty smooth lamella! under

fourth finger, forty luider fourth finger, forty under fourth too.

Scales in thirty rows ; sharply tri- or quinijuecarinate. Mar-

ginal anals slightly enlarged.

Habit lacertiform ; the distance between the tip of the snout

and the fore-limb equals the distance between axilla and groin
;

the hind-limb reaches to in fi^ont of the shoulder when adpressed.

Tail nearly twice length of head and body.

Olive-green above, lighter on the head ; opalescent beneath.

An indistinctly marked light lateral band, black-edged.
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A single adult specimen from Huon Gulf, N.E. New Guinea.
Allied to L. tropidolepis Blgr.*, from which it differs in having

the interjiarietal shield distinct and the marginal prasanals

enlarged

.

II.—aUEENSLAND.

Two collections are considered in this chapter. One made by
Mr. T. V. Sherrin in Riivenshoe, N. Queeiisland, includes several

rare s[)ecies until now unrepresented in the Museum's collection.

The other, made by Oapt. Wilkins in S.E. and 0. Queensland,
altliough small, also includes rare things.

EOAUDATA.

OvSTIGNATniD/E.

LlMN()J)YNASTES FLEXCUEUI Blgr.

Wilkins Collection. !St. George's District, 0. Queensland.
One male specimen of this rare frog was" obtained. The skin

is glandular and the markings clearly defined, spots in paired

lateral series beginning on the loreal region and continuing from
the temporal ; a large shield-shaped occipital blotch and large

median dorsal and sacral markings. Basal web between the toes

well marked.
Oi'iginall}' described from New South Wales f, but recently

recorded from S. Queensland.

E N G Y S T O M A T I D .E .

SPllENOPHRYNE VARIABILIS Blgr.

Sherrin Collection. Ravenshoe, N. Queensland.

One male specimen of this rare frog was collected. It difl'ers

from typical specimens in having a slightly longer snout, but I

hesitate to give it a distinct varietal name on this account. In

all otner respects it agrees with the type-series, and the charac-

teristic markings are well defined. This species was known only

from Celebes.

II Y li I D iE

.

Hyla lesueurii D. k B.

Wilkins Collection. C. Queensland.

A single male of this extraordinary llyla was collected ; the

species is nnlike all the rest in the genus, resembling liana agilis

in general appearance.

CEdura tryoni de Yis (ocellata Blgr.).

Sherrin Collection. Two specimens from Ravenshoe, N.
Queensland.

* Houlengei', Tvans. Zool. Hoc. xx. 1914, i). 260, pi. xxix. figs. 4, 4a.

t Boulengcv, Aim. Mng. N. H. (6) ii. 1888, p. 142.
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. Varanus varius Shaw.
' Wilkins Collection. One specimen (skull and dried skin ; total

length 49" : head and body 19" and tail 30").

In this specimen the characteristic yellow spots aie absent on

the anteinor half of the body, which is merely speckled ; they are

well marked, however, on tlie posterior half.

Varanus varius var. belli Gray.

VV^ilkins Collection. Two specimens (skidls and dried skins) of

this beautiful banded variety. The Mnseum had only one

specimen. The new pair ai'e 50" (tail 30") and 41" (body 20",

tail truncated) respectively. The four dorsal and three caudal

bands are arranged as follows :—
The first band is lunate, extending from the head backwards

to the shoulders ; the second is shaped like a bolero jacket; the

third is very bi'oad, with convex borders pointed medially ; the

fourth covers the sacral region and the upper part of the thighs.

There follow three caudal bands, the fir.st 4" wide, the second 8",

the third 5"
; the tip of the tail is also dark. All the intermediate

areas are bright sand-coloured, black speckled.

SciNciDJi;.

LyOOSOMA (HiNULIA) QUOYl D. & B.

Sherrin Collection. Three well-marked specimens from Ravens

-

hoe, N. Queensland.

Although this species has a wide range of distribution, it is

rare and local.

Lygosoma (Hinulia) 'J'knuh Gray.

Wilkins Collection. One adult collected on Tamliouriue Mt.,

S.E. Queensland, This individual is L. vturraiji lUgr. of the

British Museum Catalogue (iii. p. 232). The Museum has only

the specimen originally collected by H.M.S. ' Challenger.' On
comparing these two specimens of murrayi, which have 34 scale-

rows?, with the series of temie the supposed differences in the size

of the ear-opening and in coloration cannot be detected, and
without counting the scale-rows it is impossible to tell them
apart. L. tenue is already known to have scale-rows in 28, 30,

or 32 rows, so that it seems impossible to maintain individuals

with 34 rows as a distinct species on this ciharactor alone.

L. mtirrayi Blgr., therefore, should be placed in the synonymy of

L. tenue Gray.

Lygosoma (Hinulia) monotropis Blgr.

Wilkins Collection. One adult from C. Queensland.

Sandy brown, with ten dark transverse band« on neck and
body and twenty-three on the tail. Some of these bands bifurcate

on the sides.
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Lygo.soma (Liolicpisma) cTTALLEisraicRi Bigr,

Tliis species is only known from the two type-specimens wliicli

were received from the ' Challenger ' Expedition in 1882.
Mr. Sherrin has collected two more in Ravenshoe, both agreeing
precisely with ours and with the description in the British
Museum Catalogue (vol. iii. p. 268).

Lvgosoma (IItiodona) punctatovittatum Gthr.

Wilkins Collection. One specimen from Thomby Station,
St. George, Central S. Queensland, Until last year we possessed
only the type-specimen of this species from Queensland. Prof.
Wood-Jones then sent us one collected on Flinders Island in the
Great Australian Bight. Zeitz records it from Queensland,
'Victoria, and Tasmania, so that, although so rare, its range
probably extends all over the eastern half of the continent. Tlie
present specimen agrees in every particular with the type and
with the description in the British Museum Catalogue (iii. p. 335).

Lyoosoma (TIomolepida) mjobergi Lonnb. & And.
Sherrin Collection. This species is new to the British Museum.

One adult was collected, minus half its tail but otherwise well
preserved. It agrees well with Lonnberg and Anderson's
description*.

TllOriDOPlIORUS QUBENSLANUIyE de Vis.

Sheirin Collection . This species is .also a great rarity new to the
Museum's collection. An adult andonevery young specimen were
obtained which agree well with the minutely detailed description
given by de Visf in everything except markings. Tiiey have
very pale alternating cross-bands, which give a. reticulated effect
dorsally and continue on the tail. Beneath, the pale tint pre-
dominates, with reticuL'itions on the chin, down the sides and
beneath the tail. A median dark wavy band from the chest to the
vent. The two specimens are marked exactl}' alike.

OPHIDIA.
COLUBRID^,

IIoriiOCEi'iiALUs BiTORQUATUs Jan.

Wilkins Collection. One young specimen from Thomby
Station, near St. George, Central S. Queensland. It has a well-
defined cream-coloured nuchal collar and the characteristic black
markings on the head. The Museum has not received a specimen
of tViis rare snake since 1876.

El APIN/R.

PSEUDECHTS AUSTRALIS Gray.

Wilkins Collection. One chestnut-brown adult from Thomby
Station, Central S. Queensland. Aberrant in having 19 scale-
rows on the body ; 21 on the neck.

* Loiin. & And. Kuiigl. Sv. Vet.-Akiid. Ilandl. Iii. 1915, p. C.

t Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wnles, 1889, vol. iv. p. 1031.
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III.—SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

In 1921 Prof. Wood-Jones made a very valuable collection of

lizards in ISTuyb's Archipelago and the Investigator Group.

These lizards, which he presented to the Museum, were mostly

rare skinks, amongst them a new species

—

Lygosoimi {JTomolepida)

wood-jonesi. The description of the latter, with notes on th^t

collection, appear elsewhere *. This year Prof. Wood-Jones has

sent ns a supplementary collection mostly from the const of the

mainland, including a new Amphiholurus and several rare geckos

and skinks. Only species of special interest in this second

collection will be noted here.

LAOERTILIA.

GECKONIDiR.

Heteronota niNOEi Gray.

Whilst working at Pi'of. Wood-Jones's specimens I compared

our series of //. biuoei and derbiana Gray, and came to the con-

clusion that they cannot be maintained as distinct species. The
arrangement of the dorsal tubercles is subject to great individual

variation, the derhiana form completely intergrading with that

proper to hinoei.

DiPLODACTYLUS TESSELLATUS Gray.

There are but two specimens already in the Museum's col-

lection. Prof. Wood-Jones obtained another on a journey from
Hergath Springs, N.E., to Kilalpaninnn, Cooper's Creek. Unfor-

tunately all three are males.

Peropus varieqatus Dum. ot liibr.

Prof. Wood-Jones's specimens would formerly have been called

Gehyra austrcdis, but Fiy has pointed out t that the genus should

be Peropus Wiegm., and series of specimens now show that

cmstralis intergrades with variegatus.

Ampiiibolurus imbricatus Pehers.

Prof, Wood-Jones collected one female at Berri, Hiver Murray.
Its scales are extremely lanceolate and the characteristic markings
are indistinct. The Museum until now had only two specimens
of this very rai'e species—both females— so that in this case the

revei-se of the state of things noted under Dij^lodactylus tessellatus

has occurred, and we have now three females of A, imbricatus

and no males, and three males of D. tessellatus aiid no females.

* Proctor, "Flora and Fauna of Nuyt's Arcliijielago and the Investigator Group,
No, 6—Lizards." Trans. Roy. Soc. S, Australia, 192.).

t Fry, Roc. W Aust. Mus. i. 19M., p, 178,
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Ampiiibolurus fionni, sp. n. '

Habit slender, limbs very long.

Head moderate ; snout as long as tlie orbit, with strongly-
marked cantlms rostralis and concave loreal region ; nostril

nenrer the eye than tip of snout, situated below the canthus edge;
tympanum as Inrge as eye-opening; upper head-scales tubercular,
keeled on the snout, smallest on the supraocular region. Sides
of neck strongly plicate ; n, fold set with small spines from the
angle of the mouth to the shouldei*, others below the eye and
above the tympanum, and one in the form of a low nuchal

Text-fiffure 4.

irciul of Am/pMholvrtisfioiini, sp. ii.

a. laternl view ; h. dorsal view ; c. ventral

crest, flanked by a pair reaching from the occiput to the shoulders.

Gular scales minute. Body covered with small keeled scales,

which are minute on the sides and enlarged on the vertebral

region. No enlarged ones scattered on the sides. Ventral
scales small, smooth, the ones inider the fore-arm and under the

tibia keeled. Caudal scales small, strongly keeled.

Limbs very long, the fourth toe I'caching to the nostril wlien

the hind-limb is adpressed, scales on the limbs slightly enlarged,

strongly keeled. Digits long, distinctly fringed. About 40
femoral pores, slightly interrupted in the middle. Tail slender;

depressed at the base ; twice length of head and body.
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Upper surfaces all olive-grey with darker variation. A lateral

series of large dark blotches. Greyish white beneath, the throat

reticulated with grey.

Described from a single female. Head and body 60 mm. in

length; tail 118 mm.
Tliis species is allied to A. ornatus Gray, from W. Australia,

from which it may easily be distinguished as follows:

—

A. ornatus Gviiy, A,Jionni,sp.n.

Lateral scalesheterogeneous. Lateral scales homogeneous.

No nuchal crest or spinose A low nuchal crest and

folds on head and neck several lateral spinose

(described from an adult folds on neck (although

male). described from a small

female).

Toes feebly fringed. Toes strongly fringed.

Since tlie type is a small female the spinose folds make a

distinguishing ciiaracter, as we know that adult males in oniaius

do not have them, and it is to be expected that the male of

the new species would haye them still more developed. The
coloration and markings are also quite distinctive, but this

might be sexual.

It is also allied to A. rufescens Stirling, but the characters in

which it difters from this are more numerous.

Ampiiibolurus auklaidensis Gray.

Prof. Wood-Jones caught three specimens of this beautifully-

marked species, which has not been received here for the past

fifty years.

Tympanocryptis oephalus Gthr.

Zeitz in his Catalogue (p. 198) places this species in the

synonymy of T. lineatus Peters. The two species are, however,

quite distinct ; lineatus has sharply-keeled scales and spinose

tubercles ; cephalus has smooth, more cycloid scales and less

spinose tubercles. The present collection included a female and

young.

Lygosoma (Liolepisma) entrecasteauxii D, k B.

The adult collected by Prof. Wood-Jones is the first to be

added to the Museum's collection since the publication of the

Catalogue in 1887. As far as I am aware, it has so far only

been recorded from Tasmania. The present specimen was caught

on Pearson's Island, Investigator Group.

The new specimen has tricarinate dorsal scales, and is excep-

tionally well marked.
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Lygosoma (Riiodona) bougainvillii Gray.

One acliilt was collected at Port Lincoln.

Lygosoma (Riiodona) bipes Fischer.

This species is very rarely met with in South Australia.

Ablepharus lineo-ocellatus var. adelaidensis Peters.

One adult of this rare variety from Port Lincoln.

OPHIDIA.

El apiNjE.

Diemenia textilis D. & B.

Kreft states that young specimens from Adelaide lack the
typical dorsal bands met with in young from elsewhere. A
specimen in the present collection from Mt. Lofty bears this out,
but it is well Avorth noting that there is a specimen from
N. Queensland in the Museum's collection which is precisely
similar in this respect.

Piioc. ZooL. Soc— 1923, No. LXX. * 70
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1.

54:. On Aeklltidiis to tlio iSnake Fauna of Egypt.

By Major S. S. Flower, O.B.E., F.L.S., f!Z.S.

fRcceivcd August 31, 1023 : Read November 6, 1923.1

Summari/.—Snakes of tlie genera TyjMojJS and Lycophi-

dlum are recorded for the first time from Egypt, remarks are

made on the status of Lycophidium ahyssinicus, and the Protero-

g]yph Snake Walterinnesia o'gyptia is for the first time definitely

proved to be an inhabitant of Egypt.

2. Achiowledgements.—I am indebted to Dr. Walter Francis

Innes Bqj, formerly Curator of the Zoological Museum, School

of Medicine, Cairo", to Prof. Edward Hindle, F.L.S., F.Z.S.,

Biological Department, School of Medicine, Cairo, and to Mr.
j\richa.el J. Nicoll, F.Z.S., Assistant Director, Egyptian Govern-

ment Zoological Service, for kindly giving me many opportunities

of examining Egyptian snakes.

I Avish alsto to express my thanks to Miss J. B. Procter, F.L.S.,

F.Z.S., for her kindness in looking up, and allowing me to

examine, certain snakes in the collection under her charge in the

British Museum.

3. Typhlops.

When Mr. ]3oulenger published his " List of the Snakes of

North Africa," P. Z. S. 1919, p. 299 et seq., no representatives

of the family Typhlopidre were known from Egypt.

Among snakes lent to me for examination in April 1923 were

two individuals of the gejius Typhlops.

\&t. A spirit specimen definitely proves that Typlilops occurs

in Egypt. The discovery is due to Dr. Innes, who caught the

snake himself on 6th March, 1906, among the roots of a tamarisk

tree at MaTg, on the eastern outskirts of Cairo.

The dimensions of this specimen in spirit, 17th April, 1923,

were :

—

Length, snout to vent ...

tail

„ total

Diametcv of body

„ tail, at vent

riength of shielded-]

Head \ portion, in median >•

(. line J

„ total length

„ width

„ deptli
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This individual appears to me referable to the Typhlops vernii-

cularis of Mr. Boulenger's British Museum Catalogue of Snakes,

and so extends the range of that well-known species.

2nd. On the 15th of April, 11)23, Prof. Hindle sent me a live

snake which he had purchased in Oairo from an Arab vendor of

reptiles. The Arab said the snake came from Daraietta. Tliis

may or may not have been so. As Damietta is a seaport its

trade with other parts of the Mediterranean and the local habit

of careening sailing craft on the shore make it possible for a

snake found there to have been brought, by accident, with cargo

or ballast from almost anywhere. Seaports are not "good

localities " for recording reptiles from.

As far as I could examine this live individual it was also a

specimen of Typhlops vermicularls, but it was of most unusual

size for that species, being about 383 mm. in total length. The
diameter of body was 7 mm. (t. e., goes about 53 times in total

length).

4. LycopMdium.

In "A List of the Snakes of North-East Africa" by Mr.

Boulenger, P. Z. S. 1915, p. 64G, two species of Lycojihidtum are

mentioned :

—

Lycophidium capense from "Tropical and South Africa."

Liicophidium ahyssinicus from " Abyssinia."

In " A List of the Snakes of North Africa " by the same

authoi", P. Z. S, 1919, the genus Lycophidium is not mentioned.

5. Lycophidium ahyssinicus Boulenger, Brit. Mus. Cat. Snakes,

i. p. 342, appears to be known only from the type-specimen in

the British Museum, and to difter from Z. capense only in having

the rostral shield narrowed, almost pointed, behind. On ex-

amining the type in London, July 17, 1923, it appears to be

inseparable from L. capense. Two females of L. capense irom

the Blue Nile have their rostral shields pointed.

6. Lycophidium capense.

When Mr. Boulenger wrote the Catalogue of Snakes there

were no specimens of L. capense from North-East Africa in the

British Museum, and so the single individual Lycophidium from
Abyssinia was separated by a very wide tract of country from

the known range of L. capense.

In July 1923 in the British Museum there were four specimens

from North-East Africa entered in the catalogue in manuscript

by Mr. Boulenger, under :

—

Lycophidium capense, var. B.

Female. V. 188. C. 31. Roseires, Blue Nile. S. S. Flower. 1909.

Female. V. 191. C. 40. Deesa, „

Male. V. 168. C. 35. Onaramalka, Abyssinia. G. A. P. Abercromby. 1910.

Female. V. 180. C. 33. .,

These four specimens have all subcaudal shields paired.
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7. An Egyptian Lycopliidium,

Dr. Innes told nie that he had in spirit a supposed young
individual of Walterinnesia cegi/ptia, collected in agricultural land
in the Fay urn, Upper Egypt, in 1904, by the Rev. Father
Teillard, and that there was no doubt whatsoever as to the
locality. In answer to my enquiries Dr. Innes told me that
Father Teillard had never collected in the Sudan, but had, from
Cairo, gone to stay at a farm in the Fayum, and while there
came across this snake and brought it back with him for

Dr. Innes's collection.

On 19th April, 1923, Dr. Innes lent me this specimen for iden-
tification. For fear of damaging it, I did not examine the teeth,
but externally there appears no reason not to consider it a
Li/cophidifim. capense.

Scales 17 rows. Ventrals circa 196, Subcaudals 39 : these
subcaudals consist of three pairs at base, then three undivided
scales, then thirty-two pairs.

It was on the strength of these undivided subcaudals that the
snake had been referred to Walierinnesia.

It is a most remarkable fact that this South and Tropical
African snake should occur in the Fayum, but a parallel case
appears to exist in the Rough-keeled, or Egg-eating, Snake
DasypeUis scahra, of which the late Dr. John Anderson recorded
a single specimen from the Fayum.

8. Walierinnesia ccgyptia Lataste, 1887.

Dr. Innes discovered this species : he saw a snake in the hands
of a native "snake-charmer" in Cairo, and recognizing that it

was something different from the ordinary Cobras of the genus
Naia, purchased the specimen and sent it to France to Monsieur
Fernand Lataste.

On 7th February, 1887, this snake was described asaneAvgenus
and species by M. Lataste (' Le ISTaturaliste,' Paris, 1887, p. 411
et seq.), the generic name being in honour of the discoverer.

9. "JIahitat " of Walierinnesia.

As the type-specimen was purchased by Dr. Innes from a pro-
fessional "snake-charmer" in Cairo, it was in itself no evidence
of being of Egyptian origin. A trade in live reptiles between
the resident and wandering performers in Asia and North Africa
exists, and probably has existed for many centuries.

Subsequently Dr. Innes purchased two more individuals from
the same man. So three specimens of WaUe7'innesia appear to

have been known when Dr. John Anderson wrote on the
lierpetology of Egypt, but Dr. Anderson does not mention the
number.

Dr. Anderson wrote (' Zoology of Egypt,' Reptilia, 1898,
p. 325) :

" The only specimens on record of this species were
purchased by Dr. Walter Innes from a snake-charmer in Cairo,
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and there is nothing to fall back upon, beyond the stateuient of

the juggler, to establish it {Walterbmesia) as aii Egyptian species.

I have made the most careful enquiries about its presence in the

neighbourhood of Cairo, without having been able to throw any

light upon tlie subject, and Dr. Inncs's endeavours to procure

more specimens have been fruitiest;."

Since Dr. Anderson's time several other visitors to Egy})t,

interested in Zoology, have made special endeavours to outain

specimens of Walterinnesia, but without success.

On 12th November, 1908, the man Avho had sold the first speci-

mens to Dr. Innes brought to Giza a live Walterinnesia, which
I puichased for the Giza Zoological Gardens. This man said

that this species of snake was not found in Egypt, and could

only be obtained near the river Atbara, in the Berber Province

of the Sudan. This statement was probably made to enhance
the value of the specimen he offered to sell, but it influenced me
at the time. I infoi-med Mr. Boulenger, and in G. Z. G .

" List

of Animals (2nd edition)," 1910, p. i^28, wrote of this species

^' ITabUat probably irppor Nubia." So Mr. Bonleuger, P. Z. S.

1915, p. G5(), gave the distribution of U'cdterliinesia a;(/i/piia as

"Nubia? Egypt?" tan], P. Z. S. 1919, p. 30G :—"' Egypt ?

Nubia ?
"

Meanwhile, in 190i, Dr. Innes had received from the Fayum
a black snake supposed to be an immature WaUerinneala. in

April 1923 I had an opportunity of seeing this specimeUj and, as

mentioned above, it belongs to a very diflerent genus.

10. llediscoveiy of Walterinnesia.

On 5th April, 1923, Mr. M. J. Nicoll shot a black snake about
21 miles east of Cairo, on the Cairo-Suez I'oael, which he lianded

over to me the same day for examination. It is the fifth in-

dividual of Walierinnesia cegi/piia of which we have record, and of

great importance as being the first specimen obtained with
reliable data as to locality, etc. It proves that M. Lataste was
not in error when he gave the specific name ceyyptia. Mr.
Nicoll's find .also brings to notice the interesting fact that
Walterinnesia is found in the desert, far from water, in the same
kind of country where the Vipers of the genera Cerastes and
Echis occur.

The only Proteroglj-ph Snakes, besides Walterinnesia, which
ai'o known from Egy|)t are two species of Cobra., Naia haie and
JV^aia nigricollis, neither of which, as far as my ])resont experienco
goes, are ever found more than about half a mile's distance from
permanent water.

11. Known specimens of Walterinnesia.

(i.) The type. Female. Described by Lataste. Now in
Biitish Museuin.

(ii.) Male. Described by Boulenger (Cat. Snakes, iii. p. 392)
and by Anderson (1898, pp. 321. 325). Now in British
Museum.
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(iii.) Obtained by Dr. Innes (sis were Nos. i. and ii.). Was in

tlie Cairo 8cbool of Medicine Museum, now in tlio Gi/,a

Zoologicnl Museum,
(iv.) Obtained alive (v. siq?.) November 12, 1908, lived in Giza

Zoologicnl Gardens for eiglit months nineteen da3's,

Male. Now in the British Museum,
(v.) Male. Collected by Mr. M. J. Nicoll, April 5, 1923, on

desert, about 21 miles east of Cairo. Now in Giza
Zoological Museum.

12. Notes on 5th specimen of Wcdterinnesia cegyjjtia,

by S. 8. F., April 5, 1923.

Male. Collected to-day by Mr. Nicoll.

General impression :—A heavily built, short-tailed snake, with
a large flattisli head, a small black eye, and a conspicuously
large nostril.

Colour :—Upper surfaces shiny black ; lower surfaces grey.

Ventrals 190. Anals 2. Subcaudals 51 (actually 51 right,

50 left. First, at base, divided. Second to sixth entire. Seventh
divided. Eighth entire, llemaining forty-two divided, and one
extra half on right side).
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55. Cervical Vertebraj of a Gigantic Blue Whale from

Panama. By Sir Sidney F. Harmer, K.B.E., Sc.D.,

V.P.R.S., F.Z.S.

[Received November 19, 1923 ; Read November 20, 1923.]

(Text-figure 1.)

The bones under consideration (which were exhibited) were
the second and third cervical A-ertebrte of a Bine Whale (Balce-

noptera muscnlns L.), and had been presented to the British

Museum (Natural History) by Mr. F. A. Mitchell-Hedges, who
had given the following account of their history :—The whale

entered the harbour at Cristobal, the northern entiance to the

Panama Canal, in January 1922. It passed up the canal towards

the first locks at Gatun, and having become a menace to shipping,

it was killed with machine-guns. It was towed by tugs to the

Cristobal docks, where unsuccessful eflbrts to raise it from the

Avater Avero made with powerful 75-ton cranes. It is said to

have been carefully measured, at this stage, as having a length

of 98 feet, and its Aveight Avas estimated at 100 tons. It Avas

later towed out to sea, but it drifted ashore again, and after

having been towed out once more, it Avas bombed from the air

by United States army planes. Parts of the carcass subse-

quently came ashore at Santa Isabel, between Nombre de Dios

and Cape San Bias, Avhere the v^ertebrae Avere found by Mr.
Mitchell -Hedges.

The specimen is of special interest from several points of

vieAV. The Blue Whale is commonly considered an ice-loving

species, and it Iihs been foiind in large n\mibers on the fringe of

the Arctic and Antarctic ice. Although it is knoAvn to travel

considerable distances from the poles, as shoAvn by its fi-equent

capture by Avhaling companies o& the Finmark, Newfoundland,

and South African coasts, records of its occurrence in or near the

Tropics are rare. In his memoir, " The Whalebone Whales
of NeAV England'"'*, Mr. Glover M. Allen states that the Blue

Whale is essentially a *' cold-water " species, and that New
Jei-sey " perhaps represents nearly the normal southAvard limit

"

on the Atlantic coast, though it may eventually be found to
.

folloAV the inshore waters as far south as the Carolina coast. The
specimen under consideration occurred in lat. 9° 30' N., and the

record is of importance as bearing on the possibility of a migration

across the equator of Blue Whales from the Northern Hemi-
sphere to the Southern, or vice versa.

* Allen, G. M., Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. vol. viii. No. 2, p. 255 (1916).
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In structure the A^ertebrfe sliow an uniisual peculiarity.

Alfcliough Balmnoptera is ordinarily distingaislied from Balcana

by the fact that all the cervical vertebrje are completely free,

these two vertebras are firmly ankylosed to one another by a

union, between their centra, principally on the right side, at the

periphery, Avhere there is some indication of a diseased condition

of the bone.

The specimen is fuither of interest, from the information it

gives as to the size which may be reached by the Blue Whale in

Northern waters. Becent unpublislied records of the Southern
Whaling Companies establish the fact that the length of 100
feet may l)e exceeded in that part of the world, and the opinion

has been expressed that the Southern race difl'ers from the

Northern by attaining a greater size. Thus Allen (op. cit. p. 249),

relying on measurements of Northern Blue Whales made by

Text-fitrure 1.

Blue Whale {Bcdcenopteva viuscalvs). Anterior view of the iinkyh^sed axis a);d

third cervical vertebra; the neiiial arch of the latter just visihle through the

neural canal of the axis. Pauiiiua, F. A. Mitchell-Hedges Coll.

A scale nearly of 5 feet in length is seen resting on the somewhat i'l.jured

neural spine of the axis.

True and at the Norwegian whaling stations, comes to the con-
clusion that 77 feet 2 inches " is probably nearly a true maximum,"
although he mentions a Norwegian record of S7 feet 6'5 inches.

The question had previously been discussed at length by l^rue *,

Avho concluded (p. 156) that the maximum length of Newfound-
land Blue Whales is less than that of Norwegian specimens,
pointing to a difference in size of Blue Whales on opposite sides

of the Atlantic. This opinion, which has been quoted in support
of the view that the Eastern and Western schools are distinct in

that ocean, is obviously affected by the present record.

* True, F. W., " Whalebone Whales of the Western North Atlantic," Smithson.
Contr. Knowledge, vol. xxxiii. (1904).
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Tlie luiiterial Mvailable for com[)arisou iu the Britisli Museum
is imforfcunntely scanty, and the best is a skeleton of a IBlue

Whale whicli was stniuded at llosslaie, Wexford Bay, on Mar. 25,
1891. According to the information given by W. Crouch* and
G. E. H. Barrett-Hamilton f, this specimen was probably a
female 82 feet long. The examination of its vertebral column
sliuws tliiit tlu* 0[)i[»hyKeH of tlio conti'a, nro fieo, or nearly free,

:i,]ong the -wliole leiigtli of the column. Tho process may
})erhiips liMve commenced in the caudal region. It should be noted,
jiowever, that True J quotes an observation by Guldberg, who
measured a male J3liie AV'liale as 78 feet 9 inches long, and subse-
(juently ascertained that all the epiphyses were ankylosed to the
bodies of the vertebrje. Flower § has pointed out that ankylosis
of the vertebral epiphyses in Cetacea commences in the cervical

and caudal regions, extending from both ends towards the middle
of the length of the column, where the process is finally completed.
lie distinguishes animals in which this process has commenced
but is incomplete as being in the "adolescent " stage, which has
thus hardly been reached by the Wexford whale. The Panama
vertebra^, on the contrary, have their epiphyses completely
united; and it may be inferred from their condition that the
animal was full}^ adult, although it is obvious that they give no
complete answer to the

.
question whether all the vertebral

epiphyses Avere thus united.

The axis of the Panama specimen measures 4 feet 7^ inches
from tip to tip of the transverse processes, and it thus greatly

exceeds in size those of (1) the Wexford whale, with a corre-

sponding measurement of 3 feet 8^ inches, and (2) the female
specimen recorded by Sir William Turner ||, of an estimated
length of " 70 to 80 feet or upwards," stranded at Longniddry,
Firth of Forth, November 1869, whose axis measured 3 feet

8 inches across. The Panama axis is stiikingly more massive
than that of the Wexford whale, as is shown by a comparison of

the weights. The ankylosed axis and third cervical vertebra of the
Panama whale weigh 112 lbs., Avhile the corresponding bones of

the Wexford whale are only 53 lbs. This gives a fair comparison
of the actual volume of the bones, even taking into account the
])0ssibility of a slight error due to differences in the amount of

animal matter left after cleaning. It is further in accordanbe
with expectation, in an animal increasing from 80 to 100 feet in

length, a proportion of 4 to 5. The increase in volume should
l)e in proportion to the cubes of these numbei'S, and the cube of

5 is almost exactly twice the cube of 4.

• It is of interest to attempt to verify the recorded length of the

Panama whale. Truo^f has recorded the mensuroments of a

* ' Tlic Zoologist,' 1801, p. 215.
+ Ibid. )i. 300.

,

t Op. cit. p. 151.
'

.

§ I'loc. Zool. Soc. 1861, p. 385.

II
' Marine Mamnials Atiatom. Mus. Univ. I'idiiibuigli,' London, 1912, pp. 40-50.

*[\ Op. cit. pp. 180, 184.
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Blue Whale stranded at Ocean City, New Jersey, in October
1891. Although not completely satisfactory, in view of the
small size of the animal, this may be taken as a basis for com-
parison. The measurements it is necessaiy to notice are as

follows :

—
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Soutliern race of Blue Wliales by their supei'ior size. The
evidence now submitted shows that Blue Wliales of a size much
larger than that generally accepted may occur to the north of the

equator, and thus throws doubt on the assumption that the

Northei'n Blue Whale is smaller than those that frequent

the Southern Ocean. It may be suggested that owing to the

great intensity of whaling which has occurred in Northern waters,

few ]>lue Whales of the largest size have been permitted to

survive, but that in the South, where whaling has been practised

only since 1904/5, a greater number of these individuals have
remained. It may be anticipated that the enormous destruction

which is at present taking place in the South Avill result in a

diminution of the number of these very large specimens.
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50, Notes on the Afiicnn Ci-estcd ]\at (Loj>Inowi/.s iiuJimtsi).

By G. II. Goldfinch,*

[Received July 9, 1923 : Head November 0, 1923.]

N.ntive (Wandorobo) name " Monget" or " Ermoiiget."

The first one of these animals I got was when I was stationed

at Nakuru ; it came from the Aberdare side. It Avas taken out of a

hole in a tree b}' a Wandorobo whom I had sent to collect a byrax.

I found that the Wandorobo had the superstition about this

ixnimal that if anybody got bitten by it he died. I think this may
be taken to mean that somebody got bitten and got blood poisoning

and died, as their bite is harmless. However, after this old man
found he was unhurt, I had no difficulty in getting all I wanted,

and at one time I had something like a dozen of them. I foiget

whether I had one born in captivity, but J. remember one

delightful toto. With regard to food, I have come to the

conclusion that besides eating leaves etc. they probably also

want, or rather eat, insects, small mammals, young birds, etc. I

used to feed mine on sweet potato leaves mainly, but found

they would also eat lucerne, wild clover, etc., and would eat the

potatoes themselves, but did not seem to care much aliout

them. On this diet 1 have had them live six months, as far as

I can remember. AVln^ I think they are also carnivorous is this :

I kept them in n. sort of aviary with a row of boxes for

them to go into, and I had got hold of a winged Guinea pigeoii

and thought it would be a good place for him, but in the morning

all that remained were Ji, few feathers. They are, I think, purely

nocturnal animals, but run about much more on the ground

than tree-hyrax. They are most cunning in escaping from

cages. I have met mine, when they got out, trotting along

the road to Nakuru in the middle of the night. I gave two

or three to the late 0. W. Woodhouse to try and get home to the

Zoo, but they died on the voyage. I daresay what troubles them

is the heat, as they come from the cold forests. I think they are

pretty hardy really, and there seems to be no bother about

getting them to feed Avhen they are freshly caught. ]\fine

used to come out of their boxes just as it began to get dark.

The best method of handling them is by the tail. There would,

I think, be no difficulty in getting them if they were wanted.

This, by the way, is not the animal that gnaws old tusks of ivory,

as Sir F. Jackson suggested. What does that is the porcupine.

* Communicnted by the Seceetakt.
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EXHIBITIONS AND NOTICES.

October 23rd, 1923.

Dr. A. .Smith Woodward, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Ohair.

Tlie Secretary read the following Report on the Additions
made to the Society's Menagerie during the months of June,
July, August, and September, 1923 :

—

June.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during
the month of June were 210 in number. Of these 91 were
acquired by presentation, 13 were deposited, 69 were purchased,
and 37 Avere born in the Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :

—

1 Chimpanzee {Anthropopithecus troglodytes), $ , fi'om West
Africa, purchased on June 12th.

1 Black Mangabey {Cercocehus atemmus), d » fi'om the Congo,
purchased on June 29th.

2 Pumas {Felis concolor), c? $ , from South America, pur-
chased on June 22nd.

1 Goliath Heron {Ardea goliath), from Kerna Marshes, Meso-
potamia, presented by Major Wilson.

2 Kurdistan Ohukar Partridges {Alectoris yrceca kurdistanicus),

from Kurdistan, new to the Collection, presented by Dr. Sinder-

son on Juno 8th.

1 Syrian Ostrich {Struthio camelus syriacus), from Jauf, Central
Arabia, new to the Collection, presented by Sir Percy Cox,
G.C.M.G., and Capt. R. E. Cheesman, I.A., on June 8th.

2 Sundevall's Lizards (Lygosonia sundevalli), new to the Collec-

tion, from Dodoma, E. Africa, presented by Arthur Loveridge,

C.M.Z.S.

July.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the
month of July were 316 in number. Of these 148 wei-e acquired

by presentation, 146 were deposited, 9 were purchased, 8 were
received in exchange, and 5 were born in the Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :

—

A collection of animals from Australia, containing Opossums,
Bandicoots, Regent-Birds, Bower-Birds, Brush-Turkeys, and
others, presented by the Marquess of Tavistock, F.Z.S., on
July 3rd.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1923, No. LXXI. 71
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A coUecfciori of animals from Gambia, containing an Ostrich,

a Porcupine, an African Tantalus, Owls, and others, presented

by H.E. Cnpt. 0. H. Armitage, C.M.G., D.S.O., F.Z.S., on

July 24th.

1 Llama (Lctvia glanvi), bred in the Menagerie on July 7th.

A collection of Indian Snakes, including an Indian Sand-

Snake {Zamenis arenarius) and a Hodgson's Snake {Coluber

hodgsoni), both new to the Collection, presented by A. A. L. Flynn,

Esq., C.M.Z.S., on July 26th.

August.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of August were 205 in number. Of these 58 were

jiequired by presentation, 78 were deposited, 5 were pui'chased,

2 were received in exchange, and 62 were born in the Menagerie.

- The following may be specially mentioned :

—

1 South African Giraffe {Giraffa cainelopardalis capensis), pur-

chased on August 21st.

2 Ocelots (Felis pardcdis)., 1 Hensel's Cat {Felis pardinoides),

2 Orab-eating Dogs {Canis thous), and 2 Amazonian Skunks
(Mephitis aniazonicus), the last new to the Collection, from
Brazil, presented by George Chalmers, C.M.Z.S., on August 9th.

2 Gelada Baboons {Theropithecus gelada), from Abyssinia,

received in exchange on August 30th.

1 Black Howler {Mycetes caraya), from the Amazons, presented

by Walter Goodfellow, F.Z.S., on August 21st.

1 Puma {Felis concolor)\, fi"om South America, presented by
Arthur R. T. Woods on August 15th.

I Fossa {Cryptoprocta ferox), from Madagascar, presented by
Percivale Ilelyar on August 11th.

6 Lion Cubs {Felis leo), born in the Menagerie, 2 on August 1st

and 4 on August 25th.

September,

The i-egistered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of September were 221 in number. Of these' 135 were
acquired by presentation, 60. were deposited, 18 were purchased,

5 were received in exchange, and 3 were born in the Menagerie.

The following ma}'^ be specially mentioned :

—

1 African Elephant {Loxodon africamis), from 'J'anganyika

Territory, presented by H.E. Sir Horace Byatt, K.C.M.G.,
Honorary Member of the Society, on September 14th.

2 Great Anteaters {Myrmecophagajubatci), from South America,
purchased on September 15th.

1 Yellow-throated Marten {Martes JIavigida), from India, pre-

seiited by the Bombay Natural History Society on Septend^er 1 )it\\.
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Dr. C. W. Andrews, F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited, and made
some remarks upon, an imperfect phalangeal bone belonging to

one of the curious clawed Perissodactyls, the Ancylopoda {Ohali-

cotheroidea). Although only a scrap of bone, it is quite charac-

teristic, and there is no doubt about the determination. The
interest of the specimen lies in the fact that this is the first

recorded occurrence of the group in Africa : members of it are

known from Europe, Asia, and America in beds of ages ranging
from the Eocene up to the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene,

the Pleistocene forms being confined to Asia. The beds from
which the present specimen comes are of late Pliocene or, more
probably. Pleistocene age, and are situated on the Bunyoro side

of Lake Albert: remains of Hippopotamtbs phacochcerus, Crocodile,

and fish were also found. It is interesting to note that a species

of Chalicotherium is found in the Pliocene beds of Samos asso-

ciated with Samotherium, a close relative of' the existing Okapij

and it may be suggested that possibly a still surviving Chali-

cothere may be the basis of the persistent rumours of the

existence in Central Africa of a large Bear or Hysena-like

animal. The specimens were collected and sent to the British

Museum by Dr. Wayland, Director of the Geological Survey of

Uganda.

Mr. D. Seth-Smith, Curator of Mammals and Birds, exhibited

a series of lantern-slides of Lion-cubs born in the Society's

Gardens. He said that since 1887 no lion-cubs born in the

Gardens had lived more than a very short time. At the present

time there were two families of cubs, one of two and the other of

four, the former being over three months and the latter about

nine weeks old. Both families had been born and were being

reared in the outside cages of the Lion House, and at present

appeared to be thriving.

Mr. Seth-Smitii also exhibited a living specimen of the

Mangabey described in 1899 by Dr. Sclater as C'ercocebus congicus

(P. Z. S. 1889, p. 827), and pointed out that it was without

doubt a semi-albino variety of Gercocebus aferrimus.

Dr. Carl Absolon exhibited a large series of drawings and
photographs of Cave Animals from the Balkans.

Mr. E. A. Spaul, B.Sc, F.Z.S., gave an account of his experi-

ments on acceleration of metamorphoses of Frog-tadpoles by
injection of anterior-lobe pituitavy-gland extract and iodine.
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November 6th, 1928.

Sir S. F. Haemer, K.B.E., E.R.S., Vice-President,

ill the Chair.

The' Secrbtahy exhibited, and made remarks upon, a photo-
graph of a Ratel from Lake Magadi, Kenya.

Mr. D. iSeth-Smith, F.Z.S., Curator of Mammals and Birds,

exhibited a living specimen, believed to be about six months old,

of the Pigmy Hippopotamus {Choeroims liberiensis) which had
heen purchased by the Society from Mr. Harry Smith, of

Monrovia, and arrived on November 2nd. Its Aveight on arrival

was 40 lbs., its length 24 inches, and height 14 inches. It was
fed entirely upon milk, and appeai-ed to be in excellent condition.

Since its arrival in the Society's Gardens it had spent most of

Text-iigure 1.

Baby Pigiuj' Hippopotamus (Gkceropsis liberiensis),

the daytime asleep in its box, taking to the warmed water of the
tnnk towards evening. Although so young it proved to be an
excellent swimmer.

Great credit was due to Mr. Harry Smith for ha,ving so
successfully reared this little animal since it was but a few weeks
old, and to Mr. R. M. Mitchell, chief officer of the s.s. ' Melville,'
Avho carefully tended it on the voyage home.

Mr. P. A, Mitchell-Hedges, P.Z.S., P.L.S., F.B,.G.S., gave
an account of his recent expedition through the jungle-region of
lanama, and illustrated his remarks with a series of lantern-
slides of scenery, natives, and large fish.
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November 20th, 1923.

Dr. A. Smith-Woodward, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary rend the following Report on the Additions

made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of October,

1923:—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during

the month of October were 219 in number. Of these 50 were

acquired by presentation, 26 were deposited, 29 Avere purchased,

and 114 were born in the Menngerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :

—

1 Puma {Felis concolor), from Bolivia, presented by Mr. Robert

Macdonald on October 20th.

1 Jaguar (Felis onca), from Parnahyba, Brazil, presented by
Mr. Louis F. Hamley on October 16th.

1 Serval [Felis served), from Sierra Leone, presented by Capt.

F. R. Ellis on October 22nd.

The Secretary exhibited, and made remarks upon, a collection

of Autographs recently presented to the Society by Mr. Hugh S.

(Gladstone, F.Z.S.

Mr. R. T. GuNTiiKii, M.A., F.Z.S., exhibited, and made remarks
upon, (1) Vertebrse of Mesozoic Crocodile showing the course of
intercostal arteries, and (2) a Jaw-bone of Ursus anglicus Gunther,
from the Cherwell GraA-els.





No. S44 .

ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.'

October 23rd, 1923.

Dr. A. Satrrii Woodward, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Tlic Secuetahy reud a report on the Additions jiiade to tlie

Society's Menagerie during the months of June, July, Augusb,

and September, 1923.

Dr. 0. W. Andrewes, F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited, and made
remarks upon, an imperfect phalangeal bone belonging to one

of the curious clawed Perissodactyls, tlie Ancylopoda (Cbali-

cotheroidea).

Mr. D. SETH-SMrni, F.Z.S. , exhibited, and made remarks upon,

a series of photographs of Lion cubs recently born in the Society's

Menagerie. Mr. Seth-Smith also exhibited some rare varieties

of the Black Mangabey Monkey, Cercocehus aterrimus.

Dr. Carl Absolon exhibited a large series of drawings and

photographs of Cave Animals from the Balkans.

Mr. E. A. SrAUL, B.Sc, F.Z.S., gave a resume of his experiments

on acceleration of metamorphoses of Frog-Tadpoles by injection

of Anterior-lobe Pituitary-gland Extract and Iodine.

A paper on " Observations on the Development of the Sympa-

thetic Nervous System and Suprarenal Bodies in the Sparrow,"

by A. SuBBA Rau.B.A., M.Sc, and P. H. Johnson, B.Sc, F.Z.S,,

was communicated by Mr. A. Subba Rau.

* Tliis Abstract is published by tlie Society at its offices, Zoologiciil Gardens,
Regent's Park, N.W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which
it refers. It will be issued, along with the ' Proceedings,' free of extra charge,

to all Fellows who subscribe to tlie Publications ; but it may be obtained on tiie

day of publication at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for

the Slim of Six Shillit^s per annum, payable in advance.



In the absence of the Authors, the following papers were taken

as rciul :—11. C. Abkauam, F.Z.S., " A new Spider of the Genus
Liphistius from the Malay Peninsula, and some Observations on
its Habits"; Malcolm A. Smitu, M.R.C.S., L.KC.P., F.Z.S.,

" A Review of the Lizards of the Genus Tropidophorus on the

Asiatic Mainland"; J. G. H. Frew, M.Sc, F.Z.S., "On the

Larval Anatomy of the Gout-fly (Chlorops Ueniopus Meig.) and
two related Acalj-ptiate Muscids with Notes on their Winter
Host-plants" ; Arthur Loveridge, F.E.S., C.M.Z.S., " (1) Notes
on Mammals collected in Tiinganyika Territory, 1920-1923,"

and " (2) A List of the Lizards of British East Africa (Uganda,
Kenj^a Colony, Tanganyika Territory, and Zanzibar) with Keys
for the Diagnosis of the Species."

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientilic IJiisiiiess will be

held on Tuesday, November 6th, 1923, at 5.30 r.M., when the

following Communications will be made :

—

F. A. Mitchell- Hedges, F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.R.G.S .

The Primeval Jungle of Panama.

G. H. Goldfinch.

Notes on the African Crested Rat {Lophiomys imhausi).

Harold G. Jackson, F.Z.S.

A Revision of the Isopod Genus Liijidiani Brandt [Crus-
tacea],

Ivor G. S. Montagu, F.Z.S.

On some Mammals from Jugo-Slavia.

Ivor G. S. Montagu, F.Z.S., and Grape PiCKFuitp.

On the Guernsey Crocidura.

Major S. S. Flower. O.B.E., F.L.S., F.Z.S .

On Additions to the Snake Fauna of Egypt,



Stanley Hirst, F.Z.S.

On some new or little-known Species of Acaii.

CUAS. F. SONNTAO, M.D., F.Z.S.

On the Pelvic Muscles and Generative Organs of the Male
Chimpanzee.

The following Papers have been received :

—

Cyril Crossland, M.A., D.Sc, O.N., F.Z .S.

Polj'^chajta of Tropical East Africa, the lied Sea, and Cape
Veixle Islands ; and of the Maldive Archipelago.

Malcolm A. Smith, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.Z.S .

New Tree-Frogs from Indo-Ohina and the Malay Peninsnla.

Arthur LovKRipqE, F.E.S., C.M.Z.S .

(1) Notes on East African Birds (chiefly Nesting-habits and
Endo-parasites), collected 1920-1923.

(2) Notes on East African Snakes, collected 1918-1923.

(3) Notes on East African Tortoise.s, collected 1921-1923,

with Description of a new Species of soft Land-tortoiso.

(4) Notes on East African Lizards collected 1920-1923,

with Descriptions of Two new llaces of Jgaira lionotus Blgr.

(5) Notes on East African Insects collected 1915-1922.

R. R. Mole. C.M.Z.S.

The Trinidad Snakes.

Mary L. Hett, F.Z.S.

On the Family Linguatulida).

Dr. Francis, Baron NorscA.

Reversible and irreversible Evolution; a Study based on

Reptiles.

J. R. Garrood, M.D.

Two Skeletons of the Cetacean PsPAulorca crassidens from

Thorney Fen, Cambridgeshire.

E. W. Shann, B.Sc, F.Z.S.

Investigations on the Comparative Myology of Fishes.



Tlie Publication Connnittee desire to call the attention of

those who propose to ofi'er Papers to the Society, to the great

increase in the cost of paper anil printing. This will render if

necessary for the present that papers should be condensed, and

be limited so far as possible to the description of new results.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings should

be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretary.

Zoological Society of London,

TIegent's Park, London, N.W. 8.

October 30fA, 1923.



No. 245.

ABSTRACT OF THE PR00EI5DINGS

OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON*

Noveml)er. 6th, 1923.

Sir S. F. Harmer, K.B.E., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary exhibited, and made remarks upon, a photo-

grapli of a Ratel from Lake Magadi, Kenya.

Mr. D. Setii-Smitii, F.Z.S., exhibited, and made remarks upon,

(1) a yoiing Pigmy Hippopotamus purchased by tlie Society;

and (2) a specimen of a Tree-Siuew found in a tin of Pineapple

Cliunks in syrup,

Mr. F. A. Mitchell-Hedges, F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.R.G.S., gave

an account of his recent expedition through the jungle-region of

Panama, and illustr.ated his remarks with a series of lantern-

slides of scenery, natives, and large fish.

Mr. Arthur Loveridge, F.E.S., C.M.Z.S., gave a resttme of his

p.apers :

—

(1) Notes on East African Birds (chiefly Nesting-habits and

Endo-parasites), collected 1920-1923.

(2) Notes on East African Snakes, collected 1918-1923.

(3) Notes on East African Tortoises, collected 1921-1923,

with Description of a new Species of soft Land-Tortoise.

(4) Notes on East African Lizards collected 1920-1923, with

Descriptions of Two new Races of Agama lionotus Blgr.

(5) Notes on East African Insects collected 1915-1922.

* This Abstract is publislied by tbe Society at its ofRfes, Zoological Gardens,

Regent's Park, N.W.. on tlio Tuesday following, llio date of JMcoting to wiiich

it refers. ]t will be issued, along witli the ' Proceedings,' free of extra ciiarge,

to all Fellows wbo subscribe to the rublieations ; but it may bo obtnined on the

day of i)ul)]ication at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for

the sum of Si.v ShUlivfj?' per annilm, payable in advance.
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The Hon. Ivor G. S. Montagu, F.Z.S., communicated his

paper " On .some Mammals from Jugo-Slavia," and gave a resume
of his investigations in collaboration with Miss Grace Pickford,
on "The Guernsey Crocidura."

In the absence of the Authors, the following papers were taken

as read :—G. II. Goldfincii, " Notes on the African Crested Rat
{Lophiomys imhausi) "

; Harold G. Jackson, F.Z.S., '' A Revision

of the Isopod Genus Ligidmm Brandt [Crustnceaj "
; Major S. S.

Flower, O.B.E., F.L.S., F.Z.S., " On Additions to the Snake
Fauna of Egypt"; Stanley Hirst, F.Z.S., "On some new or

little-known Species of Acari "
; Oiias. F. Sonntag, M.D., F.Z.S.,

" On the Pelvic Muscles and Generative Organs of the Male
Chimpanzee."

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will

be held on Tuesday, November 20th, at 6.30 p.m., when the

following Communications will be made:

—

Tjie Secretary,

Report on the Additions to the Society's Menngerie duiing

the month of October, 1923.

The Secretary.

Exhibition of a Collection of Autographs recently presented

to the Society by Mr. Hugh S. Gladstone, ]<\Z.S.

W. E. Le Gros Clark, F.R.C.S.Eng., F.Z.S.

Notes on the living Tarsicr.

Dr. Francis, Bai^on NopscA.

Reversible and irreversible Evolution ; a Study ba.sed on

Reptiles.

J. R. Garrood, M.D.

Two Skeletons of the Cetacean Fseudorca crasnidens from
Thorney Fen, Cambridgeshire.

Cyril Crossland, M.A., D.Sc, O.N., F.Z.S.

Polychoeta of Tropical Ea.st Africa, the Red Sea, and Cape
Verde Islands ; and of the Maldive Archipelago.



Miss Joan B. Procter, F.Z.S., F.L.S.

(1) Oil new and vaie lleptiles from South America.
(2) On new and rare Reptiles and Batrachians from the

Australian Region,

The following Papers have been received :—
Malcolm A. Smith, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.Z.8 .

New Tree- Frogs from Indo-China and the Malay Peninsula.

R. R. Mole, C.M.Z.S.

The Trinidad Snakes.

Mary L. Hett, F.Z.S.

On the Family Linguatulida).

E. W. SiiANN, B.Sc, F.Z.S.

Investigations on the Comparative Morphology of Fishes.

The Publication Committee desire to call the attention of
those who propose to offer Papers to the Society, to the great
increase in the cost of paper and printing. This will render it
necessary for the present that papers should be condensed, and
be limited so far as possible to the description of neAv results. •

Communications intended for the Scientidc Meetings should
be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,

^
Secretary.

Zoological Society of London,

Regent's Park, London, N.W. 8.

November 13th, 1923,





No. 246.

ABSTRACT OF THIi: rilOOEKDINGS

ZOOLOGICAL SDGIETr OF LONDON/

November 20th, 1923.

Dr. A. Sjhtii Woodward, F.R.S., "Vice-President.,

in the Chair.

Tlie Seciietaiiy read a Report on tho Additions to the Society's

Menagerie during the month of October, 1923.

The Secretary exliibited an autograph letter of Sir Stamford
Ilaflles, one of the principal founders of the Society, which had
been presented by Mr, Cosmo Bevan, and a collection of auto-

graphs of IGl Naturalists, including the first President, Treasurer,

and Secretary of the Society, presented by Mr. Hugh S. Glad-

stone, F.Z.S.

Sir Stamford Raffles' letter was dated August 13, 1821, and
was written to Sir Everard Home. It announced the dispatch

of the head of an elephant, preserved in alcohol, stated that the

Babirussa, then believed to have a wider disti'ibution, was
restricted to Celebes and Moluccas, and discussed other matters

of zoological interest.

In Mr. Gladstone's gift there were included autographs of

H. W. Bates, the Naturalist of the ' Amazon,' de Blainville,

Bleeker, Francis Day, Sir Joseph Hooker and his father (Sir

William Hooker), D. W. Mitchell, Secretary of the Society 1847-

1859, and Temminck.

* This Abstract is published by the Society at its offices, Zoological Qardeus,

Eegent's Pai-k, N.W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which
it refers. It will be issued, along with the '• Proceedings,' free of extra charge,

to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications; but it may be obtained on the

day of publication at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for

the sum of Six Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
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Mr. 11. T. GuNTlliiit, M.A,, F.Z.S.. exhil)it.C'cl, iuid lujule remarks
upon, (1) Vertebrio of a Mesozoic Orocoilile yliowing- tlio coinvse

of inteicostiil Arteries, and (2) the jaw-bone of Ursiis anylicus

Guntlier, from tlie (Jlierwell (jravels.

Mr. W. JO. Lii duos Cf.Aiiic, F.ll.CJ.S.Eiiy., K.Z.S., coni-

muiiicatt'd lii-s paper "Notes on the Jjiviny Taisiei' (^Tarsias

spectrmii).'^

Sir Sidney F. IIaiimkis, K.13.E., F.ll.S., Vice-President of the

Society, connnnnicated his paper on "Cervical Verte))ra^ of a

gigantic Jilue AV'^hale from Panama."

In the absence of the Author, Dr. J. 11 (jIaiiuool), a resume of

his paper on "• Two Skeletons of the Getiiceiui l^aeudorca crassidens

fx'om Thorney Fen, Cambridge," wasconnuunicated by Sir Sidney
F. Harmer.

Dr. FiiANCia, 15aron Nopsca, communicated his paper on
" lleversible and iirevcrsible Involution ; a Study based on
lleptiles."

In the absence of the Authors, the following papers were taken
as read:

—

Oyiul Cuo.ssland, M.A., D.Sc, O.N., F.Z.S., " Poly-

chicta of Tropical Eiist Africa, the lied Sea, and Cape Verde
Islands; and of the Maldivo Archi[)elago." Mi.ss JoAs B.

PiioCTEU, F.Z.S., "(1) On new and rare lleptiles from South
America," "(2) On new and rare lleptiles and Batrachians from
the Australian Re<>ion."

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientitic Business will

be held on Tuesday, February 5th, 1924, at 5.30 r.M.

A notice stating the Agenda for the J\li.'eting will bo circulated
early in January.

The following Papers have been received :

—

Malcolm A. Smith, M.Il.C.S., L.H.C.P., F.Z.S.

New Tree-Frogs from Indo-China and the Malay Peninsula.
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R. 11. Mole, C.IM.Z.S.

The Trinidad Snakes.

Mauy L. Hett, ]?.Sc., F.Z.8.

(1) On tlie Family I;iuguatulidtc.

(2) Zoological Ilesnlts of the Third Tanganyika Expedition
conducted by Dr. W. A. Cunnington, F.Z.S., 1 904-1905:
Report on the Lingnatulid.'c.

E. W. SiiANN, E.Sc, F.Z.S.

Investigations on the Comparative Morphology of Fishes.

H. C. OiiADwiCK, A.L S.

On some Abnormal and Impeifectly Developed Specimens of

the Sea -Urchin Echimis esculentibs.

The Publication Committee desire to call the attention of

those who propose to offer Papers to the Society, to the great
increase in the cost of paper and printing. This will render it

necessary for the present tliat pnpers should bo condensed and
be limited so i'iir :>s po.ssible to tlie description of new results.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings should
be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretary.

Zoological Society of London,
Regent's Park, London, N.W. 8.

JVovember 27th,l92'S.
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